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UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
Case No. 8980642 
SUSAN CARTER, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
SULLIVAN-SCHEIN DENTAL CO., 
Respondent, 
* 
* 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW, AND ORDER 
Judge: Richard M. La Jeunesse 
HEARING: 
BEFORE: 
Room 334, Labor Commission, 160 East 300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
on March 26, 27 and 28, 2003, and June 10 and 11, 2003. Said Hearing 
was pursuant to Order and Notice of the Commission. 
Richard M. La Jeunesse, Administrative Law Judge. 
APPEARANCES: The petitioner, Susan Carter, was present and represented by her attorney 
Kenneth B. Grimes. 
The respondent was represented by attorneys Joseph E. Gumina and Mark 
O. Morris. 
I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
On August 11,1998 the petitioner, Susan Carter, filed a "Charge of Discrimination" with the 
Utah Antidiscrimination and Labor Division (UALD). Ms. Carter's "Charge of Discrimination" 
alleged that the respondent, Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. (SuUivan-Schein), terminated her 
employment in retaliation for her past complaints of sexual harassment and gender 
discrimination. 
On September 29, 1998 Sullivan-Schein filed an answer to Ms. Carter's "Charge of 
Discrimination." SuUivan-Schein denied that Ms. Carter's complaint against fellow employees 
about past sexual harassment and gender discrimination had anything to do with the termination 
of her employment. Rather, Sullivan-Schein asserted that it terminated Ms. Carter's employment 
because she interfered with the customers assigned to other sales representatives in violation of 
company policy. 
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IL ISSUES. 
Did Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. terminate the employment of Susan Carter based on her 
violations of company policy rather than her complaint against fellow employees about past 
sexual harassment and gender discrimination? 
III. COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS. 
On August 11, 1998 Susan Carter filed a "Charge of Discrimination" with UALD. On 
September 29, 1998 Sullivan-Schein filed an answer to Ms. Carter's "Charge of Discrimination." 
On December 4, 2000 UALD issued a "Determination and Order" wherein UALD found in favor 
of Ms. Carter and ordered certain remedies. On December 13, 2000 Sullivan-Schein appealed 
the "Determination and Order" issued by UALD and requested a formal hearing. On January 4, 
2001 UALD transferred the matter to the Division of Adjudication. 
On September 30, 2002 Sullivan-Schein filed a Motion for Summary Judgment. Ms. Carter filed 
her response to the Motion for Summary Judgment on October 18, 2002. On November 12, 
2002 Sullivan-Schein filed a reply brief. On November 27, 2002 I issued a Ruling on Motion for 
Summary Judgment and denied the Motion. 
At the evidentiary hearing the parties presented live testimony from various witnesses and 
published depositions of the following witnesses: (1) Joseph Schuetzow [Mr, Schuetzow testified 
live at the hearing and petitioner read Mr. Schuetzow's deposition taken earlier into the 
evidentiary record]; (2) Parke Simmons; (3) Melanie Roylance Bingham; (4) Gary Anderson [the 
petitioner read portions of Mr. Anderson's deposition into the evidentiary record]; (5) Leonard 
David [respondent played a video tape of Mr. Leonard's deposition into the evidentiary record], 
and; (6) James Engel. 
IV. FINDINGS OF FACT. 
A. Factual Background Common to All Divisions. 
The parties agreed to the general historical factual background which gave rise to the prominent 
issue in this case. In November of 1992 a company known as Mountain West Dental (Mountain 
West) hired Ms. Carter as a sales representative to sell dentistry products. While employed for 
Mountain West, two male employees named Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown directly 
supervised Ms. Carter. In August of 1993 Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown terminated Ms. Carter's 
employment from Mountain West. 
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In September 1996 another company that sold dentistry products named Sullivan Dental 
Products, Inc. (Sullivan) acquired Mountain West. On March 12, 1997 yet a third company that 
sold dentistry products named Henry Schein, Inc. (Henry Schein) hired Ms. Carter as a sales 
representative. 
Between August of 1997, and January of 1998, Henry Schein and Sullivan commenced a merger 
of the two companies. In January of 1998 Henry Schein completed acquisition of all the Sullivan 
common stock and the merged companies became known as Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. 
(Sullivan-Schein).1 The sales representatives separately employed by Henry Schein and 
Sullivan merged into a single sales force. Ms. Carter came into the merged company as a field 
sales representative from Henry Schein. Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown came over from Sullivan 
to Sullivan-Schein as equipment sales specialists in the merged sales force. 
B. The December 14,1997 Letter. 
On December 14, 1997 during the acquisition of Sullivan by Henry Schein, Ms. Carter faxed a 
letter to Henry Schein management regarding certain sexual harassment and gender 
discrimination complaints by her against Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown during her 
employment with Mountain West. [Exhibit P-2]. Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter stated in 
pertinent part: 
I have a personal issue concerning the Schein-Sullivan merger that I feel you 
would appreciate knowing about. 
I was the first woman hired by Mountain West in Utah as a sales representative. I 
worked behind the desk for four months before I was allowed to work out in my 
territory. When asked if that was standard operating procedure, they said no. The 
men there did not have to start training behind the desk, only me. I made coffee, 
typed proposals and answered the phone etc. My managers were Parke Simmons 
and Blaine Brown. 
]Some disparity existed in the testimony concerning the actual date the merger became 
complete. The witnesses generally concurred that the process commenced in August 1997, and 
that the two sales forces began to operate jointly as Sullivan-Schein representatives in January 
1998 after attending the so called "Kick Off meetings. 
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Sales meetings were held almost every Friday morning. One of the main topics 
that seemed to be discussed frequently was when 'tee time' should be, for playing 
golf. I was always asked if I would be interested in driving the golf cart and 
handing out the beer. I was told that a swimsuit would be appropriate attire 
because of the heat. 
When a sales rep reached his million dollar mark for the first time, they would 
speak of celebrating it in the Million Dollar Saloon, which is a local exotic dance 
bar. Maybe I too could dance on the tables and join in on the fun they'd say. 
[J]ohn Sargent, came to Mt. West for a job, they gave him my territory and I was 
terminated. 
I will soon be sitting across the table from Parke and Blaine once again, as they 
will become my equipment managers. I am uncomfortable with being in this 
position. I would like to request a neutral space for our branch here in Utah to 
reside. I personally would not like to sit in the same office where I once worked, 
was abused and then terminated. 
[Exhibit "P-l"]. 
Leonard David testified that during the period of Ms. Carter's employment with Sullivan-Schein 
he served as the Vice President and Special Council for Henry Schein, Inc. Worldwide, the 
parent company of Sullivan-Schein. Mr. David came into possession of Ms. Carter's December 
14, 1997 letter. [Deposition of Leonard David p. 7 11. 7-25; p. 8 11. 1-5].2 Mr. Leonard testified 
that shortly after he received Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter he met and discussed the 
allegations contained in the letter with Gary Anderson, the Director of Human Resources for 
Sullivan-Schein, James Stahly, the head of North American Operations for Sullivan-Schein, and 
Tim Sullivan, the head of Sullivan-Schein Operations, [id. p. 9 11. 2-17]. Mr. Leonard stated that 
he felt the December 14, 1997 letter called for immediate action, [id. p. 10 11. 12-18]. Mr. 
Leonard "[directed Tim Sullivan to have a very strong and forthright conversation with Blaine 
Brown and ... Parke Simmons, about any potential retaliation or recrimination that might take 
place between themselves and Ms. Carter once they were working together again under the 
Henry Schein banner..." [id. p. 10 11. 20-25; p. 1111. 1-2]. 
2Where the parties introduced the witness' deposition testimony into the evidentiary 
record I cite the specific deposition page for convenience of reference. 
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On December 29,1997 Mr. Leonard sent a letter to Ms. Carter that stated in relevant part: 
Thank you for your e-mail letter of December 14,1997 which was brought to my 
attention. Your letter was referred to me because I am in charge of Human 
Resources for Henry Schein, Inc., including the Sullivan-Henry Schein Dental 
Company. 
As you well know .... the company has a strong commitment to an harassment 
free work environment we thank you for coming forward and calling your 
concerns to our attention, even though they are not based upon anything which 
has taken place since you joined Henry Schein, Inc. 
You should know that we have responded to these allegations. Management from 
the most senior levels of the organization has followed up with the two 
individuals who you named in your letter. As part of the very strong 
conversations that took place, we re-iterated our no-tolerance policy regarding 
harassment or hostile environment situations, as well as our ongoing commitment 
to our policy outlawing retaliation, retribution, or recrimination of any sort. If 
you experience any offensive conduct or statements, or if you feel that anyone is 
retaliating against you in any way for making a complaint about harassment....or 
if you have any questions or concerns about the status of our harassment-free 
environment, which you are entitled to as a Team Schein Member, please let me 
know immediately. 
[Exhibit "R-3"][see also: Deposition of Leonard David p. 13 11. 1-13]. 
Mr. Leonard sent a copy of his response to Ms. Carter [Exhibit "R-3"] to Gerry Benjamin, Chief 
Administrator of Henry Schein, Inc., J. Breslawski, President of Sullivan-Schein, M. Mlotek, 
General Counsel for Sullivan-Schein, James Stahly, and Tim Sullivan. [Exhibit "R-3"][see also: 
Deposition of Leonard David p. 43 11. 1-25; p. 44 11. 1-8]. On December 31,1997 Mr. Leonard 
issued an "Interoffice Memorandum" addressed to Stan Bergman, CEO of Sullivan-Schein. 
[Exhibit R-5]. The December 31,1997 Memo stated in relevant part: 
For your information, Jim Stahly brought to our attention some issues raised by 
Susan Carter, one of our Utah field reps, who used to work with two Sullivan 
folks six years ago....She claims they, who were then her managers, created a 
hostile work environment for her and did certain insensitive things that might 
amount to sexual harassment. Accordingly, she had concerns that she wanted to 
bring to our attention in case they would recur now that she would have to work 
with the two individuals, upon the consummation of the Sullivan-Schein merger, 
out of the same facility. 
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[a]nd the individuals which she claims had done these things....were still severely 
admonished and reprimanded as well as reminded of our anti-recrimination and 
ant-retaliation policy. [Exhibit R-5]. 
Mr. Leonard sent a copy of the December 31, 1997 Memo to Gerry Benjamin and J. Breslawski. 
[id.]. James Engel, the Northwest Zone Manager for Sullivan Schein, also admitted that he knew 
about Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter. In sum, no dispute existed that a considerable 
number of officers and employees within Sullivan-Schein knew of Ms. Carter's December 14, 
1997 letter including: (1) David Leonard, Vice President and Special Council for Henry Schein, 
Inc. Worldwide; (2) Gary Anderson, the Director of Human Resources for Sullivan-Schein; (3) 
James Stahly, the head of North American Operations for Sullivan-Schein; (4) Tim Sullivan, the 
head of Sullivan-Schein Operations; (5) Gerry Benjamin, Chief Administrator of Henry Schein, 
Inc.; (6) J. Breslawski, President of Sullivan-Schein; (7) M. Mlotek, General Counsel for 
Sullivan-Schein; (8) James Engel, the Northwest Zone Manager for Sullivan Schein; (9) Blaine 
Brown, equipment sales specialist, and; (10) Parke Simmons, another equipment sales specialist 
in same office as Ms. Carter. 
After consummation of the Sullivan-Schein merger in January 1998, Joseph Schuetzow became 
Sullivan-Schein's regional sales manager for the territory that included Utah. Mr. Schuetzow 
also acted as Ms. Carter's direct supervisor. 
Mr. Schuetzow denied that he knew about Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter until sometime 
after the termination of her employment on March 25, 1998. To the contrary, Ms. Carter testified 
that in late December 1997 she and Mike Blikfelt met with Mr. Schuetzow for the first time at 
the Salt Lake Airport where they all discussed Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter. Ms. 
Carter also stated that one month later she went to lunch with Mr. Schuetzow where he admitted 
he knew about her December 14, 1997 letter before he met her at the Salt Lake City Airport. 
Parke Simmons also testified that he discussed Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter with 
Joseph Schuetzow who in turn commented that he knew about the letter and: "[ejverybody better 
be careful." Parke Simmons testified that he felt "we needed to walk on eggshells" around Ms. 
Carter. Predictably, Mr. Simmons felt uncomfortable about Ms. Carter's allegations contained in 
the December 14,1997 letter. 
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Both Ms. Carter and Mr. Schuetzow testified that when they met with respect to her termination 
of employment at Sullivan-Schein on March 25, 1998 she exclaimed: 'This is about the letter I 
wrote." To which Mr. Schuetzow replied: "I can't say." [Deposition of Joseph Schuetzow p. 115 
11. 14-16]. Oddly, Mr. Schuetzow felt his "I can't say" comment important enough to clarify it in 
an addendum to the "Exit Interview Report" written on August 21, 1998, some five months after 
the original "Report." [Exhibit "P-26"]. This, despite the fact that he didn't mention the "I can't 
say" comment in the original "Exit Interview Report" written on March 25, 1998. [Exhibit "P-
25"]. Mr. Schuetzow felt compelled to explain that his "I can't say" comment meant he knew 
nothing about the December 14, 1997 letter. [Exhibit "P-26f']. 
The preponderance of the more credible evidence in this case established that Mr. Schuetzow 
knew about Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter prior to the termination of her employment. 
Both Ms. Carter and Parke Simmons, no friend of Ms. Carter, recalled discussing the December 
14, 1997 letter with Mr. Schuetzow. Furthermore every person in Sullivan-Schein management 
above Ms. Carter indisputably knew of the December 14, 1997 letter. It made little sense that 
Ms. Carter's immediate supervisor remained the only person in Sullivan-Schein management not 
aware of a letter that affected her and two other employees supervised by Mr. Schuetzow. The 
fact that both Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown, long time acquaintances of Mr. Schuetzow and 
employees under his supervision, knew of Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter also inveighed 
against Mr. Schuetzow's ignorance on the matter. 
Despite Ms. Carter's December 14,1997 letter, Sullivan-Schein left her in the same office with 
the alleged harassers, Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown. Ms. Carter maintained that because of 
their status as equipment sales specialists, both Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown exercised limited 
supervisory authority over her in the absence of Mr. Schuetzow. Ms. Carter claimed that during 
the frequent absences of Mr. Schuetzow she had to take her questions to Mr. Simmons and Mr. 
Brown. Melanie Roylance Bingham confirmed that as a Utah Sales representative for Sullivan-
Schein she sought direction from Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown concerning territorial 
disputes. 
Mr. Schuetzow acknowledged that he officed in Seattle, Washington, and only occasionally 
visited the Salt Lake Office. Mr. Schuetzow also agreed that during his frequent absences Parke 
Simmons and Blaine Brown presided over the monthly sales meetings with the Utah sales 
representatives. However, Mr. Schuetzow denied that either Mr. Brown, or Mr. Simmons, had 
any supervisory authority over Ms. Carter. 
The preponderance of the evidence in this case confirmed that after Ms. Carter's December 14, 
1997 letter, Sullivan-Schein had her office with Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown who in fact 
exercised frequent, albeit informal, supervisory authority over her during the regular absences of 
Mr. Schuetzow. Furthermore, Mr. Simmons felt uncomfortable around Ms. Carter because of the 
December 14, 1997 letter. 
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C The Crossover Problems Between Sales Representatives After the Merger. 
No dispute existed that the merger between Henry Schein and Sullivan created significant 
problems between the combined sales forces whose territories overlapped from when the two 
companies competed against each other. When two different Sullivan-Schein sales 
representatives had the same account Sullivan-Schein referred to the situation as a "crossover." 
James Engel testified that he gave out hundreds of voice mails and verbal warnings concerning 
crossovers during the merger. Mr. Engel kept no records detailing specifics concerning the 
crossover problems. Mr. Schuetzow acknowledged that in late 1997, and early 1998, the merger 
created a lot of severe crossover issues with all his Utah sales representatives including Dave 
LeCheminant, John Sargent, Connie Taylor, Mike Butler, Melanie Roylance Bingham, Mike 
Blikfelt, and Ms. Carter. [Deposition of Joseph Schuetzow p. 81 11. 5-24 in addition to his live 
testimony]. Mr. Schuetzow observed that frequently he thought he had resolved certain 
crossover issues only to receive followup complaints, [id. p. 86 11. 3-9]. This necessitated Mr. 
Schuetzow calling the sales representatives involved in the recurrent crossover problem to 
reiterate the resolutions, [id. p. 86 11. 14-18]. Melanie Roylance Bingham testified that the 
merger created crossover problems that turned chaotic because of overlap in territories between 
former Sullivan and Henry Schein sales representatives. The undisputed evidence in this case 
confirmed that the merger between the two sales forces of the former Sullivan and Henry Schein 
companies created pervasive, frequent, disruptive, and recurrent crossover issues with respect to 
overlapping customers and territories. 
Ms. Carter testified that pursuant to instructions from Mr. Schuetzow she continued to call on 
customers from the last "run list"3 provided to her from Mr. Schuetzow as set forth in Exhibit "P-
7." Ms. Carter testified that other than Exhibit "P-7," she never received another "run list" from 
Sullivan-Schein. Therefore, Ms. Carter used Exhibit "P-7" as her customer list from the date of 
the merger until the date Sullivan-Schein terminated her employment. Joseph Schuetzow 
recognized Exhibit "P-7" as Ms. Carter's last run list on which he personally made some notes. 
[Deposition of Joseph Schuetzow p. 59 11. 10-25]. Mr. Schuetzow understood that Exhibit "P-7" 
came from James Engel's office, [id. p. 61 11. 23-25; p. 62 1.1]. Obviously, Mr. Schuetzow 
recognized Exhibit "P-7" as Ms. Carter's client list after the merger. 
3
 The "run list" consisted of a list of customers' names, addresses, and sales data issued to 
the individual sales representatives as their specifically designated clientele. The Sullivan group 
sometimes referred to the run lists as "green bar" documents due to the color of the paper the 
documents came printed on prior to the merger. 
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Joseph Schuetzow testified that he told the sales representatives in Utah to continue calling on 
the same accounts they had prior to the merger, "business as usual," until Sullivan-Schein 
worked out the crossover problems, [id. p. 56 111-13 in addition to his live testimony]. Mike 
Butler and Melanie Roylance Bingham stated they used the customer lists they had while with 
Sullivan and neither received an updated list for months after the merger. Sullivan-Schein could 
only produce run lists for Mike Butler dated September 1997, and June of 1998. [Exhibit "P-23 
and Exhibit "P-24']. Sullivan could only produce a run list for Melanie Roylance Bingham dated 
June of 1998. [Exhibit "P-60"]. The documentary evidence suggested that other than the run lists 
brought from Sullivan by Mr. Butler and Ms. Roylance, they received no new lists until June of 
1998. Mr. Schuetzow in fact confirmed that the sales representatives continued to call on the 
same accounts they had prior to the merger. 
Mr. Schuetzow stated that he used an add-delete document to assign and "unassign" accounts to 
sales representatives after the merger, [id. p. 66 11. 17-23]. However, Sullivan-Schein produced 
no documents by way of add-delete forms during the relevant time period. Mr. Schuetzow 
likewise claimed that he kept records concerning his reconciliation of crossover accounts, [id. p. 
72 11. 1-25]. Again, neither Mr. Schuetzow, nor Sullivan-Schein in general could produce the 
alleged documents that memorialized his reconciliation of crossover accounts.[id.]. Furthermore, 
Mr. Schuetzow could not remember specifics as to the so-called reconciUation of accounts. 
James Engel stated that he began to develop a management plan addressing crossover issues, but 
never completed it. None of the witnesses in the case ever saw a written policy from Sullivan 
Schein concerning crossover issues. All the witnesses recognized an unwritten industry taboo 
against calling on an account exclusively assigned to another sales representative. Yet, Sullivan-
Schein only issued a verbal injunction against "soliciting loyalty" from crossover accounts 
assigned to two sales representatives. None of the witnesses seemed to understand exactly what 
constituted "soliciting loyalty." Mr. Schuetzow frankly admitted that a grey area existed 
between soliciting loyalty and maintaining good relations with a customer. 
Despite the pervasive, frequent, disruptive, and recurrent crossover issues with respect to 
overlapping customers and territories involving all the sales representatives in Utah, Mr. 
Schuetzow admitted that only Ms. Carter received disciplinary action as a result of crossover 
problems.4 Additionally, despite the fact that James Engel issued hundreds of e-mails and verbal 
warnings to Sullivan-Schein sales representatives due to crossover problems, Mr. Engel likewise 
acknowledged that he only took any actual disciplinary action against Ms. Carter. 
4Parke Simmons testified concerning a conversation with Mr. Schutzow who told him 
about problems with Ms. Carter "we'll have to straighten out." Mr. Simmons replied "here we 
go again." 
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D. The Richard Clegg Account. 
Prior to the merger, Henry Schein assigned Ms. Carter as sales representative to the Dr. Richard 
Clegg account (Clegg account). [Exhibit "P-7"]. As a competitor of Henry Schein prior to the 
merger, Sullivan assigned Melanie Bingham Roylance as its sales representative to the Clegg 
account. After the merger, both Ms. Carter and Ms. Bingham Roylance as Sullivan-Schein sales 
representatives had the Clegg account as a crossover account. Ms. Carter acknowledged that in 
February 1998 she received a voice mail from Jim Engel who assigned the Clegg account 
exclusively to Ms. Bingham Roylance. 
At a dental convention held February 6 th, and 7th 1998 Ms. Carter met her longtime friend 
Georgeanne Albert who worked as Dr. Clegg's dental assistant. Ms. Albert asked Ms. Carter 
why Dr. Clegg paid higher prices for his supplies after Melanie Roylance Bingham became his 
sales representative. Ms. Carter informed Ms. Albert that Dr. Clegg should ask Ms. Bingham 
Roylance to run his orders through the Henry Schein computer system to obtain his former 
discount. 
Shortly after the dental convention, Ms. Carter called on her account Dr. John Braithwaite who 
officed in the same building as Dr. Clegg at 1377 East 3900 South, [see: Exhibit "P-7"]. Dr. 
Clegg saw Ms. Carter in the building and approached her as to why he no longer received his 
discount on the supplies he ordered through Ms. Roylance Bingham. Ms. Carter repeated her 
advice that Dr. Clegg should ask Ms. Bingham Roylance to run his orders through the Henry 
Schein computer system to obtain his former discount. 
Joseph Schuetzow verified that for some time after the merger Sullivan-Schein continued to 
operate off of the two independent, preexisting, computer systems of the Henry Schein, Co. and 
Sullivan Dental. Mr. Schuetzow complained that he himself continually had to help client-
doctors figure out their billing statements. The "Power Point" presentation used to introduce the 
sales representatives to the merged Sullivan-Schein company specifically stated: 
Sullivan and Schein Order Processing and Distribution will be running off 
separate computer systems until integration. [Exhibit "R-56]. 
However, Ms. Bingham Roylance caught wind of the encounters Ms. Carter had with Ms. Albert 
and Dr. Clegg and took umbrage at the fact that Ms. Carter would converse in any manner with 
her client. Ms. Bingham Roylance testified that she complained to Ms. Carter's old antagonists 
Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown who urged Ms. Bingham Roylance to submit her complaint to 
Mr. Schuetzow. Ms. Bingham recounted that she in fact complained to Mr. Schuetzow who told 
her to put her complaint in writing and he would handle the matter from there. 
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Sullivan-Schein's Zone Manager, James Engel, sent Ms. Carter a letter on February 18, 1998 that 
stated in applicable part: 
It has come to my attention that you have continued to solicit loyalty from the 
office of Dr. Richard Clegg. Most recently, you informed staff members that you 
could offer better discounts than Melanie Roylance and that they should request 
you as their representative. This is in direct conflict with my voicemail requests 
to you as well as Joe Schuetzow's territory assignment that clearly omitted Dr. 
Clegg from your customer list. 
You have ignored directions from both of your immediate supervisors and will 
suffer disciplinary action if any further infractions occur. Disciplinary actions can 
include termination of employment if deemed necessary. 
Please take heed in this warning to cease any further attempt to secure customers 
assigned to other Sullivan-Schein team members. 
[Exhibit "P-8"]. 
Mr. Engel testified that he considered his February 18, 1998 letter to Ms. Carter [Exhibit "P-8] a 
"disciplinary action." Mr. Engel acknowledged that he did not send this type of letter to any 
other sales representatives over any crossover issues. Mr. Schuetzow also testified that Mr. 
Engel's February 18,1998 letter [Exhibit "P-8] was the only letter of its kind ever witnessed by 
him. 
Mr. Engel testified that he sent his February 18, 1998 letter to Ms. Carter at the urging of Joseph 
Schuetzow who requested a strongly worded warning sent to her. Mr. Engel denied receiving a 
letter from Ms. Bingham Roylance complaining about the Clegg account. Mr. Engel admitted 
that actually he did not know to whom the Clegg account was assigned prior to the request for a 
letter to Ms. Carter from Mr. Schuetzow. Mr. Engel also conceded that he did not talk to either 
Ms. Carter, nor Ms. Bingham Roylance, prior to sending the letter. 
On the other hand, Mr. Schuetzow denied that he requested Mr. Engel to write a letter to Ms. 
Carter concerning the Clegg account. [Deposition of Joseph Schuetzow p. 89 11. 16-22]. In fact, 
Mr. Schuetzow testified that he first heard of Ms. Bingham Roylance's complaint concerning the 
Clegg account from James Engel. Mr. Schuetzow could not even recall if the Clegg account was 
assigned to Ms. Bingham Roylance, nor telling Ms. Carter as much. [Deposition of Joseph 
Schuetzow p. 87 11. 16-18, and Mr. Schuetzow's live testimony]. 
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Mr. Schuetzow testified that the Clegg controversy constituted the first crossover complaint he 
received concerning Ms. Carter. Mr. Schuetzow stated that he also did not talk to either Ms. 
Carter, nor Ms. Bingham Roylance, about the Clegg account and considered the matter resolved. 
[Deposition of Joseph Schuetzow p. 96 11. 1-14, and Mr. Schuetzow's live testimony]. Mr. 
Schuetzow verified that he received no further complaints against Ms. Carter with respect to the 
Clegg account. 
Dr. Clegg himself weighed in on the matter with a letter dated April 6, 1998 wherein he stated in 
pertinent part: 
This is to verify that Susan Carter never conducted herself in any way less than a 
professional. We appreciated her good work for us. 
Susan did not solicit business from my office once she had been asked to turn the 
account over to Melanie, nor did she ask to retain her position as our sales 
representative. Susan did however explain to me, upon my request, that in order 
for us to continue getting a discount through Schein, all orders that Melanie 
received from us needed to be placed through the Schein computer system. 
[Exhibit "R-18].5 
The preponderance of the evidence in this case established that Ms. Carter's explanation to Dr. 
Clegg and Ms. Albert as to how to receive a discount constituted the only arguable contact Ms. 
Carter had with the Clegg account after it was assigned to Ms. Bingham. The preponderance of 
the evidence in this case demonstrated that Ms. Carter's explanation of the billing system at 
Sullivan-Schein came through inadvertent contact with Dr. Clegg and Ms. Albert who requested 
an explanation from Ms. Carter, not as an attempt on the part of Ms. Carter to solicit the Clegg 
account. A curt an offensive silence on Ms. Carter's part remained as the only alternative to 
providing Dr. Clegg an reasonable answer to his question about an admittedly confusing billing 
system. Mr. Schuetzow spent a great deal of time explaining to clients the convoluted two 
computer billing system. Dr. Clegg himself denied any attempt on the part of Ms. Carter to 
solicit his business. In short, the preponderance of the evidence in this case confirmed that Ms. 
Carter's contact with Dr. Clegg and Ms. Albert violated no clearly defined policy on the part of 
Sullivan-Schein with respect to soliciting the client of another sales representative. 
5Sullivan-Schein raised some issue as to whether Ms. Carter, or Dr. Clegg, drafted 
Exhibit "R-18." Ms. Carter testified that Dr. Clegg drafted the letter and she typed it for him. In 
any event, Dr. Clegg signed the letter, thereby placing his imprimatur on the contents of the 
document. 
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More disturbing, the preponderance of the evidence in this case failed to support any of the 
factual allegations contained in Mr. Engel's harsh disciplinary letter of February 18, 1998 
[Exhibit "P-8j. The preponderance of the evidence in this case disclosed no facts from which 
Mr. Engel could properly surmise that Ms. Carter "continued to solicit loyalty from the office of 
Dr. Richard Clegg." To the contrary, the preponderance of the evidence in this case supported no 
rational factual scenario that Ms. Carter even arguably attempted to solicit loyalty from Dr. 
Clegg. The preponderance of the evidence in this case revealed that Mr. Engel himself did not 
know who the Clegg account belonged to when he wrote his February 18, 1998 letter [Exhibit 
"P-8"], and made no attempt to contact Ms. Carter, Ms. Bingham Roylance, nor Dr. Clegg to 
determine the true nature of the matter. Rather, Mr. Engel's February 18, 1998 letter seemed 
born of an animus independent of concerns over serious crossover issues or account "poaching."6 
Indeed, the undisputed evidence in this case confirmed that Despite the pervasive, frequent, 
disruptive, and recurrent crossover issues with respect to overlapping customers and territories 
involving all the sales representatives in Utah, only Ms. Carter received disciplinary action as a 
result of what proved to be an illusory crossover, or poaching, issue. 
E. The Heritage Dental Account. 
Prior to the merger, Henry Schein assigned Ms. Carter as sales representative to Heritage Dental 
(Heritage). [Exhibit "P-7"]. Ms. Carter testified that she had the Heritage account for four and 
one half years prior to the merger. Heritage had two business locations one in Sandy, Utah, and 
another in Provo, Utah. Each Heritage location consisted of a lab and a consortium of dentists 
who worked and ordered supplies independently at the respective locations. Ms. Carter testified 
that she sold nothing to Mark Masson the owner of Heritage and operator of the Heritage lab 
who ordered his supplies via the telephone as he considered sales representatives an unnecessary 
distraction. Rather, Ms. Carter stated she principally sold to Dr. Hibler at the Sandy locale, and 
Dr. Willardson in Provo. 
Respondent's accounts of the instigation of the letter took on an almost surrealistic 
quality with Mr. Scheutzow* denying any involvement in the February 18, 1998 letter, and Mr. 
Engel testifying that he only wrote the letter at Mr. Scheutzow's insistence. Ms. Bingham 
Roylance claimed she complained to Mr. Simmons, Mr. Brown, and eventually Mr. Scheutzow 
who had her write a letter to be sent to Mr. Engel. Yet Mr. Engel denied ever seeing a letter from 
Ms. Bingham Roylance. 
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Mike Butler testified that at the time of the Sullivan-Schein merger Heritage in fact belonged 
exclusively to Ms. Carter as her account. However, Mr. Butler contended that in March 1998 
Beverlee Myers the office manager at Heritage called him and said due to frustration with Ms. 
Carter, Heritage wanted Mike Butler to become Heritage's sales representative. Mike Butler 
stated that he relayed his conversation with Beverlee Myers to Mr. Schuetzow who in turn said 
he would take care of the matter. 
Mr. Schuetzow could not remember how Heritage became assigned to Mike Butler. [Deposition 
of Joseph Schuetzow p. 102 11. 18-22; p. 103 11 1-4]. At the hearing Mr. Schuetzow admitted he 
never told Ms. Carter that he assigned Heritage to Mike Butler instead of her. Mr. Schuetzow 
also agreed to the possibility that Heritage remained on Ms. Carter's "run list" when he 
terminated her employment at Sullivan-Schein. Indeed, Sullivan-Schein could only produce run 
lists for Mike Butler dated September 1997, and June of 1998. [Exhibit "P-23 and Exhibit "P-
24"]. The documentary evidence suggested that other than the run list brought from Sullivan by 
Mr. Butler, he received no new run list until June of 1998. The run list Mr. Butler received in 
September 1997 did not list Heritage as his account. [Exhibit "P-23"]. Accordingly, the 
preponderance of the evidence revealed that until the day of her termination from Sullivan-
Schein, no one ever informed Ms. Carter that Sullivan-Schein assigned Mike Butler, not her, as 
the sole representative for Heritage. 
Mr. Schuetzow testified that Mike Butler complained to him about Ms. Carter calling on 
Heritage. [Deposition of Joseph Schuetzow p. 104 11. 4-9]. Mr. Schuetzowr recalled Mike Butler 
saying that Heritage instructed Ms. Carter to leave the premises or the police would be called on 
her. [id.]. Mr. Schuetzow claimed he called Beverlee Myers at Heritage, and she confirmed to 
him that Mark Mason left instructions to call the police if Ms. Carter returned to Heritage, [id. p. 
105 11. 9-14]. Mr. Schuetzow stated that he did not give Ms. Carter an opportunity to respond to 
the allegations against her concerning the Heritage account, id. p. 134 11. 1-4]. 
Mr. Schuetzow testified that he reported the Heritage incident to Mr. Engel. [id. p. 106 11. 7-10]. 
Mr. Schuetzow recalled that either James Engel, or James Stahly, called him back with 
instructions to immediately terminate Ms. Carter's employment, [id. p. 106 11. 23-25]. Mr. Engel 
confirmed that he received a call from a very upset Mr. Schuetzow concerning Ms. Carter and 
her dealings with the Heritage account. Mr. Engel said he called Mr. Stahly with Mr. 
Schuetzow5s complaints concerning Ms. Carter and Heritage. According to Mr. Engel, he 
received instructions from Mr. Stahly to terminate Ms. Carter immediately. Mr. Schuetzow 
represented that the Heritage incident precipitated Ms. Carter's termination of employment from 
Sullivan-Schein. [id. p. 113 11. 8-14]. 
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Mr. Schuetzow's notes on the "exit Interview Form" prepared at the time of Ms. Carter's 
termination from Sullivan-Schein set forth the alleged cause of Ms. Carter's termination as 
misconduct described as: 
Due to violation of Memo/Directive Dated 2/18/987 -Attached-
Immediate Termination 
3/25/98 -Verified W/Bev at Heritage ... That Susan Carter called on office. Mark 
(Owner) said to 'call the cops' if she came in again. She was not welcome etc. 
[Exhibit "P-25"]. 
Beverlee Myers testified that she worked as the office manager for Heritage during two years 
from 1996, through 1998. Ms. Myers knew both Ms. Carter and Mr. Butler in their capacity as 
sales representatives. Ms. Myers verified that Ms. Carter came in to both Heritage locations one 
or two times per week on average. 
Ms. Myers recalled receiving a telephone call from Mr. Schuetzow concerning Ms. Carter. Ms. 
Myers denied informing Mr. Schuetzow that Ms. Carter was not welcome at Heritage Dental. 
Ms. Myers also denied that either she, or Mark Masson, asked that Sullivan-Schein remove Ms. 
Carter as a sales representative to Heritage. Ms. Myers averred that although Mr. Masson 
personally disliked all sales representatives, he lacked the ability to forbid the individual dentists 
in the consortium from seeing any sales representative of their choice. 
The respondents submitted into evidence a letter from Dr. John Willardson, a dentist officed at 
Heritage. [Exhibit "R-20"]. The letter from Dr. Willardson stated in pertinent part: "Susan was 
only in my office because I had requested her presence." [id.]. 
The undisputed evidence in this case confirmed that Sullivan-Schein terminated Ms. Carter on 
March 25, 1998. Sullivan-Schein articulated the reason for Ms. Carter's termination of 
employment as her continued sales calls on Heritage in violation of her territorial assignment. 
7This being the February 28, 1998 Letter sent to Ms. Carter from Mr. Engel concerning 
the Clegg account. [Exhibit "P-8"]. As set forth in Section IV.D. infra, the preponderance of the 
evidence in this case failed to support any of the factual allegations contained in Mr. Engel5 s 
harsh disciplinary letter. 
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However, the preponderance of the evidence in this case disclosed that Sullivan-Schein assigned 
Heritage to Ms. Carter as her account from the date of the merger through the date of her 
termination. The preponderance of the evidence in this case confirmed that no one at Sullivan-
Schein removed Ms. Carter as a sales representative to Heritage Dental until the date Sullivan-
Schein terminated her employment. Furthermore, the preponderance of the evidence in this case 
gainsaid the claims of Mike Butler and Joseph Schuetzow that someone at Heritage asked for 
Ms. Carter's removal as a sales representative. 
As with the Clegg account, the preponderance of the evidence in this case demonstrated an 
animus against Ms. Carter on the part of Sullivan-Schein independent of valid concerns over her 
dealings with Heritage. Further, as with the Clegg account, Ms. Carter's superiors at Sullivan-
Schein appeared eager for an opportunity to discipline her without any concern for the factual 
accuracy of the allegations of wrongdoing leveled against her. Indeed, despite numerous 
apparently valid crossover issues involving at one time or other all of the Utah sales 
representatives, Sullivan-Schein only disciplined and terminated Ms. Carter over factually 
specious allegations. 
F. Conclusion. 
The preponderance of the evidence in this case established the following facts in this case. 
Between August of 1997, and January of 1998, Henry Schein and Sullivan commenced a merger 
of the two companies. In January of 1998 Henry Schein completed acquisition of all the Sullivan 
common stock and the merged companies became known as Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. The 
sales representatives separately employed by Henry Schein and Sullivan merged into a single 
sales force. Ms. Carter came into the merged company as a field sales representative from Henry 
Schein. Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown came over from Sullivan to Sullivan-Schein as equipment 
sales specialists in the merged sales force. 
On December 14, 1997 during the acquisition of Sullivan by Henry Schein, Ms. Carter faxed a 
letter to Henry Schein management regarding certain sexual harassment and gender 
discrimination complaints by her against Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown during her 
employment with Mountain West. 
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The following officers and employees within Sullivan-Schein knew of Ms. Carter's December 
14,1997 letter including: (1) David Leonard, Vice President and Special Council for Henry 
Schein, Inc. Worldwide; (2) Gary Anderson, the Director of Human Resources for Sullivan-
Schein; (3) James Stahly, the head of North American Operations for Sullivan-Schein; (4) Tim 
Sullivan, the head of Sullivan-Schein Operations; (5) Gerry Benjamin, Chief Administrator of 
Henry Schein, Inc.; (6) J. Breslawski, President of Sullivan-Schein; (7) M. Mlotek, General 
Counsel for Sullivan-Schein; (8) James Engel, the Northwest Zone Manager for Sullivan Schein; 
(9) Blaine Brown, equipment sales specialist; (10) Parke Simmons, another equipment sales 
specialist in same office as Ms. Carter, and; (11) Joseph Schuetzow, regional manager and Ms. 
Carter's immediate supervisor. 
Despite Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter, Sullivan-Schein left her in the same office with 
the alleged harassers Parke Simmons, and Blaine Brown. Both Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown 
exercised frequent, albeit limited, supervisory authority over Ms. Carter during the regular 
absences of Mr. Schuetzow, Mr. Simmons felt decidedly uncomfortable around Ms. Carter, and 
Mr. Schuetzow warned that everybody better be careful because of Ms. Carter's December 14, 
1997 letter. Mr. Simmons entertained the complaints of Melanie Bingham Roylance concerning 
her territorial disputes against Ms. Carter and encouraged pursuit of the Clegg matter with Mr. 
Schuetzow. 
As found in Section IV.C. infra, the merger between the two sales forces of the former Sullivan 
and Henry Schein companies created pervasive, frequent, disruptive, and recurrent crossover 
issues with respect to overlapping customers and territories. Yet despite the legion of crossover 
problems encountered during the merger, Sullivan Schein only disciplined and terminated Ms. 
Carter under the rubric of "poaching' or other crossover related violations. 
The two incidents of "poaching," or crossover infractions, relied on by Sullivan-Schein as 
justification for Ms. Carter's discipline and eventual termination of employment involved the 
Clegg and Heritage accounts. As set forth in Section F/.D. infra, Ms. Carter's contact with Dr. 
Clegg violated no clearly defined policy on the part of Sullivan-Schein with respect to soliciting 
the client of another sales representative. Yet, Sullivan-Schein issued Ms. Carter a harsh 
disciplinary letter based on unsupportable allegations concerning her contacts with Dr. Clegg. 
In like manner, Sullivan-Schein employed fallacious assertions against Ms. Carter concerning 
her dealings with the Heritage account as grounds for the termination of her employment. As set 
forth in Section IV.E. infra, Sullivan-Schein assigned Heritage to Ms. Carter as her account from 
the date of the merger through the date of her termination. Never at any time did anyone at 
Sullivan-Schein remove Ms. Carter as a sales representative to Heritage until the date Sullivan-
Schein terminated her employment. Nevertheless, Sullivan-Schein claimed that Ms. Carter's 
contacts with Heritage violated her territorial assignments. 
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Sullivan-Schein had the ability to easily ascertain the truth concerning either the Clegg or 
Heritage accounts. Yet, Sullivan-Schein conspicuously avoided any opportunity for Ms. Carter 
to explain her conduct. Accordingly, the preponderance of the evidence in this case 
demonstrated that the Clegg and Heritage episodes amounted to gossamer pretexts for the 
termination of Ms. Carter. 
The preponderance of the evidence in this case demonstrated an animus against Ms. Carter 
existed at Sullivan-Schein wholly independent of the factually impotent Clegg and Heritage 
episodes. Ms. Carter sent her December 14,1997 letter to Sullivan-Schein management 
complaining of sexual harassment by Mr. Brown and Mr. Simmons at a prior company and 
articulated her concern about retaliation. Shortly after Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997 letter, 
Sullivan-Schein officed Ms. Carter with Mr. Brown and Mr. Simmons who exercised frequent, 
informal supervisory authority over her. The preponderance of the evidence disclosed that 
Sullivan-Schein's unwarranted punitive actions against Ms. Carter came after her December 14, 
1997 letter with Sullivan-Schein's own harsh disciplinary letter on February 18, 1998, followed 
one month later by her termination of employment on March 25,1998. 
The evidence in this case also highlighted Mr. Schuetzow's awkward and unconvincing attempts 
to disassociate himself from any knowledge of the December 14,1997 letter. Rather, the 
preponderance of the evidence in this case demonstrated that Mr. Schuetzow knew of Ms. 
Carter's December 14, 1997 letter in late December 1997, or early January 1998. 
The preponderance of the evidence in this case confirmed that in fact Ms. Carter's December 14, 
1997 letter made her persona non grata at Sullivan-Schein. In sum, the preponderance of the 
evidence in this case established that Sullivan-Schein disciplined and ultimately terminated Ms. 
Carter on March 25, 1998 in retaliation for her December 14, 1997 letter complaining about 
working with employees whom she claimed had sexually harassed her in a past setting. 
G. Damages. 
No dispute existed that Sullivan-Schein terminated Ms. Carter on March 25, 2003. [see: Exhibit 
"P-25'j. Shortly after the merger Ms. Carter received a document prepared by Mr. Engel that 
projected her earnings for 1998 from Sullivan-Schein. [Exhibit "P-14"].8 Exhibit "P-14" 
projected Ms. Carter's compensation from Sullivan-Schein at $110,303.00 for 1998. Exhibit "P-
14" utilized factors that included Ms. Carter's sales in 1997 from the Henry Schein Company, 
projected growth in sales due to the merger, and Ms. Carter's newly acquired ability to sell 
equipment as a result of the merger, [id.]. 
8Also Respondents Exhibit "R-15." 
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Mr. Schuetzow confirmed that all the sales representatives for Sullivan-Schein received a 
compensation projection like Ms. Carter's found in Exhibit "P-14." [Deposition of Joseph 
Schuetzow p. 124 11 3-25]. Mr. Schuetzow explained that Exhibit "P-14" contained "projections 
of expected sales performance" and compensation for same. [id. p. 125 11. 4-10]. Mr. Schuetzow 
confirmed that in general the sales representatives for Sullivan-Schein met the projections 
provided them. [id. p. 126 11.1-5]. 
Mr. Engel testified that he drafted Exhibit "P-14." Mr. Engel confirmed that Exhibit "P-14" 
represented a projection of the sales and compensation anticipated for Ms. Carter in 1998. Mr. 
Engel also verified that he based Exhibit "P-14" on Ms. Carter's actual sales for Henry Schein in 
1997, plus what he termed a "very fair" growth factor of twenty percent. Mr. Engel qualified his 
projection as something less than a guarantee. 
Marcie Nightingale testified for respondents that she served as the Director of Human Resources 
at Sullivan Dental from 1992 through 1997. In 1998 Ms. Nightingale became Director of Sales 
Administration for Sullivan-Schein. Ms. Nightingale explained that for the year 1998 Sullivan-
Schein guaranteed sales representatives no less than their earnings from prior to the merger in 
1997. According to Ms. Nightingale, Sullivan-Schein paid the sales representatives bi-weekly 
draws that equaled eighty percent of their prior years earnings. Ms. Nightingale stated that if the 
actual sales of the sales representative warranted commissions above the guaranteed draw, then 
Sullivan-Schein paid the additional commissions quarterly. 
Sullivan-Schein argued that because Ms. Carter's total projected earnings set forth in Exhibit "P-
14"contained certain speculations as to growth factors and anticipated equipment sales, the 
document lacked validity as a measure of her lost compensation from Sullivan-Schein. 
However, Ms. Carter's actual compensation from Sullivan-Schein between January 1, 1998, and 
March 25, 1998, equaled $30,820.19 based on her W-2. [Exhibit "P-15"]. Ms. Carter's total 
income of $30,820.19 from Sullivan-Schein in 1998 divided by the 84 days between January 1, 
1998, and March 25, 1998, equaled an earning rate of $366.91 per day for the year. Therefore, 
Ms. Carter's actual daily rate of earnings at Sullivan-Schein in 1998 extrapolated to the end of 
the year would have yielded a total income in 1998 of $133,922.15 had she remained employed 
with Sullivan-Schein. [$366.91/day x 365 days/year = $133,922.15]. The $133,922.15 per year 
earning pace set by Ms. Carter in the first part of 1998 actually exceeded by $26,619.15 the 
$110,303.00 total compensation projected for Ms. Carter in 1998 by Exhibit "P-14." 
Ms. Nightingale maintained that only $29,580.42 of the compensation set forth on Ms. Carter's 
W-2 [Exhibit "P-15"] actually represented commissions over base earned in 1998. Accepting 
arguendo Ms. Nightingale's unsubstantiated assertions concerning the breakdown of Ms. Carter's 
actual 1998 compensation from Sullivan-Schein, Ms. Carter's daily earnings still extrapolated 
out to $128,533.96 for the year, or $18,230.96 more than the income projected in Exhibit "P-
14"]. 
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The preponderance of the evidence in this case established that projected earnings for Ms. Carter 
of $110,303.00 per year from Sullivan-Schein represented a very reasonable, supportable, and in 
fact conservative representation of the earnings Ms. Carter stood to earn from Sullivan-Schein, 
but for her termination of employment. This, particularly in light of the fact that Ms. Carter's 
actual earnings from Sullivan-Schein in 1998 put her track to earn from between $18,230.96 and 
$26,619.15 more than the projected $110,303.00 set forth in Exhibit "P-14." 
After Sullivan-Schein terminated Ms. Carter on March 25,1998, she immediately found 
employment with J.B. Dental three days later on March 28, 2003.9 The undisputed evidence in 
this case confirmed that Ms. Carter earned a total of $37,849.04 from her employment at J.B. 
Dental in 1998. [Exhibit "P-16"].10 
The undisputed evidence in this case demonstrated that Ms. Carter earned at total of $56,471.24 
from J.B. Dental in the year 1999. [Exhibit "P-17"]. Ms. Carter also received $1,920.00 net 
profits from the sale of fluoride lozenges to dentists in the year 1999 as a side business apart 
from J.B. Dental. [Exhibit "R-29"]. 
No dispute existed that Ms. Carter received total compensation of $51,862.47 from J.B. Dental in 
the year 2000. [Exhibit "P-18"]. Ms. Carter also received $957.00 net profits from the sale of 
fluoride lozenges to dentists in the year 2000. [Exhibit "R-29"]. 
Ms. Canter terminated her employment with J.B. Dental on November 12, 2001 and went to 
work for Burkhardt Dental thereafter. Ms. Carter stopped her claim for damages from Sullivan-
Schein as of November 12, 2001 when she commenced employment at Burkhardt. 
9Sullivan-Schein raised the affirmative defense that Ms. Carter failed to mitigate her 
damages. Ms. Carter found employment three days after her termination from Sullivan-Schein, 
and remained employed through the duration of the relevant time frames involved in this case. 
Sullivan-Schein maintained that Ms. Carter ought to have found better paying employment. As 
an affirmative defense, Sullivan-Schein bore the burden of proving that the better paying job 
asserted stood ready and available for Ms. Carter after her termination. Sullivan-Schein 
presented no evidence concerning the particulars of the better job it had in mind for Ms. Carter. 
Rather, Sullivan-Schein baldly asserted that Ms. Carter failed to exhaust the available job market. 
In short, Sullivan-Schein failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that Ms. Carter 
failed to mitigate her damages. 
10Ms. Carter explained that she earned less money from J.B. Dental, because J.B. Dental 
operated a smaller company than Sullivan-Schein with less products. 
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The unrefuted evidence in this case confirmed that Ms. Carter earned $51,380.70 from J.B. 
Dental in the year 2001. [Exhibit "P-19"]. Ms. Carter also earned $2,558.00 from the sale of 
miscellaneous products to dentists in the year 2001 as a side business apart from J.B. Dental. 
[Exhibit "R-31"]. Additionally, up through November 12, 2001, Ms. Carter earned $4,717.28 
with respect to her arrangement of financing for equipment purchases by dentists through Sky 
Financial. [Exhibit "R-20"]. 
Finally, Ms. Carter claimed that as a result of her termination from Sullivan-Schein she lost the 
profit from her 550 shares of promised stock options. [Exhibit "P-2111]. Ms. Nightingale testified 
that during the merger Sullivan-Schein gave Ms. Carter 550 stock options valued at $35,125 per 
share, the strike price. Ms. Nightingale verified that the stock options vested after three years, or 
as of November 1997. Ms. Nightingale stated that at the time the hearing commenced in this 
case on March 26, 2003, Sullivan-Schein stock carried a value of $42.00 per share, which would 
have provided Ms. Carter a profit of $3,781.25 on her 550 stock options. Ms. Nightingale 
provided the only specific evidence concerning the value of Ms. Carter's lost stock options 
during the relevant time period. The preponderance of the evidence in this case confirmed that as 
a result of Ms. Carter's termination from Sullivan-Schein she suffered lost income in the total 
principal amount of $191,649.72 from March 25,1998, through November 12, 2001, calculated 
as follows: 
YEAR DAMAGE CALCULATION 
1998 $ 110,303.00 (expected income from Sullivan-Schein) 
<$30,820.42> (actually earned from Sullivan-Schein) 
<$37.849.04> (actually earned from J.B. Dental) 
$41,633.96 (lost income) 
1999 $110,303.00 (expected income from Sullivan-Schein) 
<$1,920.00> (actually earned from sale of fluoride lozenges) 
<$56.471.24> factually earned from J.B. DentaD 
$51,911.76 (lost income) 
2000 $110,303.00 (expected income from Sullivan-Schein) 
<$957.00> (actually earned from sale of fluoride lozenges) 
<$51.862.47> factually earned from J.B. DentaD 
$57,483.53 (lost income) 
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| YEAR 
1 2001 
TOTAL 
LOST 
INCOME 
DAMAGE CALCULATION (continued) ^ | 
$95,495.20 (expected income from Sullivan-Schein through 11/12/2001) 
<$4,717.28> (actually earned from Sky Financial) 
<$2,558.00> (net profits from sales of miscellaneous equipment) 
<$51.380.70 factually earned from J.B. DentaD 
$36,839.22 (lost income) 
$3,781.25 (lost profit on stock options) 
$191,649.72 1 
Ms. Carter would also be entitled to pre-judgment interest on her lost income pursuant to Utah 
Code §15-1-1. Ms. Carter's total pre-judgment interest on her lost income equaled $66,749.34 as 
of the date of this order, calculated as follows: 
LOST 
INCOME 
YEAR 
1 1998 
1999 
2000 
INTEREST CALCULATION 
$ 41,633.96 (lost income in 1998) 
x 0.10 (pre-iudgment interest rate Utah Code §15-1-1") 
$ $4,163.40/year or $11.40/day 
x 5 years and 5 days (from January 1.1999. to January 6. 2004 
$ 20,874.00 (interest owed as of the date of this Order) 1 
$ 51,911.76 (lost income in 1999) 
x 0.10 (pre-iudgment interest rate Utah Code §15-1-1") 
$ $5,191.18/year or $14.22/day 
x 4 years and 5 days (from January 1,2000. to January 6.2004 
$ 20,835.80 (interest owed as of the date of this Order) 1 
$ 57,483.53 (lost income in 1999) 
x 0.10 (pre-iudgment mterest rate Utah Code §15-1-1) 
$ $5,748.35/year or $ 15.75/day 1 
x 3 years and 5 days (from January 1. 2000. to January 6. 2004 
$ 17,323.81 (interest owed as of the date of this Order) 1 
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LOST 
INCOME 
YEAR 
1 2001 
Stock 
Option 
1 Total 
Interest 
Owed | 
INTEREST CALCULATION (continued) 
$ 36,839.22 (lost income in 2001) 
x 0.10 (pre-iudament interest rate Utah Code §15-1-1) 
$ $3,683.92/yearor$10.09/day 
x 2 years and 5 davs (from January 1.1999. to January 6.2004 
$ 7,367.84 (interest owed as of the date of this Order) 1 
$ 3,781.25 (lost profit from stock options) 
x 0.10 (nre-iudement interest rate Utah Code §15-1-1) 
$ $378.13/yearor$ 1.04/day 
x 286 davs (from March 26.2003, to January 6. 2004 
$ 297.44 (interest owed as of the date of this Order) 
$ 66,749.34 1 
V. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Utah Code § 34A-5-106 (1) states in relevant part that: 
It is a discriminatory or prohibited employment practice to take any action 
described in Subsections (l)(a) through (f). 
(a) (i) An employer may not... terminate any person, or to retaliate 
against, harass, or discriminate in matters of compensation or in terms, 
privileges, and conditions of employment against any person otherwise 
qualified, because of: .... (C) Sex .... [emphasis added]. 
Utah Code § 34A-5-102 (17) defines the term retaliate: 
'Retaliate' means the taking of adverse action by an employer ... against one of its 
employees, applicants, or members because the employee, applicant, or member: 
(a) has opposed any employment practice prohibited under this chapter; or 
(b) filed charges, testified, assisted, or participated in any way in any 
proceeding, investigation, or hearing under this chapter. 
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The Utah Court of Appeals held that: 
These sections, in effect, set forth the same elements as are required in a federal 
Title VII retaliation claim: 
A Title VII plaintiff alleging retaliatory discharge must make a prima facie 
case by showing that: '1) she engaged in protected opposition to 
discrimination or participation in a proceeding arising out of 
discrimination; 2) adverse action by the employer subsequent to the 
protected activity; and 3) a causal connection between the employee's 
activity and the adverse action.' Viktronlika v. Labor Commission, 38 P. 
3d 993, 995 (Utah App. 2001). 
No dispute existed that Ms. Carter's letter to Sullivan-Schein management on December 14 1987 
met the first element of "protected opposition to discrimination." Both the disciplinary letter of 
Mr. Engel to Ms. Carter on February 18,1998, and the termination of Ms. Carter's employment 
by Sullivan-Schein on March 25, 1998, satisfied the second element of "adverse action by the 
employer subsequent to the protected activity." 
The Supreme Court held: "[i]t is permissible for the trier of fact to infer the ultimate fact of 
discrimination from the falsity of the employer's explanation." Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing 
Products. Inc.. Case No. 99-536, , _ U.S. _ , S. Ct. , L. Ed. (2000) 
{emphasis in original). As set forth in the Findings of Fact Section IV herein, Sullivan-Schein's 
contentions concerning Ms. Carter's alleged misconduct relative to the Clegg and Heritage 
accounts lacked any factual veracity. Therefore, under the holding in Reeves I found 
discriminatory retaliation against Ms. Carter by Sullivan-Schein in significant part from the 
patent falsity of Sullivan-Schein's explanations for her discipline and termination, id. 
Furthermore, Sullivan-Schein's conduct toward Ms. Carter after her December 14, 1997 letter 
demonstrated an animus against her that could only be explained by the letter and the discomfort 
felt by Ms. Carter's immediate superiors in the corporation due to the letter. 
The Utah Court of Appeals in Viktronlika continued that: 
Once a plaintiff has established a prima facie case of retaliation, the employer 
bears the burden of showing a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for 
terminating the plaintiff, (citations omitted). If the employer can carry its burden, 
the burden shifts back to the plaintiff to show that the employer's 'legitimate' 
reason is pretextual. Viktronlika v. Labor Commission, 38 P. 3d at 995. 
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Although, Sullivan-Schein maintained that it terminated Ms. Carter for legitimate, non-
discriminatory reasons related to her actions in the Clegg and Heritage accounts, the facts of the 
case proved otherwise. Accordingly, Sullivan-Schein's termination of Ms. Carter's employment 
on March 25, 1998 violated Utah Code § 34A-5-106 (1) as an act of retaliation against her for her 
written opposition to sexual harassment and discrimination as expressed in her December 14, 
1997 letter. Therefore, Sullivan-Schein owes Ms. Carter $191,649.72 in lost compensation and 
$66,749.34 in pre-judgment interest as of the date of this Order. 
VI. ORDER 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. shall pay Susan Carter lost 
income from March 25, 1997, through November 12, 2001, in the amount of $191,649.72. That 
amount is accrued, due and payable in a lump sum, plus interest at ten percent (10%) per annum, 
in the total amount of $66,749.34 through the date of this Order. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. shall immediately cease all 
discriminatory and prohibited employment practices. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. shall forthwith reinstate Susan Carter 
as a sales representative at an appropriate compensation rate that accounts for lost opportunities 
and benefits. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no later than January 20, 2004, Susan Carter's attorney, 
Kenneth Grimes, shall file an affidavit setting forth in detail his attorneys' fees relevant to this 
matter. Sullivan-Schein shall no later than January 30, 2004, file objections, if any, with respect 
to Kenneth Grimes' attorneys' fees affidavit. Thereafter, I will issue a supplemental Order with 
respect to attorneys' fees in this matter. 
Dated this 7th day of January 2004, 
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NOTICE OF APPEAL RIGHTS 
A party aggrieved by the decision may file a Motion For Review with the Adjudication 
Division of the Utah Labor Commission. The Motion for Review must set forth the specific 
basis for review and must be received by the Commission within 30 days from the date this 
decision is signed. Other parties may then submit their Responses to the Motion for Review 
within 20 days of the Motion for Review. 
Any party may request that the Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission conduct 
the foregoing review. Such request must be included in the party's Motion for Review or its 
Response. If none of the parties specifically requests review by the Appeals Board, the review 
will be conducted by the Utah Labor Commissioner. 
APPEALS BOARD 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
SUSAN CARTER, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
SULLIVAN-SCHEIN DENTAL CO., j 
Respondent. 
ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION FOR REVIEW 
Case No. 8-98-0642 
Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. ("Sullivan-Schein" hereafter) asks the Appeals Board of the Utah 
Labor Commission to review Administrative Law Judge La Jeunesse's determination that Sullivan-
Schein engaged in employment-related retaliation against Susan Carter in violation of the Utah 
Antidiscrimination Act ("the Act"; Title 34A, Chapter 5, Utah Code Annotated). 
The Appeals Board exercises jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §63-46b-12 and Utah 
Code Ann. §34A-5-107(ll). 
BACKGROUND AND ISSUES PRESENTED 
In a decision issued on January 7, 2004, Judge La Jeunesse found that Sullivan-Schein 
terminated Ms. Carter's employment in retaliation for Ms. Carter's complaint of gender-based 
discrimination and inappropriate sexual comments against two co-workers. Judge La Jeunesse 
concluded that Sullivan-Schein's action violated the Act's prohibition against retaliation and, 
therefore, awarded damages of $191,649.72, plus interest, to Ms. Carter. Sullivan-Schein then filed 
a timely request for Appeals Board review of Judge La Jeunesse's decision. In summary, Sullivan-
Schein contends the evidence does not support Judge La Jeunesse's finding of retaliatory 
termination. Alternatively, Sullivan-Schein contends Judge La Jeunesse erred in computing Ms. 
Carter's damages. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
The Appeals Board sets aside Judge La Jeunesse's findings of fact and enters the following 
findings. 
Between November 1992 and August 1993, Ms. Carter worked as a sales representative in 
the Salt Lake area for Mountain West Dental, where she was supervised by Parke Simmons and 
Blaine Brown. Ms. Carter was discharged by Mountain West and subsequently went to work as a 
sales representative for another local dental supply company. Then, in March 1997, she was hired as 
a sales representative for the Salt Lake area by Henry Schein, Inc., a large multi-state dental supply 
company. 
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During this same time period, Mountain West Dental was acquired by another large multi-
state dental supply company, Sullivan Dental Products. In the course of this acquisition, Mr. 
Simmons and Mr. Brown became employees of Sullivan Dental Products. 
During late 1997, Sullivan Dental Products and Henry Schein, Inc. announced their merger 
into Sullivan-Schein Dental Co. This meant that these two companies, formerly competitors, would 
consolidate their operations into one entity. Ms. Carter, Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown would once 
again be working together, this time as employees of Sullivan-Schein. 
Even though Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown would have no supervisory authority over Ms. 
Carter in the new Sullivan-Schein organization, Ms. Carter was concerned with the prospect of once 
again working with the two men. On December 14, 1997, she faxed a letter to Henry Schein 
management alleging that when she had worked for Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown several years 
earlier they had treated her less favorably than male employees and had made inappropriate gender-
based comments to her. Ms. Carter's letter stated that she would be uncomfortable working in the 
same office as Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown. Ms. Carter asked that she, and presumably other sales 
staff, be provided a neutral space in a separate location. 
Sullivan-Schein executives reviewed Ms. Carter's letter and promptly counseled Mr. Brown 
and Mr. Simmons against any inappropriate conduct, comments, or retaliation against Ms. Carter. 
In the meantime, the merger of Sullivan Dental Products and Henry Schein, Inc. continued. 
Each company had previously maintained its own sales force. In Salt Lake and other areas, these 
sales forces overlapped. Consequently, sales representatives from Sullivan Dental Products and from 
Henry Schein, Inc., who had previously been competitors, were now colleagues. In many instances, 
these sales representatives had previously called on the same dentists and dental labs. 
The situation where more than one of Sullivan-Schein's sales representatives might call on a 
customer (commonly referred to as "crossover") presented serious challenges to the success of the 
Sullivan-Schein merger. It bred distrust and dissension in the sales force. It was contrary to 
efficiency and good customer relations. Furthermore, other dental supply companies were ready to 
hire Sullivan-Schein's best sales representatives if those representatives became dissatisfied at 
Sullivan-Schein. 
To minimize the crossover problem, Sullivan-Schein began a process of identifying each 
sales representative's accounts. In cases where only one representative had been servicing an 
account, that representative retained the account. If more than one representative had been servicing 
an account, the account was assigned to the representative with the highest sales to the account. But 
if a customer expressed a preference for a particular sales representative, the account was assigned to 
that sales representative. In conjunction with this process of identifying accounts, two rules were 
emphasized by Sullivan-Schein management and by the sales representatives themselves. First, no 
sales representative should have dealings with customers assigned to another sales representative. 
Second, no sales representative should solicit a customer to express a preference for that 
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representative. This last rule was referred to as "soliciting loyalty." 
After the merger, the Sullivan-Schein sales force in the Salt Lake area consisted of seven 
sales representatives, including Ms. Carter, Melanie Roylance and Mike Butler. They were 
supervised by Joseph Schuetzow, Sullivan-Schein?s regional sales manager in Seattle. Mr. 
Schuetzow receive4at least three complaints that Ms. Carter had violated Sullivan-Schein's rules of 
conduct for sales representatives. 
The first complaint came from Mike Butler. Mr. Butler's largest and longest established 
customer was Dr. Brooks. Mr. Butler began receiving complaints from Dr. Brooks that Ms. Carter 
was insisting that she, rather than Mr. Butler, was now Dr. Brooks' sales representative. Mr. Butler 
complained of Ms. Carter's conduct to Mr. Schuetzow. 
The second complaint came from Melanie Roylance. Prior to the Sullivan-Schein merger, 
Ms. Roylance sold dental supplies to Dr. Clegg on behalf of Sullivan Dental Products while Ms. 
Carter serviced the Clegg account for Henry Schein, Inc. After the merger, the Clegg account was 
assigned to Ms. Roylance. During February 1998, Ms. Carter spoke with Dr. Clegg and a staff 
member regarding the manner in which Dr. Clegg's orders should be in placed in order to obtain 
lowest prices. Ms. Roylance heard of these contacts between Ms. Carter and Dr. Clegg and "vented" 
her displeasure to Mr. Simmons and/or Mr. Brown, who directed her to her supervisor, Mr. 
Schuetzow. Mr. Schuetzow passed Ms. Roylance's complaint on to his own supervisor, Mr. Engel. 
On February 18,1998, Mr. Engel sent a letter to Ms. Carter warning her of possible termination for 
any future episodes of "soliciting loyalty" from customers. 
The third incident involved complaints about Ms. Carter's activities relative to Heritage 
Dental. Heritage Dental consists of a lab, which maintained its own supply account, and affiliated 
dentists, who likewise maintained individual supply accounts. Although Ms. Carter was the nominal 
sales representative for the lab, the owner disliked her. Consequently, Ms. Carter did not sell to the 
lab but did make sales calls to the dentists affiliated with, and located at, Heritage Dental. 
Mr. Butler was contacted by Heritage Dental lab staff and asked to service the lab account. 
Mr. Butler called Mr. Schuetzow for instructions and was told that, in light of the customer's request, 
the account would be assigned to him. Mr. Butler began to make sales calls to the lab. Ms. Carter 
continued to make sales calls to the affiliated dentists. However, Mr. Butler informed Mr. 
Schuetzow that the owner of the lab was so upset with Ms. Carter's continued presence on the 
premises that he intended to call the police if Ms. Carter returned. 
Mr. Schuetzow relayed Mr. Butler's report to Mr. Engle. Mr. Engel discussed the matter 
with his supervisor, Mr. Stahly. Mr. Schuetzow then received instructions to immediately terminate 
Ms. Carter's employment, which he did. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
As a preliminary matter, the Appeals Board notes Ms. Carter's argument that Sullivan has 
failed to marshal the evidence in this matter. That argument is misplaced. The requirement to 
marshal the evidence is an aspect of the appellate judicial review process, where the appellate court 
is bound to defer to the lower court or agency's findings of fact. The marshalling requirement is not 
applicable in this proceeding, where the Appeals Board, rather than the ALJ, is the ultimate fact 
finder. 
Turning to the merits of Ms. Carter's retaliation complaint against Sullivan-Schein, §34A-5-
106 of the Utah Antidiscrimination Act prohibits an employer from discriminating against an 
employee who has opposed what the employee believes to be illegal discrimination. Because this 
provision of Utah law is similar to federal statutes prohibiting retaliation, Utah's appellate courts 
have found it helpful to follow interpretations of the federal provisions. Viktron/Lika v. Labor 
Commission, 38 P.3d 993, 995 (Utah App.); Sheikh v. Department of Public Safety, 904 P.2d 1103 
(Utah App. 1995); University of Utah v. Industrial Commission, 736 P.2d 630 (Utah 1987). The 
Appeals Board will therefore consider federal precedent in evaluating Ms. Carter's claim of unlawful 
retaliation. 
In McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S.792 (1973), the United States Supreme Court 
addressed the parties' burdens of production and the order for presentation of evidence in claims of 
discrimination that are based on circumstantial evidence. In such cases, the individual alleging 
discrimination must first establish a prima facie case. The employer must then come forward with a 
non-discriminatory explanation for its actions. If the employer provides such an explanation, it falls 
to the trier of fact to decide the ultimate question of whether the employer intentionally discriminated 
against the employee for an unlawful reason. 
If, in presenting a non-discriminatory explanation for its actions, an employer submits an 
untruthful explanation, that untruthfulness can itself be evidence of an unlawful discriminatory 
motive for the employer's actions. In Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Products, Inc., 530 U.S. 133 
(2000; emphasis added), the United States Supreme Court held: "(A) plaintiffs prima facie case, 
combined with sufficient evidence to find that the employer's asserted justification is false, may 
permit the trier or fact to conclude that the employer unlawfully discriminated." Likewise, in Miller 
v. EBY Realty Group LLC, Case Nos. 03-3307 and 04-3073, (10th Circuit, January 25, 2005; 
emphasis added) the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals noted that: "(f)he fact finder's disbelief of the 
reasons put forward by the defendant (particularly if disbelief accompanied by a suspicion of 
mendacity) may, together with the elements of the prima facie case, suffice to show intentional 
discrimination." 
Under the foregoing analytical framework, the Appeals Board must first determine whether 
Ms. Carter has established the elements of a prima facie case of unlawful retaliation. In Viktron/Lika 
v. Labor Commission, 38 P.3d 999, the Utah Court of Appeals identified the elements of a prima 
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facie case of retaliatory discharge as: 1) protected opposition to discrimination; 2) adverse action by 
the employer subsequent to the protected activity; and 3) a causal connection between the 
employee's activity and the adverse action. There is no dispute that Ms. Carter's letter of December 
14,1997, constituted protected opposition to discrimination, thereby satisfying the first element of 
Ms. Carter's prima facie case. As to the second element, Sullivan-Schein's letter to Ms. Carter on 
February 18,1998, may be viewed as "adverse action" and Ms. Carter's termination on March 28, 
1998, clearly satisfies that requirement. Thus, the first two elements of a prima facie claim of 
retaliatory discharge have been established and the Appeals Board turns to the final element of Ms. 
Carter's prima facie case, the requirement that a causal connection exist between her complaint letter 
of December 14, 1997, and Sullivan-Schein's subsequent adverse actions against her. 
Ms. Carter has produced no direct evidence of a causal connection between her letter of 
complaint and the actions Sullivan-Schein took against her. She therefore asks the Appeals Board to 
infer a causal connection. For the following reasons, the Appeals Board finds that no such inference 
is warranted. 
Ms. Carter maintains that her letter of December 14,1997, sparked Sullivan-Schein's alleged 
retaliation. However, the letter dealt with events several years in the past that took place at a 
different company. Although the two individuals identified in Ms. Carter's letter had become 
employees of Sullivan-Schein, they were not in positions of any substantial authority. When 
Sullivan-Schein received Ms. Carter's letter, it took prompt and appropriate action to prevent any 
future problems. These facts are inconsistent with the proposition that Ms. Carter's letter was a 
motivating factor for Sullivan-Schein's subsequent actions against her. 
The Appeals Board also finds it significant that the complaints about Ms. Carter's dealings 
with customers, which resulted in disciplinary action being taken against her, came from co-workers 
who knew nothing about Ms. Carter's letter of December 14,1997. The Appeals Board accepts the 
possibility that these co-workers misunderstood or misinterpreted the nature of Ms. Carter's dealings 
with customers and that their complaints were in error. However, even if the co-workers were 
wrong, they believed at the time they made their complaints that Ms. Carter had violated rules of 
conduct. 
The Appeals Board is persuaded that Sullivan-Schein management likewise believed that Ms. 
Carter had violated rules of conduct when it took action against her. Mr. Engel's letter of reprimand 
followed two separate complaints, lodged by experienced co-workers, that Ms. Carter had interfered 
with the co-workers' established relationships with their clients. Ms. Carter's termination followed a 
third complaint that Ms. Carter had antagonized another customer. The Appeals Board finds that 
Sullivan-Schein believed these complaints to be true and acted on that belief in disciplining and 
terminating Ms. Carter. 
While the Appeals Board is persuaded that Sullivan-Schein did, in fact, believe the 
complaints against Ms. Carter to be true, it is certainly possible to fault Sullivan-Schein for failing to 
investigate the allegations more thoroughly. However, Sullivan-Schein's failure must be viewed in 
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the context of the times in which it occurred. By all accounts, the merger was chaotic. One of the 
great problems facing Sullivan-Schein was the integration of two sales forces into one sales group. 
That challenge existed not only in Salt Lake, but in other locations as well. Mr. Schuetzow, Ms. 
Carter's direct manager, was responsible for Sullivan-Schein's sales activities in Washington, 
Oregon, Idaho, Montana and Utah. He was neither based in Salt Lake nor focusing solely on Salt 
Lake. Mr. Engel had even larger responsibilities. Consequently, Sullivan-Schein's failure to 
investigate the details of complaints made against Ms. Carter is most reasonably attributable to 1) 
wide-ranging responsibilities of Sullivan-Schein's managers; 2) disorganization and confusion 
engendered by the merger; 3) the company's paramount concern for the continuity of its newly 
combined sales force; and 4) the repetitive nature of the complaints about Ms. Carter's conduct. 
In summary, the Appeals Board concludes that Sullivan-Schein reprimanded and then 
discharged Ms. Carter because it believed she had violated company standards for sales 
representative conduct. The Appeals Board finds no sufficient basis to infer any causal connection 
between Ms. Carter's complaint of December 17, 1997, and Sullivan-Schein's actions against Ms. 
Carter. Consequently, Sullivan-Schein's actions did not violate the Utah Antidiscrimination Act and 
Sullivan-Schein is not liable to Ms. Carter for any damages.1 
ORDER 
Having concluded that Sullivan-Schein did not unlawfully retaliate against Ms. Carter, the 
Appeals Board sets aside Judge La Jeunesse's decision and dismisses Ms. Carter's complaint with 
prejudice. It is so ordered. 
Dated this SI day of May, 2005 . 
Patricia S. Drawe 
l We agree with the dissent that, if an employer presents a false reason for its action against an 
employee, the trier of fact may infer from the false explanation that the employer actually was 
motivated by an unlawful purpose. But because we have found that Sullivan-Schein's explanation of 
its reason for discharging Ms. Carter was neither untrue nor unlawful, no inference of unlawful 
Duroose arises in this case. 
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DISSENT 
I dissent. Although I agree with the majority's legal opinion that the Appeal Board is "the 
:e fact finder," unlike the majority I would affirm Ju 
majority's opinion is wrong on both the facts and the law. 
ultimat  dge La Jeunesse's findings of fact.2 The 
The case law which has developed since the sentinel case of McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. 
Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973), is quite clear; a finder of fact may use that the proffered justification by 
an employer for an adverse employment action may be false as evidence of causation in the prima 
facie case in an employment discrimination action. The majority dismisses this legal point and fails 
to even discuss the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals opinion, cited by the Petitioner in her brief, which 
is directly on point. In Wells v. Colorado Department of Transportation, 325 F. 3d 1205 (10th Cir., 
2003), the Court held: 
We understand that by considering an employer's proffered reasons for taking 
adverse action in the causal-connection portion of the prima facie case, we are 
assessing pretext evidence that it typically considered in a later phase of the 
McDonnell Douglas analysis. But, we agree with the Third Circuit that evidence of 
pretext can be useful in multiple stages of a Title VII retaliation claim. See Farrell 
v. Planters Lifesavers Co., 206 F. 3d 271 (3rd Cir. 2000). The Farrell court wrote: 
"We recognize that by acknowledging that evidence in the causal chain can 
include more than demonstrative acts of antagonism or acts actually reflecting 
animus, we may possibly conflate the test for causation under the prima facie case 
with that for pretext. But perhaps that is inherent in the nature of the two questions 
being asked - which are quite similar. The questions: "Did her firing result from her 
rejection of his advance?" is not easily distinguishable from the question: "Was the 
explanation given for her firing the real reason?" Both should permit permissible 
inferences to be drawn in order to be answered. As our cases have recognized, 
almost in passing, evidence supporting the prima facie case is often helpful in the 
pretext stage and nothing about the McDonnell Douglas formula requires us to ration 
the evidence that can be probative of a causal link any more than the courts have 
limited the type of evidence that can be used to demonstrate pretext." 
By ignoring the above quoted law, the majority has erased from the Labor Commission's 
findings the substantial evidence, which Judge La Jeunesse found compelling, that Sullivan-Schein 
had created a fabric of lies as to why Ms. Carter was fired. 
2 It is quite possible that upon a detailed review of the damages portion of the ALJ's finding, I 
would roll back the award of damages. However, because of the majority's decision, a detailed 
review of the facts support an award of damages has been rendered moot. 
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The majority's justification for rewriting the facts in this matter seem to rest solely upon the 
belief that because Sullivan-Schein was going through, what everyone recognizes, a difficult merger, 
Sullivan-Schein must have been acting in good faith when it terminated the employment of Ms. 
Carter. I believe a more rational and realistic review of the evidence is that Sullivan-Schein can not 
be allowed to use the cover of a difficult business merger as an excuse to justify the inappropriate 
retaliatory firing of Ms. Carter who had engaged in a protected activity. 
Accepted as modified above, I would affirm the ALJ's findings and conclusion. 
Jokqph E/lJatch 
NOTICE OF APPEAL RIGHTS 
Any party may ask the Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission to reconsider this 
Order. Any such request for reconsideration must be received by the Appeals Board within 20 days 
of the date of this order. Alternatively, any party may appeal this order to the Utah Court of Appeals 
by filing a petition for review with the court. Any such petition for review must be received by the 
court within 30 days of the date of this order. 
» • 
» • • • 
Kenneth B. Grimes (6555) 
Attorney for Petitioner 
343 South 400 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-6816 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• « 
• • • • 
• • • • 
» • • 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
ADJUDICATIVE DIVISION 
Case No. 8980642 
SUSAN CARTER, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
PETITIONER'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER ORDER 
ON MOTION FOR REVIEW 
Submitted to the Appeals Board of 
the Utah Labor Commission 
SULLIVAN-SCHEIN DENTAL CO., 
Respondent. 
The above-named Petitioner, Susan Carter ("Carter"), by and through 
her attorney of record, hereby requests reconsideration of the Order Granting 
Motion for Review, dated May 31 , 2005, that was entered by the Appeals 
Board in this case. 
> • • • 
ARGUMENT • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• • •• 
• • • 
• • • • 
The Order that has been entered by a Majority of the Appeals Board in 
• • • 
this case ('the Majority's Order") is completely predicated uJ>on lggal and 
factual errors.1 These errors include the following: 
1. The Majority's Order states at page 5: 
When Sullivan-Schein received Ms. Carter's letter, it took 
prompt and appropriate action to prevent any future 
problems. These facts are inconsistent with the proposition 
that Ms. Carter's letter was a motivating factor for Sullivan-
Schein's subsequent actions against her. 
This statement displays a fundamental misunderstanding of the legal 
elements of a retaliation claim under the Utah Anti-Discrimination Act ("the 
Act"). The elements of a claim of retaliation under the Act are: 1) protected 
opposition to discrimination; 2) adverse action by the employer subsequent to 
the protected activity; and 3) a causal connection between the employee's 
activity and the adverse action. Viktron/Lika v. Labor Commission, 38 P.3d 
993,995 (Utah App. 2001). 
Notably absent from these elements is any requirement that the 
employer fail to take prompt and effective remedial action in response to the 
underlying complaint of discrimination. An employer's failure to take prompt 
and effective remedial action is a required element in some discriminatory 
1
 The dissenting opinion, issued by Appeals Board Member Joseph E. 
Hatch, correctly states: "The majority's opinion is wrong on both the facts 
and the law." 
harassment claims. See, e.g., Hirase-Doi v. U.S. West Communications, 61 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
F.3d 777 (10th cir. 1995). : : : " : ' . • " : : ' : : V: 
• • • • • • • • 
There is absolutely no authority or analysis that supports the Majority's 
• • • 
assumption that an employer's taking of prompt and effective remedial action 
is relevant to the determination of a retaliation claim that involves tangible 
employment actions. It is probably for this reason that Respondent's 49-page 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Review does not even mention the 
argument that Respondent took prompt or effective action on Carter's initial 
complaint.2 
By considering Respondent's alleged prompt and effective remedial 
action3 as evidence of non-retaliation, the Majority has conflated the elements 
of a retaliation claim with the elements of a discriminatory harassment claim, 
and rendered it virtually impossible for an employee to prove unlawful 
retaliation without also proving an underlying discriminatory harassment 
claim. This approach is erroneous as a matter of law. 
2
 Under Utah Code Section 34A-l-303(3)(c), the Appeals Board is not 
permitted to base its decision upon an argument that was not previously 
raised by the parties. Therefore, the Appeals Board in the present case 
has exceeded its authority and its jurisdiction. 
3
 Although the issue was not raised prior to the Majority's Order, Carter 
does nor dispute that Respondent took prompt action in response to her 
complaint. The effectiveness of Respondent's action is debatable. 
Respondent left Carter in the same location, and under the substantial, 
albeit informal, supervision of the two men she had complained about. 
The Administrative Law Judge in this case ("ALJ"), noted this fact on 
page 7 of his Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order. The 
Majority's conclusion that Respondent took effective remedial action is 
unsupported by any analysis of the facts. 
3 
2. The above-quoted portion of the Majority's Order is also 
• •• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
unsupported by the facts of the case. Although it i£ irgiiable#th&t: I I . I 
Respondent took prompt and effective action in response to Carter's 
• • • 
complaint, any inference that such action reduced the likeJihijocf of future 
retaliation is contrary to other undisputed facts, i.e., Respondent's complete 
failure to comply with its written Disciplinary Policy in relation to Carter. 
During Carter's employment, Sullivan-Schein had in effect a 
Disciplinary Policy that required progressive discipline, consisting of a first 
warning, second warning, and then termination. The Disciplinary Policy 
further required that Respondent's Human Resources Department be involved 
in all proposed disciplinary actions, and that the employee be allowed to 
respond to the proposed discipline. 
It is undisputed that Respondent made no effort whatsoever to follow 
its Disciplinary Policy with respect to either James Engel's (aEngel") February 
18, 1998 letter to Carter, or Carter's termination. Human Resources was not 
contacted in regard to either action, and Carter was given no opportunity to 
respond to the allegations against her. 
This omission is incomprehensible in light of the fact that Carter had 
been the subject of a discrimination complaint only two months before 
Engel's disciplinary letter, and three months before her termination. The 
decision to terminate Carter was made immediately upon receipt of a 
complaint about Carter from another sales representative, without even 
asking Carter about the issue or contacting Human Resources, as required by 
4 
the Disciplinary Policy. The only reasonable inference that can be derived 
from this fact is that Respondent was determined tdt£rfnfriata?C&rter : :
 # : 
regardless of the accuracy of the purported reason.4 
• • • 
3. The Majority makes another major legal and/o£/actual error in 
relying on the alleged fact that neither of the sales representatives who 
complained about Carter—Melanie Roylance ("Roylance") and Mike Butler 
("Butler*)-- were aware of Carter's discrimination complaint.5 (Majority's 
Order, page 5).6 
Whether Roylance and Butler knew about Carter's discrimination 
complaint is irrelevant to the issue in this case. The issue is not whether the 
complaints were retaliatory, but whether they were handled in a retaliatory 
manner by Respondent. The ALJ found, and the evidence is undisputed, that 
there were dozens of crossover complaints involving all of the sales 
representatives. However, Carter was the only sales representative who 
received any discipline in relation to the crossovers. Carter's supervisor, Joe 
4
 The Majority trivializes this crucial point by stating such failure was 
"most reasonably attributable" to the "wide-ranging responsibilities of 
Sullivan-Schein's managers" and "disorganization and confusion 
following the merger." (Majority's Order, page 6). The Majority cites no 
facts and provides no analysis in support of this conclusion. Of course, 
these factors did not prevent Respondent from taking prompt and 
effective remedial action on Carter's initial complaint (according to the 
Majority). There is no apparent reason why Human Resources could not 
have been contacted, or Carter even asked about, the allegations against 
her prior to her termination. 
5
 In fact, there is evidence in the record that Roylance did know about 
the complaint, which the Majority fails to mention. 
6
 Again, this argument was not raised in support of Respondent's Motion 
for Review, and the Majority has exceeded its authority in considering an 
argument that has not previously been raised. 
5 
Scheutzow, testified that sales representative Jon Sargent continued to call 
• •• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
upon an account that had been assigned to another! sklfe^renfesSrftatiye; surjd 
• • • • • • • » 
received no discipline whatsoever.7 The Majority has apparently 
• • • 
misunderstood the issue in the case and relied upon an alleged fact that is 
largely irrelevant.8 
4. The Majority similarly erred by concluding, without any factual 
analysis, that "Sullivan-Schein management likewise believed that Ms. Carter 
had violated rules of conduct when it took action against her." (Majority's 
Order, page 5). 
As a matter of undisputed fact, Carter's supervisor, Scheutzow, knew at 
the time of Carter's termination that Carter was assigned to the Heritage 
Dental account. Scheutzow had assigned Butler to the account based upon 
alleged complaints from Heritage Dental's owner, but he never told Carter 
about that re-assignment It is undisputed that Heritage Dental was on 
Carter's run list at the time of her termination. Amazingly, Carter was 
terminated for calling on her own account, and Scheutzow knew it. 
7
 The Majority's Order completely disregards this crucial, undisputed 
evidence. (See March 27, 2003 Transcript, 146, 151-152). 
8The ALJ spent considerable effort in analyzing the merits of the 
complaints that were made against Carter by Roylance and Butler, This 
may have been done in order to determine whether Respondent would 
have acted differently if it had followed its Disciplinary Policy in relation 
to the complaints. It is also part of the factual background of the case, 
and demonstrates some of the inconsistent and implausible evidence 
presented by Respondent. However, the ALJ understood that the real 
issue in the case is whether Respondent handled the complaints in a 
retaliatory manner as a pretext for terminating Carter's employment. 
(See Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, page 18). 
According to Carter, she attempted to explain the situation to Scheutzow, and 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
he refused to listen, stating "the decision has been ihskife.r •* : : : : . I 
Rather than analyzing any of these facts, the Majority simply states it 
• • • 
believes Respondent is innocent of retaliation.9 It is difficult to imagine any 
degree of proof that could overcome such a presumption. 
5. The Majority further errs in its reliance upon an alleged "first 
complaint" that was made by Butler against Carter.10 The allegations 
regarding this "first complaint" are immaterial because, according to Butler, 
the account at issue may have been on Carter's run list. (March 26, 2003 
Transcript, 242-243). Therefore, the account at issue was not a "crossover." 
It was simply one more instance of a conflict between sales representatives. 
The kind of conflict that went undisciplined for anyone but Carter. 
6. The majority further errs in its description of Respondent's 
procedure for handling crossover issues. The Majority Order states at pages 
2-3: 
In cases where only one representative had been servicing 
an account, that representative retained the account. If 
more than one representative had been servicing an 
account, the account was assigned to the representative 
with the highest sales to the account. 
9
 In regard to Bngel's letter, an inference of retaliation is warranted based 
upon Engel's complete failure to follow the Disciplinary Policy, the fact 
that Engels took no similar action in response to the dozens of other 
crossover complaints he received, the admitted harshness of the letter, 
and the "surreal" inconsistencies in Respondent's evidence as to how the 
letter came to be created. 
10
 Again, this argument was not raised within Respondent's Motion for 
Review, and its consideration is outside the authority of the Appeals 
Board. Respondent's failure to even mention this argument within its 
49-page brief is a fair indication that it lacks merit. 
7 
The Majority inexplicably fails to mention the jipcjjl^pyteci fabt thafc l" 
Respondent's initial policy with respect to accounts that fiad £>een*assighed#to 
more than one representative (which was virtually all accoijnts) \yas to keep 
« • 
4 1 • 
» • • • • 
doing business as usual, i.e., to have multiple agents calling on the accounts. 
This was the policy that led to all the crossover problems. Only gradually, 
over a period of months, were the accounts assigned to specific sales agents. 
The crossover issues were not substantially resolved until sifter Carter's 
termination. Up to the time of Carter's termination, all of the sales 
representatives were having crossover problems, but only Carter received any 
discipline. 
7. The Majority's Order disregards the overall circumstances of the 
case in favor of a few inferences that the Majority chooses to draw in favor of 
Respondent. The Majority disregards the ALJ's extensive credibility 
determinations. The Majority disregards Scheutzow's cryptic "I can't say" 
response to Carter's question about whether her termination was caused by 
the letter she wrote. The Majority disregards Scheutzow's blatant lie about 
whether he knew of Carter's discrimination complaint, or his comment, *We 
all better be careful." The Majority disregards the fact that no other sales 
representative received discipline as a result of crossovers, and the Majority 
simply makes excuses for Respondent's failure to follow its Disciplinary Policy 
in regard to Carter's termination. 
8. A legal issue which is not expressly raised in the Majority's Order, 
but which may be relevant to the Majority's reconsideration of this case 
8 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
> ••• • • • 
• • • • • 
• ••# •• •• 
• •• • • • ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • 
involves the "cat's paw* rule, which states that an employment ac!tibn tyftiah: 
is discriminatorily motivated remains unlawful despite the fact that it may be 
• • • 
affirmed at a higher level of the company by an employee w&ft^s £p$e of 
discriminatory motive. Natav v. Murray School Dist , No. 04-4084 (10th Cir. 
2005); Kendrick v. Transp. Serv., Inc., 220 F.3d 1220, 1225 (10* Cir. 2000). 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing authorities, facts and arguments, Petitioner 
requests that the Appeals Board reconsider its Order Granting Motion for 
Review, and affirm the decision of the Administrative Law Judge. 
DATED this L-° day of June , 2005. 
Kenneth B. Grimes 
Attorney for Petitioner 
—r? 
• • • 
Kenneth B. Grimes (6555) 
Attorney for Petitioner 
343 South 400 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-6816 
• •• • 
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• • • • • 
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UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
ADJUDICATIVE DIVISION 
Case No. 8980642 
SUSAN CARTER, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
SULLIVAN-SCHEIN DENTAL CO., 
Respondent. 
PETITIONER'S REPLY IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER ORDER ON 
MOTION FOR REVIEW 
Submitted to the Appeals Board of 
the Utah Labor Commission 
The Petitioner, Susan Carter ("Carter"), by and through her attorney of 
record, submits this reply in support of her Motion to Reconsider Order on 
Motion for Review, dated June 20, 2005. Reference is made herein to 
Respondent's Memorandum in Response To Carter's Motion to Reconsider 
Order, dated July 7, 2005, which is cited as "Respondent's Memorandum." 
1. Respondent agrees with the Majority of the Appeaifc^Bdard ^Uhe^: 
Majority") that Respondent's prompt response to Carter's discrimination 
• • • 
complaint constitutes evidence that Respondent did not subsequently 
retaliate against Carter- However, neither the Majority nor Respondent have 
cited any authority or provided any reasoning in support of that assertion. 
The fact that Respondent responded promptly to Carter's discrimination 
complaint provides no proof, one way or the other, as to whether Respondent 
subsequently retaliated against Carter. A failure to promptly respond to a 
discrimination complaint may, in and of itself, constitute protected class 
discrimination, but it simply has no relevance to a subsequent retaliation 
claim. The fact that Respondent never even asserted this argument before the 
Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") reveals its lack of merit. The Majority has 
misconstrued the elements and proof required to establish a retaliation claim. 
2. Respondent also supports the Majority's argument that the fact 
Carter's complaint arose from events occurring several years prior at a 
different employer weighs against a finding of retaliation. Respondent's 
Memorandum states at page 6: "Carter's letter had nothing to do with 
Sullivan-Schein." 
Carter's complaint was made by a current Sullivan-Schein employee, 
about two other current Sullivan-Schein employees who worked in the same 
office. The complaint was made to Sullivan-Schein Human Management. It 
was subsequently disseminated to at least ten Sullivan-Schein Managers, 
2 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
according to the undisputed evidence. Respondent Safe never <5ontfend3d:thal: 
• • • • • • • • • • Carter's complaint did not constitute protected opposition to discrimination.
• • • 
Again, the Majority has misconstrued the elements and procjf £pqui£ed to 
establish a claim of retaliation. The fact that Carter's complaint arose from 
events occurring at a prior employer is completely irrelevant to any issue in 
this case. The complaint was made to Sullivan-Schein. 
3. Respondent also agrees with the Majority's argument that the fact 
Carter's complaint "involved two individuals who had no position of authority 
over Carter's current employment,1" weighs against a finding of retaliation. 
Again, this argument is completely irrelevant. It does not matter who Carter 
complained about. The issue is whether Carter suffered an adverse 
employment action as a result of the complaint. The Majority has 
misconstrued the elements of a claim of retaliation to require that the 
underlying complaint involve a person who is in authority over the plaintiff. 
There is no such requirement, nor is that factor even relevant to the case. 
4. Respondent also agrees with the Majority's argument that 
Carter's termination was prompted by complaints from employees who were 
unaware of Carter's discrimination complaint. Again, this alleged fact, which 
was never raised before the ALJ or in Respondent's Motion for Review, is 
completely irrelevant. Carter was not terminated by her coworkers. Carter 
1
 This factual assertion is contrary to the detailed findings of the ALJ, 
which are not even mentioned by the Majority. 
3 
was terminated by Joe Scheutzow ("Scheutzow"), who#?i£2 know.afcjout Cartels 
complaint, although he blatantly lied about that fact at tria^ Scheytzow 
• • • 
stated in writing that the reason for Carter's termination w3s„?vioi£tion of 
memo/directive dated 2/18/98" (Exhibit "25"), i .e., for calling on another 
sales representative's account. However, Scheutzow knew at the time of 
Carter's termination that Heritage Dental was Carter's account. Scheutzow 
knew that the stated reason for termination was false. Whether Carter's 
coworkers knew about Carter's complaint is irrelevant. Further, the 
undisputed evidence shows that there were numerous complaints about all of 
the sales representatives regarding crossover problems, but only Carter was 
terminated. The Majority disregards this crucial fact as well. 
5. Respondent asserts that the Majority was authorized to base its 
decision upon arguments that were never raised before the ALJ or within 
Respondent's Motion for Review. However, Utah Code Section 34A-l-3G3(4}(c} 
only authorizes the Appeals Board to base its decision on the evidence 
previously submitted in the case or upon written argument or written 
supplemental evidence requested by the commissioner or the Appeals Board. 
The express restrictions imposed by Section 34A-1-303(4} (c) would be 
meaningless if the Appeals Board could simply raise its own arguments. The 
responded promptly to Carter's complaint, that the complaint involved events 
A 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • •• • • • • • 
at a prior employer, that the complaint involved per&jftsjwho yferejglid J^pt •
 # • 
have authority over Carter, and that the coworkers who complained about 
• • • 
Carter were unaware of Carter's complaint, were never raiseSiin a*Vritten 
argument" prior to the Majority's Order. 
6. Respondent supports the Majority's alleged "findings and 
determinations regarding credibility of the evidence." In fact, one problem 
with the Majority's Order is that it makes no findings at all with respect to the 
credibility issues in this case. The Majority simply disregards the credibility 
findings that were crucial to the ALJ's decision. The word "credibility" does 
not even appear in the Majority's Order. The Majority also completely 
disregards Scheutzow's comment to Park Simmons that "we all better £>e 
careful" about Carter's complaint, and Scheutzow's response to Carter that "I 
can't s a / ' when she asked if her termination was motivated by her letter. The 
Majority has completely ignored the careful analysis of the ALJ, and 
substituted irrelevant arguments that were not even raised by the 
Respondent in its Motion for Review. 
DATED this 1 1 * day of July, 2005. 
</ 4/ 2 J 
Kenneth B. Grimes / 
Attorney for Respondent 
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APPEALS BOARD 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
SUSAN CARTER, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
SULLIVAN-SCHEIN DENTAL CO., 
Respondent. 
ORDER DENYING REQUEST 
FOR RECONSIDERATION 
J Case No. 8-98-0642 
Susan Carter asks the Appeals Board of the Utah Labor Commission to reconsider its prior 
decision dismissing Ms. Carter's complaint that SuUivan-Schein had discriminated against her in 
violation of the Utah Antidiscrimination Act ("the Act"; Title 34A, Chapter 5, Utah Code Annotated). 
The Appeals Board exercises jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §63-
46b-13. 
BACKGROUND AND ISSUES PRESENTED 
In a decision issued January 7, 2004, Judge La Jeunesse found that Sullivan-Schein violated 
the Act by terminating Ms. Carter in retaliation for her complaint of gender-based discrimination and 
inappropriate sexual comments against two co-workers. Sullivan-Schein then filed a timely request 
for Appeals Board review of Judge La Jeunesse's decision. 
On May 31, 2005, the Appeals Board concluded that Sullivan-Schein had not retaliated 
against Ms. Carter and, therefore, had not violated the Act. On that basis, the Appeals Board sot 
aside Judge La Jeunesse's decision and dismissed Ms. Carter's complaint. 
Ms. Carter now asks the Appeals Board to review its previous decision for alleged errors of 
fact and law. 
DISCUSSION 
Factual determinations. In considering Ms. Carter's request for reconsideration, the Appeals 
Board has first reviewed Ms. Carter's assertions that the Appeals Board erred in its findings of fact. 
Ms. Carter contends that the Appeals Board failed to note Sullivan-Schein's "complete 
failure" to follow its own progressive discipline policy. However, as the Appeals Board observed in 
its previous decision, when all the circumstances surrounding Ms. Carter's discharge are considered, 
including the inadequacies of Sullivan-Schein's investigation in this matter, the evidence still 
ORDER DENYING REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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establishes that SuUivan-Schein discharged Ms. Carter for its stated reasons, and not for any 
retaliatory purpose. 
It appears that Ms. Carter concedes that the co-workers who complained about her were 
unaware of her earlier allegations of discrimination. The Appeals Board therefore reaffirms its 
finding that the co-workers' complaints, which led to Ms. Carter's discharge, were not retaliatory in 
nature. Nevertheless, the Appeals Board agrees with Ms. Carter that the more important question is 
whether Sullivan-Schein management used the co-workers' complaints as a pretext for 
management's own retaliatory purposes. On this question, the Appeals Board remains convinced 
that Sullivan-Schein terminated Ms. Carter because of the co-workers' complaints, and not in 
retaliation for Ms. Carter's letter alleging past discrimination.1 
With respect to the remainder of Ms. Carter's factual arguments, the Appeals Board has 
considered each of these points and is satisfied with the factual accuracy of its initial decision. 
Application of law. Ms. Carter contends the Appeals Board's previous decision 
misapprehends the elements of a retaliation claim under the Act. However, the Appeals Board's 
decision has correctly identified and applied those elements. It appears that Ms. Carter's main 
dissatisfaction is with the consideration given by the Appeals Board to Sullivan-Schein's appropriate 
response to Ms. Carter's original allegation of discrimination. The Appeals Board remains of the 
opinion that in the context of this case Sullivan-Schein's response is but one fact out of many that 
sheds light on the ultimate question of Sullivan-Schein's motivation for its subsequent discharge of 
Ms. Carter. 
Ms. Carter also argues for application of the so-called "cat's paw" rule, whereby unlawful 
employment action taken by a lower level supervisor or manager does not lose its unlawful character 
simply because it is ratified by higher level management free from any unlawful purpose. The 
Appeals Board sees no basis for application of this rule in this case, since the Appeals Board has 
concluded that no one involved in Ms. Carter's discharge had an unlawful retaliatory purpose or 
intent. 
[Intentionally Left Blank] 
i The Appeals Board notes Ms. Carter's assertion that another co-worker, Jon Sargent, was also 
guilty of "cross-over" violations but received no discipline. However, the record does not establish 
the circumstances of Mr. Sargent's conduct. Without that information, the Appeals Board cannot 
assume that Mr. Sargent's conduct was comparable to Ms. Carter's conduct. 
ORDER DENYING REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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ORDER 
Having considered the various issues raised by Ms. Carter's request for reconsideration, the 
Appeals Board reaffirms its previous decision and denies Ms. Carter's request for reconsideration. It 
is so ordered. 
Dated this d^J^day of August, 2005. 
Colleen Colton, Chair 
Patricia S. Drawe 
DISSENT 
For the reasons stated in my previous decision, I would reinstate and affirm Judge La 
Jeunesse's decision and hold Sullivan-Schein liable for unlawful retaliation against Ms. Carter. I 
therefore dissent from the Appeals Board's denial of Ms. Carter's request for reconsideration. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL RIGHTS 
Any party may appeal this Order to the Utah Court of Appeals by filing a Petition For Review 
with that Court within 30 days of the date of this Order. 
Kenneth B. Grimes (6555) 
Attorney for Petitioner 
343 South 400 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-6816 
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
SUSAN CARTER, 
PETITIONER FOR REVIEW 
Petitioner, 
vs. : 
Case No. 8-98-0642 
UTAH LABOR COMMISSION 
APPEALS BOARD, 
Respondent. 
The Petitioner, Susan Carter, hereby appeals from the Orders entered 
by the Utah Labor Commission Appeals Board in the case of Susan Carter v. 
Sullivan-Shein Dental Co., Case No. 8-98-0642, dated May 21 , 2005 and 
August 25, 2005. This appeal is made pursuant to Utah Code Section 63-
46b-16 and 78-2a-3(2)(a). 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of -he forgoing Petitioner 
for Review was mailed this 13 th day of September, 2005, to the following: 
Joseph E. Gumina 
330 East Kilbourne Ave., Suite 1475, 
Milwaukee, WI 53202 
Mark O. Morris 
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200 
Gateway Tower West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
I hereby cerary mat s. orue and correci copy of the foregoing Petitioner 
for Review was hand-delivered to the Utah Labor Commission at 160 East 
300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah this 13 t h day of September, 2005. 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 
THE COURT — case number 8980642, Susan 
Carter versus Sullivan-Schem Dental This matter was 
set for hearing on March — to commence March 26th, year 
2003 I'll note that the parties are present and ready 
to proceed I'll go ahead and take appearances at this 
time Start with you, Mr Grimes 
MR GRIMES Kenneth Grimes for the appearance 
of the petitioner 
THE COURT Okay, thank you 
MR GUMINA Attorney Joseph Gumma on behalf 
of the respondent, Sullivan-Schein Dental 
MR MORRIS Mark Morris, Your Honor, local 
counsel for Sullivan-Schem 
THE COURT All right, thank you 
Okay Before we start, I note that there were 
several motions filed by the parties in this case And 
I guess the order that we'll take those at, Mr Grimes, 
we'll start with your motion to compel 
MR GRIMES Thank you, Your Honor 
I believe that the motion speaks for itself 
I would — I would propose that the Court reserve the 
decision on that until the evidence has been presented 
m the trial It seems like it will be a more 
Page 7 
1 spelling) Rubber Company, in which the Court in that 
2 case found that because the defendant in that case or 
3 the employer failed to maintain personnel records in — 
4 that were relevant to that litigation, that the Court 
5 then granted to the plaintiff a presumption with regard 
6 to what those documents would show However, the Hicks 
7 holding was related specifically to the issue of whether 
8 the documents not produced or lost or destroyed were 
9 personnel records 
10 Your Honor, we assert to you that the 
11 documents that Mr Grimes is looking for, the travel 
12 records of Mr Staley, are not personnel records as that 
13 term is defined in the Federal Regulations And I'd 
14 also point out that it's a state proceeding, I'm not 
15 sure if (Inaudible) relation (Inaudible) any bearing or 
16 carries any weight in these proceedings, but if it does, 
17 Mr Staley's travel records are not personnel records 
18 And the general rule law is that there has to be a 
19 finding or a showing of bad faith on behalf of the 
20 employer or the defendant to be entitled to any 
21 presumption in this case 
22 So on that basis, we ask that a ruling be made 
23 with regard to — Mr Grimes can pursue his motion 
24 (Inaudible) standard of burden set forth (Inaudible) 
25 determine at this time 
Page 6 
profitable way to approach that I think that the 
issues regarding what documents have been produced or 
not produced is quite complicated and perhaps it would 
be wise for the Court to reserve judgment on the motion 
until after evidence has been presented 
THE COURT Okay Let me just ask you 
briefly, then, assuming I — ask me to reserve decision 
on the motion to compel until after the evidence is 
presented, I'm assuming that what you're asking me to 
remedy in this case, other than possibly attorney's fees 
for generating the motion, would be a presumption m 
favor of the petitioner in this case"? 
MR GRIMES That is correct, Your Honor 
THE COURT Okay 
Response, Mr Gumma'' 
MR GUMINA Thank you, Your Honor 
It's truly like the ruling on the motion with 
regard to Mr Grimes's burden of proof that he's going 
-o be entitled to a presumption 
Mr Grimes, in his response, has indicated 
hat he does not need to show that the respondent has 
Lcted in bad faith in its inability to produce certain 
locuments And he relies on a Federal Regulation, 29 
FR, Section 1602 4, and he also relies on a Tenth 
lrcuit decision, Hicks versus Vangates (phonetic 
1 THE COURT Let me ask, Mr Gumma, one of the 
2 questions that seems to have repetitively occurred m 
3 this case is documents that at one time were represented 
4 to exist that now don't exist What — I mean if 
5 there's no remedy in this case to this kind of a 
6 situation, what is to prevent respondents from really 
7 saying nothing exists as far as documents that are 
8 harmful to their position' 
9 MR GUMINA There's nothing, Your Honor, I 
10 guess what respondents say or anyone to say that I'll 
11 (Inaudible) and assert to you that we made diligent 
12 efforts to try to retrieve all the documents that Mr 
13 Grimes has requested m thi<5 cas« that we believe that 
14 were relevant We've provided an affidavit and our 
15 response is the petitioner's motior from Mr (Inaudible) 
16 indicating that one is, the company doesn't have a 
17 document retention policy, a written document retention 
18 policy And the result of that is Mr Gary Anderson, 
19 director of human resources for the company, 
20 communicated that he caused and personally conducted fox 
21 these records and they could not be found 
22 You should also be mindful, Judge, that we did 
23 produce along with that the trial records for Mr Engle 
24 and Mr Shutzo (phonetic spelling) were also requested 
25 and those documents were found and they were produced 
Page 
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1 So to say that we didn't produce Mr Staley's record was 
2 either m bad faith or we were trying to (Inaudible) the 
3 discovery process is nonsense, when we were able to find 
4 two out of three and produced the ones that we were able 
5 to find It's not like the case that we haven't 
6 produced any travel records We just were unable to 
7 find the box — locate the box in which Mr Staley's 
8 records were stored 
9 And one of the reasons for that, Mr Engle and 
10 Mr Shutzo's trial records were maintained or stored in 
11 Sullivan-Schem's Milwaukee facility and Mr Staley's 
12 records were maintained by Henry Schem m his 
13 (Inaudible) Pennsylvania facility And when the search 
14 was made of that facility, the box could not be located 
15 and it was presumed, since the box could not be located, 
16 that it was destroyed And it was (Inaudible) — it was 
17 destroyed, it was a mistake and an error m its normal 
18 practice 
19 THE COURT Well, I think you have to 
20 understand from my position, I think I've been fairly 
21 conservative in throwing out sanctions in this case 
22 based on some of the discovery that's due to have 
23 occurred and I'm reluctant to do that, wanting to give 
24 the parties the benefit of the doubt in these kind of 
25 cases on representations But I have to candidly admit 
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1 anymore and suddenly pop up You know, I have a concern 
2 that this is going to go on during the hearing 
3 MR GUMINA Well, Your Honor, it was my 
4 understanding at the time that we had a telephone 
5 hearing, that was January 29th, that it was my belief 
6 that there was a written policy and I was told that 
7 there was a seven-year policy I got your orders, the 
8 clients produced that policy I was told, yes, we have 
9 a policy, we have a written policy, (Inaudible) 
10 corporate understanding now When I stand here and 
11 admit to you that's good bus mess practice, it is not 
12 good business practice, but 1 hat's the reality of the 
13 situation 
14 And I have — you know, we have no reason not 
15 to — if there was a written policy, I have no reason 
16 not to provide it And I (Inaudible) testimony, I 
17 believe the policy is seven years, however it is not in 
18 written form And (Inaudible) corporate representatives 
19 here today from Sullivan-Schem will be able to testify 
20 to that 
21 And Mr Staley's — I don't know if I 
22 misunderstood you, Judge, but Mr Staley's records were 
23 not able to be located, and still today have not been 
24 able to be located What we did produce in a timely 
25 fashion (Inaudible) do not exist were Mr Shutzo's and 
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1 I'm a little disturbed by the fact that the last time we 
2 had a hearing on this, it was represented to me that the 
3 document retention policy did exist and would be 
4 produced and that the travel records didn' t exist and 
5 that's why they couldn't be produced 
6 And now we've got the situation m front of me 
7 now where you're saying the travel retention policy 
8 which was told to me then did exist and would be 
9 produced doesn't exist and hasn't been produced, and the 
10 travel documents, which weren't produced, because they 
11 didn't — were destroyed, now have turned up 
12 You can see from my standpoint that it does 
13 cause me a little concern when — if company 
14 representatives are going to get up and say, yes, this 
15 is — this is the approach we took in this particular 
16 situation We documented it We acted consistent to 
17 policies However, those policies don't exist anymore, 
18 or never did exist 
19 I mean that — you have to understand, that's 
20 going to have an affect on the whole hearing when 
21 somebody — when you produce a witness that says they 
22 relied on some kind of policy, written policy or 
23 something that can't be produced, or that they keep 
24 appearing or disappearing when I'm told that they exist 
25 and will be produced or am told that they don't exist 
1 Mr Engle's travel records vhich were produced in a 
2 timely fashion to Mr Grimes 
3 MR GRIMES Your Honor, I believe that our 
4 motion is well taken The leason (Inaudible) would 
5 suggest that we would prefei (Inaudible) is because most 
6 of the remedy that we have I equested is evidentiary in 
7 nature And I think simply as a practical matter, 
8 because it is impossible for us to extricate those items 
9 (Inaudible) evidentiary presumption that we're 
10 requesting in the motion on the evidence that's going to 
11 be put on at the hearing 
12 And also, I think it would give the Court an 
13 opportunity to be fully informed as to what the issues 
14 are, but we're making a serious judgment on relatively 
15 severe and I think unusual sanctions that we have 
16 requested And I say that recognizing that these are 
17 serious sanctions that we have requested, but we believe 
18 that they are totally justified under the circumstances 
19 And with the respect to the monetary remedies 
20 that we've requested in terms of attorney's fees, 
21 there's no question that the petitioner has put a 
22 significant burden — additional*burden on staff that we 
23 should not have to bear Even finding that there's no 
24 bad faith on the part of the respondent, which 
25 (Inaudible) under the Hick' case, it certainly wasn't 
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.he petitioner's fault. 
We did what we could to follow up and to 
mrsue discovery diligently and cooperatively and we've 
>een put to significant additional expense because of 
.hat. But I would suggest that the Court, before ruling 
lpon the motion for sanctions, at least evidentiary 
remedies that were requested until the evidence has been 
sresented at this formal hearing. 
THE COURT: Well, I will reserve ruling on 
chat until the end and see how this comes out in terms 
Df the documents and evidence that's presented at the 
learing, and I'll put it in the context of that whole 
thing and we'll make a decision then. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I do want to bring to 
your attention (Inaudible) Mr. (Inaudible) documents. 
Dne of the documents that was missing and was unable to 
be produced was a Power Point presentation that was 
presented at a — what was called a roadshow that was 
held in Seattle, Washington, in January 1998. And it's 
relevant to testimony that Mr. James Engle's records 
(Inaudible) had given — or has given in his deposition. 
I was provided for the first time, as of about 7;30 this 
morning, those Power Point slides which Ms^ Nightingale 
was able to find on an individual who had — who had 
attended that roadshow and had kept an individual copy 
Page 15 1 
1 better than I can, but my understanding is, Your Honor, 
2 that — 
3 Was it (Inaudible)? 
4 MS. NIGHTINGALE: (Inaudible). 
5 MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) person is in the 
6 room? 
7 MS. NIGHTINGALE: (Inaudible). 
8 MR. GUMINA: She located — Ms. Nightingale 
9 located an individual that works in the Andrew Schein 
10 office in Melville, New York, and found from her that 
11 she had an individual copy of the handout that was given 
12 to all the attendees at this roadshow that was held in 
13 Seattle, Washington, in January 1998. 
14 Other than that, we have made searches for 
15 this document and the company was unable to locate a 
16 company version of this document. And Ms. Nightingale 
17 has been asking many people the whereabouts of this 
18 document. Mr. Engle has looked for this document and 
19 has been unable to locate it. 
20 We were fortunate enough to find one 
21 individual that retained a copy of it five years after 
22 the seminar. 
23 THE COURT: Let me ask Ms. Nightingale, I 
24 mean, what made you decide to ask this person in New 
25 York if they had a copy of this on Monday? 
Page 14 
of the Power Point handout for herself. Until that 
time, we were unable to locate that Power Point 
presentation. 
The client was able to copy that Power Point 
presentation. This morning I only have one copy of that 
Power Point presentation. I've asked somebody from Mr. 
Morris's office to come to the hearing and pick up the 
document, have a sufficient amount of copies made for 
you and Mr. Grimes, and we do have those documents. 
MR. GRIMES: Well, Your Honor, this is 
(Inaudible) Court's heard about documents popping up* 
during the course of the formal hearing. This Power 
Point presentation has been at issue for months and 
months. It's been discussed repeatedly in the 
depositions. This was not received, a copy of it — we 
should receive (Inaudible) before the day of the formal 
hearing so we can do discovery (Inaudible), we haven't 
read the entire thing, we haven't had a copy of it, 
(Inaudible) first day of the formal hearing. 
While we don't object, certainly, to the — if 
that's a document to offer it as evidence because it 
wasn't previously disclosed. 
THE COURT: Tell me again how this was 
discovered. 
MR. GUMINA: Ms. Nightingale can tell you 
1 MS. NIGHTINGALE: It was discussed (Inaudible) 
2 said that he thinks that maybe she would have it. 
3 THE COURT: Discussion with who? 
4 MS. NIGHTINGALE: With (Inaudible) in New 
5 York. 
6 THE COURT: And it never occurred to anybody 
7 in the company to ask the New York people if they had 
8 this before? 
9 MS. NIGHTINGALE: We have asked other New York 
10 people, it }ust never got to her before. 
11 MR. GUMINA: You understand, Your Honor, it's 
12 a large company with several hundred employees. 
13 THE COURT: Right. Again, I guess this does 
14 go to my earlier concern about this, is the diligence 
15 that was exercised to find these documents, I mean then 
16 suddenly it crops up the morning of the hearing. I 
17 mean, this case has been pending for a long time. I 
18 just want to know what kind of efforts were made to 
19 locate this before that suddenly now it (Inaudible) 
20 produce this result on the morning of the hearing. 
21 I am concerned about this. I really am. I 
22 mean this has been at issue and has been tjhe subject of 
23 motions to compel before. I would have thought that the 
24 company would have made a serious effort when it's under 
25 a motion to compel to produce this kind of a document. 
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1 MR GUMINA We did, four Honor, and I believe 
2 I submitted a letter attached to one of our responses to 
3 the motion to compel by Mr Engle and he also made a 
4 search Ms Nightingale was contacted at that time and 
5 she was asked to make a search And Mr Anderson, Jerry 
6 Anderson, was asked to make a search and nobody knew the 
7 whereabouts of this Power Point and it was unable to be 
8 located Again, if we had it, if we knew where it was, 
9 we would have produced it 
10 I don't bring, I guess, pride to myself and to 
11 my clients when I bring in a document like this at the 
12 hearing I'm actually embarrassed about it, Your Honor, 
13 but it was given to me this morning and I believe I have 
14 an obligation to disclose to you and to opposing counsel 
15 that I have this document and I first received it this 
16 morning about 7 30 It's the first time I was aware 
17 that it actually exists or that there actually was a 
18 hard copy of it 
19 THE COURT And you've given a copy of this to 
20 Mr — 
21 MR GUMINA Well, I have one copy I've 
22 allowed Mr Grimes to review it I've asked someone 
23 from Mr Morris's office to come down and make — pick 
24 it up and go make additional copies It's about 50, 60 
25 pages of paper — pages, and ask that a sufficient 
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and Mr — or petitioner's witness exhibit list 
As to specific objections, Your Honor, 
petitioner identifies as a witness a representative of 
the Utah Anti-Discrimination Labor Division There is 
no specific identification of the individual that the 
petitioner is (Inaudible) to call We believe that 
under the Rules that a petitioner should be required to 
identify a specific individual that they intend to call 
And if they are going to call such a representative from 
the Utah Anti-Discrimination Labor Division as an expert 
witness, then petitioner has failed to identify such 
person as an expert according to Rule 26(a) (3) of the 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure Apparently, Your Honor, 
(Inaudible) representative of the Utah 
Anti-Discrimination Labor Division stricken 
Do you want me to continue, Your Honor, or do 
you want to handle these one at a time7 
THE COURT Well, why don't we deal with them 
one at a time 
Mr Grimes 
MR GRIMES Thank you, Your Honor 
With respect to the first issue regarding the 
providing of address and telephone numbers of the 
witness, first of all, the only witness on this list or 
on this paragraph that we intend to call is Beverly 
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1 amount of copies be made so everybody can have a copy 
2 for the hearing 
3 THE COURT Well, I guess I'll deal with this 
4 issue if and when it comes up being presented as a 
5 document in evidence and I'll deal with objections at 
6 that time Again, I guess it still is the same concerns 
7 I had, that all of a sudden we have several documents 
8 showing up here — if everybody could turn their cell 
9 phones off 
10 All right Well, let's get to the next issue 
11 There is an objection concerning the petitioner's 
12 witness exhibit list 
13 Mr Gumma, do you want to address thaf 
14 MR GRIMES Do you want me — 
15 THE COURT I think it's Mr Gumma's 
16 objection, or is it yours, Mr Grimes'5 I'll let him 
17 start with the objection 
18 MR GUMINA Thank you, Your Honor 
19 First of all, under Rule 26(a)(4)(a) of the 
20 Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, witnesses are to be 
21 disclosed on a witness list with address, telephone 
22 numbers of each witness And we were not provided the 
23 address or telephone number of Dave Shimmoff (phonetic 
24 spelling), Beverly Myers, Richard Clegg, Joan Carter, 
25 Dave Sharp, John Morrison, (Inaudible) and Scott Clyde 
Myers That will be the only person that the objection 
will practically apply to 
With respect to Beverly Myers, we don't know 
her address or telephone number I have talked to her 
on two occasions, she called me It is my 
understanding, however, that the (Inaudible) respondent 
have been m contact with Ms Myers for months, so they 
know what the address is My understanding is they 
talked (Inaudible), so I think to preserve (Inaudible) 
prejudice by technical oversight for the lack of an 
address or telephone number is we aon't have it, which 
we don't 
THE COURT So that's the only real witness on 
this list that's at issue*5 
MR GRIMES That's the only name on this 
particular — in paragraph — the first paragraph was 
there's an objection to one, two, three, four, five — 
eight witnesses because we didn' t give their names — or 
we didn't give their phone numbers or addresses The 
only witness m that list of eight names that *ve 
actually intend to call as a witness is Beverly Myers 
With respect to the (Inaudible) It is my understanding 
that (Inaudible) respondent, but we don't intend to call 
them 
THE COURT Okay Well, let me — just m 
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order to maybe expedite this, let me just say this As 
far as Rule 26(a), what actually governs the disclosure 
of witness and exhibit lists prior to the hearing is my 
scheduling order, which the parties never asked to have 
a — well, they have that, but it didn't detail anything 
particularly concerning that I assume most of this 
will be taken care of in discovery Was there a 
question asked as to individuals that would be witnesses 
or -- as far as witnesses are — 
MR GUMINA (Inaudible), Your Honor, and we 
did ask if — in one of our interrogatories, we asked if 
— if any statements had been obtained by any witnesses 
or individuals, and they indicated none But 
subsequent, following that point in time, petitioner did 
obtain a statement, a declaration from Ms Myers which 
they submitted with their response to our motion for 
summary judgment And they never supplemented their 
discovery responses to our interrogatories possibly 
identifying Ms Myers or indicating her name or address 
when our attorney asked for it, but such an individual 
was identified m the interrogatories 
We went through great pains to try to find Ms 
l^yers She was very difficult to locate I believe it 
took us several weeks to locate her The petitioner is 
(Inaudible) final locate her and we have spoken with 
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1 THE COURT But you have had an opportunity to 
2 talk with her' 
3 MR GUMINA Yes, Your Honor 
4 THE COURT Okay All right Next 
5 MR GRIMES Your Honor, with respect to the 
6 designation of a representative of the Utah 
7 Anti-Discrimination Labor Division, that was simply our 
8 way of notifying I suppose the respondent that we 
9 expected it would be the director or the director 
10 designee present at the formal hearing to provide the 
11 factual and legal basis for the Division determination 
12 as provided by statute That's all that was intended to 
13 communicate We don't intend to call a representative 
14 of the UALD, other than that 
15 THE COURT Okay I notice that Joan Carter, 
16 the investigator, was listed on there, too Do you 
17 intend to call her7 
18 MR GRIMES We do not 
19 THE COURT Okay 
20 MR GUMINA (Inaudible) (Inaudible) 
21 objection, Your Honor 
22 THE COURT Okay Well, I just thought I'd 
23 lump them altogether It does seem to deal with the 
24 same subject area, okay, so is that issued resolved, 
25 then7 
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ter I mean 
MR GRIMES Well, we don't know her address 
r phone number 
THE COURT Well, just out of curiosity, how 
s it that anybody anticipates she's going to be here if 
obody knows where she is7 
MR GUMINA That's a very good question, Your 
snor I — she seems to be a person that's on the move 
id is difficult to locate, so I wouldn't be surprised 
she doesn't show today or (Inaudible) 
MR GRIMES We served a subpoena on her at 
r place of employment She's working in a dental 
fice 
THE COURT Well, technically, I suppose this 
uld have been handled there It doesn't seem like 
=re's any surprise that she's going to be a witness 
re today I mean if she was part of an affidavit and 
ponse for motion for summary judgment and the 
pondents have had an opportunity to talk with her — 
ssume you knew where she was employed and that's how 
tracked her down 
MR GUMINA No, Your Honor, I think we hired 
rivate investigator to track her down and through 
t, whatever means they use, but I don't believe it 
through her employer 
1 MR GUMINA The petitioner has also 
2 identified (Inaudible) attorney, myself, (Inaudible) and 
3 Heather Weinmach, myself and Mr (Inaudible) and Ms 
4 Weinmach are all (Inaudible) separately retained 
5 (Inaudible) behalf of the respondent None of any of 
6 these individuals, including myself, testified to 
7 involved any of the facts (Inaudible) or disproving, as 
8 the case may go, petitioner's cause of action, 
9 (Inaudible) any of these individuals could testify was, 
10 except yourself, Your Honor, in determining the merits 
11 of petitioner's claim or any issues raised by it 
12 The petitioner therefore — we find it wholly 
13 inappropriate to name respondent's legal counsel as 
14 witnesses in this litigation It's highly 
15 inappropriate And for the reasons stated, we ask that 
16 the names of myself, Joseph Gumma, Charles W Pouch 
17 (phonetic spelling) and Heather Weinmach (phonetic 
18 spelling) be stricken from petitioner's witness list 
19 THE COURT Mr Grimes'7 
20 MR GPIMES Your Honor, we believe this is 
21 already (Inaudible) First of all, I would point out 
22 that the attorneys that have been named as^  potential 
23 witnesses, particularly Mr Gumma, (Inaudible) 
24 respondent's answers to interrogatories and responses to 
25 request for production of documents in this case, in a 
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I 1 case where there are very significant issues regarding 
2 discovery, the production or nonproduction of documents, 
3 (Inaudible) counsel (Inaudible), by signing those 
4 discovery responses that they may potentially be a 
5 witness in the case as to what documents were produced 
j 6 or not produced. 
7 Weeks ago, I sent a letter to Mr. Gumina 
j 8 indicating that we wished to call a witness at this 
i 9 formal hearing to testify about the nonproduction and 
10 production of particular documents. The nonproduction 
11 of documents by respondent in this case is a very 
12 (Inaudible) issue far beyond what has been discussed 
13 here today so far. 
14 The only way for us to establish that certain 
15 crucial documents have not been produced is to have a 
16 witness from the respondent who knows what's been 
17 produced and what hasn't been produced. Now, we're 
18 willing to call someone other than Mr. Gumina to get 
19 that testimony, as I said in my letter. We're also 
20 willing to stipulate with Mr. Gumina or whoever what 
21 (Inaudible) on behalf of the respondent as to the 
22 nonproduction of these crucial (Inaudible), but we have 
23 to have somebody testify as to what documents have not 
24 been produced in response to discovery in this case, or 
25 otherwise to get that information in the record. 
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1 And like I said, I sent a letter (Inaudible) 
2 the situation to Mr. Gumina weeks ago, didn't receive a 
3 response. So a few days ago, I sent another letter on 
4 the same issue and again didn't receive a response. 
5 This is not something new. He was ultimately named as a 
6 potential witness and it is not — I did not do that 
7 lightly, nor do I mean any disrespect. (Inaudible) 
8 other choice in (Inaudible) this crucial evidence, I 
9 will take it, but if I have to call Mr. Gumina, that's 
10 the only choice open to me, then I will attempt to do 
11 that. 
12 THE COURT: Well, let me — let me just say 
13 this: That is a pretty extreme remedy. I, of course, 
14 require that we continue this whole hearing if they 
15 agree to that, so I mean that would disqualify him as 
16 counsel for the respondent. 
17 Mr. Gumina, I'm assuming — you've got Ms. 
18 Nightingale here as a company representative. Is she 
19 designated as the company representative for this 
20 hearing? I mean — 
21 MR. GUMINA: Yes, she — 
22 THE COURT: — you're going to have her sit in 
23 on this and — 
24 MR. GUMINA: Yes, she is, Your Honor. I'm — 
25 THE COURT: Well, then I would say that as the 
* ~»-
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1 company representative, there /ou go, there's your 
2 witness concerning those types of issues. And I just — 
3 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, if I could make a 
4 point that (Inaudible). Ms. Nightingale may be able to 
5 testify to all the questions and issues that Mr. Grimes 
6 raises regarding the production of discovery, but 
7 there's other witnesses that also would have knowledge 
8 and (Inaudible) whether they were destroyed. And I j 
9 believe (Inaudible) will be testifying. Mr. Shutzo can j 
10 testify to some of those issues as well. I don't... 
11 THE COURT: Well, I do think it's an extreme 
12 remedy to disqualify counsel and I'm really loath to do 
13 that. I — I realize that attorneys frequently and 
14 routinely sign answers to interrogatories and request 
15 for production of documents and I'm assuming they rely 
16 on somebody else's information in the company to do that j 
17 and that it's typically a question of (Inaudible) j 
18 interrogatories of who was involved in the answering of I 
19 those. 
20 Not having access to those, I don't know who I 
21 was — if the question was asked or if that person was I 
22 identified, but I will say short of allowing Mr. Grimes j 
23 to call attorneys for the respondent as witnesses m I 
24 this case, I do think that the respondents have an I 
25 obligation to identify whoever it was that assisted in I 
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1 responding to these requests so that there's a person I 
2 that can be examined concerning those issues, because I j 
3 think they are key issues. I 
4 MR. GUMINA: I believe Ms. Nightingale can I 
5 testify to most (Inaudible). Whether certain documents j 
6 were destroyed at certain times, we can do better I 
7 (Inaudible) somebody (Inaudible) were generated which I 
8 she was responsible for. He can tell you when they were I 
9 generated, when they destroyed. Ms. Nightingale J 
10 (Inaudible) she doesn't have (Inaudible) and the I 
11 (Inaudible) company does maintain and can tell you that I 
12 they do or do not exist, but Mr. Engle, for example, can J 
13 give you more specifics as far as the (Inaudible) J 
14 destruction or they couldn't be found, why they couldn't J 
15 be found. 
16 THE COURT: Mr. Grimes? 
17 MR. GRIMES: I think that would be acceptable. 
18 I think that that's probably a good resolution. We'd be 
19 happy to do that. 
20 THE COURT: All right. Next issue.-. 
21 MR. GUMINA: The last one was Ms. Carter, Joan 
22 Carter, and I think we've covered that. 
23 THE COURT: I think we resolved that issue, 
24 all right. 
25 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we've settled 
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exhibits that we object to. One is the — I don't know 
if it really is appropriate at this time, (Inaudible) 
was better made at the time that the document was 
offered in to evidence, it is — what the exhibit says 
we raise with, though. And obviously, I'll raise those 
issues now, is a document that called for (Inaudible) 
projections of Susan Carter's commissions that was 
prepared by the respondent. 
And Carter is saying that petitioner intends 
to offer this evidence as evidence of her back pay 
damages. And our objection goes to the fact that this 
document is based on pure speculation and does not 
represent in any way, shape or form the measure of what 
the petitioner would have earned in commissions for 
1998. That it's based on speculation and there's no 
foundation for the numbers that are indicated in that 
projection sheet. 
What it is, Your Honor, is more like a 
motivating tool that the manager uses with (Inaudible) 
representative as a proponent sheet, it shows what the 
sales representative made in the last year and 
(Inaudible) function of an increase in sales of what the 
sales representative is capable of earning in the prior 
year. 
THE COURT: Well, let me — let me just — and 
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1 involving a plaintiff (Inaudible) Shoggles (phonetic 
2 spelling) versus Sullivan-Schein. The allegations in 
3 that complaint are not relevant to this case at bar. 
4 it involves allegations that involve a sales 
5 representative, I believe in the Kansas area, and 
6 involves a different group of managers, and that no one 
7 there is involved in this case directly with Ms. Carter, 
8 was involved in any way with the allegations made in the 
9 Shoggles' complaint. So the complaint — or the 
10 allegations in the Shoggles' complaint are nothing more 
11 than unsupported allegations and they're speculation and 
12 it's hearsay. And the Shoggles' allegations, alleged 
13 violations of Title 7 and the Kansas (Inaudible) 
14 Discrimination Act with this case involves allegations 
15 of a violation of (Inaudible) Discrimination Act. 
16 Therefore, we simply ask that the answer and 
17 complaint filed by Ms. Shoggle and answer filed — and 
18 the answer — actually, the complaint filed by Ms. 
19 Shoggle and the answer filed (Inaudible) Schein is not 
20 relevant (Inaudible) hearsay and I move now that it 
21 should be not allowed to be introduced or used in the 
22 proceeding. 
23 THE COURT: Well, I guess at this point I 
24 don't even know why — I guess I don't have enough 
25 information to even know why this would be offered. I 
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I don't mean to interrupt you here, but it sounds like 
some of these issues may go or be better addressed at 
the time the document is being offered in evidence. It 
sounds to me like this goes more to the — the value of 
the document as evidence rather than its admissibility. 
I — without knowing whether or not — I mean it seems 
to me like this is a special company document, that it's 
got proper foundation, it may be admissible. 
You may impeach the document's accuracy of 
being speculative and (Inaudible) accurate assessment of 
lost earnings in the case, but it seems to me that would 
be better done through testimony of whoever the 
witnesses that have knowledge of this document, rather 
than having you provide me your opinion on whether or 
not that this is an accurate reflection of what her lost 
earnings are. 
MR. GUMINA: I understand, Your Honor, and I 
would agree with that. 
The next one is an issue that Your Honor would 
like to address at the time that the document is 
intended to be submitted to be used in the hearing or 
offered into evidence. We can wait until that time, but 
it deals with petitioner's offering of a complaint in 
answer to (Inaudible) respondent was involved in in 
Federal Court, I believe on the District of Kansas, 
1 don't know how to address that. 
2 Mr. Grimes? 
3 MR. GRIMES: Well, I don't believe that 
4 (Inaudible) probably (Inaudible) necessarily of these 
5 documents. We believe that (Inaudible) the Court take 
6 special notice of (Inaudible) and the case law is clear 
7 that allegations of discrimination or retaliation 
8 against persons other than the complainant are 
9 admissible in evidence in a discrimination or 
10 retaliation case. Specifically what these documents are 
11 going to show, two of them together, they (Inaudible) 
12 are going to show (Inaudible) not denied, that Ms. 
13 Shoggle made a complaint of gender discrimination 
14 against the company. And within a very short time 
15 period after that, she was fired. And that is the only 
16 (Inaudible) disclosed on (Inaudible) discrimination. 
17 So for that purpose, (Inaudible) offered. 
18 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, the Shoggle case 
19 never went to trial, never a ruling or holding with 
20 regard to those allegations made in the complaint. Ms.^ 
21 Shoggle was not terminated for issues involving 
22 (Inaudible) to her, but Ms. Carter — there's no 
23 resemblance in any way, shape or form. I could 
24 understand if we were dealing with the same group of 
25 managers or the decision maker that made the decision to 
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1 terminate Ms Carter, made a similar decision with 
I 2 regard to Ms Shoggle, but that's not true here 
j 3 Again, we have a different set of decision 
I 4 makers and a different (Inaudible) of the country and 
J 5 someone who was terminated for reasons not even related 
J 6 in any way to the reasons Ms Carter was terminated 
I 7 THE COURT Well, again, not having all of the 
I 8 details of this case, I guess what I would — yeah The 
| 9 way I could conceptualize it does not have any relevance 
110 to this is some kind of holding by the Court in that 
111 case that there was a pattern of practice company-wide 
112 of retaliation and discrimination cases that this is 
113 factually dependent on a specific incident And I don't 
114 — I haven't read this case as being an allegation of 
15 pattern of practice case and there is a specific 
116 instance of retaliation 
117 I don't know, I guess at this time I'm — I 
118 have some skepticism about its admissibility I guess I 
119 can reserve ruling until a set time that that's offered 
120 into evidence, but I could give you a preliminary 
121 ruling, at least that's how I'm looking at it, so you 
122 know when you head into this what I'm looking at on the 
123 case I will be looking at this It has some specific 
124 relevance or at least some sort of company-wide thing 
125 (Inaudible) specific act (Inaudible) in this case 
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I 1 Those are the kinds of things I'll be looking at if and 
j 2 when it's offered 
J 3 MR GUMINA Your Honor, a related issue, with 
4 regards to insurance, a listing of (Inaudible) discussed 
j 5 Corsage (phonetic spelling) Mr Corsage was the 
j 6 individual that was involved in the Sherry Shoggle case 
j 7 The (Inaudible) letters involve alleged actions by Mr 
J 8 Corsage involving allegations of sexual harassment And 
j 9 again, we don't see the relevance of these allegations 
j10 Mr Corsage was in Kansas and I believe (Inaudible) 
111 company and now working for a company in (Inaudible), 
J12 Ohio And Ms Carter's case has nothing to do with the 
113 allegations of sexual harassment or sexual 
114 discrimination It's a case of retaliation 
15 THE COURT Well, again, as with the ~ in the 
116 documents from the court in Kansas, those are the things 
117 I'll be looking at, if and when those documents are 
18 offered into evidence I'll be looking to see whether 
J19 they have relevance or significance in terms of either 
120 corporate practice and policy or any kind of specific 
21 reference to this case If not, then they probably 
I22 won't be admissible, unless they can show some kind of 
23 tie-in as far as that goes, then I'll take another look 
124 at it 
25 MR GUMINA Thank you, Your Honor 
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1 The next issue, You- Honor, is the 
2 petitioner's intent to offer the declaration of Beverly 
3 Myers We assert that that declaration constitutes 
4 inadmissible hearsay and if the petitioner intends to 
5 offer that declaration without the testimony of Ms 
6 Myers, we would object to that on the grounds of 
7 inadmissible hearsay 
8 THE COURT My understanding is they've done a 
9 subpoena j 
10 MR GRIMES That's correct, Your Honor 
11 THE COURT Are we going to be offering her 
12 declaration then in addition to her live testimony or — 
13 MR GRIMES Probably not 
14 THE COURT Okay I would assume — let me 
15 — let me use this opportunity to clear up something, 
16 too, as far as future objections go Since this is an 
17 administrative hearing, I have to point out to the 
18 parties, so I don't draw a lot of these objections 
19 during this, hearsay is admissible It goes to the I 
20 weight of the evidence, not the admissibility of the j 
21 evidence, so — just so I'm not drawing thousands of 
22 hearsay objections during this hearing, you need to j 
23 understand that right from the start j 
24 I know it's a little disorienting when you're I 
25 used to District Court and Federal Court practice to 
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1 have a bunch of hearsay come floating m , but understand I 
2 that I do weigh it I mean, obviously, the (Inaudible), j 
3 you can't base your whole case on hearsay, but I doubt I 
4 in a case with as many witnesses and documents as we've I 
5 got m this case that that's going to be a problem, but j 
6 simply know that hearsay is admissible I 
7 MR GUMINA Thank you, Your Honor 
8 The next issue, which I believe is related to J 
9 the issue of the first exhibit that we raised issue j 
10 with, which was protection of Ms Carter's commission, I 
11 is — item number five is Ms Carter's own (Inaudible) 
12 calculation and I believe that a ruling on that would be I 
13 better served at a later time, but we do have issues J 
14 with regards to — based on lack of foundation and that 
15 it's speculative m nature, understanding that a ruling j 
16 would be more appropriate at a later time J 
17 THE COURT I agree I 
18 MR GUMINA A last objection, Your Honor, is j 
19 to petitioner's designation cs an exhibit which j 
20 petitioner calls, "All documents prepared by the Utah j 
21 Anti-Discrimination Labor Di\ision m relation to this j 
22 case " I have no idea what thats is and all w<= brought j 
23 — Utah Rules of Civil Procedure requires that a party 
24 make an appropriate identification of each document or J 
25 other exhibits This designation provides response 
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(Inaudible) information to which particular document 
petitioner may introduce at the time of the hearing and 
respondent (Inaudible) this exhibit designation be 
stricken from petitioner's exhibit list. 
THE COURT: Mr. Grimes? 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, (Inaudible) documents 
Inaudible) compiled by the UALD in this case, 
pecifically the documents (Inaudible) 5 UALD. When 
espondent obtained a copy of that file two years ago, 
hey paid $15.12 for it. They don't allow those 
ocuments (Inaudible) documents and nothing else besides 
hat was in the file. Those are the documents we're 
sferring to. 
And again, most of those documents probably 
^n't be offered as evidence. I would suggest that 
;rhaps we should reserve decision on these documents 
itil we see them. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I shouldn't have to 
ike the time to object to each and every document in a 
le just because the petitioner makes a designation to 
file. It's more appropriate to — if there's a 
cument within that file that petitioner would like to 
troduce or offer as evidence, they should make that 
signation so we can properly respond to it in our 
jection. 
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1 that Mr. Grimes is going to call, Michael Butler, 
2 (Inaudible). What time? 
3 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: 11:00. 
4 MR. GUMINA: Eleven o'clock. We have also 
5 subpoenaed Mr. Butler and we'd like him to testify in 
6 our case (Inaudible). However, we were informed by Mr. 
7 Butler that he's leaving on a vacation, on a cruise, 
8 early tomorrow morning. Therefore, we would like 
9 permission to call Mr. Butler out of turn, if that would 
10 be agreeable with Mr. Grimes (Inaudible). 
11 MR. GRIMES: I have no objection. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. Well, let — and maybe the 
13 way to do that is just allow the respondents latitude in 
14 cross examination to put their case through. I mean, I 
15 don't — I guess you can call him back separately, I 
16 don't care how you want to do that. It's up to you. 
17 You can either — 
18 MR. GUMINA: Yeah. 
19 THE COURT: — exceed the scope of direct on 
20 cross or you can do it — call him up after he's 
21 finished. I don't — 
22 MR. GUMINA: At this point, Your Honor, some 
23 of the witnesses — if petitioner is going to call — 
24 (Inaudible) conduct some cross examination, we also 
25 intend to recall those witnesses in our case and that's 
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THE COURT: Well, the difficulty I'm going to 
:ounter in sustaining that type of an objection is — 
I the complication I have is part of that file ends up 
part of my file being part of the pleadings file in 
s case. For example, the complaint, response and 
se kind of things. The way it's procedurally 
uctured, it becomes part of my file in any event, 
re may be some specific documents, such as 
estigative reports or things like that that I don't 
5 as part of my file, but I don't know that I can 
ae a blanket ruling excluding it all because I 
sady have some of it as part of the file anyway, as 
: of the proceedings file. 
But again, I think probably more 
•opriately, if a document comes up, I think I best 
and see whether a specific objection to it is valid 
he time. I would assume that both parties have 
ss to those documents and at least have some idea 
her or not they're going to have specific 
entiary objections if they were offering the 
=nce. I'm going to reserve ruling on that one, too. 
MR. GRIMES: Okay. Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, another issue that 
like to raise has to do with one of the witnesses 
1 the way we wish to proceed. 
2 THE COURT: So what are we proposing in terms 
3 of taking him out of order then for your case? He's 
4 going to testify — 
5 MR. GUMINA: Well, (Inaudible) I could have 
6 latitude in examining Mr. Butler and then treat it as 
7 cross examination. I don't have a problem with that. 
8 If it exceeds the scope of direct of Mr. Grimes, we 
9 could have that, I don't see a problem. 
10 MR. GRIMES: We have no objection to that, 
11 Your Honor. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. All right. Anything else? 
13 MR. GRIMES: Yes, Your Honor. We have sort of 
14 the reverse problem. Beverly Myers has been subpoenaed 
15 to be here today I think also at eleven o'clock. 
16 However, she called me yesterday and told me that she 
17 was diagnosed with shingles and she said that she has 
18 been told that she would be highly contagious for a 
19 week. She (Inaudible) a week ago tomorrow. Therefore, 
20 she has requested that she not have to appear here untiji 
21 one o'clock tomorrow. And according to her doctor, she 
22 will not be contagious, allowing her to av^ oid infecting 
23 all of us. 
24 We would request that she be accommodated in 
25 that respect and be able to call her tomorrow at one 
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1 o'clock It may be out of order, probably will be It 
2 may be that (Inaudible) started its case by then, but w» 
3 would appreciate the opportunity to call her 
4 MR GUMINA No objection 
5 THE COURT All right I guess that issue is 
6 resolved then 
7 MR GRIMES Thank you 
8 THE COURT Anything else, then, before we get 
9 to that' 
10 MR GRIMES I don't think so 
11 MR MORRIS I've been frustrated sitting here 
12 with nothing to say, Your Honor Mark Morris I'm here 
13 as local counsel and I understand that the rules require 
14 my being here I had an uncle pass away two days ago 
15 and the funeral is Friday And I would merely ask that 
16 I — my attendance here be excused for the latter part 
17 of the morning on Friday and the early part of the 
18 afternoon so that I can attend those funeral services 
19 THE COURT I think as far as I'm concerned, 
20 I'm willing to relax those rules to that extent and even 
21 further if you don't necessarily want to be here during 
22 those — as long as you've sponsored Mr Gumma in this 
23 case, I'm satisfied with that I will allow you 
24 whatever latitude as far as attendance that you want to 
25 exercise If you want to be here, that's fine If you 
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1 make your presentation7 
2 MR GALLEGOS Thank you, Your Honor 
3 In certain (Inaudible) discrimination which he 
4 alleged entered, discrimination and retaliation m the 
5 form of employment termination The charge was filed on 
6 August 11th, 1998 The investigation included an 
7 exchange of information, documents interviewed and a 
8 fact finding conference 
9 The respondent answered and has maintained 
10 through the investigation that the claim of gender 
11 discrimination was untimely And more importantly, if 
12 it had occurred, it had happened m another employer's 
13 eyes and, therefore, they w<=>re not liable We agreed 
14 with the respondent's answer to tender discrimination 
15 and our determination and order so indicated 
16 With respect to Ms Carter's allegation of 
17 retaliation m the form of employment termination, we 
18 found it was more likely than not that indeed it had 
19 occurred Our finding was based on the following 
20 In December of 1997, Ms Carter informed the 
21 respondent that two employees who had recently been 
22 employed and would be working m close proximity to her 
23 were employees who had subjected her to gender 
24 discrimination at a previous worksite She requested 
25 that she be allowed to work m a different location 
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1 don't, that's fine, too 
2 MR MORRIS I appreciate that, Your Honor I 
3 do have some things (Inaudible) 
4 THE COURT Okay 
5 MR MORRIS Thank you 
6 THE COURT All right Anything else7 
7 MR GRIMES No, Your Honor 
8 MR GUMINA No, Your Honor 
9 THE COURT All right Just as some 
10 preliminary matters, I have reserved three days for this 
11 hearing If you exceed that, we're probably looking at 
12 maybe rescheduling it at a later date Just keep that 
13 m mind as you're progressing here today (Inaudible) 
14 is before we get to opening statements, the Utah 
15 Anti-Discrimination Act, I have the provision in that 
16 where Mr Gallegos as the director of the Utah 
17 Anti-Discrimination Division is required to present the 
18 facts and findings that the Division makes so I'm going 
19 to have him do that first 
20 Just so the parties understand, that is not 
21 evidentiary m nature, so it's not going to be like a 
22 witness for cross examination and those types of things 
23 It's merely a presentation that's required by statute 
24 concerning a pending (Inaudible) 
25 So at this time, Mr Gallegos, do you want to 
1 Respondent's answer to Ms Carter's concern, by letter 
2 dated December 29, 1997, an which they stated they would 
3 look in to the matter, th€y had a policy against 
4 workplace harassment and discrimination The letter 
5 also requested that she not reveal her concerns to 
6 anyone 
7 On (Inaudible) 27th, Ms Carter's employment 
8 was terminated The respondent stated to Ms Carter and 
9 to the Division that her termination was because she had 
10 crossed territorial (Inaudible) boundaries by contacting 
11 — m failing (Inaudible) who were assigned to other 
12 employees of respondent Ms Carter denied the 
13 allegation 
14 Our investigation included an interview with 
15 Ms Carter's supervisor He stated he had never made 
16 contact with the buyers in question to ascertain whether 
17 or not Ms Carter had had inappropriate contact with 
18 them or had tried to (Inaudible) 
19 Our investigation also included an interview 
20 with the two buyers witt whom Ms Carter was alleged to 
21 have had inappropriate contact They both stated that 
22 Ms Carter had not inappropriately made contact with or 
23 attempted to sell to thsm, and m fact, both of them I 
believe have indicated that they made contact — 
initiated contact with her 
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After those findings, our investigation then 
centered on an analysis of illegal retaliation We 
found that Ms Carter had complained and objected to the 
employer and that her complaint was reasonable based on 
an objection to (Inaudible) a discrimination Within 90 
days of Ms Carter's complaint, she was terminated 
Therefore, the first (Inaudible) of illegal retaliation 
was established, an adverse action in close proximity to 
objecting to a discriminatory act 
We also found that the respondent's answers to 
why Ms Carter was terminated was a pretext for illegal 
discrimination We concluded that because both buyers 
for the employer alleged to have been in contact with 
Ms — contacted by Ms Carter stated that she had not 
tried to sell to them 
We also had a witness interview — we also had 
a witness interview which indicated that what respondent 
stated, that they had a <=tnct policy against crossover 
or selling in another seller's territory, that it 
happens, and that to the interviewer's knowledge, 
seller's- were not terminated for this action 
Therefore, the second prong — second filed prong hadn't 
been met to establish the respondent retaliated against 
Ms Carter for her objecting to a form of 
discrimination 
That was basically the finding Thank you, 
Judge 
THE COURT Thank you 
MR GUMINA Your Honor, we have — in our 
preliminary matter, we do have exhibits bound in a 
binder I don't know if you want those now 
MR GRIMES We also have exhibits in a 
binder 
THE COURT Okay Yeah, you might as well 
present them, I guess, if you have a copy for me How 
lave you numbered them7 
MR GUMINA We've numbered (Inaudible) 1 
hrough 56 
MP GRIMES These are courtesy copies 
hey've been numbered Petitioner 1 through 60 
Inaudible), which are also numbered the same 
THE COURT Okay 
MR GUMINA Your Honor, I guess with some 
xhibits we have — we did subpoena Ms Carter, we did 
ubpoena (Inaudible) produced her documents Some of 
hose documents that we subpoenaed we would like to have 
paces available for them to be made exhibits I wonder 
t petitioner would have those packages produced in 
asponse to that subpoena 
MR GRIMES We have documents and we've 
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1 brought the subpoena, Your Honor However, I have just 
2 received them from Ms Carter this morning They were 
3 not subpoenaed until today I haven't got copies of 
4 them, I haven't reviewed them I would like to have a 
5 chance to make copies of them before producing them so 
6 that we all have copies, if that's acceptable 
7 THE COURT You have them with you now 7 
8 MR GRIMES I do 
9 THE COURT I could have my clerk make copies 
10 if we want to take a short break before the beginning of 
11 opening statements and do it that way 
12 MR GRIMES That will be fine 
13 THE COURT Okay Why don't we do that 
14 (Whereupon, a recess was taken ) 
15 MR GRIMES — (Inaudible) Sullivan depo and 
16 Henry S c h e m depo were notified that the two companies 
17 would be merging, including integration of their 
18 respective dental salesforces in Salt Lake City, Utah 
19 The evidence will show that prior to the 
20 merger, the salesforces of Sullivan Decco (phonetic 
21 spelling) and Henry S c h e m in Salt Lake City had 
22 competed with each other and had overlapping sales 
23 territories 
24 The evidence will show that the merger between 
25 Henry S c h e m and Sullivan Decco concerned Susan Carter 
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1 because she believed that following the merger, she 
2 would once again be working with Park Simmons and B l a m e 
3 Brown, who she believed had discriminated against her 
4 and terminated her employment with Mountain West Dental 
5 The evidence will show that based on these 
6 concerns, Susan Carter submitted a letter to Henry 
7 Schein management dated December 14, 1997, expressing 
8 her concerns about Park Simmons and B l a m e Brown and her 
9 experience at Mountain West Dental 
10 The evidence will show that Henry Schein had 
11 m effect, at that time, a sexual harassment policy but 
12 (Inaudible) all complaints of discrimination would be 
13 treated with the strictest confidence 
14 The evidence will show that following receipt 
15 of Susan Carter's letter, which is dated December 14, 
16 1997, and which will be offered in evidence, Henry 
17 Schein human resources did not contact Susan Carter to 
18 discuss her intentions or her wishes m regard to the 
19 letter Instead, Henry Schein human resources informed 
20 Park Simmons and Blaine Brown, through one of their 
21 supervisors, about the letter and told them that they 
\22 needed to walk on eggshells, in the words ^of Park 
23 Simmons 
24 The evidence will also show that Susan 
25 Carter's letter was disclosed to at least 12 different 
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1 management employees for Henry Schem and Sullivan 
2 Dental, including Susan Carter's direct supervisor, Joe 
3 Shutzo (phonetic spelling), and her second level 
4 supervisor, jam Engle 
5 The evidence will show that on one occasion 
6 Susan Carter's supervisor, Joe Shutzo, told Park Simmons 
7 that he knew about the letter and that everybody had 
8 better be careful 
9 The evidence will show that the actual 
10 integration of the Henry Schem and Sullivan Dental 
11 salesforces did not occur until early January of 1998 
12 The evidence will show that at that time, the 
13 two salesforces were brought together and given a 
14 preliminary list of accounts called run lists that had 
15 been prepared by Sullivan-Schem management The run 
16 list assigned specific accounts to each sales 
17 representative However, because the Henry Schem and 
18 Sullivan Dental representatives had had overlapping 
19 sales territories prior to the merger, numerous accounts 
20 were assigned to more than one sales rep m the 
21 preliminary run list This created a situation with the 
22 zones by the sales representatives as crossovers 
23 The evidence will show that the assignment of 
24 specific accounts to more than one sales rep after the 
25 merger were numerous and that numerous crossovers 
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substantial frustration to the sales representatives and 
their customers 
The evidence will show that the Salt Lake City 
sales representatives were paid on a commission basis 
and that the amount of their commissions depended m 
part upon which accounts they were assigned Therefore, 
there was substantial competitjon and conflict among the 
sales representatives over the disputed accounts 
The evidence will show that when the Salt Lake 
City sales representatives encountered the crossover 
issue, they would generally contact Joe Shutzo by phone 
and request that he address the issue 
The evidence will show that Joe Shutzo was 
assigned to offices in other states besides Utah and 
that he did not live or have an office m Utah, and that 
he was often difficult for the Salt Lake City sales 
representatives to reach 
The evidence will show that Joe Shutzo 
received numerous phone calls from the Salt Lake City 
sales representatives regarding crossover issues 
The evidence will show that Joe Shutzo kept 
notes regarding all significant communications he had 
regarding the crossover issues and that he kept those 
notes in a black three-ring binder 
The evidence will also show that in deciding 
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1 occurred as a result of the merger involving all of the 
2 sales representatives of the newly integrated salesforce 
3 in Salt Lake City 
4 The evidence will show that at the time the 
5 sales representative — at the time the Salt Lake City 
6 sales representatives were given their preliminary run 
7 lists, they were told by their manager, Joe Shutzo, that 
8 they should attempt to reconcile the crossovers amongst 
9 themselves as much as possible And that with respect 
10 to crossovers that they could not reconcile amongst 
11 themselves, they should continue to call on the accounts 
12 until a final decision was made by management as to who 
13 would receive the account 
14 The evidence will show that Joe Shutzo also 
15 instructed the sales representatives that they were not 
16 to solicit loyalty from the accounts, but that they 
17 could obtain a letter from an account that wished to 
18 express preference for a particular sales 
19 representative 
20 The evidence will show that even after the 
21 efforts of the Salt Lake City sales representatives to 
22 voluntarily reconcile the crossovers, numerous 
23 crossovers existed In according with Joe Shutzo's 
24 instructions, the sales representatives continued to 
25 call upon the (Inaudible) accounts, which resulted in 
crossover issues, Joe Shutzo prepared add/delete forms, 
copies of which he also kept in his black three-ring 
binder 
The evidence will show that following the 
filing of Susan Carter's charge of discrimination in 
this case, no one asked Joe Shutzo to preserve or 
produce any documents or personnel records relating to 
Susan Carter's termination, and that the three-ring 
binder and its contents have been lost 
The evidence will show that most of the 
crossover issues after the merger occurred between the 
former Sullivan Dental rep and the former Henry Schem 
rep due to their previously overlapping sales 
territories 
The evidence will show a crossover issue arose 
between Susan Carter and another sales representative 
named Melanie Roylance (phonetic spelling) during 
February of 1998 in regard to the account of a Dr 
Richard Clegg After the merger, both Susan Carter and 
Melanie Roylance called upon Dr Clegg's office for 
approximately a month However, during early February 
of 1998, Dr Clegg's account was^assigned to Melanie 
Roylance After that assignment, Melanie Roylance heard 
that Susan Carter had contacted Dr Clegg's office on 
two occasions Melanie Roylance was concerned that 
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Susan Carter might be soliciting loyalty from Dr 
Clegg's office so she contacted Joe Shutzo 
The evidence will show that Joe Shutzo did not 
talk to Susan Carter about the contact with Dr Clegg's 
office, nor did he instruct Melanie Roylance to do so 
Instead, Joe Shutzo told Melanie Roylance to write a 
letter about her concerns to her second level 
supervisor, Jim Engle 
The evidence will show that Melanie Roylance 
did write such a letter and that no copy of such letter 
was retained or produced by the respondent in this case 
The evidence will show that upon receipt of 
the allegations regarding Susan Carter's contact of Dr 
Clegg's office from Melanie Roylance, James Engle did 
not talk to Susan Carter about those issues or get a 
response Instead, he drafted and delivered a letter to 
Susan Carter dated February 18, 1998 — February 18, 
1998, that accused Susan Carter of soliciting loyalty 
from Dr Clegg's office and of ignoring directions from 
both of her immediate supervisors The letter, which 
will be offered in evidence, states that it is a warning 
that any further infractions could result in termination 
of Susan Carter's employment 
The evidence will show that Jim — Jim Engle 
did not talk to Susan Carter before sending said letter 
Page 55 
1 little harsh and that he would look into it 
2 The evidence will show that after receiving 
3 James Engle's letter, Susan Carter also contacted 
4 Sullivan-Schem's director of human resources, Gary 
5 Anderson, and expressed her concerns that the letter 
6 would be used against her Mr Anderson told Susan 
7 Carter that the letter could not be used against her 
8 Mr Anderson also told Ms Carter that he had talked to 
9 James Engle about the letter and that James Engle had 
10 confirmed the allegations with Dr Clegg's office 
11 The evidence will show that Susan Carter also 
12 contacted Melanie Roylance after receiving James Engle's 
13 letter 
14 The evidence will show that Susan Carter 
15 explained to Melanie Roylance what had happened in 
16 relation to Dr Clegg's account 
17 The evidence will show that Melanie Roylance 
18 was satisfied with that explanation and that she 
19 considered the matter resolved 
20 The evidence will show that there were no 
21 further conflicts between Susan Carter and Melanie 
22 Roylance 
23 The evidence will show that after the issuance 
24 of James Engle's letter to Susan Carter, there were no 
25 other problems relating to Susan Carter's employment 
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because, as he states, he was too busy 
The evidence will show that at the time James 
Engle sent the letter to Susan Carter, Sullivan-Schein 
had in effect a progressive discipline procedure The 
progressive discipline procedure, which will be offered 
in evidence, required, among other things, that in 
issuing any disciplinary action, a supervisor should 
contact the employee and discuss the matter The 
progressive discipline procedure further states that 
human resources is to be contacted with respect to any 
iisciplmary action and that a copy of the written 
earning is to be provided to human resources The 
Drogressive disciplinary procedure also required that 
-he employee be allowed to sign off on the disciplinary 
iction with any comments 
The evidence will show that James Engle's 
etter to Susan Carter did not comply with any of these 
>r other requirements of Sullivan-Schein's progressive 
Liscipline procedure 
The evidence will show that after receiving 
ames Engle's letter at her home, Susan Carter 
mmediately contacted James Engle and complained about 
is letter She also disputed the factual allegations 
n the letter and stated what had actually occurred 
ames Engle stated to Susan Carter that the letter was a 
1 with Sullivan-Schein until the date of her termination 
2 on March 25, 1998 
3 The evidence will show that on that date, 
4 Susan Carter was called in to Park Simmons's office by 
5 her supervisor, Joe Shutzo, and told that her employment 
6 was terminated When Susan Carter asked why, Joe Shutzo 
7 stated it was because Susan Carter had contacted the 
8 Heritage Dental account, which belonged to Mike Butler 
9 The evidence will show that Susan Carter was 
10 shocked by these allegations because she had been 
11 assigned to the Heritage Dental account and it was on 
12 her run list Susan Carter offered to show her run list 
13 to Joe Shutzo and that run list will be offered into 
14 evidence Joe Shutzo refused to look at the run list 
15 and repeatedly stated, "I have to terminate your 
16 employment The decision has been made " 
17 Susan Carter than asked Joe Shutzo whether the 
18 termination was because of her letter and Joe Shutzo 
19 said, "I can't say " Susan Carter then asked Joe 
20 Shutzo, "Why can't you say7" And Joe Shutzo responded,^ 
21 "Because there's someone present " Susan Carter then 
22 asked, "Can that someone leave0" And Joe Shutzo said, 
23 "No " 
24 The evidence will show that Susan Carter's 
25 termination meeting with Joe Shutzo was also attended by 
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1 Dr David Tom (phonetic spelling) who took notes during 
2 the meeting 
3 The evidence will show that Dr Tom's notes 
4 were not preserved or produced by the respondent 
5 The evidence will show that due to her 
6 termination by respondent on March 25, 1998, Susan 
7 Carter incurred a substantial loss of wages for which 
8 she requests compensation m this action 
9 Finally, the evidence will show that the 
10 respondent failed to preserve or produce numerous 
11 relevant documents after the filing of Susan Carter's 
12 charge of discrimination in violation of its obligations 
13 under federal law and the law of the Tenth Circuit Court 
14 of Appeals 
15 Your Honor, that concludes my opening 
16 statement 
17 THE COURT Okay, thank you 
18 Mr Gumma 
19 MR GUMINA Thank you, Your Honor 
20 Your Honor, Ms Carter has filed a claim of 
21 retaliation under the Utah Anti-Discrimination Act of 
22 1995, and specifically alleged (Inaudible) termination 
23 of employment that occurred on March 25, 1998 Ms 
24 Carter alleges that she was terminated because she 
25 drafted and sent a letter dated December 14th, 1997, to 
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Simmons and Blame Brown here 
Because she didn't want (Inaudible) again with 
either Mr Simmons or Mr Brown, and because she wanted 
to protect her 30b, she wrote a letter, the December 
14th, 1997 letter, complaining about events that 
happened to her five years earlier at Mountain West 
(Inaudible) Ms Carter's complaint alleged that the 
December 14th, 1997 letter had anything to do whatsoever 
with any of this that occurred at either Henry Schem, 
at Sullivan Dental (Inaudible) and/or Sullivan-Schem 
Dental (Inaudible) clearly «how that while Ms Carter 
was employed by Sullivan-Schem Dental, neither Park 
Simmons or Blaine Brown had any supervisory capacity or 
control over the terms and conditions of Ms Carter's 
employment 
The individuals that were involved m the 
decision-making process to discipline and then terminate 
Ms Carter (Inaudible), James Engle and James 
(Inaudible) had no involvement with Mountain West Dental 
and were not part of any of the allegations contained in 
Ms Carter's December 14th, 1997 letter 
When Ms Carter sent her December 14th, 1997 
letter to Henry Schem, the company took her complaint 
seriously and responded that way to it Lander Davis, 
the vice president of human iesources and special 
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1 her employer, Henry Schem, Inc , which complained about 
2 events that happened approximately five years earlier, 
3 when she worked as a sales representative for a company 
4 called Mountain West Dental 
5 The evidence m this case will show that 
6 there's absolutely no (Inaudible) connection between Ms 
7 Carter's December 14th, 1997 letter and her termination 
8 that occurred over three months later, on March 25th, 
9 1998 Ms Carter, while employed by Mountain West 
10 Dental, worked for two gentlemen by the name of Park 
11 Simmons and Blame Brown Now Mountain West (Inaudible) 
12 approximately nine months after that date of her hire m 
13 approximately August of 1993 
14 Subsequently, Ms Carter (Inaudible) Henry 
15 Schem in March of 1997, after Henry Schem acquired Ms 
16 Carter's previous employer, (Inaudible) Dental In 
17 August of 1997, Henry Schem (Inaudible) and announced 
18 that they were merging and were going to 30m forces 
19 Previously to that time, m approximately 1996, 
20 (Inaudible) 
21 Sullivan Dental had acquired Mountain West 
22 With that acquisition Park Simmons and Blame Brown 
23 became Sullivan Dental employees and Ms Carter 
24 (Inaudible) between Henry Schem and Sullivan Dental 
25 She also knew that she would have to work with Park 
1 counsel for Henry Schem, headed the investigation of 
2 Ms Carter's December 14th, L997 letter 
3 Mr Davis informed Ms Carter in a letter 
4 dated December 29th, 1997, a letter that we will 
5 introduced into evidence Tiat letter indicated that 
6 the company had spoken with both Park Simmons and Blame 
7 Brown about the letter Ms Carter wrote and informed and 
8 reiterated to them what Henry Schem's (Inaudible) 
9 policy regarding harassment or (Inaudible) situation, as 
10 well as the (Inaudible) policy (Inaudible) retaliation, 
11 restitution, recrimination cf any sort 
12 Now, Mr Davis informed Ms Carter that 
13 (Inaudible) retaliation, no matter how remote, she was 
14 to contact him After December 14th, 1997, Ms Carter 
15 never complained to Mr Dav s or to anyone else that she 
16 had (Inaudible) any type of retaliation or harassment 
17 while employed by or with Sullivan-Schem 
18 The evidence will show that Ms Carter would 
19 not have been terminated but for the complaints of her 
20 fellow field sales representatives, now being--referred 
21 to by Ms Grimes as Melanie Roylance and Michael Butler 
22 Now, the merger between Henry Schem and 
23 Sullivan Dental resulted m two (Inaudible) competing 
24 salesforces working together into one integrated 
25 salesforce Now, the (Inaudible) salesforce involved 
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1 the following individuals: The three individuals from 
2 Henry Schein sales staff that included an individual by 
3 the name of Michael Bookfeld, David Shiminoff and Susan 
4 Carter. 
5 The individuals that came together m the Utah 
6 office from Sullivan Dental were (Inaudible). They were 
7 Ken Evans, John Codges (phonetic spelling), Keith 
8 (Inaudible), Connie Taylor, Melanie Bingham and Michael 
9 Butler. 
D The merger of the two companies and 
L integration of the two salesforces resulted in some 
> sales representatives having to find a (Inaudible) sales 
5 account, just natural. Now this circumstance was 
referred to as crossover. (Inaudible) crossover is 
simply (Inaudible) with two sales representatives have 
the same sales account. (Inaudible). 
You will hear from the petitioner the argument 
that Ms. Carter was terminated for crossover. Well, 
Your Honor, evidence will show that Ms. Carter was not 
terminated for a crossover situation but was terminated 
for sales involving (Inaudible) accounts not assigned to 
her but assigned to other coworkers. 
All sales representatives were (Inaudible) 
time of the merger, including Susan Carter. The 
crossover (Inaudible) until Sullivan-Schein management 
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1 coworkers' sales accounts was not a rule that needed to 
2 be posted on the side of a building for the sales 
3 representatives, including Ms. Carter, (Inaudible) 
4 calling on coworker's sales account was something that 
5 would not be tolerated by Sullivan-Schein, and more 
6 importantly tolerated by Ms. Carter's coworkers, the 
7 other sales representatives. All sales representatives 
8 knew and understood, do not call on a sales account not 
9 assigned to you. 
10 Now, Sullivan-Schein's first problem with Ms. 
11 Carter following the merger was an account involving Dr. 
12 Richard Clegg. Prior to the merger, Dr. Richard — Dr. 
13 Richard Clegg's account was assigned to both Melanie 
14 Bingham as the Sullivan Dental sales representative and 
15 to Susan Carter as the Henry Schein representative. In 
16 other words, Dr. Clegg's account was a crossover 
17 account. 
18 Now after the merger, Dr. Clegg's account was 
19 eventually assigned to Melanie Bingham. Therefore, it 
20 no longer was a crossover account. The account 
21 unequivocally belonged to Ms. Bingham and not Susan 
22 Carter. Sullivan-Schein eventually decided to assign 
23 Dr. Clegg's account to Melanie Bingham and informed Ms. 
24 Carter that Dr. Clegg should be omitted from her account 
25 list. 
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made a decision as to the final distribution of sales 
accounts among sales representatives and where all 
crossovers could be eliminated. In the interim, 
Sullivan-Schein management informed the sales 
representatives, again including Susan Carter, that they 
can call on the doctors on their respective accounts 
list, however, that (Inaudible) representative was to 
take any action with regard to any crossover account 
that would influence the loyalty of that account in 
favor of themselves. 
Furthermore, Ms. Carter, along with other 
field sales representatives, was informed at a roadshow 
:hat was held in Seattle, Washington, that (Inaudible) 
Lgain a final sales account would be subject to 
Liscipline up and to including termination. 
You will hear that the success of the merger 
etween Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental was dependent 
n all sales representatives of the merged (Inaudible) 
anagement's directive about (Inaudible) accounts. That 
s, (Inaudible) accounts and not going against the final 
Lnaudible), once that was determined by 
illivan-Schein's management. This was critical to the 
iccess of the merger. 
You will hear how it has been a rule or policy 
ohibitmg sales representatives from calling on 
1 Now, Your Honor, you will hear evidence that 
2 after the Dr. Clegg account was assigned to Melanie 
3 Bingham and omitted from Ms. Carter's sales account 
4 list, Ms. Carter had a conversation with members of Dr. 
5 Clegg's staff, by the name of Jan Rollette (phonetic 
6 spelling) and Georgeann (Inaudible) about the fact that 
7 Ms. Bingham was providing to Dr. Clegg's office a 
8 (Inaudible) that the doctor was ordering. 
9 You'll also hear evidence that after the Dr. 
10 Clegg account was assigned to Ms. Bingham, Ms. Carter 
11 had also visited Dr. Clegg's office and had spoken with 
12 Dr. Clegg. You will hear evidence that when Ms. Bingham 
13 learned of both of these incidents involving Ms. Carter 
14 and Dr. Clegg's office, she was upset. And Ms. Bingham 
15 interpreted this actions by Ms. Carter as an attempt by 
16 Ms. Carter to steal Dr. Clegg's account away from her. 
17 Ms. Bingham reported both of these instances to 
18 Sullivan-Schem's management. 
19 James Engle, Sullivan-Schein's (Inaudible) 
20 manager, issued Ms. Carter a warning letter, February 
21 18, 1998, about a previous contact with Dr. Clegg's 
22 office complained about by Ms. Bingham, M/:. Engle's 
23 February 18, 1998, letter warned Ms. Carter that her 
24 attempt to offer better pricing discounts to Dr. Clegg's 
25 office was in direct conflict with the company's 
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1 (Inaudible) directive to her that Dr. Clegg's account 
2 was to be omitted from her sales account list. 
3 The evidence will also show that Ms. Carter 
4 not only had a conflict with Melanie Bingham, but also 
5 had a conflict with another sales representative by the 
6 name of Michael Butler. The evidence will show that Mr. 
7 Butler and Ms. Carter did not get along as sales 
8 representatives. Prior to the time that 
9 Sullivan-Schein's management made the final assignment 
10 of accounts, Mr. Butler and Ms. Carter had conflicts 
11 regarding the account of Dr. Brooks, Dr. Callister and 
12 Bruce Murdock. 
13 Although the account of Dr. Brooks, Mr. 
14 Callister and Mr. Murdock were crossover accounts, 
15 Michael Butler resented the fact that Susan Carter was 
16 trying to (Inaudible) account. And he had personally 
17 worked very hard to cultivate an account, although also 
18 assigned to Ms. Carter, (Inaudible) account that was 
19 (Inaudible) with — relationship with like Mr. Butler 
20 did. 
21 You will hear Mr. Butler testify that he lost 
22 his best account, (Inaudible) account (Inaudible) 
23 because Ms. Carter had gone to that account claiming 
24 that she was the Schein rep. This (Inaudible) affect 
25 Mr. Butler. Mr. Butler complained to Mr. Shutzo, 
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1 his. Subsequently, after the Heritage Dental account 
2 was assigned to Mr. Butler, Mr. Butler learned that Ms. 
3 Carter was in Heritage Dental's Provo office, an account 
4 that Mr. Butler considered and believed to be his 
5 account. Mr. Butler, being upset with the fact that 
6 again Ms. Carter was (Inaudible) one of his accounts, 
7 reported this back to Mr. Shutzo. 
8 You will hear Mr. Shutzo testify that Mr. 
9 Butler told him that Ms. Carter had been in Heritage 
10 Dental's Provo office soliciting business. (Inaudible) 
11 Mr. Butler (Inaudible) Heritage Dental that Ms. Carter 
12 was (Inaudible), they would call the police on her. 
13 You will hear Mr. Shutzo testify that he 
14 confirmed Mr. Butler's allegations with Beverly Myers, 
15 the office manager at Heritage Dental. Now, Mr. Shutzo 
16 (Inaudible) Mr. James Engle, egain the western zone 
17 manager for Sullivan-Schein, who in turn reported these 
18 events to James Staley, the (Inaudible) of 
19 Sullivan-Schein's North American Dental Group, and Mr. 
20 Staley no longer works for the company. 
21 Based on (Inaudible) Mr. Butler's complaints 
22 that Ms. Carter had attempted to solicit an account not 
23 (Inaudible) coupled with previous warnings (Inaudible) 
24 to Ms. Carter on February 18, 1998, while soliciting 
25 accounts not assigned to her, the decision was made to 
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1 Sullivan-Schein's (Inaudible) manager for the Utah 
2 office, who told Mr. Butler, "Well, things will 
3 eventually get better. Just behave like ladies and 
4 gentlemen." 
5 The (Inaudible) termination involved a sales 
6 account known as (Inaudible). Now the Heritage Dental 
7 account was originally assigned to Ms. Carter. You will 
8 hear evidence that (Inaudible) whether Ms. Carter was 
9 actively servicing the Heritage Dental account. While 
10 we'll hear evidence that Mr. Butler was assigned to the 
11 Heritage Dental account prior to Ms. Carter's 
12 termination when Beverly Myers, the officer manager at 
13 Heritage Dental, asked Mr. Butler that Heritage would 
14 prefer him, Mr. Butler, to be their sales representative 
15 rather than Ms. Carter. 
16 You also have to understand that Heritage 
17 Dental is made up of actually two components. There's a 
18 dental lab as a sales account and there's also 
19 individual doctors that work out of Heritage Dental that 
20 also have sales accounts. 
21 Now, after that request was made by Heritage 
22 Dental, Mr. Butler went to Joe Shutzo and told him that 
23 Heritage Dental had requested that he be 
24 Sullivan-Schein's rep rather than Ms. Carter. Mr. 
25 Shutzo told Mr. Butler (Inaudible) the account would be 
1 terminate Ms. Carter's employment. 
2 Plus, Your Honor, evidence will show that Ms. 
3 Carter was terminated March 25, 1998, more than three 
4 months after she first raised her concern about working 
5 with Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown. And (Inaudible) Ms. 
6 Carter (Inaudible) retaliation, she must show a causal 
7 connection between her termination and a letter of 
8 December 14, 1997. We believe that there's no evidence 
9 that will establish a causal connection, or moreover, 
10 Your Honor, evidence will also show that Sullivan-Schein 
11 had a legitimate business reason to terminate Ms. 
12 Carter's employment for calling on accounts not assigned 
13 to her and that Sullivan-Schein acted in good faith when 
14 it terminated Ms. Carter. And the reason we rely on the 
15 complaint that Ms. Carter (Inaudible) sales 
16 representative (Inaudible) her competitive conduct 
17 against them. 
18 Therefore, we believe at the conclusion of 
19 this case, Your Honor, a finding of (Inaudible). Thank 
20 you. 
21 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. 
22 Mr. Grimes, it's your Jcase in chief. 
23 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. The 
24 petitioner calls Susan Carter. 
25 THE COURT: Will you raise your right hand, 
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please. 
SUSAN CARTER 
called as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
follows: 
THE COURT: Be seated. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Good morning, Mrs. Carter. 
A. Good morning. 
Q.What is your date of birth? 
A.I was born - I was born December the 13th, 
(Inaudible). 
Q. Where were you born? 
A. (Inaudible). My father was in the military. 
Q. Would you please briefly describe your formal 
education? 
A. Yes. I --1 went to high school in Dallas, 
Texas. And part of the high school program was a 
(Inaudible) career (Inaudible) so I graduated from high 
school in '78 and then I went to (Inaudible) Junior 
College, which was a state college, for about two years 
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after that, just taking dental classes. 
Q. Do you have any certification of any kind? 
A. Yes. I - I (Inaudible) certified (Inaudible) 
imes a year on new products that were manufactured 
Inaudible). 
Q. Any others? 
A.I (Inaudible). 
Q. Where do you currently reside? 
A. I live in Park City, Utah. 
Q. How long have you lived in the State of Utah? 
A.I moved here from Dallas in 1982. 
Q. 1982? j 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Why did you move to Utah? 
A. I came out here to ski and I fell in love with 
le mountains, so... 
Q. Are you married? 
A. Yes, I am. My husband's name is Steve 
naudible). 
Q. Do you mostly use your maiden name? 
A. Yes. It's (Inaudible) long, so I kept my 
ime. 
Q. How long have you been married? 
A. Eight years. 
Q. Do you have any children? 
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1 A. Yes. I have two--two children. (Inaudible) 
2 is five years old and then Justin (Inaudible). 
3 Q. Do they currently reside with you? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Where did you work first after moving to Utah? 
6 A. I got a job as a dental assistant with a Dr. 
7 Miles Prebble in 1983. He was a general dentist here in 
8 Salt Lake. 
9 Q. How long did you work for Dr. Prebble? 
110 A.(Inaudible)in'92. 
11 Q. Why did your employment with Dr. Prebble end? 
12 A. A gentleman by the name of Scott Clyde offered 
13 a job to me as a dental sales rep for a company called 
14 Mountain West Dental. 
15 Q. And did you take that job? 
16 A. I did. 
17 Q. And when was that? 
18 A. It was about the fall of '92. 
19 Q. What — who were your supervisors at Mountain 
20 West Dental? 
21 A. It was Scott Clyde, Park Simmons and Blaine 
22 Brown. 
23 Q. How long did you work for Mountain West 
24 Dental? 
25 A. About nine months. 
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Q. Do you recall the date? 
A. The fall of '92 to the summer of '93. 
Q. Did you experience any problems during your 
employment with Mountain West Dental beyond what you 
would normally expect with a new employer? 
MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object as to 
relevance. I know where Mr. Grimes is going with this. 
We are not here trying any issues related to the events 
that may or may not have occurred at Mountain West 
Dental and whether Ms. Carter objected to any type of 
discrimination or harassment at Mountain West Dental. 
Those claims were attempted to be brought by Ms. Carter 
in this claim. They were found to be untimely by the 
Commission in these proceedings. If ~ if Ms. Carter 
wants to testify that she may ~ get to the letter that 
she spoke to Henry Schein (Inaudible) complains of 
conduct (Inaudible), that's fine, but we're going to 
have a proceeding of exactly what happened, whether it's 
accurate or not, and whether she was subject to any type 
of discrimination there, we're going to have a two-week 
trial. That's a separate case all by itself. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, it's^  clearly relevant 
and admissible. First of all, in order to establish 
protected activity we have to prove that it was in good 
faith, so we have to give her an opportunity to present 
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1 some of the facts upon which that reasonable (Inaudible) 
2 is based. 
3 In addition to that, we're the (Inaudible) 
4 people in Park Simmons who will be a witness in this 
5 trial who was Ms. Carter's supervisor at that time, and 
6 there are some (Inaudible) issues. 
7 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we never waived the 
8 defense that Ms. Carter was not acting in good faith 
9 when she wrote the letter, so that's not an issue. 
10 MR. GRIMES: (inaudible) stipulation, Your 
11 Honor, but there are still some overlapping issues. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. Well, I do understand that 
13 this is — this is not a claim of sexual harassment 
14 based on the conduct of Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown. It 
15 was a retaliation claim based on the December letter. 
16 I'll allow the examination to go forward to lay a 
17 background for this, with the understanding I'm not 
18 looking at a sexual harassment case. 
19 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
20 BY MR. GRIMES: 
21 Q. Ms. Carter, what experience ~ what problem 
22 did you experience at Mountain West Dental? 
23 A. Well, I was hired to be a dental sales rep 
24 when I was hired at Mountain West and I didn't do that 
25 for about the first four months of employment. 
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1 Q. What did you do? 
2 A. I worked behind the front desk. I typed up 
3 proposals, I made coffee every morning, I cleaned the 
4 office, I made copies for the sales reps for all the i 
5 meetings, I paid the sales reps. I worked behind a 
6 desk. 
7 Q. Did you have any discussions with Park Simmons 
8 about that? 
9 A. I did. I asked him politely, "I don't 
10 understand why I'm working behind a desk. I thought I i 
11 was hired to be a dental sales rep." 
12 And he said, "Yes, you were, but you" -
13 MR. GUMINA: I'm going to -
14 THE WITNESS: - "to learn the business. " 
15 MR. GUMINA: I withdraw my objection. 
16 BY MR. GRIMES: 
17 Q. Anything else he said? 
18 A. I asked if the other men in the office had to 
19 do the same thing and he said, "No, just you." 
20 Q. During the time that you worked at Mountain 
21 West Dental, were any male sales representatives hired 
22 by that company? 
23 A. I'm sorry, what was the question? 
24 Q. During the time that you worked at Mountain 
25 West Dental, were any male sales representatives hired? 1 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q.Who? 
3 A. A guy by the name of Stewart Southwick. 
4 Q. And when he was hired, was he required to work 
5 behind the desk and make coffee and that kind of thing? 
6 MR. GUMINA: Objection, relevance. 
7 THE WITNESS: He was not. 
8 THE COURT: We have a relevance objection 
9 here. Mr. Grimes, do you want to address that? 
10 MR. GRIMES: Again, Your Honor, we need to 
11 establish a good faith basis for the protected activity. 
12 MR. GUMINA: We have stipulated to that, Your 
13 Honor. Mr. Grimes is going to attempt to establish that 
14 Ms. Carter was subjected to gender discrimination and 
15 sexual harassment at her employment at Mountain West. 
16 Those issues are just - are not part of those 
17 proceedings. The issue here is solely whether she was 
18 retaliated in her discharge because of her December 1997 
19 letter. 
20 There are no allegations, and you will not 
21 hear any evidence during these proceedings, Your Honor, 
22 that Ms. Carter was subject to any type of gender 
23 discrimination or any type of sexual harassment during 
24 the course of her employment with Sullivan-Schein 
25 Dental. 
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1 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, the evidence is 
2 foundational. It's clearly admissible. We're spending 1 
3 more time dealing with the objections than we are ~ 
4 than we would be in having testimony presented, and I 
5 strongly believe that the Court will be hearing 
6 allegations from the respondent about why Ms. Carter was 
7 really fired at Mountain West Dental. We're going to 
8 make this very relevant. 
9 MR. GUMINA: At (Inaudible) evidence hasn't 
10 been offered (Inaudible). If it is, we -- Mr. Grimes as 
11 the petitioner (Inaudible) for rebuttal. 
12 THE COURT: I know from the motion for summary 
13 judgment what was mentioned was an opening statement by 
14 both parties some issue as to whether or not Mr. Brown 
15 and Mr. Simmons had any involvement in Ms. Carter's 
16 employment. I don't know exactly what's going to come 
17 out later in this. I don't know where we're going with 
18 this, if they have some influence in her termination. 
19 If that's what we're doing, is laying foundation for 
20 that, I suppose I'll go ahead and hear it.-
21 MR. GRIMES: We do intend to show that, Your 
22 Honor. 
23 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, it's (Inaudible). 
24 MR. GRIMES: Well, it just started. 
25 MR. GUMINA: I know. 
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THE COURT: Well, I realize that at this point 
- I guess the point of this is just at some point down 
the road, they're showing a retaliation claim based on 
input from these two individuals which they seemed 
(Inaudible). I guess I'll see whether the evidence 
proves that. I mean, I realize that that hasn't been 
proven yet, but by the same token, I guess I'd prefer to 
take this in some sort of orderly fashion rather than 
have to go back and tack them together under rebuttal 
testimony, so I'll let this proceed to a point. 
Again, with the understanding I understand 
this is not a sexual harassment claim and that this type 
of information I'm not considering with the goal or 
intent of making that kind of a decision. The goal is 
to merely a retaliation claim, so I'll let it proceed. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Ms. Carter, during your employment with 
Mountain West Dental, did you attend a weekly sales 
meeting? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Park Simmons and Blaine Brown also attend 
those weekly sales meetings? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Were any comments made during those weekly 
sales meetings which you felt to be offensive? 
MR. GUMINA: I'd like to have a continuing 
objection to the point of the questions, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: I understand that. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Would you please describe those statements. 
A. Yes. I - they often spoke about tee time. 
They were real big golf fans and I did not golf, but 
those ~ they discussed (Inaudible) describe the golf 
cart and (Inaudible) for the day and I should probably 
wear my bathing suit because it's hot outside. That 
would be appropriate attire for that. 
They also had a million dollar - when you 
*eached the million dollar mark and you sold a million 
lollars, you went out, you know, and celebrated. And I 
paess there was a Million Dollar Saloon which was a 
trip club. And one of the gentlemen made a million 
Inaudible) there and they said they were going to 
elebrate. And they said, "Why don't you just come and 
ance on the table for (Inaudible) entertainment." 
Q. During the time that you worked at Mountain 
/est Dental, did you have any contact with Sullivan 
Cental Company? 
A. Yes, I did. 1 
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1 Q. What was the nature of that contact? 
2 A. As a sales rep for Mountain West Dental, if 
3 Mountain West Dental did not carry that product, I had 
4 to order that product through Sullivan Dental. So if 
5 (Inaudible) umbrella (Inaudible) the company. I had 
6 training with Sullivan Dental when I flew - when I 
7 worked for Mountain West Dental, I flew to - I think it 
8 was Wisconsin to do training at Sullivan Dental and I 
9 met some people there, customer service people, and 
10 people in (Inaudible). 
11 And I also went to a national sales meeting 
12 (Inaudible) by Sullivan Dental when I was with Mountain 
13 West. 
14 Q. Thank you. 
15 How did your employment at Mountain West end? 
16 A.I was terminated. 
17 Q. How did that occur? 
18 A. I was called into the office, Park Simmons's 
19 office, and Blaine Brown said, "We have decided to 
20 terminate your employment." And I asked why, and he 
[21 said, "Well, a company called Health (Inaudible) Dental, 
22 a huge dental company, they have gone under and 
23 everybody" — all the sales reps at (Inaudible) had no 
24 place to work. So one guy came over to Mountain West 
25 and (Inaudible) asked for a job. 
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1 And he said, "I'm sorry to let you go, but Don 
2 has been selling for over 10 years and you've been 
3 selling for nine months. He will make us more money. 
4 I'm sure you understand." And that's --
5 Q. At the time of your termination, was anything 
6 said about any crossover issues? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Where did you work next after Mountain West 
9 Dental? 
10 A. A few months later, in '93, I worked ~ I got 
11 a call from a company called (Inaudible) Dental and was 
12 offered a job. 
13 Q. Did you actually go to work for (Inaudible) 
14 Dental? 
15 A. I did. 
16 Q. When did you obtain that job? 
17 A. In 1993. 
18 Q. What was your job at (Inaudible) Dental? 
19 A. I was hired as a sales (Inaudible). 
20 Q. A dental-
21 A. A dental (Inaudible), yes. 
22 Q. How long did you work for (Inaudible) Dental? 
23 A. About four and a half years. 
24 Q. When did your employment with (Inaudible) 
25 Dental end? 
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1 A. (Inaudible) acquired (Inaudible) Dental 
2 between February and March of ' 9 7 . 
i 3 Q. After (Inaudible) Dental was acquired by Henry 
4 Schein, did you remain employed as a sales 
5 representative with Henry Schein? 
6 A. I did. 
7 Q. H o w long did you remain employed with Henry 
8 Schein as a dental sales representative? 
9 A. Throughout - well, until the merger . 
10 Q. What merger are you referring to? 
11 A. I was an employee of Henry Schein, but then it 
112 was announced that there was going to be a merger 
113 between the two companies, while I was still employed 
14 there at the time. 
15 Q. What two companies? 
16 A. Sullivan-Schein - Sullivan Dental and Henry 
17 Schein. 
18 Q. After Henry Schein merged with Sullivan 
19 Dental, did you remain employed with the merged company? 
120 A. I did. 
21 Q. H o w long did you remain employed with 
22 Sullivan-Schein Dental after the merger? 
123 A. Until March the 25th, ' 98 . 
24 Q. When did you first learn that Henry Schein 
25 would be merging with Sullivan Dental? 
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1 A. I learned of that through a voice mail in 
2 August. 
3 Q.August of--
4 A . ' 9 7 . 
5 Q. W h o was your supervisor at the t ime that the 
6 merger was announced? 
7 A. It was Dave Sharp. 
8 Q. When you learned about the pending merger 
9 between Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental , did you have 
10 any understanding as to when the merger would actually 
11 take place? 
12 A. Yes . They said it would be taking place the 
13 first of the year. 
14 Q. To the best of your knowledge, did the merger 
15 actually go into effect at that time? 
16 A. Yes . 
17 Q. Between the time that you learned of the 
18 merger in August of 1997 and the t ime that the merger 
19 actually went into effect, what did you do in performing 
20 your duties as a sales representative for Henry Schein? 
21 A. I did the same thing I had always done. I 
22 just called on the same accounts and. . . 
123 Q. Did David Sharp remain your supervisor up 
124 until the time the merger occurred? 
25 A. Yes , he did. 
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1 MR. GRIMES: May J approach the witness, Your 
2 Honor? 
3 THE COURT: Yes. uli-huh. 
4 BY MR. GRIMES: 
J \£. Would you please turn to Exhibit I in the 
O binder that I just handed you. 
7 A . Yes. 
0 \£. Can you identity this document? 
y A . Yes. I had received this letter (Inaudible) 
10 bonus for the merged company that ] was — (Inaudible) 
11 paid (Inaudible) company. 
12 V^. Did you receive tliis letter during 
13 approximately November of 1997? 
1 4 A . Yes. 
15 0 . Was it your understanding that this letter 
16 announced the continuation of your employment from Henry 
17 Schein to the merged company Sullivan-Schein? 
I 1 8 A . Yes. 
[ 1 9 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
120 Exhibit ~ Petitioner's Exhibit 1. 
2 1 THE COURT: Objection? 
2 2 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
23 THE COURT: Okay. Exhibit 1 is admitted. 
24 (Whereupon, Exliibit PI was admitted into 
25 evidence.) 
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1 BY MR. GRIMES: 
2 Q. With reference to Exhibit 1, Mrs . Carter, in 
3 the center of the page there ' s a paragraph that says, 
4 "We will pay you a continuation bonus in the sum of 
5 $13,500. This sum will be paid to you a sum of 50 
6 percent within 10 days of the effective date of the 
7 merger and 50 percent on or about the date which is six 
8 months after the effective date of the merger ." 
9 Did you ever receive any port ion of that 
10 continuation bonus? 
11 A. No, I d idn ' t . 
12 Q. When you first learned that Henry Schein would 
13 be moving with Sullivan. Dental , did it cause you any 
14 concern? 
15 A. Oh, yes. 
16 Q. What was the nature of that concern? 
17 A. Well , I knew that Park Simmons and Blaine 
18 Brown worked for Sullivan Dental and actually had a long 
19 relationship with Sullivan Dental back in the Mountain 
20 West days. So now, we 'd be working in the same office 
21 together once again. 
22 Q. Mrs . Carter, would you please turn to | 
23 Petit ioner 's Exhibit 2 in the binder. Can you identify 
24 this document? 
25 A. Yes. It is a letter that I wrote to - to 
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1 Henry Schein about concerns that I had about the merger. 
2 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
3 Petitioner's Exhibit 2. 
4 THE COURT: Any objection? 
5 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
6 THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 2 is admitted. 
7 (Whereupon, Exhibit P2 was admitted into 
3 evidence.) 
? BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mrs. Carter, the second - the first and last 
paragraph of Petitioner's Exhibit 2, the long paragraph 
toward the bottom of the page? 
A.Uh-huh. 
Q. Four lines down there's a sentence that 
states, "I would like to request a neutral space for our 
branch here in Utah to reside." 
What did you mean by that? 
A. I didn't want to (Inaudible) the same office 
or be in the same building that I was in before when I 
was discriminated against. 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, conclusion of the 
witness, no foundation, and (Inaudible). 
THE COURT: I'm going to overrule the 
objection. I think he's basically asked what her intent 
was in writing that portion of the letter. I think 
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she's in a position to state that, or at least express 
her opinion on it. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, after the merger went into 
effective, would you be assigned to work in the same 
office with Park Simmons and Blaine Brown? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You need to answer loudly. 
A. Oh. Yes. 
Q. Thank you. 
Who did you send this letter to at 
Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
A. There was a fax number that all concerns were 
asked to be faxed in to a particular number. I assume 
that it was HR, human resources, but I didn't know for 
sure, so I just faxed it to that phone number that I 
*Ot. 
Q. After you faxed this letter, did you receive 
my response to the letter? 
A. I got a letter back, yes. 
Q. Did you receive any phone calls in response 
'our December 14, 1997 letter? 
A. Yes, I got a letter from (Inaudible) that 
aid, "Thank you for your letter. I will be forwarding , 
t to human resources." 
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I 1 Q. Now was that actually a phone conversation or 
[ 2 a telephone message? 
i 3 A. It was a voice mail. 
I 4 Q. Your December 14, 1997, letter concludes by 
l 5 stating, "May I please receive a response to this 
6 letter." 
7 What kind of response did you expect from the 
8 company? 
9 A.I wanted someone who was in charge of that 
10 particular area of the concerns area, I wanted to talk 
11 to somebody about it and -- anybody. 
12 Q. Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to Exhibit 
13 6, Petitioner's Exhibit 6 in the binder. It should be a 
14 document ~ a two-page document with the heading "Sexual 
15 Harassment." Do you see that? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Did you see this document at any time during 
18 your employment with Henry Schein? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. With reference to the last - bottom of the 
21 first page of Petitioner's Exhibit 6, the last two 
22 sentences state, "Complaints may be made in person or in 
23 writing. They will be kept in the strictest confidence 
24 (Inaudible) thorough investigation." 
25 Did you expect that the company would treat 
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your December 14, 1997, letter as confidential? 
A. Yes, absolutely. 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer -- I'm 
sorry. 
THE COURT: It is late, she's answered it, so 
I'll admit it. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 6. 
THE COURT: Any objection. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I - I'd like to find 
it first and I can't seem to find it. 
Mr. Grimes, (Inaudible)? 
(Inaudible) no objection. 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 6 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P6 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mrs. Carter, did you want the company to 
inform Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown about yout letter? 
A. I did not. 
Q. Why not? 
A. I didn't want them to know how I felt about --
and how scared I was or --1 think I wrote that ~ no, I 
did not want them knowing at all. 
1 
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1 Q. Well, why didn't you want them to know? 
2 A. Because I was afraid that I'd lose my job or 
3 that I would have to back and look (Inaudible) again 
4 and... 
5 Q. Other than sending your December 14, 1997 
6 letter to Henry Schein, did you tell anyone else about 
7 your letter or about your experience at Mountain West? 
8 A. No. I did talk to one ~ one sales rep who 
9 was on the Henry Schein team at (Inaudible). I shared a 
10 little bit of that information with him. 
11 Q. Why did you tell him? 
12 A.I wanted to tell somebody, so he and I had 
13 worked together for a while and I knew him real well, 
14 so... 
15 Q. Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to Exhibit 
16 3 in the binder. Can you identify this document? 
17 A. This is the letter that I received from human 
18 resources at Henry Schein once (Inaudible) written my 
19 letter. This was the response I got back. 
20 Q. Now, did you receive this letter during 
21 approximately late December of 1997? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Do you recall how you received this letter? 
24 A.I don't recall. Yes, actually, you know, I 
25 got this in the mail. (Inaudible) in the mail. 
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1 Q. And where were you at the time that this j 
2 letter arrived in the mail? 
3 A. I was at the roadshow training. (Inaudible). 
4 Q. Mrs. Carter, the first paragraph of the 
5 Petitioner's Exhibit 3 states, "Thank you for your 
6 e-mail letter of December 14, 1997, which was brought to 
7 my attention." 
8 Did you e-mail your letter of December 14, 
9 1997? 
10 A. No. No, sir, I faxed on that fax number. 
11 Q. It then states, "Your letter was referred to 
12 me because I am in charge of human resources for Henry 
113 Schein, Inc., including the Sullivan-Henry Schein Dental 
114 Company." 
15 Was it your understanding that this letter, 
16 Petitioner's Exhibit 3, came to you from Henry Schein 
17 human resources? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
20 Petitioner's Exhibit 3. 
|21 THE COURT: Any objection? 
|22 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
123 THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 3 is admitted. 
24 (Whereupon, Exhibit P3 was admitted into 
25 evidence.) 
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1 BY MR. GRIMES: 
2 Q. Mrs. Carter, the first paragraph on the first 
3 page of Petitioner's Exhibit 3, the second — beginning 
4 of the second sentence states, "Management from the most 
5 senior levels of the organization has followed up with 
6 the two individuals who you named in your letter." 
7 Did you understand - did you understand that 
8 to be a reference to Park Simmons and Blaine Brown? 
9 A. Yes, I did. 
10 MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading. 
11 THE COURT: I think she's already answered but 
12 you probably need to put that more in a less leading 
13 form. 
14 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
15 BY MR. GRIMES: 
16 Q. What was your reaction when you learned from 
17 this letter that Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown had been 
18 informed about your letter? 
19 A. I knew that was the end of my job. 
20 Q. Why did you feel that way? 
21 A. Because they ~ (Inaudible) letter that I'd 
22 written that I felt I wrote in confidence and they now 
23 knew how I felt about them and what I felt the 
24 experience was back at Mountain West. And I knew that 
25 they would find a way to terminate my employment. 
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1 Q. Did you believe that Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown 
2 had the ability to affect your employment with 
3 Sullivan-Schein? 
4 A. Absolutely. 
5 Q.Why? 
6 A. Because they had had ~ Park Simmons and 
7 Blaine Brown had had - had had a long - a long history 
8 with Sullivan Dental back 10 years before when they 
9 worked at Mountain West and the management there. And 
10 Park and Blaine were good friends and we attended their 
11 meetings and so I knew that they knew them very — quite 
12 well. 
! 13 Q. Mrs. Carter, with reference to the fourth 
14 paragraph on the first page of Petitioner's Exhibit 3 it 
15 states, "I also hope you understand that the 
16 circumstances described above are confidential. Our 
17 response is being shared with you because we think you 
18 have a need and entitlement to know what we have done. 
19 Others who work at the company do not have the same need 
20 to know what occurred at all or in the same detail, so I 
21 would ask that you not share what I am telling you here 
22 with others. If that creates a problem for you of some I 
23 kind, please present the problem to me before you reveal 
24 any of these confidences so that we can discuss how you 
25 can best handle it." 
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Based upon this language, did you understand 
that the company expected you to treat your letter and 
Mr. Davis's response to your letter as confidential? 
A. Yes, they wanted me to do that but they didn't 
want to do that. 
Q. Did you consider your letter to be 
confidential? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did you expect the company to treat your 
letter as confidential? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did you feel that the company violated your 
confidentiality by disclosing that letter to Mr. Simmons 
and Mr. Brown? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Other than this letter and the phone mail that 
you said that you received from James Engle, did you 
receive any other response to your December 14th, 1997 
letter from the company? 
A. No. 
Q. Did anyone from Sullivan-Schein human 
resources ever talk to you about your letter? 
A. No. 
Q. Prior to the merger between Henry Schein and 
Sullivan Dental did you have a sales territory that you 
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were assigned to by Henry Schein? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. What was that sales territory? 
A. I called on accounts in Salt Lake and Logan 
and Provo. 
Q. Did Henry Schein have any other sales 
representatives in Utah prior to the merger? 
A. They had two other besides me. 
Q. And who were they? 
A. Mike Bookfeld and (Inaudible). 
Q. Prior to the merger, did Sullivan Dental have 
any sales representatives in Utah? 
A. Yes, they did. 
Q. What was your relationship with those sales 
representatives from Sullivan Dental? 
A. They were my competitors. 
Q. Did your sales territory overlap with any of 
he Sullivan Dental sales representatives prior to the 
nerger? 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Prior to January 1st of 1998, did you attend 
ny meetings with the Sullivan sales representatives? j 
A. No, I did not. j 
Q. Prior to January 1st of 1998, did you meet 
dth any members of Sullivan Dental management regarding j 
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1 the merger? 
2 A. Yes. At the end of the year, before the 
3 merger took place, I met Joe Shutzo at the airport in 
4 Salt Lake. 
5 Q. And who was Joe Shutzo? 
6 A. He was the -- the manager over - of all the 
7 western states. The regional manager, I think they 
8 called him. 
9 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo become your direct supervisor 
10 at about the time of the merger? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Did he replace Dave Sharp as your supervisor? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. How did you come to meet with Mr. Shutzo at 
15 the airport? 
16 A. He said he was instructed to come and meet all 
17 of the (Inaudible). He had not met any of us before and 
18 he wanted to do that before that roadshow. 
19 Q. Was everyone else present during your meeting 
20 with Mr. Shutzo at the airport? 
21 A. Mike Bookfeld was. 
22 Q. To the best of your knowledge, was that the 
23 first time that Mr. Shutzo had met with any of the Henry 
24 Schein sales representatives in Salt Lake City? 
[25 A. Yes, that's right. 
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1 Q. Was anything said during your meeting with Joe 
2 - Joseph Shutzo at the -- at the airport about the 
3 letter that you had sent to Sullivan-Schein human 
4 resources? 
5 MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading. 
6 MR. GRIMES: I don't think that is, Your 
7 Honor. She can say no just as easy as yes. 
8 THE COURT: Yeah, I was going to say that. 
9 You know, my definition of leading on this is a question 
10 that suggests the answer within it. I think she does 
11 have ~ 
12 MR. GUMINA: Well, suggesting that they talked 
13 about a letter. 
14 THE COURT: Yeah, I'm not sure how it 
15 suggested that. I mean she can yes or no to the 
16 question, so I'll allow the question. 
17 BY MR. GRIMES: 
18 Q. Was there - let's see. During your meeting 
119 with Joe Shutzo at the airport, was there a discussion 
20 about your December 14th, 1997 letter? 
21 A. Yes, there was. 
22 Q. What was that discussion? 
23 A.Joe said, "So do you have some concerns and 
24 questions about anything?" 
25 And Mike Bookfeld, my (Inaudible), said, "Oh, 
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1 hey, Joe, so did you hear about the letter that Susan 
2 wrote?" 
3 So he said, "No, what letter are you talking 
4 about?" And he said, "Why don't you tell me about it." 
5 So I very briefly went over it and I said, 
6 "You know, I think everything should be fine. I just — 
7 I just wanted you to know about it." 
8 He said, "Oh, okay, just keep me posted." So 
9 it was very casual. 
10 Q. Was there any further discussion about the -
11 your letter on that occasion? 
12 A. On that occasion, no. 
13 Q. After the merger was announced, did you attend 
14 any kind of training in relation to the merger? 
15 A. Yes, the roadshow in Seattle. 
16 Q. Was this a - was this meeting referred to as 
17 a roadshow? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Did anyone else attend that meeting? 
20 A. Yes, all of the - all of the sales reps from 
21 - I know there was some from Idaho, so all the sales 
22 reps on the western half of the United States. And 
23 people from different parts of the company, the 
24 marketing people, product labels, people who had 
25 (Inaudible). 
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1 Q. How ~ how long did the roadshow last? j 
2 A. At least a couple of days, two or three days. 
3 Q. Did the sales -- Salt Lake City sales 
4 representatives from Sullivan Dental attend the 
5 roadshow? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. When did the roadshow occur? 
8 A. The first week of January. 
9 Q.Of? 
10 A. Of '98. 
11 Q. Did you meet the Sullivan sales 
12 representatives from Salt Lake City at that roadshow? 
13 A. I met them at the airport. We all got on the 
14 same plane. 
15 Q. Was that the first time that you had met with 
16 the Sullivan sales representatives as a group? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Did the roadshow in Seattle occur after your 
119 initial meeting with Joe Shutzo at the Salt Lake City 
20 airport? 
121 A. The roadshow after? Yes. 
22 Q. Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
23 Petitioner's Exhibit 4. Can you identify this document? 
24 A. This is a - called (Inaudible) Schein 
25 Handbook. It's the policies and procedures of the 
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1 company. 
2 Q. Did you receive this document at some time 
3 during your employment with Henry Schein? 
4 A. I did. 
5 Q. Did you review it during your employment with 
6 Henry Schein? 
7 A. Yes, I did. 
8 Q. Would you please turn to page A-10 of 
9 Petitioner's Exhibit 4. Do you see a section there 
10 entitled "Constructive Corrective Action"? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Was it your understanding that any 
13 disciplinary actions taken against you would follow the 
14 procedures set forth in this section of the handbook? 
15 A. Yes, I did. 
16 MR. GRMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
17 Petitioner's Exhibit 4. 
18 THE COURT: Any objection? 
19 MR. GUMINA: May I look at the pages? I 'm , 
20 just trying to figure out, Your Honor, what - what the ! 
21 exhibit consists of. Is that what they - (Inaudible) 
22 dash 0206? j 
23 MR. GRIMES: This one doesn't have a Bates j 
24 stamp. 
25 MR. GUMINA: Will you show me what document 
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1 that made up the exhibit? 
2 MR. GRIMES: Yes. (Inaudible). 
3 MR. GUMINA: Yeah, but how far? 
4 MR. GRIMES: Oh. Going back to the signature 
5 page. 
6 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
7 THE COURT: Okay. Exhibit 4 is admitted. 
8 (Whereupon, Exhibit P4 was admitted into 
9 evidence.) 
110 MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
11 BY MR. GRIMES: 
112 Q. Mrs. Carter, referring to Petitioner's Exhibit 
13 4, was there any discussion about this document during 
114 the roadshow in Washington? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Was there any discussion about what policies 
17 and procedures would be in place after the merger during 
118 the roadshow in Washington? 
19 MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading. 
20 THE WITNESS: No. 
21 THE COURT: Well, I think basically it's 
22 laying foundation as to whether or not there was a 
23 discussion and then I don't know that we've got to deal 
24 with the question here yet so it's overruled. 
25 BY MR. GRIMES: 
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Q. Mrs. Carter, at any time after the merger did 
you have any discussions about what policies and 
procedures you would be subject to as an employee of 
Sullivan-Schein? 
A. No. 
Q. At any time after the merger did you receive 
any policies or procedures other than those which appear 
as Petitioner's Exhibit 4? 
A. No, so I went ahead and (Inaudible). 
Q. Were you ever told that Petitioner's Exhibit 4 
was no longer in effect after the merger? 
A. No. 
Q. Mrs. Carter, will you please turn to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 5. There should be a two-page 
document titled "Disciplinary Procedure" on the front 
page. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you see this document at any time during 
your employment with Henry Schein? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you review it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you understand that any disciplinary 
actions taken against you by the company would comply 
with the procedures set forth in this document? 
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A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 5. 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 5 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P5 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, during the roadshow in 
Washington, was there any discussion about this 
Jocument? 
A. No. 
Q. At any time after the merger did you receive 
my communication regarding this document? 
A. No. 
Q. Were you ever told that this document was no 
Dnger in effect? 
A. No. 
Q. At any time after the merger did you see or 
iceive any discipline procedure other than this one? 
A. No. 
Q.Mrs. Carter, does the word crossover have any 
waning with respect to sales territories? 
A. Yes. That's what we called it when two — two 
jntal sales reps contacted the same account. 
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Q. Did any crossovers occur as a result of the 
merger between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein? 
A. Many times. 
Q. Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 7. Can you identify this document? 
A. This is - this is called a ~ a run list. 
It's a printout of all of my accounts that were given to 
me at the merger. 
Q. Do you recall when you received this document? 
A. Well, it was after the roadshow, so January 
'98. 
Q. How did you receive this document? 
A. These documents were handed out by Joe Shutzo 
at a meeting at the Salt Lake branch. 
Q. Does the phrase "run list" have a general 
meaning to sales representatives? 
A. Yes. They run a list of your accounts off the 
computer. 
Q. Is this document, Petitioner's Exhibit 7, a 
run list? 
A. It is. 
Q. Mrs. Carter, referring to the first page of 
Petitioner's Exhibit 7, at the top right-hand corner 
there's a name Jim Engle apparently followed by a date 
of October 31, 1997. Do you see that? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. You testified a moment ago that you received 
this document in January of 1998; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Do you know what this date of October 31 , 1997 
refers to? 
A. No. I can guess, but I don't know. 
Q. Did anyone tell you what it means? 
A. No. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 7. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I object as no 
foundation has been laid for the markings that are on 
this document, the handwritten notations, the circles or 
the handwritten notes on this document, to the extent 
they constitute hearsay. And there's no indication that 
any markings were made in the regular course of 
business. 
MR. GRIMES: I can ask that, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay, why don't you ask the 
question. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, do you see that there are some 
what looks to be handwritten markings that appear 
occasionally throughout this Petitioner's Exhibit 7? 
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1 A. Yes. 
, 2 Q. Were those markings on the document when you 
3 first received it? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Do you know whose handwriting it is? 
6 A. I believe it's Jim Engle's. 
7 Q. Do you have any understanding as to what these 
8 markings mean? 
9 A. Yes. When they handed out the ~ these run 
10 sheets to everybody, they had preliminarily made some 
11 notations on them when he handed them out. And he said, 
12 "We've made a few changes on the account list. However, 
13 it's not in cement, it's just open for discussion. 
14 Everything's open for discussion. It's our first 
15 draft." So that's what I had circled (Inaudible). 
16 Q. Who told you that? 
17 A.Joe Shutzo. 
18 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo refer to this as a preliminary 
19 run list? 
20 A. Yes. On the left-hand side it says "first 
21 draft." He said (Inaudible). 
22 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
23 Petitioner's Exhibit 7. 
24 THE COURT: No objection? 
25 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
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1 THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 7 is admitted. | 
2 (Whereupon, Exhibit P7 was admitted into 
3 evidence.) 
4 BY MR. GRIMES: 
5 Q.Mrs. Carter, you testified that you received 
6 this document in a meeting; is that correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Who was at the meeting? 
9 A. All of the sales reps, all the sales reps of 
10 the merged company. 
11 Q. Was Joe Shutzo also present? 
12 A. Yes, uh-huh. 
13 Q. Was this the first meeting that you had ever 
14 attended with the Sullivan Dental sales reps and Joe 
15 Shutzo? 
16 A. Yes, besides the roadshow. 
17 Q. Was this the first meeting that you attended 
18 that the subject of crossovers was discussed among the 
119 sales representatives? 
20 A. Yes. 
[21 Q. Who was present at the meeting? 
122 A. All of the sales reps and Joe. 
|23 Q.Did the other sales representatives also 
24 receive run lists at the meeting? 
125 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Did you actually see those run lists? 
2 A. I did. 
3 Q. Did you receive any instructions during the 
4 meeting from Mr. Shutzo with regard to the run list? 
5 A. Yeah. He just said, "You know, I'm going to 
6 leave a lot of this up to you guys." He passed out all 
7 of the papers and said, "If somebody doesn't care --
8 doesn't necessarily care about an account, if you guys 
9 want to trade accounts, you know, I want you to work 
10 this out as best you can amongst yourselves." 
11 Q. Did you then have a meeting with the other 
12 sales reps where you discussed specific accounts and 
13 some of the conflicts were resolved? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Mrs. Carter, look again at the first page of 
16 Petitioner's Exhibit 7. This page has columns and over 
17 to the right-hand side, the second from the right, 
18 there's a column that says "year to date"? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And under that, it has numbers. Some of the 
21 -- some of these pages, however, just have dashes, no 
22 numbers. What does that mean? 
23 A. It means that they really didn't order 
24 anything from us, from the company, but their name was 
25 on there. They had not done any business. 
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1 Q. So did your preliminary run list include 
2 accounts that had never purchased anything from Sullivan 
3 Dental or Henry Schein? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Was that common practice for sales reps in the 
6 dental industry? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. With reference to the handwriting that appears 
9 throughout Petitioner's Exhibit 7, was there similar 
10 writing on the run lists that were handed out to the 
11 other sales representatives by Joe Shutzo at the 
12 meeting? 
13 A. Yes. ! 
14 Q. Was it your understanding that these - that 
15 this particular run list, Petitioner's Exhibit 7, was a j 
16 final assignment of these accounts? 
17 A. I don't know. 
18 Q. What were you - were you told anything in 
19 that regard? 
120 A. Well, they said that it was the first draft | 
21 and we're going to make many changes, so — and it 
22 wasn't set in cement. j 
23 Q. Mrs. Carter, with reference to page 1 of 
24 Petitioner's Exhibit 7, on the first page we see a 
25 number of accounts on the left-hand side, they appear to 
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be in alphabetical order. If we go down a few entries 
we see a Steve Afdey (phonetic spelling), do you see 
that? 
A. Asty (phonetic spelling), yes. 
Q.Asty? 
A.Uh-huh. 
Q. If you look to the right of that, there's some 
handwriting and it looks like some numbers are circled, 
and then it has some writing to the right of that that 
looks it says "Susan Carter." Do you have an 
understanding as to what that meant? 
A. That meant that for now, that that account was 
assigned to me. And if somebody wanted to dispute it, 
that we would talk about it. 
Q. Did anyone dispute that account? 
A.I don't think so. 
Q. All right. If we look a little bit below that 
we see the name of a George M. Bailey. And to the right 
of his name there's a circle, and to the right of that 
there's some writing, it looks it's a UT21. 
A.Uh-huh. 
Q. Did you have an understanding as to what that 
meant? 
A. Anybody who had a - you know, a number, mine 
was UH -~ 
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Q. You say everybody, you mean the sales reps? 
A. All the sales reps were assigned a particular 
number, so that account went to whoever was UT21. 
Q. Okay. So was it your understanding, then, 
that this particular account is George M. Bailey, even 
though it was on your run list, was actually - had been 
assigned to whoever was UT21? That would be someone 
other than you? 
A. Yes, that is. 
Q. Now, you said that these assignments were 
preliminary. What did that mean? 
A. It means that if they were looking at numbers, 
they also said that (Inaudible) if a doctor preferred 
one - one sales rep over the other and both of you were 
calling on them, then we'll give the account to whoever 
tie or she prefers. So it was just an idealistic, you I 
know, printout of accounts and this is where we all 
started. 
Q. Again referring to Petitioner's Exhibit 7, 
•eferring to the third page, and following the 
ilphabetical listings, we see the name of Richard Clegg, 
lo you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And to the right of that there's some 
Landwriting and it looks like the letter UT19. Do you 
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I 1 see that? 
2 A. I do. Yes. 
3 Q. What did that signify to you at the time you 
j 4 received this run list? 
5 A. That the numbers - that my number and whoever 
6 is UT19 was that they were probably pretty close, so 
7 they circled it instead. There had been a (Inaudible) 
8 UT19, as long as there wasn't any dispute about it. 
9 Q. After you received this run list, did you 
10 continue to service the account of Richard Clegg? 
ill A. Yes. 
12 Q. After you received this run list, did Melanie 
13 Roylance also continue to service the account of Richard 
14 Clegg? 
15 A. Yes. That was the one we had had a dispute 
16 over. 
17 Q. Was a final decision to assign Dr. Clegg's 
18 account to Ms. Roylance made some time after you 
19 received this run list? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Mrs. Carter, would you turn to the fifth page 
22 - no, sixth page of Petitioner's Exhibit 7, a listing 
23 for Mountain View Dental. Do you see that? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. If you look to the right of that, there's a 
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circle and some handwriting that looks like it says 
UT17, do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was your understanding of that 
handwriting at the time you received this run list? 
A. Well, they, at this time, had given it to 
UT17, whoever that was, that I had disputed that also. 
Q. Okay. Did you continue to call on Mountain 
View Dental after you received this run list? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Ultimately, was Mountain View Dental assigned 
to you? 
A. Yes, they were. 
Q. So even on this document it indicated that 
Mountain View Dental had been assigned to someone else, 
ultimately you retained that account? 
A. I did. 
Q. Other than this particular run list, 
Petitioner's Exhibit 7, did you sometimes receive other 
run lists during your employment with Henry Scjiein or 
Sullivan-Schein? 
A. I did at Henry Schein, we got pin lists every 
month to let us know where we are with our sales. This 
is the only thing that I got (Inaudible) and thereafter, 
this is the only thing I got. 
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1 Q. All right. Did the monthly run list that you 
2 received at Henry Schein - did you stop receiving those 
3 after the merger went in to effect in 1998? 
4 A. I did. 
5 Q. Was this particular run list, Petitioner's 
6 Exhibit 7, the run list that you worked off of for the 
7 period after - from the period after the merger to the 
8 date of your termination? 
9 A. Yes, this is it. 
10 Q. After the meeting in which the run list -
11 preliminary run lists were distributed, were there any 
12 crossover issues remaining? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Well, first of all, during that meeting, the 
15 meeting with - in which the preliminary run lists were 
16 distributed to the sales representatives, did Mr. Shutzo 
17 give you any instructions as to how to handle any 
18 crossover issues that were unresolved after the meeting? 
19 A. Yes. He said, "Unfortunately we can't do all 
20 of this in one meeting so I want you all to just keep 
21 calling on the same accounts." He said, "It's going to 
22 be awkward for the doctor, but just tell the doctor 
23 (Inaudible) please be patient with us, we're going to 
24 work all this out." So we were supposed to just keep j 
25 going in. I 
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1 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo say anything about not 
2 soliciting loyalty from customers? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. What did he say in that regard? 
5 A. He said, "You know, don't go in there and try 
6 to get the business, be very gentle." He felt -- if he 
7 felt the fact that the doctor preferred one of us over 
8 the other, if he got a letter from a doctor specifically 
9 requesting you, that would be fine. So it was a little 
10 confusing there. 
11 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo provide you any specific 
12 examples or descriptions as to what he would consider to 
13 be soliciting loyalty? 
14 A. No. He didn't say. 
15 Q. Was it your understanding that you were 
16 prohibited from even talking to a customer that was 
17 assigned to another sales representative? 
18 A. Prohibited from talking, no. 
19 Q. Did you perceive any inconsistency between Mr. 
20 Shutzo's instruction to not solicit loyalty, but that 
21 you could get a letter from an account who wanted to 
22 keep you as their sales representative? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Did you - did you obtain any letters from 
25 accounts that wanted to keep you as their sales 
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1 representative? 
2 A. You know, I - I did, I got a few. I know I 
3 got one from Mountain View Dental and maybe one more, I 
4 don't recall who it was, but I didn't like doing it so I 
5 didn't (Inaudible). 
6 Q. After the run list was distributed by Mr. 
7 Shutzo, did you experience any problems with crossovers? 
8 A. After the run list was distributed? 
9 Q.Yes. 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. What type of problems? 
12 A. Well, it was just a nightmare. I mean we 
13 still had a lot of unresolved accounts and people were 
14 trying to go in offices and getting letters from 
15 doctors. And then the doctors were like, "Who's my rep 
16 anyway, you or you?" And it was (Inaudible). 
17 Q. After the run lists were distributed by Mr. 
18 Shutzo, what procedure was used, if any, for resolving 
19 these crossover issues? 
20 A. If we had an issue or problem, we were 
21 (Inaudible) and just call Joe and talk to him about it. 
22 And then he would either assign it to me or assign it to 
23 someone else, that would be up to him. j 
24 Q. Did you personally call Mr. Shutzo regarding 
25 any crossover issues after the merger? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. How often did you see Mr. Shutzo after the 
3 merger? 
4 A.I didn't see him a lot. He didn't live here 
5 so... 
6 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo have an office in Salt Lake 
7 City? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Was it sometimes difficult to get ahold of Mr. 
10 Shutzo to address crossover issues? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading. 
13 THE COURT: Well, (Inaudible). Maybe we can 
14 proceed with less leading questions on that. 
15 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
16 BY MR. GRIMES: 
17 Q. Mrs. Carter, after your meeting with Joe 
! 18 Shutzo in the airport, did you ever talk to him again 
19 about the problems that you'd had at Mountain West or 
20 about the letter that you sent to the company about 
21 those problems? 
22 A. Yes, I did. 
23 Q. When did that conversation occur? 
24 A. Probably about a month after we had learned ~ 
25 we had - that he and I sat and had lunch together. 
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1 Q. Just the two of you? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. What was said on that occasion about your 
\ letter? 
5 A. You know, I asked him if people viewed me sort 
5 of as an outcast. I felt uncomfortable with the fact 
1 that everybody knew now, and he said, "No, no, don't 
\ feel that way." He says, "I don't think so." And then 
) he said, "You know, oftentimes I think that the people 
) find that they make mistakes in life. I think Blaine is 
one of those people." 
Q. Did you have any understanding as to what he 
meant by that? 
A.I -
MR. GUMINA: Objection, calls for speculation. 
THE COURT: I'll sustain that objection. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Did Mr. Shutzo say anything about his -- when 
he - when he first learned of the letter, your letter? 
A. No, but when he did talk about the letter 
during that lunch, I said, "You know" - he brought it 
up and he said - and I said, "Well, I thought you 
didn't know anything about the letter. When we met at 
the airport you said you didn't know anything." 
He said, "Yeah, I did know about the letter 
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but I wanted to hear it from you first." 
Q. You said he brought up the letter during your 
lunch meeting? 
A. (No audible response.) 
Q. You have to answer out loud. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Mr. Shutzo tell you who he heard about the 
letter from? 
A. No. 
Q. Was this lunch meeting that you had with Mr. 
Jhutzo before or after the meeting in which the run 
ists were distributed? 
A. It was after. 
Q. After the merger, did you have any interaction 
dth Park Simmons or Blaine Brown? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the nature of your interaction with 
lem? 
A. They were - their offices were in the branch 
rhere I worked out of and they were my equipment -
juipment people. They sold equipment for me. 
Q.Did Mr. Simmons or Mr. Brown have any 
ipervisory authority over you? 
A. They ~ they did but it was not a — an 
ficial position, I guess I should say. Unofficially, 
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1 they were. 
2 Q. What type of authority did they have? 
3 A. Well, they did sell equipment for us. They 
4 were the ones that were sitting in the branch all the 
5 time. There's a (Inaudible) rep in Seattle and so 
6 (Inaudible) - he had to maintain (Inaudible) territory 
7 also, so they were the only ones to go to when you had a 
8 question or a problem because they were there. 
9 Q. During your experience in the dental sales 
10 business, have you observed that equipment salesmen are 
11 generally higher in the organization than regular sales 
12 reps? 
13 A.Uh-huh. Yes. 
14 Q. After the merger, what was your relationship 
15 like with Park Simmons? 
16 A. I didn't have much of a relationship. He 
17 didn't talk to me very much. Just cold and (Inaudible). 
18 Q. After the merger, what was your relationship 
19 like with Blaine Brown? 
20 A. It was quite the same. We didn't talk 
21 usually, unless we had to about work. 
22 Q. Were there any incidents involving Mr. Brown 
23 that caused you concern? 
24 A. Yes. I had been to an office in American Fork 
25 and had talked to a doctor about purchasing some 
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1 cabinets for his office, and it was about a 66, $65,000 
2 order. And so I called up Blaine and asked him to 
3 please (Inaudible) with him and find out what kind of 
4 cabinets he wanted. So when I went back to the doctor's 
5 office, like the next week or so, I said, "How did 
6 everything go with Blaine? Did you guys discuss, you 
7 know, what you wanted?" 
8 And he said, "Blaine" — he said, "I never met 
9 anyone." 
10 I said, "Didn't he come in and talk to you?" 
11 And he said, "No, he didn't." 
12 So I called Blaine when I got in my car and 
13 said, "So what happened? I thought you were going to go 
14 see this account." 
15 And he said, "Oh, yeah, I must have dropped 
16 the ball," were his exact words. 
17 Q. Was that (Inaudible) unusual that an equipment 
18 sales representative would not follow up on a sales 
19 lead? 
!20 A. Yes, especially when he's very good at what he 
21 does, so I was (Inaudible). 
22 Q. Were there any other incident^ involving Mr. 
23 Brown after the merger that caused you concern? 
24 A. Yes. I spoke to Melanie on the telephone one 
25 day and ~ 
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1 Q. Which Melanie? 
2 A. Melanie Roylance is a sales rep for 
3 Sullivan-Schein Dental and I had talked to her on the 
4 phone and she told me that Blaine had talked to her 
| 5 about the letter that I had written. 
i 6 Q. During the time that you worked at 
7 Sullivan-Schein were you acquainted with a Dr. Richard 
8 Clegg? 
| 9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. What was your involvement with Dr. Clegg? 
11 A.I had been calling on his account for probably 
12 over a year before the merger. His dental hygienist, 
13 whose name is (Inaudible), (Inaudible) worked together 
14 at (Inaudible) office when I first moved to Utah, but he 
15 has been one of my closest friends for 19 years or so. 
16 And obviously, I knew (Inaudible). 
17 Q. Had you serviced Dr. Clegg's account as a 
18 sales representative? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. At some point in time did you receive an 
121 instruction with respect to the assignment of Dr. 
22 Clegg's account? 
23 A. I did. 
24 Q. When did you receive that instruction? 
25 A. About a month after the merger. 
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1 Q. So approximately -
2 A. February o f ' 9 8 . 
3 Q. What were the instructions? 
4 A. It was a voice mail that I got that said that 
5 the account had been turned over to Melanie. 
6 Q. Melanie Roylance? 
I 7 A. Yes . 
j 8 Q. Had Melanie Roylance also serviced Dr. Clegg's 
9 account as a Sullivan Dental representative? 
j 10 A. Yes, she had. 
i l l Q. After you received the instructions - well, 
12 who did you receive that instruction from? 
13 A. I believe it was Jim Engle on the voice mail. 
14 Q. After you received that instruction, did you 
15 have any contact with anyone from Dr. Clegg's office? 
16 A. I did. 
17 Q. What was the nature of your contact with Dr. 
18 Clegg's office? 
19 A. That there was a dental convention that's held 
20 each year, it 's around President's Day, so (Inaudible) 
21 time frame. It was a dental convention where all of the 
22 doctors from all of the dental offices in Utah and Idaho 
23 come and I saw (Inaudible) at that dental convention and 
24 we spoke. 
25 Q. And what did you talk about with Georgeann? 
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1 Did you - well, strike that. 
2 Did you have any conversation with Georgeann 
3 on that occasion about Dr. Clegg's account? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And what was the nature of that conversation? 
6 A. Georgeann asked me at the convention, she 
7 said, "How come I 'm paying higher prices than we used to 
8 pay on our invoices?" 
9 I said, "I don't know." 
10 She goes, "I thought we were on a special 
11 program." 
12 And I said, "Well, you are, you are on a 
13 special program." 
14 And she said, "So how come we're not getting 
15 the discounts?" 
16 And I said, "I don't know. Melanie put the 
17 orders in through the (Inaudible) computer (Inaudible) 
18 totally different companies (Inaudible) so at this time 
19 it's with Henry Schein." So I just let her know that it 
20 was a discount that Melanie needed to put through the 
21 Schein computer. 
22 Q. Did Schein offer discounts to some customers 
23 that was not available from Sullivan Dental? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And did Dr. Clegg receive a discount from 
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1 Schein? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Was there any other conversation about Dr. 
4 Clegg's account between yourself and Georgeann at the 
5 dental sales convention? 
6 A. No. | 
7 Q. After your conversation with Georgeann at the \ 
8 dental sales convention, did you have any other contact | 
9 with Dr. Clegg or his account? j 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And how long after the dental sales convention j 
12 did that occur? 
113 A. Probably the next week. ; 
14 Q. And where did that occur? j 
115 A. His office is adjoined with another dentist i 
16 named John Braithwaite. There's two dental offices and ! 
117 they're joined by common hallways. John Braithwaite was | 
18 a doctor that I had often called on (Inaudible) 
19 accounts. I was in Dr. John Braithwaite's office and — J 
120 and the doctor saw me down the hallway from Dr. 
121 Braithwaite's office and approached m e - -
j 22 Q. You mean Dr. Clegg?* 
j 23 A. Dr. Clegg, yes. 
24 Q. All right, go ahead. 
25 A. Dr. Clegg approached me in Dr. John j 
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1 Braithwaite's office in the hallway and said, "Hey, so 
2 what about this discount thing? What about this 
3 computer?" 
4 So I said the same thing to him. I said, 
5 "Melanie needs to put it through the Schein computer 
5 system and that's how you get your discount, so let her 
7 know that." 
I Q. And where was that conversation? 
) A. It was held in the hallway at Dr. John 
) Braithwaite's office. 
Q. Now, what were you doing in the building at 
\ that time? 
A. I was calling on Dr. John Braithwaite that 
day. 
Q. And is he one of your accounts? 
A.Uh-huh. Yes. 
Q. Was it unusual for two sales representatives 
to have accounts in the same building? 
A. No, i t -
Q. How long was your conversation with Dr. Clegg 
in the hallway? I 
A. It was fast. That's all he asked me, so J 
seconds. Maybe seconds. 
Q.Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to Exhibit , 
8 in the binder. This should be a one-page letter dated 
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February 18, 1998. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you identify this document? 
A. It's a letter that I received overnight at my 
house from James Engle. 
Q. Did you receive this letter approximately 
mid-February 1998? 
A. Yes. 
MR GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 8. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 8 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P8 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
*Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q. The first paragraph of Petitioner's Exhibit 8 
tates, "It has come to my attention that you have 
ontinued (Inaudible) loyalty from the office of Dr. 
lichard Clegg. Most recently you informed staff members 
lat you could offer better discounts than Melanie 
oylance and that they should request you as their 
^presentative. This is in direct conflict with my 
oice mail request to you as well as Joe Shutzo's 
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1 territory assignment that clearly omitted Dr. Clegg from 
2 your customer list." 
3 Mr. Engle's reference to "my voice mail 
4 request to you," do you know what he was referring to? 
5 A. He left one voice mail for me and that is all. 
6 Q. And that was the one that assigned Dr. Clegg 
7 to Melanie Roylance? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Did Mr. Engle talk to you at all about the ~ 
10 Dr. Clegg's account prior to receiving this letter? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did anyone talk to you about Dr. Clegg's 
13 account -
14 A. No. 
15 Q. ~ account prior to receiving this letter? 
16 A. No one. 
17 Q. Did this letter come as a surprise to you? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading. 
20 THE COURT: It is. I'll sustain the 
21 objection. 
22 BY MR. GRIMES: 
23 Q. Is it true that you offered better discounts 
24 to Dr. Clegg that Melanie Roylance could offer? 
125 A. No. 
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1 Q. Paragraph 2 of James Engle's February 18, 1998 
2 letter states, "You have ignored direction from both of 
3 your immediate supervisors and will suffer disciplinary 
4 action if any further infractions occur. Disciplinary 
5 actions can include termination of employment if deemed 
6 necessary." 
7 Do you know what Mr. Engle was referring to 
8 when he said, "You ignored direction from both 
9 supervisors"? 
10 A. No, because all I got was a voice mail at one 
11 time about it and that's all. 
12 Q. What did you do after you received this 
13 letter? 
14 A. Well, at first I had to calm down, so I called 
15 James Engle on the phone and said, "You have made a 
116 mistake, a big mistake. You have accused me of doing 
117 these things," and I said, "and you know, no one ever 
118 called me and talked to me about this. That's not what 
19 happened. The doctor came to me. I was in a whole 
20 other dental office. None of this is true." 
21 And he said, "Well, I guess it was 
22 (Inaudible)." 
23 Q. Anything else said during that - was this a 
24 telephone conversation? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Was this the same day you received the letter? 
2 A. Yes. It was that night. 
3 Q. Anything else said during that conversation? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. During that telephone conversation did Mr. 
6 Engle tell you he was going to take any further action 
7 with regard to the letter? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Did you talk to Melanie Roylance about Dr. 
10 Clegg's account after you received Mr. Engle's letter? 
11 A. Yeah. (Inaudible) phone with him, picked it 
12 back up and called her and just said, "Hey, what" - I 
13 told her I got this letter and I said, "So what is all 
14 of this about?" 
15 And she said, "Well, I saw you talking to 
16 Georgeann at the dental convention." 
17 And I said, "I have been friends with her and 
18 will always be a friend of hers for all of these years. 
19 I buy herbs from her. We ski together. She's my 
120 friend, so there's nothing wrong with talking to someone 
21 at the dental convention. That's what we do." 
22 And she said, "Well, then someone said they 
23 saw you in Dr. Clegg's office." 
24 I said, "Did it ever occur to you that I was 
25 in Dr. John Braithwaite's office when he saw me? Did 
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1 you even think to talk to me about it and ask me about 
2 it?" 
3 And she said, "No, I just talked to Joe and he 
4 said just to go up and talk to James Engle about it and 
5 so that's what I did." I guess she wrote a letter. 
6 So we talked for a little while and then she 
7 said -- she brought the letter up. She said, "Blaine 
8 said something — and Blaine told me about that letter 
9 that you wrote about him, too." 
10 And I remember when she said that in my head I 
11 wasn't supposed to talk about it or say anything about 
12 it, so I said, "Well, what are you talking about? What 
13 letter are you talking about?" 
14 And she says, "Oh, never mind." And then she 
15 just dropped it like that, so now she knows about the 
16 letter too. 
17 So at the end of the conversation, also, I 
18 said, "You know, it could be possible in the future to 
19 come across a conflict that you and I could be big 
20 enough to discuss it amongst ourselves and work this 
21 out. The company's got a lot going on right now." 
22 And she said, "Yeah." She apologized to me 
23 for jumping to conclusions. 
24 Q. After you conversation with Melanie, was it 
25 your impression that the issue regarding Dr. Clegg's 
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1 account was resolved? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Was it your impression after that conversation 
4 that you and Melanie were on good terms? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you have any other problems or issue arise 
7 with Melanie? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. After your conversation with Melanie did you 
10 have any other ~ any communications regarding James 
11 Engle's letter or his allegations concerning Dr. Clegg's 
12 account? 
13 A. Not with James Engle, no. 
14 Q. Did you talk to anybody about it? 
15 A. Oh, I'm sorry. Yeah. I called Gary Anderson, 
16 human resources, and told him about what had just 
17 transpired. 
18 Q. What did you tell Mr. Anderson? 
19 A. I said, "I just got this letter from James 
20 Engle. No one even discussed it with me or talked about 
21 it. I mean, they took one side of the story and just 
22 went with it," so he said he would look into it. 
23 Q. Did you have any discussion with Mr. Anderson 
24 about whether this letter could be used against you? 
25 A. I did. I asked him, I said, "So it seems like 
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1 everybody knows about this letter and now, you know, I 
2 get this, and so this letter that I wrote to the company 
3 is just being used against me, isn't it?" 
4 And he said that it would not. 
5 Q. Did Mr. Anderson tell you that he had talked 
j 6 to Mr. Engle about the letter? 
I 7 A. Yes. He said, yes, he spoke to James Engle 
I 8 about the letter and that--(Inaudible). Yeah, he 
j 9 spoke to him about it. 
10 Q. Did Mr. Anderson describe his conversation 
11 with Mr. Engle to you? 
12 A. He said that Mr. Engle had contacted Dr. 
13 Clegg's office personally. 
14 Q. Did Mr. Anderson -- did Mr. Anderson say 
15 anything to you about Mr. Engle's letter being used 
16 against you? 
17 A. He just said that it wouldn't be used against 
18 me. 
19 Q. Did any other crossover issues occur during 
20 your employment with Sullivan-Schein?-
21 A. No, not -- not that - not to me --1 mean 
22 maybe other people there were, but it seemed like at 
23 that time that there was nothing pending. 
24 Q. Were there (Inaudible) on March 25th of 1998? 
25 A. Apparently so. 
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Q. What happened on that date? 
A.l was fired on that date. 
Q. How did that come about? 
A.I don't know. Joe Shutzo called me into an 
office there, it was Park Simmons's office, and had me 
sit down. And (Inaudible), he's a dentist, he came in 
and sat down too. And I said, "What's going on?" 
And he said, "I need to terminate your 
employment effective immediately." 
And when he said it, he had this paper like -
he had lines in front of him reading and he wouldn't 
look at me, so I was trying to get his attention and I 
said, "What are you talking about?" 
And he said, "I need to terminate your 
employment effective immediately." 
And I said, "Why are you firing me? Why are 
you firing me?" 
And he said, "Well, you did it again." 
I said, "What did I do?" 
"You went into an account that was not 
assigned to you." 
And I said, "Who are you talking about?" 
And he said, "Heritage Dental." 
And I said, "Well, my list is right here. Let 
me show it to you, it's on my list. I have them on my 
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account list." 
And he said, "I need to terminate" - I mean 
it was just like a movie. 
So I said, "You know, this isn't about 
crossing over in a territory, this about the letter that 
I wrote, isn't it?" 
And he said, "I can't say." He still wouldn't 
look at me. He said, "I can't say." 
I said, "Well, why can't you say?" 
He said, "Because there's someone in the 
room." 
And I said, "Okay, what if I ask that someone 
in the room to leave for a minute?" 
And he just laughed - he laughed a little bit 
and said, "No, you can't do that." That's basically it. 
I must have asked him about that letter four more times 
(Inaudible). 
Q.Did - did David Tom -- was David Tom taking 
notes during the -
A. Yes. 
Q. - this meeting? 
A. He was. 
Q.Mrs. Carter, please turn again to Petitioner's 
exhibit 7. If you look at the fourth page under 
heritage Dental. 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. You see to the right of that there's little 
3 circles or writing of any kind? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Was it your understanding at the time that you 
6 were terminated that Heritage Dental was assigned to 
7 you? 
8 A. It was, yes. 
9 Q. Had anyone ever told you that it wasn't? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. When was the last time that you visited 
12 Heritage Dental prior your termination? 
13 A. I saw them every week, every Thursday, so it 
14 was probably the day before. 
15 Q. Did you visit with anyone at Heritage Dental 
16 on that occasion? 
17 A.I spoke to Bev, the assistant. Just the staff 
18 I usually do. 
19 Q. Did anyone tell you that you were no longer 
20 their sales representative? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Did you have any idea at the time of your 
23 termination that Heritage Dental was not assigned to 
24 you? 
|25 A. No. 
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1 Q. Do you know Mike Butler? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Was he a sales representative at 
4 Sullivan-Schein? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Prior to your termination had you ever heard 
7 that Heritage Dental was assigned to Mike Butler? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. How long had you serviced Heritage Dental 
10 prior to the merger? 
11 A. Oh, gosh, four or five years. 
12 Q. What kind of account is Heritage Dental? What 
13 kind of a business is that? 
! 14 A. Heritage Dental is a laboratory that was run 
15 by a gentleman named Martin Mason, (Inaudible) 
16 employees' dentist who worked in the lab, so they're 
17 actually employees who are paid a percentage of what 
18 they produce. 
19 Q. As a sales representative, who did you deal 
20 with primarily at Heritage Dental? 
21 A.I - I (Inaudible) doctor (Inaudible). 
22 Q. Rather than to the lab ownej? 
23 A. Right, yeah, I didn't do business with Martin. 
24 Q. Did the lab owner, Martin Mason, did he 
25 sometimes purchase dental supplies as well? 
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1 A. He did. 
2 Q. How did you do that? 
3 A. We did (Inaudible). 
4 Q. So he could not purchase dental supplies 
5 through you? 
6 A. (Inaudible). 
7 Q. Prior to March — prior to your termination, 
8 did you ever hear that anyone at Heritage Dental was 
9 dissatisfied with you as a sales representative? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Prior to your termination, did anyone at 
12 Heritage Dental tell you that they no longer wanted you 
13 as a sales representative? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Prior to March - prior to your termination, 
16 did you have the impression that anyone at Heritage 
17 Dental did not like you? 
18 A. Yeah, I had the impression that Martin Mason 
19 didn't (Inaudible). 
20 Q. What was that impression based on? 
21 A. He didn't talk to me, just sort of ignored me, 
22 didn't have any type of relationship with him at all. 
23 Q. Did he ever tell you he didn't like you? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Did he ever saying anything to you in 
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1 particular that made you feel like he didn't like you? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Were any documents given to you or shown to 
4 you during the meeting that you had with Joe Shutzo 
5 during your termination? 
6 A. (Inaudible). 
7 Q. How long did that meeting last? 
8 A. Whatever, 20 minutes or so. 
9 Q. After your termination March 25, 1998, did you 
10 contact anyone at Sullivan-Schein to discuss your 
11 termination? 
12 A.I had a conference with Gary Anderson and I 
13 said, "This can't be -- this can't be true. They just, 
14 you know, terminated my employment," and I said, 
15 "there's got to be a mistake. I didn't get to explain 
16 anything." 
17 And he didn't know anything about it. He 
118 said, "I'll get back with you." He called me back and 
19 he said, "Yeah, you don't work there anymore and there's 
20 nothing I can do about it." 
|21 Then I called Jim Staley also and he put me on 
i22 voice ~ you can tell it was voice mail (Inaudible). 
123 Q. You mean you speakerphone? 
24 A. Yeah, it's speakerphone. And -
25 MR. GUMINA: Objection, he's helping the 
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1 witness testify. 
2 THE COURT: Yeah, let her clarify her own 
3 comments. 
4 MR. GRIMES: i apologize. 
5 THE WITNESS: Yeah, I was on speakerphone and 
6 I said, "So what happened here that I just got fired 
7 from my job and I didn't get to explain anything to 
8 anyone?" 
9 And he said that he had spoken to somebody at 
10 Heritage (Inaudible) was so mad at me (Inaudible) 
11 somebody at - somebody at (Inaudible) was so mad at me 
12 that they're going to take their business elsewhere. 
13 BY MR. GRIMES: 
14 Q. Did you have any other further discussion with 
15 Mr. Staley on that occasion? 
16 A. I said, "You may (Inaudible ) document." 
17 Q. Did you contact anyone else at Sullivan-Schein 
18 regarding your termination? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. During your employment with Henry Schein or 
21 Sullivan-Schein did you ever attend any meetings with 
22 James Staley? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Did you ever see or hear about any policy or 
25 directive that said if the sales representative 
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1 committed a crossover they would be terminated? 
2 A. No, because we all did. 
3 Q. Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
4 Petitioner's Exhibit 9. Can you identify this document? 
5 A. Yes. What - I (Inaudible) charge of 
6 discrimination with the (Inaudible). 
7 Q. Referring to the bottom left-hand corner of 
8 this document, it has a date of August 11, 1998. Does 
9 that accurately reflect the date on which you filed this 
10 document with the Utah Anti-Descrimination Division? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
113 Exhibit 9. 
114 THE COURT: Any objections? 
115 MR. GUMINA: To the extent that real 
16 conclusions are made by Ms. Carter in her charge of 
i 17 discrimination of whether she was discriminated. 
18 THE COURT: I'll separately evaluate the 
19 content of the document. I guess I'm just concerned 
20 about admissibility right now. 
21 MR. GUMINA: I have no objection to the 
22 admissibility. 
23 THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 9 is admitted. 
24 (Whereupon, Exhibit P9 was admitted into 
25 evidence.) 
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MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to Exhibit 
- Petitioner's Exhibit 10. Can you identify this 
document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. It's a letter that I wrote along with my - my 
(Inaudible). 
Q. Did you file this document with the Utah 
Anti-Discrimination Division? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you file this document with the Utah 
Anti-Discrimination Division on or about August 11th of 
1998? 
A. Yes. 
Q. This first page of this document bears the 
date of April 2, 1998. Is that the date on which you 
created this document? 
A. Yes, when I started it. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 10. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
THE COURT: Exhibit 10 is admitted. 
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(Whereupon, Exhibit P10 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 11. Can you identify this 
document? 
A. Yes. I wrote a letter to the UALD and it's a 
letter that talks about - after I filed, this was the 
next letter that I had sent them. 
Q. Did you file this document with the UALD on or 
about January 18 of 2000? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 11. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay, 11 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P l l was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 12. Can you identify this 
document? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. It's a letter from the attorney -- it's a 
letter (Inaudible) response to my letter. 
Q. Did you receive a copy of this letter from the 
6 Utah Anti-Discrimination Labor Division? | 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Did you receive it during approximately 
September of 1998? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was your letter that we previously looked to 
- looked at, Petitioner's Exhibit 11, was that in 
response to this letter? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, lack of foundation. 
THE COURT: Well, (Inaudible) that objection. 
Is there going to be any objection to the admission of 
that? 
MR. GUMINA: Well, Your Honor, I guess I 
object to -- regarding laying the foundation for the 
exhibit - for Petitioner's Exhibit No. 12,1 object to 
that. However, I will stipulate to the fact that it 
represents respondent's submission as a letter of J 
position to the Labor Commission of Utah relative to Ms. 
Carter's charge of discrimination. 
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THE COURT: (Inaudible)? 
MR. GRIMES: That's fine, but we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 12. 
MR. GUMINA: No objection, based on my 
(Inaudible). 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 12 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P12 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 13. Can you identify this 
document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. A document from the UALD, the stepping down 
(Inaudible). 
Q. Did you receive this document from the UALD 
19 during approximately November of 2000? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, line of questioning on 
this document. This document is, not relevant. It's 
hearsay (Inaudible) de novo and the petitioner is 
attempting to elicit testimony as (Inaudible) this 
document to show that there's cause to believe that 
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1 retaliation did occur relative to petitioner's 
2 employment. And on that basis, I object to it and the 
3 line of questioning regarding it. 
4 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I submit it 's a 
5 public record. There's already been testimony ~ 
6 substantial testimony regarding the document from the 
7 Division. 
8 THE COURT: This document is already part of 
9 my file, it has to be (Inaudible) part of my file. I 
10 can well note that I 'm well aware that I 've seen this --
11 I've seen a determination letter, I 've read the 
12 determination letter. I will make this comment if this 
13 is ~ you're correct, this is a de novo proceeding. 
14 This has no precedential or controlling affect on my 
15 decision and my decision will be made on the facts as 
16 presented here without this document in any way having 
17 an affect on my decision. I mean, to the extent that 
18 it 's already part of the file (Inaudible) evidence, with 
J19 that understanding, just that it 's not controlling at 
20 all in these proceedings. 
J21 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I would agree to its 
22 admissibility as to it providing you jurisdiction in 
23 these proceedings (Inaudible) admission into evidence 
24 (Inaudible). 
25 THE COURT: And I've already stated that I'm 
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1 not going to consider it as far as the findings in there 
2 or the conclusions that they 've reached and (Inaudible) 
3 conclusions that it reached at this t ime . T o that 
4 extent , I mean, that i t ' s already par t of m y file, I 
5 accept it, but I do want the par t ies to unders tand that 
6 it has limited value under the jur isd ic t ional aspect of 
7 it. 
8 (Whereupon, Exhibit P I 3 was admit ted into 
9 evidence.) 
10 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
II BY MR. GRIMES: 
12 Q .Mrs . Carter , would you please tu rn to 
13 Petitioner's Exhibit 14. Can you identify this 
14 document? 
15 A. Yes . It was a - it was a document g iven to 
16 m e by Joe Shutzo (Inaudible). 
jl7 Q. Did you have - when did M r . Shutzo p rov ide 
18 you with this document? 
19 A. You know, I don ' t know the date , bu t it was 
20 before I was fired. 
21 Q. Did you have a discussion wi th M r . Shutzo 
22 regarding this document? 
123 A. Yes . 
24 Q. Wha t was that discussion? 
|25 A. W e jus t went over all of the number s here and 
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1 said, "This will be what you will be making." 
2 (Inaudible). 
3 Q. Toward the bottom of the document there is a 
4 line that says, "Total compensation," and it has the 
5 arrow to it saying $110,303. 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Was it your understanding that Mr. Shutzo was 
8 projecting your annual commission to be in that 
9 amount ~ 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. - with Sullivan-Schein? 
12 MR. GUMINA: Objection, lack -
13 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
14 MR. GUMINA: - of foundation. 
15 THE COURT. Yeah, you might want to ask more 
16 questions to lay a foundation for that final conclusion. 
17 MR. GRIMES: All right. 
18 BY MR. GRIMES: 
19 Q. Mrs. Carter, would you go through this 
20 document and explain what Joe Shutzo told you about the 
21 document. 
22 A. Well, the top of it is how much I sold in 1997 
23 as far as my sales goes and what I was paid in '97 . 
24 Q. And what line is that? 
!25 A. 1997, total compensation, it 's the line 
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1 (Inaudible). 
2 Q. And what's the amount? 
3 A. Sixty-nine nine, sixiy-nine thousand. 
4 Q. $69,900? 
5 A. Yeah. 
6 Q. All right, go ahead. 
7 A. And then for 1998 was the (Inaudible). He 
8 said that there would probably be about a 20 percent 
9 growth which occurs (Inaudible) year. He said that 
10 average growth ~ gross, amd then equipment, now that 
11 was something that ~ I never sold any equipment while I 
12 was with Henry Schein and so I (Inaudible) merchandise 
13 and cotton rolls and, you know, stuff like that. So 
14 when he put equipment in here he said that that fixed 
15 equipment number was based on what they had done the 
16 previous year, so he put the equipment amount down at 
17 $400,000. And that's the way they came up with the 4.25 
18 percent ~ those are percentages depending on - there 
19 was a graduated percentage depending on how much you 
20 sold. 
21 So (Inaudible) the amount (Inaudible) I would 
22 have gotten paid at one point? 6.75 percent of the sale, 
23 which would have totalled $110,000 for the year. 
24 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo tell you who had created this 
25 document? 
n
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A. He had something to do with it because he's 
the one that passed that down. I (Inaudible) the 
management team. 
Q. And who's the management team? 
A. It's the -- Jim Staley and -- they all had sat 
down (Inaudible) conversation with him, everyone in the 
company. This is how (Inaudible). 
Q. Again, you received this document from your 
supervisor, Mr. Shutzo? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 14. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 14's admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit PI4 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Are the amount of commissions that were 
projected for you on Petitioner's Exhibit 14 
substantially more than the commissions that you had 
received the previous year, 1997? 
A. 1997 on this sheet that's printed right here 
is correct. 
Q. That's the amount you actually received for 
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1997, is it not? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Okay. 
MR. GUMINA: rm going to - I'm not sure what 
you're talking about. I'm not sure what the witness is 
alking about. What are you referring to? 
MR. GRIMES: Petitioner's Exhibit 14, the line 
>f 1997 total compensation. 
MR. GUMINA: Okay. 
Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Did you have any understanding as to why ~ as 
) the reason for the increase in the commission that 
lr. Shutzo projected? 
A. I understood that there would be a 20 percent 
rowth and that because I could now sell equipment, 
rhich makes a huge (Inaudible), which I was not able to 
D before, is why the increase was so much higher, but 
iey had based it on what they had done before. 
Q. Ms. Carter, would you please turn to 
^titioner's Exhibit 15. Can you identify this 
>cument? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. It's my W2 when I worked at Henry Schein in 
98. 
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Q. Does this document accurately reflect your 
total compensation from Henry Schein Company for the 
year 1998 up to the date of your termination? 
A. Yes, but it's for the (Inaudible). 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 15. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, did you ~ 
THE COURT: It's admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P15 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Did you receive any severance pay from 
Sullivan-Schein? 
A. No. 
Q. After your termination from Sullivan-Schein 
did you obtain other employment? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. When? 
A. The next couple of days. 
Q. Where did you go to work? 
A. I worked for JB Dental. 
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Q. What was your position there? 
A.I was a (Inaudible) sales rep there, also. 
Q.Mrs. Carter, would you please look at 
Petitioner's Exhibit 16. Can you identify this 
document? 
A. Yes. It's what I earned from JB Dental in 
1999. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 16. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: (inaudible). What number is it? 
MR. GRIMES: Sixteen. 
MR. GUMINA: No objection, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay, 16 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit PI6 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, will you please turn again to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 15. 
A. I'm sorry, which one, 15? 
Q. Fifteen. You testified that this document 
reflected your earnings from Heiyy Schein for the year 
1998 up to the date of your termination; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
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; 1 Q. Did that amount equal $30,418.19 before taxes? 
j 2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Based upon that amount, and with reference to 
4 Petitioner's Exhibit 14, did it appear that you were on 
5 track to earn commissions at the rate that Mr. Shutzo 
6 had projected in Petitioner's Exhibit 14? 
7 MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading, lack of 
8 foundation. 
9 THE COURT: Well, do you want to rephrase 
110 that. 
111 MR. GRIMES: What was the question? Say it 
[12 again? 
113 THE WITNESS: Differently. 
14 MR. GRIMES: Differently. Your Honor, I 'll 
15 withdraw the question. 
16 THE COURT: Okay. 
17 BY MR. GRIMES: 
18 Q. Mrs. Carter, the amount of commissions that 
19 you earned in JB Dental, was it less than what you were 
20 making ~ had been making at Sullivan-Schein? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q.Why? 
J23 A. JB Dental is a smaller company. They'd had 
24 some internal problems so I (Inaudible) accounts at 
25 times. And we didn't have all of the broad range of 
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| l products to sell that I could sell at Henry Schein or 
j 2 Sul l ivan-Schein. 
3 Q. D id JB Denta l p rov ide you any benefi ts -
4 A. N o . 
5 Q. - th rough your employment? 
I 6 A. I got insurance after a year . 
I 7 Q. Heal th insurance? 
8 A. Y e s . 
9 Q. A n y other benefits? 
10 A. Right before I left I think we started a 
111 401-K. 
12 Q. After ( Inaudible) employment wi th JB Den ta l , 
13 did you cont inue to look for work? 
14 A. Yes , but there are only a few dental companies 
15 in Salt Lake so there wasn ' t many choices . 
16 Q. D id you m a k e (Inaudible) wi th the o ther denta l 
17 sales companies in Salt Lake? 
i 18 A. I did, they w e r e not hir ing anyone . 
19 Q . M r s . Car te r , would you please turn to 
120 Petitioner's Exhibit 17. Can you identify that 
21 document? 
22 A. I t ' s wha t I ea rned in 1999 from JB Den ta l . 
23 Q. D o e s this docum en t accurately reflect the 
24 amount of your earnings from JB Dental for the year 
25 1999? 
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1 A. Y e s . 
2 MR. GRIMES: Y o u r H o n o r , w e wou ld offer 
3 Petitioner's Exhibit 17. 
4 THE COURT: An> objec t ion? 
5 MR. GUMINA: N o objec t ion . 
6 THE COURT: O k a y , Exhib i t 17 is admi t ted . 
7 (Whereupon, Exhibit PI7 was admitted into 
8 evidence.) 
9 BY MR. GRIMES: 
10 Q.Mrs. Carter, I think I've forgotten to ask you 
11 whether Petitioner's Exhibit 16 accurately reflects the 
12 amount of income that you received from JB Dental for 
13 the 1998. 
14 A. Y e s . 
15 Q. M r s . Car ter , wou ld you please turn to 
16 Petitioner's Exhibit 18. Can you identify this 
17 document? 
18 A. (Inaudible) 2 0 0 0 wi th JB Den ta l . 
19 Q. Does this document accurately reflect the 
20 amoun t of income that y o u received from JB Denta l for 
21 the year 2000? 
22 A. Y e s . 
23 MR. GRIMES: Y o u r H o n o r , w e wou ld offer 
24 Plaintiffs - Petitioner's Exhibit 18. 
125 MR. GUMINA: N o object ion. 
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1 THE COURT: Exh ib i t 18 is admit ted . 
2 (Whereupon, Exhibit PI8 was admitted into 
3 evidence.) j 
4 MR. GRIMES: T h a n k you . 
5 BY MR. GRIMES: | 
6 Q. M r s . Car ter , at some point in t ime did your 
! 7 employment wi th JB Denta l end? j 
I 8 A. Y e s . j 
9 Q. W h e n did that occur? 
10 A. N o v e m b e r of 2 0 0 1 . 
11 Q. W h y did that occur? 
12 A. I got a bet ter j o b . 
13 Q. And w h o was that j o b with? 
14 A. I current ly am now - work for Burkhar t 
15 (phonetic spell ing) Dental Supply . 
16 Q. W h e n did you start with Burkhar t Dental? 
17 A. In N o v e m b e r . 
18 Q.Of? 
19 A. Of 2 0 0 1 . 
20 Q. W h a t is your j o b with Burkhar t Dental? 
21 A. I ' m a dental sales rep for (Inaudible) . 
22 Q. W e r e you paid on ^ c o m m i s s i o n basis at 
23 Sul l ivan-Schein? 
24 A. Y e s . 
25 Q. W e r e you paid on a commiss ion basis at JB 
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1 Dental? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Have you been paid on a commission basis with 
4 Burkhart Dental? 
5 A. Currently I 'm on a guarantee. 
6 Q. You're on a what? 
7 A. I 'm on a guarantee, which means it 's a salary. 
8 It 's a salary plus I can make more money by doing extra 
9 (Inaudible), so I 'm on a - yeah, I 'm on a base salary, 
0 plus some (Inaudible). 
1 Q. Do you get the greater of your commissions or 
2 the base salary? 
3 A. The greater is the base salary. Is that what 
4 you're asking? 
5 Q. I 'm just asking ~ explain better the 
6 compensation structure with Burkhart. 
7 A. Burkhart is paying me a salary and I'm able to 
3 make more money by ~ if I sell more than my base 
? salary, then I get a commission at the end of 
) (Inaudible). 
L Q. Okay. How does your compensation at Burkhart 
I Dental compare to the commissions that had been 
) projected for you by Joe Shutzo in Petitioner's Exhibit 
\ 14? 
i A. It's very, very close. 
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Q. Are you claiming any lost wages or commissions 
in this case for a period of time after you started to 
work at Burkhart in November of 2001? 
A. No, I'm not. 
Q.So you're only claiming lost commissions up to 
November 1, 2001? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 19. Can you identify this 
document? 
A. This is a check stub from JB Dental. 
Q. Does this document accurately reflect your 
income from JB Dental through October of 2001? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit 19. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 19 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit PI9 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 20. Can you identify this 
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1 document? 
2 A. This is a document from a company that JB 
3 Dental uses for financing doctors. It 's from Sky 
4 Financial. 
5 Q. Toward the middle of this page it states, 
6 "According to our system, three checks have been cut for 
7 Susan Carter," and it gives -- itemizes the dates and 
8 the amounts of three checks. And then says, "This total 
9 is $4,717.28." 
10 Did you receive $4,717.28 during the year 2001 
11 through your work outside of JB Dental? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we offer Petitioner's 
14 Exhibit 20. 
15 THE COURT: Any objections? 
16 MR. GUMINA: We object to this document, Your 
17 Honor, because it 's hearsay, lack of foundation for what 
18 it represents to be, (Inaudible) foundation. 
19 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, (Inaudible) hearsay. 
20 I think she gives ~ the document is admissible and I 
21 think that she has given foundation as to what it is, 
22 her income from work. 
23 THE COURT: I'll overrule the objection. I'll 
24 admit Exhibit 20 over the objection. 
25 (Whereupon, Exhibit P20 was admitted into 
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1 evidence.) 
2 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
3 BY MR. GRIMES: 
4 Q. Mrs. Carter, would you please turn to 
5 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 2 1 . This document should 
I 6 consist of four pages, the first page being a letter 
7 dated November 14, 1997. Can you identify this document 
| 8 or group of documents? 
9 A. Yes. I got this - I got these when I was 
110 working for Henry Schein (Inaudible), it was my stock 
111 option. 
12 Q. With reference to the first page of 
13 Petitioner's Exhibit 21 , did you receive this letter 
114 from Jim Staley during approximately November of 1997? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did you receive it approximately the same time 
17 as you received Petitioner's Exhibit 1, which is also a 
18 letter from Mr. Staley? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Were the other three pages, the second, the 
21 third and the fourth page, of Petitioner's Exhibit 2 1 , 
22 provided to you along with the first page, Mr. Staley's 
123 letter? 
124 A. Yes. 
[25 Q. Did you understand that based upon this letter 
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1 from Mr Staley, that you would be receiving 550 stock 
2 options in Sullivan Schem9 
3 A Yes 
4 MR GUMINA Objection, leading 
5 THE COURT It is, again (Inaudible) 
| 6 BY MR GRIMES 
7 Q Do you understand, Mrs Carter, that you would 
8 be receiving stock option benefits from Henry Schein9 
! 9 A Yes 
110 Q Did you have an understanding as to how many 
11 options you would receive9 
12 A Yes, (Inaudible) 
113 Q How many9 
14 A Five hundred and fifty 
15 Q Thank you 
16 Referring to the second page of Petitioner's 
17 Exhibit 21, the last sentence of the first paragraph, it 
18 says, 'Accordingly, each 100 options of Henry Schein 
19 will have a current market value of $3,475 " 
20 When you received this letter from Mr Staley, 
21 did you have an understanding as to what your stock 
22 option ~ your stock options were worth9 
123 A Yes 
|24 Q What was that9 
125 A $3,475 
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1 Q For each hundred -
2 A (Inaudible) hundred options 
j 3 MR GUMINA Objection, lack of foundation 
4 The document speaks for itself 
j 5 THE COURT Well, you know, I agree, the 
! 6 document does speak for itself, but I guess he has the 
j 7 right to say what her understanding was concerning the 
8 document I'll overrule the objection 
I 9 BY MR GRIMES 
10 Q Mrs Carter, did you have an understanding as 
11 to how you would accrue the stock benefit referred to in 
12 this document9 
13 A Yes 
14 Q What was that understanding9 
15 A That I was to become completely vested after 
16 three years, that I would get a third on the first, 
17 second and third anniversaries of the dates 
18 Q Thank you 
19 Did you have any understanding as to how long 
20 you would have to wait before you exercised your stock 
21 option9 
22 A Ten years 
23 MR GRIMES Your Honor, we would offer 
24 Petitioner's Exhibit 21 
25 MR GUMINA No objection 
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1 THE COURT Okay, 21 is admitted 
2 (Whereupon, Exhibit P21 was admitted into 
3 evidence ) 
4 BY MR GRIMES 
5 Q Mrs Carter, would you please turn to Exhibit 
6 22 Can you identify this document9 
7 A Yes That was ~ this is the lost earnings 
8 from my previous employers, (Inaudible) (Inaudible 
9 amount of 19 — the first line (Inaudible) commissions 
10 for 1998, that's the amount that I was making at 
11 Sullivan-Schem Dental, plus you get a signing bonus 
12 which maybe it comes to, for 1998, $123,803 
13 And then below that is actually (Inaudible 
14 that I received before I was terminated for three 
15 months, that's $30,418 My actual mcome from JB Dental 
16 was $37,849, so my total actual income for 1998 was only 
17 $68,267 I have a loss of income m 1998 (Inaudible) 
18 the difference between JB and Sullivan-Schein 
19 Q Does this document set forth similar 
20 calculations to what you just descnbed for the years 
21 1999, 2000 and 2001 through September9 
22 A That's correct, so I (Inaudible) the lost 
23 earnings and tallied them up for each year and put a 10 
24 percent interest rate on them 
25 Q With reference to the second page of 
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1 Petitioner's Exhibit 22, did you make any calculations 
2 regarding the amount of interest that you would have 
3 accrued on those lost commissions9 
4 A Yes Yes 
5 Q How did you do that9 
6 A (Inaudible) percent per year 
7 Q With reference to the third page of Exhibit 
8 22, what does that indicate? 
9 A (Inaudible) total lost earnings, plus the 
10 interest, plus the value of my stock, making a total of 
11 damages of $286,210 
12 Q Thank you 
13 MR GRIMES Your Honor, we would offer 
14 Petitioner's Exhibit 22 for illustrative purposes only 
15 MR GUMINA I object as to lack of foundation 
16 for the commissions that Ms Carter claims that she 
17 would have earned in 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001 There's 
18 no foundation for that The document is ~ (Inaudible) 
19 weight of the document, it's speculative what this is 
20 claiming She can answer for the purpose of Ms Carter 
21 claiming what she believes she's entitled to (Inaudible) 
22 damages, submit it for that (Inaudible) purpose, I have 
23 no objection 
24 THE COURT Well, as far as her summary of 
25 what she's calculated her damages are, I'll go ahead and 
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1 admit the exhibit (Inaudible) the other documents that 
2 have been submitted to figure out whether there's an 
3 actual evidentiary basis for those calculations. Based 
4 on that, I'll admit it. 
5 (Whereupon, Exhibit P22 was admitted into 
6 evidence.) 
7 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, it's my understanding 
8 the document is admitted for illustrative purposes, 
9 something that (Inaudible) admitted into evidence 
0 itself. 
1 MR. GRIMES: That's not my understanding. 
2 THE COURT: I think a summary can be admitted 
3 into evidence and I would take this to be something of a 
4 summary. 
5 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
6 BY MR. GRIMES: 
7 Q. Mrs. Carter, have you incurred any costs in 
8 connection with prosecution of this case? 
9 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I understand you 
0 realize this (Inaudible) objection understood, that we 
1 still continue our objection with lack of foundation for 
2 the figures provided by Ms. Carter with regard to the 
3 document. 
\ THE COURT: Okay. Well, I -- as I understand 
5 it, we have the document that she received from Mr. 
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1 Shutzo concerning the projection of her income, what she 
I utilized here, then her W2 form and some other documents 
3 that support the calculations on there, so whether or 
\ not I agree with the projected earnings on that or ~ I 
> would (Inaudible) document some other calculations that 
> describe what her lost earnings, if any, were during 
^ that period of time is a different matter. I do think 
\ she's laid the foundation for the summary that she's put 
) together, though, so based on that, I'm going to 
) overrule the objection. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mrs. Carter, have you incurred any costs in 
connection with the prosecution of this case? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you incurred any attorney's fees in 
connection with the prosecution of this case? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you request that the Court award you your 
costs and attorney's fees as part of your remedy of this 
case? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would request an 
opportunity to provide an affidavit of costs and 
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| 1 attorney's fees incurred by Ms. Carter in the event that 
2 it should be necessary at a proper time. 
3 THE COURT: (inaudible). If I reach a 
4 judgment in favor of petitioner in this case, I will 
5 allow an opportunity for the provision of an affidavit 
6 of attorney's fees and costs in this case as part of my 
7 order (Inaudible) certain period of time to submit that 
8 (Inaudible) any objections. 
9 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. I have no 
10 further questions of this witness. 
11 THE COURT: Okay. If I could (Inaudible) a 
12 break before we have cross examination. We'll be back 
13 here at 1:30. 
14 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
15 MR. GUMINA: Fine, Your Honor. 
16 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 
17 THE COURT: All right, are we ready to 
18 proceed? 
19 Ms. Carter, you can resume the witness stand. 
20 You're still under oath. 
21 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we have Ms. Carter's 
22 original transcript of the deposition and the offering 
23 (Inaudible) examination (Inaudible) presented to you 
24 now, if I could have a copy of that. 
25 THE COURT: That will be fine. Are you asking 
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1 to publish the deposition or are you just providing that 
2 for me to — 
3 MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) follow along. 
4 THE COURT: Okay, that's fine. 
5 MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) copy (Inaudible)? 
6 THE COURT: Yes. 
7 MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) exhibit (Inaudible) 
8 attorney, Ms. Carter? 
9 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
10 MR. GUMINA: I am ready to proceed. 
11 THE COURT: Okay, go ahead. 
12 MR. GUMINA: Okay, thank you. 
13 
14 CROSS EXAMINATION 
115 BY MR. GUMINA: 
116 Q. Ms. Carter, when you worked for 
In Sullivan-Schein, was (Inaudible) competition between 
18 sales representatives (Inaudible)? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And one of the critical aspects of selling 
21 dental products of Sullivan-Schein was to have a good 
22 relationship with the people who ^would order the 
23 products, (Inaudible)? 
24 A. Uh-huh. 
25 Q. Would you also agree with me that it's widely 
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1 accepted by the sales representatives that were employed 
I 2 by Sullivan-Schein, while you were employed there, that 
3 a sales representative not to call on accounts assigned 
4 to another sales representative? 
5 A. We overlapped at first. 
6 Q.Okay. (Inaudible) about the crossover issues 
7 at this time, but as a general rule, once an account was 
8 assigned (Inaudible) assignment, was it widely accepted 
9 by sales representatives that were employed by 
10 Sullivan-Schein that one field sales representative did 
11 not call on another field sales representative's 
12 account? 
13 A. That's correct. 
14 Q.Now, on December 14, 1997, you faxed your 
15 letter that was marked as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 2 -
116 you faxed that (Inaudible) to Henry Schein; is that 
117 correct? 
118 A. Yes. 
119 Q. And one of the reasons that you ~ one of the 
20 reasons that you sent the letter, the December 14th, 
21 1997 letter, was to protect your job; is that right? 
22 A. Yes. 
[23 Q. Okay. And that's ~ now, you have the 
24 deposition transcript in front of you; right? 
125 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And that's -- you remember me asking you 
2 questions back in May of 2002 regarding this case and 
! 3 providing answers? 
| 4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. With the court reporter there, do you recall 
6 that? 
7 A. Yes, I do. 
8 Q. Now, you also wrote the December 14, 1997 
9 letter because you felt uncomfortable working again with 
10 Park Simmons and Blaine Brown. 
II A. Yes, that's right. 
12 Q. However, the merger (Inaudible) concerns, 
13 didn't it? 
14 A. Besides working with them? 
15 Q. Right. 
116 A. That was my only concern. 
17 Q. That was your only concern? 
18 A. (No audible response.) 
19 Q. You recall - let me grab the exhibits, Ms. 
20 Carter. Would you look at Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10. 
21 Okay. Now look on page 2. First of all, this is a 
122 letter that -- you've got the file, this is a letter 
23 that you drafted; is that correct? 
124 A. Yes. j 
25 Q. And you submitted this to the Utah j 
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1 Anti-Discrimination Labor Division - the Utah Labor 
2 Commission; is that right? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. You did that to support your claim of 
5 discrimination; is that correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Look on page 2. And the last paragraph, we 
8 have it up here on the screen for you so you can see it, 
9 but the point in the last - in the last paragraph you 
10 say, "Another concern was territories. With the merger 
11 taking place, there would be more sales reps to split 
12 territories with and less money for me to make." 
13 That was another concern of the merger that 
14 you had when you found out that the Henry Schein and 
15 Sullivan Dental were merging together? 
16 A. Yes, until I got the compensation letter that 
17 said (Inaudible). 
18 Q. So with the merger taking place, there would 
19 be more sales representatives to split the (Inaudible); 
20 is that correct? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. So in other words, because of the merger, you 
23 would have to split the same amount of territory among 
24 more sales representatives? 
[ 25 A. Yes. 
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j l Q. And with more sales representatives 
| 2 (Inaudible) the same amount of sales territory, then 
| 3 there was potentially less money for you to make after 
! 4 the merger? 
j 5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And would you agree with me, then, for a sales 
7 representative to do well after the merger between 
8 Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein, the sales 
9 representative had to be aggressive? 
10 A. Umm -
11 Q. Either yes or no. 
12 A. (Inaudible). 
13 Q.Okay. Were you (Inaudible) sales 
14 representatives for Sullivan-Schein Dental after the 
15 merger? 
16 A. (Inaudible) -
17 Q. (Inaudible)? 
18 A.I don't know what you mean by "aggressive." I 
19 (Inaudible). 
20 Q. Well, you've got to go out and protect your 
21 territory and make a lot of visits to doctors and use 
22 whatever sales techniques you can to get them to buy 
23 products (Inaudible)? 
24 A. Correct, but I wouldn't consider myself 
25 aggressive. 
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Q.Okay. Now, Ms. Carter, your December 14, 1997 
letter, that is marked as Petitioner's Exhibit 2, 
discusses an alleged event that occurred at Mountain 
West Dental; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you were hired by Mountain West Dental in 
either October of November 1992, do you agree with that? 
A. Yes, uh-huh. 
Q. And your employment ended at Mountain West 
approximately nine months after you were hired at 
Mountain West? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that would mean that your employment ended 
at Mountain West Dental in approximately August of 1993? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, none of the events you've described in 
your December 14th, 1997 letter, marked as Petitioner's 
Exhibit No. 2 - none of those events occurred at 
Sullivan Dental; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And none of the events that you described in 
your December 14, 1997 letter occurred at Henry Schein? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And none of the events that you described in 
your December 14, 1997 letter occurred at 
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Sullivan-Schein Dental, after the two companies merged, 
would that be correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And none of the events that you described in 
your December 14, 1997 letter involved Joseph Shutzo in 
any way, would that be correct? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. None of the events that you described in your 
December 14, 1997 letter involved Joseph Shutzo in any 
way? 
A. No, it did not. 
Q. Okay. Would that be an (Inaudible) statement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And none of the events that you described in 
^our December 14, 1997 letter involved James Engle in 
iny way, would that be a correct statement? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And none of the events described in your 
December 14, 1997 letter involved James Staley in any 
vay, is that a correct statement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And none of the events that you described in 
'our December 14, 1997 letter involved Mike Butler in 
tny way, is that a correct statement? 
A. That's correct. 
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Q. And none of the events that you described in 
your December 14, 1997 letter involved Melanie Bingham 
or ~ Melanie Roy lance in any way, is that also correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Now, your letter of December 14, 1997 was to 
complain about Park Simmons and Blaine Brown; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Look at your deposition on page 41. Do you 
have that open? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall me asking you, "After Henry 
Schein (Inaudible) Sullivan Dental, did you (Inaudible) 
other than Joe Shutzo in your position as field sales 
consultant?" And the answer is, "No." Is that right? 
Was that my question and is that your answer? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So Park Simmons didn't have any supervisory 
control over your job while you were employed by 
Sullivan-Schein Dental, did he? Yes or no. 
A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I object to her 
instruction that she has to answer yes or no. I think 
she should be free to answer the question as she 
chooses. 
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MR. GUMINA: After redirect. 
THE COURT: Well, if she can answer yes or no, 
I'll let her do that. If she can't, she can say that 
she can't, so... 
THE WITNESS: The answer is yes. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. (Inaudible) report to anyone else in your job 
as a sales representative higher than Joe Shutzo 
(Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will you turn to page 107, please, in your 
deposition. Look at the question I have up here on the 
board. I have, "(Inaudible) Sullivan-Schein 
specifically after December 14th, 1997, (Inaudible) Park 
Simmons and Blaine Brown why they were on supervisory 
staff (Inaudible)? No." 
Do you recall that? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And that would be - the answer that you ^  
provided to me (Inaudible) that question during your 
deposition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So Joe Shutzo was the person you reported 
directly to in your position as a sales representative; 
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I 1 is that correct? 
2 A. He's (Inaudible). 
3 Q. Right. And you reported to no other person as 
4 a sales representative; is that correct? 
5 A. When you say report to, (Inaudible) report -
6 if Joe Shutzo wasn't available and times -- he was in 
7 Hawaii for quite a while. I've had questions, I had to 
8 ask someone. 
9 Q. Well, did Mr. Simmons have the ability to 
10 address your wage? 
11 A.I have no idea. 
12 Q. Did he have the ability to terminate your 
13 employment? 
14 A. I do not know that. 
15 Q. Now, after you wrote this December 14th, 1997 
16 letter to Henry Schein, you did receive a response from 
17 Henry Schein's management; is that right? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And that response was Mr. Davis's letter dated 
20 December 29th, 1997, and it's been previously marked as 
21 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 3; is that correct? 
22 A. I think so. 
23 Q. Do you want to look and make sure. 
24 A. Yes, it was. 
25 Q. And you learned about Mr. Davis's letter when 
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1 you ~ on the airplane coming home from the roadshow in 
2 Seattle; is that correct? 
| 3 A. Yes. 
! 4 Q. And you found out ~ you were talking to 
5 (Inaudible) received a letter in the mail and you were 
6 talking to your husband on the airplane home; is that 
j 7 correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. In fact, you stated that to the ~ to the 
10 Division here in your April 2nd, 1998 letter; is that 
11 correct? 
112 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And you received that letter from Mr. Davis on 
14 January 5th; that's right? 
15 A. It was while I was away at the roadshow. 
16 Q. Okay. When you ~ you write in your letter 
17 that, "On January 5th, on the way home from the 
118 roadshow, I spoke to my husband on the airplane 
119 telephone. He said a letter had come from Schein's 
20 human resources (Inaudible) regards to the letter I sent 
21 them." 
22 So is January 5th a correct date? 
23 A. Yes. 
\l4 Q. And you in fact attended that roadshow in 
25 Seattle, Washington; is that correct? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And Mr. James Engle was one of the presenters 
3 at the roadshow in Seattle, Washington, that you 
4 attended in January of 1998? 
5 A. You're asking me? 
6 Q. I'm asking you. 
7 A. I don't know. 
8 Q. Now, in Mr. Davis's December 29th, 1997 
9 letter, marked as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 3, he asks 
10 you if you felt that anyone had retaliated against you 
11 — well, let's go ~ let's go with what the letter says. 
12 Mr. Davis writes in that letter, "If you're 
13 experiencing a personal conduct or statement or if you 
14 feel that anyone is retaliating against you in any way 
15 for making a complaint about harassment, no matter how 
16 remote to the Henry Schein experience (Inaudible) have 
17 been, or if you have any questions or concerns about the 
18 status of our harassment free environment, that you are 
19 entitled to as a Henry Schein member, please let me know 
20 immediately." 
21 Did Mr. Davis write that in his letter to you? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Okay. And he (Inaudible); right? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And in fact, you never did call him, did you? 
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1 A. I called the other human resource. 
2 Q. Okay. So you never called Mr. Davis? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Did Mr. Davis ever tell you to call Mr. 
5 Anderson? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. In fact, prior to your termination, you never 
8 contacted Mr. Davis for any reason, did you? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Ms. Carter, at the time of the merger between 
11 Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein, the Dr. Clegg account 
12 was assigned to both yourself and Melanie Bingham; is 
13 that correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. In fact, I asked you that question during your 
16 deposition and that's the answer you provided; is that 
17 correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. However, the Dr. Clegg account eventually was 
20 assigned to Melanie Bingham; is that correct? 
21 A. Yes, it was. 
22 Q. And there was ~ it was actually assigned to 
23 Ms. Bingham (Inaudible) you no longer - or Dr. Clegg 
24 was no longer on your call list; is that correct? 
125 A. Yes. | 
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Q. And that would mean you were no longer to 
solicit Dr. Clegg's business; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Because that business belonged to Melanie 
Bingham? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Yes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know a Jana Bullock, Bullock? 
A. Jana --1 don't know what her last name was. 
Q. Okay. There's a Jana that works at Dr. 
Clegg's office; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And back in 1998, Jana was the person 
responsible for ordering supplies for Dr. Clegg's 
office; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In fact, Jana from Dr. Clegg's staff told you 
that she preferred Melanie Bingham over you and that 
Melanie Bingham should be the Sullivan-Schein sales 
representative for Dr. Clegg; is that correct? 
A.I asked her and she said that, yes. 
Q. Let's look at your April 2, 1998 letter. Do 
you have that -
A.DoI--
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Q. - in front of you? 
A. Oh, the letter that I -
Q. The letter that you wrote to the Utah 
Anti-Discrimination ~ 
A. Yes, uh-huh. 
Q. ~ Labor Division? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Marked as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10. Do you 
lave that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you want to turn to page 3? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. And on that page you indicate, "I spoke to 
ana about the situation. She was very kind to say she 
sally liked me but she was going to go with Melanie. 
/e belong to the same church, we were long-time friends, 
said I had enjoyed working with them and said 
3od-bye." 
That's what you wrote in your April 2nd, 1998 
tter to the Utah Anti-Discrimination Labor Division? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's a true statement; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, that same night that Jana told you that 
i preferred Ms. Bingham over you, you received a voice 
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1 mail from Mr. Engle; is that correct? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. In fact, you wrote about it in your letter; 
4 right? Your April 2nd, 1998 letter. 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. On page 3? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. It says, "That very night I received a voice 
9 mail from James Engle, my new western zone manager, 
10 asking that I not go to Dr. Clegg's office. He said 
11 they had requested Melanie Roylance to be their sales 
12 representative and that the doctor would be taken off my 
13 account list." 
14 Is that a true statement? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. So it was your understanding that that 
17 (Inaudible) was to be off your account list? 
18 A. Uh-huh. That's correct. 
19 Q. Now, at Sullivan-Schein was it customary for 
20 Sullivan-Schein management personnel to communicate with 
21 sales representatives via voice mail? 
22 MR. GRIMES: Objection, calls for speculation. 
23 MR. GUMINA: She worked there, she... 
24 THE COURT: I'll let her answer if you know. 
25 THE WITNESS: That was a large (Inaudible) 
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1 voice mail. 
2 BY MR. GUMINA: 
3 Q. So would it be fair to say that 
4 Sullivan-Schein management, while you were employed 
5 there, employed using voice mail often to communicate 
6 with sales representatives? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Now, in that voice mail from Mr. Engle did Mr. 
9 Engle ask you not to go into Dr. Clegg's office anymore? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Well, Mr. Engle told you that Dr. Clegg would 
12 be taken off your account list; right? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. That means you were not supposed to do 
15 business with him any longer; is that correct? 
16 A. Solicit business, correct. 
17 Q. And Mr. Engle further informed you in that 
18 same voice mail that Dr. Clegg's office had requested 
19 Melanie Bingham to be their sales representative? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Now, you attended the Utah Dental Convention 
22 February 6th and 7th of 1998; is that; correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Now, do you know a Georgeann Albert? 
25 A. Yes, very well. 
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1 Q. And that's your friend that you testified 
I 2 earlier about; is that correct? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And she also works at Dr. Clegg's office; is 
5 that correct? 
6 A. She does. 
7 Q. And she's a hygienist for Dr. Clegg; is that 
8 correct? 
9 A. She's one of his, yes. 
10 Q. Now, you spoke with Georgeann Albert at the 
11 Utah Dental Convention (Inaudible) February 6th and 
12 February 7th, 1998; is that correct? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Now, your conversation with Georgeann Albert 
15 at the Utah Dental Convention occurred after you 
16 received the voice mail from James Engle that the Dr. 
17 Clegg account would be assigned to Melanie Bingham and 
18 you were to omit Dr. Clegg from your account list; is 
19 that correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. In fact, I asked you that question during your 
22 deposition, page 59, you can look at it. (Inaudible) 
23 ask you that now, "The Dr. Richard Clegg's sales account 
24 assigned to Melanie Roylance, did you have any contact 
25 with Dr. Richard Clegg and his staff?" I 
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1 "Yes." 
2 QUESTION: "When?" 
3 "At the Dental Convention, the Utah 
4 convention, February 6th and 7th, and I spoke to the 
5 hygienist at that convention." 
6 And I asked you on page 67, "In relation to 
7 the voice mail that you received from Mr. Engle, your 
8 meeting (Inaudible) Georgeann at the convention, did 
9 that occur before or after you received the voice mail 
10 from Mr. Engle informing you that Dr. Clegg would 
II (Inaudible)?" 
12 ANSWER: "After." 
13 Is that right? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And that's true; right? 
16 A. That's true. 
17 Q. So Mr. Engle's voice mail to you where he 
18 informed you that Dr. Clegg's account was being omitted 
19 from your account list occurred before February 6th, 
20 1998? 
21 A. Yes, or 7th, yes. 
22 Q. During your conversation with Georgeann Albert 
23 at the Utah Dental Convention on either February 6th or 
24 7th, 1998, you told Ms. Albert that Melanie Bingham was 
25 not providing the right (Inaudible) plan because I 
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1 (Inaudible) discount, you (Inaudible) had complaints 
2 with Henry Schein's computer system rather than Sullivan 
3 Dental's computer system; is that correct? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q.Okay. What did you tell her? 
6 A. I asked her - it's a (Inaudible) ~ first of 
7 all, (Inaudible) so high and that she needs to speak to 
8 Melanie about it. 
9 Q. Okay, but you told Georgeann that Melanie was 
10 -- should be placing the orders through the Schein 
11 computer system; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And not to place the orders through the 
14 Sullivan computer program; right? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. That's what you told Georgeann? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And the reason you told her that, because 
19 their pricing program was on the Schein computer system 
20 and not on the Sullivan Dental computer system? 
21 A. Right. Yes. 
22 Q. Now, after the convention, you visited the 
23 same office building where Dr. Clegg's office was 
24 located; is that correct? 
125 A. Yes. : 
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1 Q. And when you were at the office building, 
2 Georgeann Albert spied you and had you speak with Dr. 
3 Clegg to explain how the (Inaudible) plan works; right? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And you met with Dr. Clegg at this time; is 
6 that correct? 
7 A. We spoke, yes. 
8 Q. You met with him, face-to-face? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And you told Dr. Clegg at this time that 
11 Melanie Bingham had placed orders through the Henry 
12 Schein computer system rather than the Sullivan Dental 
13 computer system, (Inaudible) purchase discount? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. And after you told Dr. Clegg this, Dr. Clegg 
116 was not happy that there was two computer systems that 
17 he had to deal with; is that correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And (Inaudible) upset? 
20 A. Oh, he's just kind of that way anyway. He 
21 wasn't upset, he just didn't understand why it was so 
22 confusing. 
23 Q. Did he appear frustrated to you? 
24 A. Frustrated, (Inaudible). 
25 Q. Now, any time prior to the time that you met 
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Dr. Clegg in the hallway, that you just testified about, 
did you speak with Melanie Bingham while at Dr. Clegg's 
office - or his office (Inaudible) concern about 
whether his office was receiving the proper (Inaudible) 
plan? 
A. No. 
Q. And when you met with Dr. Clegg, Mr. Engle had 
already informed you that Dr. Clegg was to be omitted 
from your account list; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, a few days after you met with Dr. Clegg 
you received a letter dated February 18, 1998, from 
James Engle; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the same day you received Mr. Engle's 
February 18th, 1998 letter, you spoke with Mr. Engle and 
talked to him about his letter? 
A. That's right, uh-huh. Yes. 
Q. And during that telephone conversation with 
VIr. Engle, Mr. Engle told you that the reason you were 
ssued the letter was because you went in Dr. Clegg's 
)ffice and tried to get business away from Melanie 
Bingham; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, Ms. Carter, have you told the truth 
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hroughout this case? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And have you - you have told the truth during j 
he investigation (Inaudible) by the Anti-Discrimination 
.abor Division — Labor Commission of Utah? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, you dispute that Mr. Engle ever contacted 
)r. Clegg's office to determine whether or not you had| 
poke with Dr. Clegg (Inaudible) away from Melanie | 
lingham; is that correct? 
A.I dispute the fact? That's right. 
Q. Yes, you dispute - it's your position that 
ames Engle never contacted Dr. Clegg? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you support your version that Mr. Engle 
^ver contacted Dr. Clegg -- you submitted a letter 
ated April 6th, 1998, supposedly signed by Dr. Clegg 
naudible) letter to Dr. Clegg's office was not 
mtacted by anyone from Sullivan-Schein; is that 
>rrect? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GUMINA: May I approach, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: (Inaudible). I 
{ MR. GUMINA: 
Q. I'm showing you what's been marked as 
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Respondent's Exhibit No. 18. Do you recognize that 
document? 
A. I do. 
MR. GRIMES: You need to identify the 
Respondent's (Inaudible). 
MR. GUMINA: Respondent's 18. (Inaudible). 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Respondent's Exhibit No. 18; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And this letter purports to be a letter 
written by Dr. Clegg and signed by Dr. Clegg; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In fact, I asked during your deposition - I 
asked you the question, "Do you know (Inaudible) contact 
with Dr. Clegg?" 
You answered, "I - do I know that?" 
QUESTION: "Yes." 
ANSWER: "Now I do. Then I didn't, but now I 
do." 
QUESTION: "what do you know, or what do you 
know now?" 
ANSWER: "I asked the doctor - since I do 
(Inaudible), asked the doctor if that happened, he said 
(Inaudible). And he wrote me a letter saying that that 
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never occurred." 
(Inaudible) the answer to the questions that I 
asked you during your deposition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's found on pages 68 and 69 of your 
deposition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the letter that you have in your hand 
marked as Respondent's Exhibit No. 18, you submitted to 
(Inaudible) signed by Dr. Richard Clegg to the 
Anti-Discrimination Labor Division of Labor ~ Labor 
Division of the Labor Commission on your claim of 
retaliation; is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, during your deposition I asked you some 
very specific questions about that letter. Do you 
recall that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Whether or not - Respondent's Exhibit No. 18. 
And I asked you, "Do you know who drafted the letter 
marked as Exhibit No. 13?" 
And you answered, "The doctcpr did, Dr. Richard 
Clegg." 
QUESTION: "Do you know when this letter was 
drafted?" 
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1 ANSWER: "April 6, 1998." 
2 QUESTION: "Did you assist Dr. Clegg in any 
3 way in drafting the letter?" j 
4 ANSWER: "NO." j 
5 That's not exactly true, is that? 
6 € A. No. 
7 Q. All right. That's - that's a false 
8 statement; right? j 
9 A. Yes. I 
10 Q.Okay. And that's because you ~ you prepared 
11 that letter that we have marked as Respondent's Exhibit 
12 18; right? 
13 A. I did not prepare the letter. I typed it. 
14 Q. You typed it; right? So you assisted Dr. 
15 Clegg in drafting that letter. 
16 A. He wrote it and he asked me to type it. 
17 Q. Okay. So you typed it, so you were involved 
18 in preparing that letter; right? Right? 
19 A. (No audible response.) 
20 Q.So, Ms. Carter, you were untruthful with me 
21 when you told me that you did not assist Dr. Clegg in 
22 any way in drafting the April 6, 1998 letter; right? 
23 A. (No audible response.) 
24 Q.Now, let's talk about Heritage Dental. Back 
25 in 1998, Martin (Inaudible) -
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1 A. (Inaudible). 
2 Q. Okay, Martin Mason was the owner of Heritage 
3 Dental, is that your understanding? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And it was your opinion that Martin Mason did 
6 not like you? 
7 A. My opinion, yes. 
8 Q. Now, you serviced a particular dentist at 
9 Heritage Dental by the name of Dr. Alan Hidler (phonetic 
10 spelling); is that correct? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And Heritage Dental is made up of two 
13 different components; is that correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. One component would be the dental lab; right? 
16 A. (No audible response.) 
17 Q. The other component would be the individual 
[ 18 dentists practicing dentistry at the lab? 
|19 A. Right. 
120 Q. And these dentists basically had their own 
21 practice of dentistry within Heritage Dental; would that : 
122 be accurate? \ 
23 A. Yes. (Inaudible). : 
24 Q. Now, you serviced as a field sales : 
25 representative for Sullivan-Schein to doctors in : 
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1 Heritage Dental - they had their own account, not 
2 Heritage Dental's; right? 
3 A. They had their (Inaudible). 
4 Q.Okay. Well, you serviced the doctors at 
5 Heritage Dental; right? 
6 A. Right. 
7 Q. And not Heritage Dental? 
8 A. (Inaudible). 
9 Q. And the dental lab at Heritage Dental would be 
10 considered a separate sales account for -- at 
i l l Sullivan-Schein; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Now, the individual dentists would have their 
14 own accounts, sales accounts, at Sullivan-Schein, 
15 wouldn't they? 
16 A. It was under Heritage Dental. | 
17 Q. Okay, but they would have separate sales I 
18 numbers, account numbers? 
19 A. Yes. It was a - I believe a subaccount, is 
20 what they called it. 
21 Q.Okay. And those doctors were responsible 
22 for -
23 A. Paying it. 
24 Q. - payment of those supplies; is that right? 
25 A. Yes. They had a joint account and then 
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1 (Inaudible). 
2 Q. Now, the event that really precipitated your 
3 termination at Sullivan-Schein was your visit at 
4 Heritage Dental in Provo to call on an individual 
5 dentist that (Inaudible) dental (Inaudible); is that 
6 correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And that dentist is Dr. John Willardsen; is 
9 that correct? 
10 A. It is. 
11 THE COURT: What was the name? 
12 MR. GUMINA: Willardsen, W-I-L-L-A-R-D-S-E-N. 
13 BY MR. GUMINA: 
14 Q. Now, (Inaudible) what you testified to in your 
15 deposition. 
16 "Do you know who that individual was?" 
i 17 And you answered, "There are two different ' 
118 things. Heritage Dental is a lab - well, I'm trying to 
19 find other doctors so ] went and serviced the doctors at 
20 Heritage Dental that had their own account, not Heritage 
21 Dental. I went into the building to see the doctors." 
22 That's a correct statement; right? 
23 A. Yes. I could have (Inaudible). 
24 Q. But that's a true statement? You (Inaudible) 
25 your deposition; right? And you were committed to tell 
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1 me the truth; right? 
2 A.Uh-huh. 
3 Q.Yes? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And prior to your visit with Dr. Willardsen, 
6 you had been servicing the account of Dr. - Dr. Alan 
7 Hidler; is that correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Dr. Hidler worked as a dentist within Heritage 
0 Dental? 
1 A. Yes. 
I Q. And he would be one of the individual doctor 
3 accounts? 
1 A. Yes. 
> Q. And Dr. Hidler went from working for Heritage 
> Dental in Provo to Heritage Dental in Sandy; is that 
r
 right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So he no longer worked in Provo; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. Now (Inaudible). 
Q. Before we established that Martin Mason didn't 
like you. In fact, you indicated that to the - to the 
Anti-Discrimination Labor Division here in Utah in your 
April 2nd, 1998 letter; right? You wrote, "I do know 
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that the lab man who was in charge of Heritage Dental, 
Martin Mason, did not like me." Right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In the (Inaudible) in your April 2nd, 1998 
letter, that you - you stated, "I continued to service 
Dr. Hidler for over a year at Heritage Dental Provo, 
until he left. Then he started to work for Martin Mason 
at Heritage Dental in Sandy. I call on him even today 
and we're in a lawsuit. (Inaudible) he is there and 
lust say hello and (Inaudible). I had not been back to 
Heritage Provo until I received a call from a new doctor 
hat just started working there." 
So you weren't visiting Heritage Dental Provo 
mtil you received this phone call from Dr. Willardsen; 
s that correct? 
A. No, I never (Inaudible). 
Q. Okay. Well, you indicated that you had not 
een back for a period of time to the Provo office, 
ntil you - Dr. Willardsen called you; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That's because you were servicing Dr. Hidler 
L the Sandy office for Heritage Dental; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In fact, you kind of avoid going to the 
eritage Dental Provo office because that's where Martin 
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1 Mason normally worked; is that right? 
2 A. That's not why I didn't go there. 
3 Q.Okay. Well, Martin Mason - okay, so no? The 
4 answer is no? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q.But you felt uncomfortable around Martin ~ 
7 Martin Mason; is that correct? 
8 A. No, I wasn't uncomfortable around him. 
9 Q.Now, you wrote in your letter, your April 2nd, 
10 1998 letter, that he, and you're referring to Dr. 
11 Willardsen - you said, "Dr. (Inaudible) to him and he 
12 would like me to help him with his supply and 
13 (Inaudible) office in Sandy without trouble and so 
14 (Inaudible) Dr. Willardsen." 
15 Is that what you wrote? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. So things were going okay with you and Martin 
18 Mason in Sandy so you didn't see any reason not to go 
19 back to Provo; is that right? 
20 A. Uh-huh. 
21 Q.Yes? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. You said Dr. Hidler had referred you to Dr. 
24 Willardsen; is that right ~ or Dr. Hidler had referred 
25 Dr. Willardsen to call you. 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Do you know who Beverly Myers is? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And Ms. Myers (Inaudible) for Heritage Dental 
5 in Provo; is that correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. Do you have your April 2nd, 1998 letter 
8 there? 
9 A. (No audible response.) 
10 Q. Okay. Now, you had problems with Ms. Myers 
11 about a week before you were terminated from 
12 Sullivan-Schein; is that correct? 
13 A. I don't know if was a problem or not. She 
14 (Inaudible). 
15 Q. Okay. Well, tell me what you told the Utah 
16 Anti-Discrimination Labor Division. It's marked as 
17 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10. It's the April 2nd, 1998 
18 letter that you wrote; is that right? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. If you'll look on page 6 and you look down at 
21 the full last paragraph, about ~ you actually count 
22 from the bottom of the page one, twq - on page 6, count 
23 10 rows up, 10 lines up. 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And you see where it says, "One (Inaudible) 
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1 has been placed" --
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Okay. I have it up here on the screen so you 
4 can follow along with the document you have in front of 
5 you, but you wrote, Once a letter -- "Once an order had 
6 been placed, it cannot be retrieved unless it's within 
7 five minutes. So I called Brandy to let her know and 
8 Beverly answered the phone. I asked to speak to Brandy 
9 and she said - and she said she was with a patient and 
10 couldn't talk. I asked if she could give her a message. 
I l l explained how I couldn't cancel the order so the best 
12 thing for them to do was to refuse it when UPS delivered 
13 it. She said okay and very abruptly hung up, almost as 
14 hanging up on me. I called back again and said is 
15 everything all right? And Bev said yes. We just found 
16 an extra box of what we probably needed. She hung up 
17 quickly once again. I thought something was wrong but 
18 didn't know what." 
19 Is that what you wrote in your letter? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And that's true, that's what happened? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And you wrote this - when this happened, you 
24 thought that Beverly Myers may have hung up deliberately 
25 on you; is that correct? 
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1 A. Not (Inaudible) something (Inaudible) hung up, 
2 not (Inaudible). 
3 Q. If Ms. Myers were called to testify in your 
4 case, do you believe that she'd be able to tell the 
5 truth? 
6 A. (Inaudible). 
7 Q. Now, you had a different opinion of Ms. Myers 
8 when you - when you wrote your letter marked as 
9 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10, your letter dated April 
10 2nd, 1998. You referred to Ms. Myers as being very 
11 controlling and (Inaudible). Is that what you referred 
12 to her as? 
13 A. (Inaudible). 
14 Q. Okay. But you believe now that she'd be able 
15 to tell the truth? 
16 A. (Inaudible) work with, I didn't know her well 
17 at all (Inaudible). 
18 Q. Okay. But you were trying to convince - by 
19 (Inaudible) trying to convince the Commission here 
20 during this investigation that Beverly Myers couldn't be 
21 trusted. 
22 A. All I told them was (Inaudible). 
23 Q. Okay. And you told the Commission here that 
!24 Ms. Myers is very controlling and a chronic liar; right? 
25 A. (Inaudible). \ 
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1 Q. Now, you indicated in your letter to the Utah 
2 Anti-Discrimination Labor Division, marked as 
3 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10, that Dr. Rosen requested 
4 your services; is that right? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And everything that you placed in your April 
7 2nd, 1998 letter you considered (Inaudible) to your 
8 case; is that right? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. That you want to put it in there; right? 
11 A.Uh-huh. 
12 Q. Yes? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Now, you made the point in your letter, on 
15 page 7, you state, "Dr. Willardsen is (Inaudible) that 
16 you requested my service." And I put in bold print 
17 there you said, "It's (Inaudible)." Right? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q.So Dr. Willardsen's account is something 
20 totally separate from Heritage Dental's total account? 
21 A. Something (Inaudible). 
22 Q. You (Inaudible). (Inaudible) the Commission 
23 is separate; right? 
24 A. Yes. 
p Q. And that's true; right? i 
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1 A. That's true. 
2 Q. Okay. And that was an important point for you 
3 to make in your letter that's been marked as 
4 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10, yes or no? 
5 A. (No audible response.) 
6 Q.Now-
7 MR. GUMINA: May I approach, Your Honor? 
I 8 THE COURT: Yes, uh-huh. 
J 9 BY MR. GUMINA: 
[ 10 Q. Let me show you what's been marked as 
111 Respondent's Exhibit No. 20. Do you have that 
112 Respondent's Exhibit No. 20 in front of you? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And this is the letter allegedly written and 
15 signed by John Willardsen, DDS, dated April 6, 1998; 
16 right? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And you submitted this letter marked as 
19 Respondent's Exhibit No. 18 to the Utah 
20 Anti-Discrimination Labor Division to support your claim 
21 for discrimination; is that right? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And you (Inaudible) pages (Inaudible) of your 
24 deposition. And I have - well, I'll refer to you on 
25 the screen here and I asked you, "Okay. (Inaudible) 
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what this document purports to be," and that was in 
reference in Dr. Willardsen's letter marked as 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 18; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And you answered, "A letter that was 
given to me by a Dr. Willardsen who worked at Heritage 
Dental, who I called on when I was with 
Sullivan-Schein." 
Next question: "Do you know who drafted the 
letter marked as Exhibit No. 12," which is the way it 
was marked for your deposition, and you answered, "The 
doctor did." 
Right? Was that the answer to the questions 
that I asked you during your deposition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you were under oath during your 
deposition; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You were under oath during your deposition? 
A. What? 
Q. Under oath. 
A. Under oath, yes. 
Q. And you're committed to tell the truth during 
^our deposition; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. In fact, you didn't tell the truth about that 
itter when I asked you about it, did you? 
A. I did. I (Inaudible) what I felt. 
Q. Okay. Don't - okay, you said you told the 
uth; right? 
A. (No audible response.) 
MR. GUMINA: May I approach again, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes, uh-huh. 
ST MR. GUMINA: 
Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
tiiibit No. 45. Have you seen this letter before? 
A. No, but I (Inaudible). 
Q. Okay, you knew about it, okay. And it's a 
ter from your attorney to myself; right? 
A. (No audible response.) 
Q. And it states, "Dear Joe: After the 
position on May 22nd, 2002, Ms. Carter informed me 
it she testified incorrectly to two of your questions, 
ecifically, when you asked her if she had any 
folvement (Inaudible) by Dr. Clegg and Dr. Willardsen, 
*s. Carter said no. In fact, she typed both letters 
i she wrote the letter that was signed by Dr. 
llardsen." 
Right? That's what the letter says; right? 
A. Yes. I have a copy of the letter. 
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Q.Okay. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I'd like to at this 
point try and offer the Exhibits 18, 20 and 45, 
Respondent's exhibits. 
THE COURT: Okay, 18, 20 and 45? 
MR. GUMINA: Twenty is the Willardsen letter, 
Exhibit 18 is Dr. Clegg's letter, and Exhibit No. 45 is 
Mr. Grimes's letter. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
THE COURT: No objection? Okay, then 
Respondent's Exhibit 18, 20 and 45 are admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit Nos. R18, R20 and R45 were 
admitted into evidence.) 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. And you also made a point to emphasize in your 
-- oh, (Inaudible). (Inaudible), Respondent's Exhibit 
No. 20, Dr. Willardsen's letter, was a letter that you 
submitted to the Utah Anti-Discrimination Labor Division 
to support your claim for discrimination; is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you wrote in your April 2nd, 1998 letter, 
which has been previously marked as Petitioner's Exhibit 
No. 10, that, "Dr. Willardsen now (Inaudible) request my 
services -- my service (Inaudible) Myers (Inaudible) 
with me a letter for my files." But you told me in your 
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deposition that Dr. Willardsen wrote the letter and you 
also told the Utah Anti-Discrimination Labor Division 
also that Dr. Willardsen wrote the letter; right? 
A. You (Inaudible). 
Q. And the truth is you wrote the letter for Dr. 
A. No, I helped Dr. Willardsen write the letter. 
Q. You helped him write -
A. (Inaudible). 
Q.Okay. 
A. He signed it. 
Q.He signed it. Your words, though; 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q.Did you (Inaudible) Dr. Willardsen 
right? 
(Inaudible)? 
A. He asked me to help him write the letter. 
(Inaudible). 
Q . D i d -
A. (Inaudible) both of them. 
Q. Did he have any problem writing the letter 
himself? 
A. He just moved from California and he was under 
a lot of stress and so (Inaudible). 
Q. So you would help him to write the letter? 
A. I helped him write it. 
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1 Q.Okay. Ms. Carter, let's talk about your 
2 December 14th, 1997 letter. First off, is there any way 
3 that Sullivan-Schein could have responded to your 
I 4 December 14th, 1997 letter, marked as Petitioner's 
5 Exhibit No. 2, and ensured that Mr. Simmons and Mr. 
6 Brown behave without talking to them about your 
7 concerns? 
8 A. They could have called me and spoken to me 
9 first to see what I wanted (Inaudible). 
10 Q. Okay. So you wanted to tell Sullivan-Schein 
II how to handle their investigation (Inaudible); is that 
12 right? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Now, in fact, while you were at 
15 Sullivan-Schein you suffered none of the conduct --
16 conduct you alleged to have taken place at Mountain West 
17 Dental; is that right? 
18 A. (Inaudible). 
19 Q. And it's fair to say that whatever steps were 
20 taken as a result of the investigation were effective at 
121 stopping any behavior that you fear might take place by 
22 Mr. Brown and Mr. Simmons; true? 
23 A. (No audible response.) 
24 Q. And you knew from reading the employment 
25 policies that your letter should be kept confidential, 
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1 consistent with a thorough investigation; true? 
2 A. (Inaudible). 
3 Q. It was your understanding — 
4 A. (Inaudible) -
5 Q. It was your understanding of confidential; 
6 right? 
7 A. (Inaudible). 
8 Q. And you would agree that the company has an 
9 obligation when it receives a letter of that nature to 
10 look into it; is that right? 
11 A. (Inaudible). 
12 Q. They're going to look into it, they're going 
13 to investigate it; is that correct? 
14 A. (Inaudible). 
15 Q.Okay. There were only nine sales 
16 representatives in the Salt Lake City area; is that 
17 right? Not that many. 
18 A. Enough. 
19 Q.Okay. And won't you conceded, though, that an 
20 investigation meant that the confidential (Inaudible) 
21 would have to be shared with those involved in the 
22 investigation? 
23 A. If they asked me first, I (Inaudible). 
24 Q. Okay. So that upset you that you weren't 
25 contacted first? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Now, we've already established then by 
3 (Inaudible) that's your job; right? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. You wanted to make a point in your submission 
6 to the Utah Anti-Discrimination Labor Division during -
7 (Inaudible) claim of discrimination that your December 
8 14, 1997 letter was a focus of everyone that you worked 
9 with at Sullivan-Schein? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. You wanted to let them know that you talked 
12 about (Inaudible) with Melanie Bingham; right? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. You had a conversation at the airport with 
15 Joseph Shutzo and a telephone conversation with Gary 
16 Anderson; right? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Now, you had (Inaudible) met with Joe Shutzo 
19 in January 1998 at the Salt Lake City airport; correct? 
20 A.I (Inaudible). 
21 Q. Okay. It was before the roadshow? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. But (Inaudible); is that correct? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Within a week? 
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1 A. I think so. 
2 Q.Okay. (Inaudible). 
3 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, could I request a 
4 break for about two minutes while I run to the restroom? 
5 THE COURT: We'll take a five-minute break. 
6 (Inaudible) matters (Inaudible) 10-minute break. It's 
7 pretty late in the afternoon. 
8 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, before we - I guess 
9 Mr. Grimes (Inaudible). I'd like to discuss an issue 
10 regarding calling the witnesses after Ms. Carter for the 
11 rest of the afternoon. If we could address that before 
12 we continue. 
13 THE COURT: We can do that, yes. 
14 MR. GUMINA: Okay, thank you. 
15 THE COURT: All right. 
16 (Whereupon, a recess was taken.) 
17 THE COURT: Okay. 
18 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we're at three 
19 o'clock in the afternoon already. I have at least 
20 another hour with Ms. Carter. I'm not sure how much 
21 redirect Mr. Grimes will have, but we do have an issue 
22 with Mr. Butler, who's leaving tomorrow about 6:00 or 
23 6:30 in the morning for a cruise, a vacation. And I 
24 wonder if there's any way we can accommodate him, get 
25 him to testify today. If not, (Inaudible) continuances 
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1 to do his testimony some other time. 
2 THE COURT: Well, Mr. Grimes, are you willing 
3 to accommodate this? 
4 MR. GRIMES: rm willing to do anything from 
5 calling him right now to staying until nine o'clock 
5 tonight. 
7 (Laughter.) 
1 THE COURT: Well, I'd say, Mr. Gumina, the i 
) ball's in your court. I mean if you want to interrupt 
i your cross examination or if you want to let Mr. Grimes 
continue his redirect tomorrow morning instead of taking 
advantage of it tonight, either way -
MR. GUMINA: Well, I'd be willing, as long as 
I'm able to continue my cross, to (Inaudible) of this 
time to call - let Mr. Grimes call Mr. Butler. I'm 
probably not going to have any cross. I'd like to call 
Mr. Butler out of order for my own direct examination of 
Mr. Butler, as we discussed earlier this morning. 
THE COURT: Okay. So you want to stop cross 
examination now and take Mr. Butler now? 
MR GUMINA: I think that would be wise. I'm 
not sure -- you know, how long in the afternoon or 
evening the Judge would like to proceed. 
THE COURT: Well, I'm thinking maybe five 
)'clock, but -
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MR. GUMINA: That's what I was thinking. 
THE COURT: I can have (Inaudible ) with this 
uilding in terms of getting everybody out. They start 
mtting off things and locking doors and things after 
lat. 
MR. GUMINA: I understand. 
THE COURT: It would be somewhat problematic 
epherding people in and out. 
MR. GUMINA: I think it would be prudent if I 
spended my cross examination at this time and we take 
r. Butler now. If there's additional time later in the 
ernoon, after Mr. Butler, which I don't think there 
11 be, but if there is, we can continue with Ms. 
rter's cross examination. 
THE COURT: All right. I'll let you call Mr. 
ler then. 
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: (Inaudible). 
MR. GUMINA: ill tell you what, I'll take my 
osition transcript. 
(Whereupon, an off-the-record discussion was 
.) 
THE COURT: Mr. Butler, can I have you come 
rard here and raise your right hand. 
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MICHAEL D. BUTLER, 
called as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
follows: 
THE COURT: You may be seated in the witness 
chair. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Good afternoon, Mr. Butler. 
A. Good afternoon. 
Q. Have you ever been employed by Sullivan-Schein 
Dental Company? 
A. Yes. 
THE COURT: You might want to have Mr. Butler 
identify him just for the record. 
MR. GRIMES: Oh, yes. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Would you please identify yourself for the 
record, your full name. 
A.Michael D. Butler. 
Q. Thank you. 
When did you first become employed with 
Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
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A. December of '96. 
Q. Were you employed with Sullivan Dental at the 
time that it merged with Henry Schein Company during 
approximately 1997 or '98? 
A. (No audible response.) 
Q. Are you currently employed by Sullivan-Schein 
Dental? 
A. No. 
Q. Are you currently employed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who is your current employer? 
A. Island Dental Supply. 
Q. How long have you been with Island Dental 
Supply? 
A. Since October 15th of this year. 
Q.October 15th of 1992? 
A. Of 2003. 
Q. Oh, 2002 - 2002; is that correct? 
A. Yes, 2002. 
Q. Where did you work prior to Island Dental? 
A. Sullivan-Schein Dental. 
Q. When did you leave Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
A. It was October 14th of 2002. 
Q. Were you employed with Sullivan Dental or 
Sullivan-Schein (Inaudible) from the time (Inaudible) 
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1 until October 14 of 2002? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. What was your job position during that time? 
I 4 A. (Inaudible). 
5 Q. Was that in Salt Lake City? 
6 A.I had a Salt Lake City account but my ~ both 
7 my territory is in Utah County, the Provo area. 
8 Q. During the time that you worked for Sullivan 
9 Dental and Sullivan-Schein, were there other sales 
10 representatives employed by the company? 
II A. Yes. 
12 Q. Did those other sales representatives also 
13 have sales territories? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. During that time, did issues sometimes arise 
16 as to which sales representative was assigned to a 
17 particular account? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Issues like that never came up? 
20 A. The only issue that ever ~ the only time 
21 those things come up was when two companies merged and 
22 we have two - two sales groups come together. 
23 Q. Isn't it true that any time a sales rep joins 
24 or leaves the company, it creates some issues regarding 
25 (Inaudible) of accounts? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. When did you first learn about the merger or 
3 proposed merger between Sullivan Dental and Henry 
4 Schein? 
5 A. It was August 4th, 1997. (Inaudible). 
6 Q. At the time that you learned of the merger, 
7 did you have an understanding as to when it would take 
8 place? 
9 A. Not (Inaudible), no. 
10 Q. Did you have any understanding? 
II A. An understanding as to ~ I knew it was coming 
12 together. 
13 Q. Was it your understanding that it would take 
14 some months before the merger actually affected the 
15 sales team? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Isn't it true that the merger did not actually 
18 go into effect until approximately January of 1998? 
19 A. That would be an approximate date to say, yes. 
20 Q. Between the time that you first heard of the 
21 merger, about August 14th of 1997, and the time that the 
22 merger actually went into effect, what did you do with 
23 respect to servicing your accounts? 
24 A. Carried on as I had for many years, same 
^
c
 ~"«*™Tif>r<5 same territory (Inaudible). 1 
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1 Q. Who was your supervisor at the time that the 
2 merger was announced? 
3 A. At the time it was armounced the — the 
4 regional - well, we had a regional manager at that 
5 time, I believe it was Jeff Chadlin (phonetic spelling), 
6 and we had an immediate supervisor within the office, 
7 but there was really not a supervisor (Inaudible). 
8 Q. Now was that Jeff Chadlin? 
9 A.Jeff was out of San Diego, I believe. I'm not 
10 certain where (Inaudible). 
11 Q. Was he your regional manager? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Was he your direct supervisor for the 
14 (Inaudible)? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did he remain the supervisor after the merger 
17 went into effect? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Do you know a Joe Shutzo? 
20 A.I do. 
21 Q. Did he become your supervisor at some point? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. When did that occur? 
24 A. It was after the merger occurred, I can't give 
25 you a date. Soon after. 
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1 Q. Prior to the time that the merger announced, 
2 had you heard of Henry Schein Company? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Were you aware that Henry Schein had dental 
5 sales representatives in Utah? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Were you essentially competitors of those 
8 sales representatives? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Did some of the Henry Schein sales 
11 representatives have sales territories that overlapped 
12 with your sales territory? 
13 A. They had territories that included the names 
14 of some of my customers. They hadn't (Inaudible). 
15 Q. Did you know - prior to the merger, did you 
16 know who the Henry Schein representatives were? 1 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Did you know Susan Carter prior to the merger? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Did you know Mike Bookfeld prior to the 
21 merger? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Did you know Dave (Inaudible) prior to the 
24 merger? 
25 A. (Inaudible). 
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Q. Had you met with any of the Henry Schein sales 
reps -- sales representatives prior to the merger? 
A. No. 
Q. At the time of the merger, who were the other 
sales representatives that worked for Sullivan Dental, 
besides yourself? 
A.Keith (Inaudible), (Inaudible), John Barton, 
(Inaudible) Evans, Melanie ~ her name now is Bingham. 
Q. Was her maiden name Roylance? 
A. It was ~ no, it wasn't, it was Crittenden. 
Q. We're talking about the same Melanie 
(Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. After the merger between Sullivan Dental and 
Henry Schein was announced, did you attend a roadshow in 
Seattle, Washington? 
A.I (Inaudible). 
Q. Have you ever been to Seattle? 
A. Once. 
Q. Was that in approximately 1997 or '98? 
A. No. It was (Inaudible). 
Q. Do you recall meeting the Henry Schein sales 
reps from Salt Lake City at a roadshow held by 
Sullivan-Schein Dental at about the time of the merger? 
A. I recall a meeting where we flew to San 
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Francisco. There were announcements of what the new 
company was going to be and basic information about the 
new merged (Inaudible). 
Q. Did other sales representatives of the company 
also attend that meeting? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall if any of the Henry Schein sales 
representatives were at that meeting? 
A. I don't. 
Q. Do you recall meeting Susan Carter at that 
meeting? 
A. I don't. Things were pretty crazy at that 
ime. I brought my (Inaudible) over to Sullivan Dental 
rom Patterson Dental, and then the merger came about. 
Inaudible). 
Q. Was there a merger between Patterson Dental 
nd Sullivan Dental within a few months prior to the 
lerger between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein? 
A. No. Patterson (Inaudible). 
Q. Okay. Did you move to Sullivan Dental from 
atterson Dental? 
A. I did. 
Q. When was that? 
A. That was in 1996. 
Q. Is that when the meeting in San Francisco 
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occurred? 
A. No. 
Q. When was the meeting in San Francisco? 
A. The meeting in San Francisco (Inaudible). 
Q. Between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When was the first time that you met Susan 
Carter? 
A. I met Susan Carter, I want to say (Inaudible). 
Q. When was the first time that you met 
(Inaudible)? 
A. Mid-1980, approximately. He was employed by 
Health (Inaudible). 
Q.This meeting in San Francisco, did the other 
Sullivan representatives also attend that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know Jim Engle? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was he at that meeting? 
A. He was. 
Q. Do you know Jim Staley? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was he at that meeting? 
A.I can't remember. 
Q. Was Joe Shutzo your supervisor at the time you 
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attended that meeting in San Francisco? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall meeting the Henry Schein sales 
representative in the airport on the way to the meeting 
in San Francisco? 
A. I don't. We may have, I don't recall. 
Q. Was the meeting in San Francisco that you 
attended referred to as a roadshow? 
A. (Inaudible), we got on the airplane and went 
10 down there. 1 
11 
12 
13 
Q. At some point after the merger was announced, 
did you meet together with the other Sullivan Dental 
representatives, the Henry Schein representatives and 
14 Joe Shutzo? 
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A. There was a meeting with ~ their office was 
in North Salt Lake, our office was in ~ the Sullivan 
office was in Murray, and we were kind of operating in 
two offices. There was a meeting announced where 
everybody was going to be there at the Sullivan office 
(Inaudible). 
Q. Was that the first time that you recall 
meeting together as a group with the(J Henry Schein sales 
representatives and Joe Shutzo? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall that having occurred possibly in 
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I 1 January of 1998? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Mr. Butler, does the term "crossover" have any 
4 meaning in the dental sales business? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. What is a crossover? 
7 A. A crossover occurs when there are two 
8 salespeople who have existing, active accounts where one 
9 (Inaudible) -- one sales rep is doing a certain amount 
10 and the other sales rep is doing a certain amount. Then 
11 it has to be determined by management who will be 
12 assigned that account. 
13 Q. Does a crossover occur when two of the sales 
14 representatives are calling on the same account? 
15 A. Yes, (Inaudible) the other. 
16 Q. Did any crossovers occur as a result of the 
17 merger between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein? 
18 A. There were territory issues that when I became 
19 involved in it where I had had my customers for many 
20 years, they were loyal with me and Susan came in and 
21 said, "No, I'm the Schein rep," and I (Inaudible). 
22 Q. Was Susan authorized to call on those accounts 
23 by the company? 
24 A. I don't know. I don't think so. We were told 
25 from outside if somebody says, "I'm dealing with so and 
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1 so," you say "thank you" and walk out the door. 
2 Q. My question was: Did any crossovers occur as 
| 3 a result of the merger between Sullivan Dental and Henry 
! 4 Schein? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. That's where two representatives were calling 
7 on the same account; is that correct? 
I 8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And on occasions, as you previously testified, 
10 that account was assigned to both of those sales 
II representatives; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. It could be on both - both 
13 representative's lists, though not doing business with 
14 both. 
15 Q. Does the (Inaudible) list have any meaning 
16 with respect to sales representatives? 
17 A. A list of the assigned accounts, even if 
18 they're not doing business with (Inaudible) list. 
19 Q. Did you receive any run lists during your 
20 employment with Sullivan Dental and Sullivan-Schein? 
|21 A. Yes. We had a monthly report. 
122 Q. At the time that the merger went in to effect, 
23 did you receive a run list that was used to reconcile 
24 crossovers with the other account representatives? 
125 A. I don't understand the question. 
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1 Q. Okay. At the time of the merger, did you 
2 receive a run list, a list of accounts, that was used to 
3 reconcile crossovers with the other account 
4 representatives? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Mr. Butler, there's a large binder on the 
7 floor in front of you. Would you please pick that up 
8 and turn to Exhibit 7. Do you have that exhibit, sir? 
9 A. I do. 
10 Q. Have you seen a run list that looked like this 
11 one in format occur? 
12 A. We had (Inaudible) run list (Inaudible). 
13 Q. I'll have you look at this particular run 
14 list. Toward the right-hand side of the page there's 
15 some circles and handwriting. Does that look familiar 
16 to you at all? 
17 A. I recognize the names, yes. 
18 Q. Did you ever receive a run list or have a run 
19 list that had writing on it like that? 
20 A. The run lists that we have are just always our 
21 own accounts. We know - we used to have to have a 
22 telephone number to phone in the order for them, so we 
23 had (Inaudible) just like this but they would 
24 (Inaudible). 
25 Q. At the time of the merger did you receive a 
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1 run list that had handwriting on it and various 
2 indications as to what account was assigned where? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. At the time of the merger were you - did Joe 
5 Shutzo ever ask you to reconcile crossovers with the 
6 other account representatives? 
7 A. We were told that we knew what we were doing 
8 and our assigned customer (Inaudible). We had to go 
9 (Inaudible). And where others were now calling on 
10 (Inaudible) that hadn't called on them in the past, we 
11 were told just be patient, we're going to get everything 
12 worked out to where (Inaudible) awarded (Inaudible). 
13 Q. Do you recall ever talking to any of the Henry 
14 Schein sales representatives in an effort to work out 
15 any of the crossover issues that existed at the time of 
16 the merger? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. At the time of the merger were you expected to 
19 cooperate with the other sales representatives to 
20 resolve crossover issues? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. How do you know you were expected to do that? 
23 A. We were told to behave like ladies and 
24 gentlemen, that there issues (Inaudible), and they were 
25 saying who is this person, and you responded. So I 
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called the manager and I said, "Hey, what's going on 
here?" 
And he said, "Don't worry, we'll take care of 
it." 
"Well, the accounts are getting angry." And 
when a customer is angry, especially after bringing them 
from Pattersons to Sullivans, and now merger with 
Schein, I put myself (Inaudible) lot and now my own 
:ompany is starting to cause me grief. 
Q. The question was: Were you expected to 
cooperate with the other sales reps in resolving 
:rossover issues? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Joe Shutzo tell you to do that? 
A. (Inaudible) I want all of you to behave like 
adies and gentlemen until we get these things solved. 
Q. Did you ever attend a meeting of the sales 
2ps, all of the sales reps, the Sullivan sales rep, the 
chein sales rep, where you talked together as a group 
1 an effort to resolve some of the crossover issues? 
A. (Inaudible) meeting, the big day that 
verybody was going to get together, (Inaudible) came in 
naudible) attended that. It was an uncomfortable 
tuation. We never sat down as a merged (Inaudible). 
Q. Do you recall when that occurred? 
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A.Early 1998. 
Q. Was that about the time Susan Carter was 
rminated? 
A. Yes. I can't give you an exact date, but yes. 
Q. Mr. Butler, would you please look in the 
nder at Exhibit 23. I apologize for the quality of 
is copy, (Inaudible). If you look at the top of the 
ge you should see under the (Inaudible), it looks 
laudible) Mike Butler? 
A. Uh-huh, yes. 
Q.Yes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And above that, in the center of the page, it 
>ks like it says, "Customer Service Report, Sullivan 
ntal, (Inaudible) as of September 1997." Do you see 
t? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recognize this document as a run list 
t you received during your employment with 
livan-Schein? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
dbit 23. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
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THE COURT: Exhibit 23 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P23 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mr. Butler, during your employment at 
Sullivan-Schein or Sullivan Dental, did you receiving 
something called a Green Bar document? 
A. Yes, in the early (Inaudible) that we received 
were on Green Bar. This doctor did so much this month 
and so much this month. 
Q. Was the Green Bar document a form of run list? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was the Green Bar document the monthly sales 
report that you testified about (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is this document, Exhibit 23, (Inaudible) 
18 Green Bar document? 1 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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8 
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11 
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20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. I'm sorry? 
Q. Is this a Green Bar document, 23? 
A. (Inaudible) copy of that (Inaudible). 
Q. Well, I'll give you a copy, but does this look 
like a Green Bar document to you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Butler, do you recall during the time J 
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after the merger that you stopped receiving the monthly 
sales report that you testified about? 
A. We were getting two. We were getting reports 
from the Sullivan package as our equipment was built on 
the Sullivan (Inaudible). Schein was (Inaudible). 
Q. Do you recall a period of time that you 
stopped receiving the monthly sales reports? 
A. No. 
Q. Mr. Butler, would you please turn to Exhibit 
24 in the binder. Again at the top it appears to have 
your name, Mike Butler, do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it also indicates that it's a customer 
service report. The date appears to be June 9th of 
1998, do you see that? 
A. I do. 
Q. Does this look like a run list that you , 
received during your employment at Sullivan-Schein? 
A. Yes, it looks like a Green Bar. 
MR. GRIMES: Well, Your Honor, we would offer 
Exhibit 24. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 24 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P24 was admitted into 
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1 evidence.) 
j 2 BY MR. GRIMES: 
3 Q. Mr. Butler, do you know if you received the 
j 4 monthly sales report (Inaudible) September of 1997, 
5 which is the date of Exhibit 23, and June of 1998, which 
6 is the date of Exhibit 24? 
7 A. (Inaudible). 
8 Q. Mr. Butler, would you turn back again, please, 
9 to Exhibit No. 7. Isn't it true that during the time of 
10 the merger, you received a run list that looked like 
11 this Exhibit No. 7, and that you worked off of that run 
12 list for a period of time after the merger? 
113 A.I can't say for sure. I had my basic run list 
14 in a three-ring binder that I had for a long time. It 
15 had my phone numbers and... 
16 Q. Did the merger require that you make some 
17 changes in your sales territory? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Did you expect the former Henry Schein 
20 employees to simply honor your (Inaudible) account list 
21 at the time of the merger? 
122 A. When I hired on with Sullivan in 1996, 
23 (Inaudible) Sullivan came out there and hired four of us 
24 away from Patterson. And we had a contract that for two 
25 years that our territories would (Inaudible). And when 
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I 1 the merge came about, the accounts that we had --
2 (Inaudible) speak for myself. I'd been doing business 
i 3 with people a long time. I'd taken some (Inaudible) to 
4 Pattersons when I went to work for (Inaudible) the 
! 5 merger. (Inaudible) Sullivan did. 
6 Q.I appreciate that information, but (Inaudible) 
7 expect to Henry Schein sales representatives to honor 
8 your exiting account list at the time of the merger? 
9 A. I expected that if I was doing the bulk of the 
10 business that I would retain the account. If they had 
II ~ were doing the bulk of the business, it would have 
12 been (Inaudible). 
113 Q. Did you understand that management was going 
! 14 to make a determination to see which account (Inaudible) 
115 sales representative at the time of the merger? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Were the issues regarding crossovers after the 
! 18 merger worked out essentially on an account-by-account 
J19 basis? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. How was that done? 
j22 A. They would determine which representative had 
23 done what (Inaudible) and then it was basically, okay, 
24 you've done less, you've done more so the account is 
125 (Inaudible). 
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1 Q. Was that all done at one time at the time of 
2 the merger or did it take place over a period of time? 
3 A. It took place over a period of time. 
4 Q. Was the day of the (Inaudible) which you 
5 contacted - well, strike that. 
6 How long did it take for the crossover issues 
7 to get resolved? 
8 MR. GUMINA: Lack ~ I 'm going to object to 
9 lack of foundation. 
10 THE COURT: All right. 
11 MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) to himself? 
12 BY MR. GRIMES: 
13 Q. As far as your - (Inaudible) to of the list. 
14 (Inaudible) top of the list (Inaudible) begin personal 
15 involvement, how long did it take for that to get 
16 resolved? 
17 A. I know you don't want to settle for a guess 
18 and I don't want to guess. ; 
19 Q. You (Inaudible) in your deposition it took a 
20 couple of months for that to get resolved. 
21 A. That's an approximate figure that I would say. j 
22 If you want an exact number, (Inaudible), but a couple 
23 of months is pretty accurate. 
24 Q. Do you know the date that Susan Carter was 
25 terminated from Sullivan-Schein? 
Page 236 | 
1 A. No. 
2 Q. Do you recall attending a meeting with the 
3 other sales representatives in which crossover issues 
4 were discussed immediately after Susan Carter's 
5 termination? 
6 A. No. 
7 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I would move to 
8 publish the deposition of Mr. Butler. 
9 THE COURT: Any objection? 
10 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
11 THE COURT: Okay. 
12 (Whereupon, Exhibit P25 was admitted into 
13 evidence.) 
14 MR. GRIMES: May I approach the witness, Your 
15 Honor? 
16 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
17 BY MR. GRIMES: 
18 Q.Mr. Butler, do you recall having your 
19 deposition taken in this case? 
20 A. I do. 
21 Q. Do you recall that you (Inaudible) at the time 
22 that you testified at your deposition? 
23 A. I do. 
24 Q. Would you please turn to page 24 of your 
25 deposition transcript. Do you have that page there? 
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1 A.I do. 
2 Q. Beginning on line 24 -- do you see that the 
3 lines are numbered on the left-hand side? 
4 A.Uh-huh. Yes. 
5 Q. Okay. And down at the bottom there's a line 
6 that says it's 24? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Beginning with line 22, I'm going to ask a 
9 question and then if you would please read the answer, 
0 and we're going to continue over to page 25. Is that 
1 acceptable? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. All right. 
4 QUESTION: "The sales representatives didn't 
5 try to resolve these territorial disputes among 
5 themselves; is that correct?" 
7 Go ahead and read your answer. 
3 A. "From the time we got to where there was a 
) joint meeting of both salesforces there was a meeting of 
) that - after that took place and while this was all -
I the merger was going on it was - we were told if you 
I walk into so and so's office and you say I'd like to 
\ (Inaudible) and with Schein at the same time, you 
I- (Inaudible) thank them and walk out." 
i Q. "Who told you that?" 
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A. "Management, Joe." 
Q. "This is prior to the joint meeting you 
described?" 
A. "(Inaudible)." 
Q. "So you were told by Joe that if a Schein 
representative had a particular account, you were to 
allow them to service that account?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. "When was this joint meeting held, do you 
recall?" 
A. "Sometime in 1998, I think." 
Q. "Do you know if it was before or after Susan 
Carter was terminated from Sullivan-Schein?" 
A. "Immediately after, I think." 
Q. Does that refresh your recollection as to when 
the meeting occurred regarding crossover issues with Mr. 
Shutzo? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that meeting held the same day that Mike 
Bookfeld was terminated? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Will you please turn to page 30 of your 
deposition. Beginning on line 16, I'm going to read 
that question and if you'll just read your answer, 
please. Do you have line 16 on page 30? 
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1 A. I do. 
2 Q. "How about Mike Bookfeld, did you know him?" 
I 3 A. "I knew him when I worked with him at Health 
4 (Inaudible) and at Patterson. When the companies merged 
5 together (Inaudible) came in jointly (Inaudible), I 
6 think the same day. I'm not certain." 
7 Q. Now, you testified previously that there was a 
8 person that was let go the day of the joint meeting, do 
9 you recall that? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Was that Mike Bookfeld? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do you recall what that date was? 
14 A. I don't. 
15 Q. Do you recall (Inaudible) March of 1998? 
16 A. I'm not sure what the (Inaudible) was. It's 
17 been a long time ago. 
18 Q. Was there more than one meeting between the 
19 Sullivan Dental reps and the Henry Schein reps at which 
20 crossover issues were addressed? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Do you recall addressing those types of issues 
23 in monthly meetings for a period of time? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Mr. Bookfeld (sic), would you please turn to 
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1 page 13 of your deposition transcript? 
2 A. Who? 
3 Q. Pardon me. 
4 MR. GUMINA: You referred to him as Mr. 
5 Bookfeld. 
6 MR. GRIMES: I'm sorry. Mr. Butler. 
7 BY MR. GRIMES: 
8 Q. Beginning on line 13, page 13, I'm going to 
9 read the question and if you'll just read that answer. 
10 "Were there a number of meetings held to 
11 address this issue?" 
12 Go ahead and read your answer. 
13 A. "There were - there were at sales meetings, 
14 (Inaudible) meetings, when they would come, we would 
[ 15 address what was going on out there. We were having 
116 problems. The customers were complaining so and so was 
17 (Inaudible) and saying no, I'm the rep. I want to keep 
18 you. We'll you've got me, so (Inaudible). We were 
19 trying to address that. We need to fix this. We need 
20 to put this thing to rest because the company, the; 
21 merged company, is now looking pretty bad. We're all 
22 looking (Inaudible)." 
23 Q. So would it be fair to say that the crossover 
24 -- the crossover issues were addressed in sales meetings 
25 for a period of months? 
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1 A. I don't know if I can say this in front of the 
2 Judge, but (Inaudible) because we were talking about -
3 we were trying to help each other out with what was 
4 going on out in the field. 
5 Q.The problem was crossovers; is that right? 
6 A. Y e s . 
7 Q. Did you personally (Inaudible) after the 
8 merger? 
9 A. N o . 
10 Q. It didn't occur that you had some issues with 
11 Susan Carter? I 
12 A. Myself (Inaudible). From then on, no; but 
13 yes, after (Inaudible). 
14 Q. What specific controversy do you recall having 
15 with Susan Carter? 
16 A. These were issues where my customers who were] 
17 established (Inaudible), they (Inaudible) if she was on 
18 her list (Inaudible), but they weren't doing any 
19 business with her. And she (Inaudible). 
20 Q. What specific accounts are you referring to? 
21 A. (Inaudible) Dr. Wesley Brooks. 
22 Q. Was he located in Lehi? 
23 A. Y e s . 
24 Q. And what happened with that account? 
25 A. That account - in fact, when I came to work 
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1 for Sullivan, I had written about $200,000 worth of 
2 equipment as ~ and I brought that order with me. 
3 (Inaudible) with them forever. Finally, after the --
4 several trips in there, (Inaudible), they got angry. In 
5 fact, he got so frustrated the staff was (Inaudible). 
6 They said you guys (Inaudible) and he said (Inaudible). 
7 Q. Did you complain to Joe Shutzo about Susan 
8 Carter calling on Dr . Brooks? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And what, if anything, did Mr. Shutzo tell 
11 you? 
12 A. He said, "We' re working on all this stuff. Be 
13 patient." And he repeated that a hundred times 
14 (Inaudible). (Inaudible) why didn't you tell me that? 
15 We ' r e going to get (Inaudible). 
16 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo ever tell you that he was going 
117 to remove Dr. Brooks 's account from Susan Carter 's run 
118 list? 
19 A. N o . He was my account. 
i20 Q. Your answer was no? 
121 A. Would you repeat it, please? 
122 Q. My question is: Did Joe Shutzo ever tell you 
123 that he was going to remove Wes Brooks from Susan 
24 Carter 's run list? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. Do you know if Dr. Brooks was on Susan 
2 Carter's run list? 
3 A. I don't know for sure. I have to assume it 
4 was. 
5 Q. Did you ever talk to Susan Carter about Dr. 
6 Brooks's account? 
7 A. N o . 
8 Q. Did Joe Shutzo ever tell you that he was going 
9 to discipline Susan Carter for calling on Dr. Brooks? 
10 A. N o . 
11 Q. Do you have any reason to think that Susan 
12 Carter ever received discipline for calling on Dr. 
13 Brooks? 
14 A. I'm aware that management addressed the 
15 frustration that she v is causing. 
16 Q. That she had caused meaning Susan Carter? 
17 A. Y e s . 
18 Q. (Inaudible) she had received discipline? 
19 A.I heard at one time after she was gone. We 
20 were hearing (Inaudible) - they were trying to 
21 (Inaudible) because it appeared (Inaudible). j 
22 Q. Did you - did you have any reason to believe j 
23 that Susan Carter received discipline specifically 
24 because of her calling on Dr. Brooks? 
25 MR. GUMINA: Objection, lack of foundation. 
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1 MR. GRIMES: H e h a s n ' t g i v e n any r e a s o n to 
2 believe. 
3 THE COURT: H e can a n s w e r that q u e s t i o n and 
4 we'll go from there. 
5 Go ahead and answer the question. 
6 THE WITNESS: ( Inaudib le) . 
7 BY MR. GRIMES: 
8 Q.Sure. 
9 Do you have any reason to believe that Susan 
10 Carter received discipline for calling on Dr. Brooks? 
11 A. Among other things. 
12 Q.I'm not talking about other things. I 'm 
13 asking if she received discipline for calling on Dr. 
14 Brooks. Any reason to believe that she received 
15 discipline for that? 
16 A. For just calling on him or for continuing to 
17 call him? 
18 Q. Either. 
19 A. Y e s . 
20 Q. What is the source of that belief? 
21 A. That was an assumption. 
22 Q. Anything besides that? 
23 A. Well, a termination had come about, for one 
24 reason. I was (Inaudible), let management do this and 
25 I'm (Inaudible). 
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Q. So she had been over telling you that Susan 
Carter received discipline for calling on Dr. Brooks? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Anyone else ever tell you that Susan Carter 
received discipline for calling on Dr. Brooks? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Do you recall testifying in your deposition 
that the last time you talked to Joe Shutzo about Dr. i 
Brooks, all he told you was that we need to be ladies 
and gentlemen and we'll take care of it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that true? 
A. To my recollection, it is. 
Q. Was there also an issue with Susan Carter 
calling on Bruce Murdock? 
> A. Yes. 
r
 Q. Do you know if you reported any complaints 
; about Susan Carter calling on Bruce Murdock to Joe 
) Shutzo? 
) A. Yes. 
Q. You're saying that you do know - did you 
report to Joe Shutzo any complaints that Susan Carter 
was calling on Bruce Murdock? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you please turn to page 26 of your 
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deposition. Beginning on line 3, on page 26, I'm going 
to read the question and would you please read the 
answer. 
QUESTION: "What happened with respect to Dr. 
Murdock's account?" 
A. "Just what's going on and why do I have two 
representatives? (Inaudible)." 
Q. "Did he tell you who else was calling on him?" 
A. "He didn't say. He said a female." 
Q. "So at that time, you didn't know that it was 
Susan. It might have been one of the other female sales 
reps?" 
Go ahead. 
A. "Could have been." 
Q. "Did you talk to Joe Shutzo about Dr. 
Murdock's concern?" 
A. "I don't remember." 
Q. "You're not even sure that it was Susan Carter 
that called on Dr. Murdock; is that right?" 
A. "She was the only female." 
Q. "Well, there was Melanie Roylance, she was a 
female; right?" 
A. "Yes, but she had an (Inaudible) - she 
(Inaudible)." 
Q. "And (Inaudible) Taylor; right?" 
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1 A. "Yes." 
2 Q. You don't know for a fact that Susan Carter 
3 ever called on Dr. Murdock; is that correct? 
4 A. (Inaudible) technical? 
5 Q. Right. 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. (Inaudible) you reported it to Joe Shutzo 
8 according to your deposition testimony; is that correct? 
9 A.Joe - Joe heard about it. 
10 Q. (Inaudible) did you tell him? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And how come you didn't say that in your 
13 deposition? Let's read that point again. 
14 A. What page is that? 
15 Q.Page 26, line 12. 
16 "Did you talk to Joe Shutzo about Dr. 
17 Murdock's concerns?" 
18 Please read your answer. 
19 A. "I don't remember." 
20 Q. The truth is you don't remember talking to Joe 
21 Shutzo about Dr. Murdock, is that fair to say? 
22 A. I gave you an honest answer. I don't 
23 remember. 
24 Q. Was there an issue involving Susan Carter and 
25 an account with John Callister? 
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1 A. Yes, I (Inaudible). 
2 Q. Do you know if you talked to Joe Shutzo about 
3 Dr. Callister was frustrated? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Did you talk to him about Dr. Callister's 
6 frustration? 
7 A. I think so. 
8 Q. Would you please turn to page 22 of your 
9 deposition. Beginning on line 11, I'd like to read the 
10 question and if you please would read the answer. We'll 
11 continue on over to the next page, page 23. 
12 "Did someone in Dr. Callister's office tell 
13 you that they had been contacted by Susan?" 
14 A. "Yes, Jane." 
15 Q. "Is that the ordering person there?" 
16 A. "I think the correct answer would say yes 
17 (Inaudible)." 
18 Q. "Did she tell you that she was frustrated by 
19 the fact that she had been contacted by Susan Carter?" 
20 A. "She was confused. How come I can't stay with 
21 you?" 
22 Q. Go ahead and continue. 
23 A. "As a sales representative trying to do 
24 business, I approached her from the standpoint of 
25 putting (Inaudible). Don't worry, you're going to be 
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1 dealing with me." 
2 Q. Did you ~ what did you do after you received 
3 the communication from Jane about Susan Carter 
4 contacting her? 
5 A.I don't know. I can't remember if I talked to 
6 Jerald about it or not. 
7 Q. Well, in fact, you don't remember whether you 
8 talked to Jerald about Susan Carter contacting John 
9 Callister; is that correct?" 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Is that correct? 
12 A. That's correct. (Inaudible). 
13 Q. At the time of the merger between Sullivan 
14 Dental and Henry Schein, were you aware of an account 
15 known as Heritage Dental? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. At the time of the merger, was that account 
18 assigned to you? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Do you know who it was assigned to? 
21 A.Susan. 
22 Q. Was the Heritage Dental account later assigned I 
23 to you? 
24 A. It was. 
25 Q. How did that come about? 
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1 A. It came about --1 got a call one afternoon 
2 while I was working in Provo and (Inaudible) worked for 
3 a Dr. Ashman in Provo. They said, "I understand that 
4 your company has merged with Schein." 
5 I said, "Yes." 
6 "Are you a Schein representative?" 
7 "Yes." 
8 "Come over here, we want to deal - we want to 
9 talk." 
10 So I went over there and they said that they 
11 had (Inaudible). She said, "I want you to deal - I 
12 want you to call on (Inaudible)." 
13 Q. (Inaudible)? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Did you talk to anybody else at Heritage 
16 Dental about this or (Inaudible)? 
17 A. (Inaudible). 
18 Q. Okay. You understand that Heritage Dental is 
19 a lab? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Do you know who runs that lab? 
22 A. Yes, Martin Mason. I dealt with him 
23 (Inaudible). (Inaudible). 
[24 Q. Did you have any discussions about taking over 
25 the Heritage Dental account? You talked to Bev and a | 
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1 doctor; is that correct? 
2 A.Uh-huh. 
3 Q. Do you recall what the doctor's name was? 
4 A.Willardsen. 
5 Q. Now, what did Dr. Willardsen say to you about 
6 that? 
7 A. Dr. Willardsen said that he ~ he was going to 
8 school and working there. And he said he (Inaudible). 
9 Q. Did Dr. Willardsen express any criticisms of 
10 Susan Carter? 
11 A. My first conversation with him - I knew his 
12 dad, because he had a part-time practice in Manti, Utah, 
13 years ago, and he asked me a couple of questions about 
14 (Inaudible). 
15 Q. Well, first of all, did he express any 
16 criticisms to you about Susan Carter? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Did Bev express criticisms to you about Susan 
19 Carter? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. What did she say? 
22 A. She said that there had been items ordered and 
23 not received. And she said, "I know you from Ashton's 
24 office, I know you'll take care of us. Will you 
[25 (Inaudible)?" 
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1 I said, "Yes." 
2 Q. Did you have any reluctance in talking to Bev 
3 about these issues of (Inaudible) Susan Carter's 
4 account? 
5 A.I called Joe and I said, "I'm in a pickle. 
6 What do I do? I've been asked to come in here and call 
7 on this guy." 
8 And Joe said, "Well, are you going to keep the 
9 business?" 
10 And I said, "Yes." 
11 And he said, "Okay. If they don't want to 
12 deal with her and they want to deal with you, then keep 
13 the business." 
14 Q. Did you call Joe after you went in and talked • 
[15 to Bev? ! 
16 A. Yes. I 
17 Q. And when you went in and talked to Bev, did i 
18 you know what she was going to talk to you about? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. No indication at all as to why she "wanted you 
21 to come in? 
22 A. She said (Inaudible). 
23 Q. You didn't know why? 
24 A. Going back to that time, you remember meetings 
25 you had (Inaudible) Heritage Dental (Inaudible). J 
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Q. Did you understand that when you went in there 
to see her that you would be talking with her about 
taking over the Heritage Dental account? 
A.No. 
Q. Were you going in for a social visit? 
A.Weil, she said, "Come over here, I want to 
talk to you." I was three minutes away so I drove over. 
Q. Did you understand that you were going in — 
going in there to talk about the Heritage Dental 
account? 
A.No. 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, asked and answered 
several times now. He's being redundant. 
THE COURT: I think he said he didn't know why 
he was going there to talk to them then. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. After you talked to BeV, you indicated that 
you called Mr. Shutzo; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you call Susan Carter? 
A.No, 
Q. Why not? 
A. My first -- my first step was to approach 
management because this is one of those things 
(Inaudible). And he asked about can you retain the 
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business? Yes. They want to deal with you, go ahead. 
['11 take care of (Inaudible). (Inaudible). 
Q. Did you ever talk to Susan Carter about the 
Heritage Dental account? 
A.No. 
Q. By talking to the people at Heritage Dental 
ibout becoming their representative, weren't you 
encroaching on Susan Carter's sales territory? 
A. I immediately phoned in and said, "Here's what 
lappened. What shall I do?" (Inaudible) management. 
Q. Did you ever get a letter from anyone at 
Heritage Dental requesting that you be their sales rep? 
A. A letter, no. 
Q. Do you know if any letter was created by 
Heritage Dental at any time requesting that you be their 
;ales rep? 
A.No. It was verbal. 
Q. If you had told Susan Carter about the 
complaint that you received from Bev at Heritage Dental, 
vas there any chance that she could have resolved the 
ssue herself (Inaudible)? 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, calls for speculation, 
^o foundation. Argumentative, too. 
THE COURT: Why don't you restate the 
luestion. 
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1 MR. GRIMES: I'll withdraw the question, Your 
2 Honor. Thank you. 
3 BY MR. GRIMES: 
4 Q. Did you receive any type of a disciplinary 
5 action for calling on Heritage Dental when it was 
6 assigned to Susan Carter? 
7 MR. GUMINA: Objection, assumes ~ that is not 
8 - not in the record. 
9 THE COURT: Well, I think he can answer 
10 whether or not he was disciplined for calling on the 
11 Heritage Dental account. 
12 THE WITNESS: I (inaudible), behave like 
13 ladies and gentlemen. And I said, "I'm in a pickle 
14 here. They called me to come inhere (Inaudible). What 
15 do I do? I don't know how to handle this." 
16 BY MR. GRIMES: 
17 Q. Mr. Butler, did you ever discuss the Heritage 
18 Dental account with James Engle? 
19 A.James Engle was (Inaudible). Most - I don't 
20 know. 
21 Q. Did you ever discuss the Heritage Dental 
22 account with James Staley? 
23 A.No. 
24 Q. After you had your conversation with Mr. 
25 Shutzo where he essentially assigned the Heritage Dental 
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1 account to you, did any further incidence occur with 
2 respect to the Heritage Dental account? 
3 A.I continued calling on them and (Inaudible) 
I 4 she came back in. 
5 Q. Who is they? 
6 A. The Heritage - the (Inaudible). 
7 Q.Bev? 
8 A. Bev. 
I 9 Q. Anyone else? 
j 10 A.I dealt with her and (Inaudible) with her 
11 about (Inaudible) walk around the corner and talk to the 
12 doctor (Inaudible) individual (Inaudible). 
13 Q. Did the individual doctors describe any 
14 complaints to you about Susan Carter? 
15 A. They did the talking. 
16 Q. So the answer would be no, the individual 
17 doctors did not complain to you? 
18 A.No. 
19 Q. What did Bev tell you? 
20 A. I walked in there one day and she was 
21 frustrated, she said she talked to Martin because Susan 
22 kept coining in. And Martin said, "Pon't worry, she 
23 (Inaudible)." 
24 Q. And that was related to you by Bev; is that 
25 true? 
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1 A. Yes . 
2 Q. Was this - how long was this after the 
3 Heritage Dental account was assigned to you? 
4 A. It would be three or four weeks . Tha t ' s an 
5 approximate. 
6 Q. Do you know what an add/delete form is? 
7 A. Maybe by another name. 
8 Q. When Bev reported to you her concern about 
9 Susan Carter coining back into Heritage Dental , what did 
10 you do (Inaudible)? 
11 A . I jus t said, "Don ' t worry. I 'll take care of 
12 it ." 
13 Q. And did you take care of it? 
14 A. I called Joe and said, "Hey, (Inaudible)." He 
15 was the go-to guy. 
16 Q. AH right . And did he say anything to you? 
17 A. He said, "I ' l l talk to her ." He said, 
18 "(Inaudible), Til talk to her ." 
19 Q. D o you know if Mr . Shutzo talked to anyone -
20 or talked to Bev? 
21 A. I don ' t know. 
22 Q. Was that - was the day that you reported Bev 
23 complaining about Susan Carter coining back into Heri tage 
24 Dental the same day that Susan Carter was terminated 
25 from Sullivan-Schein? 
P a g e 2 5 8 j 
1 A. (Inaudible). i 
2 Q. Did you know that Susan Carter was terminated 
3 from Sullivan-Schein? 
4 A. Y e s . 
5 Q. Did you know that she was terminated from 
6 Sullivan-Schein allegedly for calling on accounts that 
7 belonged to other sales representatives? Did you know 
8 that? 
9 A. Y e s . 
10 Q. Did you know that at the time that she was 
11 terminated? 
12 A. After - after the fact. 
13 Q. Did you ever hear that the reason she was 
14 terminated was because she had called on Heritage 
15 Dental? 
16 A. The wording that we heard was "for cause." 
17 Q. Did you hear anything more specific than that? 
18 A. "For cause." 
19 Q. Mr. Butler, would you please look at Exhibit 
20 27 in the binder. Do you have that exhibit, first? 
21 A. (No audible response.) 
22 Q.In the lower right-hand corner, you'll see 
23 that there are some numbers marking each page, with 
124 pages R-20143? 
125 A. Y e s . 
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1 Q. Would you please mrn to R-20147 . 
2 MR. GUMINA: M r . Grimes, h o w large is this 
3 exhibit? (Inaudible) go to what? 
4 MR. GRIMES: Wha t ' s that? 
5 MR. GUMINA: I want to know how large the 
6 exhibit is . I 'm trying to find - wha t ' s the last page? 
7 MR. GRIMES: The last page is 166. 
8 MR. GUMINA: 166, thank you. 
9 BY MR. GRIMES: 
10 Q. D o you have page 20147, M r . Butler? 
11 A. I do . 
12 Q. Have you seen a document like this before? 
13 A. Yes . 
14 Q. In what context have you received it? 
15 A. I think a mission statement. 
16 Q. Do you get them periodically? 
17 A. Quarterly. 
18 Q. Do you recognize - well, this particular page 
19 is dated December 3 1 , 1997. At the bo t tom of the page 
20 there 's some lines that indicate recap, do you see that? 
21 And there ' s a "Year-to-date merchandise commission 
22 earned"? 
23 A. Yes . 
24 Q. And then under that it says, "Year-to-date 
25 equipment commission earned"? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. As a sales rep of Sullivan-Schein, were you 
3 paid on a commission basis? 
4 A . I was . 
5 Q. Did you receive commissions for both 
6 merchandise sold and equipment sold? 
7 A. Yes . 
8 Q. Does this document accurately reflect the 
9 amount of commissions that you received for the year 
10 1997? 
11 Well , before you .answer that, let me ask you 
12 this: Below that - well , if you add those two numbers 
13 together, the number for year-to-date merchandise 
14 commission earned of $67 ,175 .74 , and the year-to-date 
15 equipment commission earned of $32 ,791 .88 , does that 
16 accurately reflect the total amount of commissions that 
17 you earned for 1997? 
118 A. I ' m going to say yes. I might have to look at 
19 my own report (Inaudible). 
20 Q. Any reason to believe this is not accurate? 
21 A. N o . 
22 Q. M r . Butler, would you please turn to page 
23 20157 , that ' s a few pages (Inaudible). Do you have that 
24 page, sir? 
25 A. Yes , I do . 
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Q. It should say at the top, year ended 1998. 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Towards the top of that page it does have your 
name. It also has ~ to the left of that it says, 
"Territory rep code," and then it looks like it says, 
"UT21." Did you have a territory rep code during your 
employment with Sullivan-Schein? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And was your territory rep code UT21? 
A. Yes. It's (Inaudible) code. 
Q. If you look at the bottom half of the page, on 
this -- well, first of all, do you recognize this 
particular type of document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is this a quarterly commission report? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q.Weil, strike that. 
What is it? What is this document? 
A. It's an earnings report. 
Q.Is it like an annual one for the year 1998? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q.'98, 1998. 
A. Yes. 
Q. On the bottom half of the - of the page, at 
the top it says, "Total commissions earned," and it has 
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a figure of $176,442. Does that accurately reflect the 
amount of commissions that you earned total for 
merchandise and equipment in 1998? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would it be fair to say that you received a 
sizeable increase in the amount of commissions that you 
earned from 1997 to 1998? 
A. Yes. 
Q. To what would you attribute that? 
A. Equipment sales. One in particular, Dr. Wes 
Brooks (Inaudible) in 1998 (Inaudible). 
Q. Now, (Inaudible) go back to the beginning of 
1998; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So (Inaudible) merger (Inaudible) crossover 
issues, you still managed to make about $75,000 more in 
1998 than you did in 1997; is that correct, sir? 
A. Yes, (Inaudible). 
Q. After 1998, did you continue to receive 
commissions at the level of approximately $175,000 a 
year? 
A. No. 
Q. Did your amount of commissions increase? 
A. I had a very big year -- through here, no. 
Q. All right. Did the amount of commissions 
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1 decrease? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. How much? 
4 A. About 76,000. 
5 Q. So would you say that your commissions for the 
6 year 1999 would have been about $100,000? 
7 A. (Inaudible). Let me think for a minute. I 
8 don't know. 
9 Q. Do you recall your amount of commissions ever 
10 going down from one year to the next during your 
11 employment with Sullivan-Schein? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do you recall that happening more than once? 
14 A. I don't know. It depends on how much you 
15 sell, how much equipment you sell. 
16 Q. How much did you make in commissions from 
17 Sullivan-Schein in the year 2001? 
18 A. I'm going to say 120,000, 125. 
19 Q. How much did you earn in commissions from 
20 Sullivan-Schein in the year 2002, up until the time that 
21 you left? 
22 A. Until the time I left? 
23 Q.Yes. 
24 A. Seventy thousand. 
25 Q. How much did you earn in commissions from 
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1 Sullivan-Schein for the year 1999? 
2 MR. GUMINA: I think that's been asked and 
3 answered. 
4 THE WITNESS: I don't remember. 
5 BY MR. GRIMES: 
6 Q. Mr. Butler -
7 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
8 Plaintiff s Exhibit 27. 
9 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I object, there's no 
10 foundation for any of the other documents that were made 
11 prior as a group exhibit. If you want to offer Mr. 
12 Butler's summary that he's testified to specifically, I 
13 have no objection to mat, but I do object to the 
14 remainder of the pages. 
15 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we'll just have the 
16 remainder of the exhibit with other witnesses. 
17 THE WITNESS: Can I say something? 
18 MR. GRIMES: You'll have a chance to testify 
19 further when the company's counsel -
20 THE COURT: For what period of the - the _ 
21 (Inaudible) is received. Have we discussed 157 -
22 MR. GUMINA: We've discusse4 the R-20147 and 
23 157. 
24 THE COURT: And that's the two pages there? 
25 Well, I'll admit those two pages of Exhibit 27 and 
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1 (Inaudible) exhibit (Inaudible) until we have a witness 
2 that lays foundation for them. 
3 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
4 (Whereupon, pages R20147 and R-20157 of 
5 Exhibit 27 were admitted into evidence.) 
6 BY MR. GRIMES: 
7 Q. Mr. Butler, would you please turn to Exhibit 
8 14. During your employment with Sullivan-Schein, did 
9 you occasionally receive documents that looked like 
10 this? 
11 A.They would (Inaudible). This is obviously a 
12 Schein form. This is (Inaudible) commissions 
13 (Inaudible). 
14 Q. During your employment with Sullivan-Schein 
15 did you receive annual projections of what your 
16 commissions were expected to be the next year? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Did you generally receive them from your 
19 supervisor? 
20 A. We had (Inaudible) establish a draw because we 
21 knew what numbers it was going to take to make that 
22 draw. So it was mostly within our own selves. 
23 Q. The question is: Did you receive the document 
24 from your supervisor? I 
p A. No. ! 
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1 Q. Do you recall receiving a document like this 
2 at about the time of the merger from Joe Shutzo? 
3 A. A document as this one here, same format? 
4 Q.Yes. 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Mr. Butler, when you received projections of 
7 the amount of your commissions, did you generally make 
8 those projections? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Did you always make those projections? 
11 A.No. 
12 Q. Can you think of any specific occasion that 
13 you did not? 
14 A. I believe the first year that I was with 
15 Sullivan, I'm guessing, the next year I (Inaudible) it. 
16 Q. Were there times that you exceeded the amount 
17 of commissions that you earned? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Thank you, Mr. Butler. 
20 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I have no further 
21 questions of this witness. 
22 THE COURT: Okay. You (Inaudible)? 
23 MR. GUMINA: Yes, I have some cross 
24 examination questions. 
25 THE COURT: Okay. All right, go ahead. It's 
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1 my understanding with Mr. Butler, you're going to treat 
2 him as your own witness too? 
3 MR. GUMINA: Right. 
4 THE COURT: Okay. 
5 I 
6 CROSS EXAMINATION I 
7 BY MR. GUMINA: 
8 Q. Mr. Butler, you testified that you were paid 
9 on a commission basis; correct? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And what does that mean? 
12 A. It means that the toted dollar volume that I 
13 do, is (Inaudible) I'm paid a percentage of that in 
14 commission. (Inaudible) equipment and it's all based on 
15 how much you sell. 
16 Q. So the amount of sales that you make is going 
17 to determine how much money you're going to make in 
18 commissions? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Now, is there any guarantee that sales that 
21 you make in one year ~ or that all the sales you make 
22 in one year is going repeat itself in subsequent years? 
23 A.No. 
24 Q. A lot things are dependent on whether you make 
25 a sale; is that right? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. From one year to the next, you could have more 
3 sales; correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. You could have less sales? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Now, you testified about Exhibit — 
8 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 14. Do you want to look at 
9 that again. Did you ever receive anything like 
10 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 14 but maybe in a different 
11 format, kind of like a projection at the beginning of 
12 the year, what the company expected you to do or would 
13 like you to do in sales? 
14 A.No. 
115 Q. Looking at Petitioner's Exhibit No. 14, would 
116 you consider that to be a — if this was given to Ms. 
17 Carter at the beginning of the year, your experience as 
118 a sales representative, and it was predicted or 
19 projected by the company that she was going do X amount 
20 of dollar sales, would that be any guarantee that she 
21 would actually do that? 
22 MR. GRIMES: Objection, calls for a 
23 conclusion, foundation. 
24 THE COURT: (inaudible) answer the question. 
25 MR. GUMINA: Excuse me, Your Honor? 
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THE COURT: We have a foundation objection 
here. Do you want to address that? 
MR. GUMINA: Sure. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Mr. Butler, you have been a field sales 
representative for a long time; is that right? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. How many years? 
A. Thirty-three (Inaudible). 
Q. Okay. And for the most part, you've been paid 
on a commission basis as a field representative in the 
dental industry? 
A. Always. 
Q. And are you familiar with the difference 
between projected sales and actual sales for a sales 
representative? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what can you tell me about projected 
sales? 
A. Projected sales are what (Inaudible) sell 
(Inaudible) get every year and what management would 
like to see. And then they determine their budget 
(Inaudible) whatever they think our sales are going to 
be there. Often they're not. 
Q. So would they be like - could you call them 
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goals - benchmarks, goals? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you just testified sometimes those goals 
or benchmarks are not achieved by a sales 
representative; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. So in your opinion, your long experience as 
being a sales representative, is there any basis in 
reality for a projection given to a sales representative 
at the beginning of the year and what they will be at 
the end of the year? 
A. No. 
MR. GRIMES: Objections, calls - lack of 
foundation and also calls for speculation, and it's 
vague as to any particular projections, any particular 
documents. I don't understand the question. 
MR. GUMINA: General experience as a sales 
representative in a dental industry for 33 years. 
THE COURT: Well, I'll let him express his 
opinion on it based on his experience. 
Go ahead and answer the question. 
THE WITNESS: Repeat it, please. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Is there any — having a projection of a 
certain number in the beginning of the year, is that 
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going to relate to actual sales at the end of the year? 
A. No. 
Q. And why not? 
A. There are many factors involved, the timing. 
You may get a few new setups this year and next year you 
might not get a new doctor come in to your territory. 
There may be other factors that come in to play, also, 
problems within the industry, competition coining in and 
undercutting you. The unknowns are many. 
Q. Say for 2004, can you predict with any 
certainty what you're going to earn in 2004 on 
commissions? 
A. No. 
Q. Why not? 
A. It's impossible to predict what your sales are 
going to be at the end of a 12-month period because 
there are so many factors that come into play. An 
example right now, the economy is not good, there's a 
war going on. We're not going to the dentist, so you 
have to judge all of the outside factors that you don't 
know about that come into play during the year that 
you're working in. This year, my numbers are going to 
be lower than they have been in the past for those 
stated reasons. 
Q. (Inaudible) increase for 2003 over 2002 
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(Inaudible)? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. And that can happen in any year (Inaudible)? 
A. Any year, yes. 
Q.Mr. Butler, (Inaudible) — or (Inaudible) 
Heritage Dental, the account is now (Inaudible)? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. When did you service Heritage Dental or 
(Inaudible) Heritage Dental (Inaudible)? 
A. When I received a call on my cell phone to 
come over here, we want to talk to you. I drove over. 
Q. Okay. (Inaudible) anything in that meeting? 
A. No. 
Q. And then you talked to Joe Shutzo next; is 
that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And then Joe Shutzo then told you that the 
account would be assigned to you then; correct? 
A. With a stipulation. He said that the business 
involved - "Can you keep the business?" 
I said, "Yes, I can. There's a relationship 
here." 
He said, "Okay, I'll take care of it." 
Q. And what did you think that meant? 
A. It meant that it was going to be assigned to 
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1 me and I (Inaudible) frustration so (Inaudible). 
2 Q. (Inaudible)? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And the purpose of (Inaudible) is what? 
5 A. Write business. 
6 Q. Now, after the account by Mr. Shutzo you 
7 learned that Ms. Carter, that (Inaudible); is that 
8 correct? 
9 A. That's correct. 
10 Q. What was your reaction - well, who told you 
11 that? 
12 A.Bev. 
13 Q. Okay. And what was your reaction when Bev 
14 told you that Ms. Carter was (Inaudible) Heritage Dental 
15 (Inaudible)? 
16 A. I felt frustrated because I want to make my 
17 company look good and I want to look at a customer and 
18 say we'll take care of him, we'll take care of you, and 
19 this is (Inaudible). 
20 Q. Is there any other reason? 
21 Well, let me ask you this, how did you report 
22 to Joe Shutzo? 
23 A. For me to go in there at their request was 
24 fine, but (Inaudible). I had to call Joe. It was my 
25 job to say I'll be there. And you call Joe and say, 
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1 I've got an untenable situation here. What shall I do? 
2 (Inaudible). 
3 Q. Well, what was your reaction in ~ with 
4 regards to Ms. Carter calling on Dr. Brooks, John 
5 (Inaudible) and (Inaudible)? 
6 A. To begin with, frustration and on it's way it 
7 went to anger because I'm trying to make up with the -
8 Q. Why were you angry? 
9 A.I was very angry because I lost my best 
10 customer, Dr. Brooks. 
11 Q. (Inaudible) Ms. Carter (Inaudible) report to 
12 Mr. Shutzo the fact that Ms. Carter was at Heritage 
13 Dental (Inaudible)? 
14 MR. GRIMES: Objection, assumes facts not in 
15 evidence, that is his feelings toward Ms. Carter. 
16 MR. GUMINA: (inaudible). 
17 THE COURT: Well, I guess he can tell us what 
18 his feelings were towards Ms. Carter in answer to the 
[19 question. 
20 BY MR. GUMINA: 
21 Q. Well, (Inaudible). Did you have feelings 
22 towards Ms. Carter regarding any issues you had 
23 (Inaudible) account that (Inaudible)? 
24 A. My frustration which led to the anger was 
25 because I had dealt with these guys. (Inaudible). I 
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1 helped him buy the practice (Inaudible). And then his 
2 staff is saying, hey, we want to deal — excuse me, we 
3 want to deal with you. And it got to the point of them 
4 telling me, we like you, (Inaudible), I'm going back to 
5 (Inaudible). 
6 Q. (Inaudible)? 
7 A. It made me so angry. 
8 Q. Did you direct your anger at anyone? 
9 A.Joe Shutzo. What s going on here, I said. 
10 Q. Were you angry with Ms. Carter? 
11 A. I'm angry at the situation. 
12 Q. Did that anger and frustration have an affect 
13 on your actions when you heard that Ms. Carter 
14 (Inaudible) Heritage (Inaudible)? 
15 A. The frustration level was there and as ~ 
16 unless you're a sales rep, you don't know it, but you're 
17 trying to keep your customers happy, you're trying to 
18 keep (Inaudible) because you're not the only guy walking 
19 in the door. And so when you say don't worry, I'll take 
20 care of you, and then you have the frustration it's... 
21 Q. And were you upset with (Inaudible) Ms. Carter 
22 was at Heritage Dental? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Did anyone instruct you to report the fact 
25 that Ms. Carter - you found Ms. Carter was going to 
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1 Heritage Dental in Provo. Were you instructed to report • 
2 that to Mr. Shutzo? j 
3 A. We had been told to behave like ladies and 
4 gentlemen and ~ 
5 Q. Who told you that? 
6 A.Joe Shutzo. 
7 Q. (Inaudible) when you found out that Ms. Carter 
8 was in Heritage Dental (Inaudible) Joe Shutzo ~ or who 
9 (Inaudible)? 
10 A. It was me. 
11 Q. Mr. Butler, did you have any knowledge prior 
12 to the time that Ms. Carter was terminated from 
13 Sullivan-Schein exactly when they terminated Ms. 
14 Carter's employment? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination from 
17 Sullivan-Schein did you have any knowledge about Ms. 
18 Carter's complaint to Henry Schein about a previous 
19 employment with Park Simmons and Blaine Brown? 
20 A. No. I didn't work there. 
21 Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination from 
22 Sullivan-Schein did you have any knowledge about a 
23 letter that Ms. Carter wrote to Henry Schein about her 
24 experiences at a previous employer, Mountain West 
25 Dental? ] 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination from 
3 Sullivan-Schein did anyone from Sullivan-Schein instruct 
4 you on how to treat Ms. Carter? 
5 A. No. We were supposed to behave like ladies 
6 and gentlemen. 
7 Q. And did you behave like a gentleman? 
8 A. Yes. 
? MR. GUMINA: I have no further questions. 
) MR. GRIMES: i j u s t h a v e -
l THE COURT: Redirect? 
I MR. GRIMES: (inaudible) direct, Your Honor. 
\ THE COURT: Okay. 
[ 
» REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
> BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mr. Butler, since the merger between Sullivan 
Dental and Sullivan-Schein you have earned over $100,000 
per year in commissions every year; is that true? 
A. Yes. 
Q. With respect to Petitioner's Exhibit 14, that 
the commission projection, the one-page commission 
projection we looked at, have you ever prepared a 
commission projection like that? 
A. I - I ~ at one account that I worked for we 
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had to prepared a forecast. 
Q. Is that a forecast of your performance? 
A. It was going to be what are we going to sell 
this year in merchandise and laboratory products and 
equipment. 
Q. Would that be your own expected performance? 
A. The company used this basically to put 
together (Inaudible) and they referred to it as their 
budget, so my goal probably was higher than what I wrote 
down because usually it's last year (Inaudible). 
Q. But that would be your own expected 
performance; is that correct? 
A. I'm sorry? 
Q. Was that for your own expected performance? 
A. The page that I turned in? 
Q. Yeah, the one you just testified about. 
A. My own personal? 
Q.Yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. Have you ever prepared a 
ommission projection for anyone else? 
A. No. 
Q. During the time that you worked at 
ullivan-Schein did you ever prepare a commission 
rojection? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. So you don't know what really Sullivan-Schein 
3 put in to making a commission projection, do you? 
4 A. I do. 
5 Q. How do you know that? 
6 A.I know that because there are different 
7 marketings involved. I mean you put in sales ~ 
8 Q. How do you know that? 
9 A. I've done this all my life. 
10 Q. Did you talk to Joe Shutzo? Did Joe Shutzo 
11 tell you how (Inaudible) commission -
12 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, Mr. Butler was 
13 answering the question and Mr. Grimes didn't like his 
14 answer. The witness (Inaudible). 
15 MR. GRIMES: Well, I don't think he was 
16 answering the question. 
17 BY MR. GRIMES: 
18 Q. Go ahead. 
19 A. You know that there are different marketings 
20 involved in different (Inaudible). Your base - your 
21 bread and butter, if you will, is always going to be the 
22 product so your gravy is going to be the equipment. And 
23 you have a feeling what you're going to sell but it's 
!24 based on your gut. (Inaudible) the economy goes south 
25 or whatever (Inaudible) right now, you don't get the 
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1 equipment sales, but I pretty much have an idea of where 
2 I should be at. 
3 Q. Where you should be at? 
4 A. Where I should be at. 
5 Q. Have you ever made commission projections for 
6 any other person? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Have you ever (Inaudible) a company where you 
9 made commission projects for the salesforce? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Did you talk to Joe Shutzo about how he went 
12 about making commission projections at the time of the 
13 merger? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did you talk to James Engle about how he went 
16 about making commission projections at the time of the 
17 merger? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Are you an accountant? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Are you an economist? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Mr. Butler, you testified that you were going 
24 to take a loss of income between 2003 and 2004. Is 
25 there any reason -- is any part of that because you just 
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1 changed employers? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. You don't think that will have anything to do 
4 with it? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Have you made a commission project for 
7 yourself for next year? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. (Inaudible) this year? 
10 A.I know that business was bad and so we might 
1 1 - the numbers at the end of the year will be lower. 
12 Q. Now, Mr. Butler, regarding your frustration 
13 regarding the crossovers at the time of the merger, as 
14 far as you know, Susan Carter was authorized to call on 
15 those accounts that she called on that you also called 
16 on; is that correct? 
17 A. If they were active accounts. 
18 Q. Well, whether they were active or not, they 
19 were on her run list. Was she authorized to call on 
20 those accounts? 
21 A. If she went in and they said we deal with 
22 Mike, then - as we were all told, thank you very much. 
23 Q. But you weren't there when she went into those 
24 accounts, were you? 
25 A. No, I was in there after. 
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1 Q. If those accounts were ass igned to Susan 
2 Carter as well as yourself, did you expect her to just 
3 ignore that and not call on the account? 
4 A. If the account was do ing 5 0 , 0 0 0 , $ 6 0 , 0 0 0 a 
5 year and she had not been in there, then I'm in charge 
6 of that. 
7 Q. H o w did she know that unt i l she goes in there 
8 and asks them? j 
9 A.They told her , "We deal wi th M i k e . " I 
10 Q. M r . Butler , when you have made commiss ion 
II projections, have you tried to be accurate? 
12 A. Yes . 
13 Q. Thank you. 
14 MR. GRIMES: I have no further ques t ions . 
15 THE COURT: Recross? 
16 
117 RECROSS EXAMINATION 
|l8 BY MR. GUMINA: 
119 Q .Mr . Butler , you referred to an actual account 
20 on redirect , when you referred to the (Inaudible) active 
j 21 account? 
122 A. Yes . 
23 Q. W h e n two salesforces, the H e n r y Schein 
24 salesforce and the Sull ivan Denta l salesforce, came 
25 together, did you have any knowledge of what kind of | 
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1 account list the Henry Schein sales reps had? 
2 A. N o . 
3 Q. H o w about for yourself? 
4 A. I had my o w n list. 
5 Q. D o you know that (Inaudible) n u m b e r of 
6 accounts that the Henry Schein sales reps had on their 
7 sales accounts , the Henry Schein sales reps? 
8 A. They had several hundred . W e were told that. 
9 Q. H o w many did you have at Sul l ivan? M o r e or 
10 less? 
11 A. Less . 
12 Q. H o w much less? 
13 A. About a third ~ or excuse m e , I had about a 
14 hundred accounts , so (Inaudible) . 
15 Q. And did you have personal contact wi th 
16 (Inaudible) your accounts? 
17 A. Yes . 
18 Q. D o you know whe the r the H e n r y Schein sales 
19 reps had (Inaudible) contact with their several hundred 
20 accounts? 
21 A. (Inaudible) . j 
22 MR. GUMINA: I have no further ques t ions . 
23 MR. GRIMES: I have one fol low-up. 
24 
125 
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1 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
2 BY MR. GRIMES: 
3 Q. Mr. Butler, did you have any inactive accounts 
4 on your run list? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 MR. GRIMES: No further questions. Thank you. 
7 THE COURT: Mr. Butler, you're excused. Thank 
8 you. 
9 Well, shall we resume cross examination of Ms. 
10 Carter? 
11 MR. GUMINA: (inaudible). 
12 THE COURT: Would you prefer to wait until 
13 tomorrow to resume this or --
14 MR. GUMINA: I'll wait, Your Honor. 
15 THE COURT: You would? 
116 MR. GUMINA: I would. 
17 THE COURT: Okay. 
18 MR. GUMINA: We keep chopping it up. 
19 THE COURT: All right. 
20 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we're going to have a 
21 time crunch here. 
22 MR. GUMINA: Well, Your Honor, I don't believe 
23 we can finish by Friday anyway. (Inaudible). I mean we 
24 haven't finished one witness and we've worked very hard 
25 to get Mr. Butler (Inaudible). 
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1 THE COURT: Well, let's resume at 8:30 and 
2 we'll see how it's progressing. 
3 (Adjourned for the day.) 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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1 P R O C E E D I N G S 
2 
3 THE COURT: Okay. Ms. Carter, I believe we're 
4 going to resume your cross examination so if you want to 
5 come and take the witness stand. 
6 All right, Mr. Gumina, go ahead and proceed. 
7 MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
8 
9 SUSAN CARTER, 
0 called as witness here, having been previously sworn to 
1 speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
2 follows: 
3 
\ CROSS EXAMINATION (Continued) 
5 BY MR. GUMINA: 
> Q. Good morning, Ms. Carter. 
1 A. Good morning. 
I Q. Now, Ms. Carter, you alleged that you met with 
) Joe Shutzo in later December 1997 at the Salt Lake City 
) airport; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that this meeting at the Salt Lake City 
airport occurred approximately a week before you had 
finished your roadshow that was held in Seattle, 
Washington; is that correct? 
Page 6 
A. Yes. 
Q.Now, you wrote a letter to the Utah 
Anti-Discrimination and LaboF Division in this case 
dated January 16th, 2000; is that right? 
A. I wrote a lot of letters. 
Q.Okay. 
MR. GUMINA: May I approach? 
THE COURT: Yes, uh-huh. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q.I'm going to show you what's been marked as 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 17. Do you recognize that 
letter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And this is a letter that you wrote; is that 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You're the author of this letter? 
A. I am. 
Q. And your signature appears - well, first of 
all, it's a two-page document; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And you see on the last page -
A. Okay. 
Q. — your signature — is that your signature on 
he last page of Respondent's Exhibit No. 17? 
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1 A. Yes, it is. 
2 Q. And Respondent's Exhibit No. 17 is a true and 
3 copy of the letter that you drafted dated January 16, 
4 2000, and submitted to Jo Ann Carter, the investigator at 
5 the Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division (Inaudible)? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we offer it. 
8 MR. GRIMES: Can I get a copy? (Inaudible). 
9 THE COURT: Any objection? Oh, I guess you 
10 need to look at it first, huh? 
11 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
12 THE COURT: All right, Respondent's Exhibit 
13 No. 17 is admitted. 
14 (Whereupon, Exhibit R17 was admitted into 
15 evidence.) 
16 BY MR. GUMINA: 
17 Q. Now, Ms. Carter, you submitted this letter 
18 that's been marked as Respondent's Exhibit No. 17 to the 
19 Utah Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division for your 
20 claims of retaliation; is that correct? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And you mention in this letter -- you discuss 
23 in this letter marked as Respondent's Exhibit No. 17 
24 that you met with Joe Shutzo at the Salt Lake City 
25 airport; is that correct? 
Page 8 
1 A.I know it came up. I don't know where it is 
2 in the letter, but... 
3 Q.Weil, why don't you take a second and review 
4 the letter. 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Okay. In fact, it states on the bottom of the 
7 first page that you met with Joe Shutzo at the airport 
8 at about nine o'clock. Would that be p.m.? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q.It was in the evening? 
11 A. Yes, it was. 
12 Q. Now, you made it a point to inform the 
13 investigator in your letter that Joe Shutzo knew about 
14 your December 14, 1997 letter prior to meeting you at 
15 the airport; is that correct? 
16 A. Where does it say that? Will you show me? 
17 Q.Weil, let's --1 have it here on the screen. 
j 18 If you look on the top of the second page, the first 
19 full sentence. 
20 A. Uh-huh. 
21 Q. Do you see that, after it changes (Inaudible) 
22 letter? 
23 A. The first paragraph? 
24 Q.Yes. 
25 A. Oh, this one here? 
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1 Q.Yes. 
2 A. Y e s , I see tha t . 
3 Q. Do you see that? 
4 A.Uh-huh. 
5 Q.Okay. You told the investigator in your 
6 letter marked as Respondent's Exhibit No. 17, quote, 
7 "After exchanging the usual background information 
8 between us, Mike Bookfeld said, Susan has a concern 
9 about the letter she wrote to Schein. Joe said, I heard 
10 about the letter, why don't you tell me about it." 
II Is that what you told the investigator? 
12 A. That's what I said in my letter, yes. 
113 Q.Okay. 
14 A. He didn't know — 
15 Q.So that's not true? 
16 A. That's correct. 
17 Q.Okay. Now, you also told the investigator in 
18 your letter, to support your claim, that Joe Shutzo had 
19 read the letter; is that right? 
120 A. He told me tha t -
21 Q. (Inaudible) - it's yes or no. 
122 A. No, (Inaudible). 
23 Q.Yes, he did say that? 
124 A. He read the letter, yes. 
125 Q.In fact, he told you - you said, "He had the 
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1 read the letter but wanted to hear from me firsthand." 
2 Is that correct? 
3 A. He said he knew about the letter. 
I 4 Q. Okay. Well , you told her that he had read the 
! 5 letter. 
6 A. He knew about it. 
7 Q. Okay, but he told you that he 'd read it; 
8 right? What ' s the difference between - there ' s a 
9 difference between knowing about a letter and reading a 
10 letter. Would you agree with that? 
I I A. Yes. I was doing all this on my own so . . . 
12 Q. Okay. In fact, this sentence, where it says 
113 in your letter marked as Respondent 's Exhibit 17, where 
14 you said, quote, "He said he had read the letter but 
15 wanted to hear from me firsthand," was -- in that same 
! 16 paragraph, you ' re discussing your conversation with Mr. 
17 Shutzo ~ your prior information about your conversation 
18 with Mr. Shutzo at the Salt Lake City airport; is that 
19 correct? 
20 A. This is our conversation at the airport, yes. 
21 Q. Okay. In fact, you went on to stress to the 
22 investigator when you wrote this letter marked as 
23 Respondent 's Exhibit No . 17 that Mr . Shutzo did in fact 
24 read the letter, because you state again in your letter, 
25 under the section -- you're quoting Davis. Do you see 
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l that part of your - section of your letter, on the 
I 2 second page? 
| 3 A. Yes. 
I 4 Q.Okay. You tell the investigator, "Joe Shutzo 
5 knew all the contents of the letter. He stated to me he 
6 had read it." 
7 Right, that's what you told the investigator? 
8 A. He knew about the contents of the letter 
9 because I told him. 
10 Q. Okay, but you're Idling the investigator that 
II he had read it. 
12 A. He knew about it. 
13 Q.No, that's not my question. My question was: 
14 You told the investigator that he had read the letter? 
15 Then -
16 A. (Inaudible). 
17 Q. Yes or no? 
18 A. I d i d . 
19 Q. Okay. And that's not true? 
20 A. It's not true. 
21 Q.Okay. In fact, Joe Shutzo never told you that 
22 he had read the letter when he met with you at the Salt 
23 Lake City airport, that would be true? 
24 A. Y e s . 
25 Q.Right? Because... 
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1 (Inaudible) deposition transcript you have in 
2 front of you. Turn to page 4 8 . Did you find page 48 in 
3 (Inaudible)? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And that was the deposition that - in which 
6 « I took your deposition in May of 2002; is that 
7 correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And you were under oath during that 
10 deposition; is that correct? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And do you recal) me asking you the question: 
13 "Do you know whether Mr . Shutzo was aware of your letter 
14 at the time you discussed it with him at the airport?" 
15 Do you recall that question? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q.Okay. And you answered: "I don ' t know." Is 
18 that right? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. So that was your answer? That was your answer 
21 during your deposition0 
22 A. Apparently so. 
23 Q. And I also asked you, the very next question 
24 was: "Do you know whether he had read the letter at the 
25 time or prior to the time he had met you with - met 
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1 with you at the airport?" 
2 Do you remember that question? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Okay. And in your deposition you answered: 
5 "I don't know." Right? 
6 A. Right. 
7 Q.Okay. 
8 Now, you (Inaudible) black binder where your 
9 attorney has arranged your exhibits for you. 
0 A. This? 
1 Q. Yes. And do you want to look at Petitioner's 
2 Exhibit No. 10. Do you have that? 
3 A. Yes. 
\ Q. Do you have that in front of you? And 
5 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10 is a letter that you drafted 
5 that you submitted to the Utah Anti-Discrimination and 
i Labor Division in support of your claim of retaliation 
\ in a letter dated April 2nd, 1998; is that correct? 
> A. Yes. 
) Q. And if you look on page 3 of your letter — 
A. I'm sorry? 
Q.Page 3 of Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10. And if 
you want to look at the paragraph starting "several 
weeks went by," do you see that paragraph? 
A. I do. 
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Q. Okay. Then why don't you go down to the very 
bottom of that paragraph. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Six lines up. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Okay. And you see the sentence beginning "at 
the end of our meeting"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And that's what we have up here on the 
screen. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Right? And your story was a little different 
to the investigator in your April 2nd, 1998 letter; 
right? Regarding whether Mr. Shutzo knew about the 
letter at the time of your meeting at the airport; 
right? 
A. Right. 
Q. Okay. And you told the investigator in your 
letter marked as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10, quote, "At 
he end of our meeting, he asked if there were any 
concerns we might have. I said no. Mike Bookfeld knew 
ibout the letter I had written and mentioned it to Joe. 
said it had been taken care of. Joe said, what 
etter? I asked did anyone inform you about the letter 
wrote to Schein? He said, no, tell me about it. So I 
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1 made it short and sweet. I said I didn't want to make a 
2 big deal out of it. It was a bad experience that 
3 happened in the past. I just wanted it in my file." 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Is that - what I described, is that what is 
6 contained in your April 2nd, 1998 letter marked as 
7 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And did I read that correctly? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Okay. And that's in fact what you told the 
12 investigator that was investigating your claim at the 
13 time that the Utah Anti-Discrimination and Labor 
14 Division was investigating your claim of retaliation; 
15 right? 
16 A. (Inaudible) -
17 Q.No, that wasn't my question. Is that what you 
18 told the investigator -
19 A. That's why I wrote that, is because that's 
20 what he said to me because he lied to me. 
21 Q. Okay, but that's what you told the 
22 investigator? 
23 A. Yes, I did. 
24 Q. Okay. And it's different from what you told 
25 the investigator in January of 2000; right? 
Page 16 
1 A. Because then I knew that ~ 
2 Q. And you testified differently — 
3 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I believe that she 
4 has a right to answer the question. 
5 MR. GUMINA: I'm just asking ~ my question is 
6 different. 
7 THE COURT: Well, she should answer the 
8 question that's asked. You can flesh this out in 
9 redirect if you want, but you should just answer the 
10 question that's asked, if you can. 
11 THE WITNESS: They're not the same. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. 
13 BY MR. GUMINA: 
14 Q. Ms. Carter, I want you to take a look again at 
15 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10. It's your April 2nd, 1998 
16 letter. I want you to look at page 5 and the first full 
17 paragraph starting with "about two weeks later." 
18 A. Oh, yes. 
19 Q. Do you see that? And in there you're 
20 discussing ~ or you're telling the investigator about a 
21 (Inaudible) conversation you had with Gary Anderson; is 
22 that correct? 
23 A. It looks like it, yes. 
24 Q. And Mr. Anderson is the director of human 
25 resources for Henry Schein, do you agree with that? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Well, you understood when you called Mr. 
3 Anderson that he held a human resource function at that 
4 time for Henry Schein; is that right? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Isn't that why you called him? 
7 A.Uh-huh. 
8 Q.Yes? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And in your letter marked as Petitioner's 
11 Exhibit No. 10, you indicate to Mr. Anderson that you 
12 spoke about your December 14th, 1997 letter; right? 
13 A. What paragraph is that? Is it still the same? 
14 Q. Still the same paragraph. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. And just for the record, your December 14th, 
17 1997 letter has been previously marked as Petitioner's 
18 Exhibit No. 2. 
19 A. I said yes. 
20 Q. Yes, okay. 
21 Do you want to turn to page 111 of your 
22 deposition transcript. Do you have page 111 open? 
23 A. Yes, I do. 
24 Q. Now, do you recall during your deposition that 
25 I did ask you questions about your conversation with Mr. 
Page 
1 Anderson that you describe in your April 2, 1998 letter, 
2 marked as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10? 
3 A. (No audible response.) 
4 Q. Do you recall me asking you questions about 
5 that during your deposition? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. This is what you testified to. 
8 A. I 'm sorry, are you asking something? 
9 Q. Yeah, I said I want you to look at page 111 of 
10 your deposition. I want to look at what you testified 
11 to. And I need (Inaudible) to read the paragraph that 
12 we're referring to now on page 5 where you discussed 
13 your conversation with Mr. Anderson; right? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Okay. And you had an opportunity to read it 
16 during your deposition before you answered my question; 
17 is that right? 
18 A. I don't know. 
19 Q.I thought (Inaudible); right? 
20 A. I don't recall that, no. 
21 Q. Okay. And I asked you a question, "After 
22 reading this paragraph, does it refresh your memory as 
23 to whether you had a conversation with Mr. Anderson or 
24 not?" 
125 ANSWER: "Yes. (Inaudible) that we talked 
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1 about the letter, my initial letter that I had sent to 
2 the company. That was the one I didn't want in my file 
3 so that they could use it against me." 
4 QUESTION: "You didn't want the December 14th, 
5 1997 letter in your file?" 
6 And then you answered, "Right." 
7 Are those the questions and those are the 
8 answers that you provided in your deposition that appear 
9 on page 111 of your deposilion transcript? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And then it goes on on the same page, on page 
12 111 of your deposition, (Inaudible), I asked you the 
13 question: "When you allege that Gary said, oh, don't 
14 worry about the letter, it won't be placed in your file, 
15 end quote, Mr. Anderson is referring to your December 
16 14th, 1997 letter?" 
17 ANSWER: "Yes." 
18 And the next question was: "Did Mr. Anderson 
19 tell you letters like your December 14th, 1997 letter 
20 crossed the manager's desk (Inaudible)?" 
21 The answer: "Apparently so." 
22 Next question: "Do you recall saying that?" 
23 And you answer: "If I wrote it in here he 
24 said it." 
25 Right? Do you recall those questions and 
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1 answers? 
2 A. Yes, I do. 
3 Q. And those are in fact the answers you provided 
4 to me during your deposition? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. So you're telling me if it's in here, it's 
7 true; right? That's what you were telling me during 
8 your deposition? 
9 A. It's in the letter here? If it's in--
10 Q. Yeah, you said, "If I wrote it here, he said 
11 it." Right? Meaning that if you wrote it in this 
12 letter, it's true. 
13 A. Not necessarily. 
14 Q.Okay. 
(15 A.I may have made mistakes. 
16 Q. Okay. You said in your deposition testimony I 
17 just read regarding the conversation with Mr. Anderson 
18 about your December 14 th, 1997 letter, which has been 
19 marked in these proceedings as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 
20 2, that wasn't true, was it? 
21 A. Which statements? 
122 Q. Well, that you had a conversation with Mr. 
23 Anderson about your December 14th, 1997 letter. 
24 A. I had a conversation with him. j 
25 Q. Okay. You did have a conversation, but it 
17 
18 
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wasn't about your December 14, 1997 letter, was it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Oh, it was? 
Look on page 112 of your deposition 
transcript. Do you have that? 
A. Yes. I had two conversations with him. 
Q. Let's just cover what we're talking about 
here, okay? And what you told the investigator. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, the questions are 
implying that Ms. Carter has testified inconsistent and 
I think she should be allowed to offer an explanation to 
that implication. 
MR. GUMINA: And I think it's been shown very 
clearly that she has testified inconsistently. 
MR. GRIMES: Well, I'm just talking about the 
answer to the question. 
MR. GUMINA: And this is cross examination and 
that's one of the points of cross examination, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: I think - well, let me say this: 
If it's cross examination and you ask her a question 
that she can answer, she should answer it. If there is 
some kind of implication that needs to be cleared up on 
redirect, you can certainly do that. If he asks a 
question that assumes incorrect facts, certainly you're 
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entitled to object, but (Inaudible), but as long as he's 
proceeding in the format that he asks questions that she 
can answer, then she should answer those questions. 
Like I say, any confusion or implications can be cleared 
up on redirect, unless he's asking a question that's 
(Inaudible) or not true. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. GUMINA: May I continue? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
3Y MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Can you look at page 112 of your deposition 
ranscript. Do you have that in front of you? 
A. Yes. Can you just tell me where — when I 
poke with Gary Anderson and which time was this? 
Tiat's ~ 
Q. Look in your letter, referring to page 5 of 
our letter, your April 2nd, 1998 letter, which has been 
larked as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 5. I want you to 
ike your time. I mean - do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Page 5, it says, "About two weeks later." 
A. Yes. Can I start on page 4 and read this? 
Q. Sure. Ms. Carter, if you want to start -- go 
i to the whole letter, you can do that as well. Read 
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1 what of the letter you think you need to, and then we 
2 can continue. 
3 I'm sorry, I may have made an incorrect 
4 reference to the letter that you're now reviewing. It's 
5 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10. Are you reviewing the 
6 April 2, 1998 letter right now? 
7 A.The-No. 10. 
8 Q. Which is Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10; right? 
9 A. Yes. Uh-huh. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A.I believe I (Inaudible). 
12 Q. (Inaudible) you the letter; is that correct? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And do you want to look at page 112 of your 
15 deposition transcript. 
16 A. One twelve? 
17 Q. One twelve. And I don't have a slide for 
18 this, but right after you gave the answer, "If I wrote 
19 it in here, he said it," and then your attorney jumped 
20 in and he said, "Take your time and review the 
21 paragraph, Mrs. Carter. The whole paragraph," which you 
22 did. 
23 And then I asked you a question. "Have you 
24 had an opportunity to review that paragraph again?" 
25 And what was your answer? Read it? 
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1 A. "Yes." (Inaudible) -- yes. 
2 Q.Yes. 
3 A. So it is not --
4 Q.Okay. And then my next question, "Mr. 
5 Anderson's reference to, quote, don't worry about the 
i 6 letter, end quote, was in reference to Mr. Engle's 
7 letter of February 18th, 1998; is that correct?" 
8 And what did you answer to that question? 
| 9 A.I said, "Yes." 
10 Q. And then my next question was: "And it has 
11 nothing to do with the December 14th, 1997 letter; would 
12 that be correct?" 
13 And what did you answer to that question? 
14 A.I said, "Yes." 
15 Q. And those are the questions and those are the 
16 answers that you provided that you just read on page 112 
17 of your deposition transcript; is that true? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And, Ms. Carter, if you would like you can put 
20 the binder and the deposition down. 
21 MR. GUMINA: May I approach, Your Honor? 
22 THE COURT: Yes. 
23 BY MR. GUMINA: 
24 Q. I'm going to show you what's been marked as 
25 Respondent's Exhibit No. 41. Do you have that in your 
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1 hands right now? 
2 A. Yes, I do. 
3 Q. And it 's a two-page document; is that correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And can you tell me what this Respondent 's 
6 Exhibit No . 41 purports to be? 
7 A.The Henry Schein, Inc. , purchase of 
8 (Inaudible) Dental. (Inaudible) employee of Henry 
9 Schein so -
10 Q. So this would be a written offer of 
11 employment? 
12 A. From Henry Schein. 
13 Q. So Exhibit No. - Respondent 's Exhibit No . 41 
14 is a written offer of employment from Henry Schein to 
15 yourself; is that correct? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And on the second page of Respondent 's Exhibit 
18 No. 4 1 , is that your signature there (Inaudible)? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And did you put this signature on this 
21 document on or about March 12th, 1997? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And Respondent's Exhibit No . 4 1 , is it a true 
24 ~ is it a true and correct copy of the written offer of 
25 employment that was provided to you that you signed --
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1 Respondent 's Exhibit No. 4 1 , is that a true and correct 
2 copy of that? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we offer Respondent 's 
5 Exhibit No. 4 1 . 
6 MR. GRIMES- No objection. 
7 THE COURT: Okay. Exhibit 41 is admitted. 
8 (Whereupon, Exhibit R41 was admitted into 
9 evidence.) 
10 BY MR. GUMINA: 
11 Q. Now, this offer of employment was made to you 
12 on March 10th, 1997; is that right? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. And you accepted the terms of your 
15 employment on March 12, 1997, from Henry Schein, 
116 Incorporated; is that correct? j 
117 A. Yes. 
118 Q. And when you were hired by Henry Schein you I 
19 were hired as a sales representative; is that correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
!21 Q. And as a sales representative for Henry Schein 
122 you were paid on a commission basis? 
123 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And Henry Schein also paid you a draw against 
25 commissions; is that correct? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And when you were hired by Henry Schein your 
3 draw against commissions was $39,200 annually; is that 
4 correct? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And that was paid to you over the course of 
7 the year bi-weekly; is that correct? 
8 A. Yes, and I have a (Inaudible). 
9 Q.Okay. And after the merger between Henry 
10 Schein and Sullivan Dental, you still were paid on a 
11 commission basis; is that — 
12 A. (Inaudible), yes. 
13 Q. Is that throughout your employment with 
14 Sullivan-Schein you were paid on a commission basis? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Also, the amount of your draw, $39,200, 
17 remained the same from the time of your hire on March 
18 12, 1997, through the date of your termination on March 
19 25, 1998; is that correct? 
20 A. You know, I don ' t know when my new — my new 
21 - I think (Inaudible) to my new - that new sheet that 
22 you saw on compensation, that went into effect after the 
23 merger started. 
24 Q. So did your draw increase? j 
p5 A. Yes. j 
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1 Q. To what? 
2 A. I think I made $59,000. I think it's based on 
3 the ~ 
4 Q. That was your draw? 
5 A.Uh-huh. That was the way (Inaudible). 
6 Q. I'm just talking about the draw. I'm not 
7 talking about your total — I'm not talking about your 
8 total -
9 A. O h . 
10 Q. -- commissions earned, okay? Let's just talk 
11 about your draw. 
12 Your line to draw was $39,200. 
13 A. Which (Inaudible)? I don't recall that it 
114 changed (Inaudible) merger or... 
15 Q. Well, you don't recall whether you changed or 
16 not; right? 
11 A. No. 
18 Q. The (Inaudible) remained the same? 
19 A. For a period of time, yes. 
20 Q. And you were terminated from your employment 
21 at Sullivan-Schein on March 25, 1998; is that correct? 
22 A. Y e s . j 
23 Q. And after your termination, you were hired by 
24 a company called JB Dental? 
25 A. Y e s . 
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1 Q. And you were hired by JB Dental just three 
2 days after your termination from Sullivan-Schein; is 
3 that correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And so your date of hire of JB Dental was on 
6 March 28, 1998? 
7 A.I don't know the exact date, but close. 
3 Q.Let me show you Respondent's Exhibit No. 52. 
) Do you recognize that? 
) A. Yes. 
l Q. And what is it? 
t A. It's (Inaudible). It tells you how much you 
» (Inaudible). 
Q. And that's -
A. This is for (Inaudible). 
Q. And who is that for, those « that 
information? For you? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Okay. And does it indicate on the document a 
hire date? 
A.It says hire date 3/28/98. 
Q.Okay. 
A. That's (Inaudible). 
Q.Okay. And would you disagree with — 
A. That would be correct. 
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Q. That would be correct. So you were hired by 
JB Dental on March 28, 1998? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when you were hired by JB Dental, you were 
hired as a sales representative? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And as a sales representative, JB Dental paid 
you a commission basis? 
A. They did. 
Q. And JB Dental also paid you a draw against 
commission; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you a ~ when you worked with either Henry 
Jchein or Sullivan-Schein, did you have any noncompete 
greement? 
A. No. 
Q. So after your termination, you were free to 
/ork anywhere you wanted; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And was there anything that prevented you from 
eliciting the customers that you called on while you 
ere employed by Sullivan-Schein after you left your 
nployment of Sullivan-Schein? 
A. I could call on anyone I wanted to. 
Q. Okay. So when you worked for JB Dental, there 
1 
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13 
14 
15 
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was nothing that stopped you or prohibited you from 
calling on any of the customers that you called on while 
you were employed by Sullivan-Schein; would that be 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
MR. GUMINA: May I approach, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes, uh-huh. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. I'd like to show you what's been marked as 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 40. Do you have Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 40 in front of you, Ms. Carter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And this is a letter from a Scott Linden from 
JB Dental Supply dated January 29, 2001; is that 
16 correct? | 
17 
18 
19 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it appears to indicate the terms of your 
employment when you were hired by JB Dental; is that 
20 correct? | 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you request this information from JB 
Dental? 
A. I did, I think for you or someone. 
Q. Okay. Now, when you were hired, JB Dental 
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paid you a draw against commissions in the amount of 
2 $3,800 per month; is that correct? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
A. Yes, up to three months. 
THE WITNESS: May I turn my phone off? I'm so 
sorry. 
THE COURT: Yes. 
THE WITNESS: It's in my bag. 
(Brief interruption.) 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. And so are you saying that you were paid a 
draw against commissions for April, May and June of 
1998; is that correct? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. And after June of 1998, you were paid on 
straight commissions from JB Dental? 
A. Yes. That's how it is in every company. They 
give you a period and then you're on total commissions. 
18 This just allows you, at the beginning, to have - in 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
case you don't have accounts, you don't do so well, you 
never fall below a certain amount so you have 
(Inaudible). 
Q. So you went to straight commissions at JB 
Dental on or about July 1st, 1998? 
A. (Inaudible) yes. 
Q. Now, when you were hired at JB Dental they 
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1 gave you a signing bonus of $2,200 when you hired; is 
2 that correct? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we offer Respondent 's 
5 Exhibit No. 40. 
6 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
7 T H E COURT: Okay, Respondent 's Exhibit 40 is 
8 admitted. 
9 (Whereupon, Exhibit R40 was admitted into 
10 evidence.) 
11 BY MR. GUMINA: 
12 Q. Now, in 1997 you were employed by Gircon 
13 (phonetic spelling) Dental Supply and Henry Schein; is 
14 that correct? You first employed by Gircon Dental? 
15 A. Yes, that 's correct. 
16 Q. In the beginning of 1997? Yes? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And then Henry Schein, Inc. , purchased Gircon 
19 Dental; is that correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And then you became an employee or a sales 
22 representative for Henry Schein? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 MR. GUMINA: May I approach? 
25 THE COURT: Yes. 
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1 BY MR. GUMINA: 
2 Q. I show you Respondent 's Exhibit No . 6. Take a 
3 second and review that, please. Have you had an 
4 opportunity to review Respondent 's Exhibit No . 6? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And what is Respondent 's Exhibit No . 6? 
7 A. I t 's the W2 form from Gircon Dental in 1997. 
8 Q. And the W2 form for who? 
9 A. For Susan Carter. 
10 Q. And that would be yourself? 
11 A. Yes. 
! 12 Q. And it shows that for the year 1997 you earned 
113 $10,741.04 in wages from Gircon Dental Supply; is that 
114 correct? 
115 A. Yes. 
116 Q. And those wages would be in the form of 
17 commission? 
18 A. (Inaudible). 
! 19 Q. And you were a sales representative for Gircon 
20 Dental; is that correct? 
J21 A. Yes. 
|22 Q. Just like you were for Henry Schein and then 
123 Sullivan-Schein thereafter; is that correct? 
24 A. Yes. 
125 Q. And Respondent 's Exhibit No . 6, is it a true 
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1 and correct copy of your W2 wage and tax statement for 
2 1997 showing wages that earned from Gircon Dental Supply 
3 for that year? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, respondent moves for 
6 Respondent 's Exhibit N o . 6 into evidence. 
7 THE COURT: Any objection? 
8 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
9 T H E COURT: Okay. Respondent 's Exhibit 6 is 
10 admitted. 
11 (Whereupon, Exhibit R6 was admitted into 
12 evidence.) 
13 BY MR. GUMINA: 
14 Q. Ms . Carter, I 'd like to show you Respondent 's 
15 Exhibit No . 7. Do you recognize that document? 
16 A. I t ' s a W 2 form for roe for 1997 from Henry 
17 Schein Dental. 
18 Q. And Respondent 's Exhibit No . 7, does that 
19 represent a true and correct copy of your W 2 form for 
20 1997 for wages earned while employed by Henry Schein, 
21 Inc.? 
22 A. Yes. I 
23 Q. And your W2 shows that earned $50,584.52 in j 
24 wages; is that correct? 
125 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And that would be the form of sales 
2 commissions that you earned while employed at Henry 
3 Schein? 
4 A. Y e s . 
5 Q. Does any part of that $50,584.52 include any 
6 other item of income other than commissions? 
7 A. Yes, it included my (Inaudible) -- my car 
| 8 allowance. 
9 Q. Okay. And how much was your car allowance? 
10 A. (Inaudible) $400 a month. 
111 Q. Anything else? 
12 A.I don't recall. 
13 Q. (Inaudible) $50,584.60 being part of that 
14 (Inaudible) bonus (Inaudible)? 
15 A. N o . 
16 MR. GUMINA: Y o u r H o n o r , w e m o v e for 
17 Respondent's Exhibit No. 7 into evidence. 
18 THE COURT: A n y objec t ion? 
19 MR. GRIMES: N o . 
20 THE COURT: O k a y . R e s p o n d e n t ' s E x h i b i t 7 is 
21 admitted. 
22 (Whereupon, Exhibit R7 was admitted into 
23 evidence.) 
24 MR. GUMINA: May I a p p r o a c h ? 
25 THE COURT: Yes. 
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BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 47. Have you had an opportunity to review 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 47? 
A. Yes. It's a letter to me from James Staley 
(Inaudible). 
Q. Okay. And was this a letter that you received 
from Mr. Staley? 
A. I did. I don't know how I got it but... 
Q. But you did receive it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You recognize the letter that you have --
A.Uh-huh, I do. 
Q. ~ now in your hands marked as Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 47? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is Respondent's Exhibit No. 47 a true and 
correct copy of the letter that you received from Mr. 
Staley? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. And do you know whether you received it - the 
etter marked as Respondent's Exhibit No. 47 -- received 
t in the year 1997? 
A. I did. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
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exhibit No. 47 into evidence. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit 47 is 
Emitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit R47 was admitted into 
vidence.) 
Y MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Now, this letter discusses a continuation 
onus that would be paid to you in the amount of 
13,500; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it also provides that you will be paid 50 
ercent of the $13,000 within 10 days of the effective 
ate of the merger; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And is it your testimony that you did not 
:ceive any portion of that continuation bonus of 
13,500? 
A. That's right. 
Q. And you're positive about that? 
A. Positive. 
MR. GUMINA: May I approach? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
7
 MR. GUMINA: 
Q.Let me show you what's been marked as 
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Respondent's Exhibit No. 9. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you have Respondent's Exhibit No. 9 in 
front of you? 
A. Yes. It's (Inaudible) of '98 from Henry 
Schein Dental. 
Q. It's the 32 form of Henry Schein to you? 
A. It is. 
Q. And for the year 1998? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does this form, Respondent's Exhibit No. 
9, accurately reflect the amount of income that you 
earned while employed by Henry Schein for the year 1998? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you earned $30,820.42 for the 1998 from 
Henry Schein; is that correct? 
A. It is. 
Q. And Respondent's Exhibit No. 9, is this W2 
form for 1998 from Henry Schein a true and correct copy 
of the W2 that you received from them for purposes of 
taxes? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 9 into evidence. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
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THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit 9 is 
admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit R9 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GUMINA: May I approach? 
THE COURT: Yes. Why don't we just have a 
standing rule that you can go ahead and present exhibits 
to the witnesses without asking each time. 
MR. GUMINA: Okay. 
THE COURT: That goes for everybody. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. I'm going to show you what's been marked as 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 8. Do you recognize this 
document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it's a copy of a W2 issued by JB Dental 
Supply Company to yourself for income that you earned 
for the year 1998; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does Respondent's Exhibit 8 accurately 
reflect the amount of the income tha^you earned from JB 
Dental Supply Company for the year 1998? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is Respondent's Exhibit No. 8 a true and 
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1 correct copy of the W2 form that you received by JB 
2 Dental Supply Company for the year 1998? 
3 A. Yes, it is. 
4 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
5 Exhibit No. 8 into evidence. 
6 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
7 THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit 8 is 
8 admitted. 
9 (Whereupon, Exhibit R8 was admitted into 
10 evidence.) 
11 BY MR. GUMINA: 
12 Q. And in fact, Ms. Carter, you earned $37,849.04 
13 in take home from JB Dental Supply Company for the year 
14 1998? 
115 A. Yes. 
16 Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
117 Exhibit No. 10. 
18 A. (Inaudible). 
19 Q. Do you recognize this? 
20 A. It's a W2 form for 1999 from JB Dental 
121 (Inaudible). 
22 Q. And does Respondent's Exhibit No. 10 
23 accurately reflect the income that you earned from JB 
24 Dental Supply Company for the year 1999? 
p A. Yes. 
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[ 1 Q. And is Respondent's Exhibit No. 10 a true and 
2 correct copy of the W2 form that you received from JB 
I 3 Dental Supply Company for 1999? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
I 6 Exhibit No. 10. 
I 7 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
8 THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit No. 10 
I 9 is admitted. 
10 (Whereupon, Exhibit R10 was admitted into 
11 evidence.) 
112 BY MR. GUMINA: 
13 Q. And in fact, Ms. Carter, you earned $56,471. 24 
14 from JB Dental Supply Company for the year 1999; is that 
15 correct? 
J16 A. Yes. 
[ 17 Q. And that amount would represent commission 
! 18 income earned from JB Dental Supply Company for the year 
19 1999? 
120 A. Yes. 
121 Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
J22 Exhibit No. 29. Do you have Respondent's Exhibit No.29 
!23 in front of you? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And Respondent's Exhibit No. 29 is what? 
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1 A. It is a tax return for 1999, my tax return. 
2 Q. Okay. And you filed this tax return jointly 
3 with your husband? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And is Respondent's Exhibit No. 29 a true and 
6 correct copy of your individual income tax return for 
7 the year 1999? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
10 Exhibit No. 29 into evidence. 
11 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
12 THE COURT: All right. Respondent's Exhibit 
13 No. 29 is admitted. 
14 (Whereupon, Exhibit R29 was admitted into 
115 evidence.) 
16 BY MR. GUMINA: 
117 Q. Now, Ms. Carter, if you'd turn to Respondent's 
18 Exhibit No. 29, there is a Schedule C attached to your 
119 Form 1040. Do you have that? 
20 A. (Inaudible). 
21 Q. Are you having trouble finding it? 
22 A. I 'm looking for it. I take it it says it on 
23 the top? 
24 Q. Yes, it does. You'll find it in the left-hand 
25 corner of the document. 
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1 A. Oh, (Inaudible)? 
2 Q. It will be the fifth page in. Make sure you 
3 and I are looking at the same document. 
4 A. (Inaudible). 
5 Q. Schedule No. C. Do you see that? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And Schedule No. C is a form that allows you 
8 to report profit or losses from the operation of a 
9 business; is that correct0 
10 A. (Inaudible) with taxes, so. . . 
11 Q.Okay. W e l l -
12 A. I take it this is what it looks like. 
13 Q. Okay. Well, your name appears on that 
14 schedule; right? Susan Carter? j 
15 A. Yes. ! 
16 Q. And it shows that you were the principal 
17 business or profession including product and service of 
18 product sales; is that correct? , 
19 A. Yes. I 
20 Q. And did you engage in the business of product 
21 sales outside of your employment at JB Dental during the | 
22 year 1999? j 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. You show that you had gross receipts for sales 
25 during 1999 for a business for $4,915; is that correct? 
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1 A.I guess. 
2 Q. Okay. That was money that you earned as 
3 income; is that correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And you deduct several expense items from the 
6 amount of your gross receipts; is that right? 
7 A. Yes. 
3 Q. You deducted $1,443 in car and truck expenses? 
) A. Sure. Yes. 
) Q.Okay. And you also made a deduction for 
expenses for a business telephone for $1,106? 
A. I don't see that up there. 
Q.On the second page. 
A. Oh. Yes. 
Q. And you also made another expense deduction 
for miscellaneous items in the amount of $426; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so on Schedule C you reported a net income 
from the operation of your business in the amount of 
$1,552; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, (Inaudible) of $4,915. What did you earn 
to - or what did you do in order to obtain $4,915 in 
gross receipts? 
A. There was a product that I was selling as part 
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}f JB Dental. They were lozenges, (Inaudible) lozenges 
Inaudible). We didn't have those in our catalogue so 
>cott Clyde, my boss, said, "Hey, if you want to sell 
his, it's okay with me." 
Q. Okay. And where did you obtain these lozenges 
3 sell? 
A. I don't even know how it came about, but 
naudible) little over a year. 
Q. Was this product known as Flora — 
lor-A-Lozenges (phonetic spelling)? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. What were they called? 
A. It's L-O-Z-I, and then dash, and then F-L-E-R, 
)zi-Fler. 
Q. And when you'd make the - the sale of these 
senges, was this done together when you were making 
e visits with - to doctors or dentists or labs in 
ationship to your job as a sales representative for 
Dental? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you were - when you would enter a dentist 
ce, a lab or when you were visiting the sales 
mdible) for JB Dental, you would also attempt to 
them these lozenges; right? 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And you would make these visits anyway to 
2 these offices because you were visiting these offices 
3 first on behalf of JB Dental; is that correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Can you tell me how you can have car and truck 
6 expenses of $1,443 relating to the sale of these 
J 7 lozenges if you're making visits to these offices on 
8 behalf of JB Dental and you're making the visits anyway? 
9 A.I was also visiting people that did not do 
10 business with JB Dental. I was trying to get them to do 
11 business. 
12 Q. And did you receive a car allowance from JB 
13 Dental? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. And you expensed your car expenses, your 
16 mileage, to JB Dental? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And they reimbursed you for your mileage? 
19 A. No. They just - I got a car allowance I 
20 think the last month I was there. (Inaudible) so he 
21 gave it to me then. That's the only time. 
22 Q. For the year 1999, do you have any other 
23 sources of income from your profession or business, or 
24 obtain any other type of employment? 
125 A. No. 
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1 Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
2 ExhibitNo.il. Do you recognize this document? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And a W2 form for the year 2000 for income 
5 that you earned while employed by JB Dental Supply 
6 Company in the year 2000; is that correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And is Exhibit ~ Respondent's Exhibit No. 11 
9 is a true and correct copy of your W2 form that you 
10 received from JB Dental Supply Company for the year 
11 2000? 
12 A. Yes. 
113 Q. And does it accurately reflect the income that 
114 you earned? 
115 A. Yes. 
16 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
17 Exhibit No. 11 into evidence. 
118 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
19 THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit No. 11 
20 is admitted. 
121 (Whereupon, Exhibit Rll was admitted into 
22 evidence.) 
23 BY MR. GUMINA: 
24 Q. And, Ms. Carter, for the year 2000 you earned 
25 income from JB Dental Supply Company of $51,862.27; is 
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1 that correct? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And that amount would represent the amount of 
I 4 commissions that you earned as a sales representative 
5 for JB Dental; is that correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
8 Exhibit No. 30. Do you recognize this document? 
9 A. Yes. This is my tax return for 2000 
10 (Inaudible). 
II Q. And is Respondent's Exhibit No. 30 a true and 
12 a correct copy of your U.S. (Inaudible) tax return for 
13 the year 2000 that you filed (Inaudible)? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And does Respondent's Exhibit No.30 
16 accurately reflect the amount of income that you earned 
17 for the year 2000? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move that 
20 Respondent's Exhibit No. 30 be admitted into evidence. 
21 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
22 THE COURT: Okay. Exhibit 30 is admitted. 
23 (Whereupon, Exhibit R30 was admitted into 
24 evidence.) 
25 BY MR. GUMINA: 
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1 Q. And, Ms. Carter, I'll ask you to turn to the 
2 fifth page of Exhibit - Respondent's Exhibit No. 30. 
3 Turn to what's referred to as Schedule CEZ, Net Profit 
4 From Business. Do you see on the top of the document it 
5 says "Net Profit From Business"? Do you see that? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. You have that in front of you right 
8 now; is that correct? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And the Schedule C shows that you earned 
11 income from product sales for the year 2000; is that 
12 correct? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And you earned gross receipts from product 
15 sales in the amount of $957 for the year 2000; is that 
!16 correct? 
117 A. Yes. 
118 Q. And what product were you selling that earned 
19 you $957 in gross receipts in the year 2000? 
20 A. It could have been the lozenges. It could 
21 have been being paid from ~ (Inaudible) getting a 1099 
22 for a doctor who was wanting to do the financing through 
23 a financial institution. I did different, you know ~ I 
124 (Inaudible) paid for people who financed their 
^ inaudible) equipment. ^ 
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1 Q. And you earned income from finding financing? 
2 A. (No audible response.) 
3 Q. And where is that reported in your -
4 A. You know, it's on that sheet we got yesterday, 
5 we looked at it. I think it's 4,000. That's probably 
6 where that 4,000 was. 
7 Q. All right, will you look at Exhibit 8. 
8 (Inaudible) 20. Ms. Carter, I'll ask you to turn to 
9 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 20. Do you have that in front 
10 of you right now? 
11 A.Uh-huh. 
12 Q. And that shows for the year 2001 that you 
13 earned $4,717.28 from three different factors or dental 
14 (Inaudible); is that correct? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And are you telling me that the $4,717.28 
17 represents income that you earned in providing or 
18 arranging financing for dentists or their offices for 
19 purchase of, I assume, equipment; would that be correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. So that's what this $4,717.28 represents -
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. - that's shown on Petitioner's Exhibit No. 
24 20? 
J 25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And this $4,717.28 does not reflect any income 
2 earned from sales of any type of (Inaudible) lozenges; 
3 would that be correct? 
4 A. This number does not, yes. 
5 Q. Right. Taking a look again at Exhibit No. 30, 
6 take a look at again - do you recall that you earned 
7 gross receipts in the amount of $957 for the year 2000? 
8 A. I would guess it's because of the lozenges. 
9 Q. Could it be anything else? 
10 A. (Inaudible). 
11 Q. Okay. And your last answer was I don't think 
12 so; is that right? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. You said it kind of softly. 
15 A. I don't think so is correct. 
116 Q. Ms. Carter, if you were awarded damages, would 
! 17 it be your testimony yesterday that you're waiving any 
! 18 right to any back pay damages after November 12th, 2001? 
19 Would that be correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. So if you're successful in the case, you are 
22 looking for back pay damages from March 25, 1998, to 
23 November 12, 2001; is that right? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And so you're waiving any claim for back pay 
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damages after November 12, 1998 (sic), that may be 
(Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So we don't have to cover any income that you 
earned after November 12, 1998; correct? Strike that. 
So you're saying we do not have to cover any 
income that you earned after November 12, 2001, 
(Inaudible)? 
A. Yes, and there you have to (Inaudible). 
Q. Okay. In fact, you're working right now for 
(Inaudible) Dental; right? 
A.I am. 
Q. And you're very happy there? 
A. Yes, very much. 
Q. And you don't want to leave there? 
A. No, because I'm doing (Inaudible). 
Q. Let me show you what's been marked as 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 12. Do you have the Exhibit 
No. 12 in front of you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And can you tell me what Exhibit No. 12 is? 
A. It's another (Inaudible) from 2001 from JB 
Dental. 
Q. And is Exhibit No. 12 a true and correct copy 
>f the W2 form that you received from JB Dental Supply 
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Company for the year 2001? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. And does Respondent's Exhibit No. 12 
:curately reflect the income that you earned from JB 
ental Supply Company in the year 2001? 
A. Yes, it is. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
diibit No. 12 then. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
THE COURT: All right. Respondent's Exhibit 
). 12 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit R12 was admitted into 
idence.) 
MR. GUMINA: 
Q. And is it your (Inaudible) JB Dental Supply 
mpany in November 12, 1998; is that correct? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. And so - strike that. 
You earned wages in the amount of $47,280.91 
the year 2001 from your employment at JB Dental 
ply Company as a sales representative; is that 
•ect? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the $47,280.91 that you earned for the 
2001 from JB Dental Supply Company represents what 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
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you earned in sales commissions as a sales 
representative working for JB Dental? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And this amount that you earned - well, let's 
backup. 
Actually, you made a little more than that. 
It shows for Social Security wages that you made 
$49,479.52; is that correct? 
A.Uh-huh. 
Q. Pardon? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so that would actually be the amount of 
commissions that you earned; right? 
A. (Inaudible), yes. 
Q. Okay. So you earned $49,479.52 in the year 
16 2001? | 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
A. Yes. 
Q. Right? And the amount shown by (Inaudible) 
was because you had a 401-K? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Okay. So that's not taxable; right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And the $49,479.52 that you earned from 
24 JB Dental in the year 2001 would represent the amount of | 
25 
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8 
9 
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12 
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19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
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commission income that you earned from JB Dental through 
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the date of your separation (Inaudible); correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So that would represent - this $49,479.52 
would represent commission income that you earned from 
JB Dental from January 1st, 2001, through November 12, 
2001; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And again, you're not claiming any damages, 
back pay damages, for any time after November 12, 2001? 
A. (Inaudible), yes. 
Q. Just the commission (Inaudible), that's right? 
A. (No audible response.) 
Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 31. 
A. It's income tax (Inaudible) of two thousand 
(Inaudible). 
Q. And is Respondent's - and it's your income 
tax return you filed jointly with your husband for the 
year 2001? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is Respondent's Exhibit No. 31 a true and 
correct copy of your U.S. Federal inpome tax return for 
the year 2001 that you filed jointly with your husband? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does Respondent's Exhibit No. 31 
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1 accurately reflect the amount of income that was earned 
2 by you for the year 2001? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
5 Exhibit No. 31 into evidence. 
6 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
7 THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit No. 31 
8 is admitted. 
9 (Whereupon, Exhibit R31 was admitted into 
10 evidence.) 
11 BY MR. GUMINA: 
12 Q. And, Ms. Carter, please turn to the fifth page 
13 of Respondent's Exhibit No. 31 and the Schedule C 
14 attached to your Form 1040. At the top of the page it 
15 says "(Inaudible) Business." 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you have that in front of you? 
18 A. Yes, I do. 
19 Q. May I take a peek? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. (Inaudible) same document. Yes. 
22 And the Schedule C that's made as an 
23 attachment to your 2001 income tax return shows that you 
24 had gross receipts from product sales for the year 2001; 
25 is that correct? j 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And you had gross receipts for product sales 
3 in the amount of $5,581 for the year 2001; is that 
4 correct? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And what product did you sell in order to earn 
7 gross receipts of $5,581 for the year 2001? 
8 A. I don't know. 
9 Q. You don't know? 
10 A. (Inaudible) taxed for this (Inaudible)? 
11 Q. Well, this was your tax return that you 
12 provided to me. Is there anything in here that shows 
13 what you earned the $5,581 doing? 
14 A. Sometimes I'll (Inaudible) from - like Oral 
15 B, you'll have a - run a contest and I get paid -
16 sometimes the manufacturers or - we set up new 
17 accounts, they pay you. Sometimes (Inaudible) somebody 
18 will write a special on something, so there's no telling 
19 what it was. 
20 Q. Okay. The source of additional income that 
21 you earned for the year 2001 related to your profession 
22 in the dental industry; is that correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And you took some expenses from the gross 
25 receipts that you earned in income; is that right? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. So you expensed $632 for car and truck 
3 expenses? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And you took a $798 expense for office 
6 expense? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And you took an expense in the amount of 
9 $1,513 for a business telephone? You'll find that on 
10 the second page. Is that correct? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And you took an expense deduction of $33 for 
13 postage; is that also correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And you show a net profit for the year 2001 
16 for (Inaudible) product sales in the amount of $2,558; 
17 is that correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And that $2,558 represents the gross receipts 
20 of $5,581, plus all the expenses that you deducted? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. That's what you (Inaudible); is that correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q.I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
125 Exhibit No. 25. 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Do you recognize this document? 
3 A. I do. 
4 Q. And these were the (Inaudible) on 
5 interrogatories that were served upon you by the 
6 respondent in this case, and these are your answers to 
7 those interrogatories; is that correct? 
8 A.I don't know where the answers are. These are 
9 questions? Are answers on the back? 
10 Q.For example, Interrogatory No. 1, you have an 
11 answer; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes, uh-huh. 
13 Q. And is that (Inaudible) document? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And these are answers that you provided to 
16 (Inaudible) questions that respondent presented to you 
17 in this case; is that correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And the answers to the interrogatory questions 
20 you provided were true and correct; bright? 
21 A. Uh-huh. 
22 Q. (Inaudible) were correct? 
23 A. (Inaudible). 
24 Q. And if you turn to page 6, is that your 
125 signature there that appears on that page? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. In fact, it appears twice; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your second signature is a verification to 
(Inaudible) that you read the answers to the 
interrogatories and that the same were true to your 
knowledge, except for those (Inaudible) stated upon 
information; is that correct? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And Respondent's Exhibit No. 25 is a true and 
correct copy of your answers to respondent's first set 
of interrogatories (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now if you look at Interrogatory No. 7, Ms. 
Carter. 
A. Okay. 
Q.Okay. And Interrogatory No. 7 asks, "State 
the (Inaudible), address, city, state and telephone 
number of each employer that complainant has applied to 
seek employment since June 1996 (Inaudible), including 
he date of answering this interrogatory. Each business 
>tate, A, the date the complainant applied for 
employment. 
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"B, the manner in which complainant applied, 
>y submitting a resum or application. 
"C, the individual person to whom complainant 
pplied. 
"D, whether complainant received an interview 
nd if so, how many and with whom. 
"And E, whether complainant was extended a 
ial offer." 
And your answer to that interrogatory was 
hat? 
A.I contacted (Inaudible) Dental. 
Q.Okay. What's your answer? 
A. I don't know when - when I contacted them, 
biether it was (Inaudible) and Sullivan-Schein. 
Q. Okay. But you answer in your interrogatory 
it you did not contact any employer other that JB 
mtal or Berkhart (phonetic spelling) Dental. Is that 
tat you said, the answer you provided? 
A. Berkhart Dental isn't (Inaudible). Yes. 
Q. Well, when did you sign this? 
A. I don't know. Let me see. There's no date 
)h, the 9th of January. 
Q. Of what year? 
A. 2002. 
Q. And January 9th, 2002, who were you employed 
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1 by? 
2 A.I was employed by Berkhart. 
3 Q. So was your answer to this interrogatory on 
4 January 9th, 2002, that you did not contact any 
5 employers other than JB Dental and Berkhart Dental in 
6 any search for any type of employment; is that correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Okay. And then look at Interrogatory No. 8. 
9 A. Okay. 
10 Q. And that interrogatory basically asks you if 
11 you contacted any employment agencies; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And your answer to Interrogatory No. 8 was, 
14 "No employment agency was contacted." Is that right? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. So you made no attempt through any employment 
17 agency or job search firm to find any other employment 
18 other than when you were at JB Dental and Berkhart 
19 Dental -- strike that. 
20 You never contacted any employment agency; is 
21 that correct? 
22 A.I never get paid this much money from a job at 
23 an employment agency, making the kind of money I was 
24 making. JB Dental was a way for me to get back to where 
25 I was with the experience that I had, so I thought that 
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1 was the best option I had. 
2 Q. Okay, but it was true, you didn't contact an 
3 employment agency; is that right? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we offer Exhibit No. 
6 25. 
7 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
8 THE COURT: Okay. Exhibit 25 is admitted. 
! 9 (Whereupon, Exhibit R25 was admitted into 
10 evidence.) 
111 BY MR. GUMINA: 
j 12 Q. Ms. Carter, with regards to ~ will you grab 
113 the black binder containing petitioner's exhibits. And 
14 turn to Petitioner's Exhibit No. 22, please. Are you 
15 there? And we're looking at Petitioner's Exhibit No. 22 
16 that's entitled "Susan Carter Damages Summary"; is that 
17 correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And did you prepare this damage summary? 
20 A. No, we did it together. 
21 Q. And "we," are you referring to your attorney? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Do you have any knowledge of where these 
24 numbers that are listed on this summary marked as 
25 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 22 come from? 
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1 A.I know where some of them came from. 
2 Q. Okay. Do you know the imputed commission 
3 amount that you ~ 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. - claim for 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001 --
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. And that amount is $110,303; right? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And that amount you took from Petitioner's 
10 Exhibit No. 14; is that correct? 
11 A. The compensation, yes. 
12 Q. Okay. Which was the compensation projection 
13 sheet given to you while you were employed by 
14 Sullivan-Schein; is that correct? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did anyone tell you while you were employed by 
17 Sullivan-Schein that you were guaranteed to make 
18 $110,303 for the year 1998? 
19 A. What's the question? 
20 Q. The question was: Did anyone tell you that 
21 you were guaranteed to make $110,303 for the year 1998? 
22 A. It wasn't a guarantee. 
23 Q.Okay. 
24 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I have no further 
25 questions. 
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1 THE COURT: Well , why d o n ' t we take about a 
2 10-minute break here and then we'll do redirect. 
3 MR. GUMINA: Thank you . 
4 (Whereupon, a 10-minute recess was taken.) 
5 THE COURT: Okay, M r . Gr imes , redirect . 
6 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your H o n o r . 
7 
8 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
9 BY MR. GRIMES: 
10 Q.Mrs. Carter, you testified during cross 
11 examination that it was widely accepted among sales 
112 representatives that once an account is assigned to a 
113 sales rep, that the other sales representatives are not 
! 14 supposed to call on that account; is that correct? 
[15 A. Yes. 
j 16 Q. Is it your understanding that the - that --
17 strike that. 
118 Do sales representatives generally believe 
19 that once an account is assigned to another sales 
20 representative, that they're prohibited from any contact1 
121 at all with that account? 
22 A. No. 
123 MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading. 
24 THE COURT: Well , it is leading. 
25 THE WITNESS: Do you want me to talk about 
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1 that? 
2 BY MR. GRIMES: 
3 Q.Sure. 
4 A. When I 'm at work, those are the rules that I 
5 follow. Outside of work or if I run into someone on the 
6 street or if I like to ski with someone, I can do that. 
7 It doesn't affect my personal life. 
8 Q. Do you believe that if you run into a customer 
9 that is serviced by another sales agent at a dental 
10 convention that you're not supposed to talk to them? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Do you believe that if you run into a customer 
13 that's served by another sales agent in the hallway of a 
14 building, that you're not supposed to talk to them? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Do you believe that if a customer that belongs 
17 to another sales representative asks you a question, 
18 that you're supposed to ignore them? 
19 A. No, I would politely answer their question 
20 (Inaudible). 
21 Q. Do you believe that if a customer that belongs 
22 to another sales representative asks you a question, 
23 that you should direct them to their sales 
24 representative to help— 
25 MR. GUMINA: Objection, this line of 
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1 questioning is leading. 
2 MR. GRIMES: (inaudible) question. I 
3 THE COURT: I have to agree. 
4 MR. GRIMES: r l l withdraw the question, Your 
5 Honor. j 
I 6 THE COURT: All right. Just as a general 
( 7 matter, I mean if I 'm going to sustain those types of 
8 objections when they're examining their own witnesses 
9 and you don't like them leading (Inaudible), I have to 
ilO do it here, too. j 
111 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. j 
12 BY MR. GRIMES: j 
113 Q. Ms. Carter, you testified regarding a letter 
! 14 that you received from Leonard Davis who was the vice 
15 president of Sullivan-Schein human resources, do you 
116 recall that? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Do you recall that Mr. Davis told you in that 
19 letter that appears as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 3 that 
20 if anyone retaliated against you, that you-should 
21 contact him? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Do you recall that? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And do you recall testifying that after you 
Z 7 r 7 7
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1 received that letter, you never contacted Mr. Davis? 
2 A. After I received the letter, I did not contact 
3 him. 
4 Q. You also testified that after you received 
5 that letter you did contact Gary Anderson; is that 
6 correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
I MR. GUMINA: Objection, that misconstrues the 
) testimony on evidence already (Inaudible). 
) MR. GRIMES: Well, no, I think that's 
foundation with redirect. I'm just establishing what 
she's testified to on cross examination. 
MR. GUMINA: I don't think the testimony in 
evidence so far has indicated that she contacted Gary 
Anderson about Mr. Leonard's letter. 
MR. GRIMES: I believe the testimony ~ 
THE COURT: Well, I don't have a court 
reporter to read back what was in the record but I'll 
allow you to ask the question and maybe you can construe 
it not with respect to what she recalls but rather in 
the form of an open-ended question as to whether or not 
she contacted Mr. Anderson. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mrs. Carter, why did you contact Mr. Anderson 
nstead of Mr. Davis? 
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A. I called my boss with Gircon Dental and Henry 
Ichein Dental for - my boss at that time was Dave 
harp. I was real close to him, I'd worked for him for 
ve years, so I told Dave and I asked him, "What should 
do?" 
And he said, "You need to call Gary Anderson," 
> I did what he thought was best. 
Q. Now when you called Gary Anderson, what was ~ 
d you talk to Gary Anderson more than once? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when was the first time that you talked to 
try Anderson? 
A. It was then, after - I talked to Gary 
iderson after I received a letter from (Inaudible). 
Q. And what was the subject that you talked to 
ry Anderson about when you called him? 
A. I told him - I told him everything. I told 
i that I had received a letter from James Engle about 
lanie and I was upset about that. And I just talked 
im about the letter that I had written, also. 
Q. Well, when did you talk to Mr. Anderson about 
- you said the letter, are you referring to your 
smber 14th letter? 
\. Yeah. 
2. When did you talk to Mr. Anderson about that 
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1 letter? 
2 A. At the same time I talked with him about - I 
3 just told him about everything. I didn't know 
4 (Inaudible). 
5 Q. When - was there a second time that you 
6 talked to Gary Anderson? 
7 A. I believe I talked to him when I was fired. 
8 Q.When? I 
9 A. When I was fired. j 
10 Q. What did you talk to him about then? 
11 A. I told him I was fired because of the letter 
12 that I had written, I felt that I was fired because of j 
13 the letter that I had written, and did he know that I j 
14 was fired, and he said, "No, I don't." So he called me 
15 back and said, "Well, you are fired and there's nothing 
16 I can do about it." 
17 Q. Did you solicit business from Dr. Richard j 
18 Clegg's office after you received a voice mail from Mr. 
19 Engle assigning that account to Melanie Roy lance? 
20 A. No, I didn't. 
21 Q. Did you tell anyone at Dr. Clegg's office that 
22 you could offer them a better deal than Melanie could? 
23 MR. GUMINA: Objection, leading. 
24 THE WITNESS: No. 
25 MR. GRIMES: It's not leading, Your Honor. 
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1 She can say yes or no. 
2 MR. GUMINA: He can ask what conversation she 
3 had at that office. He's providing the answer to her. 
4 THE COURT: Well, I - again, my construction 
5 of a leading question is it suggests an answer and if he 
6 said, isn't it true that you didn't do that, then that 
7 would in fact suggest an answer. If he asked her 
j 8 whether or not she did it, I'm not sure that it suggests 
| 9 an answer. 
j 10 MR. GUMINA: Understood. 
Ill BY MR. GRIMES: 
12 Q. Mrs. Carter, did you tell Georgeann from Dr. 
13 Clegg's office that Melanie could place their purchases 
14 through the Schein computer system? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Mrs. Carter, you testified that -- Mrs. 
17 Carter, who initiated the conversation that you had with 
18 Dr. Clegg when you were in the hallway adjacent to Dr. 
19 Braithwaite's office? 
20 A. Georgeann. 
21 Q. How did that come about? 
22 A. I was standing at the desk of Qr. John 
23 Braithwaite's office talking to the front office staff. 
24 And their cupboard - Dr. Clegg's cupboard was straight 
25 down the hallway directly across from me. And I guess 
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1 she must have been getting something out of the closet 
2 and saw me, because she walked in to Dr. John 
3 Braithwaite's office and said that Dr. Clegg wanted to 
4 ask me a question. She said, "I'm glad you're here, I 
5 want you to explain to him what you told me 
6 (Inaudible)." 
7 Q. How long was your conversation with Dr. Clegg 
8 on that occasion? 
9 A. Under a minute. 
10 Q.Mrs. Carter, you were asked a number of 
11 questions regarding the letter that was signed by John 
12 Willardsen and Richard Clegg, do you recall those 
13 questions? 
14 A.What? No. (Inaudible). 
15 Q. You were asked a number of questions about the 
16 letters -
17 A. Oh, (Inaudible). 
18 Q. ~ that were signed by Dr. Willardsen and Dr. 
19 Clegg? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Do you recall being asked whether you assisted 
22 in drafting those letters? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Do you recall testifying in your deposition 
125 that you did not assist in drafting those letters? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. At some time after you testified to that 
3 effect in your deposition, did you realize that that was 
4 -- that that testimony was mistaken? 
5 A. Yes. I was a little confused about the 
6 question and the answer. 
7 Q. When did you realize that? 
8 A. Right before the deposition was over. 
9 Q. Do you have your deposition transcript in 
10 front of you? 
11 A. Yes. Oh, (Inaudible). Which one is it? Is 
12 it this one? 
13 Q. That one. 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. You don't need the exhibits right now. 
16 A. Oh, okay. 
17 Q. No, you need the transcript, you don't need 
18 the exhibits. 
19 A. Oh, okay. (Inaudible). 
20 Q. Would you please turn to page 112 of your 
21 deposition transcript. 
22 A. Yes. 
(23 Q. Do you see line 22 of that page? 
24 A. Yes. 
°* n r>n vou see where Mr. Gumina stated, "Now I am 
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1 done"? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And what did you say? 
4 A. I said, "Can we talk before this is over?" 
5 Q. And I said, "Let's take a short break," and 
6 Mr. Gumina said, "I would actually suggest that she talk 
7 about her testimony before she goes." 
8 Then I said, "(Inaudible) basis for that 
9 objection." 
10 Anyway, it continues on. Do you recall the 
11 next - what is it you were going to talk about before 
12 this is over? 
13 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor? Your Honor, I object 
14 to this question. I believe the rule is that the 
15 (Inaudible) does not have a right to confer with counsel 
16 during the conduct of a deposition about testimony that 
17 they're going to give during the course of the 
18 deposition so that the witness is (Inaudible) coached by 
19 the attorney to provide answers. And I objected to 
20 their attempt to do that and the deposition was not yet 
21 concluded at that time. 
22 MR. GRIMES: We're not disputing the basis of 
23 the objection. (Inaudible). 
24 THE COURT: I guess I'd agree on the - if 
25 this was a dispute during the course of the deposition 
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1 when an objection was raised, I guess somebody did raise 
2 an objection and I asked to intervene at that time, I 
3 think that be appropriate for me to (Inaudible) the 
4 basis of that objection. I think all he's asking here 
5 is what she wanted to talk about or to explain her 
6 comment in the deposition. I'm not sure that goes to 
7 the objection of her conferring with counsel. 
8 MR. GUMINA: I believe he's going to elicit 
9 testimony of what his client's going to tell him during 
10 their conference. I did not want it to happen during 
11 the deposition. She answered the question and there's 
12 nowhere ~ she answered the question and Mr. Grimes 
13 doesn't have a right to coach her on how he's going to 
14 - if he wants to redirect her, how he's going to 
15 redirect her during her deposition. 
16 MR. GRIMES: I don't understand why - that's 
117 not an issue. I didn't coach her. We didn't meet. 
18 THE COURT: Well, okay, let me ask a 
19 foundational question and I'll see whether we can get 
20 (Inaudible) this thing. 
21 In your response where you said, "Can we talk 
22 before this is over," who are you directing that 
23 question to? 
24 THE WITNESS: My attorney, Mr. Grimes. 
25 THE COURT- So it wasn't directed that you 
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1 wanted to make an additional comment to Mr. Gumina 
2 during the deposition? 
3 THE WITNESS: No, at that moment. 
4 THE COURT: Okay. Based on that, I'm not sure 
5 that - I'm not sure you even want her to talk about 
6 this, Mr. Grimes. Otherwise, I think you're kind of 
7 exposing yourself to waiving the attorney/client 
8 privilege I guess. 
) MR. GRIMES: Well, I understand, Your Honor, 
) but I also know what happened on this occasion and we're 
not worried about that. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. (Inaudible) more, yes. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, also they've got to 
provide testimony of a conversation that never took 
place. It's now going to be speculation what she would 
have told her attorney. 
MR. GRIMES: Well, Your Honor -
THE WITNESS: Oh, no. 
MR. GUMINA: That never occurred. 
MR. GRIMES: The implication ~ (Inaudible) 
the implication has been -
MR. GUMINA: I don't mean to make any 
implications. 
MR. GRIMES: It's already been made during 
:ross examination. 
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1 BY MR. GRIMES: 
2 Q. Mrs. Carter, you should have before you 
3 Respondent's Exhibit No. 45; is that correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And it's the letter dated May 23, 2002? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. That was the day after your deposition was 
8 taken in this case? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Is that a letter from me to the attorney for 
11 the respondent, Joe Gumina? 
12 A. Yes, it is. 
13 Q. That letter states that, "After her deposition 
14 on May 22, 2002, Mrs. Carter informed me that she 
15 testified incorrectly to two of your questions. 
16 Specifically, when you asked her if she had any 
17 involvement in preparing the letters by Dr. Clegg and 
18 Dr. Willardsen, Mrs. Carter said no. In fact, she typed 
19 both letters and she wrote the letter that was signed by 
20 Mr. Willardsen. Mrs. Carter states that she was not 
21 concentrating on those questions at the time she 
22 answered them incorrectly. To be fair, Mrs. Carter 
23 tried to bring the issue to my attention at the end of 
24 her deposition but we got sidetracked debating whether 
25 Susan and I could confer prior to my examination." 
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MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) integrity, Mr. 
jrimes. I've never done that and I don't intend to do 
hat. 
THE COURT: All right. Well, and I'm not 
iking that construction either. I mean, I know where 
lis is going. I mean, there's been obviously a 
uestion and a consistency of Ms. Carter's testimony inj 
sr deposition as opposed to some letters and 
iterrogatories she answered or drafted in this matter, 
here has to be a better way for you to get at this and 
m kind of inclined to agree, that the comment she 
anted to make to her attorney during the deposition 
obably isn't appropriate so I sustain the objection. 
r
 MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mrs. Carter, do you have respondent's 
hibits? 
MR. GUMINA: They're on top of the bench. 
MR. GRIMES: May I approach, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes, uh-huh. 
MR. GRIMES: What about 45, do you still have 
t? 
MR. GUMINA: No, I do not. It should be in 
(Inaudible). 
THE COURT: I think I turned it in. Oh, here 
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1 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I object on the same 
2 basis I objected previously. He's trying to get into 
3 evidence what his client would have told him by 
4 conference that never occurred. 
5 THE COURT: Well, I think you introduced 
6 Exhibit 45 so I don't know that you can object to 
7 something you've already introduced into evidence. 
8 BY MR. GRIMES: 
9 Q. Is that what happened, Mrs. Carter? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Mrs. Carter, you testified regarding some 
12 statements that were made in a letter to Utah 
13 Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division regarding 
14 Beverlee Myers, do you recall that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Specifically, you said that she was 
17 controlling and a chronic liar? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. What was the basis for - of your information 
20 for that -- strike that. 
21 What basis did you have for making that 
22 statement to the UALD? 
23 A. When I was terminated, Joe Shutzo said to me 
24 that he spoke to Bev and that's why I was being fired. 
25 Those were his words. So yes, naturally I was extremely 
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1 angry with her and ~ 
2 Q. Why were you angry with her? 
3 A. Because he implied that she had got me fired. 
4 Q. Did you believe that she got you fired? 
5 A. (No audible response.) 
6 Q. Did you have any basis for the assertion that 
7 Beverlee Myers was very controlling and a chronic liar? 
8 A. Did I have a basis for that? No. We talked to 
9 the staff at the -- where she worked, (Inaudible). 
10 Q. Well, did you say that in a letter to the 
11 UALD? 
12 A. I did. 
13 Q. So it was your understanding; is that correct? 
14 A. At the time, yes. 
15 Q. Okay. And what was the basis of that 
16 understanding? 
17 A. When I said in the letter that she had been a 
18 liar, because I found out later on that that's not the 
19 case, because I talked to her after ~ (Inaudible) 
20 talked to her but -- and I found out that none of that 
21 was true and that she hadn't done those things. And 
22 actually, (Inaudible) Joe. 
23 Q. At the time that you wrote the letter - the 
24 statement to the UALD that Beverlee Myers was 
25 controlling and a chronic liar, did you have any reason 
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1 to believe that? 
2 A. I had a reason to believe that because, yes, I 
3 was fired (Inaudible). I (Inaudible) not even 
4 (Inaudible) couple of weeks after I was fired. 
5 Q. Mrs. Carter, you were asked what the company 
6 could have done in response to your December 14th, 1997 
7 letter that would have -- (Inaudible). What could they 
8 have done? 
9 A. They could have called me, talked to me about 
10 the letter that I had sent them in confidence and asked 
11 me what I wanted to do. 
12 Q. Did you want that letter disclosed to Parke 
13 Simmons or Blaine Brown? 
114 A. No. 
! 15 Q. Why did you not want that letter disclosed to 
116 Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown? 
117 A. Because I would be fired if they knew about 
18 the letter at all. 
19 Q. And were you fired? 
20 A. I was. 
21 Q. Mrs. Carter, you testified that the company 
22 was effective in stopping whatever it was that you were 
23 afraid Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown would do. At the 
24 time that you were working at Sullivan-Schein were you 
25 aware of everything that Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown 
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1 were doing? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. During that time, did you know of anything 
4 that they were doing to undermine your employment with 
5 the company? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. After that time, did you subsequently learn of 
8 something that Parke Simmons did to undermine your 
9 employment with the company? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. What was that? 
12 A. When we deposed him, he told us that he had 
13 spoken to Joe Shutzo and had engaged in a conversation 
14 about crossovers and about the issues in crossovers. 
15 And I believe he said thai, "There she goes again," or 
16 "here we go again," and he ended up engaging further in 
17 the conversation with Joe and he told Joe that that's 
18 the reason he fired me back at Mountain West and ~ 
19 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I'm going to object 
20 to the basis of the knowledge of this. The basis of a 
21 deposition taken in this case is not contemporaneous 
22 with the event. And they're going to call Mr. Simmons. 
23 I mean, (Inaudible) leading or stating verbatim Mr. 
24 Shutzo — Mr. Simmons's deposition (Inaudible) think 
25 that's appropriate. 
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1 MR. GRIMES: Well, I (Inaudible) admission 
2 against interest. 
3 MR. GUMINA: Well, I'll wait to admit it. 
4 MR. GRIMES: Well, this is in response to a 
5 cross examination question as to whether the company 
6 (Inaudible) Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown. She's just 
7 answering that question. 
8 THE COURT: AH right. Well, I'll let her 
9 answer the question the way you just put it. 
10 THE WITNESS: I knew that they had had a 
11 conversation and that's not why I was fired. 
12 (Inaudible) Mountain West, not that I knew of. And I 
13 was just ~ I sat there and heard this and wondered why 
14 are they even discussing me? And that to me is 
15 (Inaudible), you know, retaliation. I mean that's what 
16 that is. 
17 MR. GUMINA: Objection, you know, (Inaudible). 
18 Ask that it be stricken. 
19 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I don't think it is a 
20 legal conclusion. She's not an attorney.- It's simply 
21 what she thinks is retaliation in her understanding. 
22 THE COURT: Well, I'll' accept her testimony 
23 based on what her opinion is. I mean, obviously, I'm 
24 not - I'm the one that's going to make the legal 
125 determination here, the legal affect of what those 
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opinions or testimony is. On that basis, I'll accept it 
for what it is, her opinion. 
THE WITNESS: He placed doubt in Joe Shutzo's 
mind. It wasn't (Inaudible). 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mrs. Carter, did you have a discussion with 
Melanie Roylance about the letter - your December 14th 
letter that you sent to the company? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, exceeds the scope of | 
cross. j 
MR. GRIMES: That's not true. She was asked 
luring cross examination whether she talked to Melanie 
Roylance about that letter. 
THE COURT: I think that was covered in cross 
examination. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
SY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Who initiated your discussion about the letter 
vith Melanie Roylance? 
A. She brought it up. 
Q. Mrs. Carter, you were asked a number of 
uestions about a letter that you sent to the UALD dated i 
^pril 2nd, 1998, which is Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10. 
Vould you get that letter. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. How long after your termination from the 
Dmpany did you write this letter? 
A. On April 2nd. 
Q. And when were you terminated? 
A. March 21st. 
Q. How were you feeling at the time you wrote 
is letter? 
A. I think I (Inaudible), most all of it. 
Q. Now in this letter you state that — in 
feet, that you don't call on Heritage Dental anymore, 
• you recall that statement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you mean by that? 
A. When I started calling on Heritage Dental back 
len Mark Mason worked there and he was my account, so I 
v the dentists in there and I had asked Mark if he 
laudible). (Inaudible) so he said, "I don't 
audible), pick up the phone and call (Inaudible), you 
I't need to bother me about it." He was kind of 
audible) so after a while, I just realized that he 
d^ to do it the way he did it and he (Inaudible) on 
phone. And (Inaudible) it didn't matter to me. So 
»ok (Inaudible) in there and (Inaudible). 
Q. Did those dentists have their own account 
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1 numbers? 
I 2 A. They had that - y e s . 
3 Q. Was Heritage Dental assigned to you at the 
4 time of your termination? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you personally sell to Mark Mason, the 
7 owner of Heritage Dental? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. At the time? 
10 A. I - he had that credit (Inaudible). 
11 Q. Did he order anything through you? 
12 A. (Inaudible). 
13 Q. Prior to your termination, when was the last 
14 time that you called on Heritage Dental? 
15 A. That week before, or the week of. 
16 Q. Mrs. Carter, you were asked on cross 
17 examination about your inconsistencies about your 
18 submissions to the Utah Anti-Discrimination and Labor 
19 Division as to whether Joe Shutzo told you that he read 
20 your letter. Do you recall that? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Would you please turn to the third page of 
23 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10. The large paragraph in the 
24 middle of the page. 
125 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. The second half of that paragraph, does that 
2 talk about your discussion with Joe Shutzo at the 
3 airport about the letter? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Does that accurately describe what was said 
6 about the letter between yourself and Mr. Shutzo at the 
7 airport? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Was this -- is this letter dated April 2nd, 
10 1998, the first document that you submitted ~ or the 
11 first written statement that you submitted to the Utah 
12 Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Now, counsel pointed out that later on you 
115 submitted a letter in which you stated that Joe Shutzo 
16 told you he had actually read the letter. Do you 
17 remember that? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. All right. If you wanted to mislead the UALD 
20 in to believing that Joe Shutzo read the letter, why 
21 would you give them a written statement, your first 
22 written statement, which accurately ^escribes your 
23 conversation with Joe Shutzo about the letter? Can you 
24 think of a reason? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. At any time did Joe Shutzo tell you that he 
2 knew about your letter before you told him about it at 
3 the airport? 
4 A. Yes, at lunch. 
5 Q. When did that conversation take place? 
6 A. I (Inaudible) merger. 
7 Q. Mrs. Carter, you were asked questions about 
8 your deposition testimony in regard to whether you 
9 talked to Gary Anderson about your December 14th, 1997 
10 letter. Would you please get your deposition transcript 
11 and turn to page 111. 
12 A. Okay. 
13 Q. Okay. I just want to read all of the 
14 testimony having to do with that issue. I'm going to 
15 start on line 6 and I will ask the questions that were 
16 asked by Mr. Gumina, and would you please read your 
17 answer and go on to the top of page 112. 
18 "After reading this paragraph, does it refresh 
19 your memory as to whether you had a conversation with 
20 Mr. Anderson or not?" 
21 A. "Yes, and also indicates that we talked about 
22 the letter, my initial letter that I had sent to the 
23 company. That's the one that I didn't want in my file 
24 (Inaudible)." 
p Q. "You didn't want the December 14th, 1997 
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1 letter in your file?" 
| 2 A. "Right." 
I 3 Q. "Where you allege that Gary said don't worry 
j 4 about the letter, it won't be placed in your file, Mr. 
j 5 Anderson is referring to your December 14th, 1997 
6 letter?" 
7 A. "Yes." 
I
 8 Q. "Did Mr. Anderson tell you letters like the i 
9 December 14th, 1997 letter crossed the manager's desk in j 
10 abundance?" 
II A. "Apparently so." 
12 Q. "Do you recall saying that?" | 
13 A. "Yes, (Inaudible)." 
114 Q. Then I said, "Take your time and review the 
15 paragraph, Mrs. Carter, the whole paragraph." 
16 Then Mr. Gumina asked, "Have you had an j 
17 opportunity to review that paragraph again?" 
18 A. "Yes. (Inaudible.)" 
19 Q. "Mr. Anderson's reference to don't worry about 
20 the letter was in reference to Mr. Engle's letter of 
21 February 18, 1998; is that correct?" 
22 A. "Yes." 
23 Q. "It had nothing to do with the December 14th, 
24 1997 letter; would that be correct?" 
25 A. "Yes." 
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1 Q. Mrs. Carter, you testified that after you 
2 obtained employment with JB Dental in March of 1998, 
3 that you had the ability to call on the same accounts 
4 that you called on at Sullivan-Schein? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did JB Dental offer the same types of products 
7 and services that Sullivan-Schein offered? 
8 A. Not at all. 
9 Q. Would you please describe the difference 
10 between the products and services offered by JB Dental 
11 and those offered by Sullivan-Schein Dental. 
12 A. Yeah. At Henry Schein I could sell horse 
13 tranquilizers -- we had veterinarian supplies. I could 
14 sell highlighters, front office supplies, paper, 
15 orthodontics. They had wire and bands and brackets. I 
16 sold all orthodontic — my whole broad - it broadened 
17 my range of products tremendously. I'm trying to think 
18 of more. I even had (Inaudible) JB Dental. I didn't 
19 even have a license for (Inaudible) dental that we had 
20 at Henry Schein so it was very different and difficult 
21 to make enough. I (Inaudible). 
22 Q. Mrs. Carter, you testified (Inaudible) the 
23 amount of income that >ou received for JB Dental during 
24 the year 2001. Would you please turn to Exhibit ~ 
25 (Tape Interruption.) 
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I 1 BY MR. GRIMES: 
I 2 Q. Does this document reflect that as of that 
3 date - what does this document reflect your 
4 year-to-date income from JB Dental was as of that date? 
5 A. That's the period that is ended on 
6 (Inaudible)? 
7 Q. That's correct. What was your income as of 
I
 8 that date, for the year? Do you see that? 
9 A. $66,000-no. The note paid--
10 Q. In the center of the page it says 
II "year-to-date." 
12 A. (Inaudible) -
13 Q. Well, do you see in the center of the page 
14 where it says "year-to-date"? 
15 A. No - yes, I mean there's a list of them in 
16 there. 
17 Q. Do you see an amount there for a commission? 
18 A.Weil, one's got a hole in it so - yes, 
19 commissions is $48,962 (Inaudible). 
20 Q. Does that reflect the total amount of 
21 commissions that you received from JB Dental for the 
22 year 2001 up until November 30th of 2001? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And in this case, you're only claiming damages 
25 up to November 12 of 2001; is that correct? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Mrs. Carter, at the time that you were 
3 terminated from Sullivan-Schein how many dental sales 
4 companies existed in the State of Utah? 
5 A. Two. 
6 Q. And what were they? 
7 A. They were JB Dental and Patterson Dental. 
3 Q. All right. Do you make - after your 
) termination from Sullivan-Schein, did you make inquiries 
) at JB Dental about (Inaudible) employment? You got a 
job there; right? 
A. Yes. I was wanting to add to that, but yes. 
Q. All right. After your termination from 
Sullivan-Schein did you make inquiries about employment 
there -- or at Patterson Dental? 
A. I talked to the sales - one of the sales reps 
there. It wasn't - (Inaudible) but I just asked if 
they were hiring anybody and he said no. The staff was 
full. 
Q. Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: I have no further questions. 
THE COURT: Any recross? 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
*** 
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RECROSS EXAMINATION 
Y MR. GUMINA: 
Q.Ms. Carter, you just testified that you were 
nable to offer the same type of products as a sales 
jpresentative for JB Dental as you could for 
illivan-Schein; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. (Inaudible) veterinary — vets or veterinary 
inics on your account list when you were at 
illivan-Schein? 
A. No, but for some reason many people have 
rses (Inaudible) and I sold a lot of antibiotics for 
rses. 
Q. Okay. But you had no vets or veterinary 
lies on your account list, is that right, while you 
rked for Sullivan-Schein? 
A. I (Inaudible), but I could call on them if I 
ited to. 
Q.Now, Patterson Dental, you never submitted a 
im or a job application, did you, to them? 
vNo. 
2. And your attorney's reference to Petitioner's 
ibit No. 19, it shows that you received some 
tional income after the date of your termination; is 
correct? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And that was actually commissions --
3 represents commissions that you had earned on or before 
4 your termination or your separation date from JB Dental; 
5 is that right? 
6 A. Yes. 
[ 7 Q. So there was a (Inaudible) regards to payment 
I 8 of commissions that you actually earned before November 
I 9 12, 2001, and the actual payment by JB Dental of those 
110 commissions to you? 
| l l A. Yes. 
112 Q. So in fact, as of November 26, 2001, you had 
[ 13 earned a sales commission through November 12, 2001, 
114 $51,380.70, which says "true gross." Was that your true 
115 gross? 
16 A. You know, I'm not sure what this -- that's 
117 different from the number up above, but (Inaudible). 
18 Oh, (Inaudible)--
119 Q. You're not sure, okay. 
20 A. -was . 
21 Q. Did you receive any other checks from JB 
122 Dental after - for any period after November 26, 2001, 
23 for commissions earned? 
24 A.I don't think so. 
25 Q. So Petitioner's Exhibit No. 19 is the last 
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1 check that you received as far as commission payments 
! 2 from JB Dental? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And again, the check stub represents monies 
5 paid to you for commissions that you earned on or before 
6 November 12, 2001; is that correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
! 8 Q. Now, you talked to Dr. Clegg's staff and you 
9 talked to Dr. Clegg himself about Melanie not placing 
10 the order through the computer system; is that correct? 
ill A.No. 
12 Q. Well, you talked to Georgeann at the dental 
113 convention; right? 
14 A. That's one person. 
! 15 Q. Okay. And you talked to Dr. Clegg about a 
16 week later, is that right, about the same issue? 
17 A. That's not his staff. I just talked to 
18 Georgeann. 
19 Q. Okay. Was (Inaudible) there at the dental 
20 convention? 
21 A.I saw her but I ~ 
22 Q. Was she part of your conversation with 
23 Georgeann? 
24 A.No. 
25 Q. But Georgeann is part of Dr. Clegg's staff; 
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1 right? Yes? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And you told her that Melanie was placing the 
4 order wrong, that she should be placing the order 
5 through the Schein computer system rather than through 
6 the Sullivan Dental computer system; right? 
7 A. No. I didn't say she was wrong. 
8 Q. Okay. When you said that she should have been 
9 -- she should be placing the order through the Schein 
10 computer system; right? 
11 A.I said if she wanted the good discount, she 
12 needs to be placing the order through the Schein --
13 Q. Okay. So to get the one discount that their 
14 office knew they were entitled to, Melanie needed to 
15 place the order through the Schein computer system; 
16 right? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And you told Georgeann and you told Dr. Clegg 
19 that Melanie must be placing the order through the 
20 Sullivan Dental computer system; is that right? 
21 A. (Inaudible). 
22 Q. No, she was placing them through Sullivan. 
23 A. I don't know whether she had or not. 
24 Q. But that was your explanation of why they 
25 weren't getting the proper pricing discount. 
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1 A. It (Inaudible) tell you on my invoices. 
2 Q. But we're concentrating on what you told 
3 Georgeann and what you told Dr. Clegg, okay? 
4 Now, you told Georgeann that Melanie must be 
5 continuing to place the order through the Sullivan 
6 Dental system, that's why they're not getting the price 
7 discount; right? In order for them to get the proper 
8 pricing discount, Melanie needs to put the order through i 
9 the Schein computer system; is that right? 
10 A. All I said was the Schein computer system. I 
11 didn't say anything about the Sullivan or the Sullivan j 
12 computer. 
13 Q. Okay. (Inaudible) is Dr. ~ to Georgeann that 
14 Melanie wasn't processing the orders correct; is that j 
15 right? 
j 16 A. No. 
117 Q. Well, to process an order correctly, according 
118 to you, the order should be placed in the Schein 
'19 computer system. 
20 A. She may have been putting them in the Schein 
21 computer system. 
J22 Q. So you didn't know one way or the other? 
23 A. Right. 
124 Q. Okay. So you were just speculating on how 
25 Melanie was handling their account and -
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1 A. What I said is, "Does it show on your 
2 invoice?" 
3 And she said, "No." 
4 I said, "Well, then make sure that it's put 
5 through the Schein computer." 
6 I was actually trying to help. 
7 Q. Uh-huh. Did you think Melanie understood you 
8 were trying to help? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And you testified that -- we talked about, on 
11 my cross examination, your attorney brought it back up 
12 during his redirect, about Ms. Myers' ~ your reference 
13 to her as a chronic liar. Do you recall that? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And you had heard that from the people that 
16 Beverlee worked ~ Beverlee Myers worked with; right? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. They had told you that she was a chronic liar? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And then you accepted that as true; right? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And when you made that statement to the ~ and 
23 you made that statement that Ms. Myers was a chronic 
24 liar in your April 2nd, 1998 letter that's been marked 
25 as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10; right? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And you wrote that on April 2nd, 1998; right? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And you told your lawyer, Mr. Grimes, that 
I 5 your April 2nd, 1998 letter is a more accurate letter of 
I 6 what occurred. 
! 7 A.I don't know that it's more accurate. I just 
8 know at the time I -
9 Q. Well, (Inaudible) believed (Inaudible) because I 
10 it was written relatively close from the time you were | 
II terminated, pretty close in time to the events that you 
12 were complaining about; right? 
13 A. Part of what was in the letter, though, was my 
14 emotions also. 
15 Q.Okay. 
16 A. (Inaudible). 
17 Q. And your emotions eventually (Inaudible)? 
18 A. Not much but--
19 Q. A little bit, is that better? 
20 A. (No audible response.) 
21 Q. Now, in your January 16, 2000 letter that you 
22 wrote to JoAnn Carter who's the investigator at the 
23 Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division that we've 
24 previously marked and admitted into evidence as 
25 Respondent's Exhibit No. 17, you - it's actually not 
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(Inaudible). 
A. No. 
Q. (Inaudible). Do you have Respondent's Exhibit 
No. 17? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's your January 16th, 2000 letter to 
the Utah Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you look on the second page, under the 
heading (Inaudible) Termination, do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you look at the second paragraph in that 
subsection which starts, "The next instance," do you see 
that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And then you move down to what I 
Delieve would be the fourth sentence in that paragraph. 
it says, "After my termination, I personally 
nvestigated." Do you see that sentence? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And you told the investigator for the 
Jtah Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division, in your 
anuary 16, 2000 letter, you said, "After my 
*rmination, I personally investigated the alleged 
negation concerning a complaint which was filed by 
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naudible) at Heritage Dental." 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I object to this, 
's beyond the scope of redirect. 
MR. GUMINA: He brought out the issue that Ms. 
[yers was a liar, that she (Inaudible) from her staff, 
it she learned differently later on, and this is going 
l, Your Honor. 
MR. GRIMES: It doesn't have anything to do 
ith that. 
MR. GUMINA: It sure does. 
THE COURT: Well, I think the general issue of 
s. Myers's character (Inaudible) the basis of her 
tement concerning Ms. Myers's character was brought 
in redirect, but I think the general area is fair 
Be. I'll--
MR. GUMINA: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. GUMINA: 
Q. You told the investigator in your letter, 
rked as Respondent's Exhibit No. 17, you stated, 
fter my termination, I personally investigated the 
ged allegations concerning a complaint which was 
d by Bev at Heritage Dental. It appears Ms. Myers 
mentally disturbed person who (Inaudible) at 
itage was terminated for repeatedly prescribing pain 
lications to a friend and for filing fraudulent 
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insurance claims. She was on a variety of medications 
for depression. Prior to her job at Heritage, she has 
been terminated for embezzling money from her employer." 
A. Her employer, Mark Mason, told me this. 
Q. Okay. But you were — 
A.He fired her, so... 
Q. Okay. You were still trying, on January 15th, 
to (Inaudible) to impugn Ms. Myers's credibility to the 
Utah Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division; right? 
A. I (Inaudible) what her boss had told me. 
Q. Okay, but you put that in the letter for a 
purpose; right? 
A. So that they would know a little bit about 
her. I didn't know her. 
Q. Okay. And the purpose would be so that she 
couldn't be trusted; right? She shouldn't be believed. 
Is that why you put it in the letter? 
A. I just put it in the letter to describe what I 
knew about her through her employer. 
Q.In your December 14th, 1997 letter, that's 
been marked as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 2, do you state 
anywhere in that letter that — that your complaint — 
Okay. Your December 14, 1997 letter, that's 
been marked as Petitioner's Exhibit No. 2, do you state 
anywhere in that letter that you wanted your complaint 
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to be maintained in confidence? 
A. I thought if you sent them to human resources 
~ I thought that's what they did. (Inaudible). And 
can I -
Q. Did you believe that if you sent this letter 
to the company, they had a duty to investigate it? 
A. But I sent this intending - I was still 
working for Henry Schein. I sent this to Henry Schein 
- this was before the merger. This was before -
Q. But you sent it to Henry Schein, did you 
expect Henry Schein to investigate your letter? Yes or 
no? 
A. After my permission, after we talked about it, 
yes. 
Q. Well, does it say anywhere in your letter that 
you should - you wanted them to request your permission 
before they conducted any investigation? 
A. I asked that I get a response to the letter. 
Q. Okay, but did you state anywhere in your 
letter that it's to be kept confidential, they do not 
investigate it? Did you ask them not to investigate it 
in your letter? 
A. I didn't ask them to investigate it. 
Q. Okay. But you never asked them not to 
investigate it; true? 
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1 A. (Inaudible). 
2 Q.True? 
3 A. That's not an answer. 
4 Q. I'm asking if my statement's true. 
5 A. I did not ask them to investigate. 
6 Q. That wasn't my question. 
7 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I (Inaudible). 
8 THE COURT: Ask the question again. 
9 BY MR. GUMINA: 
10 Q. In your December 14th, 1997 letter, marked as 
11 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 2, you did not ask or request 
12 from Henry Schein that they not investigate your 
13 complaint; true? 
14 A. True. 
15 Q. Thank you. 
16 MR. GUMINA: I have no further questions. 
17 MR. GRIMES: No further questions, Your Honor. 
18 THE COURT: Okay. You're excused. Thank you. 
19 (Inaudible) we're looking at as far as the 
20 next witness? 
21 MR. GRIMES: Well, hopefully, she's in the 
22 hallway. 
23 THE COURT: (Inaudible). 
24 MR. GRIMES: (Inaudible). 
25 (Whereupon, an off-the-record discussion was 
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1 held.) 
2 MR. GRIMES: I talked to Melanie Roylance 
3 several times yesterday, she was going to be here this 
4 morning, so she hasn't been here yet today. 
5 THE COURT: She was here yesterday. 
6 MR. GRIMES: She was here yesterday. 
7 THE COURT: Do you want to take some time here 
8 and see if you can determine her whereabouts or -
9 MR. GRIMES: We could either do that or I 
10 could proceed with a different witness. 
11 THE COURT: It's up to you. What are we 
12 looking like for this afternoon then? 
13 MR. GRIMES: I just (Inaudible) time as 
14 possible. I'd still like to (Inaudible) though, I don't 
15 know if it's possible. 
16 THE COURT: Okay. Well, let's take the next 
17 witness then and we'll see where we end up. 
18 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, the petitioner would 
19 call Joseph Shutzo. He is out of state. It's my 
20 understanding he was supposed to be appearing personally 
21 in this (Inaudible) but not during the presentation of 
22 the petitioner's case. That being the case, I tried to 
23 reach Mr. Shutzo directly (Inaudible). We would request 
24 the opportunity to read excerpts of his deposition 
'25 transcript into the record in lieu of live testimony. 
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1 THE COURT: Okay. All right, do that then. 
2 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, petitioners move to 
3 publish the deposition of Joe Shutzo. 
4 THE COURT: Any objection? 
5 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
6 THE COURT: Okay, publish the deposition of 
7 Joseph Shutzo. 
8 (Whereupon, the deposition of Joseph Shutzo 
9 was published into evidence.) 
10 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, may I approach? 
11 THE COURT: Yes. 
12 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, with the permission 
13 of the Court I would like to simply read selected 
14 excerpts from Mr. Shutzo's deposition, a question and 
15 answer, in part to expedite the presentation of his 
16 testimony for time purposes. 
117 THE COURT: Okay. 
18 MR. GUMINA: Do we have a reference to a page 
19 and line? 
20 MR. GRMES: Certainly, I will do that. | 
21 MR. GUMINA: Thank you. I 
22 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, on page 4 of the 
23 deposition transcript of Mr. Shutzo, a deposition taken 
24 in this case on September 6th of 2002 — I should first 
25 indicate on page 4 it does indicate that Mr. Shutzo -
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1 on line 12 and 13, it does indicate that Mr. Shutzo was 
2 placed under oath. 
3 Lines 22 and 23. QUESTION: "would you please 
4 state your full name for the record." 
5 ANSWER: "Joseph Phillip Shutzo." 
6 On page 17, beginning on line 23, QUESTION: 
7 "Do you recall when >ou started with Sullivan Dental?" 
8 ANSWER: "August of 1990." f 
9 Continuing on to page 18, "What was your 
10 position with Sullivan Dental?" 
11 ANSWER: "Equipment manager, branch manager 
12 out of the Seattle store." 
13 QUESTION: "Did that involve any sales 
14 activity?" 
15 ANSWER: "Oh, yes, from home." 
16 QUESTION: "Did you supervise anyone?" 
17 ANSWER: "Yes, I did." 
18 QUESTION: "What job title or title did you 
19 supervise?" 
20 ANSWER: "Territory sales reps." -
21 QUESTION: "How many of them were there?" 
22 ANSWER: "Seven." 3 
23 QUESTION: "Did any crossover issues arise 
24 during the time that you ~ well, did Sullivan Dental 
!25 merge with - strike that. 
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1 "Are you familiar with an entity known as 
2 Mountain West Dental?" 
3 ANSWER: "Yes." 
4 QUESTION: "Do you recall Mountain West Dental 
5 merging with Sullivan Dental during approximately 1996?" 
5 ANSWER: "Yes." 
1 QUESTION: "Prior to the merger between 
I Mountain West Dental and Sullivan Dental did any 
> crossover issues arise to your knowledge at Sullivan 
Dental?" 
ANSWER: "Oh, yes." 
QUESTION: "Did you supervise anyone as the 
equipment manager at Sullivan Dental when you started in 
August of 1990?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "What job title or title did you 
supervise?" 
ANSWER: "Our office manager, which was our 
inside personnel, and our sales representatives." 
QUESTION: "How many sales representatives 
were there?" QUESTION: "How many sales representatives" 
- (Inaudible) on page 19, 19 now, line 5. 
QUESTION: "How many sales representatives 
vere there?" 
ANSWER: "Seven." 
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QUESTION: "Did the sales representatives have 
ssigned territories?" 
ANSWER: "Yes, (Inaudible)." 
QUESTION: "Did you also personally engage in 
lies activities?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Did you have an assigned sales 
rritory?" 
ANSWER: "I sold in all the territories. I 
is the equipment salesman. I worked for all the 
ritory salespeople." 
QUESTION: "Was it the general practice in the 
ital supply industry that the equipment salesmen are a 
3 higher on the organizational ladder of the company 
ri the sales representatives?" 
ANSWER: "At times, yes, but not always." 
QUESTION: "What crossover issues do you 
ill occurring prior to the merger during your 
iloyment at Sullivan ~ Sullivan Dental prior to the 
ger with Mountain West Dental in approximately 1996?" 
ANSWER: "'96 itself, none. Prior to that, I 
a sale" — continue on to page 20, -- "force with 
van Dental. A company by the name of Healthco went 
>f business and we picked up three of their sales 
sentatives and I had to merge them into our 
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1 existing salesforce." 
2 QUESTION: "So when Sullivan picked up the 
3 Healthco sales representatives, did those sales 
4 representatives, that is the former Healthco sales 
5 representatives, have assigned sales territories?" 
6 ANSWER: "They have to find accounts." 
7 QUESTION: "Do some of those accounts overlap 
8 the accounts that have previously — that have been 
9 previously assigned to the existing Sullivan sales 
10 representatives?" 
11 ANSWER: "In some cases, yes." 
12 QUESTION: "Did that have to be reconciled?" 
13 ANSWER: "Yes." 
14 QUESTION: "Were you involved in reconciling 
15 those issues?" 
16 ANSWER: "Yes, I was." 
17 "Were you the Sullivan employee who was 
18 primarily assigned to resolve those crossover issues?" 
19 ANSWER: "Yes, I was." 
20 QUESTION: "Were you able to resolve those 
21 crossover issues?" 
22 ANSWER: "Yes, I was." 
23 QUESTION: "Were there any disciplinary 
24 actions issued to any of the sales representatives?" 
25 ANSWER: "NO." 
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1 Turning to page 21 of Mr. Shutzo's deposition, 
2 beginning on line 25 and continuing on to page 22, line 
3 13, QUESTION: "I see. Do you recall a merger occurring 
4 between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein in 
5 approximately late 1997?" 
I 6 ANSWER: "August of 1997, yes, I do." 
I 7 QUESTION: "How did you learn of that merger?" 
8 ANSWER: "I was told by a manufacturer's rep 
9 who called and told me about it." 
10 QUESTION: "What was your job title at the 
11 time you were notified of the merger between Sullivan 
12 Dental and Henry Schein Dental?" 
13 ANSWER: "I was functioning as equipment 
114 manager and branch manager of the Seattle branch." 
115 QUESTION: "That was the same job you had 
116 since 1990?" 
17 ANSWER: "1990, correct." 
18 Continuing on page 24 of Mr. Shutzo's 
19 deposition, on line 21, QUESTION: "Are you acquainted 
20 with a gentleman by the name of Parke Simmons?" 
21 ANSWER: "Yes, lam." 
22 MR. GUMINA: Excuse me, Mr.3 Grimes, I lost the 
23 place. You went from page 22 ~ you ended at line 13 of 
24 page 22 when you went to ~ 
25 MR. GRIMES: I ended at 22, line 13. 
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1 MR. GUMINA: Right, and then -
2 MR. GRIMES: And continuing on page 24, line 
3 21. 
4 MR. GUMINA: Thank you. Sorry for the 
5 interruption. 
6 MR. GRIMES: Sure. 
7 QUESTION: "Are you acquainted with a 
8 gentleman by the name of Parke Simmons?" 
9 ANSWER: "Yes, lam." 
10 QUESTION: "When did you first become 
11 acquainted with Parke Simmons?" 
12 Continuing on page 25, ANSWER: "Probably 20 
13 years ago." 
14 QUESTION: "Was that in conjunction with his 
15 employment with Mountain West Dental?" 
16 ANSWER: "NO." 
17 QUESITON: "What was the context of your first 
18 acquaintance with Mr. Simmons?" 
19 ANSWER: "He worked for a company called 
20 Vacudent based out of Salt Lake City, and we were both 
21 in the dental business and you run into other people." 
22 QUESTION: "Did you know Parke Simmons during 
23 the time you worked for Mountain West Dental?" 
24 ANSWER: "Not very well, no. I knew who he 
25 was but I didn't know him." 
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1 QUESTION: "Do you know Blaine Brown?" 
2 ANSWER: "Yes, I do. 
3 QUESTION: "when did you first become 
4 acquainted with him?" 
5 ANSWER: "I met Blaine in 1983." 
6 QUESTION: "What was the context of that 
7 meeting?" 
8 ANSWER: "He was working as a territory rep 
9 for Patterson Dental out of Boise, Idaho, and Boise was 
10 part of my territory with (Inaudible). I was selling 
11 product to his company." 
12 QUESTION: "Did you interact with Mr. Brown at 
13 all during the time that he was employed with Mountain 
14 West Dental?" 
15 ANSWER: "Yes, in Boise." 
16 QUESTION - continuing on page 26, QUESTION: 
17 "As I understand it, your company sold product to his 
18 company. Is that how it worked?" 
19 ANSWER: "That's correct." I 
20 QUESTION: "He was your customer?" 
21 ANSWER: "He was my customer in the Boise 
22 market, not in the Salt Lake market." 
23 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
24 testimony on page 26, beginning of line 13, QUESTION: 
:25 "At some point in time did you become assigned to the 
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1 position of regional manager of Sullivan Dental?" 
2 ANSWER: "Sullivan-Schein Dental, yes, I did." 
3 QUESTION: "when did that occur?" 
4 ANSWER: "I'm not sure. It was late '97, 
5 early'98." 
6 QUESTION: "So it was approximately the same 
7 time as the merger; is that correct?" 
8 ANSWER: "Shortly thereafter, yes." 
9 QUESTION: "Do you have an understanding as to 
10 when the merger between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein 
11 was complete?" 
12 ANSWER: "NO." 
13 QUESTION: "it's your understanding that your 
14 assignment to regional manager occurred after the merger 
15 was complete?" 
16 ANSWER: "After the merger was announced. I 
17 don't know if it was after the merger was complete, but 
18 certainly after the merger was announced." 
19 Continue with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
20 testimony on page 27, line 24. 
21 QUESTION: "Did you receive any sort of 
22 training or instruction at the time you became regional 
23 manager of Sullivan Dental?" 
24 ANSWER: "To answer your question, yes." 
25 QUESTION: "What form of instruction or 
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1 training did you received?" | 
2 ANSWER: "We received a level of training from j 
3 HR on sexual harassment. We received a level of 
4 training from accounting on the forms and how to read 
5 the paperwork." 
6 QUESTION: "Any other training that you 
7 received?" 
8 ANSWER: "Not that I recall." 
9 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo deposition 
10 testimony on page 30, beginning on line 3. 
11 QUESTION: "So as I understand it, in 
12 conjunction with the merger, you became the supervisor I 
13 over certain former Henry Schein Dental representatives 
14 in Salt Lake City whom you hadn't met before." 
15 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
16 QUESTION: "Had you ever met Susan Carter?" 
17 ANSWER: "NO." 
18 QUESTION: "Do you recall when you first met 
19 Susan Carter?" 
20 ANSWER: "Yes." 
21 QUESTION: "When did that occur?" 
22 ANSWER: "I met Susan Carter along with Mike 
23 Bookfeld at the Salt Lake City airport, in the airport. 
24 I don't remember exactly where in the airport. Wherever 
125 that big world is in the lobby there. Dave Shiminoff 
->enss Page 113 -Page 11 
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1 was also invited. He was another Schein employee at the 
2 time. And Dave couldn't make it for whatever reason. 
3 And I introduced myself to Mike and Susan and they 
4 introduced themselves to me and we talked." 
5 QUESTION: "How did that meeting come about?" 
6 ANSWER: "I believe I initiated it via phone." 
7 QUESTION: "So if I understand correctly, did 
3 you call Susan Carter and Mike Bookfeld in Salt Lake 
} City and say I'm going to be at the airport and I would 
) like to meet with you?" 
Continuing on to page 31. 
ANSWER: "I don't recall. I think I may have 
(Inaudible) through their manager, a fellow by the name 
of Dave. I don't remember Dave's last name quite 
frankly. He was the Gircon manager and thus the Henry 
Schein manager. I don't recall how that meeting was 
initiated." 
QUESTION: "Do you know if that meeting 
occurred before you received the training in Wisconsin ! 
that you referred to?" 
ANSWER: "I don't know." 
QUESTION: "Did that entire meeting that you 
referred to between yourself, Susan Carter and Mike 
Bookfeld occur at the airport?" 
ANSWER: "Yes, uh-hllh." 
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QUESTION: "How long of a meeting was it?" 
ANSWER: "I don't recall. An hour, but I 
on't recall." 
QUESTION: "Was there anyone else present?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "Do you recall anything 
)ecifically that was said during that meeting?" 
ANSWER: "Basically introductions." 
QUESTION: "Do you recall any discussion 
iring that meeting about a letter that Susan Carter had 
nt to Sullivan Dental human resources expressing 
ncerns about her former managers at Mountain West 
mtal?" 
ANSWER: "No." 
Continuing on to the next page. 
QUESTION: "Do you recall anything like that 
ng discussed at the meeting at the airport?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
imony on page 32, beginning on line 20. 
QUESTION: "Now during the time frame - now 
ing that time frame, what job title or title did you 
^rvise as regional manager of Sullivan Dental?" 
ANSWER: "I supervised sales territories. I 
Tvised inside personnel and for a short time 
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1 supervised service technicians." 
2 Continuing on page 33. 
3 QUESTION: "Did you supervise any equipment 
4 sales reps?" 
5 ANSWER: "Yes, I did." 
6 QUESTION: "Now what locations did you 
7 supervise -- strike that. Did you have a particular 
8 territory over which you served as regional manager?" 
9 ANSWER: "Yes." 
10 QUESTION: "What was that territory?" 
11 ANSWER: "States of Wisconsin, Oregon, 
12 (Inaudible), Utah, parts of Western Montana." 
13 MR. GUMINA: Mr. Grimes, I believe you misread 
14 that. Instead of Wisconsin I believe it's the state of 
15 Washington. 
16 MR. GRIMES: I apologize. That's correct, 
17 Counsel. Let me read that answer again on line 9 of 
18 page 33 it states: 
19 ANSWER: "States of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, 
20 Utah, parts of Western Montana." I 
21 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
22 testimony on page 35 of his deposition, beginning on 
23 line 19. 
24 QUESTION: "What type of supervision 
25 responsibilities did you as regional manager during this 
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1 time period exercise over the person that you 
2 supervised?" 
3 ANSWER: "Territory alignment, sales 
4 performance, those were the two primary issues." 
5 QUESTION: "When you say territory alignment, 
6 does that refer to the sales territory that each of the 
7 sales representatives were responsible for?" 
8 Continuing on to page 36. 
9 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
10 QUESTION: "Were you responsible for 
11 performing performance evaluations on individuals?" 
12 ANSWER: "Yes, I w a s . " 
13 QUESTION: "Were you responsible for 
14 conducting any disciplinary actions that were required?" 
15 ANSWER: "Yes." 
16 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition, 
17 beginning on line - page 36, line 16. 
18 QUESTION: "Did the merger between the 
19 Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein sales representatives 
20 create any difficulties in terms of crossovers?" 
21 ANSWER: "Yes." 
22 QUESTION: "Would you please ^ describe that." 
23 ANSWER: "in two markets, the Portland, Oregon 
24 market and the Salt Lake market. Those are the two 
25 markets that had essentially competing salesforces. My 
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1 job was to evaluate the accounts that the people were 
2 calling on, and we had a very simple formula if there 
3 was a conflict. I exercised" - continuing on to page 
4 37 -- "that formula as we assigned the accounts 
5 accordingly." 
6 QUESTION: "what was the formula?" 
7 ANSWER: "The formula was that if you had a 
8 doctor that was buying from both representatives, the 
9 doctor (sic) doing the bulk of the volume got assigned 
10 the account, unless the doctor preferred one sales 
11 representative over another. As a company, we were not 
12 going to tell the customer who they had to buy from." 
13 QUESTION: "okay. Did you personally review 
14 the sales volume of each of the sales representatives to 
15 determine which sales representative sold the most to 
16 each account?" 
17 ANSWER: "I did some along with Jim Engle. 
18 The two of us did it." 
19 QUESTION: "where did you get the data to put 
20 together that information?" 
21 ANSWER: "I got it from Jim because I didn't 
22 have access to the data. So Jim would get the data and 
23 bring it to me -- and bring it down." 
24 QUESTION: "What form did that information 
25 come to you in?" 
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1 ANSWER: "It came to me in copies of sales 
2 reports for both organizat ions, both Schein and 
3 Sull ivan." 
4 QUESTION: "Was there some part icular per iod 
5 of time you were looking at the volume of sales?" 
6 ANSWER: "The previous yea r . " i 
7 QUESTION: "Was there any documents generated 
8 by yourself and/or Mr . Engle which summarized this 
9 information regarding" -- continuing on to page 38 -
10 "the volume of sales?" 
11 ANSWER: "I don ' t recall any document other 
12 than the sales repor t s . " 
13 QUESTION: "Now you indicated that in general , 
14 it would be the sales person w h o sold the most to a 
15 particular account unless the account had a preference 
16 for someone else; is that cor rec t?" 
17 ANSWER: "That's correct , in wr i t ing ." 
18 QUESTION: "How would you know if the account 
19 had a preference for someone e lse?" 
20 ANSWER: "if I received a letter or a note 
21 from them, then I would call the account to verify 
22 whoever would be on the account , the assistant, the 
23 doctor, that they have a par t icular sales rep that they 
24 would like to call on them." 
125 QUESTION: "Did you initiate any contact with | 
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1 customers?" 
2 ANSWER: "Oh, yes. Yeah." 
3 QUESTION: "Let me see. How did that occur?" 
4 ANSWER: "From notes or letters that would 
5 come in on the doctor's letterhead saying they wanted a 
6 particular sales representative to call on them. I 
7 would -- from that, I would initiate a phone call to the 
8 office. Was that the question?" 
9 QUESTION: "Yes. Now, when you looking at the 
10 sales data to see who sold the most volume to each 
11 account, did you also contact" -- continuing on page 39 
12 — "each account to see who they wanted?" 
13 ANSWER: "No." 
14 QUESTION: "So the only - so you only 
15 contacted an account if you first received some 
16 communication from the account that they wanted someone 
17 other than who you assigned; is that right?" 
18 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
19 QUESTION: "okay. Did the sales 
20 representative who you supervised receive any 
21 instructions from you in regard to getting these letters 
22 from an account if they thought they preferred them?" 
23 ANSWER: "Yes." 
24 QUESTION: "What were they instructed - what 
25 were those instructions?" 
1 ANSWER: "They were told not to solicit 
2 letters from accounts . " 
3 QUESTION: "So any letter that came to you 
4 from an account should come voluntari ly from the 
5 incentive of the cus tomer?" 
6 ANSWER: "That's cor rec t . " 
7 QUESTION: "And not from some solicitation on 
8 the part of your sales representat ive?" 
9 ANSWER: "That's correc t . " 
10 QUESTION: "That was the rule?" | 
11 ANSWER: "That was the rule , (Inaudible) part 
12 of the rule by J im Engle and J im Sta ley ." 
13 QUESTION: "Did any crossover si tuations occur 
114 dur ing our relevant t ime per iod in Por t land, Oregon?" 
j 15 MR. GUMINA: I 'm going to object, re levance . 
16 MR. GRIMES: Tha t ' s all, we can stop there . 
j 17 Cont inuing with M r . Shutzo ' s deposi t ion on 
18 page 4 1 , beginning on line 4 - strike that. Beginning 
19 on page 48 at line 16. 
20 QUESTION: "During our relevant t ime per iod, 
21 did you supervise Parke S immons?" That w a s : 
22 QUESTION: "During^our relevant t ime per iod , 
23 did you supervise Parke S immons?" 
24 ANSWER: " \ e s . " 
25 QUESTION: "Did you supervise Blaine B r o w n ? " 
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ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "What was their position?" 
ANSWER: "They were both equipment 
specialists." 
QUESTION: "They were the equipment sales 
specialists in Salt Lake City?" 
ANSWER: "That's correct." 
* Continuing on page 49. 
QUESTION: "Did they have any supervisory 
responsibilities?" 
ANSWER: "After the merger." 
QUESTION: "Yes?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "Did they sometimes exercise 
supervisory responsibilities on sort of an informal 
basis when you weren't present?" 
ANSWER: "with limited responsibility I am 
sure, yes." 
Continuing on page 50 of Mr. Shutzo's 
deposition on line 21. 
QUESTION: "Did you submit any kind of travel 
voucher or anything to the company that would indicate 
when you were in a particular location?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Now the initial meeting you had 
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with the sales" ~ continuing on page 51 -
"representatives in Salt Lake City after the merger, did 
that occur after your meeting in the airport with Susan 
barter and Mike Bookfeld?" 
ANSWER: "Idon't recall." 
QUESTION: "Was your meeting with Susan Carter 
it the airport the first time you ever met her?" 
ANSWER: "Yes, it was." 
QUESTION: "if that's the case, would it 
DIIOW your first meeting with the sales teams as a 
roup (Inaudible) meeting in the airport?" 
ANSWER: "Please define the question 'as a 
roup.' Both groups together?" 
QUESTION: "Yes." 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Both groups referring to the 
illivan representatives and the Schein 
sresentatives?" 
ANSWER: "That's correct." 
QUESTION: "Mr. Shutzo, I take it as regional 
nager, you have to divide your attention among the 
*ious locations you supervise; is that fair to say?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "What percentage of your time would 
i say was spent dealing with issues in Salt Lake City 
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1 as opposed to your other locations during this relevant 
2 time period?" 
3 ANSWER: "I don't recall. I would say 20 
4 percent." 
5 Continuing on page 52. 
6 QUESTION: "How often did you come to Salt 
7 Lake City during this time period of late '97, early 
8 1998?" 
9 ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
10 QUESTION: "I believe you testified there was 
11 monthly sales meetings; is that correct?" 
12 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
13 QUESTION: "Did you come to Salt Lake City for 
14 the monthly sales meetings?" 
15 ANSWER: "Not always, no." 
16 QUESTION: "In generally, did you come to Salt 
17 Lake City for the monthly sales meetings?" 
18 ANSWER: "NO." 
19 QUESTION: "Who, if anyone, presiding over the 
20 monthly sales meetings in Salt Lake City when you 
21 weren't present?" 
22 ANSWER: "It would have been either one of the 
23 field sales reps, because I would assign 
24 responsibilities, or the equipment guys, equipment 
25 managers." 
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1 (Whereupon, there was an off-the-record 
2 discussion held.) 
3 MR. GRIMES: Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's 
4 deposition on page 54, line 1. 
5 QUESTION: "Do you recall when you first had a 
6 meeting with the sales representatives involved in this 
7 crossover issue?" 
8 ANSWER: "I do not." 
9 QUESTION: "Did you discuss the crossover 
[ 10 issue on the first occasion that you met with the Salt 
11 Lake City sales representatives?" 
12 ANSWER: "Which group?" ! 
13 QUESTION: "All right. Did you meet with the 
14 two groups of sales representatives individually before 
15 you met with them together?" 
16 ANSWER: "Yes." 
17 QUESTION: "Did you meet with the Sullivan 
18 people first or the Schein people first?" 
19 ANSWER: "I don't know. I would say the 
20 Sullivan people first because I was already meeting with 
21 them by a more or less routine basis." 
22 Continue with Mr. Shutzo's deposition on page 
23 58, line 1. 
24 QUESTION: "I take it that you had a meeting 
25 with the Sullivan sales representatives in Salt Lake 
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1 City who you supervised about these same types of 
2 issues." 
3 ANSWER: "Yes." 
4 QUESTION: "Would that h a v e o c c u r r e d e i ther 
5 soon before or soon after your meeting with the Schein 
6 people?" 
7 ANSWER: "Yes, one o r the o t h e r . " 
8 QUESTION: "Did you h a v e a s imi l a r d i s cus s ion 
9 with them?" 
10 ANSWER: "Yes." 
11 QUESTION: "Any dif ferences tha t y o u can 
12 recall in substance between the discussion that you had 
13 with the Sullivan reps and the Schein reps?" 
14 ANSWER: "Just the i ssues of w o r k i n g t h r o u g h 
15 salesforce." 
16 QUESTION: "Did y o u p r e sen t any c u s t o m e r l ists 
17 to the Sullivan people at that time?" 
18 ANSWER: "NO." 
19 QUESTION: "Were y o u w o r k i n g o n c u s t o m e r l is ts 
20 at that time?" 
21 ANSWER: "I pe r sona l ly w a s n o t . " 
22 QUESTION: "Did y o u w o r k o n c u s t o m e r l ists 
23 sometimes after — did you work on customer lists 
24 sometime after that?" 
25 ANSWER: "Yes, when I received the data." j 
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1 QUESTION: "Do you recal l h o w long after these 
2 meetings it was that you were able to put together a 
3 customer list?" 
4 ANSWER: " I d o no t , n o . " 
5 QUESTION: "Do you recal l if it h a p p e n e d v e r y 
6 soon after the meeting?" 
7 Continuing on page 59. 
8 ANSWER: "I w o u l d say it w a s in a t ime ly 
9 manner but how soon, I don't know. I just don't 
10 recall." 
11 QUESTION: "Did y o u set y o u r s e l f any k ind of 
12 deadline as to when you would get the customer lists 
13 OUt?" 
14 ANSWER: "We w e r e d e p e n d e n t u p o n the da ta 
15 coming to us, so when the data came to us is when we 
16 started working on it." 
17 QUESTION: "So I take it you didn't have a 
118 date on your calendar for when the customer list was 
! 19 supposed to be due." 
[20 ANSWER: "NO, we do not ." 
21 It then indicates that Petitioner's Exhibit 
22 No. 5 was marked by the court reporter. Petitioner's 
123 No. 5 was Mr. Shutzo's deposition and is the same as 
124 Exhibit No. 7 - Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7 at the 
25 formal hearing. I 
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1 QUESTION -- continuing on page 59 , line 12 of 
2 Mr. Shutzo's deposition. 
3 QUESTION: "Mr. Shutzo, I 've handed you a 
4 document marked as Deposition Exhibit No . 5 . While this 
5 document consists of several pages, and the front page 
6 says, in the center of the top, 'Sorted by Proposed 
7 Rep , ' and customer name, is this document familiar to 
8 you at all?" 
9 ANSWER: "Yes, it i s ." 
10 QUESTION: "There's some handwriting at the 
11 top of the front page of the document. Do you recognize 
12 any of that handwriting?" 
13 ANSWER: "Dave Shiminoff and J im Engle, and it 
14 looks my handwriting right up at the top has been cut 
15 off." 
16 QUESTION: Tt looks like it says Susan Carter 
17 but i t 's been cut off." 
18 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
19 Continuing on page 60. 
20 QUESTION: "How about any of the circles or 
21 writing - circled in writing of a kind of -- the 
22 right-hand side of the page, do you recognize any of 
23 that?" 
24 ANSWER: "That looks like J im Engle 's 
25 writing." , 
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1 QUESTION: "Let's look at the front page of j 
2 Exhibit 5. A few lines down on the right-hand side of \ 
3 the page there's a circle around. It looks like the 
4 entry is related to Steve Aste, A-S-T-E. Do you have j 
5 any idea what that means?" 
6 ANSWER: "Yes." 
7 QUESTION: "What does it mean?" 
8 ANSWER: "it means that based on volume, Jim 
9 has assigned that account to Susan Carter. I t ' s 
10 circled." 
11 QUESTION: "And the entry below that, or 
12 handwriting below that, there 's a circle around an entry 
13 relating to George M. Bailey. To the right of that it ' 
14 looks like UT21. What does that mean?" 
15 ANSWER: "That's a sales code number for a 
116 Sullivan sales representative in the State of Utah, UT 
17 being Utah and 21 being one of the sales 
18 representatives." 
19 QUESTION: "So that would have either conveyed 
20 Keith - what did you say his last name was?" 
21 ANSWER: "Keilh Mooselim (phonetic spelling)." 
22 QUESTION: "MOOSelim?" 
23 ANSWER: "MOOSelim." 
24 QUESTION: "One of those?" 
25 Continuing on page 61. 
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1 ANSWER: "One of those representatives." 
2 QUESTION: "That would indicate that that 
3 particular account was not assigned to Susan Carter?" 
\ ANSWER: "That particular account was assigned 
5 over to UT21." 
> QUESTION: "Do you know if the handwriting 
r which occurs on this document, this Exhibit 5 - when 
> that handwriting was placed on the document in relation 
> to the printing of the document?" 
• ANSWER: "I have no idea." 
QUESTION: "Did you have any involvement in 
putting together this document, Exhibit 5?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "Do you remember when you first saw 
this document?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "When you - do you recall 
receiving a document like this during approximately late 
1997?" 
ANSWER: "I don't recall, no." 
QUESTION: "Did you receive a document like 
this for each of the Salt Lake City sales 
representatives?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Did you receive them all at the 
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;ame t ime?" 
ANSWER: "I don ' t recall ." 
QUESTION: "Where did you get the document 
rom?" 
ANSWER: "From our Livermore office." 
QUESTION: "Is there where J im Engle offices?" 
Continuing on the top of page 62 . 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
Continuing with Mr . Shutzo 's deposi t ion on 
ige 62 , line 9. 
QUESTION: "As crossover issues were resolved 
id part icular accounts were assigned to part icular 
les representatives, would the Green Bar documents 
ve been amended to reflect that information?" 
ANSWER: " Idon ' t know." 
QUESTION: "Did you contact the folks in 
isconsin to tell them, well , this account has been 
;igned to this sales representat ive?" 
ANSWER: "We had a document we sent in that 
uld unassign and reassign. It was an add/delete 
rument." 
QUESTION: "How often was that sent in?" 
ANSWER: "Whenever we added or deleted an 
ount, added from one or deleted from another ." 
QUESTION: "Was that sent in on a regular 
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1 basis?" 
2 ANSWER: "No, just when it was required." 
3 QUESTION: "Just when it occurred?" 
4 ANSWER: "Uh-hllh." 
5 Continuing on page 67. 
6 QUESTION: "Was it your understanding that 
7 that information was somehow incorporated into the Green 
8 Bar documents?" 
9 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
10 QUESTION: "Did you prepare that particular 
11 document, the add/delete document you referred to?" 
12 ANSWER: "In most cases, yes." 
13 QUESTION: "Did you sent - did you send it to 
14 Wisconsin?" 
15 ANSWER: "Ihad it sent." 
16 QUESTION: "Did you keep any of these 
17 add/delete documents that you prepared or copies of 
18 them?" 
19 ANSWER: "There should be copies, yes." 
20 QUESTION: "Do you know where they were the 
21 last time you saw them?" 
122 ANSWER: "I do not." 
23 QUESTION: "Were the add - were the sales 
24 representatives generally given a copy of the add/delete 
25 documents?" 
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1 ANSWER: "NO." 
2 QUESTION: "When you made a decision on the 
3 assignment of an account to a particular representative, 
4 I assume you informed the sales representative." 
! 5 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
6 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition on 
7 page 67, line 22. 
8 QUESTION: "Mr. Shutzo, I will now hand you a 
9 document marked as Deposition Exhibit 6." 
10 Deposition Exhibit 6 is the same as 
11 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 23 at the formal hearing. 
12 Actually, Deposition Exhibit 6 is a combination of 
13 Petitioner's Exhibit 23 and Petitioner's Exhibit 24. 
14 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
15 testimony on page 67, line 24, Petitioner's Exhibit No. 
16 6 was marked for identification by the court reporter. 
17 Continuing on page 68. 
18 QUESTION: "Have you ever seen this document 
19 before?" 
20 ANSWER: "This is a Green Bar document, $ copy 
21 of a Green Bar document." 
22 QUESTION: "it's not a very gopd copy, I 
23 apologize for that. It 's not much worse than my 
24 original. So this particular document consists of 
25 several pages marked in the lower right-hand corner for 
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1 identification purposes. If we look at the first page 
I 2 of Exhibit No. 6, toward the top, toward the middle 
3 there's a reference to Mike Butler." 
4 ANSWER: "Uh-huh." 
5 QUESTION: "You previously indicated he was 
6 one of the Salt Lake City sales representatives; is that 
7 true?" 
8 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
9 QUESTION: "Above that we see in the middle of 
10 the page or top it says 'customer.' What does that 
11 say?" 
12 ANSWER: "'Master report.'". 
13 QUESTION: "'Master report, Sullivan Dental 
14 Product, Inc., as of month 9 of 1997.' so would this be 
15 the Green Bar document for September of 1997?" 
16 ANSWER: "Yes, it would." 
17 QUESTION: "This particular one, if we look at 
18 the second page at the top, it has the same date and 
19 same reference to Mike Butler. And if you look at the 
20 third page" ~ again, this would be referring to 
21 Petitioner's Exhibit 23 at the formal hearing -- "and if 
22 we look at the third page, again at the top it has the 
23 same date and it has the same reference to Mike Butler. 
24 So would this be the Green Bar pages relating to Mike 
125 Butler for September of 1997?" 
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1 ANSWER: "Yes, it would." 
2 QUESTION: "Would there also be Green Bar 
3 pages relating to all the other Salt Lake City sales j 
4 representatives?" j 
5 ANSWER: "For Sullivan Dental, yes." 
6 QUESTION: "How about for Schein?" 
7 ANSWER: "NO." 
8 QUESTION: "That's because it was before the 
9 merger?" 
10 ANSWER: "No, I believe it's because they use 
II a different format." 
112 QUESTION: "Did the Green Bar documents 
j 13 include information relating to the new former Schein 
jl4 sales representatives?" 
15 ANSWER: "Not at this time." 
116 QUESTION: "At some point, did the Green Bar 
117 documents come to including those folks?" 
!l8 ANSWER: "I am sure, yes. I don't know when." 
119 QUESTION: "At some point did the Green Bar 
20 document" — 
21 MR. GUMINA: r m sorry, where are you? 
22 MR. GRIMES: On page 69, line 20. 
23 MR. GUMINA: Okay. 
24 MR. GRIMES: QUESTION: "Well, when you are 
25 having the meetings regarding the crossover issues and | 
~~T^->« / O A 1 \ 1 
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1 you were utilizing the Green Bar documents, did the 
2 Green Bar documents contain information about the Schein 
3 sales representatives?" 
4 ANSWER: "NO." 
5 QUESTION: "Well, how are they of any help 
6 when it comes to reconciling those accounts?" 
7 Continuing on page 70. 
8 ANSWER: "The Green Bar documents showed us 
9 the volume our accounts did and if — we had a policy 
10 (Inaudible), if an account did $3,500 or less, then they 
11 would (Inaudible) this account off -- let's pick a 
12 number here. Any document who had a sales number less 
13 than $500 was considered not an account." 
14 QUESTION: "So was that account open season 
15 for some other sales representative to go see if they 
16 could sell?" 
17 ANSWER: "It was open season for me to assign j 
18 them." 
19 QUESTION: "Okay. But as long as the account 
20 was over $500, then Mr. Butler got to keep calling on 
21 that account?" 
22 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
23 QUESTION: "Did you assist you at all in 
24 reconciling any of the overlapping accounts between the 
25 Sullivan sales representatives and the former Schein 
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1 representatives?" 
2 ANSWER: "Yes." 
3 QUESTION: "HOW?" 
4 ANSWER: "It allowed me to sit down and talk 
5 to Mike Butler or any other representative about that 
6 account and inquire if they were going to keep that 
7 account. They had to grow that account. If they didn't 
8 grow that account, I would take it off their list and 
9 reassign it." 
10 QUESTION: "So it helped with the accounts 
11 that weren't selling very well, but you would have done 
12 that anyway, but when it comes to Susan Carter is 
13 assigned to an account and" ~ continuing on page 71 -
14 "Mike Butler is assigned to an account and they both 
! 15 think it's their account, the Green Bar documents really 
16 would not help you reconcile that, would they?" ' 
17 ANSWER: "Not without Susan Carter's 
18 information." 
19 QUESTION: "Did you have that information 
20 regarding Susan Carter's sales?" 
21 ANSWER- "(witness indicating.) I believe 
22 this document is a Schein document." 
23 And then I said, "The witness is referring to 
24 Exhibit 5," which again is Exhibit 7 - Petitioner's 
25 Exhibit 7 at the formal hearing. 
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1 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition on 
2 page 71, line 11. 
3 QUESTION: "Okay. Do you recall sitting down 
4 with documents that looked like Exhibit No. 6, the Green 
5 Bar document, and exhibits that looked like Exhibit 5 
6 and comparing them to see who would get what account 
7 between Sullivan and Schein sales representatives?" 
3 ANSWER: "That was done by our computer group. 
) They ran a report combining the two numbers, the two 
) columns, so we didn't have to." 
QUESTION: "Do you recall receiving those 
computer reports?" 
ANSWER: "Sure, yes." 
QUESTION: "were those computer reports used 
during the meetings you had with regard to the crossover 
issues?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "How often did you receive those 
computer reports?" 
ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
Continuing on page 72. 
QUESTION: "More than once?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Did you receive them regularly, 
ike monthly or weekly?" 
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ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
QUESTION: "Well, you recall receiving them 
lore once. Do you know if you received them more than 
0 times?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "Were these computer reports we're 
Iking about generated specifically for the purpose of 
solving these crossover issues?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "who prepared them?" 
ANSWER: "I don't know." 
QUESTION: "where did you get them from?" 
ANSWER: "I got from them Jim Engle and 
porate." 
QUESTION: "What did you do with them after 
msed them?" 
ANSWER: "I believe we retained them." 
QUESTION: "Okay. Do you personally recall 
you put them in a file somewhere?" 
ANSWER: "They're in a book, binder, 
e-ring binder. I don't know where." 
QUESTION: "what color is it?" 
ANSWER: "it's black. I don't know where it 
Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition on 
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1 page 76, line 12. 
2 QUESTION: "Did you ever hear before just now 
3 that Susan Carter made a complaint that she had been 
4 discriminated against during her employment at Mountain 
5 West Dental by Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown?" 
6 ANSWER: "NO." 
7 QUESTION: "This is the first you ever heard 
8 of that allegation?" 
9 ANSWER: "Officially?" 
10 QUESTION: "in any sense." 
11 ANSWER: "No, I've been - I will recant. 
12 I've heard that but may I explain?" 
13 QUESTION: "Sure." 
14 ANSWER: "The dental business is a small 
15 business and I just heard that there was a complaint." 
16 Continuing on page 77. 
17 QUESTION: "From what source did you hear 
18 originally there was a complaint?" 
19 ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
20 QUESTION: "Did you ever talk to Susan Carter 
21 about the complaint that she had about Mountain West 
22 Dental?" 
23 ANSWER: "NO." 
24 QUESTION: "Did you ever talk to Jim Engle 
25 about the complaint that Susan Carter had about Mountain 
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1 West Dental?" 
2 ANSWER: "NO." 
3 QUESTION: "Did you ever talk to Jim Staley 
4 about that complaint?" 
5 ANSWER: "NO." 
6 QUESTION: "Did you talk to Parke Simmons 
7 about that complaint?" 
8 ANSWER: "NO." 
9 QUESTION: "Did you talk to Blaine Brown about 
10 that complaint?" 
11 ANSWER: "NO." 
12 QUESTION: "We've narrowed it down, so do you 
13 know who it was you talked to about the complaint?" 
14 ANSWER: "NO, I don't." 
15 QUESTION: "Do you know now who you first 
16 heard from about the complaint, Susan Carter's complaint 
17 about Mountain West Dental?" 
18 ANSWER: "My answer is no." 
19 QUESTION: "Do you know when you first heard 
20 about Susan Carter's complaint about Mountain West 
21 Dental?" 
22 Continuing on page 78. 
23 ANSWER: "NO." 
24 QUESTION: "Do you recall the context in which 
25 that information came to you?" 
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1 ANSWER: "NO." 
2 QUESTION: "Did you hear about Susan Carter's 
3 complaint concerning Mountain West Dental while Susan 
4 Carter was still employed with Sullivan-Schein Dental?" 
5 ANSWER: "NO." 
6 QUESTION: "Was after her termination the 
7 first time you heard about it?" 
8 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
9 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
10 testimony on page 81, beginning on line 5. 
11 QUESTION: "During our (Inaudible) time frame 
12 of late '97, early '98, did any crossover issues arise 
13 involving Salt Lake City sales representatives which you 
14 considered to be severe?" 
15 ANSWER: "Oh, yes." 
16 QUESTION: "More than one?" 
17 ANSWER: "Yes." 
18 QUESTION: "How many times did you encounter 
19 this level of crossover issue?" 
20 ANSWER: "I don't know." 
21 QUESTION: "Several?" 
22 ANSWER: "Several, yes." 
23 QUESTION: "Did they all involve Susan 
24 Carter?" j 
25 ANSWER: "NO." 
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1 QUESTION: "Okay. Who are some of the other 
2 sales representatives that had these crossover issues?" 
3 ANSWER: "Dave Shiminoff on the Schein side. 
4 On the Sullivan side, Connie Taylor, Mike Butler, 
5 Melanie Roylance. And going back to the Schein side, I 
6 would Mike Bookfeld in there." 
7 QUESTION: "Did anyone besides Susan Carter 
8 receive any form of disciplinary action as a result of 
9 crossover issues?" 
10 Continuing on page 82. 
11 ANSWER: "NO." 
12 QUESTION: "Now, after the merger, you knew 
13 there were going to be - there were going to be 
14 crossover issues for a while?" 
15 ANSWER: "Yes." 
16 QUESTION: "And you did what you could to 
17 resolve those?" 
18 ANSWER: "Yes, we did." 
19 QUESTION: "Were the sales representatives 
20 expected to talk among themselves and try to work out 
21 these issues among themselves if they could?" 
22 ANSWER: "In some cases, yes." 
i23 QUESTION: "Did that happen sometimes?" 
24 ANSWER: "Yes." 
25 QUESTION: "Did that happen most of the time?" I 
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1 ANSWER: "Yes." 
2 QUESTION: "Did some of that type of 
3 discussion occur during the crossover meeting that you 
4 had?" 
5 ANSWER: "I'm sorry, what type of discussion?" 
6 QUESTION: "where the sales representatives 
7 worked these things out for themselves." 
8 ANSWER: "Yeah." 
9 QUESTION: "All right. Do you recall -
10 strike that. Where crossover issues came to your 
11 attention that you thought were significant issues, did 
12 you make any effort to document those issues?" 
13 Continuing on page 83. 
14 ANSWER: "in some cases, yes." 
15 QUESTION: "What would distinguish between the 
16 occasion in which you felt it was, well, necessary to 
17 document the issues and the cases in which you did not?" 
18 ANSWER: "The severity of the crossover, the 
19 value of the account. If the account was a $700 a month 
20 account, and both people wanted it, I would make a 
21 judgment call and make a call based on who has the beset I 
22 rapport with the customer. If it was a large account, 
23 two or three thousand account, a two or three thousand 
24 dollar account, that would necessitate more effort." 
25 QUESTION: "Did you have a particular source, 
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1 like a notebook or a dayplanner, where you recorded 
2 those crossover issues that you considered significant?" 
3 ANSWER: "Yes." 
4 QUESTION: "Where was that?" 
5 ANSWER: "That's in that black three-ring 
6 binder I was talking about. I kept all those." 
7 QUESTION: "The add/delete forms?" 
8 ANSWER: "That's correct, yeah." 
9 QUESTION: "when you were creating this 
10 documentation, generally did the documentation you 
11 created refer to a complaint you received from one of 
12 the sales reps?" 
13 ANSWER: "I'm not sure what you mean by 
14 complaint." 
15 QUESTION: "How did the crossover issue that 
16 you considered significant come to your attention?" 
j 17 Continue on page 84. 
18 ANSWER: "We would get a report from a sales 
19 representative -- from a sales rep that another 
20 competitive sales rep within our organization was 
21 calling on the same account. They were both calling on 
22 the same doctor." 
23 QUESTION: "You get a phone call from a sales 
24 rep and they say so and so - so and so is calling on my 
25 account?" 
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ANSWER: "That's correct." 
QUESTION: "You would make a note if you 
thought it was significant?" 
ANSWER: "I would always make a note of it." 
QUESTION: "Always make a note of it?" 
ANSWER: "That's correct." 
QUESTION: "The notes would be in that 
binder?" 
ANSWER: "That's correct." 
QUESTION: "Then generally, was there some 
particular procedure or formula that you would follow in 
dealing with those kinds of communications?" 
ANSWER: "Yes. I would look at the account, 
look at the Schein numbers and follow the numbers, make 
a few phone calls to find out where the account was. In 
other words, if there was one account in Orem and this 
particular sales rep spent most of his time in Provo, I 
would limit the logistics and make the -- and make that 
assessment, and I would inform both representatives." 
QUESTION: "You would into account the 
geographic location of the client?" 
Continuing on page 85. 
ANSWER: "That's correct." 
QUESTION: "You would inform both 
representatives?" 
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ANSWER: "That's correct." 
QUESTION: "You would inform the one getting 
he account it is your account and inform the one who 
sn't getting the account don't call them anymore?" 
ANSWER: "Don't call them anymore, that's 
correct." 
QUESTION: "That would be written down in your 
totes?" 
ANSWER: "Depending on the volume of the 
ccount. If it's a small account, no." 
QUESTION: "So I understand, even if it's a 
xiall account, you would assign it to someone; is that 
)rrect?" 
ANSWER: "That's correct." 
QUESTION: "But if it was a small account, you 
ouldn't both to document who or when you told them they 
^re going to get it?" 
ANSWER: "No." 
QUESTION: "That's correct?" 
ANSWER: "I wouldn't document it. The phone 
1 would be made. Phone calls are always made, but I 
>uldn't necessarily document it in writing other than 
Dardon me, other than that type of sheet where it 
uldbe assigned." 
QUESTION: "You mean a run list?" 
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1 ANSWER: "A run list, yeah." 
2 QUESTION: "So even the smaller ones would 
3 appear on the run list?" 
4 Continuing on page 86. 
5 ANSWER: "In general, yes." 
6 QUESTION: "Was there ever any (Inaudible) on 
7 which you resolved the crossover issue or felt you had 
8 resolved the crossover issue but you received a 
9 follow-up complaint regarding the same account?" 
10 ANSWER: "Yes." 
11 QUESTION: "How often did that occur?" 
12 ANSWER: "Frequently." 
13 QUESTION: "Again, would this be included in 
14 the notes?" 
15 ANSWER: "I don't know." 
16 QUESTION: "When that happened, did you have 
17 some kind of procedure or formula you followed in 
18 dealing with that issue?" 
19 ANSWER: "Yes. We could contact the 
20 representatives involved and reiterate live or phone or 
21 voice mail that this account belongs to so and so, do 
22 not go there any longer." 
23 QUESTION: "You would say, hey, I heard you 
24 were back on that account and it's not your account?" 
25 ANSWER: "That's right." 
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1 QUESTION: "How often did you say - how often 
2 did that occur? You said frequently." 
3 ANSWER: "Frequently." 
4 QUESTION: "Again, did that involve multiple 
5 sales agents, sales representatives?" 
6 ANSWER: "Justafew." 
7 QUESTION: "Which ones had that problem?" 
8 Continuing on page 87. 
9 ANSWER: "Susan Carter. There were some 
10 issues with John Sergeant and I think those were 
11 primarily the two." 
12 QUESTION: "What about Mike Butler?" 
13 ANSWER: "I had complaints from Mike Butler 
14 but I didn't have complaints of Mike Butler." 
15 QUESTION: "I understand. Do you recall an 
16 occasion on which you received a complaint from Melanie 
17 Roylance about Susan Carter calling on a Dr. Richard 
18 Clegg?" 
19 ANSWER: "I remember an incident. I don't 
20 remember the details of the incident." 
21 QUESTION: "what do you recall of the 
22 incident?" 
23 ANSWER: "That basically Susan Carter was 
24 calling on one of Melanie's assigned accounts." 
25 QUESTION: "What happened?" 
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1 ANSWER: "Susan - I honestly don't recall." 
2 QUESTION: "Do you recall calling Susan and 
I 3 telling her that's Melanie's account?" 
4 ANSWER: "I don't recall doing that." 
5 QUESTION: "if you did that, it would be 
6 reflected in your notes or not?" 
7 ANSWER: "May or may not be — or may or may 
8 not." 
9 QUESTION: "Depending on the size of the 
10 account?" 
11 ANSWER: "Dr. Clegg is a pretty good sized 
12 account, so it probably would be in there." 
13 QUESTION: "Do you recall calling Susan Carter 
14 more than once" ~ beginning on page 88 - "with respect 
15 to Dr. Clegg's account?" 
16 ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
17 QUESTION: "Do you recall anything that Susan 
18 Carter said to you about Dr. Clegg's account?" 
19 ANSWER: "NO." 
20 QUESTION: "Do you recall Susan Carter telling 
21 you that she had an account in the same building and 
22 that's who she was calling on?" 
23 ANSWER: "NO, I don't." 
24 QUESTION: "Do you recall talking to Jim Engle 
25 about Melanie Roylance's complaints regarding Susan 
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1 Carter and the Clegg account?" 
2 ANSWER: "I don't recall that." 
3 QUESTION: "Do you recall talking to Jim Engle 
4 about any of the instances in which you encountered 
5 these complaints about crossovers from your sales 
6 representatives?" | 
7 ANSWER: "Oh, yes." i 
8 QUESTION: "Did you do that more than once?" 
9 ANSWER: "Yes, I'm sure." ! 
10 QUESTION: "Did you do that - did you have I 
II any general practice with respect to reporting these 
12 matters to Mr. Engle?" 
13 ANSWER: "NO." 
14 QUESTION: "So it wasn't like you reported to 
115 him weekly or anything like that?" 
116 Continue on page 89. 
il7 ANSWER: "No." 
118 QUESTION: "Did you provide him copies of your 
119 notes?" 
20 ANSWER: "NO." 
;2l QUESTION: "Did he ever ask for copies of your 
22 notes?" 
!23 ANSWER: "NO." 
24 QUESTION: "Do you have any idea how many 
25 times you talked to Jim Engle about these types of | 
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1 complaints?" 
2 ANSWER: "NO, I don't." 
3 QUESTION: "Are you aware of Jim Engle ever 
4 taking any action in response to any of these complaints 
5 that you reported to him?" 
6 ANSWER "Yes." 
7 QUESTION: "Did that happen more than once?" 
8 ANSWER: "No. To my knowledge, no." 
9 QUESTION: "what actions do you recall Mr. 
10 Engle taking?" 
11 ANSWER: "He wrote a letter to Susan Carter 
12 about going in to other people's accounts, crossover 
13 accounts that had been assigned to other people." 
14 QUESTION- "Did you see that letter?" 
15 ANSWER: "Yes, I have seen that letter." 
16 QUESTION: "Did you request that Mr. Engle 
17 write that letter?" 
18 ANSWER: "NO." 
19 QUESTION: "Did you know he was going to write 
20 that letter before he wrote it?" 
21 ANSWER: "He told me he was, yes." 
22 Continuing on page 90. 
23 QUESTION: "Is there any particular reason 
24 that Mr. ~ do you have any understanding as to why Mr. 
25 Engle wrote the letter on this occasion and not on the 
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1 other occasions where you reported crossover complaints 
2 to him?" 
3 ANSWER: Tm sony, what is the question 
4 again?" 
5 QUESTION: "The question is: Do you have any 
6 understanding as to why Mr. Engle took the action of 
7 writing the letter to Susan Carter in response to Ms. 
8 Roylance's complaint whereas he did not write a letter 
9 in response to the other complaints that you reported to 
10 him?" 
J11 ANSWER: "Sure. The other complaints, once 
112 the sales representatives were told this account is 
13 assigned to another representative, they quit calling on 
14 the account." j 
15 QUESTION: "I thought you said frequently that 
16 didn't happen." 
17 ANSWER: "No, I said that frequently we had 
18 overlaps where they were calling on accounts. And once 
19 they were informed not to call on accounts, then they 
20 quit calling on accounts." 
21 QUESTION: "The only time that a sales 
22 representative continued to call on an account after 
23 being told not to was this incident involving Melanie 
24 Roylance and Susan Carter; is that correct?" 
25 ANSWER: "To my knowledge, yes." | 
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Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition on 
page 91, line 4. 
QUESTION: "Did you report to Mr. Engle all of 
the crossover complaints that you received from your 
sales representatives?" 
ANSWER: "I believe so, yes." 
Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition on 
page 93, beginning on line 16. 
QUESTION: "Did you ever attend a meeting with 
the Salt Lake City sales representatives where they were 
told that if anybody commits anymore crossovers, they 
will be discharged?" 
ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
QUESTION: "Well, you would remember such a 
meeting if you heard that, wouldn't you?" 
ANSWER: Tve answered. I don't recall." 
QUESTION: "I mean, just as a supervisor of 
these sales representatives, you would have an interest 
in such a procedure, I take it." 
Continuing on page 94. 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Do you recall that - do you 
recall that ever being discussed during any of your 
meetings with the Salt Lake City sales representatives?" 
ANSWER: "which group?" 
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QUESTION: "Either group or both." 
ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
QUESTION: ;DO you recall ever seeing a 
ocument which informed the Salt Lake City sales 
spresentatives that if they engaged in any more 
rosso vers they would be discharged?" 
ANSWER: "NO, I don't." 
Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition on 
ige95,line 18. 
QUESTION: "Did you ever create any policies 
procedures or letters and memos to the Salt Lake City 
presentatives relating to the crossover issues?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "Have you ever seen any kind of a 
itten policy or procedure at Sullivan-Schein which 
Iressed crossover issues?" 
ANSWER: "Not that I recall." 
Continuing on page 96. 
QUESTION: "Did you receive a copy of the 
ir that Mr. Engle wrote to Susan Carter?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "After you received that letter, 
you talk to Susan Carter about that issue?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "Did you talk to Melanie Roylance 
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1 about that issue?" 
2 ANSWER: "No." 
3 QUESTION: "Did you have any understanding as 
4 to whether the issue regarding that account had been 
5 resolved?" 
6 ANSWER: "That entire issue was heard by Jim 
7 Engle." 
8 QUESTION: "So you didn't have an 
9 understanding one way or another?" 
10 ANSWER: "1 understood it was resolved, yes." 
11 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition on 
12 page 100, line 25. 
13 QUESTION: "When Melanie complained to you 
14 about Susan Carter" ~ continuing on page 101 — 
15 "contacting Dr. Clegg, did you call Susan Carter?" 
16 ANSWER: "NO, I did not." 
17 QUESTION: "Why not?" 
18 ANSWER: "Because the complaint was made to 
19 Jim Engle. Jim Engle was handling the issue." 
20 QUESTION: "The complaint was made to Jim 
21 Engle by who?" 
22 ANSWER: "I would imagine by Melanie or maybe 
23 by myself. Melanie came to me and I took it to Jim 
24 Engle." 
25 QUESTION: "But you didn't talk to Susan 
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1 Carter first?" 
2 ANSWER: "NO." 
3 QUESTION: "Why not?" 
4 ANSWER: "Because of the Salt Lake City store 
5 having three Schein reps and I was having five. The 
6 merger was difficult and Jim was handling that aspect of 
7 it. We didn't want to seem like we were picking on one 
8 group or the other." 
9 QUESTION: "Didn't you think it would be a 
10 good idea to call Susan and see what her side of the 
11 story might be?" 
12 MR. GUMINA: rm going to object, it's an 
13 argumentative question. 
14 THE COURT: I'll allow the question. Go 
15 ahead. 
16 MR. GRIMES: QUESTION: "Didn't you think it 
17 would be a good idea to call Susan and see what her side 
18 of the story might be?" 
19 ANSWER: "That wasn't my position." 
20 QUESTION: "You're her direct supervisor?" 
21 ANSWER: "Jim Engle, the complaint was made to 
22 Jim Engle and Jim was handling it."
 i 
23 QUESTION: "You chose to make the complaint to 
24 Jim Engle." 
25 ANSWER: "I don't recall if I did or if I 
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1 didn't." 
2 QUESTION: "Did you ever talk to Susan Carter 
3 about the Clegg account?" 
4 Continuing on to page 102. There's an 
5 objection, asked and answered. 
6 QUESTION: "No, I mean ever." 
7 ANSWER: "i don't recall." 
8 Continuing on Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
9 testimony on page 102, beginning on line 10. 
10 QUESTION: "At some point in time did an issue 
11 arise involving Susan Carter's relationship with. 
12 Heritage Dental?" 
13 ANSWER: "Yes." 
14 QUESTION: "what happened in that incident?" 
15 ANSWER: "As I understand it, Susan Carter had 
16 called on Heritage Dental Lab. It was assigned to 
17 another representative. And, you know, I'm not leal 
18 clear, but she had called on an account that was not 
19 assigned to her and she was told to stay out of." 
20 QUESTION: "How did you come to the 
21 understanding that the Heritage Dental account had been 
22 assigned to Mike Butler and not to Susan Carter?" 
23 ANSWER: "Idon't recall." 
24 QUESTION: "You were responsible for assigning 
25 accounts." 
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1 ANSWER: "That's correct, along with Jim 
2 Engle." 
3 QUESTION: "Right. But you don't how you came 
4 to the conclusion" -- continuing on page 103 - "that 
5 Susan Carter was not assigned to the Heritage Dental 
6 account and Mike Butler was?" 
7 ANSWER: "I don't recall. We were dealing ! 
8 with hundreds of accounts." 
9 QUESTION: "You didn't fire people over 
10 hundreds of accounts, though, did you?" 
11 ANSWER: "NO." 
12 QUESTION: "You only fired one sales rep?" 
13 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
14 QUESTION: "That was over the Heritage Dental 
15 account, was it not?" 
16 ANSWER: "It was over a number of issues." 
117 QUESTION: "The last issue was the Heritage 
18 Dental account?" 
119 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
[20 QUESTION: "Do you have any recollection at 
21 all, any idea how to came up with the understanding that 
22 Heritage Dental was not assigned to Susan Carter but was 
23 assigned to Mike Butler?" 
24 ANSWER: "It would certainly be in the 
^ documents when we were going through assigning 
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1 territories." 
2 QUESTION: "It would be in the run list, 
3 wouldn't it?" 
4 ANSWER: "Correct." 
5 QUESTION: "Did you look in the run list to 
6 see where Heritage Dental was assigned?" 
7 ANSWER: "Idid not. I'm sorry, yes, I did." 
8 QUESTION: "What did you find?" 
9 Continue on page 104. 
10 ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
11 QUESTION: "Where did you first - from what 
12 source did you first learn that Susan Carter had 
13 contacted Heritage Dental?" 
14 ANSWER: "I was informed by Mike Butler." 
15 QUESTION: "Now what did he tell you?" 
16 ANSWER: "He told me Susan had been in the 
17 office soliciting business and the office asked her to 
18 leave, and then she had returned - or did not leave, 
19 they were going to call the police on her." 
20 QUESTION: "Did you take any action after Mr. 
21 Butler reported that to you?" 
22 ANSWER: "Yes. I called Heritage Lab to 
23 verify what I was told." 
24 QUESTION: "Did you call Heritage Lab shortly 
[25 after Mr. Butler reported the incident to you?" 
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1 ANSWER: "Yes." 
2 QUESTION: "Same day?" 
3 ANSWER: "Same day." 
4 QUESTION: "Did you talk to someone at 
5 Heritage Lab?" 
6 ANSWER: "Yes." 
7 QUESTION: "Who did you talk to?" 
8 ANSWER: "I believe it was Bev." 
9 QUESTION: "Did you talk to anyone else at the 
10 Heritage Lab?" 
11 ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
12 QUESTION: "Did you make a note of your 
13 conversation with Bev?" 
14 Continue on page 105. 
15 ANSWER: "Yes." 
116 QUESTION: "Did you make a note of your 
17 conversation with Mr. Butler?" 
18 ANSWER: "NO." 
19 QUESTION: "Wouldn't this have been one of 
20 those issues you would have put in your notes that's in 
21 the black three-ring binder somewhere?" 
22 ANSWER: "Imay have.^  I don't recall." 
23 QUESTION: "What did Bev tell you?" 
24 ANSWER: "She basically verified Mike's story, 
25 Mike's report, Mike Butler. The individual who owns the 
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1 lab, I think his name is Mark or Mike, I'm sure which, 
2 he had said if she comes m again, call the police. I 
3 don't want her m the office." 
4 QUESTION "Did Bev tell you what caused the 
5 owners to have that kind of reaction to Ms. Carter?" 
6 ANSWER "NO." 
7 QUESTION "Did you ask?" 
8 ANSWER "NO." 
) QUESTION 'Were you curious to know what she 
) would do to elicit such a reaction from a customer?" 
I ANSWER 'Personally, yes." 
QUESTION "Did you ask them?" 
ANSWER "NO." 
QUESTION "Did you ask Mr. Butler?" 
Continuing on page 106. 
ANSWER "NO." 
QUESTION "Did Mr. Butler tell you what Susan 
had cone to elicit that response from the customer?" 
ANSWER "NO." 
QUESTION "Did you ever ask Susan Carter what 
she did?" 
ANSWER "NO." 
QUESTION "All right. After you contacted 
Bev, what action, if any, did you take with respect to 
Susan Carter's contact at the Heritage Dental account?" 
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ANSWER- "I called and reported the incident 
o Jim Engle." 
QUESTION "Did that occur the same day as 
four conversation with Bev?" 
ANSWER "Yes." 
QUESTION "What, if anything, did he say to 
ou m response to the information you provided him?" 
ANSWER "He told me to sit tight and he 
ailed Jim Staley." 
QUESTION "Were you like on hold on the 
klephone?" 
ANSWER "No, I was sitting m the office 
aiting for a call back from him." 
QUESTION "Were you in Salt Lake?" 
ANSWER "Yes, I was." 
QUESTION "Then what?" 
ANSWER "I don't remember which Jim called me 
t one or the other called back and said, this is the 
t warning - or no, this is the no more warning, 
rmmate Susan Carter." 
Continuing on page 107. 
QUESTION "Now who called you?" 
ANSWER "I'm not sure which Jim, Jim Staley 
QUESTION "Jim Staley or Jim Engle?" 
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1 ANSWER 'Jim Engle, yeah." 
2 QUESTION 'Just one of them? They weren't 
3 both on the call - they weren't both on the 
4 conference?" 
5 ANSWER "That's correct " 
6 Continuing with Mr Shutzo's deposition 
7 testimony on page 108, line 15 
8 QUESTION "After you were told to terminate 
9 Susan Carter's employment, what, if anything, did you 
10 do?" 
11 ANSWER "I called Susan in to the office -
12 private office m the --" 
13 "Was that the same" ~ 
14 QUESTION ' was that the same day7" 
15 ANSWER 'Yes. (Inaudible) with me, told him 
16 what we had to do." 
17 QUESTION ' The office you used, that was 
18 Parke Simmons's office7" 
19 ANSWER "That's correct " 
20 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
21 testimony on page 109, beginning on line 13 
22 QUESTION 'So as Susan came mto the office, 
23 was there anyone present besides yourself, Dr. Tom and 
24 Susan Carter?" 
25 ANSWER 'NO " 
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1 QUESTION 'Was anyone taking notes7" 
2 ANSWER 'I was " 
3 QUESTION 'Did Dr. Tom take any notes?" 
4 ANSWER 'No ~ I'm sorry, yes. Yes, he did " 
5 QUESTION "What was he writing on, if 
6 anything?" 
7 ANSWER "Idon't remember." 
8 QUESTION 'Was he writing as opposed to 
9 typing7" 
10 ANSWER ' Yes, he was writing." 
11 QUESTION ' what were you writing on7" 
12 ANSWER "The exit interview book " 
13 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
14 testimony on page 113, line 3 
15 MR GUMINA One thirteen7 
16 MR GRIMES One thirteen. 
17 MR GUMINA Thank you 
118 MR GRIMES QUESTION "Mr. ShutZO, how long 
j 19 did the meeting between yourself, Susan Carter and Dr. 
i20 Tom last7" 
21 ANSWER 'Approximately 20 minutes " 
22 QUESTION ' we were talking hpre about the 
23 meeting held on the date of Susan Carter's termination7" 
24 ANSWER 'That's correct " 
25 QUESTION ' Do you recall what was said during 
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1 QUESTION: "From?" 
2 ANSWER: "JimEngle." 
3 QUESTION: "what else was said in the meeting 
4 with yourself, Dr. Tom and Susan Carter?" 
5 ANSWER: "I informed Susan that her position 
6 was terminated and she accused me of enjoying this. 
7 Those were her words. She said, 'You are enjoying this, 
8 aren't you?' - continuing on page 115 -- "and I said, 
9 'No, I'm not.' And she informed me it was illegal and 
10 she would contact Henry Schein management. And I said, 
II 'You have ever right to do that.' And that was the end 
12 of the conversation." 
13 QUESTION: "At the time of Susan Carter's 
14 termination interview you had never heard that she made 
15 a complaint about Mountain West Dental?" 
16 ANSWER: "NO." 
17 QUESTION: "That she sent a letter to anyone 
18 complaining about Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown?" I 
19 ANSWER: "NO." 
20 QUESTION: "Did she say anything to you about 
21 a letter during her exit interview?" 
22 ANSWER: "She mentioned a letter on - yes, 
23 during that. I think she asked me if this was in 
24 regards to the letter, and my response was: 'I can't 
l?«5 sav.'" 
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1 QUESTION: "Anything else said about that?" 
2 ANSWER: "Not that I can recall." 
3 QUESTION: "Did you follow up and say - " 
4 ANSWER: "That's when she accused me of 
5 enjoying this." 
6 QUESTION: "I see. Do you know what letter 
7 she was referring to when she said this is about the 
8 letter?" 
9 ANSWER: "No, I don't." 
10 QUESTION: "Did you say what letter are you 
11 talking about?" 
12 ANSWER: "No, I didn't." 
13 Continuing on 116. 
14 QUESTION: "When you said I can't say, what 
15 did you mean by that?" 
16 ANSWER: "What I meant by that was I don't 
17 know." 
18 QUESTION: "What did you do with the notes 
19 that you took during this exist interview?" 
20 ANSWER: "You have a copy of them in front of 
21 you there." 
22 QUESTION: "Did you take any notes other than 
23 the exit interview form?" 
24 ANSWER: "No." 
\25 QUESTION: "What happened to Dr. Tom's notes, 
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I 1 if anything?" 
j 2 ANSWER: "I don't know." 
! 3 QUESTION: "Did you have a discussion with him 
4 about his notes?" 
5 ANSWER: "No." 
6 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
7 testimony at page 119., line 6. At that point 
8 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 10 was marked for 
9 identification by the court reporter. Exhibit No. 10 is 
10 Mr. Shutzo's deposition testimony. It's the same as 
II Exhibit 25 - Petitioner's Exhibit 25 at the formal 
12 hearing. A question beginning on line 8 of page 119. 
13 QUESTION: "Mr. Shutzo, I've handed you 
14 Deposition Exhibit No. 10. Is this the exit interview 
15 report that you previously testified about?" 
16 ANSWER: "Yes, it is." 
17 QUESTION: "Is that your handwriting on the 
18 exit interview report?" 
19 ANSWER: "Yes, it is." 
20 QUESTION: "It is a two-page document. Does 
21 your handwriting also appear on the second page of the 
22 interview report?" * 
23 ANSWER: "Yes." 
24 The date there -
25 QUESTION: "The date there of March 25, '98, 
*°
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that meeting?" 
ANSWER: "That we had received a third and 
final complaint about her going in to dental offices and 
because of that, her position was being terminated." 
QUESTION: "And you said that?" 
ANSWER: "I believe so.tf 
QUESTION: "Did Dr. Tom say anything during 
the meeting?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "Did Susan Carter say anything 
during the meeting?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
testimony on page 114, line 8. 
QUESTION: "Had Susan in fact received a third 
and final warning?" 
ANSWER: "No, this was the third violation, as 
I understand it." 
QUESTION: "Okay. What were the other two?" 
ANSWER: "The written letter from Jim Engle 
and before that, there was a verbal warning of some type 
that I'm not familiar with." 
QUESTION: "How do you know she received it?" 
ANSWER: "I don't know that she received it. 
I was told she received it." 
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1 would that be the date Susan Carter was terminated?" 
2 ANSWER: "That would be correct." 
3 Your Honor, we would offer Petitioner's 
\ Exhibit 25. 
5 THE COURT: Okay, any objection? 
> MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay. Exhibit 25 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P25 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's 
deposition testimony on page 120, line 5. At that 
point, Petitioner's Exhibit No. 11 of Mr. Shutzo's 
deposition was marked for identification by the court 
reporter. 
MR. GUMINA: Excuse me, Mr. Grimes, 
(Inaudible). 
MR. GRIMES: Okay. We're on page 120. 
MR. GUMINA: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: Line 5. 
MR. GUMINA: Okay, thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: And Petitioner's Exhibit No. 11 
o Joe Shutzo's deposition was marked. Joe Shutzo's 
leposition, Exhibit 11, is the same as Petitioner's 
exhibit 26 at the formal hearing. A question beginning 
>n line 7 of page 120. 
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QUESTION: "Mr. Shutzo, I have handed you 
»eposition No. 11. This appears to be a copy of the 
tcond page of the exit interview report that we looked 
in Exhibit 10. However, there is some additional 
riting on it. As you see there, it looks like there's 
iate of August 21, 1998. Do you see that?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "is that your handwriting?" 
ANSWER: "Yes, itis." 
QUESTION: "Did you put this handwriting on 
s document on approximately August 21 of 1998?" 
ANSWER: Tm sure I did, yes." 
QUESTION: "What was the occasion for you to 
te additional information on an exit interview 
)rt?" 
ANSWER: "To clarify when I had said - when I 
that, I can't say, because I can see how somebody 
Id think, you know, what you are not going to say or 
can't say. So I wanted to clarify that in my own 
1. And this was after, I believe, I was informed 
n was suing the company, so I" - continuing on page 
- "wanted to clarify my own notes." 
QUESTION: "Did somebody ask you to clarify 
notes?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
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QUESTION: "Who told you Susan was suing the 
company?" 
ANSWER: "I don't know." 
QUESTION: "You just added this on here for 
your own purposes?" 
ANSWER: "I did." 
Your Honor, we would offer Petitioner's 
Exhibit No. 26. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit -- Petitioner's 
Exhibit 26 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P26 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's 
deposition testimony on page 121, at line 11. 
QUESTION: "Did you provide a copy of the exit 
interview report to anyone when you first filled it out 
in March of 1998?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Who did you send it to?" 
ANSWER: "JimEngle." 
QUESTION: "Anyone else?" 
ANSWER: "No." 
QUESTION: "Did you contact anyone at human 
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resources?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "I take it you kept a copy of the 
exit interview report." 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Where did you put it?" 
ANSWER: "In my black binder." 
QUESTION: "When was the last time you saw 
that black binder?" 
Continuing on page 122. 
ANSWER: "Three years." 
QUESTION: "When?" 
ANSWER: "Three years." 
QUESTION: "Three years ago would have been 
some time in 1999." 
ANSWER: "Uh-huh." 
QUESTION: "Was that when you were still 
regional manager?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Where was the black binder?" 
ANSWER: "It was in my office in Seattle." 
Continuing on with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
testimony on page 123. Page 123, line 16. 
QUESTION: "Did anyone at Sullivan ever ask 
you to find Dr. Tom's notes?" 
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1 ANSWER: "NO." 
2 QUESTION: "Did you ever see Dr. Tom ' s notes?" 
3 ANSWER: "NO." 
4 QUESTION: "After Susan's termination did you 
5 ever talk to anyone about Dr. Tom' s notes?" 
6 ANSWER: "NO." 
7 QUESTION: "Has anyone at Sullivan-Schein 
8 asked you to compile or produce documents for production 
9 in response to Susan Carter 's charge of discrimination?" 
10 Continuing on to page 124. 
11 ANSWER: "NO." 
12 Continuing on page 124 at line 3 , at that 
13 point, Petitioner's Deposition Exhibit No . 13 was marked 
14 for Mr. Shutzo's deposition. Deposition Exhibit 13 of 
15 Joe Shutzo's deposition is the same as Exhibit 14 ~ 
16 Petitioner's Exhibit 14 in the formal hearing. 
17 Continuing on page 124 at line 5. 
18 QUESTION: "Mr. Shutzo, you have been handed 
19 Deposition Exhibit No. 13. This document contains some 
20 handwriting. Do you recognize that as your 
21 handwriting?" j 
22 ANSWER: "That is not my handwrit ing." I 
23 QUESTION: ' Do you know whose handwriting it 
24 is?" 
25 ANSWER: "It's Jim Engle's handwriting." 
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1 QUESTION: "Have y o u eve r seen a d o c u m e n t l ike 
2 this before, this formal document?" 
3 ANSWER: "Yes." 
4 QUESTION: "Did you see it in con junc t ion wi th 
5 your duties at Sullivan-Schein?" 
6 ANSWER: "Yes." 
7 QUESTION: "Were d o c u m e n t s l ike th is p r e p a r e d 
8 for all of the sales representatives?" 
9 ANSWER: "They were p r e p a r e d for all of the 
10 Schein representatives. I 'm not sure that they were 
11 prepared for - it looks generic. I would say yes , they 
12 were prepared for all representat ives." 
13 QUESTION: "Were they p r e p a r e d o n a regu la r 
14 basis , like annually?" 
15 ANSWER: "They wou ld h a v e b e e n , y e s , or one 
16 like this. Maybe" - continuing on page 125 - "not 
17 exactly this form." 
j 18 QUESTION: "For each of the sales 
19 representatives?" 
20 ANSWER: "That 's co r r ec t . " 
21 QUESTION: "Would it b e fair to say that these 
122 documents contain projections of the (Inaudible) sales 
123 report of each sales representative for the following 
124 year?" 
25 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
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1 QUESTION: "And also sets forth what their 
2 compensation would be based upon the projected sales?" 
3 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
4 QUESTION: "Did you have anything to do with 
5 coming up with the calculations that appear on this 
6 particular document?" 
7 ANSWER: "NO." 
8 QUESTION: "Do you know how Mr. Engle would 
9 have come up with such calculations?" 
10 ANSWER: "Jim did (Inaudible) for all 
11 salespeople in the entire region." 
12 QUESTION: "Was this shortly after the 
13 merger?" 
14 ANSWER: "Yes." 
15 QUESTION: "Did he also do that on an annual 
16 basis?" 
17 ANSWER: "Yes." 
18 QUESTION: "That was something that was his 
19 responsibility?" 
20 ANSWER: "That was his responsibility." 
21 QUESTION: "Did you ever keep track of whether 
22 the sales representatives that you supervised 
23 (Inaudible)" - continuing on to page 125 - "performed 
24 consistently with the projections made by Mr. Engle?" 
[25 ANSWER: "Yes." j 
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1 QUESTION: "And did they generally do that?" 
2 ANSWER: "in general, yes." ! 
3 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition j 
4 testimony on page 128, at line 11. At that point, 
5 Deposition Exhibit 15 was marked. Exhibit 15 of Mr. j 
6 Shutzo's deposition was the same as Petitioner's Exhibit 
7 21 at the formal hearing. Beginning on page 128, line 
8 13 the question was: "Mr. Shutzo, I have handed you | 
9 Deposition Exhibit No. 15. This is four pages which 
10 refer to a stock option program. Did you receive ~ 
11 with respect to the first page of Exhibit 15, did you 
12 receive a letter like this at about the time of the 
13 merger? 
14 ANSWER: "Yes." 
15 QUESTION: "Did you receive some stock option 
116 benefits?" 
17 MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object on the basis 
18 of relevance. I 'm not sure what - whether Mr. Shutzo 
19 received stock options, what options he received, has 
20 anything to do with Ms. Carter 's case. I just don' t see 
21 a relevance. 
22 MR. GRIMES: Well, i t 's going to go to the 
23 issue of damages. It 's foundational. He ' s going to 
24 testify to the value of those stock options on this 
25 page. 
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1 MR. GUMINA: I'll (Inaudible) object to the 
2 lack of foundation. 
3 THE COURT: Well, I'll let it proceed until we 
\ get to that point and we'll see. Go ahead, Mr. Grimes. 
5 MR. GRIMES: With respect to the first page of 
5 Exhibit 15 - I 'm continuing at page 128, line 15. 
7 QUESTION: "Did you receive - with respect to 
\ the first page of Exhibit 15, did you receive a letter 
» like this at about the time of the merger?" 
> ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Did you receive some stock option 
benefits?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Did you ever exercise those 
options?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Do you know if the options -- when 
did you exercise them?" 
ANSWER: "I exercised them March of this 
year." 
Continuing on page 129. 
QUESTION: "March of this year?" 
ANSWER: "(Inaudible)." 
QUESTION: "Do you know if the value of the 
stock options you exercised were in line with the 
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projections that had been provided to you previously?" 
ANSWER: "No, they were not." 
QUESTION: "Do you know how much ~ you didn't 
ake a loss, did you?" 
ANSWER: "Well, they were options. I'm sorry, 
/hat was your question?" 
QUESTION: "How much did you make on them?" 
ANSWER: "Not enough." 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, relevance. 
MR. GRIMES: I'll withdraw the question, Your 
onor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's 
position testimony on page 133, line 17. 
QUESTION: "Mr. Shutzo, after Susan Carter was 
•minated, do you recall if there were any more 
stings with the Salt Lake City sales representatives 
dressing crossover issues?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
QUESTION: "Do you know how many more meetings 
re were?" 
ANSWER: "No idea." 
QUESTION: "More than one?" 
ANSWER: "oh, yes. Yeah." 
Continuing on page 134. 
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1 QUESTION: "Was Susan Carter ever given an 
2 opportunity to respond to the allegations that had been 
3 made about her contacting Heritage Dental?" 
4 ANSWER: "Not to my knowledge." 
5 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
6 testimony on page 135. On that page it indicates that 
7 at that point, on line 15, Mr. Gumma began his 
8 examination of Mr. Shutzo. Beginning on page 136, line 
9 8. 
10 QUESTION: "Do you recall whether Mr. Staley 
11 had any directive after the merger between Sullivan 
12 Dental and Henry Schein about the combined salesforces 
13 calling on other salespeople's accounts?" 
j 14 ANSWER: "I'm sorry, I don' t understand the 
15 question." 
' 16 QUESTION: "Did Mr. Staley have any directives 
17 about the combined salesforces competing against each 
18 other?" 
19 ANSWER: "Yes, quite adamant, about being a 
120 team and not soliciting other individual's customers." 
21 QUESTION: "How did you become aware of that 
|22 directive from Mr. Staley?" 
23 ANSWER: "He informed us personally." 
24 QUESTION: "Do you know whether Mr. Staley 
25 informed the sales representatives in the Salt Lake City 
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1 area of that directive?" 
i 2 ANSWER: "Yes, he informed everybody of that 
3 directive." 
4 QUESTION: "Did he indicate any consequences 
5 for violation of that directive?" 
6 ANSWER: "Yes." 
7 Continuing on page 137. 
I 8 QUESTION: "What were those consequences that 
| 9 were communicated to the Salt Lake City 
110 representatives?" 
n ANSWER: "That it would just not be tolerated, 
12 that termination would be effective." 
j 13 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
14 testimony on page 139. At this point it indicates on 
15 line 11 that I continued with the examination of Mr. 
16 Staley (sic) . 
17 MR. GUMINA: M r . ShutZO? 
118 MR. GRIMES: ShutZO. 
19 MR. GUMINA: A n d wha t p a g e are you on? I ' m 
20 sorry. 
21 MR. GRIMES: Beg inn ing o n l ine 19 o n p a g e 139. 
122 MR. GUMINA: O k a y . 
123 MR. GRIMES: Page 139 , l ine 19 . 
24 QUESTION: "This d i rec t ive that y o u rece ived 
25 from Mr. Staley, that you just testified about, was that 
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1 in writing?" 
2 ANSWER: "Idon't recall." 
3 QUESTION: "Okay. Do you recall what form it 
4 was provided to you in?" 
5 ANSWER: "Provided to me verbally, but I don't 
6 know if it was in writing. I don't recall the writing." 
7 Continuing on page 140. 
8 QUESTION: "You testified it was provided to 
9 the sales representatives as well; is that correct?" 
10 ANSWER: "That's correct." 
11 QUESTION: "Do you know what form it was 
12 provided to them in?" 
13 ANSWER: "I do not." 
14 QUESTION: "Do you recall Mr. Staley issuing 
15 this directive at a meeting of the sales 
16 representatives?" 
17 ANSWER: "Yes." 
18 QUESTION: "Did he also issue that same 
19 directive at a meeting of the sales representatives in 
20 Portland, Oregon?" 
21 ANSWER: "Yes." 
22 QUESTION: "Anywhere else?" 
23 ANSWER: "I don't know. I don't have any 
24 knowledge of where he might have issued it." 
25 QUESTION: "Are you aware of any documents 
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1 which might set forth his directive?" 
2 ANSWER: T am not." 
3 QUESTION: "Do you know when this directive 
4 was issued by Mr. Staley?" 
5 ANSWER: "I do not." 
6 QUESTION: "Do you know if it was before or 
7 after Susan Carter's termination?" j 
8 ANSWER: "It was before." I 
9 QUESTION: "Any reason we didn't mention that 
10 when we were talking about all the crossover meetings 
11 before?" 
12 Continuing on page 141. 
13 ANSWER: "I don't have any idea." 
14 QUESTION: "Have you recall specifically when 
15 that meeting occurred?" 
16 ANSWER: "it was right at the very beginning 
17 of the merger. That meeting probably occurred in late 
118 '97. That is the best I can put it together for you 
119 because we were doing roadshows all around the country 
20 introducing the company, the Schein company, to the 
!21 Sullivan group of salespeople." 
j22 Continuing with Mr. Shutzo's deposition 
23 testimony on page 143, beginning on line 7. 
24 QUESTION: "Did you mention Mr. Staley's 
25 directive to Susan Carter during her exit interview?" I 
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1 ANSWER: "I don't believe so, no." 
2 QUESTION: "You are sure Susan Carter was at 
3 the meeting with Mr. Staley?" 
4 ANSWER: "No, I'm not sure." 
5 QUESTION: "How often did you attend meetings 
6 with Mr. Staley in Salt Lake City?" 
7 ANSWER: "One time." 
8 QUESTION: "One occasion only?" 
9 ANSWER: "One occasion." 
10 QUESTION: "Was that before or after the Power 
11 Point presentation?" 
12 ANSWER: "I don't recall." 
13 QUESTION: "Was that before or after the 
14 initial run was prepared for the combined salesforces?" 
15 ANSWER: "It was before." 
16 Continuing with Mr. Staley's (sic) deposition 
17 testimony on page 144, beginning on line 20. 
18 QUESTION: "Well, wait a second. Are you 
19 aware of any documents that would reflect when Mr. 
20 Staley had this meeting in Salt Lake?" 
21 ANSWER: "I don't have any documents." j 
22 QUESTION: "Are you aware of any other 
23 documents?" 
24 ANSWER: "I am sure there would be expense 
25 documents, expense voucher." 
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1 Continuing on page 145. 
2 QUESTION: "At the time that Mr. Staley issued 
3 this directive, you knew there was going to be crossover 
4 issues involving the merged salesforces?" 
5 ANSWER: "Yes." 
6 QUESTION: "You had many complaints from sales 
7 representatives about crossover issues after that; is 
8 that correct?" 
9 ANSWER: "We had complaints." 
110 QUESTION: "Did you contact Mr. Staley with 
111 respect to those?" 
112 ANSWER: "NO." 
j 13 And I have no further questions during Mr. ' 
j 14 Shutzo's deposition, I have no further questions of Mr. 
15 Shutzo here today. 
16 THE COURT: Thank you. Let's take a break for 
17 lunch and be back here at 2:00. 
18 (Whereupon, a lunch recess was taken.) 
19 MR. GUMINA- I believe I would like to read in 
20 a couple of passages from Mr. Shutzo's-deposition that 
21 were not entered into the record. 
22 THE COURT: Okay. That's fine. 
23 MR. GUMINA: Okay. I'd like to read in from 
24 Mr. Shutzo's deposition page 102, lines 4 through 9. 
25 QUESTION BY MR. GRIMES: "(inaudible) incident 
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involving the Clegg account, were there any other 
occasions on which one of the sales representatives you 
supervised during the relevant time period contacted an 
account after you told them not to?" 
ANSWER: "Not to my knowledge." 
Next portion of Mr. Shutzo's deposition I'd 
like to read into the record is page 109, line 3 through 
ine 7. 
QUESTION: "Did you have any conversation with 
Mr. Simmons that you were going to terminate Susan 
Carter?" 
ANSWER: "Not at the time." 
QUESTION: "At any other time?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
And with that, I conclude. 
THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Grimes. 
MR. GRIMES: Yes, Your Honor, the petitioner 
calls Parke Simmons. 
THE COURT: Would you raise your right hand, 
please. 
PARKE E. SIMMONS, 
called as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
follows: 
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THE COURT: You may be seated at the witness 
stand. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Good afternoon, Mr. Simmons. 
A. Good afternoon. 
Q. Would you please state your full name for the 
record. 
A. Yes. My full name is Parke, spelled 
P-A-R-K-E, middle E for Edward, last name Simmons, 
S-I-M-M-O-N-S. 
Q. Thank you. 
Are you currently employed with 
Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
A. Yes, I am. 
Q. What is your position? 
A. I am what is called an ESS, which is an 
equipment sales specialist. 
Q.How long have you been employed by 
>ullivan-Schein Dental? 
A. Oh, since the merger, which is, what, five, 
ix years. 
Q. Were you employed with Sullivan-Schein Dental 
t the time that it - that Sullivan Dental and Henry 
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1 Schein Dental merged? 
2 A. Yes, I was. 
3 Q. Prior to that, were you employed with Sullivan 
4 Dental? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. When were you first employed by Sullivan 
7 Dental? 
8 A. Sullivan bought Mountain West in September of 
9 '96. 
10 Q. And what was your position with Sullivan 
11 Dental at that time? 
12 A. I was - with Sullivan Dental, I was an 
13 equipment sales specialist. 
14 Q.Have you maintained that same position from 
15 the time that you started with Sullivan Dental until 
16 currently? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Do you recall when the merger between Sullivan 
19 Dental and Henry Schein was announced? 
20 A. I believe it was August of '97. 
21 Q. How did you first hear about that merger? 
22 A. I heard it through a voice mail from Bob 
23 Sullivan. 
24 Q.Who is Bob Sullivan? 
25 A. Bob Sullivan at that time was I believe CEO of j 
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1 Sullivan Dental. 
2 Q. Had you ever met Bob Sullivan prior to 
3 receiving that voice mail? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. How long have you known - how long have you 
6 known Bob Sullivan? 
7 A. I first met Bob when I came with — well, when 
8 we started discussions about Sullivan-Schein — or I'm 
9 sorry, about Sullivan and Mountain West merging. 
10 Q. At some point was there a merger between 
11 Sullivan Dental and Mountain West? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. When did that occur? 
14 MR. GUMINA: It's been asked and answered. 
15 THE WITNESS: It was September of '96. 
16 BY MR. GRIMES: 
17 Q. Were you employed with Mountain West at that 
18 time? 
19 A. Yes, I was. 
20 Q. When did you start with Mountain West Dental? 
21 A.January 13, 1990. 
22 Q. What was your position with them? 
23 A. Equipment sales specialist. 
24 Q.Did you have any ownership interest in 
25 Mountain West Dental? 
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I 1 A. Not at that time. 
2 Q. Did you subsequently acquire an ownership in 
3 Mountain West Dental? 
4 A. Yes, I did. 
5 Q. Do you recall some time after the merger 
6 between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein was announced 
7 hearing that Susan Carter had sent a letter to company 
8 management complaining about treatment that she had 
9 allegedly received from you during her employment with 
10 Mountain West Dental? 
II A. Yes. 
12 Q. When did you first hear that? 
13 A. I believe it was December of '97. 
14 Q. And how did that information come to your 
15 attention? 
16 A. A gentleman by the name of Tim Sullivan called 
17 me. 
18 Q. And was Mr. Sullivan employed at that time by 
19 Sullivan Dental? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And what was his position? 
22 A. I believe at that particular time he was 
23 president. 
24 Q. Was he in your supervisory chain of command at 
25 that time? 
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1 A. Far up the chain, yes. 
2 Q. You say you received a telephone call from Mr. 
3 Sullivan? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Was there anyone else present at your end of 
6 the conversation? 
7 A. Not that I recall, no. 
8 Q. Where were you physically at the time? 
9 A. I was in my office here in Salt Lake. 
10 Q. Is that your office in Murray? 
11 A. Yes, 
12 Q. What was said during that conversation? 
13 A. Well, Tim said that he received ~ come into 
14 possession of a letter from Ms. Carter stating her 
15 concerns about how she was treated with Mountain West 
16 (Inaudible) were perceived, as he put it, and that we 
17 would need to be very careful with the way we accepted 
18 Ms. Carter and how we got along with her. It was 
19 basically (Inaudible) quote there was --1 took it to 
20 mean walk on eggshells and do everything we can to ~ to 
121 make her feel comfortable and at home. 
22 Q. Anything else you recall being said during 
123 your conversation with Tim Sullivan at that time? 
2^4 A. No. 
25 Q. Mr. Simmons, do you see --
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1 A. Well, actually - excuse me, I'm sorry. I did 
2 ask him if I could get a copy of the letter, and he 
3 said, "No, it's not something you need to see at this 
4 point in time." 
5 I said, "That's fine." 
6 Q. Mr. Simmons, did Tim Sullivan make any 
7 statement to you regarding the fact that Susan Carter's 
8 allegations related to events that had occurred years 
9 before? 
10 A. Yes, he said it - they pertained to her 
11 termination with Sullivan ~ with Mountain West Dental. 
12 Q. Did he say anything to you to the effect that 
13 her allegations were about events a long time ago? 
14 A. Well, it was a long time at that point. It 
15 was probably five years. 
16 Q.I understand. I'm just talking if Mr. 
17 Sullivan --
18 A. Did he say that? 
19 Q. — commented on that. 
20 A. He said it pertained to some concerns she had 
21 with her termination with Mountain West Dental, which 
22 was five years prior to that. 
23 Q. Did Mr. Sullivan say anything to you to the 
24 effect that Susan Carter's allegations did not relate to 
25 her employment with Sullivan-Schein? 
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1 A. I'm sorry, I don't understand the question. 
2 Q. Yeah. Did Mr. Sullivan say anything to you to 
3 the effect that Susan Carter's allegations did not 
4 relate to her employment with Sullivan Dental or 
5 Sullivan-Schein? 
6 A. No. 1 took it to mean that she - her ~ oh, 
7 her complaints. No, her complaint was not with Schein 
8 Dental, it was with Mountain West Dental. 
9 Q. Correct. Did Mr. Sullivan remark on that to 
10 you during the telephone conversation? 
11 A. Not that I recall. 
[ 12 Q. Did Mr. Sullivan express any opinion to you 
13 regarding the merits of Susan Carter's allegations about 
14 her employment at Mountain West Dental? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Mr. Simmons, you indicated that you 
17 interpreted Mr. Sullivan's comments to you as meaning 
18 that you should walk on eggshells. Was there anything 
19 in particular that Mr. Sullivan told you during that 
20 conversation that gave you that impression? 
21 A. Just the general crux of it was we needed to, 
22 again, be very welcoming and very much accepting as far 
23 as Susan becoming a member of the overall 
24 Sullivan-Schein - the new Sullivan-Schein team. And 
25 that of course, in my mind, that meant to take care of 
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her sales leads as best I could and just like any other 
sales representative we have, which I call them sales 
representatives. They're termed FSC's in the Schein 
(Inaudible). 
Q. Did you walk on eggshells with the other sales 
representatives? 
A. Well, to the point of being as cooperative as 
I could, yeah, I surely did. 
Q. Did it -- did it cause you any distress to 
know that Ms. Carter had submitted a letter complaining 
about her employment with Mountain West Dental? 
MR. MORRIS: Objection, Your Honor, this is 
not relevant, whether he felt distress. 
THE COURT: Mr. Morris, you're doing the cross 
examination of ~ 
MR. MORRIS: Mr. Simmons is my witness, yes, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. All right. 
MR. MORRIS: Sorry. 
THE COURT: Mr. Grimes, would you like to 
respond to the objection? 
MR. GRIMES: Yes, it's hard for me to imagine 
any of it would be more relevant. The question of 
retaliation is a question of intent and motive and how a 
person feels about -- generally about a complaint 
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Inaudible). 
MR. MORRIS: May I voir dire the witness 
>riefly, Your Honor, then, for foundation? 
THE COURT: What kind of foundation are we 
alking about? 
MR. MORRIS: Well, it's our position that Mr. 
immons had absolutely nothing to do with the decision 
D terminate Ms. Carter. 
THE COURT: Then I'll let you do that on cross 
lamination. I - actually, I think whatever 
erceptions or feelings he had about the conversations 
robably are relevant, I think. I'm going to ~ you 
•oss examined him at a later date and you get the 
formation that you think is forthcoming and you can 
;e that in your case, but I think the voir dire at this 
>int is probably not appropriate. 
MR. MORRIS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
' MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mr. Simmons, did it cause you any discomfort 
hear that Mrs. Carter had sent a letter to the 
mpany management complaining about her former 
tployment at Mountain West Dental? 
A. Discomfort, yeah, I suppose it ~ you never 
2 to hear somebody coming into a situation with 
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1 preconceived notions of being concerned. 
2 Q. Is there anything else that you talked about 
3 with Tim Sullivan during the phone call in which he 
4 informed you of Mrs. Carter's concerns? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Did you say anything to Mr. Sullivan during 
7 that conversation? 
8 A. Oh, I said I was not surprised and - because 
9 of the fact that usually when someone's terminated, 
10 there are some hard feelings, but that my - my final 
11 comment was just all, you know, try to make this thing 
12 work out and make the best of it. 
13 Q. Was your telephone conversation with Tim 
14 Sullivan the first time that you heard about Susan 
15 Carter's complaints about her employment at Mountain 
16 West Dental? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. After your conversation with Tim Sullivan 
19 about Susan Carter's complaints, did you talk to anyone 
20 else about Susan Carter's complaints regarding her 
21 employment at Mountain West Dental? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Do you recall the next conversation that you 
24 had regarding that subject? 
25 A. I believe it was with Blaine Brown. 
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1 Q. And who is Blaine Brown? 
2 A. Blaine Brown was a former partner of mine in 
3 Mountain West and, at that point in time, was a fellow 
4 equipment sales specialist for Sullivan-Schein. 
5 Q. And where did the conversation between 
6 yourself and Mr. Brown regarding Susan Carter's 
7 complaint occur? 
8 A. As I recall, I was on the phone and he was at 
9 the Boise office. 
10 Q. Did Mr. Brown predominantly work out of the 
11 office in Boise? 
12 A. He did, but I'm not quite sure. He was in a 
13 transition time there where he was going to move back to 
14 Boise. He worked in Salt Lake for a while, then he 
15 moved back to Boise. I remember it was a phone 
16 conversation. If he wasn't at the Boise office, he was 
17 on his cell phone or whatever. 
18 Q. Do you recall how long after your conversation 
19 with Tim Sullivan your conversation with Blaine Brown 
20 occurred? 
21 A. Within a matter of days. 
22 Q. What was said during the conversation that you 
23 had with Mr. Brown about Susan Carter's complaint? 
24 A.I asked if he had heard from Tim Sullivan that 
25 there had been a letter written by Ms. Carter that ~ 
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1 because I had gotten that call, and he said, "Yes, I'm 
2 very much aware of it." 
3 Q. You say he laughed? 
4 A. No, he didn't laugh. He just said, 
5 "Ironically, yeah, I'm sure - I'm very much aware of 
6 it." I don't know, but I assumed he probably heard 
7 about the same time I did. 
8 Q. Anything else you recall being said during 
9 that conversation? 
10 A. No. Again, just that we need to ~ he agreed 
11 that we need to make it work. 
12 Q. Did you have a conversation with Mr. Brown at 
13 that time about Susan Carter's employment at Mountain 
14 West Dental? 
15 A. Not that I recall, no. 
16 Q. Did you ~ did you reminisce with Mr. Brown 
17 about what possibly could have led to such a complaint 
18 by Susan Carter? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. After your conversation with Mr. Brown, did 
21 you have any further conversation with anyone about 
22 Susan Carter's complaint regarding her employment at 
23 Mountain West Dental? 
24 A. About the letter specifically? 
|25 Q.Yes. 
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1 A. Yes. I, at one point in time, told Mr. Joe 
2 Shutzo that there had been a letter and he seemed to be 
3 aware of it. 
4 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo make any comments to you about 
5 the letter? 
6 A. Pretty much the same thing, the whole ~ the 
7 whole theme of all upper management was, you know, this | 
8 is something we need to pay attention to and not take 
9 lightly, but let's just make this thing work. 
10 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo tell you that he understood 
11 there was a letter and that everybody better be careful? 
12 A. I don't know that he used those exact words, 
13 but yeah, we needed to - you know, to be aware that 
14 there was a problem and to take appropriate steps not to 
15 cause any further problems. 
16 Q. How did the subject of the letter come up 
17 between yourself and Mr. Shutzo? 
18 A. We were on the phone, I remember that. Just 
19 ~ it could have been after - I'm not sure, it could 
20 have been after the complaints started coming in about 
21 crossover on territories. It could have just been - it 
22 probably wasn't that - it was probably just in the 
23 course of talking about how the team's doing and, you 
24 know, how things are going. That sort of thing. 
25 Q. How long after your conversation with Blaine | 
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1 Brown about Mrs. Simmons's (sic) complaint did you have 
2 the conversation with Joe Shutzo about Mrs. Carter's 
3 complaint? 
4 A. Oh, I would say within a matter of a week or 
5 two. 
6 Q. Do you recall the month in which you talked to 
7 Mr. Shutzo about Susan Carter's complaint? 
8 A. In my mind, it seems it around the holiday 
9 season. 
10 Q. In 1997? 
11 A. It could have been right after. 
12 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo tell you how he knew about 
13 Susan Carter's complaint? 
14 A. He didn't. 
15 MR. GRIMES: Youi Honor, petitioner would move 
16 to publish Mr. Simmons's deposition. 
17 THE COURT: Any objection? 
18 MR. MORRIS: No, Your Honor. 
19 THE COURT: Okay. We will publish the j 
20 deposition of Mr. Simmons. 
21 (Whereupon, the deposition of Parke Simmons 
22 was received into evidence.) 
23 BY MR. GRIMES: 
24 Q. Mr. Simmons, do you recall having your 
25 deposition taken in this case? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Do you recall that you were placed under oath 
3 at the time of your deposition? 
4 A. Yes, I do. 
5 Q. (Inaudible) transcript of the deposition 
6 testimony that you previously gave in this case. Would 
7 you please turn to page 51 of that transcript. Do you 
8 have that page, sir? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Beginning on line 4 - do you see the lines 
11 are numbered? 
112 A. Yes. 
[ 13 Q.Beginning on line 4, I'm going to read the I 
14 question and I'd appreciate it if you would please read 
15 your answer just to line 19. 
16 QUESTION: "What was the next occasion that 
17 you talked to someone about the letter or the substance 
18 of the letter?" 
19 A. "It was with Joe Shutzo." 
20 Q. "When did that occur?" 
21 A. "I would say it was shortly after, I don't 
22 recall exactly." 
23 Q. "Same day?" 
24 A. "No, within a week." 
25 Q. "Where were you when that conversation 
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xurred?" 
A. "In my office." 
Q. "Where was Mr. Shutzo?" 
A. "As I recall, he was on the phone in 
Washington or he might have been in Boise, I don't 
now." 
Q. "What was said on that occasion?" 
A. "Just that he understood there was a letter 
id that everybody better be careful." 
Q. Thank you. 
So Mr. Shutzo did tell you that everybody 
stter be careful; is that correct? 
A. Words to that effect, yes. 
Q. Did you ask Mr. Shutzo how he knew about the 
itter? 
A. No. 
Q.Is it possible that you informed Mr. Shutzo's 
bout the letter for the first time during that 
onversation? 
MR. MORRIS: Lack of foundation, Your Honor. 
'alls for the state of mind of Mr. Shutzo, as to who 
iformed him of the letter first. 
MR. GRIMES: I'll withdraw the question, Your 
lonor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
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Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mr. Simmons, you testified that you had the 
npression that Mr. Shutzo already knew about Susan 
barter's letter at the time of your conversation with 
im; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he -- what did he say that gave you that 
npression? 
A. He said, "I was aware of the letter." And I 
ssumed that he would be because he was a member of 
lanagement and I would think that would be something 
e'd need to know. 
Q. Thank you. 
After Sullivan Dental purchased Mountain West 
)ental, did the business offices of Sullivan Dental 
emain at the same location that had been the business 
ffices of Mountain West Dental? 
A. Yes. 
Q. After the merger between Sullivan Dental and 
lenry Schein, did Joe Shutzo become your direct 
upervisor? 
A. Either ~ yeah, it must have been about that 
Line. Either right before or right after. 
Q. Did Joe Shutzo have an office in Utah? 
A. No. 
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Q. Did he live in Utah? 
A. No. He lived in Washington state, I believe, 
Gig Harbor. 
Q. Mr. Simmons, does the word "crossover" have 
any general significance in the dental sales business? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What does that term mean? 
A. Well, in my mind it means two things. One is 
that there's a geographical crossover where you may have 
one large professional building with, say, a dozen 
doctors, and you may have two or three different sales 
representatives from your company calling on that one 
building. Sales person A may have, you know, three 
doctors, B and so on. In an ideal world, everybody 
would have geographical territories so they'd all just 
go to one area and wouldn't be crossing over, so to 
speak. That's one definition. 
The other definition is when a sales territory 
is assigned to a sales rep in our business, it's like 
that's your call list, those are the people you call on. 
It's been that way as long as I've been in the business, 
which is going on 38 years. And you don't — you don't 
cross over in to someone else's territory, unless you're 
assigned to another account by management. 
Q. Thank you. 
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Mr. Simmons, during the time of the merger 
between Sullivan Dental and Sullivan-Schein, did you 
ever see a written policy that the company had 
addressing the issue of crossovers? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you ever seen such a policy? 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. Have you ever heard of such a verbal policy? 
A. Oh, yes. I think it was the second day on my 
job in 1955, I was assigned a list of potential doctors 
in my territory. And it doesn't matter if you're in an 
office with five others there and you only have one, you 
only call on the one because those are assigned to 
someone else. 
Q. Did you ever hear of a policy regarding 
crossovers during the time that you worked at 
Sullivan-Schein? 
A. A written policy? 
Q. Any kind of policy, verbal policy. 
A. Oh, well, again, it's kind of the unwritten, 
law that you just don't do it. And people in our 
business who have been around for apy length of time at 
all know that. And if they're rookies, they're told 
that. It's just not something that's done. Can I add 
to that? 
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1 Q.Sure. 
2 A. Territory people have assigned accounts and 
3 it's almost like a merchant with their inventory. And 
4 if someone else down the street comes in and takes their 
5 inventory, it's like taking away their business. So 
6 it's just something you don't do, if that makes sense to 
7 you. 
8 Q. Did you ever run in to a crossover issue as an 
9 equipment salesman? 
10 A. Never. 
11 Q. After the - or about the time of the merger 
12 between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein, did you have 
13 any conversations with Joe Shutzo about any crossover 
14 issues involving Susan Carter? 
15 MR. MORRIS: Excuse me, your know, just on 
16 vagueness. Around or about the time of the merger, I've 
17 heard August, I've heard December. I would like the 
18 time period a little more focused. 
19 MR. GRIMES: All right. 
20 BY MR. GRIMES: 
21 Q. Mr. Simmons, do you know the date that Susan 
22 Carter was terminated from Sullivan-Schein? 
23 A. I don't know the exact date. 
24 Q. Did you hear about Susan Carter's termination 
25 at approximately the time that she was terminated? 
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1 A. I heard it the day of the termination. 
2 Q. Do you recall that occurring in approximately 
3 late March 1998? 
4 A. I wanted to say February. It could well have 
5 been March. 
6 Q. From the time that the merger between Sullivan 
7 Dental and Henry Schein was announced in August of 1997, 
8 up to the date of Susan Carter's termination, did you 
9 talk to anyone about any crossover issues involving 
10 Susan Carter? 
11 A. Could you repeat that. 
12 Q.Yes. 
13 During that time frame of the announcement of 
14 the merger in August of 1997 to the date of Susan 
15 Carter's termination, did you have any conversations 
16 with anyone about any crossover issues involving Susan 
17 Carter? , 
18 A. Yes, I did. 
19 Q. Okay. What - what conversation - who did 
20 you talk to? 
21 A. Well, I heard from Mike Butler, I believe | 
22 there was one with John Sergeant and Melanie Roylance, 
23 now Bingham. I believe those were the three that I'd 
24 heard about. | 
[25 Q. Do you remember which of those conversations 
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1 came first? 
2 A.I don't. I — I - it seems to me Butler was 
3 first. I'm not positive. 
4 Q. Did you talk to Joe Shutzo about any crossover 
5 issues involving Susan Carter? 
6 A. At one point in time ~ I don't think I 
7 initiated the call, but Joe had said that we were having 
8 trouble again and he was going to have to get it 
9 straightened out. 
10 Q. Isn't it true that Joe Shutzo informed you of 
11 an alleged crossover incident involving Susan Carter and 
12 John Sergeant? 
13 A. He may have. 
14 Q. Did he describe for you at all what that issue 
15 was about? 
16 A. I believe he said it was with an account 
17 called Mountain View Dental. 
18 Q. And did you say anything in response to Mr. 
19 Shutzo when he gave you that information? 
20 A. Yeah, I said something to the effect of, 
21 oh-oh. 
22 Q. Did you say something to effect of here we go 
23 again? 
24 A. Could have. 
25 Q. Could have or did? 
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1 A. I don't recall. Probably I did, oh-oh, there 
2 we go again. 
3 Q. Would you please turn to page 56 of your 
4 deposition transcript. 
5 A. I've got it. 
6 Q. Beginning on line 6, I'm going to read the 
7 question and would you please read your answer, just 
I 8 going down to line 11. 
9 QUESTION: "Did you say anything in response 
10 to Mr. Shutzo when he provided you that information?" 
11 A. "I just said here we go again." 
12 Q. "Did Mr. Shutzo ask you what you meant by 
13 'here we go again'?" 
14 A. "No." 
15 Q. What did you mean by "here we go again"? 
16 A. That's not from here. 
17 Q. You're right. 
18 A. I meant that there must be more problems with 
19 crossovers. 
20 Q. "More problems." Had you heard about previous 
21 crossover issues involving Susan Carter? 
22 A. Well, just from the far past. 
23 Q. Did you tell Joe Shutzo that Susan Carter had 
24 had crossover issues at Mountain West Dental when she 
25 worked for you? 
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A. He was aware of it. I hadn't told him, but he 
ras aware of it. 
Q. Do you know how he was aware of it? 
A. Could have been through Blaine Brown. I don't 
now. 
Q. What did Mr. Shutzo say to you that gave you 
le impression that he was aware of Susan Carter's 
rossover issues at Mountain West Dental? 
A. Oh, basically, the same thing, yeah, you're 
ght, here we go again. 
Q. I just want to see if I understand the 
mversation correctly. Mr. Shutzo informs you that 
tere's a crossover issue involving John Sergeant and 
usan Carter; is that correct? 
A. He said there seems to be. 
Q. All right. And then you made a statement to 
ie effect of oh-oh, here we go again; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that Mr. Shutzo said here we go again 
so? 
A.He said, "You're right, here we go again," or 
ords to that effect. Right, it's happening again or 
^re we go again. 
Q. Did you ever tell Joe Shutzo that Susan Carter 
as fired from Mountain West Dental because of 
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ossovers? 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. Do you know why Joe Shutzo would tell you 
iout the crossover issue involving Susan Carter and 
hn Sergeant? 
MR. MORRIS: Calls for speculation, no 
undation, state of mind of a third person. 
MR. GRIMES: (inaudible). I can rephrase the 
lestion, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Why don't you rephrase it, then. 
r
 MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mr. Simmons, can you think of any reason that 
r. Shutzo would tell you about the crossover issue 
tween Susan Carter and John Sergeant? 
MR. MORRIS: Same objection, Your Honor, 
ills for speculation, irrelevant what this witness 
ght speculate as to Mr. Shutzo's motivation 
raudible). 
THE COURT: Yeah, I'd agree. I'm not sure 
it he can speak to Mr. Shutzo's state of mind, unless 
r. Shutzo expressed that to him. So if you're going to 
c him to speculate on that, I'd have to sustain the 
jection. 
MR. GRIMES: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: 
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1 Q. Mr. Simmons, did Mr. Shutzo tell you why he 
2 was telling you about the crossover issue involving 
3 Susan Carter and John Sergeant? 
4 A. No, but I assumed it was because that the way 
5 my part of the business works, if we have good rapport 
6 with the salespeople and if I get leads from the 
7 salespeople, that's my job. If my leads dry up because 
8 of problems and infighting and this, that and the other, 
9 then of course, my position ~ my production is in 
10 jeopardy. 
11 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo indicate to you that he was 
12 concerned about you being able to perform your duties as 
13 an equipment salesman because of the crossover issue 
14 between Susan Carter and John Sergeant? 
15 A. Only from the standpoint of, again, as a 
16 cohesive team, we do much better that if we have people 
17 that are going on their own agendas. 
18 Q. Did you have any responsibility for resolving 
19 crossover issues between the field sales reps at that 
20 time? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo tell you the details of the 
23 crossover issue between Susan Carter and John Sergeant? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Did he indicate in any way that that crossover 
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1 issue might affect your ability to perform your duties 
2 as equipment sales representative? 
3 A. Specifically, no. 
4 Q. Anything else said during that conversation 
5 between yourself and Joe Shutzo about the crossover 
6 issue between Ms. Carter and John Sergeant? 
7 A. Just that, again, he said, "Hopefully we can 
8 get it worked out and go on down the trail." 
9 Q. You indicated that you heard at some point 
10 about a crossover issue between Susan Carter and Mike 
11 Butler; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do you know how that crossover issue came to 
14 your attention? 
15 A. Yes. On that one, Mike Butler called me. 
16 Q. Would you please turn to page 57 of your 
17 deposition transcript. Do you have that page, sir? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Beginning on line 15, I'm going to read the 
20 question and I'd appreciate it if you would read the 
21 answer down to line 21. 
22 QUESTION: "How did you hearfl about the issue 
23 involving a crossover and Mike Butler?" 
24 A. "I am not sure if it was through Joe. I 
25 imagine it was. It could have been through Mike Butler 
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1 or Melanie." 
2 Q. "Was this the same occasion on which you heard 
3 about the John Sergeant crossover issue?" 
4 A. "It seems to be -- it was a later occasion." 
5 Q. So at the time of the deposition, you 
6 testified that you weren't sure who you heard about the 
7 Mike Butler crossover issue from, but that you imagined 
8 it was from Joe Shutzo; is that correct? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And just now you testified that you heard 
11 about it from Mike Butler; is that correct? 
12 A. Well, after thinking about it, it seems that 
13 Mike was the one who called me, but I'm still not a 
14 hundred percent sure. I haven't spoken to him about it 
15 so I don't know. 
16 Q. Did you make any notes of that conversation? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. On that occasion, did Mr. Shutzo indicate to 
19 you why he was telling you about the crossover issue 
20 between Susan Carter and Mike Butler? 
21 MR. GUMINA: Objection. 
22 MR. MORRIS: I don't have an objection, Your 
23 Honor. 
24 THE COURT: Okay. 
25 BY MR. GRIMES: 
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1 Q. Question, Mr. Simmons, on that occasion, did 
2 Mr. Shutzo tell you why he was telling you about the 
3 crossover issue between Mike Butler and Susan Carter? 
4 MR. MORRIS: Okay. Now I have an objection, 
5 Your Honor. The question assumes it was Mr. Shutzo who 
6 told me. The witness has testified he doesn't recall, 
7 that it was more likely Mr. Butler. 
8 MR. GRIMES: It doesn't assume that. 
9 MR. MORRIS: The question assumes Mr. Shutzo 
10 is the one telling him about the (Inaudible) situation. 
11 That is not what the witness said. 
12 THE COURT: I think he's testified that he 
13 wasn't sure who told him. 
14 THE WITNESS: Yes. It's just in further 
15 hindsight, he seemed that it was Mike that told me, but 
16 I'm not a hundred percent positive. 
17 MR. GRIMES: I think it's a fair question. It 
18 will at least test his recollection. Perhaps if he 
19 remember Mr. Shutzo giving him a reason, he'd remember 
20 who told him. I think it's a fair question. 
21 MR. MORRIS: I don't know, I disagree, Your 
22 Honor. It assumes a fact that is inconsistent with 
23 evidence in the record now. 
24 THE COURT: Well, let me see if I can recall 
25 the question here. The question is does he recall why 
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1 Mr. Shutzo told him about the Mike Butler crossover 
2 problem? 
3 MR. GRIMES: Yes. 
4 THE COURT: I'd have to agree with the 
5 respondent, I don't think he's testified that Mr. Shutzo 
6 told him that. I think he said he didn't know how he 
7 found out about it. He found out about it but I'm sure 
8 - 1 mean, it assumes that that's his position, that Mr. 
9 Shutzo is the one that told him. I'll sustain the 
10 objection. (Inaudible). 
11 BY MR. GRIMES: 
12 Q. Did Mr. Butler tell you why he was telling you 
13 about the crossover issue? 
14 A. Well, we'd been friends for 32 years and he 
15 just was upset. 
16 Q. Mr. Butler had a good deal of frustration over 
17 the merger, did he not? 
18 MR. MORRIS: Objection, lack of foundation, 
19 state of mind of Mr. Butler. 
20 MR. GRIMES: I can rephrase the question. 
21 THE COURT: Okay. 
22 BY MR. GRIMES: 
23 Q.Mr. Butler displayed a good deal of 
24 frustration regarding the merger, did he not? 
25 A.I don't recall that he had anymore frustration 
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1 than any of us. Any time there's something new and 
2 different, we all worry about it. I don't think Michael ! 
3 had more than anybody else. I 
4 Q. All right. Other than your long-term 
5 association with Mr. Butler, did he tell you why he was 
6 confiding in you regarding that crossover issue? I 
7 A. Just to vent his spleen. 
8 Q. What's that? 
9 A. Just to vent his spleen, basically. And I 
10 told him, "You need to take it up with Joe." 
11 Q. Mr. Simmons, \ou testified that you heard at 
12 some point that there was a crossover issue involving 
13 Susan Carter and Melanie Roylance; is that correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. How did you first hear about that issue? 
116 A. Again, I'm sorry I'm not more clear on it, but 
17 it seems to me that I heard that through - either ) 
18 through Joe, or it could have been Melanie. 
19 Q. Are you aware of any crossover issues that 
20 occurred during the time of the merger that did not 
21 involve Susan Carter? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. At any point during -- prior to Susan Carter's 
24 termination, did you hear that she had received a 
25 disciplinary action from the company in regard to 
o o PQOP 917 - Pacre220 
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>ssovers? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And where did you obtain that information 
>m? 
A. I heard through - it may have been Joe, it 
ve just been Blaine, it may have been someone, that 
e had received a letter basically warning her not to 
ntinue to do crossovers. And that letter was from Mr. 
lgle. 
Q. Mr. Simmons, would you please turn to page 61 
your deposition transcript. 
A. I have it. 
Q. Beginning on line 14 and continuing to the top 
the next page, page 62, I'll read the question and if 
>u would, please, just read your answer. 
QUESTION: "Well, my question is: Who did you 
rst hear from that Susan Carter had been disciplined 
»r engaging in crossovers?" 
A. "Joe Shutzo." 
Q. "Was that after Susan Carter's termination?" 
A. "No." 
Q. "What did Mr. Shutzo say to you about the 
sciplinary action that had been taken against Mrs. 
arter?" 
A. "Not much, just that he had talked to her." 
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Q. "Did you say, was it disciplinary action or 
at?" 
A. "No." 
Q. "He just said he talked to her?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. On another occasion, did you hear that ~ 
'ell, you've testified that you heard that Jim Engle had 
3nt a letter to Susan Carter; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who did you hear about that from? 
A. I believe it was Joe. 
Q. Did Mr. Shutzo indicate to you why he was 
filing you about the disciplinary actions involving 
usan Carter? 
A. Did he indicate why he was telling me? 
Q. Yes. 
A. No. 
Q. All right. Mr. Simmons, why was Susan Carter 
srminated from Mountain West Dental? 
MR. MORRIS: No foundation. 
MR. GRIMES: Okay. I'll withdraw the 
[uestion, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
IYMR GRIMES: 
Q. Mr. Simmons, were you employed with Mountain 
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West Dental at the time of Susan Carter's termination? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you involved at all in the decision to 
terminate Susan Carter's employment from Mountain West? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know who was? 
A. Blaine Brown. 
Q. Were you present during an interview between 
Blaine Brown and Susan Carter in which Mr. Brown 
informed Susan Carter that her employment with Mountain 
West Dental was terminated? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he ~ did Mr. Brown indicate a reason for 
Mrs. Carter's termination? 
A. There was some crossover. I believe it was 
concerning one account that I can recall and also her 
numbers were just not very good, sales numbers. 
Q. What was the one account that you recall that 
had crossover? 
A. It was a Dr. Miles Trebble. 
Q. Was that account, the account of Dr. Miles 
Trebble, was it assigned to Susan Carter? 
A. No. 
Q. Are you sure of that? 
A. As I recall, it was assigned to a sales rep at 
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that time by the name of Scott St. Jour. 
Q. Ultimately, was Miles Trebble - Dr. Trebble's 
account assigned to Susan Carter? 
A. I don't recall. It could have been. She used 
to work for him, so she probably had an in. 
Q. Other than the account involving Dr. Trebble, 
do you recall any other specific crossover issues that 
Susan Carter had during her employment with Mountain 
West Dental? 
A. Not specifically, no. 
Q. At approximately the time of Susan Carter's 
termination from Mountain West Dental, did a company 
known as Healthco go out of business? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was Healthco in the dental sales business? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know a man by the name of John 
Sergeant? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. Was he a dental sales rep at Healthco? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Mr. Sergeant lose his employment at 
Healthco as a result of Healthco going out of business? 
A. Yes. 
Q. After losing his employment at Healthco, did 
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1 John Sergeant go to work for Mountain West Dental? 
2 A. Yes, he did. 
3 Q. Did he go to work at Mountain West Dental at 
4 approximately the same time that Susan Carter was 
5 terminated from Mountain West Dental? 
6 A. Yes, he did. 
7 Q. At the time of Susan Carter's termination from 
8 Mountain West Dental, did Mr. Brown state to Susan 
9 Carter that the reason for her termination was because 
10 he preferred to hire Mr. Sergeant? 
11 MR. MORRIS: No foundation, (Inaudible) 
12 talking about this one interview that he said he was a 
13 party to. 
14 THE COURT Do you want to clarify that? 
15 MR. GRIMES: Yes. 
16 BY MR. GRIMES: 
17 Q. (Inaudible) meeting in which Mr. Brown 
18 notified Susan Carter of her termination, did Mr. Brown 
19 say that the reason for Susan Carter's termination was 
20 that he preferred to hire Mr. Sergeant? 
21 A. He may have because that was one of the main 
22 reasons. 
23 Q. Thank you. 
24 MR. GRIMES: I have no further questions. 
125 
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1 CROSS EXAMINATION 
2 BY MR. MORRIS: 
3 Q. Mr. Simmons, are you familiar with the level 
4 of performance that Ms. Carter was achieving shortly 
5 before she was left -- let go? 
6 A. Yes, I am. 
7 Q. And are you familiar with the level of 
8 performance Mr. Sergeant had at Healthco before it went 
9 out of business? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And are you familiar with the level of 
12 business Mr. Sergeant achieved immediately after being 
13 hired at Mountain West Dental? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And comparing Mr. Sergeant's business at that 
16 period of time to Ms. Carter's, whose was greater? 
17 A. By far Mr. Sergeant's. 
18 Q. When you say "by far," can you give us a 
19 better handle. 
20 A. Well, I believe at one time Susan commented 
21 that while I was witnessing Mr. Brown terminating her, I 
22 was on my adding machine, and I was at Blaine's request, 
23 figuring out the status of her draw. And if memory 
24 serves, the largest month Ms. Carter had sales-wise with 
25 us was (Inaudible) $10,000, which would have equated in 
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1 those days to six to seven percent over six to seven 
2 hundred hours for one month's income. 
3 Mr. Sergeant, on the other hand - in other 
4 words, she was greatly in the hole on her draw and just 
5 not producing. Sergeant brought immediate business of 
6 two to three hundred thousand dollars per year, which 
7 has subsequently grown to $2 million a year. 
8 Q. One more question. Subsequent to Ms. Carter's 
9 leaving Sullivan-Schein, were there any other crossover 
10 issues that arose concerning any other employee? 
11 A. Any other employee? 
12 Q. Yes. 
13 MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation. 
14 BY MR. MORRIS: 
15 Q. That you're aware of. 
16 A. That I 'm aware of, no. 
17 MR. MORRIS: That's all I have, Your Honor. 
18 MR. GRIMES: No further questions. 
19 THE COURT: All right. You're excused, thank 
20 you. 
21 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
22 MR. GRIMES: I'd like to have one moment, Your 
23 Honor. 
24 THE COURT: Okay. 
125 (Pause.) ^ 
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1 MR. MORRIS: (inaudible), Your Honor . 
2 THE COURT: Tha t ' s fine. I jus t haven ' t heard 
3 from you and I d idn ' t know whether you were going to 
4 have an active role in this or not . 
5 MR. MORRIS: (Inaudible) bump on a log. 
6 (Pause.) 
7 MR. GRIMES: -- Beverlee Myers . 
8 THE COURT: (Inaudible) set up here . 
9 (Inaudible) raise your right hand, please. 
10 
11 BEVERLEE MYERS, 
J12 called as witness he re , having been first duly sworn to 
13 speak to the t ruth , was examined and testified as 
14 follows: 
15 
16 THE COURT: H o w do you spell your last name? 
17 THE WITNESS: M-Y-E-R-S. 
18 THE COURT: M-Y-E-R-S? 
19 THE WITNESS: And my first name is spelled 
20 B-E-V-E-R-L-E-E. 
21 THE COURT: O h , okay. Wel l , that ' s good to 
22 know. (Inaudible). 
23 *** I 
24 *** I 
25 *** 
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DIRECT EXAMINATION 
T
 MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Good afternoon, Ms. Myers. 
A. Good afternoon. 
Q. Have you ever worked for a company called 
^ritage Dental? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did you work for them? 
A. I worked for them for two years and I believe 
was, oh - (Inaudible) '96, '97, '98, that time 
ame. 
Q. Thank you. 
A. It was April -- I'm sorry, it might have been 
pril '97 through - I don't remember the exact dates. 
Q. That's fine. 
What was your job with — or at Heritage 
ental? 
A.I was the office manager. 
Q. During the time that you worked at Heritage 
•ental were you acquainted with Susan Carter? 
A. Yes. She was a rep for one of the dental 
^mpanies that came in. 
Q. How often did Susan Carter come in to your 
ffice during that time period? 
A.I actually worked out of both offices, both in 
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rovo and Sandy, so there would be times - sometimes I 
light see her once a week. Sometimes I went to 
naudible) ~ it depends on what office I was in. 
Q. Thank you. 
A. Because she served different doctors. 
Q. During the time that you worked at Heritage 
)ental, were you acquainted with a gentleman named Mike 
.utler? 
A. I believe he was also a rep that came in from 
ne of the companies. 
Q. Do you recall an occasion in which you called 
like Butler and asked him to replace Susan Carter as 
leritage Dental's sales rep? 
A. No. 
Q. Did that ever happen? 
A. As far as I know, that never happened, but 
ircumstances are different at Heritage Dental. The lab 
5 owned by - well, the dentist office is owned by two 
ab techs and they would have ~ they would hire 
lentists to come in and work. I was not employed by any 
if the dentists. I was employed by Heritage Dental, so 
would just do the scheduling and make payments and 
nake sure doctors were busy. The doctors all had their 
>wn reps that would come in and see different doctors on 
lifferent days. 
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Q. Were you ever disastisfied with Susan Carter 
as a --
A. No. 
Q. -- sales rep --
A. No. 
Q. — as a sales rep? 
A. No. And it wasn't my place to say if I was 
not because I didn't work with her as that - she did 
come in and I would just say "hi" to them and they would 
back to talk to the dentist. 
Q. During the time that you worked at Heritage 
Dental did - who was your -- who was the owner? 
A. Mark Mason and John McGill. And I believe 
they still own it, I don't know. 
Q. Did either of those gentlemen ever ask you to 
have Susan Carter replaced as their sales rep? 
A. No. (Inaudible) know that John and Mark had 
opinions of their own and they could have made phone 
calls, but I don't know of any phone calls that were 
made on my behalf. 
Q. Sure. 
A. Okay. 
Q. At some point in time did Mike Butler become 
the sales representative that visited Heritage Dental? 
A. My understanding is he came and saw Dr. 
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Willardsen, but that's who (Inaudible) — Susan kept on 
seeing Dr. Hidler. 
Q. Do you recall an occasion on which you called 
Mike Butler and asked him to come in to the Heritage 
Dental office? 
A. No, I do not. 
Q. Do you recall receiving a conversation from a 
man named Joe Shutzo at Henry Schein Dental? 
A. I remember getting a phone call, having a 
couple (Inaudible) talking with him and referring him 
over to one of my employers. I go, "Mark, you talk to 
him." 
Q. Did Mr. Shutzo ask you on that occasion 
whether you had any problems with Susan Carter? 
A.I don't remember, but I don't think so. 
Q. Have you ever told anyone — during the time 
that you worked at Heritage Dental, did you ever tell 
anyone that Susan Carter was not welcome to call upon 
Heritage Dental? 
A. No, I did not say that. 
Q. Have you told anyone that the police would be 
called if Susan Carter came in to heritage Dental? 
A. I never say that I would call the police, no. 
I know it's been said that I said that, but I have not 
said that. 
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1 Q. During the time that you worked at Heritage 
2 Dental, did Mr. Mason, Mark Mason, ever ask you to have 
3 Susan Carter replaced as a sales rep? 
4 A. I don't believe he ever did that, but even if 
5 he ~ the thing is is that he can't do that because 
6 there's dentists who have their reps and they have those 
7 choices. Mark and John, in their contracts with the 
8 dentists, they didn't have who their reps can be. I 
9 know that Mark was frustrated because he felt that any 
10 rep that came in, it didn't matter who it was, that they 
11 interfered with his office time when they're supposed to 
12 be seeing patients. So I know that Mark and John got 
13 frustrated when reps came in no matter who it was. 
14 And so my (Inaudible) is that I had never been 
15 asked to replace anybody or - that wasn't my 
16 responsibility. The dentist would have to ask them to 
17 be replaced, not me. 
18 Q. Thank you. 
19 MR. GRIMES: No further questions. 
20 THE WITNESS: You're welcome. 
21 THE COURT: All right, cross examination? 
22 MR. GUMINA- Yes. 
23 *** 
24 *** 
25 *** 
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1 CROSS EXAMINATION 
2 BY MR. GUMINA: 
3 Q. Ms. Myers, have you been known by any other 
4 name? 
5 A.Carter. 
6 Q. Carter. And do you have a middle name? 
7 A. Yes, Annette. 
8 Q. And what's your date of birth? 
9 A. 4/7/66. 
10 Q. And have you worked - have you previously 
11 worked for a Dr. Ashman? 
12 A. Yes, I did. 
13 Q. And when you worked for Dr. Ashman, were you 
14 familiar with Mike Butler at that time? 
15 A.I was an office manager. There was two 
16 assistants up front. I had my own little office. Mike 
17 would come in and I have a casual conversation with him, 
18 but nothing more than just a "hi" kind of thing. 
19 Q. But you knew Mr. --
20 A. I knew of him and I knew of other reps, but I 
21 wasn't like a personal friend of his, no. 
22 Q. Well, that's not what I'm asking. 
[23 A. Okay. 
24 Q. You knew of Mr. Butler from working at Dr. 
25 Ashman's office? 
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1 A. Yes. I believe he came there, yes. 
2 Q. And he was - Mr. Butler was the sales 
3 representative that called on Dr. Ashman's office; is 
4 that correct? 
5 A. There were many reps. I'm assuming he came 
6 there, yes. 
7 Q.Okay. Now, you indicated that the owners of 
8 Heritage Dental had opinions about Ms. Carter; is that 
9 right? 
10 A. They had opinions about a lot of people, yes. 
11 Q. Did they have opinions about Susan Carter? 
12 A. They had opinions as reps in a whole, that 
13 they didn't like them coming to the office during the 
14 time. 
15 Q. That's not my question. My question is: Did 
16 they opinions about Susan Carter? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q.Okay. 
19 A. As a dental rep, yes. 
20 Q. Okay. And did they share any of their 
21 opinions - well, first of all, did Mark Mason share any 
22 of his opinions about Susan Carter with you? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And what did - what did Mr. Mason share with 
25 you in regards to his opinions about Ms. Carter? 
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1 A. That she took the time of the dentists away 
2 from the patients. 
I 3 Q.Okay. And the other owner of Heritage, was -
4 or is John McGill? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did Mr. McGill share with you his opinions 
7 about Susan Carter? 
8 A. It was the same. 
9 Q. Anything else that they shared with you about 
10 their opinions about Ms. Carter? 
11 A. Not that I can remember. 
12 Q. Did ever you have an opportunity to observe 
13 Mr. Butler at Heritage when Ms. Carter was ~ or --
14 strike that. 
15 Did you have any conversation with Mr. Butler 
16 informing him that Ms. Carter had been at Heritage? 
17 A. He probably asked me to - if she was there or 
18 not, and I would say yes. 
19 Q.Okay. And did Mr. Butler have any reaction 
20 when you told him that Ms. Carter was there? 
21 A. Not that I remember. 
22 Q.Okay. 
23 A. There was nothing that was very - I didn't 
24 think anything negative or anything at that time. 
25 Q.Did Mr. Butler indicate to you any unhappiness 
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r dissatisfaction that he'd found out that Ms. Carter 
'as at Heritage Dental? 
A. Well, they --1 understanding is is that both 
f them dental reps. People come in and out all the 
me, so I don't - I don't remember any negative 
[naudible). 
Q. Okay. But you do recall Mike Butler coming in 
) Heritage Dental? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And he came in there as a sales rep? 
A. Right, and he -- my understanding is is he saw 
)r. Sorensen and --1 believe he also saw Dr. 
Inaudible) and Dr. Hidler, because they all - all the 
octors saw all the different reps that came in. 
Q. Do you know whether he provided supplies or 
iroducts to Heritage Dental, the lab itself? 
A. I don't remember if he did or not. I'm sorry, 
"hat would be all ordered by John and Mark. I didn't do 
ny of the ordering. 
Q. You testified that you said that ~ you did 
lot say that you would call the police on Ms. Carter? 
A. Right. 
Q. Is that right? 
A. Right. 
Q. Do you know of anyone else at Heritage Dental 
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>r associated with Heritage Dental that indicated that 
hey would want — they would call the police on Ms. 
barter or wanted to call the police on ~ 
A. I know that John and Mark both had made 
comments before about calling the police on other dental 
eps, not just Susan Carter. 
Q. Did they also indicate that about Ms. Carter? 
A. They could have, yes. 
Q. Ms. Carter (sic), have you ever been convicted 
)f a crime? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many times have you been convicted of a 
:rime? 
A. Once. 
Q. And what crime was that? 
A. It was in Idaho for some checks. 
Q. For issuing checks without funds? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that was a felony? 
A. Yes, and it should have been expunged off my 
*ecord. 
Q. And you satisfied your sentence on October 11, 
L997 for that condition? 
A. I believe so. That was years ago. 
Q. That wasn't your only conviction, was it? You 
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had a conviction in Oregon; is that right? 
A. When I was younger, yes. 
Q.Okay. 
A. But that's been expunged off my record. 
Q. And you were convicted for theft; right? 
A. I don't remember exactly what the (Inaudible) 
was. 
Q.Okay. And for forgery. 
A.I don't believe that was forgery. 
Q. What do you believe it was for? 
A. I worked for an employer that a (Inaudible) 
and it was (Inaudible) about me. It was considered a 
misdemeanor. 
Q. Okay. But you were — you were convicted of a 
crime related to (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes, I was. (Inaudible) forgery. 
Q. And that was held in the State of Oregon? 
A. Right. 
MR. GUMDSfA: That's all I have. 
THE COURT: Redirect? 
MR. GRIMES: Yes, just briefly. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Ms. Myers, was there a point in time that 
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Susan Carter stopped coming in to Heritage Dental and 
Mike Butler started coming in regularly? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have anything to do with causing that 
to happen? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know that came about? 
A. I had been told in recent events that it was 
supposedly (Inaudible) phone calls that I had made that 
I never made. 
Q. Okay. But do you have ~ did you have 
anything to do with that coming about at the time? 
A. No. Not at that time, no. 
Q. Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: No further questions. 
THE COURT: RecroSS? 
MR. GUMINA: No. 
THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. You're excused. 
(Whereupon, an off-the-record discussion was 
held.) 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we had Melanie 
Roylance in just a minute ago. I thiijk that she's 
probably here somewhere. 
THE COURT: Do you want to take a break and 
you can round up your witness? 
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announced, had you ever heard of Henry Schein Company? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you aware that Henry Schein had dental 
sales representatives in the State of Utah? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you essentially a competitor of those 
sales representatives? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did some of the Henry Schein representatives 
have sales territories that overlapped your sales 
territory prior to the merger? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Prior to the announcement of the merger, did 
you know who the Henry Schein representatives were? 
A. I knew some of them. 
Q. Did you know Susan Carter? 
A. Not personally. 
Q. Did you know Mike Bookfeld? 
A. Not personally. 
Q. Did you know Dave Le Shiminoff? 
A. Not personally. 
Q.Okay. 
At the time of the merger were there -- who 
were the other sales consultants that worked for 
Sullivan Dental, besides yourself? 
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A. Besides myself, there was John Sergeant, Mike 
Butler, Keith Wilson ~ John Sergeant, Mike Butler, 
Keith Wilson, Connie Taylor, Kent Evans and myself. 
Q. After the merger between Sullivan Dental and 
Henry Schein was announced, did you attend a roadshow in 
Seattle, Washington? 
A. Prior to the merger? 
Q. After it was announced. 
A. Oh, after it was announced. I don't remember 
- I don't recall that meeting. I know there was a 
meeting in San Francisco. I don't recall specifically 
the meeting in Seattle. 
Q. Have you ever been in Seattle? 
A. I recall a meeting that we flew in and flew 
out and I know it was in the Northwest. Again, that was 
a long time ago. I'm sorry. 
Q. Do you recall that meeting, though, when you 
flew in and flew - do you recall whether at that 
meeting that you flew in and flew out, whether you met 
the Henry Schein sales reps? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. Do you recall receiving any sort of training 
in conjunction with the merger? 
A. Can you be more specific? 
Q. Have you ever heard the phrase "roadshow"? 
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A.Uh-huh. 
Q. Have you ever attended any roadshows during 
your employment with Sullivan Dental or -
A. Yes. 
Q. More than once? i 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall the first occasion on which you 
met Susan Carter? I 
A.I don't, actually. 
Q. Do you recall meeting Susan Carter in the 
airport on the way to a roadshow? 
A.I don't recall that. 
Q. Do you recall meeting the Henry Schein sales 
reps in the airport on the way to a roadshow? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. Do you recall ever attending any roadshows 
with the Henry Schein reps? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q.Does the word "crossover" have any general 
meaning in the dental sales business? 
A. If there's a crossover of territories, like 
you mentioned earlier, where (Inaudible) left the 
company or come and joined the company and there's a 
crossover of two reps that have a relationship or have 
been assigned to an account at one time or another. 
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Q. Did any crossovers occur as a result of the 
merger between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein? 
A. Yes. Do I go back to my answers to you or -
THE COURT: You can respond to the attorney 
that's asking the questions. I'm getting your 
responses. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. Okay. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. How many crossovers occurred as a result of 
the merger between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein? 
A. Several. 
Q. Would it be fair to describe the situation 
after the merger as chaos because of the crossovers? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were most of the crossover problems after the 
merger due to Schein representatives coming in and 
having the same sales territory as Sullivan Dental reps? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Did you experience personal crossover issues 
after the merger? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you experience any crossover issues with 
Susan Carter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How often did you experience a crossover issue 
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1 MR. GRIMES: Yes. I 'm willing to take maybe a 
2 10-minute break and see if she shows up. 
3 THE COURT: Okay. 
4 (Recess taken.) 
5 THE COURT: Mr. Grimes, your next witness. 
6 MR. GRIMES: Yes, Your Honor, the petitioner 
7 calls Melanie Bingham. 
8 THE COURT: Ms. Bingham, can I have you raise 
9 your right hand please. 
10 
11 
12 MELANIE BINGHAM, 
13 called as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
14 speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
15 follows: 
16 
17 THE COURT: You may be seated. 
18 
19 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
20 BY MR. GRIMES: 
21 Q.Good afternoon, Mrs. Bingham. 
22 A. Hello. 
23 Q. Are you currently employed with 
24 Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
p A. Yes. 
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1 Q. What is your position with Sullivan-Schein? 
2 A. I'm a field sales (Inaudible). 
3 Q. Were you employed with Sullivan Dental at the 
4 time that it merged with Henry Schein Dental in 
5 approximately 1997 or '98? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. What was your position at that time? 
8 A. Field sales consultant. 
9 Q. When were you first employed by Sullivan 
10 Dental? 
11 A. It was in 1996, September. 
12 Q. Were you hired as a field sales consultant? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Have you worked continuously as a field sales 
15 consultant for Sullivan Dental and Sullivan-Schein since 
16 you were hired in September of '96 to the present? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. During the time that you worked for Sullivan 
19 Dental and for Sullivan-Schein, have you been assigned 
20 to a sales territory? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. During the time that you've worked for 
23 Sullivan Dental and Sullivan-Schein have there been 
24 other sales consultants employed by the company? 
125 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Were they also assigned to sales territories? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. During that time has issues sometimes arisen 
4 as to which sales consultant is assigned to a particular 
5 account? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Do issues like that generally arise when a 
8 sales consultant leaves or joins the salesforce? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Mrs. Bingham, at the time of the merger 
11 between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein were you ~ did 
12 you go by the name of Melanie Roylance? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. During that time, were the field sales 
15 consultants also sometimes referred to as sales 
16 representatives or sales reps? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. How did you first learn about the merger 
19 between Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein? 
20 A. I first learned of it in the hallway 
21 (Inaudible). 
22 Q. Do you recall when that was? 
23 A. It was late in '97. 
24 Q. When you first heard about the merger, did you 
25 have an understanding as to when it was going to be 
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1 effective? 
2 A. Not from just (Inaudible) picked up my voice 
3 mail that told me of the merger and that there would be 
4 more information coming. It wasn't going to be totally 
5 effective until the first part of '98. 
6 Q. Who was your supervisor at the time that the 
7 merger was announced? 
8 A.Joe Shutzo. 
9 Q. Do you recall a gentleman named Jeff Chaddum? 
10 A. Yes, and the reason that (Inaudible) is 
11 because there was a time period there and I didn't 
12 remember ~ Jeff Chaddum was my first manager and then 
13 it was Joe Shutzo, and I don't remember the exact time 
14 of the transfer of supervision. 
15 Q. Do you remember Joe Shutzo becoming your ~ 
16 your supervisor during the time that the merger was in 
117 process? 
118 A. Do I remember when he became my supervisor? 
119 Q.Yes. 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Did he remain your supervisor after the merger 
22 went into effect? 
23 A. Until recent -- he was my manager until he 
24 recently left the company. 
25 Q. Prior to the time that the merger was 
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A. Your run list is what you are using as your 
territory. And so when you're addressing those issues, 
whether that be with Mr. Shutzo in a sales meeting or 
via the telephone. That's what you'd use to address the 
issue, was your run list. 
Q. Do you remember receiving something that was 
referred to as a preliminary run list after the merger? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall how you received that? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you recall if the other sales 
representatives also received preliminary run lists? 
A. If I received one I would not have been the 
only one, there would have been others who received it. 
Q. Do you recall if you received your preliminary 
run list in a meeting with the other sales 
representatives? 
A. I don't recall that, and as far as preliminary 
run lists, I don't know if I understand you correctly 
because to me a run list can change ~ in can change in 
the middle of the month. A month can change every month 
depending whether a doctor is added or subtracted from 
your run list. And so by preliminary, will run lists 
(Inaudible) out, yes. Where there's going to be 
obviously changes to them, yes. If you are saying 
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that's preliminary, I guess I need more clarification on 
your definition of a preliminary run sheet. 
Q. Mrs. Bingham, do you recall attending a 
meeting with the sales reps, all of the sales reps, 
Sullivan sales reps and the Henry Schein sales reps, 
where sales reps all talked amongst themselves in an 
effort to resolve the crossover issues? 
A. I don't remember that exact meeting. 
Q. Did the issue of crossovers -- during the time 
after the merger went into effect, approximately January 
of 1998, did the sales representatives have monthly 
meetings? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall the issue of crossovers being 
discussed during those monthly meetings over a period of 
time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mrs. Bingham, there's a large black book on 
the ground in front of you. Can you pick that up. 
Thank you. 
The documentations (Inaudible) are tabbed with 
numbers. Would you please turn to the tab that says 
number 7. And at that point, you should have a document 
that has a number of columns on the first page and it 
says in the upper left-hand corner, "First draft, Utah 
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reps." 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever receive a run list that looks 
like this in format and (Inaudible)? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. On the right-hand side of this first page of 
Exhibit 7 there's some handwriting. Did you ever 
receive a run list that had handwriting on it like that? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. Do you have any understanding as to what the 
handwriting on the front page of Exhibit 7 means? 
MR. GUMINA: Lack of foundation. She doesn't 
recall the document so I don't know how she can testify 
to any markings on it. 
THE COURT: Well, I'll let her answer if she 
knows. 
THE WITNESS: Can you repeat the question? 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Do you have any understanding as what the 
handwriting means? 
A. In the comment section, the handwriting would 
obviously mean that the rep -- the comments are being by 
a manager about a rep. For instance, a UT21 would refer 
to an actual rep, or a UT22 would refer to a rep. The 
document is obviously saying - if you look up in the 
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now column, it's saying who's assigned to it now and who 
should be assigned to it in the future. 
Q. Okay. Now that you look at the document in 
that detail, do you recall having seen a run list like 
this before? 
A. Can I answer probably? It does look familiar. 
Q. Okay. Mrs. Bingham, would you please turn 
gently to the last exhibit in the binder, No. 60. This 
document — 
MR. GUMINA: Excuse me, (Inaudible) copy of 
the last one. Do you have an additional copy? 
MR. GRIMES: I've got one somewhere. 
MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) second and 
(Inaudible) before you question (Inaudible) as to that? 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mrs. Bingham, you have what appears to be a 
run list there as Exhibit 60? 
A. I do. It would appear to be 
Q. It has your name on it? 
A. It does. 
Q. And it also has a date on it; 
A. Yes, 6 of '98. 
Q. That would be June of 1998 
A.Uh-huh. Yes. 
mine. 
is that correct? 
, is that the date? 
Q. Do you recall receiving this document in June 
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1 with Susan Carter after the merger? 
2 A. When you say "crossover issue," are you - are 
3 you saying how many as pertaining to the doctors, as the 
4 number of doctors, when there is a crossover issue, or a 
5 crossover issue as far as how many times it came up? 
6 Q. How many times it came up. 
7 A. I don't know. 
8 Q. How many doctors? 
9 A. Three, four. I don't not the exact number. 
10 Q. Do you recall testifying in your - do you 
11 recall testifying at your deposition in this case? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do you recall testifying that you had one or 
14 two crossover issues with Susan Carter? 
15 A. Yes. One or two — when you say "crossover 
16 issues," can I define something for you? 
17 Q. (Inaudible). 
18 A. And I answered - what I said at the time with 
19 Susan Carter, certain crossover issues have certain 
20 levels of importance to a rep. If they're crossover 
21 with accounts that have zero dollars for Susan and zero 
22 dollars for me, then it's a smaller issue, and so there 
23 could have been crossovers that I don't recall because 
24 they were of no importance. There were one or two that 
25 were bigger issues because there was more dollar volume, 
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1 more at stake. 
2 Q. Thank you. 
3 Now, did you also experience any crossover 
4 issues with Mike Bookfeld? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q.InOgden? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. How many ~ how many crossover issues would 
9 you say you experienced with him? 
10 A. Again, there were probably a handful that were 
11 very, very important and probably a bigger handful that 
12 were not of such great significance. 
13 Q. Mrs. Bingham, at some time after the merger 
14 was announced, did Joe Shutzo meet with the Sullivan 
15 representatives and the Schein representatives and 
16 discuss the issue of sales territories? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Was there more than one such meeting? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Do you recall ~ do you recall the first such 
21 meeting? 
22 A. I don't know which one would be the exact 
23 first. I have memories of all sorts of meetings. 
124 Q. Do you recall that the first meeting of that 
25 nature occurred after January of 1998? 
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1 A.I don't recall. 
2 Q. Does the term "run list" have any general 
3 meaning with respect to sales representatives? 
4 A. Your run list is basically the - yes, it 
5 does, it has meaning in that your basic territory ~ the 
6 accounts that you are assigned. 
7 Q. Now, the account that you were assigned to on 
8 your run list may not actually - may or may not 
9 actually purchase anything from you; is that fair to 
10 say? j 
11 A. That's fair. 
12 Q. So it's not uncommon for dental sales 
13 consultants to have accounts on their run list that have 
14 never purchased anything from them; is that ~ 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. How often did you receive a run list - strike 
17 that. 
118 Did you receive any run lists during your 
19 employment ~ during the time of the merger? 
20 A. Can you be more specific about the time frame? 
21 During the time that the merger was announced? During 
22 the time the merger was official? 
23 Q. Let me ask it this way: Prior to the merger 
24 - prior to the announcement of the merger, did you 
25 periodically receive run lists? 
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1 A. You receive a run list every month. 
2 Q. And does that run list consist of kind of 
3 sales report? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Is that sales report — or was it sometimes 
6 referred to as Green Bar document? 
7 A. It looks like a Green Bar document. I don't 
8 think that anyone ever called it that, to my knowledge, 
9 but it looks like that. 
10 Q. All right. 
11 A. It did at that time look like that. 
12 Q. After the merger was announced, did you 
13 continue to receive those monthly sales run lists? 
14 A. I believe there was a time after the merger 
15 announced that we did not receive them because there was 
16 - I don't --1 don't want to say one way or the other, 
17 I'm sorry. I don't recall exactly. 
18 Q. Do you recall attending a meeting with Joe 
19 Shutzo and the other sales reps from Sullivan and from 
20 Schein where run lists were handed out to the sales 
21 representatives and they were asked by Mr. Shutzo to 
22 attempt to reconcile crossovers appearing on the list? 
23 A. I don't recall that. 
24 Q. Do you recall ever using a run list to address 
25 crossover issues with the other sales representatives? 
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1 of 1998? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Does this look like the kind of run list that 
4 you received on a monthly basis during your employment? 
5 A. Or probably a copy of one, but yes. 
6 Q. All right. But looks like a general format of 
7 one of the monthly sales reports that you would receive? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
10 Petitioner's Exhibit 60. 
11 THE COURT: Any objection? 
12 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
13 THE COURT: All right. Petitioner's Exhibit 
14 60 is admitted. 
15 (Whereupon, Exhibit P60 was admitted into 
16 evidence.) 
17 BY MR. GRIMES: 
18 Q. Do you recall Joe Shutzo ever asking you to 
19 try to voluntarily reconcile crossover issues with the 
20 other sales representatives? 
21 A.I don't recall that. 
22 Q. Did you ever do that? 
123 A. During that time? Before that? 
24 Q. During approximately the time of the merger. 
25 A. Did he ask us to or did I voluntarily 
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1 reconcile it? 
2 Q. Well, I asked whether he asked you to and you 
3 indicated you hadn't, so now I'm just asking whether you 
4 did or not. 
5 A. Voluntarily --
6 Q. Right. 
7 A. Not that I recall. 
8 Q. There were a number of crossover issues after 
9 the merger; is that correct? 
10 A. That's correct. 
11 Q. And those crossover issues had to be 
12 reconciled? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. What did you do to reconcile those crossover 
115 issues? 
116 A. (Inaudible) was that management was to handle 
117 those. They were (Inaudible) numbers, they were 
118 (Inaudible). Where those numbers came from versus, you 
19 know, were they merchandise numbers, were they equipment 
20 numbers, and they were (Inaudible) number of (Inaudible) 
21 in a territory, number of dentists in a territory and 
22 how they could (Inaudible). 
23 Q. Was it your understanding that it was going to 
24 take management a period of time to accomplish that? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Do you recall receiving instruction from Mr. 
2 Shutzo that until management was able to reconcile the 
3 crossover issues, you were to continue to call on your 
4 accounts and conduct business as usual? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Do you recall whether that instruction came to 
7 you from Mr. Shutzo soon after the merger went into 
8 effect? 
9 A. (Inaudible) continue on our same accounts, 
10 (Inaudible) business as usual and we would wait for 
11 further instructions. 
12 Q. Did you receive that instruction before the 
13 merger went into effect? 
14 A. When the merger was first announced, we were 
15 instructed to keep calling on our normal accounts 
16 (Inaudible). 
17 Q. Did you also receive instruction from Mr. 
18 Shutzo that you were not to solicit loyalty from any 
19 customers that you had crossovers issues on? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q.Did you also receive that soon after the 
22 merger was announced? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo provide any additional 
25 definition or example of what he meant by soliciting 
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1 loyalty from a customer? 
2 A. I don't recall a specific example that he 
3 gave. I was under the assumption that - I knew what 
4 that meant. I don't remember a specific example from 
5 him, but it was pretty obvious to anyone who's been the 
6 business what that meant. 
7 Q. And what was your understanding of what that 
8 meant, to not solicit loyalty? 
9 A. To not solicit loyalty meant to go in and -
10 you know, conduct yourself on a professional basis where 
11 you were not promising the doctors or promising things 
12 to the staff so that they would, quote-unquote, like you 
13 over - if it came down to a matter where the numbers 
14 were close in a crossover and it maybe would come to a 
15 doctor or the office to decide who their rep was to be. 
16 And so, you know, before it came to that decision, to 
17 not solicit loyalty meanl to not discuss sales plans, it 
18 meant to not discuss what Schein was going to do or what 
19 we were going to do, what Sullivan was going to do with 
20 sales plans, because all that was still unknown. Sales 
21 plans are going to be totally different. We are not to 
22 discuss anything that would sway a doctor to want to 
23 continue to do business with someone personally versus 
24 Sullivan-Schein. 
25 Q. Versus one of the other sales reps? I 
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A. Right. 
Q. At some point in time were you given 
struction by Mr. Shutzo that - were told by Mr. 
lutzo that a doctor could provide a written preference 
•r a particular sales rep that would be honored by the 
>mpany? 
A. I was not told that. I don't recall. 
Q. Okay. Did Mr. Shutzo ever tell you that you 
mid obtain a letter from a doctor saying that they 
anted to keep you as their sales rep? 
A. There was a common understanding that a letter 
>uld be obtained from a doctor but we were not solicit 
iat letter. We just knew that management would have to 
ceive a letter from a doctor on his letterhead stating 
i wanted one rep or another. And that was - I knew 
Lat was (Inaudible) happened. That was just how it 
ippened. But that was, again, to go in ~ to solicit a 
tter would be considered soliciting business, that we 
ere not to do. 
Q. Did the instructions -- did you interpret the 
LStruction against soliciting loyalty as meaning that 
3u couldn't have any contacts with an account that was 
i somebody else's list? 
A. You were never supposed to have contact on 
sts ~ an account that was not on your list. That 
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as, in my book, considered very unprofessional. And it 
as just a very volatile, political time and I was — 
jver personally considered doing that, because it would 
3viously bring up a (Inaudible) situation for all those 
Lvolved. 
Q. Well, during the time of the merger when you 
ere dealing with crossover issues, there were some 
;counts that were assigned to more than one 
presentative; is that true? 
A. That is true. 
Q. Was it your understanding that Mr. Shutzo's 
LStruction about soliciting loyalty had to do with 
ying to get one of those accounts to go with you as 
3posed to the other rep that was calling on the 
:count? 
A. Correct. 
Q. All right. Now, once management made a 
vision to assign one of these crossover accounts to 
le representative or another, was it your understanding 
at the representative who did not get the account 
lould never call on them? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Now, by saying that they should never call on 
em, you mean that they should -- that the — that the 
les rep who didn't get the account could never talk to 
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anyone at that office? 
A. I would assume so, during business hours. 
Q. And what if they met at a general sales 
convention and they — it was somebody they'd known for 
years, would it be okay to talk to them then? 
A. To say "hello" in passing, yes. To talk about 
business, I would consider that out of the realm of what 
we had been told to do or not to do. 
Q. What if - what if a customer - what would 
you do today if a customer that was somebody else's 
customer asked you a question about their account? 
A. I'd refer them to their sales rep. 
Q. Would you ignore them? 
A. No. I would say, "Dr. So and So, hi, how are 
you. It's good to see you." You know, obviously, be 
nice to them and then if he says, "I have a question 
about my account, blah, blah, blah, blah," I would say, 
"You know what, you need to talk to your rep about 
that." 
Q. There's no circumstances under which you might 
offer an opinion as to how to solve the problem? 
A. If there was a situation -- it was - can you 
repeat the question. 
Q.Yes. 
Are there any circumstances in which you might 
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offer a suggestion as to how to solve the problem? 
A. At that time? 
Q. Sure. 
A. Not on my life. Today, in the world that we 
live in, yes. In my Sullivan-Schein world that I live 
in, the rest that I work with, yes. 
Q. So you're saying it was different at the time 
of the merger? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And why was it different at the time of the 
merger? 
A. Because we were working in a situation with a 
lot of business political unrest where people were 
worried about their own territory, people weren't 
trusting other people. People weren't taking other 
people at face value. Everyone was concerned about 
their position. We obviously went from six reps to now 
having nine reps. They were people feeling like there 
were too many -reps in the state and it was - I was 
concerned about my own job, and so why would J do 
anything to jeopardize it? So is that situation 
different now? Yes. 
Q. At the time of the merger were you ever told 
that your salesforce, the merged sales team from 
Sullivan and Henry Schein, were a team - they would 
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1 describe you as a team? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And you were supposed to work together? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Does being part of a team like that mean that 
6 sometimes you would help out one of the other sales 
7 reps? 
8 A. It could. 
9 Q. For example, by giving advice to one of the 
10 other sales reps about how to handle an account that 
11 they might not know, would that be proper to do? 
12 A. I'm not really sure what you're driving at, 
13 but at that time, would I have given advice to other 
14 reps as to how to handle an account? No. 
15 Q. When a crossover issue came up after the 
16 merger, did you sometimes telephone Joe Shutzo to 
17 express your concern to him? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Was it your understanding that the other sales 
20 representatives also did that? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo ever tell you that that was 
23 what he wanted you to do if you came across a crossover 
24 issue? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Was it sometimes difficult to reach Mr. 
2 Shutzo? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. How long a period of time did the chaos in 
5 relation to crossovers last following the merger? 
6 A. That would depend on how you define chaos. If 
7 it's chaos in relation to crossover issues, I would say 
8 that there was unrest or (Inaudible) things that were 
9 happening back and forth, so probably a good 12 months. 
10 Q. Did you ever obtain any letters from doctors 
11 expressing their wish that you be their sales rep? 
12 A. During that time? 
13 Q.Yes. 
14 A.I don't recall. 
15 Q. Do you know a man by the name of Parke 
16 Simmons? 
17 A. I do. j 
18 Q. When did you first meet Mr. Simmons? 
19 A.I first met Mr. Simmons in the summer of '96. 
120 Q. What was the context in which you met him? ! 
21 A. I met him because I was trying to obtain a job 
22 at Sullivan-Schein Dental. 
23 Q. And did Mr. Simmons interview you for that 
24 job? 
25 A. (Inaudible), yes. 
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1 Q. Do you know a Blaine Brown? 
2 A.I do. 
3 Q. Did you meet him in the same context, where 
4 you were applying for a job at Sullivan? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did he also interview you? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Was anyone else at that interview? 
9 A. At the first interview, no. 
10 Q. You ultimately obtained employment at Sullivan 
11 Dental; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. At the time that you started work with 
14 Sullivan Dental, Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown were 
15 equipment salesmen; is that correct? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Has it been your experience in the dental 
18 sales business that equipment salesmen are generally 
19 considered to be a step above field sales reps within 
20 the company? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. During the time period of the merger and the 
23 crossover issues, did Parke Simmons ever act as your 
24 supervisor? 
p A. No. 
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1 Q. Even in an unofficial capacity? 
2 MR. GUMINA: Objection, relevance. I mean you 
3 either are a supervisor or you're not a supervisor. 
4 MR. GRIMES: Not necessarily. 
5 THE COURT: I'll let her answer the question 
6 if she knows. 
7 THE WITNESS: [f he ever acted as my 
8 supervisor in an unofficial... j 
I 9 MR. GRIMES: I'll withdraw the question. 
110 Your Honor, I would move to publish the 
11 deposition of Melanie Bingham. 
12 THE COURT: Any objection? 
13 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
14 THE COURT: Okay. The deposition is 
15 published. 
16 (Whereupon, the deposition of Melanie Bingham 
17 was received into evidence.) 
18 BY MR. GRIMES: 
19 Q. Mrs. Bingham, would you please turn to page --
20 oh, do you recall having your deposition taken in this 
21 case? 
22 A. I do. 
23 Q. Do you recall being placed under oath at the 
24 time of the deposition? 
25 A.I do. 
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Q. You have been handed a transcript of the 
eposition, your deposition in this case. Would you 
lease turn to page 15. Beginning -- you see how the 
nes are numbered? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Beginning on line 17 -- or line 18 ~ or line 
6, beginning on line 16, I'm going to read the question 
nd would you please read your answer, continuing on to 
le next page at line 3. 
QUESTION: "Do you know Blaine Brown?" 
A. "I do." 
Q. "Did he have any responsibility for ironing 
ut territorial disputes between sales reps?" 
A. "No technical responsibility because he did 
ot have a management title. Blaine always took the 
3le as ~ Blaine and Parke always took the role as 
ither figures in the branch because they owned Mountain 
/est Dental before, so they were relying on their local 
nowledge of accounts. They had no technical management 
tie." 
Q. QUESTION: "Did you ever see advice from 
ither Blaine or Parke as to how to resolve a 
nritorial issue?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. Thank you. 
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Now, some time after the merger went into 
ffect, were you assigned to the account of a Dr. 
ichard Clegg? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did that assignment come about? 
A. Through management. I was assigned to that 
xount. 
Q. Was there a general procedure through which 
ou would be notified whether you received a crossover 
:count or whether you were not receiving a crossover 
xount? 
A. It would have been a printout. 
Q. A printout or a run list? 
A. (Inaudible) print out (Inaudible), yes. 
Q. Okay. Would you also sometimes receive a 
Dice message, a voice mail, from Joe Shutzo or Jim 
ngle assigning an account to you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall how you received notice that Dr. 
legg's account was assigned to you? 
A. I don't recall exactly. 
Q. Did an issue occur after you were assigned to 
e Susan ~ or to the Richard Clegg account, did an 
sue arise with Susan Carter and that account? 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. What happened? 
2 A. The issue arose because based on the 
3 information that I was given from the office, that she 
4 ~ based on what they told me, I perceived what they 
5 told me as to soliciting business. 
6 Q. Now, when you say information that you 
7 received from the office, you mean from Dr. Clegg's 
8 office? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Okay. So somebody at Dr. Clegg's office told 
11 you something that Susan had done; is that fair to say? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Okay. Who did you talk to at Dr. Clegg's 
14 office? 
15 A. I spoke with Jana. 
16 Q. All right. What did she tell you? 
17 A. She told me that she had gotten information 
18 from either Georgeann or someone, I don't remember 
19 specifically who, that said that they had been in 
20 contact with Susan and that they were told by Susan that 
21 if they placed their order through Henry Schein they 
22 would get - through her with Henry Schein they would 
23 get a better discount. 
24 Q. All right. When you ~ when you received that 
25 information from Jana, did it concern you? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Did you do anything about it at that time? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. What did you do? 
5 A. I believe that I ~ I probably called Blaine 
6 or Parke and venting. And they, of course, routed me in 
7 the proper direction, which would be my manager, Joe 
8 Shutzo, and then I told him. 
9 Q. All right. Do you recall speaking to Joe 
10 Shutzo about that particular subject? 
11 A. I do. 
12 Q. And did Joe Shutzo say anything to you? 
13 A. He said that I should put it in writing, and 
14 so I did put it in writing. And I got back to Mr. 
15 Shutzo --1 don't recall if I faxed it or e-mailed it, 
16 but I did send that to Mr. Shutzo. 
17 Q. Okay. Did Mr. Shutzo tell you why he wanted 
18 it in writing? 
19 A. Because in order for anything to be done about 
20 it, it needed to be done in writing. 
21 Q. Had you ever provided anything in writing to 
22 Mr. Shutzo before about any crossover issues you 
23 experienced? 
24 A. I don't recall. 
25 Q. When you provided the ~ the written to Mr. 
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1 Shutzo, who was it addressed to? 
2 A. To whom it may concern. 
3 Q. How long of a document was this, how many 
4 pages? 
5 A. One. 
6 Q. What was your intention in providing the 
7 document to Mr. Shutzo? 
8 A. My intention in providing the document to Mr. 
9 Shutzo was that all of the reps that I was working with 
10 would — would (Inaudible) do what we were assigned to 
11 do. We would play by the rules that we'd been given. 
12 Q. Did you express to Mr. Shutzo (Inaudible) 
13 Susan Carter in relation to this issue? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo ever tell you that he did talk 
16 to Susan Carter about it? 
17 A. Mr. Shutzo told me that he would take care of 
18 things. From that, I wasn't sure whether he would just 
19 forward it on to which management and that they would 
20 contact Susan. I didn't know if that was going to be by 
21 voice mail or by letter, but I did understand that they 
22 would be writing her a letter. 
23 Q. All right. What did you say in this document 
24 that you provided to Joe Shutzo? 
25 A. I just explained what I had perceived the 
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1 situation to be. 
2 Q. All right. Did you also explain in that 
3 letter the situation where you felt that Susan Carter 
4 had met with Dr. Clegg - or had gone to Dr. Clegg's 
5 office? 
6 A. That would - I don't recall if that was 
7 exactly in the letter. I know that there were two 
8 different occurrences. The one ~ the first where I 
9 heard about Susan soliciting business, as I would define 
10 it at that time, or telling them about a pricing or 
11 (Inaudible) difference. And then there was a second 
12 occurrence where after I knew that Susan had been 
13 warned, she was back in the office. Those were separate 
14 occurrences. 
15 Q. All right. And then you say that after Susan 
16 was warned, she went back into the office. How do you 
17 know that? i 
18 A. I was told by the front desk, just in passing, 
19 I was just kind of curious because I had a funny feeling 
20 that something was going on, kind of from what was going 
121 on in the back, things that were said. And I said, "So, j 
22 have you seen Susan?" And she said, "Yeah, she was just | 
23 in the other day." I 
24 Q. How do you know that occurred after Susan 
25 received a warning? 
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1 A. Because I just remember the time frame and I 
2 know that she had been warned. I had been told that she 
3 had been warned. 
4 Q. By who? 
5 A. By Mr. Shutzo. 
6 Q. Did Mr. Shutzo tell you what form that warning 
7 took? 
8 A. Yes. He said that she was going to be 
9 receiving a letter. 
10 Q. Do you know if Susan Carter had actually 
11 received the letter by the time she'd been back in to 
12 Dr. Clegg's office? 
13 A. When that occurrence happened, (Inaudible) 
14 that she'd received the letter. I thought, well, maybe 
15 she didn't receive it, maybe she didn't understand or 
16 something. And so I went ~ I either went to a pay 
17 phone or a phone, but I called Mr. Shutzo after leaving 
18 the office and I said, "Has she received this? Is she 
19 up to speed or are you telling me something 
20 differently?" And he's like, "No, she should have 
21 received it by now. She's know it. She's also been 
22 voice mailed to not see that account." 
23 Q. Now, you don't actually know if Susan Carter 
24 ever received a letter from Jim Engle; is that correct? 
25 A. I was told that she was sent one. Whether she 
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1 received it or not, I have no idea. 
2 Q. And you don't know if Susan Carter ever 
3 received a voice mail about the Dr. Clegg account? 
4 A. Again, I was told she was sent a voice mail. 
5 Whether she picked up her voice mail, I have no idea. 
6 Q. How much time elapsed between the first 
7 incident where Susan Carter had talked to Georgeann 
8 about the pricing issue and the second incident in which 
I 9 Susan Carter had been seen in Dr. Clegg's office? 
10 A. My best estimate would be a week from what I 
11 recall. That's a long time ago. 
12 Q. Is it your understanding that you provided the 
13 writing to Joe Shutzo before the time that Susan Carter 
14 was seen in Dr. Clegg's office? 
15 A. By the writing, do you mean the letter? 
16 Q.Yes. 
17 A. I provided the letter to Mr. Shutzo before 
18 Susan was seen back in the office, yes. 
19 Q. At some point did Susan Carter contact you 
20 about the Dr. Clegg account? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. What happened? Wasj that a telephone call? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. What happened? 
25 A. She called me, she explained what had happened 
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the situation. To be honest, I don't have perfect 
•llection of that conversation. I believe that - I 
obviously still upset at the time and I don't have a 
ect recollection of that conversation. We did talk, 
expressed her side of the issue, but at that time, I 
already sent in my complaint. 
Q. Do you recall Susan telling you that she 
sd to Georgeann about putting Dr. Clegg's purchases 
he Schein account as opposed to the Sullivan account 
lat he could receive his discount? 
A. I do recall her saying that, but again, that 
what we were not supposed to do, because we were 
that pricing issues were not to be an issue. We 
i to do business as usual. We were not supposed to 
g up price or pricing plans because they were all 
>osed to be different in the future. 
Q. Now, you weren't present during the 
/ersation between Georgeann and Susan Carter; is that 
ect? 
A. No, I was not. That is correct. 
Q. So if Susan Carter told Georgeann, "You need 
lake sure that Melanie's putting your purchases 
ugh the Schein system so that you get your 
ount," would that have been out of bounds, so to 
k, in your opinion? 
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\.Yes. 
3. So she shouldn't have answered that question 
11 and say, I can't talk to you, you have to talk to 
anie? 
\ . That's what I would have said. Friend or 
ling, that's what I would have said. And I would 
t said that because I knew that it was ~ it was 
r tense, (Inaudible) time for everyone, myself 
uded. 
3. That's not what happens now, though, is it? 
\ .No. 
3. Did Susan explain to you that she'd been not 
>r. Clegg's office, but in fact at the office of Dr. 
thwaite? 
\ .I don't recall exactly what she explained. 
3. What's that? 
V. I don't recall exactly what she explained. It 
just her version, her side of what happened. As to 
specifics, I don't remember. 
2. Did you know Dr. Braithwaite? 
V.Yes. 
J. Did you know he was in the same building as 
Clegg? 
LYes. 
}. Did you know that Dr. Braithwaite was Susan 
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1 Carter's account? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And were you satisfied with Susan Carter's 
4 explanations of her contact with Dr. Clegg? 
5 A. I was still suspicious. I don't know how you 
6 want to define satisfied. I was still suspicious. I 
7 obviously wanted - I'm a benefit of the doubt type of 
8 person, I wanted to give her the benefit of the doubt. 
9 Q. Why didn't you call Susan Carter about your 
10 concerns regarding the Clegg account before reporting it 
11 to Mr. Shutzo? 
12 MR. GUMINA: Objection, argumentative. 
13 MR. GRIMES: Argumentative? 
14 THE COURT: I'll let her answer. 
15 THE WITNESS: I didn't call Susan Carter like 
16 I would not have called any of the other reps about 
17 (Inaudible) and we were instructed just to address our 
18 concerns to our management, and that's what I did. 
19 BY MR. GRIMES: 
20 Q. After your conversation with Susan Carter 
21 about the Clegg account, was that matter resolved as far 
22 as you were concerned? 
23 A. I thought it was. 
24 Q. After that, did you ever have an other 
25 problems with Susan Carter? 
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1 A. I don't remember the exact timeline. I 
2 believe that she was back in the account again after 
3 that. 
4 Q. Did you report that to management? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. When was this? 
7 A. It was — you know what, I'm not -- that time 
8 frame ~ I don't want to say one way or the other 
9 because it was just too fuzzy. I don't recall if her 
10 phone call to me came before or after she was back in 
11 the account. 
12 Q. What account was it? 
13 A. Dr. Clegg. 
14 Q. Which one? 
15 A. Dr. Clegg. 
16 Q. Are you saying she went back into Dr. Clegg 
17 again? 
18 A. I am saying I don't have a perfect 
19 recollection of the timeline. 
20 Q.Mrs. Bingham, during your conversation with 
21 Susan Carter over the telephone about the Dr. Clegg 
22 account, did you tell Susan Carter that you knew about 
23 the letter that she had sent to the company about 
24 Blaine? 
25 A.I don't recall. | 
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1 Q. Did you know about any letter that Susan 
2 Carter had sent to the company about Blaine Brown prior 
3 to - well, at that time? 
4 A. I don't recall. There was a talk of letters 
5 and she asked — I was still so upset at the time, I was 
6 not probably paying as close of attention to what Susan 
7 was saying as I probably should have, not knowing that 
8 this was going to result in a case four years later. 
9 Q. When Susan Carter told you what she had done 
10 with respect to the Clegg account, did her — did her 
11 explanation make sense to you? 
12 A. It made sense, I still felt it was out of 
13 bounds. 
14 Q. Mrs. Bingham, would you please turn to page 35 
15 in your deposition. Beginning on line 5, I 'm going to 
16 read the question and would you please read the answer, 
17 down to the bottom of the page. 
18 Mrs. Bingham, after you complained ~ 
19 QUESTION: "Mrs. Bingham, after you complained 
20 to Joe Shutzo about Susan Carter visiting Dr. Clegg's 
21 office, did Susan Carter contact you to discuss that 
22 issue?" 
23 A. "Yes." 
24 Q. "Did she call you at your home?" 
|25 A. "Yes." 
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1 Q. "Would you describe that conversation, 
2 please." 
3 A. "We had a conversation that she discussed her 
| 4 side of the events of what had happened, and they made 
5 some... How she described her side of the events, they 
6 made sense to me, and that was basically the end of the 
7 discussion. I knew at that time that the letter from 
8 Jim Engle had already been sent to her or was about to 
9 be sent to her. There was nothing I could do to stop 
10 that. We were in the middle of the situation. I 
11 understood her side of the events that happened and that 
12 was kind of ~ it was out of my hands at that point. I 
13 don't know." 
14 Q. So isn't it true that you were basically 
15 satisfied with Susan Carter's explanation of what she 
116 had done with regard to Dr. Clegg's account? 
117 A. Susan Carter's explanation of her explanation 
i 18 whether I was satisfied or not, it was her explanation 
j 19 and that was her side of the story. I still felt it was 
;20 out of bounds, and so I guess that would just depend on 
21 how you describe satisfied. 
122 Q. Well, during your deposition you said that her 
123 side of the events made sense to you and you understood 
24 her side of the events. 
25 A. I understood what she was saying. 
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1 Q. You didn't say she was out of bounds during 
2 your deposition, did you? 
3 A.I didn't, no, it's not written there. 
4 Q. Have you ever seen a written policy at 
5 Sullivan-Schein regarding crossovers? 
6 A. N o . 
7 Q. After the merger of the Sullivan Dental and 
8 Henry Schein salesforces - well, strike that. 
9 Mrs. Bingham, would you please turn to ~ it's 
10 the big black binder there. Exhibit 27, that would be 
11 tab 27. Do you have that -
12 A. Got it. 
13 Q. — exhibit? The first page should say 
14 December 31, 1997 across the top? 
15 A. Yes . 
16 Q. If we turn three pages in, we should have a 
17 document that has your name right below the date. 
18 A. Yes . 
19 Q. Do you have that? 
20 A . l d o . 
21 Q. Have ever you seen a document like this 
22 before? 
23 A. Yes . 
24 Q.Do you receive documents like this 
25 periodically in your employment? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Do you recall receiving this particular 
3 document in approximately December of 1997? 
4 A. [t was probably received in January just 
5 because it was ended -- dated the end of December. Not 
6 really. 
7 Q. All right. To the left of your name on this 
8 page it says UT19. What does that indicate? 
9 A. Your territory code. 
110 Q. Was that like a code number that you had? 
111 A.Uh-huh. Yes. 
112 Q. All right. If you look toward the bottom 
13 section of the document there's a section that says 
14 "recap," and that says "year-to-date merchandise 
15 commissions earned." Do you see that? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And it has the amount of $40,769.19? 
18 A.Uh-huh. Yes. 
19 Q. And below that it says "year-to-date equipment 
20 commissions earned," and it has the amount of 
21 $13,487.08; is that correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. If we combine those two numbers, would those 
24 equal the entire amount in commissions that you earned 
25 for the year 1997 tlirough your employment with Sullivan 
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)ental? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mrs. Bingham, were you paid on a commission 
>asis? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you please turn to ~ do you see these 
>ages are numbered in the lower right-hand corner -
A.Uh-huh. 
Q. - with an R and then a number? Would you 
)lease turn to the one that says R-20153. This document 
•hould say year ended 1998 across the top. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you seen documents like this during the 
course of your employment at Sullivan-Schein? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you receive — do you recall receiving this 
)articular document sometime around the end of 1998 or 
beginning of 1999? 
A. Yes. 
Q. If we look at the bottom half of the document, 
here's a line that says "total commissions earned." 
rhen to the right of that it says, "$130,827." Did that 
iccurately reflect the amount of commissions that you 
earned during your employment with Sullivan-Schein 
luring 1998? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. So would it be fair to say that your total 
commissions earned for 1998 exceeded the amount of 
commissions that you earned for 1997 by almost $70,000? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you were able to achieve those earnings in 
1998 despite the problems that came about because of the 
Tierger; is that true? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. Since 1998, how have your 
commissions fared in comparison? 
A. '98 was a good - a (Inaudible) year. It's 
ictually dropped that. 
Q. How much? 
A. I think (Inaudible) 120. 
Q. $120,000? 
A.Uh-huh. 
Q. Was that a bad year for you? 
A. It was actually quite (Inaudible) going 
hrough. 
Q. I appreciate that. How about the year before, 
lo you recall what you made — 
(Tape interruption.) 
THE COURT: Well, I think the last time we 
Inaudible) that were discussed as foundation, so this 
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1 would be — 
2 MR. MORRIS: Pages 147 and 157, Your Honor. 
3 THE COURT: Yeah. 
4 MR. MORRIS: That are already in. 
5 THE COURT: And (Inaudible) 153 and 145? 
6 MR. GRIMES: Yes. 
7 THE COURT: I'll admit those and not the 
8 others at this time. 
9 MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
10 (Whereupon, pages 153 and 145 of Exhibit P14 
11 were admitted into evidence.) 
12 BY MR. GRIMES: 
13 Q. Mrs. Bingham, do you have Exhibit 14? 
14 A. I have Exhibit -
15 Q. This should be a one-page document that has 
16 some handwriting on it. 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. During the course of your employment at 
19 Sullivan-Schein have you received documents that look 
20 like this periodically? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. How often do you receive them? 
23 A. Usually in this handwritten form they were -
24 not very often. It would be during a commission change 
25 or during something like that. 
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1 Q. Do you understand this document to be a type 
2 of projection of the sales and commissions that you're 
3 expected to have for the next year? 
4 A. That's what it looks like. 
5 Q. Do you receive projects of your expected sales 
6 on an annual basis at Sullivan-Schein? 
7 A. There are certain projections that are 
8 projected a year out to give you an idea of where you 
9 should be out based on the prior year's performance. 
10 Q. Did you — do you generally achieve the level 
11 of sales that are projected for you in those documents? 
12 A. Generally. 
13 Q. Do you sometimes exceed the level of sales 
14 that are projected? 
15 A. Sometimes. 
16 Q. Thank you. 
17 MR. GRIMES: I have no further questions. 
18 THE COURT: Okay. Cross? 
19 MR. GUMINA: Yes, thank you. 
20 
21 CROSS EXAMINATION 
22 BY MR. GUMINA: 
23 Q. Ms. Bingham, prior to the time that Ms. Carter 
24 was terminated from Sullivan-Schein Dental, did you have 
25 any knowledge about a letter that she ~ that Ms. Carter 
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j 1 wrote complaining about events that occurred to her at 
2 Mountain West Dental? 
3 MR. GRIMES: Objection, asked and answered. 
4 MR. GUMINA: No, it hasn't. 
5 THE COURT: rl l let her answer. 
6 THE WITNESS: Prior to Susan's termination 
7 happening, she still worked with Sullivan-Schein. There 
8 was a lot of talk about letters. As to the knowledge of 
9 what was contained in those letters, I did not know what 
10 was contained in Susan's letter and until after she was 
11 terminated. 
12 BY MR. GUMINA: 
13 Q. Did you know about the letter prior to the 
14 termination? 
15 A. I don't recall. 
16 Q. You recall you don't remember or you don't ~ 
17 you didn't have knowledge of the letter? 
18 A. I honestly don't recall having knowledge of --
119 I don't remember. 
120 Q. With regards to Petitioner's Exhibit No. 14 
21 that you just looked at, do you want to look at that 
22 again. And you understand that Petitioner's Exhibit No. 
23 14 is the project you made at the beginning of the year, 
24 what the company would like a sales rep to sell, and 
25 were (Inaudible) capable of making if they met those 
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I 1 goals as far as sales for the year? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Would that be a correct understanding? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And is there any guarantee that sales reps 
6 would make the amount — make the sales as projected in 
7 this projection, Petitioner's Exhibit No. 14? 
8 A. No, there's no guarantee. 
9 Q. And could it ~ and is it possible that a 
10 sales rep could make less in commissions than was 
II projected by the company at the end of the year? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And does that happen? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 MR. GUMINA: I have no further questions. 
16 
17 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
18 BY MR. GRIMES: 
19 Q. Mrs. Bingham, are you personally aware of that 
20 ever happening? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Has it happened to you? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. You have made less than what was projected in 
25 commissions? 
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1 A. What I projected my projects to be -- my 
2 projections to be, sometimes we were asked to give our 
3 projection of ourselves as far as what we project our 
4 commissions to be or our sales to be, and I believe I 
5 did fall short of that, yes. 
6 Q. Would you describe yourself as a fairly 
7 optimistic person? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 MR. GRIMES: No further questions. 
10 THE COURT: RecroSS? 
11 MR. GUMINA: Yes . 
12 
13 RECROSS EXAMINATION 
14 BY MR. GUMINA: 
15 Q. Ms. Bingham, look at Petitioner's Exhibit No. 
16 14. And there's an (Inaudible) in there that there's 
17 going to be a 20 percent growth in merchandise sales, do 
18 you see that? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Is that a ~ is that a really optimistic 
21 projection as far as growth in sales? 
22 MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation. 
23 THE COURT: Well, she can answer if she knows. 
24 THE WITNESS: The industry standard for growth 
25 is running right at 10 percent, so the 20 percent is a 
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I 1 — is very optimistic. 
2 MR. GUMINA: Thank you , no further quest ions. 
3 MR. GRIMES: N o further ques t ions . 
4 THE COURT: Y o u ' r e excused, thank you . 
5 Mr. Grimes. 
6 MR. GRIMES: Your H o n o r , I a m ~ I ' m prepared 
7 to go forward with testimony of Marcy Nightingale. I 
8 believe that — I could get her done by five o'clock. 
9 I'm doubting that we would be done with her totally by 
10 five o'clock, but I would be willing to do that. 
11 THE COURT: M r . Gumina? 
12 MR. GUMINA: I have no objection. I t ' s up to 
13 you. 
14 THE COURT: Wel l , if you think we can get the 
15 direct done by five o'clock, let's go ahead and start on 
16 it. 
17 MR. GRIMES: Okay. Thank you, Your Honor . 
18 Petitioner calls Marcy Nightingale. 
19 THE COURT: M s . Night ingale , raise your right 
20 hand. 
21 
22 MARCY NIGHTINGALE, 
23 called as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
24 speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
25 follows: 
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THE COURT: Okay. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
SIR. GRIMES: 
Q.Good afternoon, Mrs. Nightingale. 
A.Hi. 
Q. Are you currently employed with 
ivan-Schein Dental? 
A. Yes, I am. 
Q. How long have you been employed with 
ivan-Schein Dental? 
A. Since it was Sullivan-Schein Dental in January 
98. 
Q. Were you employed with Sullivan Dental before 
? 
k. Yes, I was. 
Q. How long were you employed with Sullivan 
ital? 
A. Since February of 1989. 
Q. What is your current position with 
ivan-Schein? 
A. Director of sales (Inaudible). 
Q. How long have you had that position? 
A. Around - sometime in 1998. 
Q. Prior to that, what position did you hold with 
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company? 
\ . When the company merged Sullivan Dental with 
ry Schein, I was a director of human resources for 
ivan Dental. 
3. Have you been acting as the respondent's 
tentative during the course of this formal hearing? 
\.Yes. 
3. Have you heard the testimony of the witnesses 
have been presented during the formal hearing? 
\.Yes. 
2. Have you observed the documents that have been 
issed and offered into evidence during the formal 
ing? 
\. Yes. 
3. Mrs. Nightingale, would you please get the 
i black binder that's sitting on the ground in front 
)u. Would you please turn gently to Exhibit 52. 
•e should be a document entitled "Respondent's 
>onses to Petitioner's First Set of Written 
-rogatories"; is that correct? 
V.Yes. 
2- If we look at the first interrogatory on that 
, it says, "Please identify each person who provided 
•mation used in preparing your responses to each of 
olio wing interrogatories." And the response says, 
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1 "The following persons assisted in the preparation of 
2 the answers to these interrogatories," and then it says, 
3 "Marcy Nightingale, director of sales administration, 
4 Sullivan-Schein Dental." 
5 And that would you? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Did in fact you provide information in 
8 response to discovery requests in this case? 
9 A. Yes, I did. 
10 Q. Are you familiar with the responses that have 
11 been provided by the respondent to discovery requests in 
12 this case? 
13 A. Can you ask that again, please. 
14 Q.Yes. 
15 Are you familiar with the responses that the 
16 respondent has ~ quite a mouthful. 
17 Are you familiar with the responses that the 
18 respondent has provided in response to discovery in this 
19 case? 
20 A. Yes. I don't know each specific detail at 
21 this point because it's been a while, but I'm familiar. 
22 Q. If you turn to the next page, the second page 
23 of Exhibit No. 52, the - at the top of the page, that 
24 No. 2, and it says, "For each occasion in which a sales 
25 consultant or sales representative of respondent has 
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1 allegedly communicated with an account or another sales 
2 consultant or sales representative with an account of 
3 another sales consultant or sales representative," and 
4 then it asks for certain information. 
5 Did you understand that interrogatory to be 
6 requesting information regarding crossovers that have 
7 occurred at the company? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. With respect to subparagraph E just under 
10 that, it says, "Please identify all documents that refer 
11 or relate to each alleged communication and/or 
12 respondent's response thereto." 
13 Did you understand that that particular 
14 subparagraph was requesting production of documents and 
15 identification of documents relating to crossover 
16 issues? 
17 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I'm going to object 
18 to this line of questioning. I mean the interrogatory 
' 19 was objected to and I don't think petitioner has ever i 
20 responded to the objection with that answer. 
21 MR. GRIMES: I'm not interested in the 
22 response at this point, I'm just trying to get the 
23 question in. 
24 THE COURT: Well, I guess I'm curious as to 
25 know - I'm assuming she answered that she understood it 
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1 and the question is objected to. Is she in a position 
2 to identify anything -- any information here for you? I 
3 guess I'm not sure. Let's go on. 
4 MR. GRIMES: Okay. I'll withdraw the 
5 question, Your Honor. 
6 Your Honor, petitioner would offer 
7 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 52. 
8 THE COURT: Any objection? 
9 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
10 THE COURT: Okay, 52 is admitted. 
11 (Whereupon, Exhibit P52 was admitted into 
12 evidence.) 
13 BY MR. GRIMES: 
14 Q. Mrs. Nightingale, would you please turn to 
15 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 53. That should be in the back 
16 of the exhibit. It should say across the top 
17 Respondent's Responses to Petitioner's First Set of 
18 Request for Production of Documents. Do you have that? 
19 A. Yes, I do. 
20 Q. Would you please turn to page 4 of that 
21 document. Toward the top of the page there's a number 8 
22 and to the right of that it says, "All documents that 
23 are identified within" ~ yeah, "All documents that are 
24 identified within petitioner's first set of 
25 interrogatories," do you see that? 
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1 A. Yes, I do. 
2 Q. Would you please turn to page 5 of Exhibit No. 
3 53. Toward the bottom of the page there's a paragraph 
4 13, do you see that? 
5 A. Yes. 
1
 6 Q. It states, "All written policies, procedures, 
7 rules or other documents relating to communications by 
! 8 respondent sales consultants or representatives with 
9 accounts of other sales representatives — consultants 
10 or representatives of the respondent that were in effect 
11 from March 1, 1997, to May 1, 1998." Do you see that? 
12 A. Yes, I do. 
13 Q. Do you recall receive interrogatories and 
14 request for production of documents from the petitioner 
15 in this case? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, petitioner would j 
18 offer Petitioner's Exhibit No. 53. 
19 THE COURT: Any objection? | 
20 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
21 THE COURT: Okay. Petitioner's Exhibit No. 53 
22 is admitted. 
23 (Whereupon, Exhibit P53 was admitted into 
24 evidence.) 
25 BY MR. GRIMES-
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1 Q.Mrs. Nightingale, would you please turn to 
2 page 7 of Exhibit 53. At the top of the page there's a 
3 paragraph 15 that says, "All written policies and 
4 procedures, rules or other documents relating to 
5 employee discipline and/or termination that respondent 
6 had in effect during the period of March 1, 1997, to 
7 March 1, 1998." 
8 Was it your understanding in this case that 
9 the petitioner had made a request for the company to 
10 produce all policies and procedures that it had in 
11 effect for - on the subject of employee discipline 
12 and/or termination for the period of March 1, 1997 to 
13 March - to May 1, 1998? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Did the company in fact produce such 
16 documents? 
17 A. We did produce documents. 
18 Q. Thank you. 
19 Mrs. Nightingale, would you please turn to 
20 Exhibit 55. This document should say across top 
21 Respondent's Supplemental Responses to Petitioner's 
22 First Set of Written Interrogatories. Do you see that? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And if you'll recall, the responses to the 
25 first set of interrogatories, those are the ones that 
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1 indicated that you had provided the responses. That was 
2 Exhibit 52. 
3 On the first page is paragraph 2 that says ~ 
4 repeats Interrogatory No. 2 and says, "For each occasion 
5 on which a sales consultant or sales representative of 
6 respondent has allegedly communicated with an account of 
7 another sales consultant or sales representative," and 
I 8 then provide certain documents. And there's a response 
9 at that point. On page 2, do you see the response on 
10 page 2? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Okay. The response states, "Respondent knows 
13 that other than incidents involving petitioner, to which 
14 she has already been provided with all documentation 
15 relating thereto, concerns were raised by various 
16 salespeople at different times in James Engle's 
17 territory regarding minor incidences -- minor incidents 
18 involving potential crossover communication. They were 
19 reviewed with the affected parties and resolved without 
20 further or repeated incidents. These incidents were so 
21 minor that neither Mr. Engle nor Mr. Shutzo can 
22 specifically recall any such incidents. They will 
23 continue to attempt to recollect these minor episodes 
24 and further details can be obtained about this at Mr. 
25 Engle's and Mr. Shutzo's deposition." 
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Do you recall obtaining information from Mr. 
ingle and Mr. Shutzo regarding crossover issues that 
)ccurred in the company at the time of the merger? 
A. I didn't specifically (Inaudible) the two of 
hem. 
Q. Following the service of these responses, 
iupplemental responses, to petitioner's first 
nterrogatories, did Mr. Engle or Mr. Staley inform you 
hat there were any additional crossover issues that 
hey had not previously reported? 
MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object to the 
juestion, Mr. Grimes. Did you mean Mr. Staley or Mr. 
Jhutzo? 
MR. GRIMES: I misspoke. Let me do it again. 
1Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q. After these supplemental responses to 
>etitioner's first interrogatories were served, did 
either Mr. Engle or Mr. Shutzo inform you of any 
idditional crossover issues that they had recalled? 
A. No. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would offer 
Petitioner's Exhibit No. 55. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: No objection, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 55 - Petitioner's 
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Exhibit No. 55 is admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit P55 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
IY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Ms. Nightingale, would you please turn to 
^titioner's Exhibit No. 56. With reference to the — 
his document should say on the first page Respondent's 
Responses to Petitioner's Second Request for Production 
)f Documents. On the first page, at the bottom of the 
>age, there's a paragraph 2 that says, "Travel or 
xpense records reflecting the dates upon which Joe 
Jhutzo, James Engle and/or James Staley visited Salt 
.ake City during the period of August 1, 1997, to March 
:5, 1998." 
Did you understand that petitioner was 
equesting production of travel records for that time 
>eriod relating to Mr. Shutzo, Mr. Engle and Mr. Staley? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Turning to the second page of Exhibit 55 - 56 
mean, 56, in the center of the page there's a 
aragraph 4 that states, "The Green Bar documents and 
ther run lists relating to the Salt Lake City sales 
epresentatives for the period August 1997 through March 
998." 
Did you understand that the petitioner was 
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1 requesting production of all Green Bar documents and run 
2 lists that were created by the company for that time 
3 period? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Directly below that there's a paragraph 5 that 
6 says, "The computer reports of sales relating to Salt 
7 Lake City sales representatives for the period August 
8 1997 through March 1998, as referred to on page 71 of 
9 the deposition of Joe Shutzo." 
10 Did you understand that the petitioner was 
11 requesting production of all computers reports of sales 
12 relating to the Salt Lake City sales representatives for 
13 that time period? 
14 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I'm going to - I'm 
15 going to object to this line of questioning. I guess 
16 the requests and the responses speak for themselves, 
17 asking the witness just to regurgitate what the 
18 responses request. They speak for themselves, what 
19 those requests require. I'm not sure of the point of 
20 this line of questioning. 
21 MR. GRIMES: Well, if we could stipulate to 
22 the admission of 56, then that wouldn't be a problem. 
23 MR. GUMINA: Well, I - the way to do that is 
24 to ask if she recognizes the document and whether that 
25 would --1 mean I'll - I'll stipulate that that's 
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1 Respondent's Responses to Petitioner's Second Request 
2 for Production of Documents and I would not object to 
3 its admission into evidence. 
4 THE COURT: Is that satisfactory? 
5 MR. GRIMES: That's fine, Your Honor, thank 
6 you. 
7 THE COURT: Okay. Petitioner's Exhibit 56 is 
8 admitted. 
9 (Whereupon, Exhibit P56 was admitted into 
10 evidence.) 
11 BY MR. GRIMES: 
12 Q. Ms. Nightingale, would you please turn to 
13 Petitioner's Exhibit 57. This document should say on 
14 the first page Respondent's Responses to Petitioner's 
15 Request for Production of Documents Demanded in 
16 Petitioner's Letter Dated September 23, 2002. Do you 
17 have that? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I'm going to make the 
20 same (Inaudible) document, if that's what Mr. Grimes is 
21 attempting to do, is introduce it into evidence. 
22 MR. GRIMES: Are you going tQ stipulate to its 
23 admission? 
24 MR. GUMINA: Admission of - I would stipulate 
25 it's Respondent's Responses to - Petitioner's Exhibit 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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1 No. 57 is Respondent's Responses to Petitioner's Request 
2 for Production of Documents Demanded in Petitioner's 
3 Letter Dated September 23, 2002, and I -- it consists of 
4 three pages and I will stipulate to its admission into 
5 evidence. 
6 MR. GRIMES: We have the same issue, Counsel, 
7 with respect to Petitioner's Exhibit 58, Respondent's 
8 Supplemental Responses to Petitioner's Second Request 
9 for Production of Documents. 
10 MR. GUMINA: I will stipulate that 
11 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 58 represents Respondent's 
12 Supplemental Responses to Petitioner's Second Request 
13 for Production of Documents, and then I'll stipulate 
14 that Petitioner's 58 can be moved into evidence. 
15 MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
16 THE COURT: Okay. With that stipulation, then 
17 Petitioner's Exhibit 57 and 58 are admitted into 
18 evidence. 
19 (Whereupon, Exhibits P57 and P58 were admitted 
20 into evidence.) 
21 MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
22 BY MR. GRIMES: 
23 Q. Mrs. Nightingale, it's true that as of this 
24 date on the notes that Joe Shutzo testified that he kept 
25 in his black three-ring binder regarding communications 
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1 he had involving crossover issues have not been 
2 produced? 
3 A. That is true. 
4 Q. Is it true that add/delete forms that were 
5 testified about by Joe Shutzo wherein he assigned 
6 accounts to sales representatives have not been produced 
7 by the company? 
! 8 A. That's true. 
9 Q. Is it true that the combined run lists that 
10 were prepared by the company computers group that were 
11 used to resolve crossover issues as testified to by 
12 Joseph Shutzo have not been produced by the company? 
13 A. We have produced some run lists. 
14 Q. Are those run lists the computer ~ the 
115 combined run lists prepared by the computer group that 
16 Mr. Shutzo referred to? 
il7 MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object, lack of 
18 foundation. I'm not sure Ms. Nightingale knows that Mr. 
19 Grimes is talking to about what Mr. Shutzo testified to. 
20 If you want to lay some foundation - lack of 
21 foundation. 
22 MR. GRIMES: I can rephrase the question, Your 
23 Honor. 
24 THE COURT: All right. 
25 BY MR. GRIMES: 
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1 Q. Ms. Nightingale, to your knowledge, has the 
2 company produced any run lists that were prepared by the 
3 company's computer group at the time of the merger? 
4 A. We have produced run lists. 
5 Q. Do you know if they were prepared by the 
6 computer group? 
7 A. Well, all of the run lists would have been 
8 prepared by the computer group. 
9 Q. Do you know if those run lists were combined 
10 run lists for the Sullivan and Schein sales 
11 representatives? 
12 A. After January of '98, they would have been. 
13 Q. Ms. Nightingale, would you please turn to 
14 Petitioner's Exhibit 60. Do you recognize this as a run 
15 list that was prepared by the company? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Is this a combined run list? 
18 A. If you mean by combined they've pulled in the 
19 sales from Sullivan Dental's computer and the Henry 
20 Schein computer, yes, this is a combined run list. 
21 Q. All right. Did the company produce any 
22 combined run lists for the period prior to March of 
23 1998? 
24 A. In 1998, we would have — they were doing this I 
25 format. I don't know exactly what date we would have 
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1 done this. 
2 Q. Did you hear the part of Joe Shutzo's 
3 testimony where he said that there were combined run 
4 lists prepared by the company's computer group that were 
5 used in resolving crossover disputes? 
6 A. I'm familiar with it. I didn't ~ 
7 Q. Do you know if those run lists have been 
8 produced by the company? 
9 A. I'd have to know specifically what date he's 
10 talking about that he used. 
11 Q. Did you ever ask Joe Shutzo what dates he was 
12 talking about? 
13 A. No, I didn't. 
14 Q. And you don't know if those run lists have 
15 been produced or not; is that fair to say? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Mrs. Nightingale, has the company produced any 
18 copies of the letters that Melanie Roylance wrote to Joe 
19 Shutzo regarding Susan Carter's involvement with the 
20 Clegg account? 
21 A.I don't recall. 
22 Q. Has the company produced in this case any 
23 copies of the notes that were made by Dr. David Tom 
24 during Susan Carter's termination interview? 
25 A. I don't know. 
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Q. Has the company produced any copies of the 
sciplinary policy relating to crossovers that were 
ferred to by Joe Shutzo? 
A. The company produced the disciplinary 
ocedures that would be for any of (Inaudible) that 
sciplinary action was needed It would be regardless 
' the situation. 
Q. Were there any other disciplinary procedures 
at the company produced? 
A. We produced the disciplinary procedures that 
e have. 
Q. And those would ;ipr-.- -.r as Exhibit 5 in the 
nder; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Thank you. Other than Exhibit 5, are you 
vare of any other disciplinary procedures that have 
e^n produced by the company in this case? 
A. No, I'm not. 
Q.Mrs. Nightingale, would you please turn to 
xhibit 27 in the binder. Do you recognize these 
Dcuments as consisting of quarterly sales reports that 
ive been produced by the company in this case? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are these documents prepared in the ordinary 
)urse of conducting business for the company? 
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1 Exhibit 27, Petitioner's Exhibit 27. 
2 MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
3 THE COURT: Okay, Exhibit 27 is now admitted 
4 in its entirety. 
5 (Whereupon, Exhibit R27 was admitted into 
6 evidence.) 
7 BY MR. GRIMES: 
8 Q. Mrs. Nightingale, did the company produced 
9 travel expense records relating to Joe Shutzo for the 
10 period of August 1997 through March of 1998? 
11 A. Yes, we did. 
12 Q. Would you please turn to Exhibit 45 in the 
13 binder, Petitioner's Exhibit 45. 
* * MR. MGR RIS: Jim, what's the beginning Bates 
r .. umber on that? 
H) MR. GRIMES: The first Bates number is 6, 
I J0006. 
18 MR. MORRIS: Okay. 
19 BY MR. GRIMES: 
20 Q. This is -- this is a somewhat lengthy exhibit, 
21 Mrs. Nightingale. My question is going to be, are these 
22 the exhibits that were produced ~ are these the 
23 documents that were produced by the company? 
24 A. Yes, these are the documents. 
25 Q. Thank you. 
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A. Yes, they are. 
MR, GRIMES: Your Honor, we would move for 
Imission of Petitioner's Exhibit 27. 
THE COURT: Any objection? 
MR. GUMINA: rm not sure if proper foundation 
is been laid, if Ms. Nightingale been able to review 
1 of Exhibit 27. 
MR. GRIMES: Well, she's testified that 
ley've been produced and that they were prepared in the 
rdinary course of business. I think that makes them 
Imissible, Your Honor. 
MR. GUMINA: If she's 1 iad an oppor t unit} to 
jview it, fine. 
MR. GRIMES: Well, that's fine. 
THE COURT: Do you want to let her take a 
linute to review it (Inaudible)? 
(Pause.) 
THE WITNESS: That's just a normally 
produced quarterly. 
Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q. And that's what you did? Are these the 
xuments that you produced? 
A. Yes, these are the year-end '97 and '98. 
Q. Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: V ^ I I!..;.».,. .» L V.-.\,I,: , tie' 
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Were documents like this created ar.< 
maintained by the company in *!K- ordinary amist *\ 
inducting its business? 
MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object to the 
. icstioii. (Inaudible) created by (Inaudible). 
MR. GRIMES: Well, some of them,.. I agree. . 
\ MR. GRIMES: 
y. Are documents which are just maintained by the 
company in the ordinary course of conducting its 
usiness? 
MR. GUMINA: rm going to object to this vague 
1 mean, I believe that this exhibit contains 
receipts, like hotel receipts and other things. If 
vou're referring to the expense reports that's made part 
of your exhibit.,. 
THE COURT: Well, we -
MR. GUMINA: I mean the hotel receipts are not 
created in the ordinary course of business for 
Sullivan-Schein. 
THE COURT: Well, I don't know. Ultimately, 
. lie asks the question if they're kept in the ordinar) 
.nurse of business or is it (Inaudible) stand or are we 
going to ~ I mean is there a big point on (Inaudible)? 
MR. GRIMES: Counsel, if we could stipulate to 
admission of this one, Engle's expense record which is 
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1 46, and Staley's expense record which is 47, I'll be 
2 done. 
3 MR. GUMINA: So 45 and 46, I would agree to. 
4 Forty-seven, as I mentioned to you before, was an issue. 
5 These are accounting record maintain on a computer base 
6 and they do not represent the travel record of Mr. 
7 Staley. Those documents could not be located and we 
8 presume they have been destroyed. We were able to 
9 locate information on the company's computer database 
10 that shows expenses paid to Mr. Staley, though they do 
11 not represent, quote-unquote, travel records like 
12 Exhibits 45 and 46 do for Mr. Engle and Mr. Shutzo. 
13 With that understanding, I would agree to the admission 
14 of 47 as well for - they are what they are. 
15 MR. GRIMES: Thank you. Your Honor, I have no 
16 further questions of Mrs. Nightingale, and I have no 
17 further questions. The petitioner rests. 
18 THE COURT: This is your last witness then? 
19 MR. GRIMES: It is. Thank you. 
20 THE COURT- Okay. Well, I assume that you 
21 want to do cross examination. 
22 MR. GUMINA: I'd like to cross examine. 
23 THE COURT: Can we reserve that until tomorrow 
24 morning then? 
25 MR. GUMINA: I believe we can do that. 
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(Whereupon, Exhibits P45, P46 and P47 were 
admitted into evidence.) 
THE COURT: Okay. All right, we'll adjourn. 
(Adjourned for the day.) 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 
THE COURT Okay Mr Grimes as I u n d e r s t o o d 
ou r e s t e d y e s t e r d a y 
MR GRIMES Your Honor I d i d b u t I j u s t 
n p a r t w i t h t h e hope t h a t we were go ing t o g e t done 
u t i t l o o k s l i k e we r e p r o b a b l y g o i n g t o be l o o k i n g a t 
c o n t i n u a n c e anyway I would r e q u e s t l e a v e t o c a l l one 
o r e w i t n e s s I d i s c u s s e d t h a t w i t h c o u n s e l and I 
e l i e v e t h a t he s i n d i c a t e d he doesn t have an 
fcgection 
THE COURT Okay 
I s t h a t t r u e 7 
MR GUMINA Tha t s t r u e Your Honor 
THE COURT Okay 
MR GUMINA The one t h e one w i t n e s s was 
a r y Anderson 
THE COURT A l l r i g h t C a l l your n e x t 
l t n e s s t h e n 
MR GRIMES Your Honor Mr Anderson r e s i d e s 
u t of s t a t e and u n a b l e t o ( I n a u d i b l e ) subpoena He s 
l s o an a g e n t of t h e r e s p o n d e n t employee We have t a k e n 
i s d e p o s i t i o n i n t h i s c a s e The d e p o s i t i o n was t a k e n 
e l e p h o n i c a l l y on O c t o b e r 18 th of 2002 and we r e q u e s t 
he o p p o r t u n i t y t o r e a d e x c e r p t s of h i s d e p o s i t i o n 
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e s t i m o n y i n t o t h e r e c o r d 
THE COURT Okay 
MR GRIMES We would move t o p u b l i s h t h e 
e p o s i t i o n of Gary Anderson 
THE COURT Any o b j e c t i o n 7 
MR GUMINA No o b j e c t i o n 
MP GRIMES May I a p p r o a c h 7 
THE COURT Yes 
MR GUMINA I g u e s s b e f o r e we p r o c e e d I 
t i l l have I t h i n k an o p p o r t u n i t y t o c r o s s examine Ms 
L g h t m g a l e r e g a r d i n g c e r t a i n i s s u e s b r o u g h t up by Mr 
trimes and I won t wa ive t h a t r i g h t ( I n a u d i b l e ) 
roceed f u r t h e r w i t h Ms N i g h t i n g a l e 7 
THE COURT Well we can do t h a t Tha t s 
m e Go ahead and p r o c e e d 
MR GUMINA Thank you 
MR GRIMES One o t h e r i s s u e I can t 
t n a u d i b l e ) 
MR GUMINA I t s Mr E n g l e Would you l i k e 
m s e q u e s t e r e d 7 
MR GRIMES ( I n a u d i b l e ) 
MR GUMINA Mr Engle i f you d l i k e t o t a k e 
s e a t o u t m t h e h a l l w a y 
MR ENGLE I d be happy t o 
MR GUMIN? We 11 c a l l you when we need you 
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Thank \ ou 
MARCY NIGHTINGALE 
called as witness here, having been previously sworn to 
speak to the truth was examined and testified as 
follows 
( ROSS 1 X A Ml M \H< ^ 
m MR GUMINA 
n Ms Nightingale, ha\e you been asked during 
the course of this litigation to locate certain 
documents that have been requested b> petiti »iiti n l lm 
counsel9 
' i i I h i u 
Q And have I had some communications with ) on | 
with regards to searching for documents that the 
petitioner (Inaudible) requested through discovery9 
^ \ t s 
n 1 11 how ^ou a letter I (Inaudible) 
introduce (Inaudibh ) i an vou just tell mt \ h il tint 
letter is 
A It s a letter from \ou Joe Ciumina t< mt 
regarding Susan Carter s (Inaudible! and 
Q (Inaudible) letter requested anything7 
A Yes, requesting travel and expense records, 
Page8J 
salt* reports 
What else dots it request9 
\ Preliminary or final customer lists, documents 
relating to termination of Mike Bookfeld 
Q Anything else9 
\ Those are basically the fi\t items 
i) And (Inaudible) letter9 
\ Yes, Gary Anderson 
O And what was the purpose f Ihi < 1 t 
know 
N W * 11 It vpett it sa>s right htie that Cian 
(Inaudible) where an\ of the above documents are 
(Inaudible) 
Q Now, you were asked by Mi Grimes during \oui 
dirett examination (Inaudible) black binder held b^ or 
kept by Mr Shutzo Do YOU recall that9 
A Yes, I do 
0 And you were asked whether thai Wait binder 
has been produced through discovery, and >ou indicated 
it has not, is that correct9 
A That's correct 
() Can you tell me wh> it Ii i i t 1 t < i ( 1 i 1 
A It has not been found 
u And ii il was found would the. company product 
it9 1 
5 - Pase 8 DI POM AX REPORTING SERVICES h f I SI) 11 328-1188 
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1 A. Yes, it would. 
2 Q. Do you know where the ~ the whereabouts of 
3 that black binder is today? 
4 A. No, I don't. 
5 Q. You were also asked about add/delete forms. 
6 And you also indicated that those documents were not 
7 produced; is that correct? 
8 A. Right. 
9 Q. And (Inaudible) try and refer to those forms, 
10 the add/delete forms, do you have another name for them? 
11 A. Yes, we call them transfer forms and then 
12 transferring an account from one sales rep to another. 
13 Q. Okay. And the add/delete forms for the period 
14 of August '97 through March '98, did you make an attempt 
15 to search for those records? 
16 A. Yes. The first thing - when we first asked 
117 about them, the first thing I did was ask (Inaudible) in 
18 the office who handles all the transfers currently, and 
19 she wasn't involved at that time to look for the box 
120 because it ~ there is such a large volume of them, we 
21 boxed them up in banker's boxes and put them in storage. 
22 And then ~ 
123 Q. And did you make a search for the boxes? 
24 A. Yes, we did. 
|25 Q.And-
I Page 10 
1 A. And then again in October, I was asked again 
2 about them, I personally went to the storage room and 
3 walked up and down the aisles looking for the box 
4 myself. 
5 Q. And were you able to locate the box? 
6 A. No, I wasn't. 
7 Q. And do you know why you weren't able to locate 
8 the box? 
9 A. Well, the particular storage room is in the 
10 lower level of our facility in Wisconsin and we've had 
II damaging spray - water damage come in, and we've had 
12 boxes destroyed that we couldn't even open up because 
13 they were so water damaged that we've had to just throw 
14 out. 
15 Q. And you believe the box that contained 
16 transfer forms may been damaged by the ~ by the water 
17 damage that occurred at your Wisconsin facility? 
18 A. I believe so. 
19 Q. Let's talk computer reports and run lists. I 
20 (Inaudible) Wisconsin? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. Now, there were some run lists that weren't | 
23 produced; is that correct? ! 
24 A. Yes. i 
25 Q. And for what time period? ] 
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1 A. For June of 1990. 
2 Q. Now did you make an attempt to search for run 
3 lists that would show account assignments prior to June 
4 of 1990? 
5 A. Yes, I did. 
6 Q. And where did you make that search? 
7 A. When? 
8 Q. Where? 
9 A. In the Wisconsin facility in (Inaudible). 
10 Q. And is that where those records would be 
11 regularly maintained by the company? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And what did your search turn on? 
14 A. Well, (Inaudible) follow the June of '98 one 
15 and even part of those were partially damaged. And the 
16 rest of them I can only assume were damaged and thrown 
17 out when we had the water damage. 
18 Q. If you had (Inaudible), is there any reason 
19 why you would not produce those documents? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Did you make a thorough and diligent effort in 
22 searching for these documents? I 
23 A. Yes, (Inaudible). 
24 Q. And has your counsel requested that you make 
25 diligent searches? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Has there been anything requested through 
3 discovery by petitioner that they've requested that we 
4 have not produced in your possession? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. You were also asked about a Dr. David Tom. 
I 7 A. Yes. 
i 8 Q. And you were asked about the notes that Mr. 
9 Tom -- or Dr. Tom supposedly took during the termination 
10 involving Mr. Shutzo and Ms. Carter. Do you recall 
11 that, that (Inaudible)? 
12 A. Uh-huh. 
13 Q. Do you know where the location of Dr. Tom 
14 (Inaudible)? 
15 A. No, I don't. 
16 Q. If you knew where they were, would you produce 
17 them? 
18 A. Yes, I would. 
19 Q. Where is Dr. Tom? 
20 A. Dr. Tom died a couple of years ago. 
21 Q. Do you believe that his death is ~ if Dr. Tom 
22 was alive, does the company have a - have you had 
23 opportunity of discovering those notes? 
24 A. Yes, we do. In fact, (Inaudible). 
25 Q. Do you know where his notes are? 
10 
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A. No. • ' 
Q. (Inaudible) run lists or customer lists ever 
epared at or about the time of the merger - first 
f, do you know what those documents, preliminary run 
its, (Inaudible) customer lists is? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. And those documents exist? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. Do you know why not? 
A. Well, basically because those lists were 
issed on to the managers to work on and (Inaudible) 
;ep them. 
Q. And 'what did the managers do with those lists? 
id they (Inaudible)? 
A. They would normally just throw them away. 
Q. And that was -- is that normal practice within 
>ur company for those types of documents, that thr\ :•*. 
jstroyed or discarded after their use is needed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I want to ask you about the (Inaudible) 
•esentation at - at your (Inaudible). Now, petitioner 
is asked in parts of his discovery that the Power Point 
-esentation that was used during the roadshow in 
cattle be produced. Do you recall that? 
A. Yes,-1 do. 
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Q. And were you requested by your counsel to 
jarch for those documents or that document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you in fact make a search for that 
3cument? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And how did you make a search for that 
scument? 
A. I asked everyone who was with the company at 
tat time and that would have a copy of it, would have 
sen involved with it. 
Q.By "everyone" you mean senior management? 
A. The senior management, (Inaudible) that are 
>cated in (Inaudible) copy of that document. 
Q. And did those - to your knowledge, did those 
idividuals attend that roadshow in Seattle? 
A. Yes, they did - well, not - not the roadshow 
1 Seattle. They would have attended one of the other 
)adshows, because at the time the Seattle roadshow was 
oing on, there were roadshows going on all over the 
3untry. 
Q.Okay. And--
A. Management was split up to where they were 
oing. 
Q. And everyone that you asked -- well, first of 
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all, did the company have an official copy of the Power 
Point located in some file? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Is that where you keep -
A.Nc ). • 
Q. Now, you did produce the Power Point that was 
used in the Seattle roadshow; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when did you provide it to your counsel? 
A Well, again, last week you asked if I could 
find the Power Point and ~ 
Q. Is that the first time I nslni <imi lui 11 it 
Power Point? 
ANo, so (Inaudible). Again, (Inaudible) Power 
Point and (Inaudible) talking to (Inaudible) to say, "Do 
you know anyone in (Inaudible) merger?" And he said, 
"Linda Hugh who was the vice president (Inaudible) at 
the time of the merger, who would have been involved 
with the roadshow." He said that she keeps (Inaudible). 
And so I said, "Well, transfer me to her." And I 
(Inaudible) and I said, "Linda, do you remember the 
PowerPoint?" And she said, "Hold on." And she pulled 
it out of her file and she said, "I have it right here. 
The football one and here it has all my notes on it, but 
I have it right here." 
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Q. So that Power Point, was that her take-away 
•-opy? 
A That: was her personal copy. 
Q. Did the company have the Power Point 
presentation ~ if they kept a file of all the Power 
Point presentations, would you have produced it at that 
"me? 
\ Yes, 
Q.Is there a reas*.: 
produced it earlier? 
v. (Inaudible). 
Q.Mr. Grimes also asked you questions about 
disciplinary procedures of (Inaudible), Do you recuii 
that? 
Q. Have you produced all the disciplinary 
procedures that the company has relative to tH 
period? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Anything that ~ with regard to discipline or 
disciplinary procedures that the company has not 
produced (Inaudible) petitioner (Inaudible)? 
A. No, there is not. 
V -i w- •<: also'asked questions about 
Petitioner's Exhibit No. 27. Do you recall -
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1 (Inaudible), please. And you testified whether -
2 (Inaudible) purposes of laying a foundation whether 
3 these documents are admissible business records, that 
4 these records are kept in the ordinary course of 
5 business; is that correct? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. And that would be true; right? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Now, the information contained in the document 
10 is correct? 
11 A. Well, they were - (Inaudible) 1997 
12 (Inaudible), documents were correct. 
13 Q. Okay. So 1997 the numbers of - that are 
14 reflected in 1997 year end for each individual sales 
15 representative showing the amount of sales and amount of 
16 commissions earned would be correct; is that your 
17 testimony? 
18 A. Yes. And the 1997 (Inaudible) only shows 
19 commissions. 
20 Q.Okay. 
|21 A. There's no actual sales (Inaudible) on there. 
22 Q. Okay. So it shows the amount of commissions 
23 earned by the sales representatives? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And those numbers, again, are correct? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q.Okay. 
3 A. In recently reviewing these 1998 documents -
4 Q.Okay. 
5 A. - it's plain to see that there's something 
6 wrong with the formula on this report. 
7 Q. Can you give us an example? Are they all 
8 wrong? 
9 A. No. It's the--
10 Q. Can you tell me which ones are wrong? j 
11 A. Well, if you look at John Sergeant — 
12 Q.Okay. And what - what (Inaudible) are 
13 looking at? 
14 A.It'sR-20149. 
15 Q.Okay. 
16 A. And we look at his total sales. 
17 Q.Okay, which is what? 
18 A. $1.7 (Inaudible). 
19 Q.So $1,781,660, that's his total sales for 
20 1998? 
21 A. Right. 
22 Q.Okay. 
23 A. And if you look above, if you try to add up 
24 the first line, which shows a million dollars, the next 
25 line that shows 125,000, and the next line that shows 
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1 1.4, you don't get 1.78. 
2 Q. What do you get? 
3 A. More like 2.5. 
4 Q. And which number's correct? 
5 A. The 1.78 is the correct sales number. 
6 Q. Did you check that? 
7 A. Yes, because I have -- (Inaudible) John 
8 Sergeant is still (Inaudible) company. We made a 
9 comparison of year-over-year sales and commissions from 
10 one year to the next year, and on this it says for the 
11 1998 sales and commissions figures. 
12 Q. So the amount of commissions shown, for 
13 example, for John Sergeant on page R-20149, part of 
14 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 27, is that a correct number? 
15 A. No, it's an overstated number. 
16 Q. Okay. And why is there overstatement? 
17 A. Because of the formula glitch up in the second 
18 line. 
19 Q. Okay. 
20 A. Where the formula - it's a very simple 
21 formula. It says 1 million in sales to 1.5 million in 
22 sales, the commission rate is 5.75 percent of sales. 
23 Q. So what's the number that shows that Mr. 
24 Sergeant earned at 5.75 percent? i 
[25 A. It's taking only 125,000 of his sales --
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1 Q. And what should that number be? I 
2 A. It should be 500,000, but of course, he made 
3 1.78, so after the first million, the next 500 
4 (Inaudible) right there. 
5 Q. Okay. So Mr. Sergeant would have earned at --
6 for the 500,000 in sales after his first million, he 
7 would earn 5.75 percent commissions on those sales? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Okay. And then after $1.5 million in sales, 
10 what is Mr. Sergeant's commission rate? 
11 A. Then he would earn at the rate of 6.75, so -
12 Q. And that number -- should that number be, 
! 13 then, a - I'm going to say a (Inaudible) number between 
j 14 the difference between the total sales, if we know that 
15 number, and the million dollars for the first commission 
16 rate and the $500,000 for the - for the 5.75 percent 
17 commission rate, the final number for the 675 
18 commission rate should be a number that if you add those 
19 three together would add up to $1,781,660; is that 
20 correct? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. Can you explain why this error occurred? 
23 A. Well, this - these particular documents were 
24 produced by going in to a Lotus program. That was 
25 probably not accessed so - since (Inaudible) of '99, 
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/hen we paid the commissions for year-end '98. And you 
ut in the (Inaudible) codes. In John's case, we used 
Inaudible) and it pulls up this program. There was 
omething wrong with the program and the formula which 
Inaudible) correctly. 
Q, So this document was maintained on a computer 
database? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is that how you produced it in response to 
iiscovery? 
A. Yes 
Q. Is that how it's normally mainly;]a v e 
ompany, in a computer database? 
A. Yes. 
Q. (Inaudible) Melanie Roylance for year-end 
998. It's page R-20153. Do you have thai n;:-«. ? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. And that's - and that's part of Petitioner's 
ixhibit No. 27; is that correct? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. Is the total amount of commissions showed 
arned by Ms. Roylance at the year-end 1998 correct on 
iage R-20153? 
A. No. Again, overstated. 
Q. And what does the overstatement say with 
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1 her next commission level at 6.75 percent. W hat sh"« i " 
2 that amount of sales be? 
3 A. The 53,138. 
4 Q. Do you know what the wrong (Inaudible) 
5 commissions would be? 
6 A. $3,500, so $130,000 is really like $81,000. 
7 Q. Okay. And could you - have you had an 
8 opportunity to - when did you realize the error? 
9 A. When we were reviewing the documents for this 
10 case, actually. 
11 Q. Okay. And that's the first time you 
12 recognized the documents contained a com7 >r 
13 mathematical error? 
14 \ Yes, because we were going over the sales from 
15 1998 and I showed you the amounts that had 1998 up to 
16 2002. And I'm like, you know, wait a minute, Melanie 
17 didn't make $130,000 in 1998, she made 81,000. 
18 Q. And did you then review any other records to 
19 determine whether Ms. Roylance made $130,000 in 
20 commissions or $81,000 commissions? 
21 A. I reviewed her year-end 1998 master control 
22 and the (Inaudible) which is basically what generates 
23 the W-2 for year end. 
24 Q. And what did that document show? 
25 A. That the $81,000 was the realistic number. 
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egard to the amount of sales that Ms Roylance made? 
A. Excuse me? 
Q. What's the total ~ what's the overstatement? 
that's the wrong — what's the wrong sales number on 
lat? 
A. The wrong ~ well, there are two wrong sales 
umbers, because her total sales was 1.553. 
Q. And those are - is that number correct? 
A. That number is correct. 
Q. So her total sales for 1998 was $1,553,938? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. What's the wrong number or numbers on 
lat document? 
A. Up above, where the sales are, 125,000. And 
gain, that should be 500,000. And then below that, 
/here it says 1.17813, it should be the balance between 
le 1,553,018 and the 1.5. That should be 53,000 at 
ist count - at last showing. 
Q. Okay. So it should read for zero to one 
lillion at 4.25 percent. Actual sales should be a 
lillion, and that would 22,500. And then the next sales 
inaudible) between 1 million and 1,500,000 -
A. Would be 500,000, and that comes out to be 
8,750. $500,000 times 5.75. 
Q. Is 28,750. Okay. And then the remainder is 
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,- ^., ^vn. Kent Evans's commission earned as 
2 shown on page R-20157 part of Petitioner's Exhibit No. 
3 27; is that correct? 
4 A. For the sales that are on R-20152, those are 
5 the correct commissions that (Inaudible). 
6 Q. Okay. How about R-20151? And I'm referencing 
7 (Inaudible) to the page number part of Exhibit No. 
8 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 27? 
9 A. Yes. The 20154 is actually showing the 
10 Individual breakdown of the sales for Melanie Roylance. 
11 Q. Let's look at R-20154. Now, you said this 
12 shows Melanie Roylance's total sales for 1998; right? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. And where can we get the numbers to add up hei 
15 total sales on that document? 
16 A. In the left ~ or the right column, right 
17 below the bottom, there's a box called "Total Territory 
18 Sales," and it gives each quarter sales. So we if add 
19 up quarter one, quarter two, quarter three, quarter 
20 four, we would get the 1 553138. 
21 Q. Okay. And I'm going to add it right here. 
22 Okay, I add those four numbers up, fhat's (Inaudible), I 
23 add it to those four numbers of $345,070, plus $581,597, 
24 i)lus $329,786, plus $296,684, equals $1,553,137. 
25 (Inaudible) round there maybe? 
o*\ .. Pcme ?4 D E P O M A X R E P O R T I N G SERVICES 1N(" (SOh 328-1188 
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1 A. There's always round, yes. (Inaudible) breaks 
2 it down to the (Inaudible). 
3 Q. And the numbers I just added, are those the 
4 correct numbers that you would add to determine Ms. 
5 Roylance's total sales for 1998? 
6 A. Yes, it is. 
7 Q. And Melanie Roylance (Inaudible) now known as 
8 Melanie Bingham; right? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. (Inaudible) Michael Butler, on page R-20157, 
11 part of Petitioner's Exhibit No. 27. Do you have that 
12 in front of you in plain view? 
13 A. Yes, I do. So on here, the correct sales 
14 number is $2,210,931. 
15 Q. And let's stop there. If we turn to page 
16 R-20158, the very next page. 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And you add the numbers $524,077, plus 
19 $538,295, plus $672,674, plus $475,885, that would equal 
20 $2,210,931? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. And that would be Mr. Butler's correct volume 
23 or amount of sales for the year 1998? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And do the - the numbers that show actual 
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1 sales across each commission rate, are those correct for 
I 2 Mr. Butler as they appear on page R-20157, part of 
3 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 27? 
| 4 A. The first one that's two lines under that. 
5 Q. Okay. So a million dollars is correct - on 
6 the first million, Mr. Butler earned 4.25 percent of 
7 commissions on sales; correct? 
1
 8 A. Correct. 
j 9 Q. And then he would earn 5.75 percent for the 
[10 next 500,000? 
11 A. Correct. 
112 Q. And look at the number shown for actual sales. 
13 A. It only shows 125,000. 
14 Q. And again, it should show what amount? 
15 A. $500,000. 
16 Q. And then over a million five hundred thousand, 
17 it should show what number? 
18 A. Closer - to make up the balance, it ought to 
19 show like 700,000, and it shows 1.8. 
20 Q. So the amount of commission earned as shown on 
21 R-20157 (Inaudible) number or a (Inaudible) number as 
22 shown being earned by Mr. Butler? 
23 A. (Inaudible) number (Inaudible). 
24 Q. Again, what's the cause of that statement? 
25 A. I've (Inaudible). 
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1 Q. And again, when did you first learn of the 
2 glitch or error? 
3 A. Since last week, when we (Inaudible). 
4 MR. GUMINA: I have no further questions. 
5 THE COURT: Any redirect? 
6 MR. GRIMES: Yes. 
7 
8 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
9 BY MR. GRIMES: 
10 Q. What should have been the amount earned for 
11 Michael Butler for the year ending 1998, according to 
12 your calculation? 
13 MR. GUMINA: Ms. Nightingale, would a 
14 calculator help you? 
15 THE WITNESS: No. (Inaudible). (Inaudible) 
16 at 183,242, it would be 128,867. Because of the 
17 breakdowns at the top, it would change the (Inaudible) 
18 sales from 125 to 500,000, going across to the 
19 (Inaudible) 28,750 in commissions. The next one would 
20 have been 710,931, which is the balance of the I 
21 (Inaudible) at 6.75, would have been 47,988. Then you ! 
22 add those three numbers plus the (Inaudible) 1 percent, 
23 you're 122,067. You add the 6,800 (Inaudible) and you 
24 get 128,867. 
25 Q. So what about the figure that you have for 
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1 total commissions without the car allowance? 
2 A. $122,067. 
3 Q. Zero sixty-seven. Now, I don't understand 
4 that process, but I want to go through it with you again 
5 so that even I can understand it. 
6 All right. We go to the top of the sheet and 
7 it shows territory sales, zero to one million at 4.25 
8 percent. It shows he had a million, and that's at 4.25 
9 percent, so that means that Mr. Butler would have got 
10 $42,500 for that? 
11 A. Correct. 
j 12 Q.Okay. The next line down shows one million to 
13 one million five and it says he was supposed to get 
14 commissions at 5.75 percent? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. And that comes out to what, do you know? 
17 A. When you put the 500,000 in sales in there, it 
18 comes out to 28,750. 
19 Q. What 500,000? 
20 A. That's where the glitch in the formula is. 
21 What's supposed to be there is the next 500,000 after 
22 the first million in sales. >As it says, one million to 
23 1.5 million. So the next 500,000 in sales goes right 
24 there, instead of the 125 that's shown. 
25 Q.Weil, how do you know (Inaudible) instead of 
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he line below? 
• A.There's also a mistake in tl lat line below. 
Q. Let's get there then. 
Okay. So we have 500,000 -- okay. s<- :U 
irst error that we have - instead of sa\ing 125.000, 
t should say 500,000; is \\v,<- .ornvt * 
A. Correct. 
Q.Okay. And he was entitled to 5.75 percent of 
500,000? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And what does that come oi it 
A. $28,750. 
Q.$28,750. What are \<u -- what are you looking 
X there? 
A. Just the 500,000 times the 5.75. 
Q.Did you go through and make handwritten 
alculations for all these sheets? 
A. For Butler and. for Roylance, yes, 
Q. Were those the only ones that had errors? I 
link you said Sergeant had an error, too, 
A. Sergeant also had an error. 
Q. Did you make a calculation for that? 
A. Yes, 
Q. Okay. Any of the others? 
A. Well, Constance Taylor is correct. Keith 
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1 Q, So (Inaudible ) what the wrong number is? 
2 MR. GUMINA: Objection. The wrong number is 
3 this, that's (Inaudible) the wrong number. She can't 
4 get what the wrong is. 
5 MR GRIMES: Okay, Well, we're-getting what 
6 the right number is. 
7 BY MR. GRIMES: 
0. Is that right? 
9 A. No, because the right number would be ;iu 
: lifference between 2.210931 and the 1.5 million that 
we've already calculated (Inaudible) on. 
i: Q.Okay, that's what I said. The reason wn 
I « ihe reason for the - okay. So - so line 2 was 
M supposed to be 500,000 instead of L^.uOO: riuhr 
*. Correct. 
• J Q.Okay. So that means that line 3 should be 
" $375,000 less than what it says; is that right? 
No, Li no 3 should be the difference betweer 
19 the total sales, the 210,931, ;••;•! hr ; 5 million we \e 
20 already calculated commissions on. 
:: \ Q. Oh. So the - the $2,210,93 ] ild & 
j ; be minus $1,375,000; is that right? 
: ; . It should be minus the 1,5 million 
?4 o. Yeah, but we have 125 that wasn't - we didn't 
25 have -- we didn't have 125 on the second line; right? 
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naudible) is another one that's incorrect. 
Q. You say incorrect? 
A. Incorrect. 
Q. Did you make calculations for that one? 
A. Yes. Dave Le Shiminoff is correct. 
Q. Oka}r. So now let's turn back to the one for 
[ike Butler that we were looking at, R-20157. Okay, so 
e've taken care of the second line. Now what's the 
ror in the third line? 
A. Instead of having the balance between his 
210931 in total sales and the 1.5 million we've 
ready calculated his commission, it has a number of 
835931, so that should just be the balance, which is 
'10,931. 
Q. Now wait a second. So you're saying that the 
tmber 1,835,931 is wrong; right? 
A. Correct. 
Q, And the reason why it's wrong i> IKXJUS; •: 
:ludes what, the difference between 5ou and ..,; ui llu 
ie before, is that why it's wrong? 
A. (Inaudible). That's part of it bin I <h m 't 
nk that's all of it. 
Q. What's the rest of it? 
A. There's some kind of glitch where it pulled in 
\ wrong number from somewhere. | 
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Yes. 
u'i -.!! - ... r\l by 500,000, it was off 
.> h> 375,00* = 
4 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I'm going to I guess 
5 object. I don't think Mr. Grimes is understanding. 
6 He's confusing me and I believe he's confusing the 
7 witness. It's fairly simple. He's trying to figure in 
8 the errors when Ms. Nightingale is testifying to what 
9 the correct numbers should be and I think she explained 
10 that very well. And I don't think that the point 
11 (Inaudible) Mr. Grimes ~ 
12 MR. GRIMES: Well, I'm certainly entitled to 
13 cross examine, Your Honor. If I'm just being dense, 
14 that's one thing, but if in fact this is confusing 
15 information, 1 think I ix-ui io be able to point that 
16 < nil 
17 THE COURT: Well, I'll allow him to do cross 
IS examination. You know, she can explain how she's done 
j . KI n ! .-A u iv vi * Grimes to satisfy himself as to 
20 her calculations. Go ahead. 
21 BY MR. GRIMES: 
22 Q.Let me ask you illi1 Ms Nightingale, ihtl \m\ 
23 prepare these sheets? 
24 A In 1998, I personally did not prepare them, 
25 but after this was (Inaudible) they would come to me. 
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1 And if the sales reps would have had a question on them 
2 or if I would have to recalculate something, that would 
3 have been my position to do that. 
i 4 Q. And you didn't do that back in 1998; is that 
5 correct? 
I 6 A. No. I didn't personally prepare this 
7 document. It was given to me after it was done. And 
8 then if there was any question from sales reps — I 'm 
9 very familiar with calculating the commissions at this 
110 time, because if there was a question, it would come to 
II me to (Inaudible). 
12 Q. Or if there was an error in the document, that 
13 was your job to point that out; correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And you didn't catch it back in 1998 or 1999; 
16 is that correct? 
17 A.Weil, in 1998, when this document was run, the 
18 computer program was correct. And so if we went to Mike 
19 Butler and he still has this document, it would show the 
20 128,867. It would not show 183. 
,21 Q. Well, did you hear Mike Butler testify that he 
|22 did make the amount which is shown on this sheet in 
123 1998? 
24 A. Yes, I did. 
!25 Q. Did you hear Mrs. Roylance testify that she 
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1 did make the amount that's reflected on this sheet for 
2 1998? 
3 A. Yes, I did. 
| 4 Q. Did the Sullivan-Schein representatives during 
5 this period of time earn commissions from sources that 
6 might not be reflected on this document, like for 
7 financing ~ arranging financing or special... 
8 A. The Sullivan-Schein reps at this time? 
| 9 Q.Yes. 
10 A. Not that I 'm aware of. 
III Q. Well, do you know? 
! 12 A. If they did, they did not run through regular 
13 payroll. 
14 Q. Did you make an effort to inform the 
15 petitioner (Inaudible) errors anytime prior to just now? 
16 A. No. 
i 17 Q. You said that you referred to some other 
j 18 documents in an effort to cross check your calculations; 
! 19 is that correct? 
120 A. Yes. 
J21 Q. Now what were those documents? 
[22 A. It was just one document with the analysis of 
[23 sales and compensations of 1998 to 2002. 
124 Q. Well, where did you get that? 
125 A. We produced it at Sullivan-Schein. 
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1 Q. No, I mean - okay. Well, when did you get 
2 it? 
3 A. Well, because it was for the year — we're not 
4 at the year ending 2002, it's produced in January of 
5 2003. 
6 Q. Okay. When did you first see that document? 
7 A. Are you (Inaudible) to me? 
8 Q.Yes. 
9 A. In January of 2003. 
10 Q. Okay. I mean did you ~ did you obtain that 
11 document recently to check the calculations appearing in 
12 Petitioner's Exhibit 27? 
13 A. Yes 
14 Q. When? 
15 A. Just last week, when we were going over these 
16 documents and I saw Mike Butler, and I said, "Wait a 
17 minute, something doesn't look right." And that's where 
18 1 obtained this document to check it again. 
19 Q. Okay. Where were you when you obtained that 
20 document? 
21 A. In Wisconsin. 
22 Q. How did you obtain it? 
23 A.I went to the computer to get a printoff of 
24 it. 
25 Q. How do you know that information isn't wrong? 
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! 1 A. Because this information coincides with sales, 
2 are exactly what the sales are on these documents. And 
3 the commission earnings coincide with what we actually 
4 paid people. 
5 Q. Did you check the employee W-2s to see how 
6 much they received? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. The actual W-2s? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Do you have those here today? 
11 A. Not with me here. 
12 Q. Now, did you have any involvement in actually 
13 printing these documents to - at the time that they 
14 were produced to the petitioner in this case? 
15 A. Yes, I did. 
16 Q. Did you do that? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Do you know if the amount that was made by the 
19 Salt Lake City sales reps for 1998, as you calculate it, 
20 was in line with the amount that they were projected to 
21 make by their supervisors at the beginning of 1998? 
22 A. I don't know. 
23 Q. Ms. Nightingale, you indicated that you looked 
24 for the add/delete forms or transfer forms and you 
25 believe that they ma> have been in a box that was 
34 
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iamaged in the basement of the company's facility in 
Wisconsin; is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir 
Q.Was how many bov> v\ouki has.; . 
A. We probably had a good lour 01 fiu- pallets 
worth of damaged boxes. 
Q. I don't know the size of the pallet. How many 
- how many boxes on a pallet? 
A. Anywhere from 12 to 24. 
Q. So maybe a hundred boxes that were damaged? 
A.Uh-huh. 
Q. Were these cardboard boxes? 
A. Yes 
Q.Were they like banker's boxes? 
A. Yes, they were. 
Q. Were the boxes marked on the outside so you 
:ould tell what was on the inside? 
A. Yes, they were. 
Q. Could you read the outside of the box? 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, vague as to when. 
Jefore or after the water damage? 
MR. GRIMES: After the water damage. 
THE WITNESS: (inaudible). 
IY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Did you personally look ai ihosc ho\c^! 
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A. The water damaged boxes? 
Q.Yes. 
A. No, I did not. 
Q.Mrs. Nightingale, you testified regarding the 
on lists that have been produced in this case. You 
idicated that you did produce the run list for 1998; is 
lat correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you please turn in the black binder to 
etitioner's Exhibit 23. Do you have that document, 
la'am? 
A. Yes, I d< ). 
Q. Okay. This one is marked in the lower 
ght-hand corner R-0042 through R-0044. It says at the 
>p of the first page that this is a "Customer Master 
eport, Sullivan Dental Products, Inc., as of month 
sptember of 1997." Do you see that? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. Okay. So apparently this particular - would 
)u describe this as a run list? It's a list of 
:counts belonging to Mr. Butler, isn't it? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. All right. This particular document was 
oduced — even though it's dated from September of 
>97 -- is.that correct? 
! 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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8 
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12 
13 
14 
15 
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A Yes, 
Q. All right. Were any other run lists produced | 
from September of 1997? We have -- we have run lists 
(Inaudible) here if you care to look at them. We have 
them ~ we have Petitioner's Exhibit 23 that we just 
looked at. We have Petitioner's Exhibit 24, let's look 
at that one. If we look at the first page, this one is 
a run list from June of 1998 that you testified was 
produced; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. A n d w e see t h e n a m e towai •. K 
say Mike Butler; is that correct? i 
A Yes, (Inaudible). 
Q. If we look at Petitioner's Exhibit 48, ma'am, 
this exhibit consists of quite a few pages. It is 
16 marked right up at the top with -- the first page is ] 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
marked Respondent's - or R-20178 and the last page, it 
looks like it's R-20288; is that correct? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. Do you recognize these documents as being run 
lists that were produced in this case by the company? 
\ Yes, I do. 
Q. Now, do these run lists consist of run lists 
- again, and the number of pages (Inaudible), but do 
they consist of run lists relating to the Salt Lake City 
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sales representatives as of June 1998? 
A. Yes, they do. It says across the top -- we 
can see the (Inaudible) for Utah and the individual 
(Inaudible) for each of the sales reps. 
Q All right. Now, you testified that documents 
~ run lists were produced for June of 1998; is that 
correct? 
A. Y e s . • 
Q. All right. We have one more, Exhibit 60, 
vliidi indicates -- on the first page it's R-20252 and 
the last page is R-20266. Now, I'll represent that each ' 
of these pages has Melanie Roylance's name towards the 
top and that they were produced as part of Exhibit 48 
and I just took them, out, because they were pertaining 
to Melanie Roylance. But do these appear to be similar 
16 to the exhibits that we saw ~ or the run lists that we ' 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
saw in Exhibit 48? 
MR GUMINA: Youi Honor, I 'm g o i n g to -
(Inaudible) I object to the characterization of the 
Exhibit No. 60, because I also see am lists for John 
Sergeant. (Inaudible) R-20270. 
MR. GRIMES: That shouldn't bp included in 60. i 
I don't have it in my 
MR. GUMINA: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: - m y Exhibit 6 0 --
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1 MR. GUMINA: For clarification, tell me what 
2 pages Exhibit No. 60 consists of. 
3 MR. GRIMES: Yes, R-20252 -
4 MR. GUMINA: Okay, thank you. 
5 MR. GRIMES: --through R-20266. 
6 MR. GUMINA: Two six six. 
7 BY MR. GRIMES: 
8 Q. Are you aware of any run lists produced by the 
9 company in this (Inaudible) other than the one that we 
10 just looked at, Exhibits 23, 24, 48 and 60? 
11 A. No, I'm not. 
12 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would move for 
13 admission of Exhibit 48. 
14 THE COURT: Any objection? 
15 MR. GUMINA: Mr. Grimes, we have I think some 
16 extra pages, (Inaudible). Exhibit No. 40 (Inaudible) 
17 pages. 
18 MR. GRIMES: Okay, Exhibit 48 should be 
19 R-20178--
20 MR. GUMINA: Okay, and the last page? 
21 MR. GRIMES: - through R-20288, except they 
22 shouldn't include 1960. 
23 MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible). 
24 THE COURT: With that objection, (Inaudible) 
25 admission of Exhibit 48, then. 
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1 (Whereupon, Exhibit P48 was admitted into 
2 evidence.) 
3 MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) objection (Inaudible) 
4 relevance (Inaudible) account assignment as of June of 
5 1998. Ms. Carter was not employed as of that time. 
6 What's your relevance (Inaudible) provide (Inaudible)? 
j 7 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I - Your Honor, 
I 8 (Inaudible) offer to show what run lists have been 
9 produced by the company in this case. 
110 THE COURT: Based on that grounds, I'm going 
111 to admit it. 
112 BY MR. GRIMES: 
[13 Q. Now, Ms. Nightingale, turning again to 
114 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 23, this is the run list for 
15 Mike Butler dated September of 1997. Do you have any 
16 understanding as to why only the run list from Mike 
17 Butler was produced for September of 1997? 
18 A. No, I don't. 
19 Q. Do you know where this document was maintained 
20 at the time that it was produced in this case? 
21 A. No. I can tell you that in 1997, September of 
122 1997, Green Bars - this was (Inaudible) Green Bar. I 
23 (Inaudible) facility in Wisconsin right now and I can 
24 only assume that they were also water damaged and 
25 destroyed. 
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1 Q. Do you have any idea how the company obtained 
2 this particular run list foi Mike Butler dated September 
3 of 1997? 
4 A. (Inaudible) from another (Inaudible) company 
5 people. 
6 Q. Thank you. Ms. Nightingale, did you make any 
7 effort to locate the — the letter that was written by 
8 Melanie Bingham to Joe Shutzo regarding the Dr. Clegg 
9 incident? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And what did you discover? 
12 A. We had no (Inaudible). 
13 Q. Did you ask Joe Shutzo if he had it? 
14 A. I personally didn't, but he was asked. 
15 Q. Well, if you personally did not, how do you 
16 know he was asked? 
17 A. Because I know that everyone asked 
18 (Inaudible). 
19 Q. Well, did you ask James Engle if he had the 
20 letter from Melanie Roylance regarding the Dr. Clegg 
21 incident? 
22 A. No, I personally didn't. 
23 Q. Mrs. Nightingale, you testified regarding your 
24 efforts to locate Dr. Tom's notes; is that correct? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Did you look on any computer discs? 
2 A. I was never (Inaudible). 
3 Q. Would you please turn in the binder to 
4 Petitioner's Exhibit 28. This is a one-page document 
5 and the top it has the Sullivan-Schein letterhead. Do 
6 you see that? 
7 A. Yes. 
| 8 Q. Do you recognize this as a back transmittal 
! 9 form that is customarily used by employees of 
110 Sullivan-Schein? ! 
11 A. Yes. ' | 
112 Q. Have you ever seen this particular document 
13 before? , 
14 A. Not that I recall. 
15 Q. There's some handwriting in the center of the 
16 page that says, "Tim, according to Joe Shutzo, Dave Tom 
17 took notes during Susan's termination meeting. Joe and 
18 David handled that (Inaudible) on March 27th. They 
19 apparently had transferred those notes to a disc." 
20 MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object.- (Inaudible) 
21 double hearsay here, Your Honor. 
22 MR. GRIMES: I didn't hear the objection. 
23 THE COURT: Well, on the grounds of double 
24 hearsay. 
25 MR. GRIMES: Oh. 
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Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Weil, in searching for Dr. Tom's notes, did 
lyone tell you that they might be located on a computer 
isc? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you look on any computer discs? 
A. I didn't have possession of any computer discs 
) look on. 
. Q. When did you look for Dr Tom's notes? . • 
A. Back when the interrogatories started. 
Q. Did you ever personally talk to Joe Shutzo 
30ut producing ~ or preserving any documents that he 
light have relevant to Susan Carter's termination? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: No further questions. 
THE COURT: Recross? 
MR. GUMINA: No, no questions, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. Actually, I have a question 
ere on the... 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
Y THE COURT: 
Q. I'm not sure 1 understand it. Plaintiffs 
xhibit 27 is apparently - I didn't understand and I 
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ist wanted to clarify, you say the glitch ii; ;!k 
}mputer occurred after an original printout of these 
sar-end summaries that's missing calculations? I 
Lought that was the implication, that there was a 
rintout when these commissions were issued at year end 
11998. And then subsequently, during discovery, you 
id another printout and that the glitch occurred 
)mewhere between the original printout and the second 
rintout; is that correct? A in I understanding that 
>rrectly? 
A. Correct. We would have accessed these in 
irly 1999 (Inaudible). And then we wouldn't have been 
L the (Inaudible) file again until I needed to go in 
id print out these documents. 
Q. So the computer error occurred somewhere 
Jtween your initial printout and the printout for 
scovery (Inaudible)? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Thank you. 
THE COURT: Any questions as a resu;L u 
MR. GRIMES: I have one, Your Honor. 
122 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 23 
{ MR. GRIMES: 24 
Q. If these documents were initially printed out 25 
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back in, say, 1998, and they were correct, why wasn't 
that information available when you went to obtain it 
again recently? 
< ,an \ ou explain that question again? 
i j Ru:hL 
If these (jocuments were correct when they were 
first printed out in 1998 -- these documents were 
correct when i: i-y were first printed out in 1998; is 
that correct? 
Q. How come those weren't pi ^ v*l? 
A. The ones printed in 1998? 
Q.Yes. ' 
A. Well, as we already discussed, there was water 
damage downstairs and then us trying to find another 
box, we tested (Inaudible) spreadsheet (Inaudible) go in 
the spreadsheet and print them off. They were we 
would assume it would be the same information until we 
just discovered the computer glitch. 
Q. Okay. So the spreadsheet should have been the 
same information that was on there in 1998; is that 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you have any i inderstanding of why there 
would have been this error when they were printed out 
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again recently? 
A.I don't know that — you know, ibuudible) 
computer and (Inaudible. 
Q.Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: V -urther questions. 
THE COURT: Anything else? 
MR. GUMINA: No questions. 
THE COURT: Okay, you're excused. 
MR. GRIMES: "Y oui Honor, I had previously 
(Inaudible) petitioner would call at this time Gary 
Anderson, and that would be — that would be done 
through reading excerpts of his deposition previously 
taken in this case. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: With reference to the deposition 
of Gary Anderson taken in this case on October 18 of 
20D2 -
THE COURT: Mr Grimes, do you have a copy of 
::iat deposition? 
MR. GRIMES: Oh, (Inaudible). 
(Whereupon, an off-the-record discussion was 
field.) 
MR. GRIMES: On page 4 of Mr. Anderson's 
deposition transcript, at line — lines 19 and 20, he 
was placed under oath at the time of his deposition. 
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1 On page 10 of Mr. Anderson's deposition 
2 transcript, beginning on line 11, the question was 
3 placed: 
4 QUESTION: "Mr. Anderson, what was your job 
5 title when you (Inaudible) Henry Schein in September of 
6 1994?" 
7 ANSWER: "Director of human resources." 
8 QUESTION: "How long did you hold that job 
| 9 title?" 
10 ANSWER: "I continue to hold the title of 
11 director of human resources." 
12 Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition at 
13 page 12, beginning on line 24, (Inaudible): "Do you --
14 do you recall a merger occurring between Henry Schein 
15 and Sullivan Dental during approximately the period of 
16 August 1997 through January 1998?" 
17 Then continued on top of page 13 of Mr. 
18 Anderson's deposition, the answer was: "Yes." 
19 Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition 
20 testimony at page 14, beginning on line 19. 
21 QUESTION: "At the time of the merger, what 
22 was the organizational structure of Sullivan Dental's 
23 human resources department?" 
24 ANSWER: "There was a woman by the name of 
25 Marcy Nightingale who was considered (Inaudible) report 
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1 as kind of director of HR, and she had a young lady 
2 reporting in to her by the name of Kim Leininger, 
3 L-E-I-N-I-N-G-E-R, as the HR manager and payroll." 
4 Over to the top of page 15. 
5 QUESTION: "Was that it?" 
6 ANSWER: "Yeah, it was basically a two-person 
7 operation. They might have had a clerical support 
8 person but I just honestly don't recall." 
9 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I think you read that 
10 word as can't recall. 
11 MR. GRIMES: That's correct. Let me read the 
12 answer again. 
13 "Yeah. It was basically a two-person 
14 operation. They might have had a clerical support 
15 person but I just honestly can't recall." 
16 Continuing at page 23 of Mr. Anderson's 
17 deposition, on line 4. 
18 QUESTION: "Mr. Anderson, when I refer to 
19 August of 1997, I am not meaning to imply that the 
20 merger was complete at that time or that it began at 
21 that time necessarily. It is (Inaudible) my 
22 understanding that the merger, when announced to the 
23 employees of Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental, during 
124 August of 1997. Do you recall that?" 
25 ANSWER: "Yes, that's an accurate statement." 
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1 QUESTION: "But it was not for some months 
2 that the merger became complete; is that correct?" 
3 ANSWER: "That's also correct." 
4 Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition on 
5 page 24, on line 1. 
6 QUESTION: "Thank you. The employee handbook 
7 that Henry Schein had prior to the merger, did that have 
8 any written procedures relating to discipline of 
9 employees?" 
10 ANSWER: "Yes, it did." 
11 QUESTION: "Did those procedures remain in 
112 effect after the merger?" 
13 ANSWER: "Yes." 
114 Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition on 
!l5 page 24, line 15. 
16 QUESTION: "Mr. Anderson, hopefully you've 
17 received a number of documents from me this morning that 
18 were faxed to your office. Is that the case?" 
19 ANSWER: "Yes, I did receive them." 
20 QUESTION: "All right. Among those documents, 
21 hopefully it should be ajmong the first pages that you 
22 received, there should be a page which says at the top, 
23 in large bold letters, "Disciplinary Procedure." Did 
24 you receive that document?" 
25 ANSWER: "Yes, I did." 
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1 QUESTION: "That document apparently consists 
2 of two pages. Does that appear to be the case to you?" 
3 ANSWER: "Yes, that is correct." 
4 Mr. Gumina had indicated, "For the record 
5 here, Mr. Grimes, they are numbered on the bottom R-0205 
6 and R-0206." And under the same pages which appear as 
7 Exhibit 5, Petitioner's Exhibit 5 at the formal hearing. I 
8 Continuing on line 4 of page 25, "That is 
9 correct." 
10 QUESTION: "Mr. Anderson, you should have also 
11 received perhaps the next two pages marked 0207 and 
12 0208, which appear to set forth the policy in regard to 
13 sexual harassment. Did you receive those?" 
14 ANSWER: "Yes, I did." 
15 And those pages appear as Petitioner's Exhibit 
16 6 to the formal hearing. 
17 Continuing on page 10, "I'm going to have the 
18 court reporter mark those four pages as Deposition 
19 Exhibit No. 1." 
20 Continuing on line 14 of page 25.-
21 QUESTION: "Mr. Anderson, I put these four 
22 pages together based on the assumption they may have 
23 some relationship to each other. Have you seen these 
24 four pages before today?" 
25 ANSWER: "Oh, certainly, I helped draft them." 
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QUESTION: "when did you help draft these 
ages?" 
ANSWER: "Back in January of 1996." 
QUESTION: "I see at the bottom of the first 
age, it looks it says PPMl/96. Does that writing or 
/ping have a significance to you?" 
ANSWER: "Yes, it's my identification number. 
PM stands for policy and procedure manual. 1/96 
idicates the entry" - continuing on page 26 — "of 
lis particular procedure in the P and P manual." 
QUESTION: "Were these particular procedures, 
rferring to Deposition Exhibit No. 1, in effect for 
[enry Schein employees during the period of August 1997 
irough March of 1998?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition 
jstimony on page 32, on line 14. 
QUESTION: "Have you ever heard of a 
isciplinary procedure that was established by Henry 
chein specifically to apply to sales representatives?" 
ANSWER: "No. The disciplinary model we used, 
rhich was a progressive one, pretty much applied across 
le board, but I think we should be mindful that because 
f the severity of an incident, as so stated in the 
isciplinary procedure on the second page, the steps of 
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e progression can be bypassed, you know, based on the 
riousness of an offense." 
Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition at 
ige43, online 17. 
QUESTION: "Thank you, Mr. Anderson. You 
lould have received today with the documents I faxed to 
>ur office a two-page document entitled 'Interoffice 
emorandum,' dated March 21, 2000. Did you receive that 
>cument?" 
ANSWER: "Yes." 
"I'm going to have that document marked as 
^position Exhibit No. 6." 
Deposition Exhibit No. 6 to Mr. Anderson ~ 
iry Anderson's deposition is the same as the first two 
ges of Petitioner's Exhibit 51 at the formal hearing. 
Continuing with Mr. Gary Anderson's deposition 
page 44, at line 6. 
QUESTION: "Do you have that document?" 
ANSWER: "Yes, Ido." 
QUESTION: "if we look on the second page of 
it document," which would be the second page of 
titioner's Exhibit No. 51 -
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I'd like (Inaudible) 
ne objection. I object to the line of questioning 
yarding line 51. It's one of the issues brought out 
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in my objections to Mr. Grimes's petitioner's exhibit 
list regarding wanting to (Inaudible) not relevant to 
these proceedings. Mr. Corsage is an employee 
(Inaudible) and (Inaudible) Ohio. He reports to a 
different group of managers that are not involved at all 
in this case. I don't see the relevance. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, the relevance is not 
the facts underlying the disciplinary action, if any 
taken against Mr. Corsage. The relevance is the manner 
in which Mr. Corsage's disciplinary actions were handled 
by the company's human resources department. As we're 
looking at page 2 of Petitioner's Exhibit 51, the bottom 
signature there is Gary Anderson, who is the director of 
human resources for the entire company and who we will 
see had some involvement in this case as well. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, this - this alleged 
discipline, whatever you want to call it, has nothing to 
do with calling on accounts not assigned to you. It's 
about allegedly unprofessional conduct and allegations 
of harassment. So how the company may respond to that 
type of incident is different than it may - how it may 
respond to an incident of a sales representative calling 
on accounts not assigned to him or her. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, (Inaudible) entitled 
to take the position that it could or should take 
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different types of disciplinary actions, depending on 
the type of the infraction, but a petitioner's not bound 
to that position. The disciplinary procedure which we 
saw in Exhibit 5 talks about discipline, and Mr. 
Anderson indicated across the board. It doesn't 
(Inaudible) one time for another. It says discipline. 
THE COURT: Well --
MR. GUMINA: And Mr. Anderson also says that 
he can (Inaudible) incident involved. 
MR. GRIMES: Yeah, and he referred to that 
document. 
THE COURT: Well, it seems to me like this is 
a broad issue involved here, is the applicability of the 
disciplinary rules. I mean are the respondents taking 
the position that these disciplinary rules discussed by 
Mr. Anderson were not in effect for the Salt Lake reps 
or any employees with Sullivan-Schein at the time of the 
merger or are you just taking the position that in this 
narrow incident, that has no relevance to this present 
case? I guess I need to make a distinction here. ^ 
MR. GUMINA: We don't dispute that they were 
not in effect. However, (Inaudible) pne incident out of 
a company that has - how many employees? ~ 1500 
employees. And trying to answer - or introduce 
evidence (Inaudible) company responded to the 
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1 allegations of - of sexual harassment is different, 
2 again, as to how they respond to an incident of an 
3 individual continuing to call on accounts not assigned 
4 to him or her. 
5 And Mr. Anderson did state in his deposition 
6 here — 
7 MR. GRIMES: It's on 32. 
8 MR. GUMINA: He said on page - (Inaudible) 
9 and I think we should be mindful, it's based on severity 
10 of the incident and (Inaudible), on the second page, 
11 that (Inaudible) can be bypassed, you know, based on the 
12 seriousness of the offense. And so it's --1 mean it's 
13 going to be petitioner's position (Inaudible) ruling 
14 that you can compare as being equivalent issues of 
15 allegations of harassment and allegations of calling on 
16 accounts not assigned to you, I don't believe they are 
17 comparable as far as how the company's going to respond. 
18 And Mr. Anderson, later on in his deposition, 
19 does state a position about the severity of calling on 
20 accounts not assigned to you. And it says it's very 
21 severe and there's no (Inaudible) for that. If Mr. 
22 Grimes doesn't introduce it, I will at the end at this 
23 deposition. 
24 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I think that the 
25 company's deviation from established policies and 
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1 procedures regarding employee discipline is an extremely 
2 important issue in this case. I think that certainly 
3 the petitioner's entitled to show that that procedure 
4 was not applied in her case the same that it was in 
5 other cases. This is the only other case that 
6 petitioner's told us about — or respondent's told us 
7 about. 
8 Certainly, the respondent can point out any 
9 differences, including the one, you know, perhaps this 
10 was more severe. What the petitioner is primarily 
11 trying to show to you is to compare the abundance of 
12 documentation from human resources when it came to 
13 issuing warnings to Mr. Corsage as opposed to the total 
14 lack of documentation from human resources when it came 
15 to disciplining Susan Carter. Whether her infraction 
16 was severe or not, there should have been something from 
17 human resources. 
18 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I think the law 
19 requires the employee to document in great detail 
20 allegations of sexual harassment by (Inaudible) a 
21 memorandum like Petitioner's Exhibit 51, and it's going 
22 to respond differently to that because the law placed 
23 upon the employer in that situation a high standard of 
24 - of response that the company has to take, and the 
25 company has to document that. That's why you find 
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1 documentation like that in ~ both in Schein's personnel 
2 files and in - and I hope in any employer's personnel 
3 files. The law requires lhat. Personally, I don't 
4 think tha t ' s -
5 THE COURT: Okay. Well, I think the 
6 respondents (Inaudible) consider that the disciplinary 
7 policy was in effect. I ~ I do think that they're 
8 probably comparing apples and oranges here. It's an odd 
9 argument, but a sexual harassment which (Inaudible) all 
10 kinds of federal documentation and things like that that 
11 could potentially result in (Inaudible) liability to the 
12 company and being less serious than calling on 
13 somebody's account, but I - nevertheless, I do think 
14 that there's (Inaudible) cases. 
15 And so given the fact that there isn't a 
16 dispute over the fact that the company had in effect a 
17 disciplinary policy which was applicable at the time of 
18 Ms. Carter's termination, I'm going to sustain the 
19 objection. You know, I do think this kind of drags in 
20 some -- if they were disputing that they are required 
21 (Inaudible) I could see the argument of dragging this 
22 case in, but I do think it tends to muddle the case in i 
23 that it's not the same type of a situation. So I'll 
24 sustain the objection on that. 
25 MR. GUMINA: Okay, thank you, Your Honor. 
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1 MR. GRIMES: Continuing with Gary Anderson's 
2 objection - deposition, on page 56, on line 6. 
3 I said, "I'm going to have that marked as 
4 Deposition Exhibit No. 9," and Exhibit No. 9 of Gary 
5 Anderson's deposition is the same as Exhibit No. 8 -
6 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 8 at the formal hearing. 
7 Beginning on line 10 of page 56. 
8 QUESTION: "Have you ever seen this document 
9 before today?" 
10 ANSWER: "Yes, I did. Again, and there was a 
11 final compilation of the folder, I became aware of the 
12 document." 
13 QUESTION: "Did you see this document at any 
14 time prior to Susan Carter's termination of employment 
15 from Sullivan-Schein Dental?" 
16 ANSWER: "NO." 
117 QUESTION: "Did you ever talk to Susan Carter 
118 about this document?" 
19 ANSWER: "Not to my knowledge." 
20 QUESTION: "Did Susan Carter -ever complain to 
21 you that she had received a letter from James Engle 
22 which she considered to be hostile?" 
23 ANSWER: "I don't specifically recall any kind 
24 of dialogue or conversation pertaining to that, but you 
25 know, let me add" - continuing on to page 57 - "there 
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ight be a possibility it occurred. We're talking four 
id a half, almost five years ago." 
QUESTION: "Would it be your ordinary business 
•actice upon receiving a phone call from an employee 
)mplaining about a letter that they received from their 
ipervisor to create some documentation of that 
mtact?" 
ANSWER: "No, it would be my practice - it 
ould be the practice on my part to ~ if the person was 
oking for follow-up, to do follow-up." 
Continuing on page 57 of Mr. Anderson's 
^position. 
QUESTION: "Do you recall Susan Carter ever 
lling you she was concerned about a particular letter 
sing placed in her personnel file?" 
ANSWER: "No. I simply can't recall a 
mversation in that direction, but again, let me add 
Lat, is there a" - continuing on page 58 — 
)ossibility that might have occurred? It is possible." 
QUESTION: "Thank you. Mr. Anderson, please 
ke whatever time you need to review Exhibit No. 9. My 
lestion is: Did this letter constitute a disciplinary 
:tion against Susan Carter?" 
ANSWER: "Yes. Having reviewed this document 
jfore, I can, you know, absolutely say it is a 
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sciplinary document." 
Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition at 
ige 61, online 15. 
QUESTION: "To your knowledge, did anyone 
ithin the human resources department of Henry Schein or 
allivan have any involvement in Susan Carter's 
rmination?" 
ANSWER: "Not to my knowledge directly. That 
ight be a question that needs to published by somebody 
se." 
I'm sorry, "that needs to be published to 
>mebody else." 
Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition on 
ige 63, online 17. 
QUESTION: "Are you aware of any investigation 
mducted by the human resources department of Henry 
:hein or Sullivan Dental prior to the time that Susan 
arter filed the charge of discrimination?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition on 
ige 64, at line 3. 
QUESTION: "Has anyone asked you to provide 
>cuments to be produced in response to discovery in 
lation to Susan Carter's claims?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
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QUESTION: "Have you provided any 
documentation to be with the understanding that it would 
be produced in response to discovery in relation to 
Susan Carter's claim?" 
ANSWER: "NO." 
QUESTION: "Are you aware of anyone else who 
has made that particular file or produced documents in 
response to discovery in relation to Susan Carter's 
claim?" 
ANSWER: "I'm not aware of anybody directly 
pertaining to that." 
QUESTION: "Any indirect knowledge?" 
ANSWER: "No. No, I really can't think of any 
specific person or individual." 
Continuing with Mr. Anderson's deposition on 
page 67, at line 25. 
QUESTION: "Thank you. Was there a 
particular" - continuing on page 68 ~ "person or job 
title in March of 1998 that was responsible for 
obtaining and compiling documents and information for 
purposes of preserving it in response to charges of 
discrimination?" 
ANSWER: "Yes, that responsibility would 
either fall to Marcy Nightingale, who at that time was 
the director of human resources, and/or Kim Leininger as 
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the human resources manager, both located in West 
Dallas." 
And that completes my examination of Gary 
Anderson. 
THE COURT: Mr. Gumina, did you want to read 
any portions of the deposition? 
MR. GUMINA: Yes, I did, Your Honor. 
Turning to page 68, line 23. 
QUESTION BY MR. GRIMES: "Mr. Anderson, have 
you ever seen a written policy on behalf of Henry Schein 
or Sullivan Dental which talks about crossovers between 
and among sales representatives?" 
ANSWER - And we continue on to page 69. 
ANSWER: "Not specifically, but I can say 
during the critical first six months of the merger - it 
was during March (Inaudible), you know, concerns for 
crossover and the more grievous (Inaudible) of 
poaching." 
QUESTION: "Okay. A new term for purposes of 
this case we said 'poaching,' and I think I know .what 
you meant, but I would like to have you describe what is 
the difference between a crossover aqd poaching?" 
ANSWER: "okay. A crossover would be a 
(Inaudible) situation where Dr. Jones, a dentist, could 
inadvertently appear on two (Inaudible), two sales reps, 
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1 after (Inaudible), mostly inadvertently territorially 
2 and geographically could be on the borderline. And it 
3 make come to a simple agreement or the manager may get 
4 involved and say, you know, Dr. Jones belongs to Mary as 
5 opposed to Harry. Poaching, which is probably the 
6 biggest no-no, not only in our sales universe but in any 
7 sales environment, (Inaudible) or attempt to (Inaudible) 
8 an account that's on somebody else's (Inaudible) 
9 acceptable account and just goes in there to 
10 capriciously or arbitrarily try to take that account 
11 away from a fellow sales rep. We like to think there is 
12 no, quote, I, end quote, in the word team. And that's 
13 probably the biggest (Inaudible) sin any of our 
14 (Inaudible) can do out there. There is a (Inaudible) 
15 virtual no tolerance for that." 
16 That's all I'd like to read. 
17 THE COURT: Okay. 
18 MR. GRIMES: No further questions. Your 
19 Honor, at this time, the petitioner would rest her case. 
20 THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Gumina. 
21 MR. MORRIS: Your Honor, respondents would 
22 like to make a motion. I don't know if you'd like to 
23 take a short break before we do that. 
24 THE COURT: Okay. Why don't we just take a 
25 short 10-minute break here and we'll resume. 
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1 MR. MORRIS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
2 (Recess taken.) 
3 THE COURT: Okay, Mr. Morris. 
4 MR. MORRIS: Thank you, Your Honor. Up to the 
5 time, and now that the petitioner has concluded her 
6 case, we'd ask, pursuant to Rule 50, that the Court 
7 direct a decision now in favor of the respondent for the 
8 reason that the petitioner has not presented a case for 
9 retaliation in violation of any federal or state law at 
10 issue. 
11 The petitioner's case, Your Honor, is premised 
112 upon a simple claim and that is - let's walk through it 
113 here. 
14 THE COURT: That's fine. 
115 MR. MORRIS: Thank you. 
16 Exhibit 2, this is Exhibit 2, it's her letter 
117 of December 14th, 1997, it was received by the company 
18 then. And her claim is premised simply on the hyperbole 
119 that this letter, sent back here in December of 1997, 
|20 some two and half or three months later, resulted in her 
21 being terminated from her employment there, that that 
22 letter caused the company and people with the company to 
23 retaliate and terminate her employment, Your Honor. And 
24 we submit that the petitioner has failed to show a 
25 causal link between that letter and her termination. 
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1 It was petitioner's burden, Your Honor, during 
2 the last two days, almost two and a half days, of 
3 evidence to show a link that somewhere between that 
4 termination and this letter over here, that this caused 
5 that. And what the evidence has shown, rather, Your 
6 Honor, is that the company did exactly what it was 
7 supposed to do in response to that letter, what any 
8 prudent employer would have done in response to that 
9 letter, and what itS own company policies required it to 
10 do in response to that letter. And it appears, Your 
11 Honor, that the claim of the petitioner here is somehow 
12 that this letter becoming known to some people resulted 
13 in termination many weeks later. 
14 Briefly reviewing the chronology, Your Honor, 
15 this letter was received on or about December 14th. 
16 (Inaudible) to look at the letter and look at the 
17 language of the letter. Your Honor, nowhere in this 
18 letter is there a request that the letter be 
19 confidential. It's not there. 
20 The last - second to the last paragraph of 
21 the letter states in part, "I would like to add that 
22 since my recent employment with Henry Schein, the 
23 company has shown the highest level of professionalism I 
24 in all aspects." And the very last thing she asks the 
25 company to do, "May I please receive a response to this 
Page 68 I 
1 letter." 
2 And her claim that this letter was supposed to 
3 have been in confidence, which in effect it was, Your 
4 Honor, Her claim that this letter be kept in confidence 
5 is premised upon a company policy that states, looking 
6 at - excuse me. Looking at Exhibit 6, Your Honor, the 
I 7 very bottom of the first page, under policy/procedure 
8 sub A, it states, "Complaints may be made in person or 
9 in writing," as this was. And then, "They will be kept 
110 in the strictest confidence compatible with a thorough 
11 investigation." 
112 Now, to accept that this is argument here 
! 13 about where we're supposed to dead end, and there's 
14 (Inaudible) because it would give rise to that appealing 
15 or the possibility of retaliation, puts Sullivan-Schein 
16 in a terrible Catch 22. If it sits on the letter and 
17 does nothing and she goes to work and she's out there 
18 with Mr. Simmons and with Mr. Brown and some untoward 
19 thing happens in the future, then Henry Schein 
20 absolutely, positively will be facing a good prospect of 
21 liability. Why? Because it didn't investigate this 
22 complaint. It didn't follow up on it. It didn't 
23 address those two individuals and say, you need to be 
24 careful. You need to watch your P's and Q's. 
25 (Inaudible) that's exactly what the company did. 
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The company did not do a willy-nilly 
vestigation, a thorough investigation. And that 
orough investigation required a number of people along 
e chain of management to know and be aware. And I 
ibmit, Your Honor, that the company has just one 
jrpose and it's to keep an eye on those three over 
iere in Salt Lake, that would not have been enough, 
he Court's well aware of the dangers employers face if 
ley do nothing or do little in response to a complaint 
tat we believed was made in good faith. 
She had serious concerns about what had gone 
i many years ago with a different employer, but 
incidentally involving some current employees of the 
Dmpany. Those employees were contacted, they were told 
Lat they had to behave properly and they were not shown 
ie letter. There is no evidence that anyone 
naudible) involved was shown this letter. There's no 
/idence that anyone who made the termination decision 
ray over here had seen the letter. 
And so, on December 29th, 1997, 15 days after 
lis letter goes out, the company sends a response to 
Is. Carter. There is no dispute that she received it. 
Ler request was honored. She received a response to her 
tter, Your Honor. And that response told her, "If you 
ave any other concerns, call me. If anyone misbehaves, 
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ill me. If there's anything you said in your letter 
Lat crops up again, please call me immediately." 
That came from Mr. Leonard Davis, the vice 
resident for human resources and special counsel to the 
Dmpany, very high up on the pole. 
Now, it is undisputed that it worked. It is 
ndisputed that Ms. Carter never experienced and has 
tade no complaints about anyone's behavior subsequent to 
iat investigation being done and that response to her 
tter being made. She never complained about the fact 
iat Mr. Davis (Inaudible) his letter people had been 
Iked to. 
Now, I submit, Your Honor, it's not reasonable 
> expect that a company would not have spoken with 
lyone. The policy that she relies on for 
)nfidentiality also tells her a thorough investigation 
ill be made. People have to be made aware of that 
tter. People need to be made aware of her concern, 
id they were. And so, Your Honor, it worked. 
(Inaudible) she complained about from the 
ist, none of the behavior exhibited itself ever again, 
nd so we have here the determination of what she's 
iking the Court to do, except it is her claim that it 
as pretense. What was pretense? What was the reason 
)T her termination? 
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As Mr. Anderson just testified in response to 
Mr. Grimes's questions in his deposition, one of the 
most grievous sins in sales, crossover and poaching. 
And, Your Honor, this was a very confusing time. 
There's no dispute about that. And what the petitioner 
has asked the Court to assess is this: That because of 
the recent merger and because run lists were going here 
and there and because these people (Inaudible) so they 
might have the same people on their lists, but this was 
an excuse. It was a reason why Ms. Carter should have 
had freedom to talk to some of these (Inaudible) that 
she did, and it's not disputed that she did. 
But, Your Honor, I think Ms. Bingham's 
testimony yesterday pointed out the reality of the 
situation, and that is, the chaos that's following the 
merger was not a reason for laxity. It was not a reason 
for lifting up the (Inaudible) and saying just go at it, 
all of you people, and we'll get it sorted out, but in 
the meantime, it doesn't matter there's two or three or 
four of you (Inaudible) on the same dentist. 
Ms. Bingham testified that it was even more 
important then to be careful, to refrain from knocking 
on doors when you're not sure and the company isn't sure 
whose account that is. And, Your Honor, we submit that 
the evidence that is before you does not show by a 
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preponderance or by any other manifestation that this 
termination that occurred way over here was a result of 
this letter. 
It was undisputed that (Inaudible) had 
concerns about crossover and client contact. Ms. 
Bingham had concerns about crossover and client contact. 
It is undisputed Ms. Carter did get one letter that told 
her stop, don't do this. You know, we're still trying 
to sort this out. In the meantime, as Ms. Bingham said 
yesterday, this is a time for caution and being 
concerned about this and not saying because of chaos I 
can call on anyone at any time and let the chips fall 
where they may. 
She got the letter and it's undisputed, there 
were subsequent contacts, Your Honor. So (Inaudible) 
when you're supposed to have a team people and people 
are supposed to be respecting their boundaries until 
that line (Inaudible), as Ms. Bingham testified 
yesterday. You know, now, would she be concerned? No, 
because the lines are clearly drawn now and 
relationships are clearly established, but she could not 
have been more emphatic yesterday ip her testimony that 
it's undisputed that this period of time of chaos was 
not a license to talk to anyone at any time. 
From a company's perspective, Your Honor, 
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1 there was good cause to terminate this relationship and 
2 there is no ~ no (Inaudible) whatsoever that this 
3 letter motivated anyone to take an adverse employment 
4 action against her. The only evidence as to what that 
5 letter produced was caution, investigation, warning, 
6 response. And a one hundred percent success record is 
7 stopping the behavior that she complained about 
8 (Inaudible). It was one hundred percent effectively 
9 dealt with by the company, Your Honor. 
10 And for that reason, and because there's no 
11 showing of any kind of link between that letter and what 
12 they claim was a retaliatory act done weeks later for 
13 reasons that the company clearly had a good faith reason 
14 and basis to believe existed, we ask the Court to stop 
15 the proceedings now, grant our motion for directed 
16 verdict and let both Ms. Carter and our company go about 
17 their business of trying to earn a living in a harder 
18 economy now. (Inaudible), Your Honor. 
19 THE COURT: Mr. Grimes? 
20 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
21 Part of the established case precedence, the 
22 petitioner's burden in this case is to prove by a 
23 preponderance of evidence that her engagement in 
24 (Inaudible) activity was a motivating factor in the 
25 adverse employment action to which she was subjected. 
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1 Up to this point, there's been no dispute that 
2 the plaintiff engaged in a protected activity by sending 
3 her letter of December 14th, 1997, to the company. And 
4 there's been no dispute that she was subjected to an 
5 adverse employment action in regard to a termination. 
6 We would suggest that she was also subjected to an 
7 adverse employment action with respect to the issuance 
8 of James Staley's February 18th, 1998, letter to Ms. 
9 Carter, which was described by the respondent's director 
10 of human resources, Gary Anderson, as a disciplinary 
11 action. 
12 The issue of the company's treatment of Mrs. 
13 Carter letter when they received it, whether they 
14 disclosed it to certain people or didn't disclose it to 
15 certain people, whether it was right or wrong to 
16 disclose it to certain people, we (Inaudible) issue in 
17 this case. 
18 The plaintiff is not ~ petitioner is not | 
19 suing the respondent for breach of a duty of I 
20 confidentiality, and so it doesn't really matter if the 
21 respondent correctly disclosed the letter to certain 
'22 people or didn't correctly disclose the letter to 
!23 certain people. What does matter is that if the people 
24 who made the decision regarding Susan Carter's 
25 employment knew about the letter and whether the letter 
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1 influenced the way that they treated Susan Carter in 
2 imposing those adverse actions. 
3 Now, at this point in time, there is a 
4 disputed issue of fact before the Court as to whether 
5 Joe Shutzo knew about Susan Carter's letter prior to her 
6 termination. Mr. Shutzo says repeated ~ testified 
7 repeatedly in his deposition he never knew about Susan 
8 Carter's letter dated December 14th, or the allegations 
9 in the letter at any time prior to Mrs. Carter's 
10 termination. 
11 Well, of course Mrs. Carter testified that she 
12 told him about -- about that subject at the meeting that 
13 they had at the airport. They did meet at the airport, 
14 Mr. Shutzo agreed with that, but he said that there was 
15 no discussion about the letter at that time. Mrs. 
16 Carter says there was. That's a disputed issue of fact. 
17 But in addition to that, Parke Simmons, a 
18 current employee of the respondent, certainly a witness 
19 that would have no motive to perceive the events from 
20 Mrs. Carter's perspective, testified that he talked 
21 about Mrs. Carter letter or complaint with Joe Shutzo 
22 and that Joe Shutzo told him, "We all better be 
23 careful." So there's certainly a disputed issue of fact 
24 as to whether Joe Shutzo knew about the letter that Mrs. 
25 Carter sent to the company, or at least the basis of her 
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1 complaint. 
2 There is no evidence as to whether James Engle 
3 knew about the letter, Mrs. Carter's letter, when he 
4 issued his letter ~ disciplinary action to Mrs. Carter 
5 on February 18th, 1998, or when he participated in the 
6 termination of Mrs. Carter's employment on March 25th of 
' 7 1998, because Mr. Engle hasn't testified. So there's 
8 simply no evidence as to whether he knew about that, and 
9 if he did know about it whether it affected his 
10 decision. 
11 Ultimately, however, the question before the 
12 Court in deciding the respondent's motion and in 
13 deciding the case is whether there is sufficient 
14 evidence to prove by a preponderance that Mrs. Carter's 
15 protected activity was a motivating factor in the 
16 respondent's imposition of the disciplinary action 
17 against her. And there are numerous facts in this case 
18 from which the Court could draw that conclusion. 
19 I take a little bit of issue with counsel's 
20 description of this case as a second case-to start with. 
21 It does not strike me as such. It seems to me that 
22 there are a lot of facts in this case and a lot of 
23 disputed testimony in this case, as well as exhibits. 
24 And so it is, I think, a complicated case and I think 
25 that in part because of that, the Court should be 
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autious in reaching a conclusion without hearing the 
ntire evidence and testimony. But I think even based 
>n what the Court has heard up to this point, that there 
5 an abundance of evidence from which the Court could 
raw the conclusion that Mrs. Carter's engagement of 
rotected activity resulted, or at least influenced, the 
dverse actions that were taken against her. 
But first, the most obvious of these facts, 
rour Honor, is simply Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7, the 
in list, her run list. Joe Shutzo testified that he 
red her -- participated in firing Mrs. Carter because 
le called on an account that was outside of her area, 
:>ecifically the account of Heritage Dental. And yet, 
we look at Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7, which is the 
in list that Susan Carter says she had in effect at the 
me of her termination, we see that it shows very 
early that Heritage Dental was assigned to her. 
Now the Supreme Court recently ruled in the 
eeds case that simply based on evidence of pretext, 
at is that the employer's stated reason for the 
iverse employment action was false, by itself can be 
lough to find that the adverse action was 
scriminatory or retaliatory, as in this case, 
specially, the (Inaudible) Court said, that there's 
fficient evidence of mendacity, that is falseness. 
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Now, it's hard to believe Mr. Shutzo's 
>timony, frankly, when he says that he terminated Mrs. 
liter for calling on Heritage Dental, it wasn't her 
count, when all he had to do was look at the run list 
d see that it was on her list. And as a matter of 
:t, Mr. Shutzo testified in his deposition, right 
re, he did look at the run list. And I asked him, 
/ell, what did you see?" Well, first he said he 
in't, then he said he did. And then I asked him, 
/ell, what did you see?" And he said, "I don't 
nember." 
Well, if he looked at the run list, there's no 
y he could have said that Susan Carter called on an 
:ount that wasn't her account. The fact is I'll 
audible) blatant, obvious pretext. In addition to 
t, Mr. Shutzo, of course -- there was some questions 
arding other aspects of his credibility in this case, 
ether he knew about the letter, he says he didn't, but 
re's two witnesses that said he did. 
The other significant dispute in the testimony 
his case between that of Mr. Butler who testified 
three weeks or four weeks before Susan Carter's 
nination -- well, I think (Inaudible) know when she 
terminated, but at some point he said the Heritage 
ital account was assigned to him, because Beverlee 
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Myers called him and asked him to take over the account. 
That was Mr. Butler's testimony. Well, Beverlee Myers 
testified 180 degrees contrary to that. That's a 
significant conflict, dispute of the evidence. 
Now, (Inaudible) Mr. Gumma's (Inaudible) 
cross examine Ms. Myers in some respect. What he did 
not show ~ what they have not shown is that she has any 
interest in this, if she's got any reason to lie in 
support of Susan Carter. There's another indication 
that she's telling the truth and that is that Beverlee 
Myers testified that she didn't make the call to Mike 
Butler. Even though she knew who he was, she knew who 
he was, but she didn't make the call, so she said. And 
she also said that, "It wasn't my job. I wouldn't do 
that. I never called anybody to tell them we don't want 
this person as a rep." It wasn't her job. 
That's a significant dispute in the testimony. 
There's also a significant issue in this case 
with respect to the timing of Mrs. Carter's termination. 
She was, as counsel indicated, terminated just weeks 
after she sent her letter to human resources. Now, it 
was outside of the magical 60 day time period which has 
been identified thus far by the courts as leading 
(Inaudible) to the conclusion that it was a retaliatory 
adverse action, but it was still pretty close in time, 
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particularly given the fact that the company was in a 
state of flux. There were so many things going on at 
this time, concluding the merger of a very large 
company, integration of the salesforces, that it might 
take longer to get around to doing something. It did 
take longer to get around to doing some things than it 
would otherwise. 
In addition, I am pointing out that Mr. 
Engle's letter, the disciplinary letter to Susan Carter 
on February 18th, was within those 60 days of the time 
that Susan Carter became an employee of Sullivan-Schein 
and was within — just outside of 60 days of the date 
that she sent her letter, but within 60 days of the date 
that she became an employee of Sullivan-Schein. And we 
would suggest that there is some inference, even though 
it's not a conclusive presumption, that an adverse 
action taking place that soon after engaging in 
protected activity, there's some inference that there's 
a retaliatory motive with that. 
Additional evidence of retaliatory motive pr 
pretext exists in the company's complete deviation from 
its disciplinary procedure with respe9t to both Mr. 
Engle's February 18th, 1998, and Susan Carter's 
termination. The company's disciplinary procedure, 
which appears as Exhibit No. 5, is quite specific in 
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1 detail. It says that for a first offense a supervisor 
2 is supposed to, A, meet with a team Schein member to 
3 discuss the matter. 
4 I ' m looking at Exhibit 5, first page, bot tom 
5 half of the page where it says, "The normal application 
6 of progressive discipline should be as follows: 
7 "One, team Schein members not meeting company 
8 standards of behavior of performance, behavior 
9 performed, the team Schein member supervisor should 
10 consult the human resource department," well that never 
11 happened with respect to Susan Carter, first of all, at 
12 least not as far as we know so far, "and take the 
13 following action: A, meet with the team Schein member 
14 to discuss the matter." 
15 It never happened. It never happened. Nobody 
16 ever talked to Susan. Why didn ' t anybody ever talk to 
17 Susan Carter before just sending her a hostile letter? 
18 And I characterize it as hostile, Petitioner's Exhibit 
19 8. 
20 "It has come to my attention that you have 
21 continued to solicit loyalty from the office of Dr . 
22 Richard Clegg. You have ignored direction from both of 
23 your immediate supervisors and will suffer disciplinary 
24 action if any further infractions occur, including 
25 termination of employment." 
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1 Mr . Engle, under the company's disciplinary 
2 procedure, was supposed to call Mrs . Carter first. Now, 
3 we don ' t know why he did. In fact, we don ' t even know 
4 if he did at this point, because Mr . Engle hasn ' t 
5 testified, nor did anybody talk to Susan Carter about 
6 her termination. She was called in, she was told she 
7 was fired. She attempted to talk about it, no dialogue 
8 there. All she had to do was take out (Inaudible) and 
9 say Joe, which is what she testified, is that she did. 
10 She said, "I can show you, I can prove it to you." He 
11 wasn' t interested. "I have to terminate your employment 
12 effective immediately," he said mechanically, as if 
13 reading it from a piece of paper, was Susan Car ter ' s 
14 testimony. 
115 For a first warning, under B it says you ' r e i 
16 supposed to let the - let them know i t 's the first 
17 warning. There ' s nothing in Mr . Engle 's letter that 
[18 says i t ' s a first warning. It says it 's a warning, it 
! 19 doesn' t say the first warning. "And advising the team 
; 20 Schein member that a copy of the warning in writing will 
J21 be forwarded to the human resources department." 
122 Well, there 's no allegation that Susan Carter 
123 was ever told the letter was going to be sent to human 
24 resources. Nothing in the letter says it was going to 
25 be sent to human resources. There 's no evidence that 
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1 the letter was sent to human resources. The only 
2 evidence is Gary Anderson 's testimony that he never 
3 heard about it. 
4 Under E for a first warning, at the very 
5 bottom of the first page of Exhibit 5 it says, 
6 "Providing the team Schein member the opportunity to 
7 acknowledge, sign off on the first warning with any 
8 comment." Well , obviously Susan Carter was not provided 
9 with that in regard to the letter from Mr. Engle in 
10 regard to her termination. Again, the progressive 
11 disciplinary procedure envisions communication between 
12 the supervisor, human resources and the employee in an 
13 effort to correct rather than terminate. 
14 There 's also similar procedures for a final 
15 warning, for a termination that followed - there 's 
16 supposed to be a second warning, no allegations, so far 
17 no evidence Susan Carter ever received a second warning. 
18 She went from a first warning to termination. 
19 By the way, (Inaudible) the disciplinary 
20 policies and procedures, and of course, the Courts have 
21 recognized that that 's - can be evidence (Inaudible) 
22 which has not been explained up to this point. 
23 And finally — well, not finally. Another 
24 additional evidence in support of an inference that 
25 Susan Carter's letter had to do with -- causally related 
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1 to her termination exists in (Inaudible) has been 
2 attributed to Joe Shutzo, some of which he admits to. 
3 For example, his comment to Parke Simmons that he knew 
4 about the letter and, "We all better be careful," in and 
5 of itself that 's not retaliation, but it doesn' t rule 
6 out a possibility either 
7 More interesting is Mr. Shutzo's comment at 
8 the time that he was firing Mrs . Carter. Mrs . Carter 
9 asked, "This is about the letter, isn ' t it?" And he 
10 said, "I can't say." And so Mrs . Carter says, "Why 
11 can't you say?" And at that point, according to Mrs . 
12 Carter 's testimony, confirmed (Inaudible) in the 
13 documents she's been consistent through the (Inaudible) 
14 on this « what happened in this conversation. 
15 Mrs . Carter asked, "Why can' t you say?" And 
16 Joe Shutzo said, "Because there 's somebody present." He 
117 didn' t say, well, because I don ' t know about the letter. 
118 He didn't say, well, v/hat letter are you talking about? 
19 He said - he didn' t say, absolutely not. He said, 
20 "Because there 's somebody present." -. 
21 And so Susan Carter said, "Well, can that 
22 someone leave?" And Mr. Shutzo laughed and said, "No." 
23 Again, not direct evidence of retaliation, but 
24 suspicious altogether with the additional evidence that 
25 has been presented to reach that conclusion. 
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And finally, Your Honor, the petitioner 
>mits that the company's nonproduction of relevant 
;uments, nonpreservation and nonproduction of relevant 
:uments in this case is of vital importance, for 
merous reasons. Most obviously, according to Joe 
utzo's testimony, when crossover issues came up, he 
de notes about those issues and he kept them in a 
ee-ring binder. 
Also, Joe Shutzo testified that when he made 
ritorial assignments, moving an account from one 
>resentative to another, he did so by an add/delete 
•m. That's what he called it, was an add/delete form, 
id he said he kept those in his three-ring binder, 
dl, that three-ring binder and its contents are gone. 
>parently it's lost, and that's unfortunate because we 
ve Mike Butler saying that the Heritage Dental account 
LS assigned to him sometime before Susan Carter's 
mination, because Beverlee asked for him to take over 
i account. We have Beverlee Myers saying, "No, that 
In't happen." 
Well, the one document which might solve this 
ue for us, which might explain this problem, would be 
i add/delete form or the notes created by Mr. Shutzo. 
id yet, those documents don't exist. Those crucial 
cuments don't exist. Now, the add/delete form should 
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ve been - at least should have been retained, but 
parently the (Inaudible) retain them but they were 
maged when the basement was (Inaudible), but the 
estion that remains unanswered is when did that 
ppen? And do you mean by the (Inaudible) of Mr. 
utzo for his documents that he testified (Inaudible) 
cuments. 
When Susan Carter filed her charges of 
^crimination, it's (Inaudible) somebody didn't go to 
e Shutzo and say, hey, Susan Carter's suing us for 
^crimination. Do you have any documents ~ you're ~ 
u're her direct supervisor. You're the guy that was 
r^e and fired her. Do you have any documents that 
ght be relevant to this issue? And why did you fire 
r? Why couldn't she call on Heritage Dental? Do you 
ve any documents about that? Any run lists? Do you 
ve any add/delete forms? Do you have any notes? 
)body even asked Joe Shutzo for that documentation 
laudible). 
Your Honor, we think that all of these facts 
cen in the aggregate exceed the burden that the 
titioner has at this point to go forward with the 
se, and would be sufficient for the Court ultimately 
find that her engagement (Inaudible) was causally 
ated to the adverse employment action, and she 
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suffered both of them, the letter and the terminationm. 
Particularly in view of the fact that she didn't have to 
- she has to establish that her letter was the 
motivating factor, not the only factor. And it could be 
that things would have been different at the time of the 
merger. 
Ms. Carter indicated that it probably would be 
different if this hadn't happened at the time of the 
merger. Melanie Roylance said things were different 
back then. It was a harder standard, stricter standard, 
and that may be, but there is sufficient evidence before 
the Court from which the Court could conclude, 
particularly in view of the run list, Exhibit 7, where 
it shows that the reason given by the respondent for the 
petitioner's termination was clearly false and patently 
obviously false to anybody who bothered to look at the 
documents, as Mr. Shutzo said that he did. 
So we believe that there's sufficient 
indication of mendacity on the part of respondent to 
find the engagement in unlawful retaliation against the 
petitioner. Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
MR. MORRIS: In reply to those arguments, Your 
Honor, I guess there are a couple of things that we need 
to make clear, and that is I'm not sure I understand 
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what the petitioner's position is as to her burden of 
proof as of right now, because if, Your Honor, you do 
not believe now that that letter was the motivating 
factor in her termination, they have failed in meeting 
their burden of proof. To suggest that at this point 
it's premature to make a decision, then let's hear the 
rest of the case is an improper description of the 
burden. 
If the petitioner waits for more evidence to 
come in that's going to cross the line into the 
preponderance realm, then the case is over now because 
up until this point, the petitioner has had the burden, 
the obligation to show you by a preponderance that this 
letter, sent three months before termination, was the 
motivating factor in the termination, and that's not 
there. Is it possible, Your Honor? Anything is 
possible, but if you don't believe now, if you're not 
persuaded now, more likely than not, that that letter 
caused her to be terminated or was a motivating factor 
in her termination, the petitioner has failed to meet 
her burden. 
We (Inaudible) the Court to all these case 
law, I'm sure the Court's well familiar with them, that 
proximity in time that goes out this far does not make 
the case for causation. We agree, Your Honor, that that 
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1 letter was for protected activity and we certainly agree 
2 that the termination was an adverse employment decision, 
3 but the question that Mr Grimes rightly poses is did 
4 the letter influence the decision to terminate9 How do 
5 we know9 Is there anything to suggest that if it -- is 
6 there a question as to what Mr Shutzo knew or didn't 
7 know about the letter9 
8 Apparently there is, but does he have any 
9 reason to care9 Is there any time that he was concerned 
10 about the fact that she had complained about these two 
11 employees and their conduct that occurred five years, 
12 six years before at a different employer9 He was 
13 concerned from this standpoint, Your Honor, from the 
14 company perspective, we better be careful That doesn't 
15 translate to we want to get rid of this person That 
16 doesn't translate to let's can her the first opportunity 
17 we get 
18 That translates to let's respect the fact that 
19 she's had a problem with some people and we need to be 
20 careful and we need to avoid doing anything that comes 
21 close or appears or approaches the kind of conduct that 
22 she allegedly experienced and was concerned about five 
23 years before And were they careful9 You bet they 
24 were Not a hint, not a suggestion, not a scintilla of 
25 any of the conduct that was of most concern to Ms 
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1 Carter, and consequently, was of most concern to thi< 
2 employer 
3 Your Honor, if the letter was going to be a 
4 motivating factor, she could have been terminated at any 
5 time She was not 
6 Heritage, Your Honor, was not the only 
7 crossover issue Undisputed, Dr Clegg was Ms 
8 Bingham's client and that crossover occurred 
9 Beverlee Myers, Your Honor, it's hard to 
10 imagine what's going to motivate her, but even on the 
11 stand she had some problems recalling how many times 
12 she's been convicted of crimes involving mendacity, as 
13 Mr Grimes has described it It's undisputed - well, I 
14 don't know that anything she says is undisputed, but 
15 what she did say is that the owners of Heritage didn't 
16 like any reps They told her to call the cops on any 
17 reps, including Ms Carter I don't know, Your Honor, 
18 what Beverlee Myers regarding Heritage is suggesting of 
! 19 that would mean anything here 
20 The deviation from (Inaudible), Your Honor, 
21 stems from the claim that the company was bound and 
22 legally obligated to pursue this procedure that - the 
23 progressive procedure in each and every case It was 
24 not The first page of Petitioner's Exhibit 5, under 
25 policies and procedures, Roman IV sub A says, "If 
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1 (Inaudible) company dees, however, retain the right to 
2 administer discipline in any manner it sees fit " And 
3 everything else is the normal circumstances, the company 
4 embraces the policy of progressive discipline 
5 The normal application of progressive 
6 discipline should be as follows Mr Grimes himself 
7 elicited the testimony fiom Mr Anderson that says in a 
8 sales envnonment, you need to have people liking each 
9 other, behaving well, not poaching, and especially m a 
10 high anxiety environment where two former competitors 
11 and competitive ~ competing salesforces are suddenly 
12 supposed lo be on one learn, they need to behave like a 
13 team And there's no striking out for yourself and 
14 trying to take advantage of a chaotic situation 
15 Your Honor, I hope Ms Carter's motives m all 
16 those things were (Inaudible) and not what they suggest, 
17 but it is undisputed thai two of the sales reps were 
18 very concerned about her conduct That concern led to a 
19 warning letter and that warning letter was ignored 
20 Finally, the nonproduction of documents, Your 
21 Honor, we have established innocent and unfortunate 
22 circumstances that have given rise to the fact that some 
23 documents were not produceable Now, that doesn't lend 
24 itself, Your Honor, to a presumption of the (Inaudible) 
25 case of guilt I mean, what would those documents show9 
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1 Okay What's the (Inaudible)9 Everything they want 
2 those documents to show Let's assume that there were 
3 inconsistent run lists running around out there, and 
4 that the presumption the Court might entertain, but, 
5 Your Honor, that environment is not license to go call 
6 on people who are on other people's run lists It is -
7 it is a call for caution 
8 The add/delete form, again, what presumption 
9 arises from that9 Not lhat the letter was the reason 
10 for termination, the presumption is, you know, perhaps 
11 Ms Carter had a good faith reason to be doing what she 
12 was doing, but the fact that the company disagrees with 
113 that reason, the fact that Ms Bingham yesterday 
114 testified, okay, I understand why you did what you did, 
15 it makes sense to me Would she ever do that m that 
16 situation9 No It was not the kind of conduct that a 
17 team member engages m 
18 In conclusion, \our Honor, we submit if you 
19 don't believe that lettei was the motivating factor in 
20 her termination, today right now, right-this second, 
21 then the case should go away and not that we wait around 
22 for more hearing and perhaps more evidence to drift m 
23 that's going to put it over the line That's not the 
24 way these proceedings are supposed to work On that 
25 basis, Your Honor, we ask you to enter a finding of no 
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ause at this time pursuant to Rule 50 of the Rules of 
'rocedure. 
MR. GRIMES: May I respond, Your Honor? 
MR. MORRIS: I guess I don't mind, Your Honor, 
>ut I do ask that we have the last say on this. 
THE COURT. Yeah, I think - I think the 
loving party has the last opportunity. At any rate, I'm 
eady to rule. 
If my understanding of Rule 50 on directed 
erdict is correct, it's a most liberal ~ the most 
beral construction of that is if reasonable minds can 
isagree on the evidence that's presented with an 
iference in favor of the nonmoving party, then I have 
) move forward with the evidence in the case. 
Some cases have suggested that we grant all 
iferences in favor of the nonmoving party with the 
vidence and testimony that's been presented, but I 
link even under the standard which is close to the 
andard on motion for summary judgment, where 
iasonable minds can disagree about the evidence and 
10ve forward with the case, it's on that basis that I'm 
oing to deny the motion for directed verdict and we'll 
o forward with the case. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Please call your first witness, 
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len. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you. Your Honor, we call 
imes Engle. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GUMINA: (inaudible). Your honor, the 
'spondent calls James Engle. 
THE COURT: Mr. Engle, will you raise your 
ght hand, please. 
JAMES ENGLE, 
died as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
follows: 
THE COURT: You may be seated. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
' MR. GUMINA: 
Q.Will you state your name for the record, 
sase. 
A.James (Inaudible) Engle. 
Q. And are you employed, Mr. Engle? 
A.I am. 
Q. And where are you employed? 
A. Sullivan-Schein Dental. 
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Q. And how long have you been employed with 
Sullivan-Schein? 
A. In the combination company, since 1990. 
Q. And what's your current job title? 
A. General manager for the northwest zone. 
Q. And how long have you held that position? 
A. About two years. 
Q. And prior to that time, what was your position 
with the company? 
A. Equipment manager for the western zone. 
Q. How long were you the western zone manager? 
A. For about a year and a half. 
Q. And then prior to that? 
A. I was zone manager for the western zone, that 
was at the beginning of the new company, the merger, in 
1997. 
Q. And how long did you hold the title zone 
manager of the western zone? 
A. Until about October of 2000. 
Q. So you had the title zone manager for the 
western zone as of the time of the merger? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And which merger is that? 
A. The Sullivan-Schein merger. 
Q. That would be the merger between Sullivan 
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1 Dental and Henry Schein? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And when was that merger announced? 
4 A. The merger was announced, I believe, in either 
5 late July or early August of 1997. 
6 Q. And from August of 1997 through October 2000, 
7 when you held the job title of zone manager for the 
8 western zone, did you job responsibilities change during 
9 that time period at all or did they remain the same? 
10 A. They remained the same during that period. 
11 Q. And can you describe for me your job duties 
12 and responsibilities as zone manager for the western 
13 zone during that time period? 
14 A. I was responsible for all sales operations 
15 within the — I think approximately 14 or 15 western 
16 states. I supervised four regional managers and I think 
17 about 230, 240 overall employees within that 
18 geographical area. 
19 Q. Those 230, 240 employees, what type of 
20 employees did they include? 
21 A. Sales, service, as well as inside support 
22 staff. 
23 Q. And the salespeople you just referred to, did 
24 they have a job title? 
25 A. Field sales consultants, as well as equipment 
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1 sales specialists. 
2 Q. And you said as western zone manager you were 
3 responsible for a specific geographic area? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And what area — can you describe that area in 
6 a little more detail? 
7 A.Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, 
8 and virtually everything else west of that. 
9 Q. Did that also include the State of Utah? 
10 A. It did. 
11 Q. Who reports directly to you or who did report 
12 directly to you in your position — position as zone 
13 manager for the western zone? 
14 A. The four regional managers, Mr. Dean Kyle, Mr. 
15 Jack Grimsley, Mr. Matt Lucery and Mr. Joe Shutzo. 
16 Q. And Mr. Shutzo was a regional manager for you? 
17 A. That's correct. 
18 Q. And what job ~ what responsibilities did Mr. 
19 Shutzo have as the regional manager? 
20 A. He was the direct report of all of the 
21 employees within his region. 
22 Q. And can you describe the region that Mr. 
23 Shutzo was responsible for? 
24 A. Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon and very 
25 little identity that we had at the time in Montana and 
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1 Wyoming. 
2 Q. And did Mr. Shutzo have a specific office 
3 where he worked from? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And where was that office? 
6 A. Auburn, Washington. 
7 Q. Now, you earlier indicated that Sullivan 
8 Dental and Henry Schein merged; correct? 
! 9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And when did that occur? 
11 A. The announcement, as I said, was late July to 
12 the managers, the current managers. We made it public 
13 to our employees early August and the actual merger 
14 occurred on or about November 12th of 1997. 
15 Q. Were you directly involved in issues ~ in 
16 your position as zone managers, in issues related to --
17 or issues that were created by the merger between Henry 
18 Schein and Sullivan Dental? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And how so? 
21 A. Well, there were a multitude of issues, 
22 blending the cultures of two entirely different 
23 companies. Although Schein had field sales 
24 representatives going back to 1993, there was a small 
25 contingence of those compared to the former Sullivan 
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1 Company. Probably about 125 or 130 compared to over 
2 400, so the complexities of what we - what we were 
3 embarking on were the blending of those two cultures, 
4 the blending of those two salesforces, developing a new 
5 compensation plan that would be a blend of both 
6 companies, retention of those same people, elimination 
7 of some of those people where it was indicated. It was 
8 just a very, very hectic time of, you know, two very 
9 large companies trying to come up to one new culture, 
10 one new company. 
11 Q. And did you directly have responsibilities for 
12 the issues that you just pointed to as the result of the 
13 merger? 
14 A. Along with my managers and corporate senior 
15 managers, yes. 
16 Q. Now, who did you report to in your position as 
17 western zone manager? 
18 A. My most direct report was Jeff Reichert 
19 (phonetic spelling) as the VP of sales, followed by Tim 
20 Sullivan, our executive vice president, with quite a bit 
21 of interaction with our then president, Mr. Jim Staley. 
22 Q. And Mr. Staley's title is president. Is that I 
23 specific to any part of the company? 
24 A. North American Dental Group. 
25 Q. Mr. Staley was president of a subgroup within 
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1 the company? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Will you explain for us what the effect of the 
4 merger as far as the field sales representatives for 
5 each company ~ (Inaudible). 
6 A. Well, depending on - on where their - where 
7 their history was, the former Schein reps had very large 
8 territories compared to the former Sullivan reps. 
9 (Inaudible) had a much lower commission program on a 
110 percentage of sale. 
i 11 Q. What (Inaudible) territory? What do you mean 
112 - you said the Schein representatives have a larger 
13 territory - had a larger territory. Was this prior to 
14 the merger? 
15 A. Prior to the merger, yes. ' 
16 Q. And can you describe what larger territory 
17 means? 
18 A. Well, in many markets they were actually 
19 granted entire zip codes, so they could have had, and 
20 some did have, a (Inaudible) over 400, 450 customers 
21 assigned to them, depending on the market, depending on 
22 the circumstances as Schein had built that group. 
23 Q. Relatively speaking, how many ~ how - how 
24 larger were the Sullivan Dental sales representatives' 
25 territories compared to the Schein --
97 
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A. As I recall, they averaged about 115 to 125 
itomers. 
Q. So the Sullivan reps had 115 to 125 customers? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay, if you can continue with your answer 
h regards to the question, we're going to review the 
sets of the merger as far as the sales 
•resentatives of the two companies (Inaudible). 
A. The former Sullivan reps had a much higher 
nmission program, again on a percentage basis, 
>bably more indicative of the rest of the industry, 
d our challenge was to come up with a comp plan that 
uld obviously retain all of the sales people that we 
)se to invite in to the new company and come up with a 
npensation plan and rebuilding of the territories that 
uld allow us to (Inaudible) pay all of these reps 
ng forward. 
Q. Okay. Explain a little more, why was it 
essary to realign territories in order to achieve 
- compensation? 
A. Well, because -- because the dynamics of the 
) territory companies, if you will, or two territory 
es of reps was so incredibly different on a balance 
is, we had to make sure that as a result of the 
-ger that there wasn't a windfall on either side. 
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ause there was a merger, because two companies 
ided to join forces, we could not allow anyone to 
ce incredibly more money. And of course, it wouldn't 
air if anyone made incredibly less money. So the 
iding of the territories was — was a very time 
suming project trying to put these (Inaudible) 
jther so that everybody would still be fairly 
ipensated as we grew into the new company. 
Q. Okay. You used the term "blend territories." 
at do you mean by that? Can you explain --
A. In areas such as Utah, where Schein had a 
,ence with seals, belts and solvents, there is what 
rmed crossover, two individual reps from two 
srent companies calling on the same customer. So, 
know, we had to do a number of data analyses to --
sally judge, you know, who was getting the lion's 
e of the business in any given area, who had the 
•igest relationship. And through that period it was 
> that we didn't have two people calling on the same 
omer. We can (Inaudible) commission only on ~ 
d on a customer's account number, so there's no way 
can have dual commissions. So we very 
stakingly ran a number of different 
puter-generated reports and then had to chart to a 
ice everyone's income going forward based on that 
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1 input. 
2 Q. Can you tell, did the ~ prior to the merger 
3 between Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental, did the two --
4 did the sales representatives from each respective 
5 company compete in the same marketplace? 
6 A. In many areas, yeah. 
7 Q. Does that also include Utah? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And did that create any issues? 
10 A. Yes. There always -- any time you're in a 
11 competitive atmosphere, you know, people — people like 
12 or dislike people based on what they have seen out in 
13 the field, so there's a lot of preconceived opinions 
14 about -- about their former competitors. And of course, 
15 now being future teammates, there were a lot of 
16 emotional dynamics that we had to deal with as well. 
17 Q. Now, Mr. Engle, did meetings take place before 
18 the effective date of the merger to discuss issues that 
19 would be raised by the merger? 
20 A. There were virtually constant meetings going 
21 on within our management group. 
22 Q. Can you describe some of those meetings? 
23 A. We had probably four or five different 
24 meetings in different locals, whether it was in 
25 Milwaukee, which was ~ or West Dallas, Wisconsin, which 
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1 was the former Sullivan headquarters, as well as 
2 Melville, New York, just on compensation strategies 
3 itself. We had outside consultants helping us trying to 
4 fashion a new compensation program for the blended 
5 company. We had operational meetings. 
6 In the Sullivan world, we had, I believe, 
7 four, maybe five distribution centers across the country 
8 and we had to start to blend those operations in with 
9 the Henry Schein operation. Henry Schein was a much 
10 more sophisticated distribution company. So I think 
11 with the exception of Texas, we — we merged all of our 
12 distribution operations into the - into the existing 
13 Schein locations. 
14 Q. When did these meetings take place that you've 
15 just described? 
16 A. Throughout that whole period, August through 
17 December of 1997. And of course, they were ongoing 
18 thereafter. 
19 Q. Can you tell me whether the merger had any 
20 affect ~ if the company had any concern about 
21 maintaining sales representatives, either after the 
22 announcement of the merger or at thp time that the 
23 merger actually took affect, was that an issue between 
24 sales representatives? 
25 A. That was a major concern. 
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1 Q.Why? 
2 A. Well, for a number of reasons. As I said 
3 earlier, with the competitive landscape of two 
4 individuals calling in the same market and with the same 
5 customer base. You also had people that - that had 
6 preconceived notions about the other company. There was 
7 a lot of distrust on the Sullivan salesforce part about 
8 Schein because Schein had been a thorn in their side, if 
9 you will, as a mail order company and a very successful 
10 mail order company for quite a number of years. And 
11 there was distrust that Schein really wanted a 
12 salesforce going forward, so we had to deal with a lot 
13 of that. 
14 There was a lot of lack of knowledge of the 
15 management within the Schein sales organization. They 
16 didn't know most of the Sullivan managers and a lot of 
17 the Sullivan managers went on to have, if you will, key 
18 roles within the field sales organization. So we were 
19 dealing with dynamics of lack of knowledge, lack of 
20 trust, so it became ~ you know, one of our primary 
21 goals was to, wherever we could, regain that trust and 
22 retain those sales people. 
23 From a business standpoint, you know, I think 
24 Schein at that time was doing about 600, $650 million in 
125 dental. We were doing at Sullivan about 275, $280 
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1 million. We didn't want to lose any of that. We wanted 
2 to gain more market share as a combined company and not 
3 lose market share. And through that same period, our 
4 other competitors, the non-Schein or Sullivan people, 
5 they were out trying to steal our people wherever 
6 possible and discredit the new company. So there was 
7 ongoing dialogue, concerns and strategy sessions 
8 relative to that. 
9 Q. Are you aware of the term crossover? 
10 A. Am I aware of the term crossover? Yes. 
11 Q. And that has a specific meaning within your 
12 business, or the business of Sullivan-Schein and the 
13 dental industry? 
14 A. Yes. 
115 Q. And in relationship to the merger - well, was 
116 crossover an issue as a result of the merger between j 
17 Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. In relationship to the merger, can you define 
20 for me what you understand crossover to mean. 
21 A. Crossover to my knowledge is nothing more than 
22 two individuals calling on the same customer. 
23 Q. And that ~ that was an issue as a result of 
24 the merger between Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental; is 
25 that correct? 
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1 A. Very, very major, yes. 
2 Q. And can you explain, and maybe you have 
3 already, but if you can explain for the Court how that 
4 issue came about or how the crossover issue created from 
5 the merger. 
6 A. Well, whether it was through the merger or if 
7 we had just added a new sales rep from a competitive 
8 company, there's always going to be a certain amount of 
9 crossover, two individuals calling on similar customers. 
10 Usually those crossovers are very easy to solve because 
11 it's usually a prime vendor that's getting the lion's 
12 share of the business, 80 or 90 percent of the business, 
13 and the second or beyond vendor just getting a very 
14 small portion of that -- of that business. 
15 So as we looked at all the crossovers, and I 
16 referred to it earlier where we did so much data 
17 analysis of who was doing the most business with any 
18 given company or any given field rep, that's where -
19 that's where our issue of crossover became - became 
20 very major within all of our markets. 
21 Q. Okay. Did Sullivan-Schein management have a 
22 plan of procedure on how it was going to deal with 
23 crossover issues as a result of the merger between 
24 Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein? 
25 A. We had a plan that we were developing. When 
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1 the announcement of the merger or the new company was 
2 made, we didn't have a lot of plans other than to try to 
3 merge these two companies. 
4 Q. And so did you develop a plan? 
5 A. Yes. During that period of time, we started 
6 developing a plan. 
7 Q. And did you have a — eventually a fully 
8 developed plan? 
9 A. I don't know that there was ever a fully 
10 developed plan, per se. Again, our goal ~ as I stated 
111 earlier, our goal was to rebuild these new territories 
12 into a fair ~ in any given marketplace, a fair - from 
j 13 a compensation standpoint as it was in their prior 
14 world, from an income standpoint. 
15 Q. And was that until a reassignment of accounts 
16 between sales representatives? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Okay. How did the company go about doing 
19 that? 
20 A. We — we - we used as much information of 
21 year-to-date sales of the two companies as we could. We 
22 did data matches via computers and - to show, you know, 
23 company A and company B Here was the Henry Schein 
24 sales for this particular customer, here is the Sullivan 
25 sales for this particular customer. Then we had to take 
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of that data and now try to blend new territories 
t of this. 
Again, as I stated earlier, what we couldn't 
is allow someone to have windfall income increase as 
esult of the merger. And we had to protect those 
it were going to lose ground from an income 
mdpoint, so for each territory within each market, we 
ally had to totally redefine and reassign that base of 
stomers. 
Q. And that was based on volume? 
A. Based on volume. That was the first stage, 
e did a preliminary list back to the - to the sales 
jople. To the best of my recollection, that was 
obably distributed some time in September. And then 
we asked them, you know, this is what we've done with 
>mputerization, now we need some human elements brought 
to it, and with the knowledge that we would also have 
istomer preferences. When the customers were informed 
* the merger, they looked at the two field reps calling 
1 them, now from the same company, and they had some 
Lput into those choices as well. 
Q. How could a customer have an input to the 
visions on which --
A. They would generally reach out to the company, 
rhether it was on a corporate basis or drive it down to 
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le local center, which would refer it to the regional 
lanager. 
Q. (Inaudible) balance --1 believe you testified 
bout balancing (Inaudible) territories? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did that also pertain to balancing of blending 
ommissions, amounts that people were earning? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you explain that? 
A. Again, we -- we were -- we had two entirely 
ifferent and dramatically different commission plans, 
•chein drove their commission plan on a large volume of 
ustomer business, but a very small percentage of 
ommissions paid to that group, knowing that - you 
now, again, as they were trying to attract people to 
vork for them in territory sales, they were - they were 
loing something totally different than the rest of the 
ndustry. 
Rather than saying, you know, bring your 
•xisting customer base with you, we will blend your 
erritory with a lot of our catalogue and mail order 
ales and we will give you this particular geographical 
urea. And anything and everything that goes into that 
>articular area is your business. 
Sullivan Dental, a much higher commission 
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1 rate, lesser amount of customers, there was more of an 
2 ongoing relationship-type selling. Again, they were -
3 we had to - we had to address both needs, because as we 
4 came up with a new -- you can call it middle of the road 
5 commission program, it allowed the former Schein reps to 
6 have that same group of customers, their incomes would 
7 have gone up dramatically. And had we not added more 
8 sales to the current Sullivan territory reps, their 
9 incomes would have decreased dramatically. 
10 So we needed to come up with what was going to 
11 be a composite territory of the new company. And at 
12 that time, we were trying to fashion most territories 
13 with 140 to 150 customers per territory. 
14 Q. Once the merger came together, were there 
15 meetings held with the sales representatives at 
16 different offices to discuss that were raised by the 
17 merger between Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And can you discuss some of those meetings? 
20 A. Again, I was not part of the — the initial 
21 meeting with the Schein reps, but I believe that took 
22 place at their national sales meeting in Florida, right 
23 after the announcement. And I understand that we had 
24 some of our Sullivan senior managers attend that. 
25 And then the Sullivan - on the Sullivan side, 
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in early August, I believe we had four meetings across 
the country where we flew everyone in to various 
locations. In my particular case, everybody flew in to 
San Francisco. 
Q. When did that meeting in San Francisco take 
place? 
A. In August. I don't recall the exact date. 
Q. August of what year? 
A. 1997. 
Q. And that-
A. The next group meeting that we had was after 
the - the period of exchange commissions, official word 
that this was a merger, etcetera, etcetera. And the 
first week of January, we had meetings all across the 
country (Inaudible) people pretty much within their 
regions to a central location. We call it, in our 
reference, the roadshow. 
Q. And what were these roadshows ~ well, did you 
attend these roadshows? 
A. I attended the one in my - in my zone. 
Q. And where in your zone did you attend these 
roadshows? 
A. That was in Seattle; Berkley, California; 
Orange County, California; and Dallas, Texas. 
Q. And did you present at these - at these — at 
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1 these roadshows7 
2 A Yes 
3 Q Did you present at the roadshow m Seattle9 
4 A Yes 
5 Q Did you present with anyone else ~ well, let 
6 me ask this Were you the only presenter -
7 A No 
8 Q - at the -- at the roadshow in Seattle7 
9 A No 
10 Q Was there any Sulhvan-Schem management 
11 individuals that presented at the Seattle roadshow7 
12 A Yes 
13 Q Can you identify those individuals7 
14 A Mr Jim Staley, our president Ms Janet 
15 Hackett, and I don't recall what Janet's title was, but 
16 she was kind of the coordinator of a lot of these 
17 roadshows And I do believe there was Mr Joe Sakiduski 
18 (phonetic spelling) who was president of our high tech 
19 equipment division 
20 Q Can you explain to me the roadshow in Seattle7 
21 A We brought everyone m to there for -- from 
22 the region to - to hear all the - the great parts of 
23 the new company Jim Staley was the main presenter As 
24 the new president, he was a stranger to most of the 
25 people m the Northwest Schein had a very small 
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1 contingent withm this ~ within this region, so you 
2 know, he was very adamant that he didn't know a lot of 
3 the Sullivan people, had never met the Sullivan people, 
4 so he became my partner on that roadshow And we gave a 
5 Power Point presentation on a lot of different subjects, 
6 as well as we had a lot of open dialogue, questions and 
7 answers in about a four and a half, five hour period 
8 Q And what was the purpose of the roadshow7 Did 
9 you have a message that you wanted to convey or messages 
10 you wanted to convey to (Inaudible)7 
11 A We had quite a number of messages Again, 
12 trying to show everybody the - the real assets of this 
13 new company and all the tools that we had for these 
14 people We also needed to reaffirm, as we had 
15 throughout the entire period, you know, our position on 
16 how fragile we all were withm the customers' eyes of 
117 making sure that we were doing business in a 
18 business-like fashion, part of which was -- was making 
119 sure that everybody knew that ~ you know, the territory 
20 assignments were out there and we really stressed, 
121 please don't call on customers that were not assigned to 
22 you any longer I 
23 Q I want to ask you, did the show or the 
24 presentation at the Seattle roadshow have any type of 
25 theme7 
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1 A It was a football theme 
2 Q Okay 
3 A It was kind of showing the -
4 Q How did you convey that theme to the 
5 participants in that roadshow7 
6 A Up to and including I was dressed up in an 
7 official's uniform, black and white 
8 Q Referee7 
9 A Referee if you will, yes 
10 Q And why were you dressed up as a referee7 
11 A It was very important that we got the message 
12 across that ~ that the management team had to be 
13 referees as these ~ just as infighting continued to -
14 to go on about the crossover customers and people 
15 calling on customers that were no longer assigned to 
16 them 
17 Q Was that --1 assume that was a concern for 
18 the company 
19 A Very much so 
20 Q Why7 
21 A Again, any one team member that would go out 
22 of our instructions to be team members could jeopardize 
23 the entire team m that particular area As I stated 
24 earlier, we had a lot of trust issues as a new company, 
25 so you know, if we allowed anyone to ~ to buck the 
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1 system, so-to-speak, you know, the referees would be 
2 called in to throw a flag 
3 Q Now, you testified to a Power Point I show 
4 you what's been marked as Respondent's Exhibit No 56 
5 Do you recogmze that7 
6 A It looks very familiar to what we used, yes 
7 Q Is that the Powei Point presentation that you 
I 8 testified to in your deposition that was presented at 
9 the roadshow in Seattle7 
10 A Yes 
11 Q Was there a question and answer portion of 
12 that - of that Power Point presentation7 
13 A Yes, there was 
14 Q And was that question and answer portion of 
15 the Power Point presentation also discussed with the 
16 sales representatives at the Seattle roadshow7 
17 A Yes 
18 Q And what issues were discussed during these 
19 questions and answers7 
20 A Just about everything under the sun We had 
21 some pre - prewritten questions that, you know, we felt 
22 were consistent from what we were hearing across the 
23 country, so we - we not only - we not only showed the 
24 question, we showed the answer 
25 Q Okay And did you provide a handout to the 
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attendees? 
A. As I recall, yes. 
Q. Do you know if Susan Carter was there? 
A. Again, I don't know specifically anyone who 
was not there. Let me put it that way. It was not a ~ 
in optional meeting. And with the exception -- from 
what I was reported to by my regional managers, we 
nissed only one person within the entire zone at these 
neetings, and that was somebody that was sick in Dallas. 
Q. Now, you have in front of you the question and 
mswer portion of the — 
A. I do. 
Q. ~ of the Power Point? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is there a part of that that discusses 
onsultants calling on the same account? 
A. I do believe there is. 
Q. Take your time and review it. 
A. Yeah, let me... 
This was the mysterious Power Point that no 
me could find, I think, until this week. 
Q. Well, first of all, let me ask (Inaudible) 
'ower Point. Were you asked shortly after your 
eposition to try to locate this Power Point? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And were you able to locate a copy of this 
ower Point? 
A. I was not. 
Q.Did you attempt to look for it? 
A. Very much. 
Q. And what was the ~ and the result of your 
a^rch? 
A. That nobody seemed to be able to find it. 
Q. Okay. 
Back to my original question, did the question 
id answer portion (Inaudible) issue of consultants 
illing on the same account? 
A. Yes. On this very first page, the last 
lestion on the page. 
Q. And what was the question? 
A. "What are we going to do in areas where both 
lllivan and Henry Schein had field sales consultants 
lling on the same accounts that currently give 
isiness to both companies? Which field consultant will 
ep the customer?" 
Again, our canned answer, which was just 
laudible) put in print, "The good news is that 
alysis has been performed and we know that (Inaudible) 
stomers in the areas covered by the field reps from 
th companies is less than 10 percent of current field 
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sales volume. That obviously means 90 percent of the 
current volume does not represent a customer overlap. 
And specific customers where an overlap does exist, 
decisions will be made based on conversations between 
field sales management, the territory reps involved, and 
naturally, the customers themselves." 
Q. And did the question and answer also discuss 
the issue of overlapping (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. It was - for the most part, that's the 
redundancy to the first question. 
Q. Okay. Were any directives given out during 
the roadshow to field sales representatives about the 
issues of sales representatives calling on the same 
account after the accounts are finally ~ or a final 
(Inaudible) accounts is determined? 
MR. GRIMES: Objection, vague, (Inaudible) 
direction. 
MR. GUMINA: I'm not sure I understand the* 
objection. 
THE COURT: I'll let him answer if he knows. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Do you understand the question? 
A. Ask it again, please. 
Q. Was there any directive given during the 
roadshow to the sales representatives about sales 
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representatives calling on accounts not assigned to them 
once a final (Inaudible) account was determined by 
management? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was - and who provided that? 
A. During the question and answer period, Mr. 
Staley directed this and was very verbal in each of the 
four meetings, and it was one of the areas --
Q. Let me (Inaudible). 
Were you present at the time that Mr. Staley 
gave his presentation? 
A. I was, all four meetings. 
Q. And you personally observed this? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Okay. Tell me what you observed with regard 
to Mr. Staley's directive. 
A. He — he was very pointed that, you know, 
we've given everyone an opportunity on the preliminary 
lists to give us dialogue. And the final lists that 
were already distributed by the time that these ^ 
roadshows had occurred, and that we certainly knew that 
there would still be ongoing dialogue about this within 
our teams, but that, you know, we will not allow -
we'll have zero tolerance for anyone who continues to 
lobby for customers that are no longer assigned to them. 
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1 At the end of the presentation, I did a recap, 
2 because these would be ~ the people reporting to me 
3 going forward, I did a recap and again repeated exactly 
4 what Mr. Staley said. It was the most important and 
5 fragile of this new company that people would not work 
6 as a team within their ~ within their geographical 
7 assignments and we just could not allow anyone to ~ to 
8 buck the system, if you will. 
9 Q. Let me ask you, was that a new rule? 
10 A. No, i t -
11 MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation, and vague 
12 (Inaudible). 
13 MR. GUMINA: The questions are is it a new 
14 rule or old rule? 
15 BY MR. GUMINA: 
16 Q. Was that the first time the rule ever existed, 
17 not calling on accounts not assigned to you? 
18 A. It was a very standard practice. If the 
19 account is assigned to another sales rep, it 's hands 
20 off. I --
21 Q. And where did you obtain that understanding 
22 from? 
23 A. My 31 years of being in this industry. 
24 Q. And what is that understanding? Can you 
25 explain it in more detail? 
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1 A. T h e unders tand ing is , is that if someone has 
2 developed a relationship or business with a particular 
3 customer, that customer is assigned to that rep and that 
4 rep only. Other reps are not allowed, without our 
5 company, to go in and compete for that same business. 
6 Q. And what's the company's view on a sales 
7 representative calling on accounts not assigned to that 
8 rep but assigned to another rep within your company? 
9 A. Well, in most cases it's not an issue because 
10 it is such a widely understood rule, so to speak. When 
11 that happens, that will then go to that manager and the 
12 manager will have a sit-down with the individual and 
13 say, "What are you doing? Why did you call on this 
14 customer?" 
15 Again, it's such a simple rule in our industry 
16 that, you know, that kind of dialogue is very unusual, 
17 because it just doesn't happen on a regular basis 
18 Q.Now, was a (Inaudible) account made by the 
119 company to sales representatives? 
120 A. Y e s . 
J21 Q. And w h e n was that? 
22 MR. GRIMES: Object ion, foundation. 
23 BY MR. GUMINA: 
24 Q. Were you involved in the preparation of a — 
25 (Inaudible). 
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1 Were you involved in the creation of a 
2 (Inaudible) of accounts? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q.Okay. 
5 And (Inaudible) for the sales representatives 
6 in your zone? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Did that include the State of Utah? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And what was your involvement in the creation 
11 of that (Inaudible) of accounts? 
12 A. My involvement ~ I probably did 90 percent of 
13 the — the data matches, because I had, you know, some 
14 very new regional managers that were very busy getting 
15 to know their new people. Many of these people were not 
16 managers prior to the merger. You might say half of the 
17 individuals were not. 
18 So I took it upon myself and with my knowledge 
19 and experience to do most of that analysis and I created 
20 both the first list, the preliminary list, if you will, 
21 because I was privy to a lot more information than the 
22 regional managers from the various meetings that I 
23 attended about what we were trying to develop as the new 
24 look of these territories, the new composite 
25 territories. I 
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1 Again, that was distributed, to the best of my 
2 recollection, around September. We had input with the 
3 field reps and the regional managers. In many cases, it 
4 was a three-way meeting. It was a former Schein rep 
5 with a former Sullivan rep and a regional manager, to 
6 discuss the - give us some final input. And then we 
7 made the final decision based on that input or based on 
8 other criteria, such as what I said earlier, trying to 
9 create a new territory that was a fair blend of the two 
10 ~ the two commission plans. 
11 Q. Let me move on. With respect to Exhibit No. 
12 56, is that a true and correct copy of the Power Point 
! 13 presentation that was presented to field sales 
14 consultants at the Seattle roadshow? 
15 A. T o the best of m y k n o w l e d g e , y e s . 
16 Q. Is there anything in there that was not part 
17 of the roadshow? 
18 A. Not that I'm aware of, no. 
19 Q.Okay. 
20 MR. GUMINA: Y o u r H o n o r , w e w o u l d m o v e 
21 Respondent's Exhibit No. 56. 
22 MR. GRIMES: N o object ion. 
23 THE COURT: O'kay, R e s p o n d e n t ' s Exh ib i t N o . 56 
24 is admitted. 
25 (Whereupon, Exhibit R56 was admitted into | 
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evidence.) 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. When was the final assignment of accounts | 
made? 
A. Sometime in late December, to the best of my 
recollection. 
Q. December of which year? 
A. 1997. 
Q. And you talked about a preliminary list as 
well? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When was that created, again? 
A. Somewhere around September, as I recall. 
Q.F11 show you what's been marked as 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 19. Do you recognize that 
iocument? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you explain to me what that document 
>urports to be? 
A. This was probably - this is probably one of 
mr preliminary lists of information. We had quite a 
ew different pieces of data and some of our earlier — 
>ur earlier lists proved to be populated with 
nformation that wasn't really pertinent to this. There 
vere quite a number of them, but this ~ this is my 
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writing in the written portion, so this would have been 
ne of our preliminary lists. j 
Q.Okay. So there were several preliminary 
sts? 
A.Weil, there was several pieces of data 
applied to myself and the managers. As I recall, there 
/ere really only two lists supplied to the field reps. 
Q. Did you maintain those preliminary lists after 
ou (Inaudible) them or had use for them? 
A. Probably for 18 — for 24 months thereafter. 
Q. Then what did you do with them after that? 
A. We — we were instructed to destroy them 
scause they were so voluminous, especially with the 
ze of some of our (Inaudible). 
Q. And who were you instructed to destroy them 
n 
A. I — I really don't recall. It was probably 
)t an instruction as much as it was a request, because 
e just had stacks and stacks of these, so once we had 
had sorted out the crossovers, they were of really no 
;e to us. 
Q. Were these documents destroyed due to Ms. 
arter's complaint of discrimination? 
A. No. 
Q.Did it have anything to do with Ms. Carter's 
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1 claim of discrimination or retaliation? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Were they destroyed as a matter of regular 
4 course of business or business practice? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Now, you indicated that the writing on -- the 
7 handwritten notes or markings on this document, 
8 Respondent's Exhibit No. 19, are yours; is that correct? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Can you - if you know, can you tell me the 
11 significance of the markings that you've made on 
12 Respondent's Exhibit No. 19? 
13 A. Well, again, as I just said, you know, from 
14 five years ago, the amount of difference in the data 
15 that we use was really to try to - this is one of just 
16 many, many pieces of information, but again, it was ~ 
17 it was coupled with other spreadsheets trying to build 
18 these new territories and where the account assignments 
19 should go based on that information. 
20 Q. Okay. Now Respondent's Exhibit No. 19 is not 
21 a final list of an account assignment; is that correct? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. My question to you is correct? 
24 A. I'm sorry. This is not a final list. It's 
25 dated far too early to be a final list. 
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1 Q. Okay. And what is it dated? 
2 A. October 31st, '97. 
3 Q. And that — does that date indicate the 
4 approximate date in which this document was created? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And does that date have any significance to 
7 you? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. And Respondent's Exhibit No. 19, is that a 
10 true and correct copy of one of the preliminary lists 
11 that you reviewed in determining account assignments? 
12 A. Yes. 
113 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we move Respondent's 
114 Exhibit No. 19. 
15 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
16 THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit No. 19 
17 is admitted. 
18 (Whereupon, Exhibit R19 was admitted into 
19 evidence.) 
20 BY MR. GUMINA: 
21 Q. (Inaudible) important for the field sales 
22 consultants to follow management's instructions with 
23 regard to calling on accounts not assigned to them. 
24 A. It was probably ~ I think I testified to this 
25 earlier. It was probably our single biggest issue of 
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1 importance because of the fragility of our group and the 
2 trust issues that were there. 
3 Q. Did that -- how did that affect the merger? 
4 A. Well, it could have been devastating to the 
5 merger. 
6 Q. How or why? 
7 A. Well, if we had incredible losses of 
8 personnel, we would also experience incredible losses of 
9 sales and it could have looked rather foolish to have a 
10 merger and lose so much ground as these two companies 
11 had once built or as (Inaudible) in their individual 
12 company. As a closely-held company, that's bad, but 
13 just from good business, that's bad. Our goal is not to 
14 lose business, it's to gain business. 
15 Q. Now, you indicated you worked on (Inaudible) 
16 accounts for the sales representatives in your zone; is 
17 that correct? 
18 A. Let me clarify it. I did probably 90 percent 
19 of the -- of the preliminary lists and then probably 
20 less than 50 percent of the final lists, because by that 
21 point, the managers were - were fairly comfortable with 
122 the process. The amount of crossovers had really been 
23 whittled down to - to very few when it was all over and 
24 done with. And through their team meetings, they're the 
25 ones that can conduct these meetings with the sales 
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1 people. The crossovers really were minimized at that 
2 point, so ~ 
3 Q. You (Inaudible) managers - (Inaudible) 
4 managers? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And that would be somebody like Joseph Shutzo? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Did the merger require the (Inaudible) to make 
9 decisions as to who was actually part of (Inaudible) 
10 salesforce? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Can you explain? 
13 A. Again, because of the dynamics of - of what 
14 was occurring, we had quite a number of underachieving 
15 salespeople that for all shapes and purposes would end 
16 up with windfall increases in their income. 
17 Q. How come, or why? 
18 A. Because if I looked at a - in this particular 
19 scenario, a former Sullivan rep may have -- have simply 
20 not been highly qualified for the position. They --
21 even though they had a personal relationship and called 
22 on a customer, Schein had a fair distribution system, 
23 Schein for the most part had lower prices, and they were 
24 actually the prime vendor. So in many cases, we 
25 couldn't take enough accounts from that type of a sales 
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1 rep and still fairly pay them under the new compensation 
2 program. So we chose to terminate their employment 
3 prior to the -- to the beginning of the new year, which 
4 would have been January of '98. 
5 Q. And in fact, were individuals terminated? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Now, was Ms. Carter (Inaudible) to be part of 
8 the new merged salesforce? 
9 A. Yes, she was. 
10 Q. Did you have any conversations with anyone 
11 about the fact that Ms. Carter was going to be part of 
12 the new Sullivan-Schein merged salesforce? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. With who? 
15 A. Joe Shutzo, the regional manager; James 
16 Staley, our president; Jeff Reichert, our vice 
17 president. We were required to submit lists of ~ you 
18 know, as we - as we analyzed the data and we made the 
19 decisions on a local basis, then we rolled that up to 
20 our superiors for their final input and approval as to 
21 who would be terminated and who we all felt should be 
22 part of the new company. 
23 Q. Can you describe your conversation with Mr. 
24 Staley about Susan Carter being part of the new 
25 Sullivan-Schein merged salesforce? 
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1 A. As we reviewed the list - and of course, Mr. 
2 Staley was very sensitive to the former Schein reps. 
3 Q. Why is that? 
4 A. Because he -
5 Q. Well, let me ask you, do you know? Do you 
6 know why he was sensitive? 
7 A. No, I don't. 
8 Q.Okay. 
9 A. No, I don't, but he was - he was verbal about 
10 it often. He wanted to make sure that everyone was 
II being given a fair opportunity in the new company. So 
12 when he and I reviewed those that we were submitting to 
13 him, he specifically mentioned that, you know, he was 
14 very pleased that Susan Carter would be part of the 
15 team. 
16 Q. And he specifically referred to Susan Carter? 
17 A. Yes, by name. 
18 Q. Now, prior to Ms. Carter's termination, did --
19 let me ask this: You're aware that Ms. Carter was 
20 terminated; is that right? 
21 A. I am. 
22 Q. And do you know when that occurred? 
23 A. March of '98. 
24 Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination from 
25 Sullivan-Schein, did Mr. Staley tell you about a letter 
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hat Ms. Carter had written to Henry Schein about a 
>revious employment at Mountain West Dental? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. And when did he tell you that? 
A. My -- my dates, and I've been very confused by 
his whole issue trying to retrace that, but I am - I'm 
'ery sure it was - it was at the time that we had 
.ubmitted that list and we had the - the conversation 
ibout those people going forward with the new company. 
Q. What did Mr. Staley tell you? 
A. That part of his comments, that he was glad 
Jusan would be part of the new company, that there's 
Jso a letter on file that Susan had sent to Schein 
corporate. 
Q. Did he say anything else about the letter? 
A. No, in fact he was very adamant when I asked 
vhat the letter was about that he not divulge the 
ontents of it to me. 
Q. Did Mr. Staley divulge the contents of Ms. 
barter's letter to you? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you know anything about Ms. Carter's 
etter prior to her termination? 
A. Only that it existed. 
Q. Had you seen or read the letter prior to Ms. 
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"arter's termination? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you know that Ms. Carter's letter had to 
o with complaints of alleged harassment and 
iscrimination that allegedly occurred when she was 
mployed at Mountain West Dental? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you know that Ms. Carter's letter, prior 
3 her termination, dealt with complaints concerning or 
sgarding Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown? 
A. No. 
Q. Mr. Engle, did you have any conversations or 
ommunications with Parke Simmons about Ms. Carter's 
tfter that addressed concerns about her previous 
mployment at Mountain West, prior to her termination? 
A. No. 
Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination, did you 
ave any conversations or communications with Blaine 
rown about Ms. Carter's letter that addressed concerns 
30ut her previous employment at Mountain West? 
A. No. 
Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination, did you 
ave ~ did you ever have any conversations or 
)mmunications with Michael Butler about Ms. Carter's 
tter that addressed concerns about her previous 
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1 employment at Mountain West? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination, did you 
4 ever have any conversations or communications with 
I 5 Melanie Bingham, who was also known as Melanie Roylance, 
6 about Ms. Carter's letter that addressed concerns about 
7 her previous employment at Mountain West? 
I 8 A. No. 
9 Q. Prior to Susan Carter's termination, did you 
10 have any knowledge that Parke Simmons and/or Blaine 
11 Brown had been counseled in any manner regarding Susan 
12 Carter's letter or any complaint Ms. Carter may have 
13 made to this company? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did any issues arise during Ms. Carter's 
16 employment that you became aware of in your role as zone 
17 manager for the western zone that (Inaudible) for you to 
18 address? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And what was that issue or issues? 
21 A. I was in contact with Mr. Shutzo probably 
22 three or four times a week through this whole process. 
23 And, you know, it was required that we needed to stay in 
24 touch wherever difficulties were arising. And Joe had 
25 mentioned on a couple of occasions that — that he was 
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1 having difficulties here in Utah with those people 
i 2 calling on customers that were not assigned to them any 
3 longer, specifically with Susan Carter. 
4 Q. Do you recall any specifics from Mr. Shutzo 
5 about conversations with you about Ms. Carter? 
I 6 A. No, I really don't, not until February when 
! 7 there was an issue about a Dr. Clegg. And Joe had 
I 8 called me and said - he had requested that I send Susan 
i 9 a letter, asked me to make it a very strong letter to 
10 send a message because he felt frustrated that he wasn't 
J11 getting through to her, which I then did. 
12 Q. I show you what has been marked as 
13 Respondent's Exhibit No. 4. Do you recognize that? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Will you tell me what that document purports 
16 to be? 
17 A. That is the letter I just referred to. 
18 Q. And is - was that letter drafted by you? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Is that your signature that appears on that_ 
21 page? 
22 A. It is. 
23 Q. And was that -- was that document created on 
24 or about February 18th, 1998? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q And did you m fact cause it to be delivered 
2 to Ms Carter'? 
3 A I did 
4 MR GUMINA Your Honor, we offer Respondent's 
5 Exhibit No 4 
6 THE COURT Any objections9 
7 MR GRIMES (inaudible) 4? No objection 
8 T H E COURT Okay Respondent's Exhibit No 4 
9 is admitted 
10 (Whereupon, Exhibit R4 was admitted into 
11 evidence) 
12 BY MR GUMINA 
13 Q What did you learn to be the problem in this 
14 instance involving Dr Clegg9 
15 A That this was a customer that ~ 
16 MR GRIMES Objection, foundation 
17 BY MR GUMINA 
18 Q What did - who did you have a conversation 
19 with about the issue involving Ms Carter, Ms Bingham 
20 a n d D r Clegg9 
21 A Mr Shutzo 
22 Q And what did Mr Shutzo tell you 9 
23 A Mr Shutzo told me that it was reported to him 
24 by Melanie that Susan had continued to try to solicit 
25 this customer's business, loyalty, if you will 
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1 Q Do you know who the account — the Dr Clegg 
2 w a s ass igned t o 9 
3 A I don ' t recall at that point in t ime, but the 
4 ~ for this letter to have been generated, it would have 
5 had to have been assigned to Melanie at that time 
6 Q W e l l , if you rev iewed the let ter , wou ld that 
7 help refresh your memory -
8 A Yes 
9 Q — as to w h o the account w a s ass igned t o 9 ! 
10 A Yes I 
11 Q Why don ' t you review the letter | 
12 A D o you want m e to read it or j u s t r ev iew i t 9 
13 Q Just ( Inaudible) 
14 A The first line indicates to me that i t 's 
[ 15 exactly as I had indicated, that it was in fact assigned 
116 to Melanie and that - as it says here, "That you have 
17 continued to solicit loyalty from Dr Clegg 's office " 
118 I would have no difficulty with her soliciting business 
j 19 if it was already assigned to her 
|20 Q Assigned to w h o 9 
!2l A Assigned to Susan Carter 
|22 Q But was it assigned to Susan Carter 9 
J23 A No , not at this time 
24 Q Can you tell whether Ms Carter was made aware 
25 of the fact that Dr Clegg was no longer assigned to J 
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1 her9 
2 A Through her final list of customers that were 
3 sent out m December 
4 Q Did you provide any communications to Ms 
5 Carter about the fact that the Dr Clegg account was not 
6 assigned to her9 
7 A Other than it being part of her new territory, 
8 no 
9 Q Well, if you review your letter, you indicate 
10 that, "This is in direct conflict with my voice mail 
11 request to you as well as it goes to show (Inaudible) 
12 Dr Clegg's (Inaudible) ' 
13 A Correct 
14 Q Did you write that9 
15 A I did 
16 Q Okay Did you provide a voice mail to Susan 
17 Carter9 
18 A Again, I don't recall it at this late stage, 
19 but I wouldn't have put it in the letter had I not done 
20 something on a voice mail 
21 Q Did Ms Carter ever call you and dispute 
22 anything that was indicated m your February 18th, 1998, 
23 letter that 's marked as Respondent 's Exhibit No 4 9 
24 A I don't recall Susan ever reaching out to me 
25 in regards to this 
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1 Q Who made the decision to issue the February 
2 18, 1998, letter to Ms Carter that 's marked as 
3 Respondent's Exhibit No 4 9 
4 A Myself and Mr Shutzo | 
5 Q Now, if Mr Shutzo indicated he wanted a 
6 letter, did you have an option as a zone manager whether 
7 to write that letter9 
8 A Yes 
9 Q Can you explain0 
! 10 A Well, obviously, he was frustrated that -
111 that Susan continued to go against the policy So you 
12 know, as I testified earlier, we had ongoing dialogue 
13 with everyone during this entire period leading up to 
14 the - to the January merger, with regard to people that 
15 had gone over the line thereafter 
16 Q Well, let me ask you this If you believed 
17 that a letter was not appropriate to be sent under these 
18 circumstances, would you have not sent the letter9 
19 A I 'm - maybe I missed something I 'm sorry 
20 D i d -
21 Q Well -
22 A Did you ask me ~ 
23 Q Well, let me asl< you, did you agree with Mr 
24 Shutzo that a letter should be sent to Ms Carter9 
25 A Very much so 
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Q.Why? 
A. Because it's part of the process. If — if we 
have verbal dialogue with any teammate on that - that 
we need corrected action done, that's where we start. 
The next ~ the next level is usually a written warning, 
:onsider this to be a written warning. 
Q.And was your letter of February 18, 1998, 
narked as Respondent's Exhibit No. 4, considered a 
written warning? 
A. Yes. 
Q.And what warning did you give Ms. Carter in 
'our letter of February 18, 1998, that's marked as 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 4? 
A. To cease calling on other people's customers 
md specifically with Dr. Clegg, and that disciplinary 
ction could and would take place, including 
srmination. 
Q. Do you consider a warning in this instance of 
tireatening termination a harsh type of warning? 
A. By all means. 
Q. Do you consider it an appropriate type of 
/arning? 
A. By all means. 
Q.Why? 
A. As I testified earlier, we still had great 
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)ncerns about ~ about the loss of salespeople in any 
iven market where we were fighting among one another 
ith the competitors on virtually every one of our field 
ps' doorsteps, warning them that this merger wouldn't 
ork, come work for us. So we had a very fragile 
lesforce and we needed to protect that under all 
)StS. 
Q. Did you (Inaudible) any of the information Mr. 
mtzo provided to you about Ms. Carter's (Inaudible) 
r. Clegg's office with Dr. Clegg's office? 
A. I did not. 
Q. Why not? 
A. Mr. Shutzo seemed to be very much up to speed 
what had occurred. He was one of my four managers so 
rusted him to give me the correct information. 
Q. Did you have a need to send a letter like this 
bruary 18, 1998, letter that's marked as Respondent's 
hibit No. 4 about any other field sales consultants? 
A. Did I have an occasion to send this to any 
ler ~ or a similar letter to anyone else? 
Q. Right. 
A. No. 
Q. Why not? 
A. Nothing escalated. No other crossover issues 
alated to this point, within my zone. 
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Q. Are you aware of any field sales consultant 
calling on an account not assigned to them once they 
were told that that account was not assigned to them? 
A. Not at this late of stage, no. 
Q. Mr. Engle, were you involved in 
Sullivan-Schein's decision to terminate Ms. Carter's 
employment at Sullivan-Schein? 
A. I was. 
Q. Can you explain your involvement? 
A. Mr. Shutzo had called me in my office with a 
report that the customer that she had called on was very 
upset. And based on the harshness, as you termed it, of 
this letter dated February 18th, he wanted instructions 
from me how to proceed. 
Q. Okay. And what -- what happened next? 
A. I called our president, Jim Staley, with the 
very same question. Here's what happened and how do you 
want me to proceed? 
Q. And were you given instructions by Mr. Staley 
on how to proceed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What were those instructions? 
A. To terminate her immediately. 
Q. (Inaudible) a reason why? 
A. Based on the information that I — I shared 
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with him that was shared by Mr. Shutzo and the fact that 
2 Jim was already very, very sensitive - Mr. Staley was 
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already very sensitive that this letter existed as he 
was one of the recipients of copies -
Q. When you're referring to "this letter," you're 
referring to the February 18th, 1998 letter, 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 4? 
A. Correct. 
Q.Okay. 
A. Correct. 
Q. Continue, please. 
A. So he made it very clear that -- that we could 
not jeopardize the rest of the team in the Salt Lake 
City, Utah, area and that he wanted her terminated 
immediately as a result. 
Q. Did you agree with that decision? 
A. I did. 
Q.Why? 
A. For the very same reasons that I stated from 
Mr. Staley, the very fragile situation that we were in, 
knowing that our competitors were trying to steal our 
sales reps and that we could lose millions of dollars in 
this particular market. It was - it was (Inaudible). 
Q. Are you aware of an individual by the name of 
Dr. David Tom? 
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1 A.I am. 
2 Q. And who is he? 
3 A. Dr. David Tom is now deceased, but he was a 
4 former dentist who worked for our company in a division 
5 called Jennifer De St. George's (phonetic spelling) & 
6 Associates, which was a plastic management firm. 
7 Q. And did this Dr. Tom perform services for 
8 Sullivan-Schein? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And what's that that he -
11 A. He was the president of that particular 
12 division, but because he was also a ~ a very qualified 
13 counselor to our salespeople, he helped our management 
14 team with co-travel and sales development of those 
15 individuals. 
16 Q. And what was the purpose of that co-travel? 
17 A. To help develop their ~ their - their future 
18 careers. Being a former dentist, he understood what 
19 dentists needed and he was very good at observing and 
20 sharing, you know, what his ~ what his needs as a 
21 dentist were from field sales consultants and being able 
22 to share with our field sales consultants what they 
23 could do better in a particular dental office, a 
24 (Inaudible) dental office. 
25 Q. And what objective or goal did Sullivan-Schein 
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1 want to accomplish with field sales consultants by 
2 having Dr. Tom travel with them? 
3 A. To grow sales. 
4 Q. Anything else? 
5 A. The better they can understand the customer, 
I 6 the better they can — they can solidify relationships 
j 7 with our ultimate goal, is to grow sales. 
' 8 Q. Did you say it would be to help them be a 
j 9 better salesperson for the company? 
10 A. By all means. 
Ill Q. And do you know whether Dr. Tom ever traveled 
j 12 or co-traveled with Susan Carter? 
13 A. I happen to know that on the day that Mr. 
i 14 Shutzo had called me, that David Tom was co-traveling 
! 15 that day with - with Susan. 
116 Q. Did that (Inaudible) to you in any respect 
17 with relation to this case? 
18 A. Not really, no. 
19 Q. Let me ask you this: If Dr. - the purpose of 
20 Dr. Tom was to co-travel with the sales reps to make 
21 them better salespeople, did you want Susan Carter to be 
22 a better salesperson? 
23 A. Oh, by all means. Any - any and all of the 
24 sales consultants in our new company that, you know, we 
25 -- pretty much as I said earlier, we handpicked those 
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1 people going forward and we wanted to then, as we 
2 continue to now, continue to develop their skills to be 
3 better salespeople. Dr. Tom was a very limited resource 
4 that we had here in the western United States, so that 
5 was a - that was a - almost a ~ that was a very 
6 valuable input that -- that we could get from David to 
7 those salespeople, because his time was very limited. 
8 Q. Would you assign Dr. Tom to a sales 
9 representative that you were not going to retain as an 
10 employee? 
11 A. Absolutely not. 
12 Q. Why not? 
13 A. His time was too valuable. It's just much too 
14 valuable a resource. 
15 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, Mr. Morris has to 
16 leave now for his uncle's funeral (Inaudible). 
17 THE COURT: Okay. 
18 MR. GUMINA: I'm going to continue, with your 
19 permission. 
20 THE COURT: That would be fine. Go ahead. 
21 MR. MORRIS: Thank you, Your Honor. I'll be 
22 back (Inaudible) this afternoon. 
23 THE COURT: Okay. 
24 BY MR. GUMINA: 
25 Q. Showing you what's been marked as Respondent's 
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1 Exhibit No. 15, do you recognize that document? 
2 A. Yes, I do. 
3 Q. Would you tell me what this document purports 
4 to be? 
5 A. I'm sorry, I didn't hear. 
6 Q. Do you know what this document is? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And what is this document? 
9 A. This is a proforma that we had tried to build 
10 for each of the territories, a very forward-looking 
II proforma that would show what their new territory could 
12 and should look like under the new company. 
13 Q. And are you aware of (Inaudible) this form? 
14 A. I did. 
15 Q. Okay. Do you know who prepared this form -
16 let me ask you, did you prepare this form? 
17 A. I did. 
18 Q. And did you provide - did you write in the 
19 numbers in here? 
20 A. I did. 
21 Q. Okay. And this is for -
22 A. Mr. Gumina, I'm sorry, I -- the very first 
23 question you said did I create the form? 
24 Q. Right. 
25 A. No. The form was created by our -- our senior 
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m. 
Q. Okay, but did you prepare this form, then? 
A. I did. 
Q. Okay. And did you prepare it on behalf of 
san Carter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when would you have prepared this form? 
A. I really don't recall the actual date, but it 
uld have been somewhere right around those roadshow 
etings. It could have been prior, it could have been 
jr. 
MR. GRIMES: What number was that? 
MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 15. 
MR. GRIMES. Thank you. 
MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Obviously, this was done ~ prepared before 
. Carter's termination; is that correct? 
A. Oh, definitely. 
Q. And (Inaudible) roadshow (Inaudible) 
ishow ~ 
A. About January. 
Q.January, so — 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Beginning of the year? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And this is a prediction or projection of what 
Carter would do for the entire year? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Through what date? 
A. Through the end of 1998. 
Q. Which is — is it a fiscal or calendar year? 
\. Calendar year. 
3. Okay, so it would be through December 31st, 
I; correct? 
\ . Correct. 
2. You said "proforma," what do you mean by 
orma? 
\. Well, because we had communicated a new 
[nission structure with a lot of changes in expense 
ies, etcetera, etcetera, the entire compensation plan 
new to both of the former companies. So for each 
rep across the country, and certainly within my 
, I did this to show them if they took advantages of 
le -
(Tape Interruption.) 
R. GUMINA: 
).-- this 1997 sales (Inaudible) service and 
>ment, $1,282,000. 
..Yes. 
•. Is that what it says? 
1 
2 
3 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And what did that number represent? 
A. That would have been the (Inaudible) 
4 information provided by Henry Schein to us on that -
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Susan actually did it on her territory in the calendar 
year 1997. 
Q. Okay. So that -- and are all your projections 
for 1998 based on what Ms. Carter did in sales in 1997? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that's ~ is that why (Inaudible)? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And what (Inaudible)? 
A. (Inaudible) read my thoughts. That was the 
14 base of sales we used. And of course, then we used the | 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
growth factors and some new components for each 
individual's territory. (Inaudible) these had different 
- different numbers, obviously, depending on historical 
data, and depending on which company or former company 
that individual worked for. 
Q. Was there any guarantee that Ms. Carter was 
going to maintain the sales levels or sales volume that 
she achieved in 1997 for 1998? 
A. No. 
Q. Could it be less? 
A. Yes. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 
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Q. Could have been more? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you know one way or the other, when you 
created this form, which way it would go? 
A. No. 
Q. So when you created this form, Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 15, the best you knew, the sales could have 
gone down; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. The sales could have been higher than were 
(Inaudible) in 1997? 
A. Correct. 
Q. I have expenses paid, $10,500. What does that 
represent? 
A. Those were expense monies that were paid to 
Susan from Henry Schein. I don't recall how their -
how their expense compensation was back then, but again, 
18 this is historical data that I was given by Henry 
19 
20 
21 
Schein. 
Q. And 1997 commissions? 
A. A composite of what her earnings, that I was 
22 told of, and her expenses paid, so her - I'm sorry, 
23 
24 
25 
commissions were - commissions by themselves were just 
the sales commissions. 
Q. Okay. 
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1 A. Based on that -- that $1.282 million. 
2 Q. And were the commissions earned for 1997; 
3 correct? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And again, that amount of $59,400? 
6 A. On this form, yes. 
7 Q. And it 's your understanding that would be a 
8 correct number? 
9 A. To my understanding, it would be correct. 
10 Q. Okay. Now you use the 1997 sales merchandise 
11 and service equipment sales that Ms. Carter made in 
12 1997, and you place that on the line that says, "1998 
13 sales, merchandise and service." Do you see that? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And so you have (Inaudible) then that Ms. 
16 Carter is going to maintain her current level of sales? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And then you add a growth factor ~ 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. ~ of 20 percent. 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. In your opinion, based on your experience in 
23 the dental industry and your experience as a zone 
24 manager, is the 20 percent growth rate a correct number, 
25 correct growth rate? 
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1 A. I probably need to qualify my answer, if I 
2 may. 
3 Q.Sure. Absolutely. 
4 A. This is on an expectation I would put on 
5 anyone currently within our company that has been out in 
6 the field and is what I would call a veteran rep. Our 
7 growth expectations are probably closer to 10 percent, 
8 but under this particular scenario, with the merged 
9 company and the ~ the additional items to sell, the 
10 additional customers to sell to and the overall mix of 
11 our market identities, this was a very fair resale 
12 growth factor for all of the team members to achieve 
13 their first year. 
14 Q. Was there anything (Inaudible) that sales 
15 would grow to 20 percent based on previous year's sales? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. It could have been less? , 
18 A. Yes. j 
19 Q. It could have been more? 
120 A. Yes. 
[21 Q. Now, equipment, you have $400,000; is that 
22 correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Prior to the merger, did you know whether Ms. 
25 Carter sold equipment for Henry Schein? 
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1 A. A small amount, yes. 
2 Q. Okay. The Sullivan Dental reps had more 
3 experience selling dental equipment? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Can you just define dental equipment? 
6 A. Dental equip -
7 Q. (Inaudible) indicated on this Respondent's 
8 Exhibit No. 15? 
9 A. Yes. For all shapes and purposes, our product 
10 mix is usually broken in to three different groups. We 
11 have a lot of credit groups, but merchandise is a 
12 day-to-day sundry business. It comprises many different 
13 products in today's world. In our company today it 
14 comprises almost 50,000 line items. 
15 Service is usually performed by our service 
16 technicians and the revenues generated are for parts, 
17 replacement parts, to go in to major equipment and 
18 labor. 
19 Then there is large equipment. So when we 
20 refer to equipment, it is the large dental chairs, 
21 x-rays, cabinets, units, vacuums, compressors, etcetera, 
22 etcetera, large items that are - that have - call it 
23 capital equipment. It has a life expectancy of three or 
24 more years, not usable sundry merchandise items. 
25 Q. And that would be your definition of 
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1 equipment? 
2 A. Cor rec t . 
3 Q. N o w , do you k n o w whether the amoun t of 
4 equipment sales fluctuates for a sales representative 
5 from year to year? 
6 A. Yes , it does . 
7 Q. Somet imes h igher — 
8 A. Yes . 
9 Q. - from the p rev ious year? 
10 A. Yes . 
11 Q. Is it somet imes lower? 
12 A. Yes . 
113 Q. W h y would it be lower? 
114 A. Aga in , var ious marke t condi t ions and activity 
115 within ~ within the customer base assigned to that -
J16 that territory. 
' 17 Q. So what a sales representative ~ say an 
18 influx of more or new dentists in to an area. 
19 A. Y e s . 
20 Q. Would that ( Inaudible) larger n u m b e r or larger 
21 vo lumes in sales in equ ipment for a sales rep? 
22 A. Y e s . 
23 Q. H o w about when no new dentis ts enter into a 
24 marke t area . W o u l d that have an affect on the 
25 equipment --
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A. That would have a negative impact, yes. 
Q. And equipment, you're referring to new 
juipment; right? It's not a used equipment market? 
A. No, new equipment only. 
Q. So based on the fact that if Ms. Carter 
laintained her 1997 sales figure or sales volume, and if 
le achieved the 20 percent growth of that sales volume 
>r 1998, and if she made $400,000 in equipment sales 
•r 1998, you projected her being compensated how much? 
A. Based on all this information, $110,000, which 
eluded $4,800 in prepaid expense money. 
Q. Which represents what, do you know, the 
1,800? Is that a sort of loan? 
A. Yes. It was just a - a - an allowance paid 
weekly. And depending on the category for that 
dividual rep, those who had historical sales of - and 
;an't remember the number specifically, but we had 
ree different levels of expense reimbursement, 2,200, 
800, and 6,800, as I recall. And anyone under 1 - or 
tder $2 million would have been in that 4,800 category, 
id I believe it was under a million dollars would have 
en in the 2,200 category. 
Q. And if Ms. Carter would have remained employed 
Sullivan-Schein throughout the year 1998, would she 
ve earned $110,303? 
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MR. GRIMES: Objection, calls for speculation. 
MR. GUMINA: If she had made the projection in 
it year, she would have made that amount of money. 
Djection isn't speculation. That's what we're talking 
DUt. 
THE COURT: I'll allow him to answer. 
THE WITNESS: I need - I need to make sure I 
lerstand. If she had remained working for our company 
ough 1998 and achieved these sales numbers -
MR. GUMINA: 
Q.No. 
A. Okay. No. There would be no guarantee as 
at she - I take that back. We guaranteed everyone's 
ome based on prior years' income for 1998. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Those that we invited to be part of the new 
apany were given that guarantee. 
Q. Okay. 
A. But we -
Q. Besides that fact, though, is there any 
rantee that Ms. Carter, at the end of 1998, had she 
Lained employed, would have earned $110,303? 
A. No guarantee whatsoever. 
Q. Go back to Exhibit No. 56 of the (Inaudible). 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Now, it doesn't state anywhere ~ it's not 
written anywhere in any of the pages that you have that 
(Inaudible) Respondent's Exhibit No. 56 employed 
(Inaudible) or that they will be terminated? 
A. To my recollection, no. 
Q. Okay. So the reason why that caveat's not 
(Inaudible) in the Power Point presentation? 
A. Probably a very good reason is that we were --
we were trying to accentuate the positive, especially 
with the take-away material, than accentuate the 
negative. 
Q. But at that time, was calling on accounts not 
assigned to you and assigned to another rep, who 
(Inaudible) within the company, would that subject an 
employee to termination? 
A. Would that subject an employee to termination? 
Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Are you familiar with whether such actions 
would result in disciplinary action? 
A. Those actions would result in disciplinary 
action. 
Q. And would you be responsible for implementing 
those disciplinary actions in your job as a zone manager 
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for the western zone? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And based on that, if a sales representative 
called on accounts not assigned to him or her or 
assigned to another sales rep (Inaudible) working for 
Sullivan-Schein, would that subject that sales 
representative to discipline up to and including 
termination? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did that apply to all sales representatives? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Do you believe you treated Ms. Carter any 
differently than you would treat any other sales 
representative, given the allegations that were made 
against her, Dr. Clegg's (Inaudible)? 
A. I do not think we treated her any differently. 
MR. GUMINA: No further questions. 
THE COURT: Good time to take a break before 
cross examination? Okay. Let's be back here at 1:30, 
then. 
(Recess taken.) 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor ^  before we proceed, I 
just want to make sure that I moved some exhibits that 
Mr. Engle testified to into evidence. 
THE COURT: All right. 
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1 MR. GUMINA: Responden t ' s Exhibi t N o . 4? 
2 THE COURT: That was admit ted. 
3 MR. GUMINA: Okay . And Respondent ' s Exhibit 
4 No. 15. 
5 THE COURT: Fifteen - I d o n ' t think that was 
6 offered. 
j 7 MR. GUMINA: I would like to offer that as 
8 evidence. 
9 THE COURT: Okay . Any objection? 
110 MR. GRIMES: N o objection. 
111 THE COURT: All right. Respondent's Exhibit 
12 No. 15 is admitted into evidence. 
13 (Whereupon, Exhibit R15 was admitted into 
14 evidence.) 
15 THE COURT: Anything else? 
16 MR. GUMINA: Tha t ' s it. Thank you . 
17 THE COURT: Okay. M r . Gr imes , cross 
18 examination. 
19 MR. GRIMES: Thank you . 
20 
21 CROSS EXAMINATION 
22 BY MR. GRIMES: 
23 Q.Good afternoon, Mr. Engle. 
24 A. Good afternoon. 
25 Q.Mr. Engle, you testified regarding the Power 
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1 Point presentation and the materials that were provided 
2 to the attendees at the roadshow. Do you recall that 
3 testimony? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Do you have that Power Point presentation with 
6 you there? 
7 A. I do. 
8 Q. You testified that that roadshow at which Mr. 
9 Staley presented the Power Point presentation occurred 
10 during approximately January of 1998; is that correct? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. Was that roadshow sometimes referred to as a 
13 roll-out? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. What does that mean? 
16 A. Rolling out the new company, the new combined 
17 company. 
! 18 Q. Was that roadshow kind of an orientation 
19 meeting for the sales reps to get together? 
[20 A. Yes. 
121 Q. Prior to that roadshow, do you have any 
122 personal knowledge of the Sullivan Dental sales reps and 
!23 the Henry Schein sales reps in Salt Lake City ever 
124 meeting together as a group? 
J25 A. I don't have personal knowledge, no. 
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1 Q. Mr. Engle, it's true that this particular 
2 exhibit, Respondent's Exhibit 56, the Power Point 
3 presentation, makes no specific reference to any 
4 situation where one sales rep calls on the account of 
5 another sales rep? 
6 A. Not to my knowledge, no. 
7 Q. In fact, this presentation kind of downplays 
8 that problem, doesn't it? 
9 A.I think I testified to it earlier, that it was 
10 to really spread good feelings, not bad feelings. 
11 Q. Right. If you'd turn to the first blank page 
12 of the questions and answers. 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Toward the back of Exhibit 56. On the first 
15 page, this is the answer that you read at the bottom of 
16 the page, and it says, "The good news is that an 
17 analysis has been performed and we know that overlap 
18 customers in areas covered by field reps from both 
19 companies is less than 10 percent of current field sales 
20 volume." 
21 Is that correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
123 Q. So in fact, Mr. Staley was trying to downplay 
24 the crossover issue during this particular roadshow, was 
25 he not? 
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1 A. I — I - I can't - -1 can't really recall 
2 whether it was the downplay or - you know, again, the 
3 question and answers were intended just for that reason, 
4 to create dialogue. 
5 Q. Mr. Engle, with the -- if the potential for 
6 crossovers was so significant that - as you indicated 
7 during your testimony, why isn't there anything in this 
8 document about that? 
9 A. I didn't create it so I can't speak to that. 
10 Q. Now, you did testify that this was intended to 
11 be optimistic and upbeat; is that correct? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. And we see that there's a lot of illustrations 
14 in this particular document? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Kind of a football motif, the first page has 
17 the work "kickoff" across the front? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. How come there's not one of these pages that 
20 says penalty for calling on someone else's account? 
21 A. Probably because that was part of our script 
22 of what we talked about. Again, (Inaudible) in a 
23 referee's uniform, things of that nature. You know, the 
24 Power Point was really a guide only to guide us through 
25 the discussions. It wasn't just a canned presentation. 
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Tiere was an incredible amount of scripting that we did 
airselves during the presentation. And we highlighted a 
lumber of different areas, that being just one of many. 
Q. Sure, and you testified that Mr. Staley really 
mphasized the issue of crossovers and not calling on 
iccounts belonging to other sales reps; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Now, were you afraid that that might squelch 
ome of the optimism of the roadshow when you did that? 
A. No. 
Q. If you look at Respondent's Exhibit No. 56, 
rou'll see that in the upper right-hand corner of each 
»age it's been numbered. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. If we turn to page 43 -
A. (Inaudible)? Training line education? 
Q.Yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. You'll see it has some handwriting on it; is 
tiat correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, there's been testimony to the effect that 
lis particular document was obtained from a sales 
epresentative who attended one of the roadshows. Have 
ou actually looked through this document to see what 
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le handwriting that the sales representative put on 
lis document says? 
A. No. 
Q. All right. So you don't know if it has any 
idication here about Mr. Staley's comments about not 
ailing on other people's accounts? 
A . I ' m - no. 
MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object to the line 
f questioning. Lack of foundation, speculation. He's 
ot the author of the comments on the documents. I 
on't know how he can testify to them. 
MR. GRIMES: I just asked him if he knows. 
THE COURT: I guess I took the question to ask 
im if he had taken the time to look at those notes and 
e^ what they were. That's the question I understood. 
; there another question now in there? 
Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Did you take time to look at them and see what 
ley were? 
A. No, I did not. This is the first ~ today is 
te first that I've seen of this in five years, so... 
Q. If - if Mr. Staley was emphasizing the 
Dtential problem of crossovers and calling on other 
sople's accounts, would you expect a sales rep who was 
i attendance at the roadshow, who was making notes, to 
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1 make a note of that issue? 
2 MR. GUMINA: Objection, calls for speculation. 
3 And moreover, I don't think it's been established that 
4 these notes were made by a sales representative. 
5 MR. GRIMES: I'll withdraw the question, Your 
6 Honor. 
7 THE COURT: Okay. 
8 BY MR. GRIMES: 
9 Q. Did you attend more than one roadshow with Mr. 
10 Staley where he presented this Power Point presentation? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Did his presentation vary at all from one 
13 roadshow to the next? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Was he working off a script? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Did you also have a part in that script? 
18 A. No, I had my own personal script. 
19 Q. That was (Inaudible)? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Did you say anything about the potential for 
22 crossovers and calling on other people's accounts during 
23 the roadshow? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. What did you say? 
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1 A. I was very adamant that we had a zero 
2 tolerance. 
3 Q. If you said that during the roadshow, then why 
4 didn't you put it in writing on this document somewhere? 
5 A. I didn't - I'm not the author of this 
6 document. This was provided for us in the corporate 
7 Power Point. I never had a copy of this Power Point. I 
8 had - I had copies of the excerpt that I would make a 
9 presentation on, but it arrived on Jim Staley or Janet 
10 Hackett's computer. I had no ~ the first I saw of it 
11 was our Seattle meeting on January 5th. 
12 Q. Mr. Engle, do you recall testifying in your 
13 deposition in this case that the Power Point 
14 presentation that was presented by James Staley 
15 contained policies and procedures relating to the 
16 subject of employee discipline? Do you recall 
17 testifying to that effect? 
18 A. Yes, vaguely. 
19 Q. Now, would you say that this document, 
20 Respondent's Exhibit 56, contains policies and 
21 procedures relating to the subject of employee 
22 discipline? 
23 A. As I reviewed it now, no. 
24 Q. Mr. Engle, I think we're done with that 
25 exhibit. Would you please get Exhibit - Respondent's 
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1 15. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Okay. This is the handwriting projections 
4 that you testified about? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And you testified at length (Inaudible) you 
7 came up with these figures and what the basis for them 
8 was. You also testified that the growth rate reflected 
9 on this document of 20 percent was more than you would 
10 normally project from year to year. Is that accurate? 
11 A. That 's correct. 
12 Q. And you also testified that from one normal 
13 growth rate from year to year would be along the lines 
14 of 10 percent; is that correct? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. Okay. But that will be 10 percent for each 
17 year; is that correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. So if it was 20 percent growth rate for Susan 
20 Carter in 1998, then an average, normal growth rate for 
21 the next year would have been 10 percent on top of that; 
22 is that accurate? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Now, did you make exhibits like ~ or 
25 documents like Exhibit 15 for the other sales 
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1 representatives in Salt Lake City? 
2 A. Y e s . 
3 Q. Did you keep track of whether the sales 
4 representatives met the projections you set forth in 
5 documents like this? 
6 A. N o . 
7 Q. Did you make projections for the sales j 
8 representatives on an annual basis after the merger? 
9 A. Immedia te ly after? 
10 Q. On an annual basis after the merger . 
11 A. Again, I just need to clarify. The first two 
12 years after the merger , no . Thereafter, we have made 
13 projections for the salespeople each and every year. 
14 Q. T h a n k y o u . 
15 (Inaudible) when you made projections for the 
16 salespeople - well, let me see if I understand that. 
17 You testified that this particular projection, 
j 18 Respondent 's Exhibit 15, was made approximately the 
119 first of 1998; is that correct? 
|20 A. Yes. 
J21 Q. And that would have been for the year 1998; is 
122 that correct? 
J23 A. Yes. 
[24 Q. And I believe you just testified you probably 
25 didn ' t do one for 1999? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Is that correct? 
3 A. That is correct. 
4 Q. Okay. So then next time you would have done 
5 one was 2000; is that correct? 
6 A. Probably, yes. 
7 Q. Okay. When you did the one in 2000, did you 
8 make a projection for growth in that one? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q.Okay. Did you make a projection for the 
11 growth or for loss? 
12 A. No, for growth. 
13 Q. What did ~ do you recall if it was 10 
14 percent? 
15 A. It depended on the territory. Now that we had 
16 actual historical data of the new company, it depended 
17 on the sales rep, the — the - the composite of their 
18 territory, market conditions, etcetera, etcetera. There 
19 ~ so no one was just a canned number like this was. 
20 This is the only one that we used - we used a 20 
21 percent growth rate for $400,000, or a 30 percent 
22 equipment equation, virtually on every single one of the 
23 proformas that we - thai we handed to the salespeople. 
24 Q. Thank you. 
25 But as you testified, you put quite a bit of 
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1 effort coming up with that figure, did you not? 
2 A. On a national basis, absolutely. 
3 Q. Mr. Engle, you testified that you first ~ 
4 that you were told by James Staley that Susan Carter had 
5 filed a letter - or sent a letter to Sullivan-Schein 
6 management sometime about the end of December 1997; is 
7 that correct? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. And you testified that he told you that there 
10 was a letter, but he didn't tell you anything about the 
11 contents; is that correct? 
12 A. That 's correct. 
13 Q. Do you have any idea why Mr. Staley would tell 
14 you that Susan Carter sent a letter but not tell you 
15 anything about the contents? 
116 A. Well, again, because of the dialogue we were 
117 having, we -- this wasn't just about Susan Carter, this 
18 was every single sales rep that we were inviting in to 
19 the company. As I testified earlier, he made the 
20 comment he was happy that Susan was cm the final list, 
21 but did let me know that she had sent a letter. When I 
22 asked what the letter was about, he was very adamant, he 
23 said, "We'll share it with you another time, when it 's 
24 more appropriate," but he doesn't want -- he made it 
25 very clear, he didn't want us to be swayed in our 
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inions in any way, shape or form about who should be 
ing forward with the company, based on any other 
ions. 
Q. But I thought you testified that by the time 
that conversation, you'd already made the decision 
it Susan Carter was going to stay with the company and 
was pleased about that. 
A. That's the same conversation. 
Q. So if the decision was already made that Susan 
iter was going to stay with the company, then he 
mldn't be concerned about swaying your decision about 
r staying with the company, would he? 
A. No, but swaying opinions going forward 
ssibly. I - I can only repeat what - what happened 
that telephone conversation. 
Q. Now, if he didn't want to sway your opinion, 
ly was he telling you about the letter at all? 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, calls for speculation, 
:k of foundation. 
MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Weil, did he--
MR. GUMINA: (inaudible) third party. 
MR. GRIMES: I'll withdraw the question. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: 
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Q. Did Mr. Staley tell you why he was telling you 
out the letter? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you have any understanding as to why he 
is telling you about the letter? 
A. Again, as we were going through each and every 
rson on our -- on our roster, we were - we had a lot 
dialogue about a lot of people. And, you know, when 
i got to Susan's name, that's what was part of the 
nversation. 
Q. Now, it's true, isn't it, that Mr. Staley 
in't just tell you that there was letters, he also 
id you that it was a letter in which Susan Carter 
mplained about her former employment at Mountain West 
aital? 
A. That is not correct. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I would like to 
Wish the deposition of James Engle. 
THE COURT: Any objection? . 
MR. GUMINA: No objection. 
(Whereupon, the deposition of James Engle was 
mitted into evidence.) 
MR. GRIMES: May I approach, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes, uh-huh. 
MR. GRIMES: 
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1 Q. Mr. Engle, do you recall having your 
2 deposition taken in this case? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Do you recall being placed under oath at the 
5 time of your deposition? 
6 A. I do. 
7 Q. Mr. Engle, you've just been handed a 
8 transcript of your deposition testimony in this case. 
9 Would you please turn to page 33 in that deposition 
10 transcript. Do you have that page, sir? 
11 A. I do. 
12 Q. Thank you. 
13 Beginning at the top of that page, do you see 
14 that the lines on the page are numbered on the left-hand 
15 side? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. At the beginning at the top of the page, I'm 
18 going to read the question and would you please just 
19 read your answer, that first answer. 
20 QUESTION: "Okay. What did Mr. Staley tell 
21 you about the letter originally?" 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Go ahead and read your answer. 
24 A. "He was really quite vague about it. When we 
25 had submitted our lists of the people that would be 
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1 going forward in the new company, he had acknowledged 
2 that, Tm glad that Susan made the final list, but just 
3 to let you know, I have a letter on file from Susan 
4 complaining about her former employers there at Mountain 
5 West.'" 
6 Q. Go ahead. 
7 A. "I asked him at that time if there was any 
8 details and he said, 'Absolutely nothing. We'll deal 
9 with it some time in the future.'" 
10 Q. So Mr. Staley did tell you it was about Susan 
11 Carter -- that Susan Carter's letter was about her 
12 employment at Mountain West; is that correct? 
13 A. Well, according to this -- to this deposition, 
14 yes. I do not recall that statement at all. 
15 Q. Okay. Now, before the merger, you had some 
16 involvement with a company called Mountain West Dental; 
17 is that correct? 
18 A. I did have some involvement with various 
19 (Inaudible), yes. 
20 Q. And you knew who Parke Simmons was; is that 
21 correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And you knew who Blaine Brown was; is that 
24 correct? 
25 A. Yes. J 
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1 Q. You knew they were - had been owners of 
2 Mountain West Dental? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. They were also employees of Sullivan Dental 
5 Company; is that correct? 
6 A. After their purchase, yes. 
7 Q. Now, you testified that at the time that Mr. 
8 Staley told you about the letter, he also told you that 
I 9 he was going to give you some follow-up information; is 
10 that correct? 
| l l A.That's correct. 
12 Q. Did he give you any idea what that follow-up 
13 information was going to be? 
14 A. Just that he was - you know, we would handle 
15 it in the future. Again, now knowing the contents of -
16 or the — the volume of whatever he was referring to, 
17 other than there was a letter, there was no other 
18 dialogue about it. 
19 Q. Did you eventually receive some additional 
20 information from Mr. Staley regarding Susan Carter's 
21 letter? 
22 A. Yes. 
123 Q. And when was that? 
24 A. Well after Susan's termination. And it was -
25 it was a good two, maybe three months later, he 
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1 forwarded quite a number of documents to the — once the 
2 dust had settled, so to speak, with the merger and all 
3 these various transactions. 
4 Q. Do you have any idea why Mr. Staley gave you a 
5 copy of Susan Carter's December 14th, 1997, letter some 
6 two or three months after she was terminated? 
7 A. Just simply to make sure that I had copies of 
8 the various documents that - that had transpired over 
9 that course of time. 
10 Q. Just for your information? 
II A. Yes. 
112 Q. He didn't ask you to take any action with 
13 respect to that letter? 
14 A. None whatsoever. 
15 Q. You weren't involved in any investigation 
16 regarding Susan Carter's termination at that time, were 
17 you? 
18 A. No. 
119 MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object to that last 
120 question as of (Inaudible). 
121 BY MR. GRIMES: 
22 Q. Have you ever investigated the grounds for 
23 Susan Carter's termination? 
24 A. No. 
125 Q. Have you ever talked to Susan Carter about her 
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1 termination? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Now, you testified on direct examination, Mr. 
4 Engle, that prior to February 18, 1998, on which you 
5 wrote the letter to Susan Carter, that you had received 
6 communications from Joe Engle ~ no. 
7 A.Joe Shutzo. 
8 Q.Joe Shutzo, to the effect that Susan Carter 
9 was calling on other people's accounts; is that true? 
110 A. Yes. The dialogue was that he had - he had 
11 raised his concerns with complaints from other 
12 salespeople. 
13 Q. But you didn't remember anything specifically 
14 about that; is that correct? 
15 A. That is correct. 
16 Q. Now, isn't it true that Mr. Shutzo also told 
17 you that there were complaints about crossovers from 
18 other sales representatives in Salt Lake City? 
19 A. We had complaints being raised everywhere, 
20 yes. 
21 Q. You testified on direct examination, Mr. 
22 Engle, that prior to the time that Mr. Shutzo asked you 
23 to write a letter to Susan Carter in regard to the Clegg 
24 account, that you did not take any particular action 
25 with respect to any alleged crossover incident involving 
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1 Susan Carter; is that correct? 
2 A. Specifically, no. 
3 Q. You did testify that Joe Shutzo asked you to 
4 write that letter to Susan Carter? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Mr. Engle, you testified that you did not talk 
7 to Susan Carter before you senr her the letter; is that 
8 correct? 
9 A. That's correct. 
10 Q. Why not? 
11 A. Again, it 's - to remind you of the enormity 
12 of the issues and the complexities of the merger, it's 
13 just a matter of time. We were all overworked. We had 
14 a tremendous amount on our plate and if I had a regional 
15 manager that I - that I had on staff that I trusted to 
16 give me the right information, there was no other 
17 follow-up required on my part. 
18 Q. Well, wouldn't it have been faster to call 
19 Susan Carter and ask her what's up with the Clegg 
20 account, than it would have been to write your letter 
21 dated February 18th of 1998? 
22 A. It would have been very easy except that, you 
23 know, I needed ~ I needed to have something in writing, j 
24 because it was at a point of being serious of her not 
25 following instructions. 
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Q. Did Joe Shutzo tell you that he had talked to 
Susan Carter about the Clegg account? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. Did you ask him if he'd talked to Susan Carter 
about the Clegg account? 
A. I'm sure during that period I would have, but 
again, recollection in five years... 
Q.Mr. Engle, you testified regarding 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 19 - that should be a run 
list, a preliminary run list that you testified about. 
A. Yes. 
Q. You testified during direct examination that 
run lists like this were made for all of the sales 
representatives; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And they were supposed to be distributed to 
all the sales representatives; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And if we look at the first page of 
Respondent's Exhibit 19, in the upper left-hand corner 
it says, "First draft draft Utah reps." 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that accurate, that this was the first 
draft for the - of run lists for the Utah reps after 
he merger? 
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A.I ~ because it's stamped that way, I'd have 
o assume, but it's only an assumption. We had, as I 
estified earlier, a tremendous amount of these types of 
epoFts. 
Q. Mr. Engle, if we look in the upper right-hand 
orner on the first page, it has the date of October 31, 
997; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And you testified that that's probably the 
ate that this document was printed; is that correct? 
A.I — I would assume, yes. 
Q. All right. If we look at the first page of 
.espondent's Exhibit 19, on the right-hand side of the 
ocument there's some handwriting. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know whose handwriting that is? 
A. That's mine. 
Q. Was that handwriting placed on this document 
\ei it was printed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know how long after it was printed? 
A.I don't know specifically, but shortly 
ereafter. 
Q. Was the handwriting on this document placed on 
all at once or over a period of time? 
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1 A. It could have been over a period of time. 
2 Q. Do you know how long a period of time? 
3 A. A matter of weeks. 
4 Q. Mr. Engle, you were not personally present 
5 when this document was distributed to the Salt Lake City 
6 sales representatives; is that true? 
7 A. That's true. 
8 Q. Mr. Engle, you testified that in conjunction 
9 with the merger there were some sales representatives 
10 that were essentially laid off because they were lower 
11 producing sales representatives. Do you recall that? 
12 A. I recall that. 
13 Q. And you testified that that happened about the 
14 first of the year 1998; is that correct? 
15 A. It was late '97 or '98, yes. 
16 Q. Mr. Engle, before you there is a large black 
17 binder. 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Would you please get that. The documents in 
20 this binder have been indexed by exhibit number. If you 
21 would, please, turn to Exhibit No. 33. 
22 A. Is that an exit interview report? 
23 Q. It is. 
24 A. Okay. 
25 Q. Does this form of document look familiar to 
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1 you? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. This is a form of document that's specifically 
4 used by the company when an employee is terminated; is 
5 that correct? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. All right. You see in the upper left-hand 
8 corner it appears to be referring to someone by the name 
9 of Kent Evans, do you see that? 
10 A. Yes, I do. 
11 Q. Do you recall that he was one of the sales 
12 representatives in Salt Lake City at the time of the 
13 merger? 
14 A. I do recall that, yes. 
15 Q. In the center of the page there's some writing 
16 that says, "Territory overlap RIF due to," do you know 
17 what that says? 
18 A. It's not my handwriting. It's Mr. Shutzo's, 
19 but --
20 Q. It has something to do with sales? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Do recall Kent Evans being laid off 
23 essentially for having a low level of sales? 
24 A. I recall him being laid off for the same 
25 reasons we had talked about earlier, yes. 
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1 Q. If you look at the upper right-hand corner of 
2 Respondent's Exhibit 33, do you see there that the date 
3 of termination is reflected as March 25, 1998? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And then down below that, in the lower 
6 right-hand side of the page, there's also a date of -
7 well, there's a date of it looks like March 23, 1998? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Could it be that you were off a little bit on 
10 the dates on which these layoffs that you talked about 
11 occurred? 
12 A.Weil, they occurred over a long period of 
13 time, so that's why I said late -- late '97 or early 
14 '98, to the best of my recollection. 
15 Q. Thank you. 
16 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, we would move for 
17 admission of Petitioner's Exhibit 33. 
18 THE COURT: Any objection? 
19 MR. GUMINA: I don't believe this is the right 
20 witness to (Inaudible) this exhibit. Lack of 
21 foundation, and we'll be calling Mr. Shutzo. He'll be 
22 able to testify to this document. 
23 THE COURT: Mr. Grimes, (Inaudible)? 
24 MR. GRIMES: That's fine, we can offer it 
25 later, Your Honor. 
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1 THE COURT: Okay. 
2 BY MR. GRIMES: 
3 Q.Mr. Engle, would you please turn in the same 
4 binder to Petitioner's Exhibit 58, right toward the 
5 back. Be careful, there's a lot of pages there. 
6 MR. GUMINA: Mr. Grimes, did you say 58? 
7 MR. GRIMES: Yes. 
8 MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
9 THE WITNESS: Is that before the Labor 
10 Commission in Utah, Anti-Discrimination Division? 
111 BY MR. GRIMES: 
112 Q. The first page says that at the top. 
i 13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. All right. Would you please turn to the 
15 fourth page of this document. 
16 A. Okay. 
17 Q.Does this look like another exit interview 
18 report? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Do you recall Mike Bookfeld having been a 
21 sales rep in Salt Lake City with the company at about 
22 the time of the merger? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Do you recall if he was one of the sales reps 
25 that were laid off due to low volume of sales 
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1 performance? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. If we look in the upper right-hand corner of 
4 this document, do you see it has a date of termination 
5 of March 25, 1998? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Again, is it possible that you were off a 
8 little bit on your estimation as to when the layoffs 
9 occurred? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q.Mr. Engle, you also testified that the - the 
12 final customer lists were distributed to the Salt Lake 
13 City - or strike that. 
14 Mr. Engle, you testified that the final 
15 customer lists were complete during approximately 
16 January of 1998. Do you recall that? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Could it be that you were off a little bit in 
19 your date on that as well? 
20 A. Again, to the best of my recollection, that 
21 was our goal. 
22 Q. It was hard to meet goals at that particular 
23 time with all the events relating to the merger; is that 
24 correct? 
25 A. Very often, yes. 
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1 Q.Mr. Engle, with respect to - we're done with 
2 that book, for a while anyway. 
3 Could you please get Respondent's Exhibit 19 
4 again. 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q.It's true, isn't it, that the preliminary 
7 lists like this one included a lot of crossovers? 
8 A. On -- as I review it, it looks to be 10 to 20 
9 percent. 
10 Q. Wasn't the purpose of the preliminary list to 
11 assist the sales reps and management to address the 
112 crossover issues? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. The preliminary list did not resolve all the 
15 crossover issues, did they? 
16 A. They did not. 
17 Q.Mr. Engle, would you please get Respondent's | 
18 Exhibit 9. 
19 A. Do I have 9? 
20 Q.It should be your February 18th letter. 
21 A. Oh, I'm sorry. My February 18th letter is 
22 Exhibit 4. 
23 Q. Exhibit 4, thank you. 
24 A. You're welcome. 
25 Q. In the first paragraph of this document, this 
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er, it states, "It has come to my attention that you 
it continued to solicit loyalty from the office of Dr 
hard Clegg Most recently, you informed staff 
mbers that you could offer better discounts than 
lame Roylance and that they should request you as 
lr representative This is in direct conflict with 
voice mail request to you as well as Joe Shutzo's 
ritory assignment that clearly omitted Dr Clegg from 
lr customer list " 
What voice mail request were you referring to9 
A I don't recall 
Q When you referred to Joe Shutzo's territory 
ignment that clearly omitted Dr Clegg from your 
tomer list, what were you referring to9 
A The -- the final list of customers that Joe 
uld have distributed and discussed with all the 
jspeople 
Q Did you actually look at Susan Carter's run 
at the time that you made this letter9 
A I looked at -- yes, I had all of those 
uments at that time 
Q Did you actually check the run lists9 
A I don't know I don't recall specifically at 
time 
Q The next paragraph says, "You have ignored 
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kction from both of your immediate supervisors " 
What did you mean by that9 
A Asking her not to call on other people's 
tomers 
Q Who was it - the two immediate supervisors 
you're referring to there9 
A Joe Shutzo and myself 
Q Okay So was there a prior occasion on which 
had given Susan Carter direction regarding crossover 
es9 
A On - it would appear from the body of this 
T that yes, that would be the case, but I don't 
i any recollection of it 
Q If that did occur, that prior direction from 
would not be a disciplinary action, would it9 
A That would be what we would call a verbal 
lphnary action (Inaudible) A verbal warning in 
system is that we have verbalized whatever the -
action would be 
Q So it's your testimony, Mr Engle, that before ! 
sent this letter to Susan Carter, you had previously 
n her a verbal warning about contacting accounts9 
K Myself or Mr Shutzo would have, yes 
3 One or the other of you9 1 
K Or both 
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1 Q Well, do you know9 
2 A No, I don't recall 
3 Q Are you aware of --
4 A Literally, we gave out hundreds of voice mails 
5 relative to — to various customer crossovers that came 
6 into our radar during that period of time We had a lot 
7 of people asking for a lot of customers and we responded 
1 8 via voice mail, you know, on a very regular basis 
9 Q How often did you issue verbal disciplinary 
10 actions in relation to those issues9 
11 A If you would construe my voice mails, it would 
12 be very clear that, you know, please do not call on Dr 
13 X, Y, Z 
14 Q No, I'm (Inaudible), how often did you do 
15 that9 
16 A Probably in -- at one point m time, it could 
17 have been as often as daily 
18 Q And do you remember any specific members of 
19 the Salt Lake City sales team that you issued verbal 
20 warnings to of that nature9 
21 A No 
22 Q Other than Susan Carter9 
23 A As I've already said, I don't even recall it, 
24 but obviously, if it's m the letter, I had to have made 
25 reference to it, but I have no recall 
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1 Q When you issued these verbal warnings, did you 
2 make any kind of contemporaneous documentation about the 
3 warning9 
4 A No 
5 Q Did you involve human resources at all9 
6 A No 
7 Q Did you involve human resources at all when 
8 you sent this February 18, 1998, letter to Susan Carter9 
9 A No I sent it to my superiors, which is what 
10 I was instructed to do with any disciplinary action 
11 Q And your superiors are probably these people 
12 at the bottom of the page that it said they received a 
13 copy9 
14 A Jim Staley, Tim Sullivan and Jeff (Inaudible) 
15 Q Looking at the third paragraph of Respondent's 
16 Exhibit 4, it says, "Everyone at Sullivan-Schem Dental 
17 are doing their best to make our merger a success We 
18 must have everyone's complete cooperation in following 
19 our direction as this integration process continues " 
20 Was the integration process in progress at the 
21 time that you sent this letter dated February 18, 1998, 
22 to Susan Carter9 
23 A Yes 
24 Q So would you take ~ would you take it -
25 would you conclude from that sentence that the final 
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1 customer list had not yet been created? 
2 A. No, I would not conclude that at all. 
3 Q. Well, after the final customer lists were -
4 were created, weren't the crossover issues pretty much 
5 resolved? 
6 A. In - in almost all situations, yes. The 
7 integrated - the integration process was much more than 
8 just the - the crossover issues. 
9 Q. Well, what did you mean by integration 
10 process? 
11 A.I meant the entire integration of the merger. 
12 Again, migrating customers from the former Sullivan 
13 company to our new company, migrating former Henry 
14 Schein customers to our new company, and all the many, 
15 many issues that we had to deal with. 
16 Q. Thank you. 
117 Mr. Engle, you testified that after you sent 
118 the February 18, 1998 letter, you never had any 
19 conversation with Susan Carter; is that correct? 
20 A. To my recall, no. 
21 Q. Do you recall her calling you shortly after 
22 you sent the letter and being quite irate and asking why 
23 you were sending a letter like this and the contents 
24 weren't true, so on and so forth? 
125 A. I don't. 
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1 Q. Do you remember telling her that the letter 
2 may be a little harsh? 
J 3 A. I don't. 
| 4 Q. Mr. Engle, do you recall testifying in your 
j 5 deposition that the disciplinary procedures set forth in 
I 6 Jim Staley's Power Point presentation superceded the 
7 more specific disciplinary procedures that were in 
8 effect at the company? 
9 A. I don't recall it. 
10 Q. Would you please turn to page 67 of your 
11 deposition transcript. 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Actually, let's start on page 66. 
14 A. Okay. 
15 Q. Toward the bottom of page 66, on line 22, 
16 there's a question and I'll read the question if you 
17 would please read your answer going over on to the next 
18 page at line 19. 
19 Question, beginning on line 22, page 66: 
20 "Okay, let me understand that. You're saying that there 
21 was a specific set of policies and procedures directed 
22 specifically to" -
23 A. I'm sorry, I've lost you. j 
24 Q. Oh, sorry. Page 66 -- j 
25 A. Sixty-six. J 
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1 Q.--line 22. 
2 A. On line 22. 
3 Q. Okay, I'm reading the question and it's going 
4 to go -- then your answer is going to start ~ 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. — on the top of the next page. 
7 Okay, question at line 22: "Okay. Let me 
8 understand that. You're saying that there was a 
9 specific set of policies and procedures directed 
10 specifically to the field sales consultants; is that 
11 correct?" 
12 A. My answer was, "Correct." 
13 Q. "And you've included a disciplinary procedure; 
14 is that correct?" 
15 A. "Yes, to my knowledge." 
16 Q. "And also including information about how to 
17 handle crossovers and issues like that; is that 
18 correct?" 
19 A. "Yes." 
20 Q. "When was the last time you saw that 
21 document?" 
22 A. "During that period, the roll-out of 1998." 
23 Q. "Was it your understanding that the document 
24 - was it your understanding that that document 
25 superceded any more general disciplinary procedures that 
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1 weren't in existence at Sullivan-Schein at the time?" 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Well, just read your answer down on line 14. 
j 4 A. "Was it my understanding that it superceded?" 
5 Q."Yes." 
| 6 A. "Yes." 
7 Q. "Was that communicated to the field sales 
8 consultants?" 
j 9 A. "Yes." 
10 Q. Let's just continue reading. 
Ill Question beginning on line 20: "How did those 
12 disciplinary procedures differ from this one? Well, 
13 would you please describe those disciplinary procedures 
14 and the documents for me." 
15 A. "The disciplinary was part of that Power Point 
16 presentation that we 1 raveled to all the various market 
17 areas as we had assembled all field sales consultants 
18 and basically taught about how our rules of engagement 
19 would affect each other, the customer, and what the 
20 disciplinary action would be. It was a very adamant 
21 that if anyone crossed the line, they were subject to 
22 termination." 
23 Q. Thank you. 
24 And in fact, the Power Point presentation 
25 doesn't say anything like that, does it? 
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A. It does not. 
Q. Mr. Engle, your letter of February 18, 1998, 
Respondent's Exhibit 4, it doesn't make any reference to 
Jim Staley's Power Point presentation, does it? 
A. I don't believe so. 
Q. It doesn't make any reference to any specific 
disciplinary procedure involving crossovers, does it? 
A. No. 
Q. Mr. Engle, you testified about the involvement 
that you had in the decision to terminate Susan Carter's 
employment with Sullivan-Schein Company. You contacted 
James Staley; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it your understanding that Mr. Staley is 
the one that made the decision to terminate Susan 
Carter's employment? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you contact human resources? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know if Mr. Staley contacted human 
esources? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. When you contacted Mr. Staley did you 
ecommend to him any specific disciplinary action? 
A. Not that I recall. 
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Q. You had authority to take disciplinary action 
gainst field sales consultants, did you not? 
A. Not at this point in time, no. 
Q. You didn't have authority to do that? 
A.Weil, again, my position had the authority, 
at we had a — an ongoing discussion with senior 
lanagement that no decisions would be made in the fields 
ithout first going up the ladder of authority. 
Q. Did you go up the ladder of authority when you 
rote your February 18, 1998 letter to Ms. Carter? 
A. Yeah, my - I copied the people on the bottom. 
Q.Okay. Okay. Other than that? 
A. No. 
Q. So you didn't contact Mr. Staley before you 
•ote the letter, you just sent him a copy? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Mr. Engle, did you ever talk to Melanie 
>ylance about her complaints regarding the Clegg 
;ount? 
A. Not to my recollection, no. 
Q. Mr. Engle, when you - when you issued the 
*bal warning to Susan Carter, before your letter of 
3ruary 18, 1998, did you ~ did you inform Mr. Staley 
nit that? 
A. No. 
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Q. When you issued verbal warnings to the other 
sales representatives about crossover issues in the time 
period following the merger, did you inform Mr. Staley 
about those? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever see any letter from Melanie 
Roylance describing her understanding of Susan Carter's 
contact with Dr. Clegg's office? 
A. I don't recall ever viewing a letter from 
Melanie, no. 
Q. Mr. Engle, you testified that on the day of 
Susan Carter's ~ I believe you testified that on the 
day of Susan Carter's termination, she was assigned to 
co-ride with Dr. Tom; is that correct? 
A. I'm not sure that assigned to ride with him, 
but it was my understanding she was riding with him that 
day. 
Q. Do you know how long before March 25, 1998, 
Dr. Tom had arranged to ride with Susan Carter on that 
day? 
A. I have no knowledge of that. 
Q. Mr. Engle, you testified that you didn't treat 
Susan Carter any differently than you would any of the 
other sales representatives given the same allegations, 
but you didn't terminate any of the other sales 
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representatives for crossover issues following the 
merger, did you? 
A. No. 
Q. And you didn't send any of the other sales 
representatives letters like your letter dated February 
18, 1998, for crossover issues after the merger; is that 
correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: No further questions. 
THE COURT: Redirect? 
MR. GUMINA: Yes. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. You testified previously that a crossover is a 
situation where you have two sales representatives 
assigned to the same (Inaudible); correct? 
A. Not assigned but calling on. 
Q.Okay. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And once Sullivan-Schein management assigned 
an account to a particular rep over another -
A. Yes. 
Q. - you agreed that the crossover issue or 
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1 situation then no longer exists? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And that's because? 
4 A. We'd made the decision for various reasons 
5 which rep it would be assigned to. 
6 Q. And if Dr. Clegg was assigned to Melanie 
7 Bingham and not to Susan Carter ~ well, strike that. 
8 The letter addresses Susan Carter's calling on 
9 Dr. Clegg's account; right? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. And your letter also states that Dr. Clegg is 
12 assigned to Melanie Bingham and not to Susan Carter; is 
13 that correct? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. Is that a crossover situation? 
16 A. No, it's a — a — it now becomes a 
17 disciplinary situation. 
18 Q. During this pay period, did you have, to your 
19 knowledge, any other sales representatives that went in 
20 to an account after they told ~ after they were 
21 informed by the company that they were not to go in to 
22 that account? 
23 A. I'm not aware of any. 
24 Q. Other than Ms. Carter? 
25 A. Correct. This was the only letter that had to 
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1 be generated from my office as a second written warning, 
2 if you will. 
3 Q. Because this issue had not come before ~ or 
4 had not come up again? 
5 MR. GRIMES: Objection, leading. 
6 MR. GUMINA: I'll withdraw the question. 
7 BY MR. GUMINA: 
8 Q. Now, Mr. Grimes asked you a question on your 
9 deposition. Will you turn to page 33 of your 
10 deposition. 
II A. Yes. 
12 Q. And do you recall Mr. Grimes asking you 
113 (Inaudible) about your answer that you provided in line 
14 3 through 11 on page 33 of your deposition? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And in your answer you state that Mr. Staley 
17 told you that the letter was a complaint about Susan's 
18 former employers at Mountain West. That's what you 
19 testified to in your deposition. I 
20 A. Correct. I 
121 Q. And you earlier indicated that you didn't have I 
22 knowledge about the contents of the letter. 
23 A. Correct. 
24 Q. Can you provide an explanation of why you 
25 (Inaudible) in your deposition and now your testimony is | 
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1 that you did not have knowledge about the contents of 
2 her letter? 
3 A. To the best of my -- to my recollection, 
4 during this process of the -- of the deposition, and 
5 obviously, now that I did have the letter on file, 
6 etcetera, etcetera, I've - the best that I could put 
7 myself in a position is to say I just got too worried, 
8 because I don't know why I would say something that was 
9 — was absolutely not the case, because I had no 
10 knowledge of its contents. 
11 Q. When is the first time you had knowledge of 
12 the contents of the letter? 
13 A. When I saw the letter, when it was finally 
14 delivered to me with many other documents relating to a 
15 lot of different subjects --
16 Q. Such -
17 A. - and I want to say it could have been as 
18 early as April, it could have been as late as June or 
19 July of that year. 
20 Q. So at the time of your deposition, you had 
21 knowledge of the contents of Ms. Carter's letter? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. Turn to page 67, the bottom of 67, and we're 
24 going on to the top of page 68 of your deposition. 
25 A. Sixty-seven rolling in to sixty-eight? 
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1 Q. Right. Do you recall Mr. Grimes asking you 
2 questions about your answer on — the question on the 
3 bottom of page 67? 
4 A. "How do the disciplinary procedures differ 
5 form this one?" 
6 Q. No, starting on line ~ the question on line 
7 20. 
8 A. That's line 20, that's correct. 
9 Q. No, line 20 of page 67. 
10 A. Right. 
11 Q. And he asks you a question, "How did those 
112 procedures differ from this one? Well, would you please 
13 describe those (Inaudible) for me." 
14 And you answered that, "The disciplinary was 
15 part of that Power Point presentation." 
16 Now, you admitted that the disciplinary - or 
17 discussions at this point was not part of the written 
18 part of the Power Point slides; right? 
19 A. Correct. 
20 Q. But it was part of the presentation? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. And can you explain that (Inaudible)? 
23 A. Yeah. You know, first of all, not having seen 
24 the Power -- a copy of the Power Point until today, in 
25 over five years, I probably assumed there were a lot of 
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lgs that were in the actual Power Point that in fact 
n't. I do recall very vividly, because it was four 
sions that we repeated almost verbatim, during the 
sentation that, you know, we put a lot of emphasis on 
>n the disciplinary side of the crossovers or not 
lering to our policy of account assignments when ~ 
:e that we had assigned them. 
Q. So the disciplinary part of it was discussed 
*ing the roadshow? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you're sure of that? 
A. Very, very... 
MR. GUMINA: No further questions. 
THE COURT: RecrOSS? 
MR. GRIMES: Yes, just briefly, Your Honor. 
RECROSS EXAMINATION 
MR. GRIMES: 
Q. With respect to this issue of the Power Point 
sentation and the disciplinary procedure, (Inaudible) 
lerstand that you're testifying that you recall the 
bal part of the presentation better than you recall 
written part of the presentation at the time of your 
>osition; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
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Q. Of course, you don't have any kind of record 
the verbal part of the presentation, do you? 
A. Well, I scripted it from my own - my own 
sonal script. And again, with the various documents 
t we've long since disposed of, that was part of it. 
ad no authorship in the Power Point whatsoever. We 
I four of us doing various segments of that - of that 
tof i t . 
Q. Well, considering that you were mistaken about 
content of the visual part of the presentation, is 
•ossible you were also mistaken about the verbal part 
:he presentation? 
A. No. 
Q. You say here that -- in your deposition that 
. Staley was very adamant - it says, "It was a very 
mant" ~ if you see your deposition on page 68, line 
"It was a very adamant that if anyone crossed the 
i they were subject to termination." 
Now, did Mr. Staley use those words, "subject 
ermination"? 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. You recall that specifically? 
A. I do. 
Q. And that didn't squelch any of the optimism of 
roadshow? 
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1 A. Absolutely not. 
2 Q. And that's not referred to in your letter to 
3 Susan Carter dated February 18, 1998, is it? 
4 A. Is what? 
5 Q. Mr. Staley's comment that she'd be subject to 
6 termination for doing that. 
7 A. No. The comment was (Inaudible) by me and I 
8 didn't - I didn't add that Mr. Staley was very adamant 
9 about it. 
10 Q. Oh, you also made that comment? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. You said "subject to termination" at the 
13 roadshow? 
14 A. Absolutely. 
15 Q. Anybody else say that? 
16 A. No, it was just the two of us. 
17 Q. Mr. Engle, would you please return to page 33 
18 of your deposition transcript. We're on line 3, where 
19 you were describing the conversation you had with Jim 
20 Staley where he was telling you about Susan Carter's 
21 letter. And your testimony said, "He was really quite 
22 vague about it. When we had submitted our list of the 
23 people that would be going forward in the new company, 
24 he had acknowledge," and from that point in your 
25 testimony aren't you purporting to quote Mr. Staley? 
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1 A. To a degree, yes, I probably am. 
2 Q. It says, "That's good. I'm glad that Susan 
3 made the final list." 
4 So he really did say that; is that correct? 
5 A. He said that that — that was a very specific 
6 thing. 
7 Q.Yes. 
8 A. Okay? 
9 Q. "But just to let you know, I do have a letter 
10 on file from Susan complaining about her former 
11 employers there at Mountain West." 
12 That part's wrong, is that correct? 
13 A. The part about Mountain West is absolutely 
14 wrong, yes. 
15 Q. The part about how "we'll deal with it some 
16 time in the future," he did say that; is that correct? 
17 A. To ~ to some verbiage, yes. 
18 Q. So after Susan Carter was terminated from 
19 Sullivan-Schein, you received a copy of her letter dated 
20 December 14, 1997; is that correct? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And your testimony here tqday is that you were 
23 confused between the contents of that letter that you 
24 read later on and the conversation you had - the first 
25 conversation you had about the letter with Jim Staley; 
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1 is that correct? 
2 A. Could you rephrase that for me, please? 
3 Q.Yes. 
4 The reason why your deposition testimony is 
5 inaccurate was because you were confused between the 
6 actual contents of the letter that you read later on — 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. — and the actual contents of the conversation 
9 that you had with James Staley at the time? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Now, you knew who Susan Carter was at the time 
12 that you had this conversation with Mr. Staley; is that 
13 correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Would you please look at page 34, it should 
16 just be the next page in your deposition transcript. 
17 Beginning on line 17. 
18 QUESTION: "Did Mr. Staley indicate to you 
19 during that first conversation that there was an 
20 allegation of gender discrimination involved in the 
21 letter?" 
22 A. My answer is, "No." 
23 Q. All right. So you weren't confused about that 
24 part of what Mr. Staley told you; is that correct? 
25 A. Apparently not. 
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1 Q. Thank you. 
2 MR. GRIMES: I have no further questions. 
3 MR. GUMINA: Any (Inaudible)? 
4 THE COURT: Yes, it's re-redirect. 
5 
6 RE-REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
7 BY MR. GUMINA: 
8 Q. You were also asked in your deposition, on 
9 page 34, on line 21, "Did he mention at all what the 
110 nature of the complaint was about?" 
111 What did you answer? 
112 A.My answer was, "No." 
113 Q. Thank you. 
.14 MR. GUMINA: That's all my questions. 
15 MR. GRIMES: (Inaudible). 
16 THE COURT: (Inaudible). 
17 
18 RE-RECROSS EXAMINATION 
19 BY MR. GRIMES: 
20 Q. But he did mention that there was a complaint, 
21 didn't he? 
22 A. No, he mentioned there was a letter. 
23 Q. Thank you. 
24 MR. GRIMES: No further questions. 
25 THE COURT: Okay, you're excused, thank you. 
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1 THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
2 THE COURT: (Inaudible). 
3 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, (Inaudible). Your 
4 Honor, can we have a five-minute break? 
5 THE COURT: Well, why don't we take a 
6 10-minute break. We' 11 resume at 3:00. 
7 MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
8 (Recess taken ) 
9 THE COURT: All right, Mr. Gumina, your next 
10 witness. 
11 MR. GUMINA: Thank you, Your Honor. I call 
12 Joseph Shutzo as a witness on behalf of the respondent 
13 THE COURT: Mr. Shutzo, will you raise your 
14 right hand, please. 
15 
16 JOSEPH SHUTZO, 
17 called as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
18 speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
19 follows: 
20 
21 THE COURT: You may be seated at the witness 
22 stand. 
23 *** 
24 *** 
25 *** 
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| 1 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
I 2 BY MR. GUMINA: 
3 Q.Will you state your name, please. 
4 A.Joe Shutzo. 
5 Q. And, Mr. Shutzo, where do you reside? 
6 A. I live in Gig Harbor, Washington. 
7 Q. And are you employed? 
8 A. Yes, I am. 
9 Q. And where are you employed? 
10 A. I'm employed by Island Dental Supply. 
11 Q. And what job position do you hold with Island 
12 Dental Supply? 
13 A. I'm their regional manager. 
14 Q. Prior to being employed by Island Dental 
15 Supply, were you employed with Sullivan-Schein? 
16 A. Yes, I was. 
17 Q. And when did your employment end with 
18 Sullivan-Schein? 
19 A.March 11th, 2002. 
20 Q. And why did your employment end with 
21 Sullivan-Schein? 
22 A. I left to go with Island Dental. 
23 Q. Were you employed by Sullivan-Schein at the 
24 time of the merger between Sullivan Dental and Henry 
25 Schein? 
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A. Yes, I was. 
Q. And what was your position with the company at 
that time? 
A. At the time of the merger? 
Q.Yes. 
A. I was the branch manager and equipment rep --
equipment specialist out of Seattle. 
Q. And was there a time when the merger was 
mnounced? 
A. I'm sorry? 
Q. Were you aware there was a time when the 
nerger between — 
A. Yes. 
Q. - Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental was 
nnounced? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when was that? 
A.I was informed by a manufacturer's rep that 
lere was a merger. 
Q. And do you know when that occurred? 
A. It was in August of 1997. 
Q. And in August of 1997, you were a branch 
anager? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. After August of 1997, did your job title or 
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>sition change with the company? 
A. It did. 
Q. And how did it change? 
A. (Inaudible) sales at the time, Jeff Reichert, 
d (Inaudible) regional manager for the Pacific 
>rthwest region. 
Q. And when did that take affect? 
A. It was in ~ within months after the merger, 
on't remember the exact date. 
Q. And you say you were made regional manager of 
Pacific Northwest region. What region or area of 
country did that cover? 
A. That covered Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah 
I parts of Montana, Western Montana. 
Q. After you became regional manager -r let me 
you this: After you became regional manager, did 
maintain an office? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And where did you maintain that office? 
\ . Seattle. 
3. Did you visit the other locations which you 
authority over? 
^.Yes, I did. 
J. And you did that while you were regional 
ager? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Do you know Susan Carter? 
3 A. I do. 
4 Q. And how do you know her? 
5 A. Susan was one of the Henry Schein sales 
6 representatives when they merged the two companies. 
7 Q. Did you have authority over Ms. Carter as 
8 regional manager? 
9 A. Initially, no. Schein had maintained their 
10 manager here in the Salt Lake market, Dave - I'm sorry, 
11 I can't remember his name right now, but he was the 
12 manager of the three representatives Schein had here in 
13 the marketplace. 
14 Q. Could that individual be Dave Sharp? 
15 A. Dave Sharp, thank you, yes. 
16- Q. Did you eventually have authority over Ms. 
17 Carter? 
18 A. Eventually, when Dave's position was 
19 solidified to do something else within the company, I'm 
20 not sure what, then I picked up the responsibility for 
21 the three Henry Schein representatives in this market. 
22 Q. Did you have direct authority over Ms. Carter? 
23 A. I did. 
24 Q. And when did that occur? 
25 A. I'm sorry, I don't know. 
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! 1 Q. While employed at Sullivan-Schein who did you 
2 report to in your position as regional manager? 
3 A.JimEngle. 
4 Q. Can you tell me a little bit what your job 
5 responsibilities and duties were as regional manager for 
6 Sullivan-Schein? 
7 A. Well, initially they were to bring the 
8 salesforces together in markets where we had conflicts 
9 and overlaps, such as Salt Lake and Portland, Oregon. 
10 Q. And you indicated bring them together. Can 
11 you explain that? 
12 A. We had two contingent salesforces that were 
13 both calling in the same markets and many of them on the 
14 same doctors. And -
15 Q. And who were these competing salesforces? 
16 A. In the Salt Lake market we had the Sullivan 
17 Dental salesforce and the Schein salesforce. 
18 Q. And what was your job responsibilities with 
19 regards to bring together these competing salesforces? 
20 A. It was to review accounts, review territories, 
21 make recommendations as to what employees may or may not 
22 fit into the future, meet with doctors, again resolve 
23 conflicts. 
24 Q. Do you recall when the first time that you met 
25 Ms. Carter? 
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1 A. I do. 
2 Q. And when was that? 
3 A. I can't tell you exactly when, I can tell you 
4 where. 
5 Q.Okay. How about where? 
6 A. It was the Salt Lake City airport. 
7 Q. And what was ~ was that an arranged meeting? 
8 A. It was an arranged meeting to meet with Susan, 
9 Mike Bookfeld and Dave Le Shiminoff. 
10 Q. And who was present for this meeting? 
11 A. Susan and Mike Bookfeld. 
12 Q. And yourself? 
13 A. And myself, I'm sorry, yes. 
14 Q. And what was the purpose of this meeting? 
15 A. Basically, to get to know each other. 
16 Management from the Schein ~ Schein side of the 
17 equation, and the Sullivan side, were very concerned 
18 about the Sullivan employee coming in as the manager for 
19 the Schein employees and wanted to make sure that we 
20 were fair, that they didn't work feeling that we were 
21 discriminating against them. Basically, to get to know 
22 the salespeople. 
23 Q. Prior to the merger between Henry Schein and 
24 Sullivan Dental, who were you employed by? 
[25 A. (Inaudible). 
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1 Q. And how long prior to that were you employed 
2 with Sullivan Dental? 
3 A. Seven years. 
4 Q. And you started your employment with Sullivan 
5 Dental in 1990? 
6 A. In 1990, August of 1990. 
7 Q. Can you tell me what was discussed at this 
8 meeting that occurred at the Salt Lake City airport 
9 between yourself, Susan Carter and Mike Bookfeld? 
10 A. Not in any great detail. It was a rather 
11 informal meeting, just wanted to introduce ourselves and 
12 get to know each other. I talked a little bit about 
13 territories but not much because I was relatively 
14 unfamiliar with the locale, the marketplace itself. 
15 Q. Did Ms. Carter discuss with you at this 
16 meeting anything about a letter that she had written to 
17 Henry Schein about her previous employment at Mountain 
18 West Dental? 
19 A. No, not to my knowledge. 
20 Q. During your meeting with Ms. Carter at the 
21 Salt Lake City airport did you discuss anything about 
22 Parke Simmons? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. During your meeting with Ms. Carter at the 
25 Salt Lake City airport did you discuss anything about or I 
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1 regarding Blaine Brown? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. At your meeting at the Salt Lake City airport 
4 with Ms. Carter, did you discuss anything about or 
5 regarding Mountain West Dental? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. (Inaudible) detail as to what you recall, what 
8 was discussed during the meeting between yourself, Ms. 
9 Carter and Mr. Bookfeld at the Salt Lake City airport. 
10 A. I'm going by memory, it's very difficult, but 
11 it was basically to assure them that as Schein employees 
12 that we were all, you know, equal and we're going to 
13 take a look at all the customers, the overlaps, things 
14 of that nature and bring the two salesforces together. 
15 Q. You say you indicated that — to Ms. Carter 
16 and Mr. Bookfeld that they'd be treated equal or -
17 A. Oh, sure. Yes. 
18 Q. Was there a reason for that, that you made 
19 that statement? 
20 A. Well, first of all, it's the right thing to 
21 do. 
22 And second, it was the desire mandated by the 
23 company, from Mr. Staley, that - and Jim Sullivan and 
24 Jim Engle that we — there were no favorites. 
25 Q. (Inaudible) who -
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1 A. Because I was a Sullivan employee prior to 
2 that, I wouldn't favor the Sullivan employees over the 
3 Schein employees in the decision-making process. 
4 Q. Were there specific office locales that you 
5 supervised as regional manager? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Can you tell me what locales those there? 
8 A. They would be Portland, Seattle, Utah, Salt 
9 Lake City, and Boise. 
10 Q. Do you recall how many sales representatives 
11 were in the Utah office following the merger between 
12 Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental? 
13 A. Before Sullivan Dental or total? 
! 14 Q. Total at the time that you brought the Henry 
15 Schein salesforce and the Sullivan Dental salesforce 
16 together. 
17 A. Ten. 
18 Q. Where was the Utah office located? 
19 A. In Murray, Utah. 
20 Q. At the time of the merger were you aware of -
21 was there a concern about making the merger a success? 
22 A. Very much so. 
23 Q. And were there issues related to that? Yes or 
24 no? 
25 A. Sure, yes. 
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Q. Okay. And at the time of the merger, what 
re some of those critical issues or issues that were 
king the merger between Henry Schein and Sullivan 
atal successful? 
A. Success was bringing the teams together and 
ting - working together cohesively, getting one 
iing system for our doctors, because Schein had a 
ling system and Sullivan Dental had a different 
ling system, so that was a chronic problem. They're 
/ays meeting with doctors, trying to help them figure 
t their statements, things of that nature, just merger 
I acquisition issues for their (Inaudible). 
Q. Can you tell me what some of those 
ubinations were? 
A.Weil, accounting, sales assignments, territory 
;ignments, territory overlaps, conflicts. 
Q. Why was sales assignment or territory 
jignment an issue? 
A. Again, because you have competing salespeople 
[ling on the same dental office. And we had to 
certain who gets the responsibility for that office. 
Q. Are you familiar with the term "crossover"? 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Can you tell me what you understand the term 
Dssover to mean? 
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A. Crossover to me means two representatives 
lling on the same office, same doctor, soliciting 
sir business, both of them doing business and both of 
sm wanting the account to be assigned to them. Those 
e what we used to call crossover issues. 
Q. And crossovers - are crossover issues 
laudible) dealt with as a result of the merger between 
snry Schein and Sullivan Dental? 
A. In two markets, the Salt Lake City market 
•cause there was a Schein presence, and in the Portland 
arket because there was a Schein presence there. 
Q. And the answer to my question would be yes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it included (Inaudible) like Salt Lake 
ity and Portland? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did Sullivan-Schein's management have a plan 
deal with those sales representatives that had 
ossover accounts? 
A. Yes, we did. 
Q. And what was your plan? 
A. We would look at the representatives from 
jllivan Dental and their dollar volume in that account 
id we'd look at the representatives from 
illivan-Schein and their dollar volume in that account. 
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And the individual that consistently did the greater 
dollar volume in that account would be assigned that I 
account. 
Q. Any other thing to the plan? 
A. The only change in that would be if we had a 
doctor that preferred one representative over the other. 
We were pretty consistent about not forcing a doctor to 
buy from one if they really want to buy from another, 
regardless of the number. 
Q. Is that customer preference? 
A. Customer preference. 
Q. Is there a way to - well, how would you know 
a customer would prefer one sales representative over 
another? 
A. Sometimes the reps would tell us that, and 
then I'd have to go out and confirm it. Other times 
they would request them in writing from a doctor on his 
letterhead, his or her letterhead, request that a 
particular representative call on them. 
Q. Did Sullivan-Schein have a rule (Inaudible) 
that prohibited a sales representative from soliciting a 
sales account that was assigned to another 
Sullivan-Schein sales representative? 
A. Yes, they did. Not only Sullivan-Schein, but 
all dental supply companies do. 
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Q. What was that rule? 
A. Basically, when an account is assigned to 
another representative, you don't go in there, you don't 
solicit business, you don't solicit letters from that 
account suggesting that they buy from you. Those are 
the parameters and the outlines of that policy. 
Q. Is that rule in writing? 
A.I believe so, yes. 
Q. Have you ever seen it? 
A. I've seen variations of it. 
Q. Where have you seen that rule? 
A. I believe Jim Staley had given us that 
information. (Inaudible) -
Q. Where had Mr. Staley given you that 
information? 
A. At one of our - what we used — we called 
them kickoff meetings because it was bringing two 
companies together. We were kicking off the new 
Sullivan-Schein — the new company. 
Q. Were those kickoff meetings also referred to 
as roadshows? 
A. Yes. Yeah. j 
Q. Did you attend a roadshow -- let me ask you, 
did you attend a roadshow? j 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Where? 
2 A. I attended several. One here in Salt Lake, 
3 once --1 think we - let me take that back. I think we 
4 brought everybody from here to Seattle or outside of 
5 Seattle for a kickoff roadshow. 
6 Q. And did you attend that Seattle roadshow? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And was Mr. Staley there? 
9 A.I believe so, yes. 
10 Q. Is the rule prohibiting a sales representative 
11 from soliciting a sales account not assigned to that 
12 person but assigned to another co-worker - is there a 
113 rule (Inaudible) within the dental sales supply 
114 industry? 
15 A. Oh, yes. Yeah. 
16 Q. What's the reason for that rule? 
17 A. Exactly as it's stated, to prevent one sales 
18 rep from going in and soliciting and stealing an account 
19 from another rep. 
120 Q. Is it referred to as stealing? 
21 A. That's what we call it, yeah. 
22 Q. How long have you been in the dental sale 
23 supply business? 
24 A. Thirty-five years. 
25 Q. And what's the (Inaudible) that you had 
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1 (Inaudible) sale supply industry? 
2 A. Well, my first job was territory sales rep for 
3 eight years in the Northern California area, Bay area. 
4 And then I switched and went over to the manufacturing 
5 side and worked for two or three different manufacturers 
6 that sold to dental supply companies. 
7 Q. Were you acting as a manufacturer 
8 representative? 
9 A. Yes, I was. 
10 Q. Did that include sales? 
II A. Yes. 
12 Q. Okay. And what else - what other experience 
13 do you have in the dental sale supply industry? 
14 A. I worked as general manager of a small company 
15 in Portland, Oregon, and then worked with another dental 
16 dealer in the Seattle area. And then (Inaudible) and 
17 then went to work for Sullivan Dental in 1990. 
18 Q. Were any of those places that you described 
19 where you worked - did you say 35 years? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Did they ever allow - were there any sales 
22 representatives where it would be tolerated that a sales 
23 representative would solicit ~ or could solicit a sales 
24 account not assigned to them but assigned to another 
25 co-worker? 
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1 A. No. (Inaudible). 
2 Q. And what was ~ did you know what 
3 Sullivan-Schein's position with regard to a sales 
4 representative soliciting a sales account that was not 
5 assigned to them but assigned to a co-worker? 
6 MR. GRIMES: Objection, asked and answered. 
7 THE COURT: I'm going to let him answer again. 
8 THE WITNESS: I believe Jim Staley said it 
9 would not be tolerated. 
10 BY MR. GUMINA: 
11 Q. Was that your understanding of the rule? 
12 A. That's correct. 
13 Q. While you were regional manager for 
14 Sullivan-Schein, did you receive any complaints from 
15 other sales representatives working for Sullivan-Schein 
16 complaining about Mrs. Carter? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Can you describe those complaints? 
19 A. The complaint was (Inaudible) going in to 
20 accounts. And the first one came from Melanie Roylance. 
21 Q. Okay. What was - what was Ms. Bingham's 
22 complaint or concern about Ms. Carter? 
23 A. I'm not sure that I remember the doctor's 
24 name, but a doctor that was assigned to Melanie and 
25 Susan Carter had gone in to his office and solicited his 
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1 business and indicated that Melanie didn't — I don't 
2 even know what she was doing, (Inaudible) customer. 
3 Q. And how did you hear that? 
4 A.I heard of it through Jim Engle. 
5 Q. And how specifically did you learn of it? 
6 A. Melanie — 
7 Q. (Inaudible) face to face? 
8 A. Melanie had written a letter to Jim and Jim 
9 had responded with a letter to Susan, and I was sent a 
10 copy of the letter. And Jim also called me and told me, 
11 through voice mail. 
12 Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
13 Exhibit No. 4. Do you recognize that? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And what do you recognize Respondent's Exhibit 
16 No. 4 to be? 
17 A. It's the letter from Jim Engle to Susan Carter 
18 in regards to the calling on Dr. Clegg's office. 
19 Q. Now I wanted to indicate that Ms. Carter's 
20 contact with Dr. Clegg's office was in direct conflict 
21 with his voice mail request as well as Joe Shutzo's 
22 territory assignment that clearly omitted Dr. Clegg from 
23 (Inaudible) list. Do you see that? 
24 A. (No audible response.) 
25 Q. Do you recall whether Dr. Clegg was assigned 
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to Melanie Bingham at that time? 
A. I personally do not recall that. 
Q. You don't remember at this time? 
A. I just don't remember. 
Q. Okay. But if the letter says that - that you 
had made a territory assignment omitting Dr. Clegg from 
Ms. Carter's customer list, would you believe that to be 
true? 
A. I would believe that to be true, yes. 
Q. And you were copied on this letter? 
A. I was copied on this letter. 
Q. At the time - or (Inaudible)? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And at the time that you received it, you 
lon't recall anything being incorrect in the letter, do 
ou? 
A. No. No. The letter was appropriate. 
Q. Well, did Ms. Carter's contact with Dr. 
legg's office violate a rule? 
A. Yes, it did. 
Q. What rule did it violate? 
A. It violated Jim Staley's rule of the 
ossovers, the company rule. 
Q. It just wasn't Mr. Staley's rule, was it? 
A. No, it was a company rule. It's accepted 
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actice in the dental industry. 
Q. Do you have an understanding of how the matter 
is handled with Dr. Clegg involving Ms. Carter and Ms. 
agham? 
A. All I had was Jim's letter in regards to Susan 
i Melanie getting together and apologizing to the 
2tor's office, (Inaudible). 
Q. Did you talk to Susan Carter about the Dr. 
g^g matter after Mr. Engle delivered the February 
h, 1998 letter to her? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Did Susan Carter ever attempt to contact you 
arding Mr. Engle's February 18th, 1998 letter? 
MR. GRIMES: Objection, calls for speculation 
o what Susan Carter attempted. 
MR. GUMINA: Well, (Inaudible). 
tfR. GUMINA: 
Q. Did Susan Carter contact you regarding your 
ruary 18, 1998 letter? 
A. No. 
3. Did you have any other sales representatives 
worked for you at this time, at Sullivan-Schein, 
had worked -- that called on accounts not assigned 
em after they had been told not to go to that 
jnt? 
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A. No. 
Q. Ms. Carter would be the exception? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Are you aware of any complaints by Mike Butler 
about Susan Carter? 
A.I am. 
Q. And when did Mr. Butler first complain to you 
about Susan Carter? 
A. Again, I can't give you the exact dates of the 
crossover issue in Mike's territory where Susan had 
called on a doctor that was assigned to Mike. 
Q. Do you recall which doctor it was? 
A. I'm sorry, I can't at this time. 
Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 38. I show you what's the first page of Mr. 
Butler's run sheet. Have you ever seen that run sheet 
before? 
A. Sure, yes. 
Q. And what is that run sheet? 
A. It basically lists their accounts. 
Q.Okay. 
A. We've called them Green Bar. 
Q. Okay. Let me show you one that's (Inaudible) 
1998 (Inaudible) Mike Butler (Inaudible) page R-20221. 
(Inaudible) first page of (Inaudible). (Inaudible) 
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recognize looks me from (Inaudible). 
A. I'm not sure, it may have been Bailey, but I'm 
not sure. 
Q. (Inaudible) look through the ~ 
A. Oh, okay, I'm sorry. I'm sorry. It could 
have been more than one page. It's very difficult, this 
is obviously many, many years ago. 
Q.Weil, do you recall any complaints about a Dr. 
Brooks? Would it be Brooks? 
A. It looks like Brooks, yes. I remember the 
first name, Leslie. 
Q. And did Mr. Butler complain about Ms. Carter 
regarding Dr. Leslie Brooks? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was that complaint, then? 
A. That she had gone in to solicit business from 
the office and the office was assigned to Mike Butler. 
Q. Is it your understanding that was a crossover 
account at that time? 
A. That's correct. 
Q.Do you recall giving Mr. Butler any 
instructions or - or did you tell him anything after he 
notified you? 
A. On something like that, the procedure at that 
time would have been -- first of all, I would have 
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1 notified Jim Engle about it via voice mail, just as a 
2 courtesy, and then leave a voice mail for the offending 
3 territory representative not to go in to Dr. So and So's 
4 office, that account was assigned to another territory 
5 rep. 
6 Q. You say your normally handle an offense like 
7 that from - like that from - from any sales 
8 representative? 
9 A. That's correct, yes. 
10 Q.Was voice mail a - a routine method of 
11 communicating with the sales representatives? 
12 A. Yes, it was. 
13 Q.Did Mr. Butler ever complain to you about 
14 Susan Carter's involvement in an account known as 
15 Heritage Dental? 
16 A. Yes, he did. 
17 Q. And what was that complaint? 
18 A.He came in to the office and said, "She's 
19 doing it again. She's calling on one of my accounts." 
20 He said it was Heritage Dental and there was an issue 
21 with the account. 
22 Q.Now, you said that Mr. Butler said that, 
23 "She's doing it again." 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Do you recall what that was in reference to? 
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1 A. Crossovers, calling on accounts assigned to 
2 other people. 
3 Q. But doing it again, are you aware that Ms, 
4 Carter has done this in the past? 
5 A. Dr. Brooks, Leslie Brooks. 
6 Q. Where is that Heritage Dental located? 
| 7 A. It's down in Utah County. I'm not sure 
i 8 exactly where. 
I 9 Q. Do you recall it being in the Provo area? 
110 A. Yes. 
111 Q. Is there any specific sales representative 
112 assigned to those in and around the Provo area? i 
113 A. Mike Butler. 
114 Q. Do you know when the Heritage Dental account 
15 became assigned to Mike Butler? 
16 A. I do not. I believe it was his before the 
17 merger - assigned to him before the merger. 
18 Q. Well, was it your understanding that when -
19 well, let me ask you, what was your understanding when 
20 Mr. Butler came to you and said, "She's doing it again," 
21 as to whom the Heritage Dental account was assigned to? 
22 A. I believe it was assigned to Mike. That was 
23 my understanding. 
24 Q. Do you recall ever informing Ms. Carter that 
25 the Heritage Dental was assigned to Mike Butler? 
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1 A. As an account itself, specific account? 
2 Q. Right. 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. You didn't do that or you don't recall? 
5 A. Well, if I understand the question right, I 
6 wouldn't go through and tell every rep which accounts 
7 were assigned to the other reps. In general, they were 
8 on their run sheet. 
9 Q.Did Mr. Butler provide you anymore specifics 
10 regarding - other than that she's doing it again? 
11 A. If I called the account to confirm if - he 
12 had told me that they threatened to call the police if 
13 she had gone back in to that account. 
14 Q. And who did you speak with at Heritage Dental? 
15 A. I called and I spoke with Bev, I believe her 
16 name was Bev. 
17 Q. And what was - and when was that conversation 
18 - when did that conversation take place in relationship 
19 to when Mr. Butler first complained to you? 
20 A. The same morning. 
21 Q. Okay. And that same morning, you called Bev 
22 at Heritage Dental? 
23 A. That's correct, to confirm what Mike had said 
24 had happened. 
25 Q. And did you speak with Bev at Heritage Dental? 
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1 A. (Inaudible), yes. 
2 Q. And what occurred during that time 
3 (Inaudible)? 
4 A. She had informed me that she did not say she 
5 would call the cops, that the owner of the lab had said 
6 he would call the cops if Susan came in again. 
7 Q. Anything else during that conversation that ' 
8 you recall? 
9 A. Not that I recall. 
10 Q. What did you do next? 
11 A.I informed Jim Engle of the situation. 
12 Q. And how did you do that? 
113 A. I called him. 
14 Q. And tell me the nature of that conversation, 
15 or what was said in that conversation. 
16 A. Basically, I told Jim that Susan had gone in 
17 and crossed over with one of Mike Butler's accounts 
18 again and I had called and confirmed what was said. As 
19 far as them calling the police, I believe the 
20 gentleman's name was Mark (Inaudible>, that if she came 
21 back in, he'd call the police. And I gave that to Jim 
22 and then Jim told me to sit tight and he'd get back to 
23 me. 
24 Q. What happened next? 
25 A. He called Jim ~ I believe he called Jim 
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Jey. I don't know exactly who he called. 
Q. Was it your understanding he called Jim 
Jey? 
A. I know he talked to Jim Staley. 
Q. Okay. And how do you know that? 
A. Yeah, he mentioned that he talked to Jim 
Jey. 
Q. Okay. What happened next? 
A. At some point in that conversation ~ I also 
1 talked to Jim Staley. He had called me in the Salt 
Ice branch. 
Q. Okay. And what occurred - or what was said 
ing your conversation with Mr. Staley? 
A. I was told to terminate Susan, that, "How many 
les do you have to be late for work before you get 
id?" 
Q. And do you know what Mr. Staley meant by that? 
A. Yes. What I believe he meant by that is one 
lation in itself is not a terminating factor, but 
IT you've been warned and you continue to abuse it, 
Q that's a terminating factor. 
Q. Was it your understanding that — that Ms. 
ter's - or Mr. - let me put it this way: Was it 
ir understanding that Mr. Butler's complaint about Ms. 
ter calling on Heritage Dental was repeated 
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lation? 
MR. GRIMES: Objection, leading. 
THE COURT: I guess you can answer yes or no. 
MR. GUMINA: I'll rephrase. 
MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Can you tell me whether this was the first 
3 that Ms. Carter called an account not assigned to 
A. No, it was not the first time that she called 
m account. 
Q. What happened next - was there anything more 
between you and Mr. Staley? 
A. No. 
Q. What happened next? 
A. Susan arrived at the office with Dr. David Tom 
I went in to a private office to discuss this. So I 
)d one of the equipment representatives if I could 
their office and David Tom and I met with Susan and 
minated her from her employment. 
Q. Now, did you prepare an exit interview report? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
ibit No. 14. Do you recognize this document? 
\.Yes, I do. 
3. Do you know what this document purports to be? 
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A. It's the exit interview report that I filled 
out. 
Q. Was this still all entered here at the time of 
Ms. Carter's termination? 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. Was it prepared by you? 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. Was this document (Inaudible) in the course of 
9 business at Sullivan-Schein? 
10 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And is Respondent's Exhibit No. 14 a true and 
correct copy of the exit interview report that you 
prepared relative to Ms. Carter's termination? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And are all the handwritten markings on this 
document - what are these marks? 
A. They belong to me. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we offer Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 14. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit 14 is 
admitted. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit R14 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
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Q. Now, did you indicate any reason for 
termination on this exit interview report relative to 
Ms. Carter's termination of employment? 
A. I did put a violation of Jim Engle's letter 
directing her not to solicit other accounts. 
Q. And reference to Mr. Engle's letter is 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 4; is that right? Do you have 
it? 
A. Yes, I have it right here. 
Q. Okay. Is that marked Respondent's Exhibit No. 
4? 
A. It is. 
Q. And you also indicate on the exit interview 
report a conversation (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What do you indicate on that report? 
A. That I spoke with her in regards to what was 
said in the complaint against Susan for coming in to the 
19 office. | 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. And when did you make that notation on this 
exit interview report during your conversation with Bev 
at Heritage? 
A. On the same day, that morning. 
Q. And the phone number -
A.Uh-huh. J 
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1 Q. - is that the phone number for Heritage 
2 Dental, as you understand it? 
3 A. Yes, it is. 
4 Q. Is that the number you called? 
5 A. It is. 
6 Q. Whose office did you — did this meeting take 
7 place regarding - when you terminated Ms. Carter? 
8 A.Parke Simmons's. 
9 Q. And who was present during this meeting? 
10 A. Dr. David Tom and myself and Susan. 
11 Q. And did his office have a door? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Was that door open or closed? 
14 A. It was closed. 
15 Q. And can you tell me what occurred during that 
16 meeting in Mr. Simmons's office regarding Ms. Carter's 
117 termination? 
18 A. I informed Susan we were terminating her due 
119 to her violation of Jim Engle's letter and it was 
!20 effective immediately. Susan said that the termination 
[21 was illegal and that she would speak to Henry Schein 
22 management, as is her right to do so. And she indicated 
23 to me I was enjoying the firing of her. 
24 Q. Were you enjoying it? 
125 A. Not at all. 
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I 1 Q.Did you attempt to get Ms. Carter's side of 
2 the story as to why she was at Heritage Dental prior to 
3 coming in there? 
| 4 A. No, I did not. 
5 Q. Why not? 
6 A. Mike had told me she'd gone in. I called down 
7 there. I believe the account was assigned to her. 
8 Q. To who? 
9 A. Or to Mike, and it was the one, two, third 
10 violation. 
II Q. I think you referred to three violations. 
12 What are the three violations? 
13 A. I'm going backwards: Heritage, (Inaudible) 
14 Brooks and then Dr. Clegg. 
15 Q. Do you recall what else was said during your 
16 meeting with Ms. Carter, Dr. Tom and yourself? 
17 A. No, I don't think that a lot more was said. 
18 It was a very uncomfortable situation. 
19 Q. Do you recall the date that this meeting 
20 occurred? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. What date? 
23 A. It was the same date, 3/25. 
24 Q. What year? 
25 A. I believe ' 8 8 - '98. 
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1 Q. Now, there's a notation on the third page of 
2 Respondent's Exhibit No. 14 dated 8/21/98. Do you see 
3 that? 
4 A. Yes, I do. 
5 Q. And is that youi writing? 
6 A. Yes, it is. 
7 Q. And August 21, 1998, is that the date that you 
8 made that entry on to Respondent's Exhibit No. 14? 
9 A. Yes, it is. 
10 Q. And -- and what did you (Inaudible) there? 
11 A. Susan did ask me during the termination if 
12 this was in regards to the letter, and I said, "I can't 
13 speak to that because 1 have no knowledge of the 
14 letter." I've never seen the letter. To this date, 
15 I've never seen the letter. And when I said, "I can't 
16 speak to that," I realized that it sounded a little 
17 ambiguous, so I went back to try to clarify my 
18 statement. 
19 Q. Did anyone tell you to go back and clarify 
20 your statement? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Did you do this on your own? 
23 A. Yes, I did. 
24 Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination, do you have 
25 any knowledge about any letter that Ms. Carter had 
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1 drafted to the company? 
2 A. No. May I explain something on that? 
3 Q.Sure. 
4 A. There was some confusion going on because 
5 there were two letters. 
6 Q.Okay. 
7 A. There was the letter that was drafted to the 
8 company that I have not seen and there's a letter that 
9 Jim Engle had sent, Exhibit No. 4. And there was some 
10 confusion about, you know, which letter we're talking 
11 about. Obviously, I'd seen No. 4, because I had a copy 
12 of it, but the other letter I've never seen. 
13 Q. Well, how do you know about the other letter? 
14 A. I'm not sure who informed me of it. It is a 
15 small industry and you hear things, but I'm not sure who 
16 informed me of it. 
17 Q. Do you recall when you were first informed at 
18 all of Ms. Carter's letter? 
19 A. No, I do not. 
20 Q. Do you recall if it was before or after her 
21 termination? 
22 A. It was after her termination. 
23 Q. And that was the first time you were ever 
24 aware of Ms. Carter's letter, was after her termination? 
25 A. That's correct. 
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Q.Yes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination, did you 
ye any knowledge about any complaint that Ms. Carter 
d made to either Henry Schein or Sullivan-Schein about 
r previous dealings with Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown 
Mountain West Dental? 
A. No. 
Q. Are you aware of any complaints prior to Ms. 
liter's termination that Ms. Carter had about her 
eviously employment at Mountain West Dental? 
A. No. I didn't know Ms. Carter at that time. 
Q. Prior to Ms. Carter's termination, did Parke 
mmons ever tell you about a letter that Ms. Carter had 
afted? 
A. No, not that I recall at all. 
Q. You're familiar with Ms. Carter; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. (Inaudible) in the workplace? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And (Inaudible) certain type of personality to 
e effective salesperson? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In your opinion, what type of personality did 
Is. Carter have? 
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MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation. 
MR. GUMINA: He's worked with her, he 
ipervised her. 
MR. GRIMES: It's also vague. 
THE COURT: Well, I'll allow him to answer it 
"he knows based on his experience and contact with Ms. 
!arter. 
THE WITNESS: I think Ms. Carter is a very 
dented and very aggressive, professional sales 
^presentative. 
Y MR. GUMINA: 
Q. You said "aggressive." What do you mean by 
ggressive? 
A. She goes out after the business. 
Q. Now, Ms. Carter was not the only sales 
epresentative you terminated in March of 1998; is that 
orrect? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Who else did you terminate in March of 1998? 
A. Kent Evans and Mike Bookfeld. 
Q. Now, you were in Salt Lake City on March 25, 
998; correct? 
A.I was, yes. 
Q. And you come to - or you'd come in to Salt 
^ake City for a particular purpose? 
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1 A. I came to terminate two employees. 
2 Q. And which two employees did you come to 
3 terminate? 
4 A. Mike Bookfeld and Kent Evans. 
I 5 Q. Did you come to Salt Lake City to terminate 
6 any other employees? 
7 A. I did not. 
8 Q. Did you (Inaudible) in any way to terminate 
9 two employees prior to (Inaudible)? 
10 A. I had come to the decision of the termination, 
11 yes, by reviewing sales information, customers, 
12 (Inaudible), (Inaudible) both employees. 
13 Q. Was the decision to terminate Mike Bookfeld 
14 and Kent Evans - was that decision made on March 25, 
15 1998? 
16 A. No, it was not. 
17 Q. Was it made sooner than that? 
18 A. It was made maybe a month prior to that. 
19 Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
20 Exhibit No. 36. If you'll take a second and review it 
21 (Inaudible). 
22 THE COURT: What exhibit was that? 
23 MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 36. 
24 BY MR. GUMINA: 
25 Q. Do you have that in front of you, Mr. Shutzo? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And do you recognize this document? 
3 A. Yes. I wrote it. 
4 Q. Okay. And what was the purpose of this 
5 document? 
6 A. It was to inform Jim, our regional manager — 
I 7 or zone manager, excuse me, of the recommendations that 
| 8 -- of who the cutbacks should be - the reductions in 
i 9 the Salt Lake City market. 
10 Q. And is that your signature that appears on the 
11 bottom of the page? 
(12 A. Yes, it is. 
13 Q. And when did you prepare this document? 
14 A.March 11th. 
115 Q. Of what year? 
16 A.1998. 
17 Q. And when did you send it to Mr. Engle? 
18 A.I would imagine March 11, 1998. 
19 MR. GUMINA: I offer Respondent's Exhibit No. 
20 36 into evidence. 
21 THE COURT: Any objection? 
22 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
23 THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit No. 36 
24 then is submitted into evidence. 
25 (Whereupon, Exhibit R36 was admitted into 
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1 evidence.) 
2 BY MR. GUMINA: 
3 Q. So was it at this time when you drafted this 
4 memo the decision was made to terminate Mike Bookfeld 
5 and Kent Evans? 
6 A. That's correct. 
7 Q. And the decision was made on or about March 
8 11, 1998, to terminate Mike Bookfeld and Kent Evans? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Now, you said you prepared an exit interview 
11 report, is that correct, for each of these individuals? 
12 A. That's correct. 
13 Q. I show you Respondent's Exhibit No. 33. Do 
14 you recognize that? 
15 A. Yes, I do. 
16 Q. And what is it? 
17 A. That's the exit interview report for Mike 
18 Bookfeld. 
19 Q. And did you prepare this document? 
20 A. Yes, I did. 
21 Q. And the markings on this document are your 
22 markings? 
23 A. Yes, they are. I 
24 Q. And this document was kept in the ordinary j 
25 course of your business at SuUivan-Schein at that time? I 
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1 A. That's correct, yes. 
2 Q. (Inaudible) second page of Respondent's 
3 Exhibit No. 33? 
4 A. Yes, it is. 
5 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we offer Respondent's 
6 Exhibit No. 33. 
7 THE COURT: Any objection? 
8 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
9 THE COURT: Okay. Exhibit--Respondent's 
10 Exhibit No. 33 is admitted. 
11 (Whereupon, Exhibit R33 was admitted into 
12 evidence.) 
13 BY MR. GUMINA: 
14 Q. And does this exit interview report indicate 
15 the reason for Mr. Bookfeld's termination? 
16 A. Yes, it does. 
117 Q. And what is that reason? 
18 A. Territory overlaps and sales performance. 
19 Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
20 Exhibit No. 34. Do you recognize this document? 
21 A. Yes, I do. 
22 Q. And what is that document? 
23 A. It's an exit interview report. 
24 Q. And is this a document prepared by you? 
25 A. Yes, it was. 
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1 Q. And your signature appears on the bottom of 
2 the page? 
3 A. Yes, it is. 
4 Q. And it's an exit interview report for who? 
5 A.Kent Evans. 
6 Q. And is Exhibit No. - Respondent's Exhibit No. 
7 34 a document that's kept in the ordinary course of 
8 business by Sullivan-Schein? 
9 A. Yes, it was. 
10 Q. And is Exhibit - Respondent's Exhibit No. 34 
11 is a true and correct copy of an exit interview report 
12 that you prepared regarding Kent Evans? 
13 A. Yes, it is. 
14 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I would offer 
15 Respondent's Exhibit No. 34. 
16 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
17 THE COURT: Okay. Respondent's Exhibit No. 34 
18 is admitted. 
19 (Whereupon, Exhibit R34 was admitted into 
20 evidence.) 
21 BY MR. GUMINA: 
22 Q. And what was the reason for Mr. Evans's 
23 termination? 
24 A. With the merger of the two companies, Kent's 
25 territory results (Inaudible) and his performance was 
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1 poor and we had other representatives that had come from 
2 the Schein organization to fill in, so it was a 
3 reduction in force (Inaudible). 
4 Q. Ms. Carter (Inaudible) this part of the 
5 reduction in force (Inaudible) for Mr. Bookfeld and Mr. 
6 Evans? 
7 A. No. 
I 8 Q. Why not? 
| 9 A. She was capable of doing a good job and 
j 10 capable of bringing the business. ! 
11 Q. March 11th, 1998, was (Inaudible) Mr. Bookfeld 
12 and Mr. Evans were going to be terminated. Did you have 
13 (Inaudible)? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Do you have any future plans for Susan Carter? 
16 A. No. If I may, again, the Sullivan - I'm 
17 sorry, the Schein salesforce were - there were three 
18 individuals and we - we ended up letting one 
19 Sullivan-Schein individual go and one -- the goal was to 
20 let one Sullivan-Schein individual go - one Sullivan 
21 individual go, one Schein individual go and have Susan 
22 and Dave Le Shiminoff - they were part of the team. 
23 Q. So it (Inaudible) part of the team? 
24 A. Absolutely. 
25 Q. So on March 11th, did you have any (Inaudible) 
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at that time to terminate Ms. Carter? 
A. None, no. 
Q. When did you first learn that Ms. Carter would 
be terminated from her employment at Sullivan-Schein? 
A. On March 25th. 
Q. You've met Jim Staley before; correct? 
A. Yes, I have. I 
Q. And Jim Staley's position back in early 1998 
was what? 
A. He was president of North American Dental for 
the Henry Schein Company. 
Q. And how would you regard Mr. Staley's 
management style as president of North American? 
MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q.Weil, are you familiar with Mr. Staley when he 
was acting as president of North American Dental? 
A. Oh, yes. Yes. 
Q. And did you have opportunities to observe him 
acting in that capacity in front of other employees? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you have an opinion regarding his 
style of management? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what is your opinion of that? 
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A.Jim was very direct, very in charge and very 
his is the way it is and we're going to go forward and 
everybody is going to have a good time, but this is the 
vay it is. He was in charge. 
Q. You indicate that Dr. David Tom was in a 
neeting with you when you terminated Ms. Carter; is that 
orrect? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Did you have any (Inaudible) with Dr. Tom 
rior to the time that you met with Ms. Carter? 
A. I did. 
Q. And what occurred during that conversation? 
A.Weil, basically I told David that I had to 
rminate Susan. And he'd just been out with her, 
orking with her in the field, and that I had to 
rminate her. I was directed by Jim Staley, for the 
brementioned reasons, and I wanted David to sit in as 
y witness. 
Q. How did you feel about the fact that you had 
terminate Ms. Carter? 
A. I was very upset about it. 
Q. Why were you upset about it? 
A. First of all, I was new in the position and I 
d just had two previous terminations that morning, 
lich are not easy things to do. And I liked Susan, I 
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thought Susan could be a real performer for us. 
Q. Let me ask you this: Did you agree with the 
decision to terminate Susan Carter? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Why? 
A. Because of the violations that Susan had 
(Inaudible). 
Q. I show you what's been marked as Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 15. Do you recognize that document? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. Have you seen documents like that before? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. And do you recall what the purpose of this 
document is? 
A. This was a - a document that we would show 
what potential income could be when we went to our new 
commission program. One was made up for every sales 
representative of the company. 
Q. And it's based upon what? 
A. It's based on current sales, on projected 
growth, on projected equipment knowledge coming in, 
equipment sales coming in. 
Q. And Respondent's Exhibit No. 15 shows that for 
1998, it is projected total compensation of $110,303. 
Do you see that? 
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A. Yes, I do. 
Q. Now, are (Inaudible) like this done at the 
beginning of the year? 
A. As close as we can to the beginning of the 
year. 
Q. And (Inaudible) this is what's going to happen 
throughout the year; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There isn't any guarantee, based on this 
projection, that, for example, Ms. Carter, that she 
would have made $110,303 for the year 1998? 
A. No, no guarantee for any of the sales 
representatives. 
Q.Why? 
A. Oh, because it's (Inaudible) upon them growing 
their territory by 20 percent, which is up to them to go 
out and work, put the effort in to do it. It's 
contingent upon getting $400,000 worth of equipment, 
which is a pretty good number. It's a doable number, 
but it takes a lot of work to do it, so it's the, effort 
from the representative if they're going to hit those 
numbers. 
Q.The equipment numbers, sales volume numbers, 
can they fluctuate from year to year? 
A. Oh, yes, very much so. 
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1 Q. And (Inaudible)? 
2 A. Yes, I have. 
3 Q. And why do they fluctuate? 
4 A. Often when you're doing a project, you can 
5 work for a year on putting a building together, 
6 (Inaudible) spend (Inaudible) ~ there was 11 
7 laboratories, it took me a year and a half to do. So 
8 when that ~ when that billing comes through for 
9 $280,000, you get a big spike, you're a big hero, but 
10 you've spent all this time on it so you haven't got a 
11 lot of other things in the pipeline that you've worked 
12 on. So then sometimes your sales go back down flat, so 
13 you can go from -- as an equipment man, you can go from 
14 a million dollars to a million eight and then back down 
15 to a million three the next year. It's not uncommon at 
16 all in the equipment equation. 
17 Q. (Inaudible) sales representative like Susan 
18 Carter? (Inaudible) $400,000 - could she have done 
19 $400,000 in 1998? 
20 A. On her own, no, but with support from the 
21 equipment department, yes. 
22 Q. Okay. How often she in that (Inaudible) 
23 $100,000 worth of equipment for 1998? 
24 A. It's possible, and it also depends on how many 
25 doctors in her geographically area buy equipment that 
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1 year. She's bringing in the leads, (Inaudible) doctors 
2 (Inaudible). There are no guarantees in equipment. 
3 Q. Why's that? 
4 A. Because of the fluctuation of the market. 
5 There may be a new building in Provo that a lot of 
6 doctors want to flock to (Inaudible) market. 
7 Q. Is there any guarantee that any sales 
8 representative is going to make the same amount — at 
9 least the same amount of sales that they did the 
10 previous year? 
11 A. No, there's no guarantee. 
12 Q. Is it possible that a sales representative 
13 could do less sales than they did the year before? 
14 A. Yes, it is. 
15 Q. Does - your experience, does that happen? 
116 A. Yes. 
17 Q. It's also possible to have a sales 
18 representative make - do a larger sales volume than 
19 they did the previous year? 
20 A. Absolutely. If they land a big customer 
21 they've been working on, they probably get that customer 
[22 to start buying from them, their sales go up. 
J23 Q. Is it fair they just can't tell from one year 
24 to the next what a sales representative is going to be 
25 paid on a commission basis (Inaudible) given year? 
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1 A. It's impossible to forecast anybody's income. 
2 Q. What do you base that on? 
3 A. Because of the fluctuation of the market. If 
4 you lose a big account, you're going to have less 
5 income. If you gain a big account, you're going to have 
6 more income. 
7 Q. And have you had those experiences? 
8 A. Yes, I have. 
9 Q. (Inaudible) industry? 
10 A. Yes, I have. 
11 Q. And have you had those experiences as a sales 
12 representative? 
13 A. Yes, I have. 
14 Q. (Inaudible), Mr. Shutzo, did Ms. Carter's 
15 termination have anything to do with the letter that Ms. 
16 Carter sent to Henry Schein making complaints about a 
17 previous employment at Mountain West Dental? 
18 A. No. To my knowledge, it had nothing to do 
19 with it. 
20 Q. For what reason do you believe Ms. Carter was 
21 terminated? 
22 A. She was only terminated due to her flagrant 
23 disregard for the directives for those crossovers. 
24 MR. GUMINA: I have no further questions. 
25 THE COURT: Okay, cross examination. 
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1 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, before I begin my 
2 cross examination of Mr. Shutzo, I would like to point 
3 out that I anticipate that my cross examination of this 
4 witness could go past five o'clock. Based on previous 
5 discussions that we've had regarding that, I understand 
6 that it might create some problems. I would be happy to 
7 start with Mr. Shutzo now and go as far as I can, but I 
! 8 think there's very little chance that there would be I 
| 9 overlap between my cross examination today and my cross 
10 examination on some other day. 
11 MR. GUMINA: Well, Your Honor, if I may speak. 
112 THE COURT: Sure. 
13 MR. GUMINA: It would be my position that if 
14 Mr. Grimes cannot finish his cross examination by five ' 
15 o'clock, that we adjourn now and we can (Inaudible) 
116 agreeable with all the parties (Inaudible) Mr. Shutzo's 
17 cross examination. 
18 MR. GRIMES: Well, I have no problem with 
19 that, Your Honor. Also, I think (Inaudible) reschedule, 
20 too, so... 
21 THE COURT: Well, is Mr. Shutzo going to be 
22 available then for the next time we set the hearing to? 
23 MR. GUMINA: It's up to Mr. Shutzo. 
24 THE WITNESS: Your Honor, I am currently 
25 employed by a competitor of Henry Schein and I do have 
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obligations to my current employer and my ~ I'm happy 
to assist where I can when I can. 
MR. GUMINA: And I think, to be honest with 
you, Mr. (Inaudible), (Inaudible) Mr. Grimes to 
continue. I don't think he can finish with you by five 
o'clock. 
THE WITNESS: So we can try and pick another 
date. 
THE COURT: Well, let's do that, then. Before 
we start picking dates, let me ask how much time we 
anticipate - or how many days we're looking at to 
finish. 
MR. GUMINA: I believe I have three more 
witnesses to call after Mr. Shutzo. 
MR. GRIMES: I would expect, Your Honor, I 
lave maybe two hours cross examination of Mr. Shutzo. 
MR. GUMINA: Two days -- (Inaudible) two days 
naybe. Hopefully we can do it in one day, (Inaudible), 
think it would be prudent, though, to schedule two 
lays. 
THE COURT- Okay. Two days for me is a little 
lore problematic. 
MR. GUMINA: I don't know what Your Honor's 
:hedule allows, but I have a very tight schedule from 
ow - the first time that I'd actually be available 
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1 THE COURT: Yes, let's start at 8:30. All 
2 right. 
3 (Adjourned for the day.) 
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ould be the week of May 19th. 
MR. GRIMES: I'm available. 
THE WITNESS: Nobody's asked me yet. 
MR. GUMINA: Mr. Shutzo -
THE WITNESS: rd have to check with my 
nployer. 
MR. GUMINA: Why don't (Inaudible). 
THE COURT: Actually, the first time I would 
ve two days together would be May 27th and 28th. 
MR. GRIMES: Those days would be fine with me, 
)ur Honor. 
MR. GUMINA: My only problem is, Your Honor, 
laudible) travel. 
THE COURT: The next day I would have two days 
;ether would be June 10th and 11th. 
MR. GUMINA: That would be fine with me, Your 
»nor. 
MR. GRIMES: That would be fine, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Shutzo? 
THE WITNESS: That would be fine, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. Then we will reschedule 
; (Inaudible) on June 10th and 11th. 
All right, anything else we need to discuss? 
MR. GUMINA: I don't think so, Your Honor. 
MR. GRIMES: I don't think so. 8:30? 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 
MR. GUMINA: The last time we were here in | 
March, I had finished my direct examination of Mr. 
Shutzo. (Inaudible) that Mr. Grimes (Inaudible) cross 
examination. We'd be at that point. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: (inaudible). 
THE COURT: All right, Mr. Shutzo. I'm 
reminding you you're still under oath. I'm not going to 
reswear you here, so... 
THE WITNESS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
JOSEPH SHUTZO, 
called as witness here, having been previously sworn to 
speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
follows: 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
\Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mr. Shutzo, good morning. 
A. Good morning. 
Q. You testified during cross examination that 
lere was an occasion on which you met with Susan Carter 
nd Mike Bookfeld at the Salt Lake City airport; is that 
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orrect? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Is that the first occasion on which you met 
usan Carter? 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. You testified during direct examination that 
ou do not recall exactly when that meeting at the Salt 
ake City airport occurred; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, may I approach the 
itness? 
THE COURT: Yes, uh-huh. 
MR. GRIMES: Give him the trial exhibits. 
THE COURT: Okay, that will be fine. Just 
ive it understood that both of you have permission to 
iproach the witnesses with exhibits without asking in 
vance. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor, 
laudible) copies, Your Honor. 
Do you also have original depositions? 
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: We do. 
(Whereupon, an off-the-record discussion was 
Id.) 
MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Mr. Shutzo, in the black binder that's in 
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1 front of you -- would you please get that binder. 
2 MR. GUMINA: Is it the (Inaudible) exhibits? 
3 MR. GRIMES: It's petitioner's exhibits. 
4 BY MR. GRIMES: 
5 Q. Would you please turn to the exhibit tab 45 in 
6 that binder. 
7 Mr. Shutzo, during your employment with 
8 Sullivan-Schein, did you sometimes submit expense 
9 reports to the company in order to obtain reimbursement 
10 for your travel expenses? 
11 A. Yes, I did. 
12 Q. Would you look at the first page of 
13 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 45, you'll see that in the 
14 lower right-hand corner there is a number which has been 
15 placed for purposes of identify - to identify the pages 
16 of this exhibit. On the first page it says R-20006, do 
17 you see that? 
18 A. Yes, I do. 
19 Q. And then the pages have been numbered 
20 consecutively from that point on. 
21 Looking at page - the first page, R-20006, 
22 does your signature appear on the right-hand side of 
23 that page? 
24 A. Yes, it does. 
25 Q. Does this appear to be the type of form that 
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1 you used to submit your travel expenses to the company 
2 during your employment with Sullivan-Schein? 
3 A. Yes, it is. 
4 Q. Would you please turn to page numbered R-20008 
I 5 of Petitioner's Exhibit 45. Mr. Shutzo, when you 
6 submitted your expense reports to the company, did you 
7 sometimes also submit receipts reflecting the expenses 
8 for which you were claiming reimbursement? 
I 9 A. At times, yes. 
j 10 Q. Does this page, R-20008, of Petitioner's 
11 Exhibit 45, look like the kind of receipts that you 
12 submitted to the company along with your expense 
13 reports? 
14 A. At times, yes. Uh-huh. 
15 Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please turn now to the 
16 page numbered R-20060 of Petitioner's Exhibit 45. Do 
17 you have that page there? 
18 A. I do. 
19 Q. This appears to be a receipt from the Hampton 
20 Inn in Salt Lake -- or Murray, Utah, dated - well, it 
21 looks like it's referring to a stay on December 28th and 
22 December 29th of 1997; is that correct? 
23 A. That's correct. 
24 Q. And is this a receipt that you obtained from 
25 the Hampton Inn and submitted to the company for 
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1 purposes of reimbursement? 
2 A. It is. 
3 Q. Do you recall what the purpose of your trip to 
4 Salt Lake City was on December 28th of 1997? 
5 A. No. I would have no idea, other than general 
6 business. 
7 Q. Could that have been the trip that you met 
8 with Susan Carter and Mike Bookfeld at the Salt Lake 
9 City airport? 
10 A. It could have been, but it may not have been. 
11 I don't know. 
12 Q. All right. Would you please turn to the next 
13 page, it's R-20061. This should be a copy of the ticket 
14 or a receipt for the ticket from Parkland Travel. Do 
15 you see about a third of the page down it has your name, 
16 JoeShutzo? 
17 A. Yes, uh-huh. 
18 Q. And then it's referring to a Southwest 
19 Airlines flight that arrived in Salt Lake City at 8:15 
20 p.m. on December 28, 1997. Do you see that? 
21 A. I see that. 
22 Q. And that same - it looks like it also has the 
23 same flight leaving Salt Lake City at 4:05 p.m. the 
24 following day, December 29 of 1997; is that correct? 
25 A. That' s correct. 
Page 
1 Q. Do you recall what you were in Salt Lake City 
2 for on that occasion? 
3 A. No, I don't. 
4 Q. Is it possible that was the meeting - one of 
5 these occasions was the meetings you had with Susan 
6 Carter and Mike Bookfeld at the Salt Lake City airport? 
7 A. It's possible. 
8 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, I don't recall if 
9 Petitioner's Exhibit 45 has been entered into evidence 
10 and we would offer it at this time (Inaudible). 
11 MR. MORRIS: Your Honor, I was keeping track, 
12 it is entered. 
13 THE COURT: It is. I've got it listed, too, 
14 as having been admitted, so... 
15 BY MR. GRIMES: 
16 Q. Mr. Shutzo, on the occasion that you met with 
17 Susan Carter and Mike Bookfeld at the Salt Lake City 
18 airport, was that a relatively brief visit to Salt Lake 
19 City? 
20 A. I don't --1 really don't recall. The meeting 
21 we had was relatively brief, an hour or so, but the 
22 entire trip, I don't know. 
23 Q. Do you recall conducting any other business in 
124 Salt Lake City at the time of that meeting? 
25 A. I don't recall. 
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1 Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please turn to page 
2 R-20059 of Petitioner's Exhibit 45. Is that your 
3 signature on (Inaudible) that appears on the right-hand 
4 side of that page? 
5 A. Yes, it is. 
6 Q. Do you recall having any trips to Salt Lake 
7 City in conjunction with your employment with 
8 Sullivan-Schein at any time prior lo December 28th of 
9 1997? 
10 A. I don't recall, but ] believe I did, but I 
11 don't recall any specifics of that. 
12 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified during direct 
13 examination that you ~ you were assigned as regional 
14 manager during approximately the time of the merger; is 
15 that correct? 
16 A. That's correct. 
17 Q. Prior to your assignment as regional manager, 
18 did your duties with the company ever require that you 
19 travel to Salt Lake City? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified on direct 
22 examination that there was a company roadshow that you 
23 attended some time during the merger period; is that 
24 correct? 
125 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Where was that roadshow? 
2 A. There were ~ there were several of them. The 
3 ones I attended, I believe there was one up in the 
4 Seattle market, which encompassed the Portland and 
5 Seattle market, and I believe there was one in Salt Lake 
6 City. Those are the only two I would have been involved 
7 with. 
8 Q. Was that roadshow essentially an orientation 
9 meeting for the purposes of introducing the employees to 
10 the new organization? 
11 A. That's correct. 
12 Q. Was that roadshow also referred to sometimes 
13 as a kickoff meeting? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Do you recall the date on which that roadshow 
16 occurred? 
17 A. No, I don't. 
18 Q. Would you please turn to page R-20067 of 
19 Petitioner's Exhibit 45. Does your (Inaudible) appear 
20 on this page? 
21 A. Yes, it does. 
22 Q. Toward the middle ofjthe page where there's 
23 some handwriting that says, it looks like, "Expenses for 
24 kickoff meeting." 
25 A. Uh-huh. 
10 
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Q. Is that your writing? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. Is that referring to expenses that you 
:urred during your attendance at the roadshow? 
A. It does, yes. 
Q. If we look at the next page of Petitioner's 
hibit 45 marked R-20068, that should be a receipt for 
\ Double Tree Hotel in Seattle, Washington; is that 
rrect? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Does this receipt reflect the expenditure 
urred for lodging during your attendance at the 
tdshow in Seattle? 
A. No, I don't believe so. 
Q. Why do you say that? 
A. Well, because I live in that area, I wouldn't 
y at the hotel. This is probably for meals and 
eting rooms. 
Q. All right. 
A. Expenses for the kickoff meeting. 
Q. If you look at the amount of this receipt it 
s $1,707.51. If we turn back to the previous page, 
t's the same amount that's reflected on that page as 
senses you claimed; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
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Q. Now, if we look in the center of this page 
10068, toward the left-hand side of the page there's a 
nmn that says "date." Do you see that? 
A. Yes, uh-huh. 
Q. And then turn back to the page January 6, 
>8. Is there any reason to believe that that's not 
date that you attended the roadshow in Seattle, 
shington? 
A. I believe the date I attended the roadshow was 
5th, Monday the 5th. Let me see here. (Inaudible). 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified on direct 
ruination regarding an occasion on which Jim Staley 
ed a directive about sales representatives stealing 
l others accounts; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Was that directive issued at the roadshow that 
attended? 
A. If Mr. Staley was there, it was. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, you have in front of you on the 
ind a copy of your ~ (Inaudible) deposition 
script taken previously in this case. Would you 
se get that. Would you please turn to page 140 of 
* deposition transcript. 
Mr. Shutzo, beginning on line 18 of page 140 
;)ur deposition transcript and continuing on to line 
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1 8 of the following page, I would like to read the 
2 questions and if you would please read your answers. 
3 QUESTION: "Do you know when this directive 
4 was issued by Mr. Staley?" 
5 A. "I do not." 
6 Q. "Do you know if it was before or after Susan 
7 Carter's termination?" 
8 A. "It was before." 
9 Q. "Any reason we didn't mention that when we 
10 were talking about all the crossover meetings before?" 
11 A. "I don't have any idea." 
12 Q. "How do you recall so specifically when that 
13 meeting occurred?" 
14 A. "It was right at the very beginning of the 
15 merger. The meeting probably occurred in late '97, and 
16 (Inaudible) put it together for (Inaudible) because we 
17 were doing roadshows all around the country introducing 
18 the company. The Schein company (Inaudible) group of 
19 sales (Inaudible)." 
20 Q. All right. Does that testimony - deposition 
21 testimony refresh your recollection as to when Mr. 
22 Staley issued his directive about sales representatives 
23 stealing accounts at the roadshow? 
24 A. I believe so. 
25 Q. You also testified during direct examination 
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1 that Mr. Staley's directive about sales representatives 
2 stealing accounts was in writing; is that correct? 
3 A.I don't recall. I really don't. I'm trying 
4 to visualize that and I don't recall it. 
5 Q. Do you recall testifying during your 
6 deposition that the directive you received from Mr. 
7 Staley about sales representatives stealing accounts was 
8 not in writing? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. During the roadshow did Mr. Staley make any 
11 statements about crossover issues existing between the 
12 sales representatives? 
13 A. Yes, he did. 
14 Q. What did he say about that? 
15 A. Basically, that there would be crossover 
16 issues and stealing accounts would not be tolerated. 
17 Q. So that was part of his discussion about sales 
18 representatives not stealing accounts; is that correct? 
19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q. Do you recall testifying during your 
21 deposition that Mr. Staley did not make any statements 
22 about crossovers during the roadshow? 
23 A. No, I don't. 
24 Q. Would you please turn to page 94 of your 
25 deposition transcript. Beginning on line 19 of page 94, 
3 - Paee 16 
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1 I would like to read the question and if you would, 
2 please, read your answer. We're going to continue on to 
3 page 95 at line 17. 
4 QUESTION: "Do you recall attending a meeting 
5 with the Salt Lake City sales representatives where Jim 
6 Engle and Jim Staley made a Power Point presentation?" 
7 A." Yes." 
8 Q. "Did that happen more than once?" 
9 A. "No." 
10 Q. "What was the subject of that particular 
11 meeting?" 
12 A. "Primarily introduction, introducing the 
13 Schein organization to the Sullivan sales group, 
14 (Inaudible) structure of the company was, what the goals 
15 were." 
16 Q. "So did that happen fairly early on in the 
17 integration of the Sullivan and Schein salesforces?" 
18 A. "Yes, it did." 
19 Q. "Were there any policies or procedures 
20 relating specifically to the sales representatives, even 
21 to the sales representatives, at that meeting?" 
22 A. "I don't recall." 
23 Q. "Do you recall any discussion about the issue 
24 of crossovers during that meeting?" 
25 A. "Not necessarily, but crossovers were always 
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1 an issue and they were discussed frequently." 
2 Q. "Do you recall any (Inaudible) at the Power 
3 Point presentation which addressed the crossover issue?" 
4 A. "No." 
5 Q. Mr. Shutzo, did you make any notes during the 
6 roadshow? 
7 A. I would have (Inaudible) some notes. j 
8 Q. Do you know what you did with those notes? 
9 A. They're long gone. I've destroyed them. 
10 Q. Do you recall making notes about Mr. Staley's 
11 comments regarding sales representative -- sales 
12 representatives stealing accounts? 
13 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Did you consider that to be an important 
3 issue? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. During your employment with Sullivan-Schein, 
6 Mr. Shutzo, did you ever see any written documents which 
7 addressed the subject of sales representatives stealing 
8 accounts? 
9 A. In what kind of — 
10 Q. Any kind of documents that talked about sales 
11 representatives stealing accounts. 
12 A. I saw a letter from Jim Engle to Susan Carter 
13 in regards to that. 
14 Q. All right. Any documents besides that one? 
15 A. No, not that I recall. 
16 Q. During your employment with Sullivan-Schein 
17 did you ever see any written policies dealing with the 
18 subject of crossovers by sales representatives? 
19 A. I don't recall. 
20 Q. Mr. Shutzo, did you attend a luncheon with — 
21 Mr. Shutzo, your testified during direct examination 
22 that you — at the time of Susan Carter's termination, 
23 you had never heard that she had submitted a letter to 
24 Sullivan-Schein management complaining about Parke 
25 Simmons or Blaine Brown; is that correct? 
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1 A. Please restate that. 
2 Q.Yes. 
3 During direct examination, did you testify 
4 that prior to Susan Carter's termination, you had never 
5 heard that she had submitted a letter to Sullivan-Schein 
6 management complaining about Parke Simmons or Blaine 
7 Brown? 
8 A. As I testified before, there were two letters 
9 and ~ but to answer your question, no, I have not — I 
10 believe your question is ~ I don't know of this letter 
11 that Susan had sent. 
12 Q. At the time of her termination? 
j 13 A. At the time of her termination. 
114 Q. Did you ever attend a luncheon meeting with 
115 just yourself and Susan Carter? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you recall when that meeting occurred? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Would you please get the black binder -
20 larger black binder of exhibits back again. Please turn 
21 again to Petitioner's Exhibit 45. Would you please turn 
22 to the page numbered R-20073. 
23 Mr. Shutzo, does the writing that appears on 
24 this page - is that your writing? 
25 A. Yes, it is. 
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Q. At the bottom of the page there's a number of 
les with handwriting. The first one says, "1/19, 
ncheon, Roylance." Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then the fourth line down it says, "1/20, 
nch, Sue Carter." 
A. Correct. 
Q. Does that appear to be an accurate reporting 
the date on which you had lunch with Susan Carter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. During the lunch that you had with just 
>urself and Susan Carter, was there any discussion 
tout Susan Carter's complaints regarding Parke Simmons 
Blaine Brown? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. Was there any discussion about Susan Carter's 
ior employment with Mountain West Dental? 
A. There may have been, yes. 
Q. Do you recall anything that was said about 
at subject? 
A. Not really. 
Q. Was there any discussion during your lunch 
ith Susan Carter about the letter that Susan Carter had 
bmitted to Sullivan-Schein management expressing 
ncerns about Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown? 
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A.I don't recall. 
Q. Is it possible that subject was discussed 
ring the lunch? 
A. It's very possible. 
Q. Do you recall saying anything to Susan Carter 
out that subject during the luncheon? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you ~ 
A. I don't recall. (Inaudible) anything 
laudible) recall at lunch. 
Q. Do you recall Susan Carter saying anything 
out that subject? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. Well, you ~ you knew Parke Simmons for years 
ior to the merger; isn't that correct? 
A. I have. 
Q. And you knew Blaine Brown for years prior to 
i merger also? 
A. (Inaudible), uh-huh. 
Q. So if Susan Carter had raised a complaint or 
ncern about Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown during the 
icheon that you'd had with her, would you have taken 
te of that? 
A. I would have. 
Q. But you don't recall her saying anything like 
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that? 
A. I don't. 
Q. What was discussed during the luncheon meeting 
that you had with Susan Carter? 
A. Probably accounts, sales figures, how things 
work at Schein. She had a much better knowledge of how 
the Henry Schein Company worked for the sales group than 
I did, because I came from the Sullivan and she came 
from the Schein side (Inaudible). 
Q. Turn again to Petitioner's Exhibit 45, page 
R-20073. You indicate in that same column that you had 
lunch with Melanie Roylance, but underneath that, does 
that say, "January 19, dinner, Henry Schein/Sullivan 
group"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. Does that refer to a dinner that 
you had with the Henry Schein sales representatives? 
A, I had both groups, the Schein and the Sullivan 
groups together for dinner. 
Q. On that occasion? 
A. On that occasion. 
Q. All right. 
The last column of that section, on the 
expense report, says - it looks like it says, "January 
21, dinner, Sullivan sales"; is that correct? 
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A. Probably service and sales. 
Q. Oh, so that first part is -
A. S-V-C, service (Inaudible). 
Q. Okay. What is that referrring to? 
A. That's with regards to the service department. 
They were not included with the dinner on the 19th, so 
that (Inaudible) service department. 
Q. Thank you. 
Mr. Shutzo, you testified during direct 
examination that a crossover is an instance in which two 
sales representatives are calling on a single account; 
is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. After the merger, numerous crossovers occurred 
due to the overlapping sales territories of the former 
Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental sales representatives 
in Salt Lake City; is that true? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. You testified during direct examination that 
you and James Engle attempted to resolve this issue by 
determining which accounts should be assigned to which 
sales representative and then making jthose assignments; 
is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. You testified that in making those 
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1 assignments, you primarily considered the amount of 
2 sales that were made to an account by the sales 
3 representatives; is that true? 
4 A. That's the primary thing. 
5 Q. Did you also sometimes take into account 
6 factors such as geographical location of the account? 
7 A. Yes, we did. 
8 Q. And did you also sometimes take into account 
9 the wishes of the customer? 
10 A. Absolutely. 
11 Q. At some point did you meet with the Salt Lake 
12 City sales representatives and discuss the crossover 
13 issues? 
14 A. At several points, yes. 
15 Q. Did you first meet separately with the 
16 Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein sales representatives? 
17 A. I don't understand what you mean. You mean 
18 individually or.. . 
19 Q. Did you first meet with the Sullivan Dental 
20 group or the Henry Schein group separately, without the 
21 presence of the other group? 
22 A. I don't believe so. 
23 Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please get your 
24 deposition transcript again. Would you please turn to 
25 page 54 of your deposition transcript. Beginning on 
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1 line 8 ,1 would like to read the questions and if you 
2 would, please, read your answer. We will continue to 
3 the first line on page 55. 
4 Question on line 8: "All right. Did you meet 
5 with the two groups of sales representatives 
6 individually before you met with them together?" 
I 7 A. "Yes." 
I 8 Q. "Did you meet with the Sullivan people first 
J 9 or the Schein people first?" 
110 A. "I don't know. I would say the Sullivan 
11 people first because I was already meeting with them on 
12 a more or less routine basis." 
13 Q. "Did you meet with them in close proximity to 
J14 each other?" 
! 15 A. "I don't undertand your question." 
116 Q. And that's when Mr. Gumina objected to the 
! 17 form of the question. 
j 18 Question on line 22: "You met with them both 
119 in Salt Lake City at the office in Salt Lake City?" 
|20 A. "No." 
J21 Q. "Different offices?" 
122 A. "I believe I met the Schein group in a 
23 restaurant." 
24 Q. So according to your deposition testimony, you 
25 did first meet with each of the groups separately; is 
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1 that correct? 
2 A. Well , I also testified here I met with the 
3 Sullivan group routinely. 
4 Q. But there was an occasion on which you met 
5 with the Schein group separately; is that correct? 
6 A. Yes . 
7 Q. That meeting occurred in a restaurant , as you 
8 testified? 
9 A.I believe so . 
10 Q. During your initial meet ing with the Henry 
11 Schein reps, was there any discussion about the 
12 overlapping of sales terri tories? 
13 A. I don ' t recall but (Inaudible) there would 
14 have been. 
15 Q. Did you tell the Henry Schein sales reps that 
16 you would be working on resolving those issues? 
17 A. I 'm sure I did. 
18 Q. During your initial meet ing with the Henry 
19 Schein sales reps , did you tell the reps to keep calling 
20 on the same accounts that they had been calling on? 
21 A.I don't recall. 
22 Q. Did you tell them to cont inue in conducting j 
23 business as usual? 
24 A. I ' m sure I did. 
25 Q. And by telling them to conduct business as 
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j l usual , what you meant was to continue calling on the 
2 same accounts that they had been calling on; is that 
3 correct? 
4 A.I believe so . 
5 Q. Did you tell the Henry Schein sales reps at 
6 the initial meeting that you had in the restaurant that 
7 they were not to solicit loyalty from their customers? 
8 A. No . 
9 Q. Mr . Shutzo, would you please turn to page 56 
10 of your deposition transcript . D o you have that page? 
11 A.I do . 
12 Q. Beginning on line 7, I would like to read the 
13 question and if you would, p lease , read the answer, 
14 continuing to page 57 , line 6. 
15 Question begirming on line 7: "Did you give 
16 the Schein people any instructions as to what they were 
17 supposed to do with respect to their sales territories 
18 currently?" 
19 A. "No . " I 
20 Q. "Did you tell them they were supposed to keep 
21 calling on their same accounts for that?" 
22 A. "Yes, business was a s usua l . " 
23 Q. "Did you tell them that these territorial 
24 crossover issues would be resolved periodical ly?" 
25 A. "I don't understand what you mean by 
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periodically." 
Q. "Over time." 
A. "I don't recall ~ I don't recall saying 
that." 
Q. "Those issues were going to have to be 
resolved?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. "Did you tell them that they would have to be 
resolved?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. "And you would be working on them?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. "Did you hand out any customer lists during 
he meeting?" 
A. "No." 
Q. "Did you tell the Schein people that they were 
lot to solicit loyalty from any of these customers that 
hey were continuing to see?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q.So according to your deposition testimony, you 
id tell the Schein representatives at your first 
leeting with them that they were not to solicit loyalty 
*om their customers; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall explaining to the Schein 
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presentatives on that occasion what you meant by 
olicit loyalty"? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. The Schein sales representatives were expected 
encourage their customers to buy Sullivan-Schein 
)ducts, weren't they? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And the sales representatives were also 
>ected to maintain positive relationships with their 
tomers; is that true? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Would you say that there was somewhat of a 
y area between soliciting loyalty and maintaining 
itive relations with their customers? 
A. There could be. 
Q. At the initial meeting that you had with the 
ry Schein representatives, did you tell them that the 
omers could submit a written preference for a 
icular sales rep? 
\. I don't think that was the terminology used, 
f a customer wanted a particular sales rep and we 
wo reps calling on that office, they could submit a 
\ but we were very clear about not soliciting 
letters. 
>. Did you tell the sales reps that they could 
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not ask their customers to provide a letter to the 
company? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Did you tell the sales reps that they could 
not inform their customers that they could submit 
letters to the company? 
A. No. I don't - I don't remember. I don't 
believe so. 
Q. At the initial meeting that you had with the j 
Henry Schein sales reps, were there any customer lists I 
provided to the sales reps? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, in the portion of your deposition 
testimony that we just read at the bottom of page 56, 
line 25, (Inaudible) I asked, "Did you hand out any 
customer lists during that meeting?" 
And your answer was? 
A. "No." ] 
Q. Did you have a similar meeting separately with i 
the former Sullivan Dental sales representatives during 
the same time frame? 
A. I don't recall, but probably, yes. 
Q. Your initial meeting with the Henry Schein 
sales representatives at the restaurant occurred after 
your meeting with Susan Carter and Mike Bookfeld at the 
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Salt Lake City airport; is that correct? 
A.I believe so, yes. 
Q. Did your initial meeting with the Henry Schein 
sales representatives also occur after the roadshow in 
Seattle? 
A.I don't know. 
Q. Do you recall meeting with any Henry Schein 
representatives prior to the roadshow? 
A. Only through the dates — I don't recall the 
issue — or the instance. I'd have to look at the dates 
and find out. 
Q. At the time of your meetings with the separate 
sales groups in Salt Lake City, were you working on 
customer lists for the sales representatives? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall testifying in your deposition 
that you were not working on customer lists at the time 
that you had those meetings? 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Would you please turn to page 58 of your 
deposition transcript. Look on line 1 -
THE COURT: rm sorry, what page is that? 
MR. GRIMES: Page 58. 
THE COURT: All right. 
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1 Q. Beginning on line 1 of page 58 of your 
2 deposition transcript, I would like to read the 
3 questions and if you would, please, read your answers. 
4 We will continue to read down to line 20. 
5 Question beginning on line 1: "I take it that 
6 you had a meeting with the Sullivan sales 
7 representatives in Salt Lake City whom you supervised 
8 about these same types of issues." 
9 A. "Yes." 
10 Q. "Would that have occurred either soon before 
11 or soon after your meeting with the Schein people?" 
12 A. "Yes, one or the other." 
13 Q. "Did you have a similar discussion with them?" 
14 A. "Yes." 
15 Q. "Any differences that you can recall in 
16 substance between the discussion that you had with the 
17 Sullivan reps and the Schein reps?" 
18 A. "Just maybe issues of the merger of two 
19 salesforces." 
20 Q. "Did you present any customer lists to the 
21 Sullivan people at that time?" 
22 A. "No." 
23 Q. "Were you working on customer lists at that 
24 time?" 
25 A. "I personally was not." 
Page 34 
1 Q. "Did you work on customer lists some time 
2 after that?" 
3 A. "Yes, when I received the data." 
4 Q. Thank you. 
5 So at the time of the initial meetings that 
6 you had with the separate sales groups, you had not even j 
7 started working on customer lists; is that true? ! 
8 A. I personally had not. That doesn't mean they I 
9 weren't working on them within the organization. 
10 Q. And you did work on customer lists sometime 
11 after that, when you received the data; is that correct? 
112 A. That's correct. 
113 Q. At some point after the merger, did you meet 
14 together with the combined salesforce, including the 
j15 former Henry Schein and the former Sullivan Dental sales 
16 representatives in Salt Lake City? 
•17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Do you recall when that meeting occurred? 
19 A. At the dinner that we had. 
20 Q. Would it be your best recollection that that 
21 would be the dinner reflected on page R-20073 of 
22 Petitioner's Exhibit 45? 
23 I'm sorry, would you please get the exhibit 
24 binder, the black exhibit binder. 
i* Please turn to Exhibit 45. And if you would 
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1 please turn to page No. R-20073. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. This is the page we looked at before, the 
4 second line down toward the bottom says, "January 19th 
5 dinner with the Henry Schein/Sullivan group"; is that 
6 correct? 
7 A. Yes. I believe this is the first time that 
8 both groups got together. 
9 Q. Thank you. 
10 Did you ever address the crossover issue at a 
11 combined meeting of the Sullivan Dental and Henry Schein 
12 reps? 
13 A. I'm sure I did at some point. 
14 Q. Was that issue addressed at the dinner that 
15 occurred on January 19th? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Was there more than one meeting at which you 
18 discussed crossover issues with the combined salesforce 
19 in Salt Lake City? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. How many such meetings occurred? 
22 A. I don't have any idea. 
23 Q. Do you recall testifying in your deposition 
24 that you had meetings with the sales representatives in 
25 Salt Lake City to discuss crossover issues on three or 
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1 four occasions? 
2 A. There were several occasions. 
3 Q. Over what period of time did you have meetings 
4 with the Salt Lake City sales representatives in which 
5 crossover issues were discussed? 
6 A. I would say three to four to six months. 
7 Q. Were the crossover issues gradually resolved 
8 during the course of these meetings? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. During the meetings that you had with the Salt 
11 Lake City sales representatives in which crossover 
12 issues were discussed, did you generally inform the 
13 sales representatives that management was working on 
14 resolving the crossover issues? 
j 15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did you inform the sales representatives that 
17 management would create final assignments of the 
18 customers? 
19 A.I don't recall. 
20 Q. That is what management was.working on? 
21 A. (Inaudible) working on, yeah. 
22 Q. Did you tell the sales representatives in Salt 
23 Lake City to continue calling on their same accounts 
24 until they were told otherwise? 
25 A. Yes, business as usual. 
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Q. Did you tell the Salt Lake City sales 
representatives not to solicit loyalty from their 
customers? 
A. What do you mean by that? You have to explain 
loyalty. If - if you're - if you have two reps 
calling on one customer, we did inform the ~ all the 
representatives not to go in and say, doctor, I want 
your business, and solicit that way, tell the other 
person that you're not going to deal with them anymore. 
IThat was very, very important to do, if that's what your 
- if that's answering the question correctly. 
Q. It is. 
Did you generally discuss that issue with the 
Salt Lake City sales representatives at the meetings 
hat you held with them regarding the crossover issues 
>r is that something you mentioned just once? 
A. No, actually, it was originally mentioned by 
im Staley in his - in his presentation at the kickoff 
meetings, about soliciting accounts. 
Q. That was part of the subject of stealing 
ccounts? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Do you recall Mr. Staley giving specific 
samples of what type of conduct would be allowed, when 
lat conduct would not be allowed, when it came to 
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>liciting customer loyalty? 
A. No, I don't recall. 
Q. Did you ever give the Salt Lake City sales 
presentatives specific examples of what was 
omissible conduct or not permissible conduct in the 
laudible) of soliciting customer loyalty? 
A. There was some discussion about soliciting 
ters, as I indicated earlier, not to go in and have 
these doctors write letters saying that you were the 
osen one and to throw the other person out. That 
mid not be tolerated. 
Q. But the sales representatives were allowed to 
I their customers that they could write a letter to 
company requesting them as their sales 
•resentative; is that correct? 
A. No, that's the part that could not be 
crated. If the customer chose to do that, they could 
that, but they were not to inform the customer of 
t. They weren't to solicit support, and that would 
soliciting support. 
Q. Did you receive some letters from customers 
jesting specific representatives? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did the Salt Lake City sales representatives 
letimes try to work out the crossover issues amongst 
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themselves? 
A. Yes, they did. 
Q. Were they encouraged to do that? 
A. Yes, they were. 
Q. Were the Salt Lake City sales representatives 
at some point given a preliminary list of customers? 
A. Which sales group are you speaking of? 
Q. Let's talk about the Sullivan Dental group. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Were they given a preliminary list of 
customers? 
A. They had preliminary lists. They were 
establishing the market and they had what they called 
their run sheets, which we talked about before, which 
were their list of customers. 
Q. Were those also referred to as Green Bar 
documents? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The Green Bar documents were monthly sales 
reports? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And those were issued to each of the Salt Lake 
City sales representatives on a monthly basis? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. You also received a copy of those Green Bar 
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documents? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. All right. 
With reference to the Henry Schein sales 
representatives in Salt Lake City, did they receive a 
preliminary run list at some point? 
A. I imagine they had a run sheet of some type. 
Q. Did you ever provide a preliminary run list to 
any of the Henry Schein sales representatives in Salt 
Lake City? 
A. No. At that point, their data was still 
coming out of New York, because that's where they were 
based, and they were supplied that through whoever it 
was in New York that was sending it out. 
Q. Did you ever actually see any of the Henry 
Schein run lists? 
A.Uh-huh. Yes. 
Q. Is it your testimony that the Salt Lake City 
sales representatives were never given preliminary lists 
in conjunction with the merger? 
A. I don't understand the question. 
Q. Well, you testified that the SuUivan Dental 
or former Sullivan Dental sales representatives had 
Green Bar documents which they had received previously; 
is that correct? 
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1 A. That's correct, they had a list. 
2 Q. And did those Green Bar documents continue 
3 coming during the period of the merger? 
4 A. For a time while they were doing ~ while they 
5 were in the merger, yes. 
6 Q. And did those Green Bar documents, those 
7 monthly sales reports, continue to come after the 
8 merger? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. In fact, ultimately, the Henry Schein sales 
11 representatives were included within the Green Bar 
12 documents; is that correct? 
13 A. I believe so. 
14 Q. And you testified that the Henry Schein sales 
15 representatives, or former Henry Schein representatives, 
16 had some run lists that they received out of New York; 
17 is that correct? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. All right. 
20 Is the phrase "preliminary run list," in 
21 conjunction with the merger, something that you've ever 
22 heard before? 
23 A. Not really. 
24 Q. You don't recall any occasions on which you 
25 distributed preliminary run lists to the Salt Lake City 
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1 sales representatives? 
2 A. (Inaudible)? 
3 Q.Yes. 
4 A. No. 
5 Q.Okay. 
6 Do you recall any occasions on which you 
7 distributed preliminary run lists to either group? 
8 A. I don't recall that - you know, we had lists 
9 all the time. There were new lists, there were old 
10 lists. I mean, it's very difficult to nail that down. 
11 Schein used a totally different format than what we were 
12 used to. 
13 Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please get the black 
14 binder (Inaudible). I apologize for bouncing you back 
15 and forth between these big -
16 A. That's okay. 
17 Q.- books. 
18 Would you please turn to Exhibit -
119 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7 in the black binder. Do you 
20 ~ this exhibit (Inaudible) pages. Do you recognize 
21 this as a type of run list that was used by the Salt 
22 Lake City sales representatives during the merger? | 
[23 A. Yes. \ 
J24 Q. Did you receive a document like this with 
25 respect to each of the Salt Lake City sales . 
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1 representatives? 
2 A.I believe so, yes. 
3 Q. Did you distribute run lists like this to the 
4 Salt Lake City sales representatives? 
5 A.I don't believe so. I believe it was sent -
6 sent directly to them. 
7 Q. Do you -
8 A. It may have come from Jim Engle's office. 
9 Q. Thank you. 
10 Had you ever heard a document like this 
11 referred to as a preliminary run list? 
12 A. Actually, I have, yes. 
13 Q. If you'll notice in the upper left-hand corner 
14 there's a reference where it says "first draft, Utah 
15 reps." 
16 A. Uh-huh. 
17 Q. Do you see that? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Do you know when the preliminary run lists 
20 like this one were given to the Salt Lake City sales 
21 representatives? i 
22 A. I do not. 
23 Q.Did the Salt Lake City sales representatives 
24 work off of preliminary run lists like this for a period 
25 of time after the merger? 
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1 A. They worked off of ~ the rest that were 
2 established for the Sullivan group worked off of their 
3 regular run sheets. 
4 Q. The Green Bar documents? 
5 A. The Green Bar documents. I'm not sure if 
6 they received this run sheet or this run sheet was 
7 strictly for the Schein - formulated for the Schein 
8 representatives. 
9 Q.A11 right. 
110 So do you know if the Sullivan Dental sales 
111 reps received preliminary run lists like we see in 
12 Exhibit 7 or not? 
13 A. I do not. 
14 Q. They may not have received such lists? | 
15 A. They may have not. 
16 Q. They may have just used the Green Bar 
17 documents? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. At some point in time during the merger, did 
20 the Sullivan-Schein computer group ^ create reports that 
21 combined the sales number of Henry Schein and the 
22 Sullivan Dental sales representatives? 
23 A. When you say combined them, combined them ir 
24 to one total for that particular representative or... 
25 Q. When I say combined report, I mean had the 
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imbers for both the Sullivan Dental sales reps and the 
enry Schein sales reps. 
A. On one document? 
Q. In one document. 
A. I would imagine they did but I don't recall 
Q. Do you recall using computer reports like that 
iring meetings that you had with the Salt Lake City 
les reps to address crossover issues? 
A. I remember using a form. I'm not sure that's 
5 one you're speaking of. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please get your 
position transcript back again. Would you please turn 
page 71 of your deposition transcript. Beginning on 
le 11, I would like to read the question and if you 
mid please read your answers. We'll continue down to 
e22. 
Question beginning on line 11: "Okay. Do you 
:all sitting down with documents that looked like 
hibit No. 6" - if you'll look at Exhibit No. 6 to 
nr deposition, you'll see that that's a Green Bar 
:ument from Mike Butler - "the Green Bar document, a 
:ument that looked like Exhibit No. 5" - and if you 
>k at Exhibit No. 5 of your deposition exhibits, that 
uld be a preliminary run list that appears as Exhibit 
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7 in the trial exhibits - "and comparing them to 
who should get what account between Sullivan and 
iein sales representatives?" 
Please read your answer beginning on line 16. 
A. "That was done by a computer group. They ran 
iport combining the two numbers, the two columns, so 
didn't have to." 
Q. "Do you recall receiving those computer 
orts?" 
A. "Sure. Yes." 
Q. "Were those computer reports used during the 
Jtings you had with regard to the crossover issues?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. Now, were the computer reports that you 
rred to in your deposition prepared specifically for 
purpose of resolving crossover issues? 
A. Ibelive so. 
Q. Did you receive those computer reports on more 
i one occasion? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you - what did you do with the 
puter reports after you were through with them? 
\. Some of them I discarded because they were old 
we had replacement reports for them. We actually 
them in a binder. We had a book similar to this 
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one that we kept all crossover issues by sales 
representative. 
Q. You had a black three-ring binder? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And you kept the computer reports in that 
black binder; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And do you know the current whereabouts of the 
black binder or its contents? 
A. I have no idea. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, at some point was a final run list 
created that essentially resolved all of the crossover 
issues? 
A.I would say that close to that. I don't know 
about final. There's crossover issues all the time, but 
yes, I would say yeah. 
Q. Was there something called a final run list 
that was given to the Salt Lake City sales reps » 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. I think I talked over your answer there. 
A. No, it sounds familiar, that there was 
something like a final run sheet. 
Q. Do you recall a final run list being 
distributed to the Salt Lake City sales representatives? 
A. I do not. 
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Q. Do you know when that happened? 
A. It would have — as I indicated earlier, it 
could have been anywhere from three to six months, which 
was an ongoing project. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, after the merger, during the 
period of time in which the crossover issues existed, 
did you sometimes receive complaints from the Salt Lake 
City sales representatives that one of the other 
representatives was calling on their account? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did these reports generally come to you by 
telephone? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In fact, you had serious crossover issues 
involving all the Salt Lake City sales representatives 
following the merger; is that correct? 
A. We had a lot of crossovers. 
Q. Involving all of the representatives in Salt 
Lake City; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you generally do when you received a 
complaint from one of the Salt Lake City representatives 
regarding a crossover? 
A. The — generally, we'd sit down and talk with 
a few individuals. I'd notify the salesperson that was 
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1 crossing over in to somebody else's account, tell them 
2 that account was assigned to so and so and not to call 
3 on them any longer. 
4 Q. So when you received a complaint from one of 
5 the sales representatives in Salt Lake City that another 
6 sales representative was calling on an account, would 
7 you first make a determination as to who you assigned 
8 the account to? 
9 A. I would look at the data. 
10 Q. And then you would inform the sales 
11 representatives as to who received the account; is that 
12 correct? 
13 A. Yes. We had what we called an add and a 
14 delete list, and we would add it to one account and 
15 delete it from another representative. 
16 Q. And that's how you would resolve crossover 
17 issues? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. Did you make notes regarding the conversations 
20 that you had about crossover issues? 
21 A. Generally, no. 
22 Q.Mr. Shutzo, you have your deposition 
23 transcript. Would you please turn to page 83. Toward 
24 the bottom of the page, beginning on line 24, I would 
25 like to read the question and if you would, please, read 
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1 your answer. We will continue on to page 84 at line I 
2 14. 
3 Question beginning on line 24: "How did the 
4 crossover issues that you considered significant come to 
5 your attention?" 
6 A. "We'd get a report from the sales rep that 
7 another competitive sales rep within the organization 
8 was calling the same account, they were both calling on 
9 the same doctor." 
10 Q. "You get a phone call from the sales rep and 
11 they say so and so is calling on my account?" 
12 A. "That's correct." 
13 Q. "You would make a note if you thought it was 
14 significant?" 
15 A. "I would always make a note of it." 
16 Q. "Always make a note of it?" 
17 A. "Uh-huh, that's correct." 
118 Q." So those would be in that binder?" 
19 A. "That's correct." 
20 Q. So you did make an effort to keep notes of the 
121 communication that you had with the sales 
22 representatives about crossover issues. 
23 A. If they were significant. 
|24 Q. And you kept those notes in that same black 
J25 three-ring binder that you testified about? I 
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1 A. That's correct. 
2 Q. You also testified that you used an add/delete 
3 form? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Did you keep copies of those add/delete forms? 
6 A. At first, yes. 
7 Q. And where did you keep your copies of the 
8 add/delete forms? 
9 A. I'd punch them and put them in that same 
10 binder. 
11 Q. All right. Was there some type of a company 
12 form that you utilized as an add/delete form? 
13 A. You have one in (Inaudible). You mean in 
14 addition to that? 
15 Q. No, I'm talking about the same - the same -
16 A. That was the form. 
17 Q. Where did you get the form? 
18 A. I don't recall if it was (Inaudible) who made 
19 it for me or we made it up locally. 
20 Q. You testified that you kept copies of the 
21 add/delete form at least for a lime. What did you do 
22 with the original add/delete forms? 
23 A. We sent them in to data processing in New 
24 York, where they would take and add it to one sales run 
25 sheet and delete it from the other sales. 
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1 Q. Was it your understanding that those changes 
2 would then subsequently appear on run lists for the 
3 sales representatives? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Was there any occasions on which you resolved 
6 a crossover issue, or felt that you had resolved a 
7 crossover issue, but you received a follow-up complaint 
I 8 regarding the same account? 
9 A. Yes. 
j 10 Q. How often did that occur? 
111 A. Very rarely. 
112 Q. Do you recall testifying in your deposition 
13 that it occurred frequently? 
14 A. No, I don't. 
15 Q. Would you please turn to page 86 of your 
i 16 deposition transcript. Beginning on line 3, I would 
17 like to read the question and if you would please read 
18 your answer, we'll go down to line 21. 
19 Question beginning on line 3: "Were there 
20 ever occasions on which you resolved the crossover 
21 issue, or felt you had resolved the crossover issue, but 
22 you received a follow-up copiplaint regarding the same 
23 account?" 
24 A. "Yes." 
25 Q. "How often did that occur?" 
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A. "Frequently." j 
Q. "Again, this would be included in the notes?" 
A. "I don't know." 
Q. "When that happened, did you have some kind of 
procedure or formula you followed in dealing with that 
issue?" 
A. "Yes. We would contact the representative 
involved (Inaudible) via phone or voice mail that this 
account belongs to so and so and not to go in there any 
longer." 
Q. "You would say, hey, I heard you were back on 
hat account, it was not your account?" 
A. "That's right." 
Q. "How often did that occur? You said 
requently." 
A. "Frequently." 
May we go on just for a moment? 
Twenty-two, again, that involved multiple 
ales agents and sales representatives and just a few. 
Vhen I refer to rarely, I don't mean the quantity, I 
fiean the individuals. 
Q. Oh, all right. 
Mr. Shutzo, what is your definition of the 
w d "frequently"? 
A. I would say more than four or five. You 
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naudible) market area. 
Q. Now, did you have some kind of procedure that 
>u used in dealing with this issue of follow-up 
•mplaints regarding an account that you had previously 
signed? 
A. Again, I don't understand the question, 
•rry. 
Q. When you received a complaint from a sales 
3resentative about an account that you had previously 
signed — 
A.Uh-huh. 
Q. - what did you do? 
A. Usually called the violating rep and told them 
t account was assigned to that other representative. 
Q. You reiterated your instructions; is that 
Tect? 
A. Correct. 
Q. How many of the Salt Lake City sales 
resentatives did you experience that type of 
ation with? 
A. Basically two. 
Q. And those two were who? 
A. Susan Carter and John Sergeant. 
Q. How many occasions were there that Susan 
ter called an account that you had previously 
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assigned to someone else? 
A.Weil, I didn't - I didn't assign the 
accounts. It was through Jim Engle's list, but to my 
knowledge, two. 
Q. How many occasions were there that John 
Sergeant called an account that had been assigned to one 
of the other sales representatives? 
A. One. 
Q. So that would be a total of three? 
A. That would be a total of three. 
Q. Can you think of any other occasions on which 
one of the Salt Lake City sales representatives called 
on an account that was assigned to somebody else? 
A. Are you referring to initial call or after 
they'd been told not to? 
Q. After they'd been told not to. 
A. None. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, when you testified during your 
deposition that you encountered that situation 
frequently, you weren't confused about my question, were 
you? 
A. No. If you're speaking of crossover, we came 
across frequent crossovers. If you're speaking of when 
a rep was told to stay out of an account, I believe that 
they stayed out. Is that what you're referring to? 
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I 1 Q. Let's look at page 86 of your deposition 
| 2 transcript. All right, beginning on line 3 the question 
| 3 was: "Were there ever any occasions on which you 
| 4 resolved a crossover issue, or felt you had resolved a 
[ 5 crossover issue, but you received a follow-up complaint 
6 regarding the same account?" 
7 And your answer was? 
I 8 A. "Yes." 
9 Q. All right. Now, did you understand my 
10 question to refer to follow-up complaints about accounts 
11 you had already assigned? 
12 A. No, I understood your question to be just the 
13 general complaints, because we had so many of those 
|14 initially. 
115 Q. So you did misunderstand my question? 
116 A. I did, yes. 
17 Q.Okay. 
18 Would you please turn back to page 81 of your 
19 deposition transcript. 
20 THE COURT: Counsel, can we take a break-just 
21 a minute? 
22 MR. GRIMES: Sure. 
23 THE COURT: There's a problem with our 
24 microphone. 
25 (Recess taken.) 
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1 THE COURT: All right. I apologize for that. 
2 Go ahead. 
3 MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
4 BY MR. GRIMES: 
5 Q. Mr. Shutzo, we were looking at page 81 of your 
6 deposition transcript. And beginning on line 5, I'll 
7 read the question and would you please read your answer. 
8 We'll go down to line 24 on page 81. 
9 Question beginning online 5: "During our 
10 relevant time frame of late '97, early '98, did any 
11 crossover issues arise involving the Salt Lake City 
12 sales representatives which you considered to be 
13 severe?" 
14 A. "Oh, yes." 
15 Q. "More than one?" 
16 A. "Yes." 
17 Q. "How many times did you encounter this level 
18 of crossover issues?" 
19 A. "Several. Oh, I don't know." 
20 Q. "Several?" 
21 A. "Yes, sir." 
22 Q. "Did they all involve Susan Carter?" 
23 A. "No." 
24 Q. "Okay. Who are some of the other sales 
25 representatives that had these crossover issues?" 
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1 A. "Dave Le Shiminoff on the Schein side. On the 
2 Sullivan side, Connie Taylor, Mike Butler, Melanie 
3 Roylance. And going back to the Schein side, I'd put 
4 Mike Bookfeld in there." 
5 Q. All right, so on page 81 of your deposition 
6 transcript, we were talking about generic crossover 
7 issues and you said that there had been several of them 
8 involving these sales representatives; is that correct? 
9 A. (No audible response.) 
10 Q. And so then we go to page 86 of your 
11 deposition transcript and I asked you specifically about 
12 follow-up complaints about accounts you'd already 
13 assigned, how could you have been confused? 
14 A. The crossover issues ~ let me try and explain 
15 it to you. 
16 The crossover issues, you've got two sales 
17 reps calling on a multiple different accounts. We sat 
18 down, we discussed who was going to call on who, and : 
19 that usually put an end to it. So when I say several, 
20 there were several conflicts. We resolved them and the 
21 conflicts had gone away. 
22 Q. Well, would you say you -- you misspoke when 
23 you said the follow-up complaints about accounts that 
124 you had previously assigned occurred frequently? 
25 A. Possibly, yes. 
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1 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified during direct 
2 examination that at some point you learned that Melanie 
3 Roylance, also known as Melanie Bingham, complained that 
4 Susan Carter had called upon Ms. Roylance's account with 
5 a Dr. Richard Clegg; is that correct? 
6 A. That's correct. 
7 Q. You testified during direct examination that 
8 you learned about Ms. Roylance's complaint from James 
9 Engle; is that corect? 
10 A. That's correct. 
11 Q. Would you please turn to ~ in the black 
12 exhibit binder, and turn to Exhibit No. 8. This should 
13 be a letter dated February 18, 1998, signed by James 
14 Engle? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. At the bottom of the page this states that you 
17 received a copy of this document; is that correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Was your receipt of this document the means by 
20 which you learned of Melanie Roylance's complaint about 
21 Susan Carter's contacting Dr. Clegg's account? 
22 A. I don't recall, but - 1 believe so, but I 
23 don't recall. 
24 Q. Do you recall testifying in your deposition in 
25 this case that Melanie Roylance complained to you and 
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1 that you referred her to James Engle? 
2 A. I don't recall that. 
3 Q. Is that what happened? 
4 A. No. Jim Engle was the regional manager prior 
5 to my coming in for several years, and he had a 
6 relationship with the salespeople. It would be very 
7 possible that they'd pick up the phone and call him 
8 because of a comfort level. It would also be very 
9 possible that they gave me the information. Being the 
10 new guy, I don't recall 
11 Q. Would you please get your deposition 
112 transcript. Would you please turn to page 100 of your 
113 deposition transcript. Beginning on line 25 of page 100 
j 14 of your deposition transcript and continuing over to the 
15 next page on line 8, I would like to read and if you 
16 would, please, read your answer. 
17 Question beginning on line 25: "When Melanie 
18 complained to you about Susan Carter contacting Dr. 
19 Clegg, did you call Susan Carter?" 
20 A. "No, I did not." 
21 Q. "Why not?" I 
22 A. "Because the complaint was made to Jim Engle 
23 and Jim Engle was handling the issue." 
24 Q. "A complaint was made to Jim Engle by who?" 
25 A. "I would imagine by Melanie or maybe by ^ ^ ^ 
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lyself. Melanie came to me and I took it to Jim Engle." 
Q. So during your deposition testimony you 
stifled that Melanie came to you with the complaint 
rid then you went to James Engle; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Was that what happened or did you learn about 
from -
A. Mr. Grimes, I don't remember. It was a very 
»ng time ago. It could have actually been both. 
[elanie could have complained to Jim and to me. 
Q. Did you tell Melanie to put her complaint 
>out Susan Carter contacting Dr. Clegg's account in a 
tter and give it to James Engle? 
A. I don't recall doing that. 
Q. Did you ever talk to Susan Carter about the 
>ue involving Dr. Clegg's account? 
A. No. 
Q. Why not? 
A. It was being handled by Jim Engle. 
Q. Do you know if Mr. Engle ever talked to Susan 
Liter? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. About Dr. Clegg's account. 
A. Other than the letter he sent, I don't know if 
re was a phone conversation attached to it. 
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Q. Mr. Shutzo, you previously testified that when 
1 received a complaint from a sales representative 
>ut another sales representative calling on an account 
t had previously been assigned to them, your general 
ctice was to contact the offending sales 
resentative and reiterate to them that it was not 
ir sale. 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. You did not follow that practice in 
ird to Melanie Roylance's complaint about Susan 
ter contacting Dr. Clegg's account, did you? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Is there a reason for that? 
A. As I indicated before and is indicated in the 
r, Jim Engle had addressed the issue. 
Q. When you received your copy of Mr. Engle's 
r, did you call him and tell him, hey, when these 
is come up, I usually contact the person and 
rate that it's not their account? 
MR. GUMINA: Objection, argumentative. 
MR. GRIMES: (inaudible). 
THE COURT: I'll let him answer. 
THE WITNESS: I don't recall doing such a 
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Q. Were you surprised when you saw James Engle's 
letter? 
A. It's the first one I'd ever seen like that. 
Q. It was the only one you'd ever seen like that; 
is that correct? 
A. Up to that point, yes. 
Q. When John Sergeant contacted an account that 
had been assigned to another sales representative did 
you call him and reiterate that it was not his account? 
A.I did. 
Q. Was any disciplinary action taken against John 
Sergeant? 
A. There was none necessary. John quit calling 
on the account. 
Q. After Susan Carter received Mr. Engle's letter 
dated February 18 of 1998, as far as you know, she 
stopped calling on Dr. Clegg's account; is that correct? 
A. I believe so, but I believe that was - the 
letter was prompted by the second violation. 
Q. The second violation. What was the first one? 
A. I don't know. That was my — I'm guessing. I 
shouldn't have even said that. 
Q. Did you personally have authority to take any 
disciplinary action that was required in regard to the 
Salt Lake City sales representatives? 
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A. No, I (Inaudible) everything through Jim 
Engle. 
Q. Would you please turn to page 35 of your 
deposition transcript. Beginning on line 13,1 would 
like to read the question and if you would, please, read 
your answer, and continue to - well, on to page 36 on 
line 8. I take that back. I'm going to begin on line 
19 on page 35, and we'll continue to page 36, line 8. 
Question on line 19: "What type of 
supervision responsibilities did you, as regional 
manager during this time period, exercise over the 
persons that you supervised?" 
A. "Territory alignments, sales performance, and 
those are the two primary issues." 
Q. "When you say territory alignment, does that 
refer to the sales territories that each of the sales 
representatives were responsible for?" 
A. "That's correct." 
Q. "Were you ~ were you responsible for 
performing — performance evaluations on individuals?" 
A. "Yes, I was." 
Q. "Were you responsible for conducting any 
disciplinary actions that were required?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. Out of all of the crossover issues that you 
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1 were experiencing during the time period of the merger, 
2 why did you refer Ms. Bingham's or Ms. Roylance's 
3 complaint about Susan Carter to Jim Engle? 
4 A. As I have indicated to you before, Jim was the 
5 regional manager and had a relationship with these 
6 salespeople prior to my coming on. Melanie took it to 
7 Jim. I did not necessarily refer it to Jim. 
8 Q. You don't recall (Inaudible)? 
9 A. I don't recall, but if I may, every 
10 salesperson in that group was still going to Jim because 
111 was a new entity, I was new in the position. They 
12 were all going to Jim for different issues. 
13 Q. A complaint about John Sergeant contacting an 
14 account that had previously been assigned to someone 
15 else, that came to you; is that correct? 
16 A. That did come to me. 
17 Q. Who made that complaint to you? 
18 A.I don't remember. 
19 Q. Did anyone besides Susan Carter receive any 
20 disciplinary action in relation to crossover issues? 
21 A. Not to my knowledge. 
22 Q. Did you create any notes regarding Melanie 
23 Roylance's complaint about Susan Carter's contacting Dr. 
24 Clegg's account? 
|25 A. No. 
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1 Q. Now, you previously testified that it was your 
2 practice to create notes in conversations you had 
3 regarding crossover issues; is that correct? 
4 A. That's correct. 
5 Q. Is there a particular reason that you did not 
6 create notes about the communications you had about 
7 Melanie Roylance's complaint regarding Susan Carter? 
8 A. Again, because the complaint was made to Jim 
9 Engle and Jim was handling the situation. 
10 Q. Did you contact Sullivan-Schein human 
11 resources in regard to Melanie Roylance's complaint 
112 about Susan Carter? 
13 A. I did not. 
14 Q. Do you know if Jim Engle contacted 
15 Sullivan-Schein human resources about that complaint? 
16 A. I don't know. 
17 Q. Mr. Shutzo, hopefully you still have 
18 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 8 in the black binder in front 
119 of you. 
20 A. I do. 
21 Q. It indicates towards the bottom of this page 
22 that copies were sent not only to yourself but also to 
23 Jim Staley, Tim Sullivan and Jeff Reichert. Do you have 
24 any understanding as to why copies of this document were 
25 sent to all those people? 
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1 A. I don't - you'd probably have to ask Jim 
2 Engle. He's the one that sent it. 
3 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified during direct 
4 examination that at some point there (Inaudible) 
5 regarding Susan Carter's contact of a Dr. Leslie Brooks 
6 account; is that correct? 
7 A. Yes. If I did, I did. 
8 Q. Did you receive a complaint from Mike Butler 
9 about Susan Carter contacting Dr. Brooks's account? 
10 A. You know, I just don't recall. 
11 Q. You testified on direct examination that Dr. 
12 Brooks was a crossover account at the time that Mr. 
13 Butler complained about Susan Carter contacting that 
14 account. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. Am I correct? 
17 A. If I testified, yes. 
18 Q. Well, if it was a crossover account, then 
19 there was nothing wrong with Susan Carter contacting 
20 that account, was there? 
21 A. Initially, no, until the crossovers worked 
22 out. 
23 Q. Did you ever tell Susan Carter not to contact 
24 the account of Dr. Leslie Brooks? 
25 A. I don't believe so. I dont remember if I did. 
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1 Q. Are you aware of Susan Carter ever receiving 
2 any disciplinary action from the company for contacting 
3 the account of Dr. Leslie Brooks? I 
4 A. I'm not aware of any. 
5 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified during direct 
6 examination regarding an incident in which Susan Carter 
7 contacted the account of a Heritage Dental in Provo, 
8 Utah; is that correct? 
9 A. That's correct. 
10 Q. You testified that the Heritage Dental account 
11 was assigned to Mike Butler approximately one to two 
112 weeks prior to Susan Carter's termination; is that 
13 correct? 
14 A. I believe so. 
15 Q. Do you recall testifying in your deposition 
116 that you don't recall how you came to the understanding 
i 17 that the Heritage Dental account was assigned to Mr. 
118 Butler? 
19 A. I do recall that, yes. 
20 Q. Is there some reason that you recall assigning 
21 the Heritage Dental account to Mike Butler more clearly 
22 during your testimony here at trial than you did during 
23 your deposition? 
24 A. The ~ just from reading the deposition, you 
25 know, reading the information you guys have provided, 
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tat stirs memory. 
Q. Would you please turn to page 102 of your 
^position transcript. Beginning on line 10, page 102, 
would like to read the question and if you would, 
ease, read your answer. We'll continue to the very 
p, line 1 of page 104. 
Question beginning on line 10: "At some point 
time did an issue arise involving Susan Carter's 
lationship with Heritage Dental?" 
A. "Yes." 
Q. "What happened in that incident?" 
A. "As I understand it, Susan Carter had called 
Heritage Dental Lab. It was assigned to another 
3resentative and, you know, I'm not the real - I'm 
t real clear, but she had called on an account that 
LS not assigned to her that she was told to stay out 
Q. "How did you come to the understanding that 
• Heritage Dental account had been assigned to Mike 
tier and not to Susan Carter?" 
A. "I don't recall." 
Q. "You were responsible for assigning accounts." 
A. "That's correct, along with Jim Engle." 
Q. "Right, but you don't know how you came to the 
lclusion that Susan Carter was not assigned to the 
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itage Dental account and Mike Butler was?" 
A. "I don't recall. We were dealing with 
dreds of accounts." 
Q. "You didn't fire people over hundreds of 
>unts, though, did you?" 
A. "No." 
Q. "You only fired one sales rep." 
A. "That's correct." 
Q. "That was over the Heritage Dental account, 
it not?" 
A.. "It was over a number of issues." 
3. "The last issue was the Heritage Dental 
unt?" 
\. "That's correct." 
3. "Do you have any recollection at all, any idea 
you came up with the understanding that Heritage 
al was not assigned to Susan Carter but was assigned 
ike Butler?" 
i. "It would certainly be in the documents that 
fere going through assigning territories." 
). "It would be in the run lists, wouldn't it?" 
i. "Correct." 
>. "Did you look in the run list to see where 
age Dental was assigned?" 
. "I'm sorry, I did not -- I'm sorry, yes, I 
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did." 
Q. "What did you find?" 
A. "I don't recall." 
Q. Now, we talked at length during your 
deposition as to the question of how you came to the 
understanding that Mike Butler was assigned to the Henry 
Schein account and Susan Carter was not, as we just 
read; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And during our conversation you didn't recall 
assigning the Heritage Dental account to Mike Butler one 
or two weeks prior to Susan Carter's termination; is 
that correct? 
A. I would have not recalled that. 
Q. But you did recall it when you testified 
during direct examination here at trial? 
A. That's correct. 
Q.Mr. Shutzo, you testified during direct 
examination that you did not recall telling Susan Carter 
that Heritage Dental was assigned to Mike Butler; is 
that correct? 
A. I don't recall doing that, that's correct. 
Q. If you didn't tell Susan Carter that Heritage 
Dental was assigned to Mike Butler, how was she supposed 
to know that she was no longer suppposed to call on ~ 
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MR. GUMINA: Objection, lack of foundation, 
assuming facts not in evidence. The question assumes 
that he didn't tell Ms. Carter and Mr. Shutzo's 
testimony was that he does not recall. 
MR. GRIMES: I can rephrase the question, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, if you did not tell Susan Carter 
that she was not to call on Heritage Dental anymore, can 
you think of any other way that she would have learned 
that? 
A. It would --
MR. GUMINA: Same objection. 
THE COURT: I'll let him answer. 
THE WITNESS: It would have been on the 
add/delete list, the run sheets that we were constantly 
updating. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Did you prepare an add/delete form with 
respect to the assignment of the Heritage Dental account 
to Mike Butler? 
A. I don't recall, but I would imagine I did, 
yes. 
Q. Do you recall giving Susan Carter a copy of 
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1 that add/delete form? 
2 A.I don't recall. 
3 Q. Do you recall telling Susan Carter about that 
4 add/delete form? 
5 A. No, I don't. 
6 Q. Do you recall recording the assignment of 
7 Heritage Dental to Mike Butler on any run lists? 
8 A. Again, the add/delete forms were sent in to 
9 corporate and they developed the run list. 
10 Q. You did not personally write that information 
11 on any run list? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Is it possible that you never told Susan 
14 Carter that she wasn't to call on Heritage Dental 
15 anymore? 
16 A. It's possible. 
17 Q. Now, by the time the Heritage Dental issue 
18 arose in March of 1998, you had been assigning accounts 
19 among the Salt Lake City sales representatives for 
20 months; isn't that true? 
21 A. That's correct. 
22 Q. You previously testified that it was your 
23 general practice to inform the sales representatives 
24 when they were no longer on an account; is that correct? 
25 A. That's correct. 
Page 
1 Q. In fact, in order to resolve the crossover 
2 issues, it was very important for you to tell the sales 
3 representatives when they were no longer supposed to 
4 call on accounts; is that correct? 
5 A. That's correct. 
6 Q. Were there any occasions on which you failed 
7 or forgot to notify a sales representative that they 
| 8 were no longer assigned to an account? 
9 A. There's always a possibility of that, yes. 
10 Q. Are you aware of any specific instances where 
111 that happened? 
12 A. Not really, but I'm sure it could happen. 
13 Q. But you're not aware of it happening? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did you make any notes regarding a 
16 conversation that you had with Mike Butler wherein you 
17 assigned the Heritage Dental account to him? 
18 A. Other than the add/delete list, no. 
19 Q. Are you sure? 
20 A. No, I'm not sure. It was a long time ago, but 
21 yeah. 
22 Q. Again, those add/delete forms, you placed your 
23 copies of the add/delete forms in the black three-ring 
24 binder; is that correct? 
25 A. That's correct. 
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1 Q. And you also placed your copies of notes 
2 regarding conversations (Inaudible) crossover issues in 
3 that black three-ring binder? 
4 A. That's correct. 
5 Q. After Mike Butler was assigned to the Heritage 
6 Dental account, you testified on direct examination that 
7 you received a telephone call from him complaining that 
8 Susan Carter had been back in to Heritage Dental; is 
9 that correct? 
10 A. That's correct. 
11 Q .Now-
12 A. I'm sorry, Mike — Mike actually camein the 
13 store. I was in the office when Mike told me about 
14 that. 
15 Q. Thank you. 
16 At that time, did you consider the possibility 
17 that you had not told Susan Carter to stay out of 
18 Heritage Dental? 
19 A. No, sir, I did not. 
20 Q. After Mike Butler complained to you about 
21 Susan Carter going back in to the Heritage Dental 
22 account, you contacted a woman at Heritage Dental named 
23 Bev; is that correct? 
24 A. That's correct. 
25 Q. And your purpose for contacting Heritage 
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1 Dental was to confirm that Susan Carter had been back in 
2 to their office; is that correct? 
3 A. That, and there seemed to have been a 
4 complaint against her. 
5 Q. You said there seemed to have been a complaint 
6 against her, you're referring to some complaint by the 
7 people at Heritage Dental about Susan Carter? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. What was the nature of that complaint? 
10 A. I — I believe the gentleman's name was Mark, 
11 the owner of the lab, had said that if she called them 
112 there they were supposed to call the police if she came 
113 back in the office. They didn't want her in the office. 
14 Q. All right. So you called Heritage Dental to 
15 confirm that Susan Carter had been back in there, and to 
16 confirm a complaint about calling the police on Susan 
17 Carter if she went back in; is that correct? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. All right. And did you talk to Bev about 
20 those issues? 
21 A. I did talk to Bev. 
22 Q. Okay. Did you talk to anyone else at Heritage 
23 Dental? 
24 A. I don't recall. I don't believe so, I think 
125 it was just Bev. 
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Q. All right. During your telephone call to Bev 
at Heritage Dental, did you, at any point, think to 
yourself that you had forgotten to tell Susan Carter not 
to go back in there? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q.Mr. Shutzo, you previously testified that it 
was your general practice, when a sales rep complained 
to you about another sales rep contacting an account 
hat had been assigned to them, that you would contact 
he offending sales representative and reiterate that it 
vas not their account; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Did you do that on the occasion that Susan 
barter contacted Heritage Dental? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. Do you recall contacting Susan Carter and 
elling her that I told you before not to go in to 
leritage Dental, now stay out? 
A. No, I don't recall doing that. 
Q. Anything like that? 
A. No. Again, we were - there were lots of 
ctivities going on in this area and I just don't recall 
I don't recall doing that. 
Q. After you talked to Bev at Heritage Dental, ! 
ou contacted James Engle; is that correct? j 
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A. That's correct. j 
Q. And you contacted Mr. Engle very soon after , 
mr conversation with Bev at Heritage Dental, did you j 
)t? | 
A. Immediately. 
Q. Did you tell Mr. Engle about the situation I 
volving Susan Carter and contacting Heritage Dental? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At any point during your conversation with Mr. ' 
tgle, did it occur to you that you might not have told J 
san Carter that she was supposed to stay out of ! 
ritage Dental? j 
A. It did not. 
Q. After your conversation with Mr. Engle about 
san Carter's contact with Heritage Dental, you also I 
1 a conversation with James Staley about Susan Carter 
itacting Heritage Dental; is that correct? 
A. I'm not sure if I had a conversation with Jim 
ley or if Jim Engle had the conversation with Jim j 
ley. 
Q. Well, didn't you testify on direct examination 
Mr. Staley is the one that told you to fire Susan 
ter? 
A.I believe so, yes. 
Q. So you did have a conversation with Mr. Staley 
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about Susan Carter contacting the Heritage Dental 
account? 
A. Yes. Again, though, I can't remember ~ you 
know, I could have gotten that through Jim Engle, or I 
could have gotten it directly from Jim Staley. 
Q. You don't specifically recall talking to Mr. 
Staley about Susan Carter contacting Heritage Dental? 
A. I - it's been a long time, I just don't know. 
Q. When Mike Butler complained to you about Susan 
Carter contacting Heritage Dental again, after she'd 
been told not to, did you check the run list to see if 
Heritage Dental was assigned to Susan Carter? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Do you recall testifying in your deposition 
that you did check the run list to see if Heritage 
Dental was assigned to Susan Carter? 
A. We had ~ again, the run list and the Green 
Bars, which I don't believe these - the Schein 
representatives had at the time — I don't know what 
document I checked (Inaudible) time frame. 
Q. You checked some kind of document? 
A. I would assume so, yes. And it may have been 
the Schein generated — I don't know. 
Q. The Schein generated document would be a 
document like Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7? 
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A. Something similar to that, yes. I just don't 
recall. 
Q. Would you please turn to Petitioner's Exhibit 
No. 7 in the black binder. Again, this is the 
preliminary run list as you testified. 
A. I'm sorry, what are you — 
Q. Exhibit 7, tab 7. 
A.Mine says "sexual harassment." I'm sorry, got 
it. 
Q. Do you have any reason to believe that this is 
not the run list that Susan Carter had in effect at the 
time of her termination from Sullivan-Schein? 
A. The only thing that I would say is looking at 
the date, it's October of '97, and it was originally 
sent to Dave Le Shiminoff. 
Q. His name is at the top of the first page? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And is crossed out? 
A. And is crossed out. And then - and that's 
Jim Engle's writing, then my writing to Susan Carter. 
Q. And what does that tell you about the time 
frame of this document? 
A. It tells me it was an old document, which was 
not unusual because trying to crunch the data was very 
difficult. And that Jim had gotten this - sent this to 
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1 the wrong person originally. 
2 Q. Okay. Would you please look at the fifth 
3 page, that would be the fifth page of Petitioner's 
4 Exhibit No. 7. And if you look at the column headed 
5 "name" and we count 11 lines down, there's a reference 
6 to Heritage Dental in Provo; is that correct? 
7 A. That's correct. 
8 Q. There's nothing on this - is there anything 
9 on this page which would indicate to you that Susan 
10 Carter was not supposed to call on Heritage Dental? 
11 A.No. 
12 Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please turn to 
13 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 23 in the black binder. 
14 A. Okay. May I address something on this 
15 document? 
16 Q.Sure. 
17 A. This is a Henry Schein document and -
18 Q. You're referring again to Petitioner's Exhibit 
19 No. 7? 
20 A. That's correct. And if you'll notice in the 
21 right - left-hand column, those are all Henry Schein 
22 account numbers. Every doctor in the state, in the 
23 Henry Schein system, was assigned to a sales 
24 representative. 
25 Normally, a sales representative covers 
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1 anywhere between 80 and 120 customers. Again, the way 
2 Schein did business is every doctor in the state, so I 
3 would imagine here that we have probably 250, 300 
4 customers assigned to a sales representative. And 
5 that's where the crossover issues became so difficult in 
6 this particular market, because either Susan or David or 
7 Mike Bookfeld had all the accounts in the state assigned 
8 to them. 
9 So I just wanted to clarify that particular 
10 document. That doesn't necessarily mean that this sales 
11 representative called on these accounts. 
12 Q. Thanks. I appreciate that. 
13 Mr. Shutzo, you just referred to this 
14 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7 as a Henry Schein document. 
15 On the first page of Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7, in the 
16 upper right-hand corner, it has the name of Jim Engle. 
17 A.Uh-huh. 
18 Q. Was he a Henry Schein employee? 
! 19 A. He was at this time, yes, when this was 
20 printed. We all were. 
21 Q. All right. Well, prior to the merger, he was 
22 a Sullivan Dental? 
23 A. He was a Sullivan Dental employee, yes, but 
24 this - this was, again, if you notice, a Schein number. 
25 Prior to the merger, we didn't have Schein numbers 
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1 either, so that indicates this is a Schein document. 
2 Q. But created by Jim Engle? 
3 A. No, created by Henry Schein corporate, data 
4 processing. 
5 Q. How did Mr. Engle's name get on it? 
6 A. They sent it to him, and it's in his region. 
7 He was a zone manager in the region, so he would have 
8 his name on it. It doesn't mean he generated the 
9 document. 
10 Q.Okay. 
11 Now, Mr. Shutzo, would you please turn to 
12 Petitioner's Exhibit 23. This exhibit consists of a few 
13 pages. This is a Green Bar document, or a copy of a 
14 Green Bar document; is that correct? 
15 A. That's correct. 
16 Q. And you testified about this document during 
17 cross examination as the Respondent's Exhibit No. 15. 
18 This particular Green Bar document is a Green Bar 
19 document relating to Mike Butler; is that correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. If you look toward the top of the first page 
22 under the first line it has Mike Butler's name on it; is 
23 that correct? 
24 A. That's correct. 
25 Q. And then right above that, in the center of 
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1 the page it says, "As of month 9 of 1997," (Inaudible) 
2 September of 1997; is that correct? 
3 A. That's correct. 
4 Q. Now, you testified about this document during 
5 direct examination. If you look toward the bottom of 
6 the first page there's some handwriting there. Do you 
7 see that? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Is that your handwriting? 
10 A.No. 
11 Q. It looks like one of the entries in the 
12 handwriting refers to Heritage Dental; is that correct? 
13 A. Yes, the last -
14 Q. The very last one there? 
15 A. Uh-huh. 
116 Q. Now, if we look at the printed portion of this 
17 document ~ well, firsl of all, we have a list of 
18 customer names; is that correct? 
19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q. Okay. And they're in alphabetical order? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And if we look at the printed portion of this 
23 document, in alphabetical order, over on the second 
24 page, you don't see Heritage Dental under the agents, do 
25 you? 
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A. No, I do not. 
Q. So from this document would it be fair to 
conclude that Heritage Dental was not assigned to Mike 
Butler originally? 
A. That would be fair to conclude that, yes. 
Q. Now, do you have any idea as to when the 
handwriting was placed on this document? 
A. I have no idea. It's not my handwriting. 
Q. Now, Green Bar documents were issued to the 
Sullivan Dental sales representatives on a monthly 
basis; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you have any idea why Mike Butler would be 
working off of the Green Bar document from September of 
1997 and March of 1998, when he was assigned to the 
Heritage Dental account? 
A. Oh, sure, because again, we were trying to 
:runch forms and blend two computer systems and two sale 
systems and two account systems. I think at one time we 
lad three systems involved in there, after Schein bought 
he Mire (phonetic spelling) Company. So the data 
>rocessing at this particular time in our ~ in the 
listory of the company was just chaotic at best. 
Q. Was it your understanding that Mr. Butler did 
tot receive any run lists following September of 1997, 
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uring the merger? 
A. I don't remember the exact dates, but there 
'as a time there when Green Bar run sheets were not 
mailable, because again, they were crunching the data 
rocessing (Inaudible) to get sales numbers, monthly 
lies numbers. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, from the fact that Heritage Dental 
written on the first page of this Green Bar document, 
ould you conclude that the final run lists had not yet 
;en distributed to the Salt Lake City sales 
presentatives at the time that that was written on? 
A. This very well could be an old document. I 
>n't really know. I don't know when the final run 
eet was distributed and this was presented. I don't 
ow when that was written on there, so I can't conclude 
ything from that. 
Q. Now, this particular document, Petitioner's 
hibit No. 23, indicates or at least implies that 
ritage Dental at some point may have been assigned to 
ke Butler; is that correct? 
A. At some point, yes. 
Q. But it does not indicate that Heritage Dental 
5 taken off of Susan Carter's run list, does it? 
A. No, because this isn't her run sheet, this is 
ce's run sheet. 
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Q. In order to know that, I would have to look at 
Susan Carter's run sheet? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Do you recall the date of Susan Carter's 
termination from Sullivan-Schein? 
A. I'd have to look it up. 
Q. Does March 25, 1998, sound about right? 
A. It sounds about right, yes. 
Q. You met with Susan Carter to inform her of her 
termination; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And that meeting occurred in Parke Simmons's 
office in Salt Lake City? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Did you invite Parke Simmons to attend that 
meeting? 
A. No. 
Q. Was that meeting attended by Dr. David Tom? 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. Did Dr. Tom takes notes during the meeting? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. Do you know what happened to Dr. Tom's notes? 
A. I do not. 
Q. How long was the meeting that you had with 
Susan Carter and Dr. Tom at the time of her termination? 
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A. Not very long, 15, 20 minutes at the most. 
Q. Prior to that meeting, did you have any 
instruction from anyone about what you should say? 
A. Yes, from Dr. Tom. 
Q. And what did he tell you? 
A. Basically, stick to the points, keep it short 
and don't engage in a dialogue. 
Q. And did you discuss what the points were with 
Dr. Tom? 
A. Yes, in regards to her being terminated for 
violation of the directive from Jim Engle. 
Q. During the meeting did you tell Susan Carter 
the reason for her termination? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did Susan Carter dispute the grounds for her 
16 termination? 
17 
18 
A. Yes, she did. 
Q. Did she say that Heritage Dental was assigned 
19 to her? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. I don't know if she used that verbiage,, but -
I don't recall. 
Q. Did Susan Carter offer to sfrow you her run 
list with Heritage Dental on it? 
A.I don't recall. 
Q. At any time during the termination meeting 
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1 that you had with Susan Carter did it occur to you that 
2 you might not have informed Susan Carter that she was 
3 not supposed to call on Heritage Dental? 
4 A. No, that did not occur to me. All - all that 
5 happened with Susan is she accused me of enjoying firing 
6 her, terminating her, and she said, "You're enjoying 
7 this." I said, "No, I'm not," and I wasn't. It wasn't 
8 why I came to town that day. I don't enjoy doing things 
9 like that, but she accused me of enjoying it and said 
10 that she would take it to corporate and I told her she 
11 had every right to, and that was the end of the 
12 discussion. 
13 Q. Did you tell Susan Carter during her 
14 termination meeting that she had received a third and 
15 final complaint about going in to accounts that were not 
16 assigned to her? 
17 A. I believe so. 
18 Q. Had you in fact received a third complaint 
19 about Susan Carter going in to accounts that had not 
20 been assigned to her? 
21 A. This ~ the complaint in regards to Heritage 
22 was the violation - understand, Mr. Grimes, that my 
23 position at the company at that time, I didn't have the 
24 authority to terminate Susan on my own. I had to take 
25 it to superiors. I did - what had happened in the 
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1 office was a direct result of my instructions. 
2 Q. Well, you told Susan Carter that there had 
3 been a third and final complaint about her contacting 
4 accounts assigned to other people; is that correct? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Did someone else tell you to tell her that? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. All right. So were you aware of three 
9 complaints about Susan Carter contacting accounts that 
10 had been assigned to other people? 
111 A.I was aware of the letter that Jim Engle had 
112 sent her telling her there was another violation that ~ 
13 I don't remember the verbatim of the letter, but 
14 termination was a possibility. And when I informed Jim 
15 Engle and consequently Jim Staley of this, their 
16 instructions were to terminate Susan. 
17 Q. Did either of them tell you that there had 
18 been three complaints? 
19 A. No. I believe they - and again, I'm - I'm 
20 not sure of this, but I believe that the instructions 
21 from Jim Engle were this is a direct violation of my 
22 letter to her. And it indicated in the letter that 
23 severe action would be taken if this happened again. 
24 Q. At the time of Susan Carter's termination, 
25 were you personally aware of three complaints that had I 
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1 been made about her contacting accounts that were 
2 assigned to other people? 
3 A. I personally was not. 
4 Q. You were aware of two; is that right? 
5 A. I was aware of two, yes. 
6 Q.Dr. Clegg and Heritage Dental; is that 
7 correct? 
8 A. That's correct, uh-huh. 
9 Q. As far as you know, Susan Carter's contact of 
10 Leslie Brooks, if there was such a contact, had nothing 
11 to do with her termination? 
12 A. It had nothing to do with - I had no 
13 knowledge of it. Now whether it had something to do 
14 with her termination, I can't speak to that, but I had 
15 no knowledge of it affecting that. 
16 Q. During Susan Carter's termination meeting, did 
17 she ask you whether her termination had anything to dol 
18 with a letter that she had written to the company 
19 management? 
20 A. Yes, she did. 
21 Q. And what did you say? 
22 A. I believe I told her I can't speak to that, or 
23 something in those terms. 
24 Q.In fact, you said, "I can't say." 
[25 A. "I can't say." 
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1 Q. At the time of Susan Carter's termination, 
2 (Inaudible) you testified you did not have any knowledge 
3 about the letter that she had sent to management 
4 complaining about Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown; is that 
5 correct? 
6 A. I've never seen the letter, I've never ~ I 
7 don't know the contents of the letter. 
8 Q. Had you ever heard about the letter? 
9 A.I eventually heard about the letter, yes. 
10 Q. After Susan Carter's termination? 
11 A. I don't know. I don't know when I heard about 
12 the letter. Again, as I indicated before, there were 
113 two letters and when you talk about letters, well, you 
14 know, which letter? There's a letter from Jim Engle and 
15 a letter Susan wrote to corporate. 
16 Q. Well, those two letters aren't really very 
17 similar, are they? 
18 A. No, but they're both called letters and when 
19 people refer to letters, you don't know which one | 
20 they're talking about. That's my point.. 
21 Q. All right. So your testimony here today is 
22 that you don't know if you Igiew about Susan Carter's 
23 letter to Sullivan management at the time of her 
24 termination; is that correct? 
25 A. My testimony here today is that I don't know 
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if I knew about that letter. I may have known about it, 
but I had no idea of the context of the letter. 
Q. Well, you testified in your deposition you 
didn't know about Susan's letter until after she was 
terminated; is that correct? 
A. If that's what I said, that's correct. I 
don't know. 
Q. Would you please turn to page 115 of your 
deposition transcript. 
MR. GUMINA: Excuse me, you said 115? 
MR. GRIMES: One fifteen. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
3Y MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Beginning on line 5 and continuing to line 11, 
would like to read the question and if you would, 
)lease read your answer. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Question on line 5: "At the time of Susan 
barter's intermination interview, you had never heard 
tiat she made a complaint about Mountain West Dental?" 
A. "No." 
Q. "That she sent a letter to anyone complaining 
bout Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown?" 
A. "No." 
Q.Okay. 
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During your deposition you answered 
lequivocally that you didn't know about Susan -
A. That's correct, I did say that. 
Q. Well, do you recall today having heard 
ything about Susan's letter prior to her termination? 
A. You know, Mr. Grimes, after reading this and 
er everybody talking about letters, I'm not sure what 
jiew eight years ago or six years ago, whatever it 
is. I'm not sure if ~ if I was informed of that 
ter or if I'm thinking I was informed of that letter, 
:ause it's out there. All I can tell you is that I 
/e not read the letter, I have not read the letter to 
s day. I'm no longer an employee of that company and 
letter had nothing to do with what was going on as 
as I was concerned with that situation. 
Q. When Susan Carter mentioned her letter during 
termination interview, did you ask her what letter 
was talking about? 
A. No, I don't believe so. 
Q. Were you curious about that? 
A. No, I was pretty uncomfortable with what was 
lg on there. Quite frankly, I wanted to get it over 
i and get out of the office. 
Q. Did you tell Susan Carter during her 
dnation interview that her termination didn't have 
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anything to do with any letter? 
A. To my knowledge, it had nothing to do with any 
letter. 
Q. Did you tell Susan Carter that? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Now, when Susan Carter mentioned her letter 
during her termination interview, you didn't know what 
letter she was talking about; is that correct? 
A. No . I 
Q. But you didn't ask her what letter she was | 
talking about? 
A. No. 
Q. Now, when Susan Carter asked you if her letter 
had anything to do with her termination and you said, "I 
can't say," what did you mean by that? 
A. What I ~ what I meant by that is I have no 
knowledge of the letter, I can't say what ~ I don't 
know what's in that letter, I don't know how it could 
have ~ have any effect. 
Again, my instructions were to keep our 
conversation to a minimum and that's what I was trying 
to do. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please get the black 
exhibit binder again. Would you please turn to 
Petitioner's Exhibit 25. You testified on direct 
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examination that this was an exit interview report that 
you prepared in regards to Susan Carter's termination; 
is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Did you receive any instructions about what to 
write on this report? 
A. N o . j 
Q. For example, at the center of the page where ; 
it says "remarks," then it says, "Due to violation of 
memo/directive dated February 18, 1998, attached," 
that's your language? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Then below that it has the date of March 25, 
1998, indicates, "Verified with Bev at Heritage. When 
Susan called their office, Mark (Inaudible) said to call 
the cops if she came in again. She was not welcome 
(Inaudible)." ! 
You authored all of that language? 
A. I did. 
Q.Now, there's nothing on this exit interview 
that says that Heritage Dental was assigned to Mike 
Butler, is there? 
A. No, there's not. ! 
Q. Any reason that you did not mention that? I 
A. Not anything in particular. 
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1 Q. It doesn't say anywhere on this exit interview 
2 report that you looked at the run list to check to see 
3 who was assigned Heritage Dental? 
4 A. No, it doesn't. 
5 Q. It doesn't say on this exit interview report 
6 that Susan Carter had called on an account that was 
7 assigned to someone else. 
8 A. No, it does reference the violation of the 
9 memo/directive from Jim Engle. 
10 Q. Right. 
11 A. And again, if you'll allow me, this is the 
12 first termination I had to do as regional manager. It 
13 wasn't an easy thing to do. As I have testified before, 
14 1 liked Susan, I thought she could do a good job and I 
15 was very uncomfortable with doing this. 
16 Q. At any time that you were filling out the exit 
17 interview report form relating to Susan Carter's 
18 termination, did it occur to you that you might not have 
19 told Susan Carter not to call on Heritage Dental? 
20 MR. GUMINA: Objection, asked and answered 
21 several times now. 
22 MR. GRIMES: Different (Inaudible). 
23 THE COURT: Yeah, I think that the previous 
24 questions didn't refer to the termination -- or to the 
25 filling out of this form, so I'll allow him to answer. 
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1 THE WITNESS: I did not. 
2 BY MR. GRIMES: 
3 Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please turn to 
I 4 Petitioner's Exhibit 26, the next exhibit. You 
5 testified on direct examination that this is a 
6 supplemental addition to the exit interview report form 
7 that you filled out; is that correct? 
| 8 (Tape interruption.) 
I 9 MR. GUMINA: Twenty-five? 
10 MR. GRIMES: Yes. 
II THE WITNESS: Yes. 
12 BY MR. GRIMES: 
13 Q. Okay. This should be a one-page document. 
14 MR. GUMINA: Mr. Grimes, I think you're 
15 referring to Petitioner's Exhibit No. 26, which is a 
16 one-page document. 
17 MR. GRIMES: It is.26, I'm sorry. 
18 THE WITNESS: Yes. Okay. 
19 BY MR. GRIMES: 
20 Q. Is that your signature that appears toward the 
21 bottom of the page? 
22 A. This is it. 
23 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, may I approach the 
24 witness to make sure he's looking at the right page, 
25 since we have a confusion? 
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1 THE COURT: Yes, I think (Inaudible) Exhibit 
2 26. 
3 MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
4 BY MR. GRIMES: 
5 Q. Mr. Shutzo, towards the middle of Petitioner's 
6 Exhibit 26, it looks like there's a date of August 21, 
7 1998; is that correct? 
8 A. That's correct. 
9 Q. Would that accurately reflect the date upon 
10 which you wrote the following words? 
11 A. Yes, uh-huh. 
12 Q. And the following words state: "Re: Susan 
13 Carter's statement, JS,M would that be Joe Shutzo? 
14 A. That's me, uh-huh. 
15 Q. Said, "T can't say.' It should be, T can't 
16 speak to that,' due to not knowing what was in the 
17 letter." 
18 Did I read that correctly? 
19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q. What caused you to add this additional 
21 language on the exit interview report form subsequent to 
22 Mrs. Carter's termination? 
23 A. I realized I was very vague when I said, "I 
24 can't say," and that can be misinterpreted to a couple 
25 of different ways, so I tried to clarify it. 
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1 Q. Did anyone ask you to provide that • 
2 clarification? 
3 A. No, I did it on my own. 
4 Q. Was there anything that prompted you to make 
5 that clarification? 
6 A.I don't recall at this time, but I --1 did it 
7 on my own. 
8 Q. Thank you. 
9 A. Uh-huh. 
10 Q. At any time between the time that you filled 
11 out the exit interview report on March 25th, 1998, and 
12 the time that you added this language to the exit ' 
13 interview report on August 21, 1998, did it occur to you 
14 that you might not have told Susan Carter not to go in 
15 to Heritage Dental? 
116 A. No, that did not enter my mind. 
17 Q. If you had recalled that., would you have noted 
18 it on this exit interview report? 
19 A. Well, I may have, yes. 
20 Q. Also on Petitioner's Exhibit No. 26. there's 
21 nothing here about you assigning Heritage Dental to Mike 
22 Butler; is that correct? 
23 A. That's correct. It wouldn't be on this 
24 document. 
25 Q. You didn't feel any need to clarify that 
97 
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point? 
A. Not that point, no. 
Q. Did you consider any disciplinary action 
against Susan Carter other than termination? 
A. No, actually that - after I reported it to 
fim Engle, that was not my -- not my decision to make. 
Q. Did either Jim Engle or Jim Staley talk to you 
ibout any form of disciplinary action other than 
ermination? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you talk to anyone at Sullivan-Schein 
uman resources about Susan Carter's termination? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know if Jim Engle or James Staley 
Dntacted anyone at Sullivan-Schein human resources in 
jgard to Susan Carter's termination? 
A. I don't know if they did or if they didn't. 
Q. After Susan Carter's termination, were there 
lymore meetings -
A. Excuse me. 
Q. - (Inaudible) with the Salt Lake City sales 
presentatives addressing crossover issues? 
A. May I go back just for a moment? I believe 
iry Anderson was contacted within Schein, but not by 
i. I --1 don't know if he was contacted by Jim Staley 
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Jim Engle, but I believe he was contacted. 
Q. Okay. What is the source of your belief that 
ry Anderson was contacted? 
A. Just — just thought -- it would be the proper 
lg to do. As an example, at that particular time in 
company, if it was an HR issue with a Sullivan 
3loyee, we probably would have gone to Marcy 
htingale. If it was a Schein employee, we would have 
e to Gary Anderson. So I'm just trying to clarify 
Q. All right. 
Now, are you actually aware of anyone 
acting Gary Anderson? 
A.. No. No, I'm not. 
3. You're just saying that should have happened; 
at correct? 
\. If it happened, that's who would have been 
icted. 
}. Mr. Shutzo, I'll ask you whether after Susan 
jr's termination there were any other meetings among 
alt Lake City sales representatives addressing 
over issues. 
. I don't recall any in particular, but there 
well could have been. 
. So crossover issues were not resolved at the 
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1 time of Susan Carter's termination, were they? 
2 A. Again, I don't - don't recall a whole lot 
3 after that. I - I don't recall, there could have been 
4 some. 
5 Q. Would you please turn to your deposition 
6 transcript, page 133. Beginning on line 17 at page 133, 
7 I will read the question and would you please read your 
8 answer just going to the bottom of the page. 
9 Question on line 17: "Mr. Shutzo, after Susan 
10 Carter was terminated, do you recall if there were 
11 anymore meetings with Salt Lake City sales 
12 representatives addressing crossover issues?" 
13 A. "Yes." 
14 Q. "Do you know how many more meetings there 
15 were?" 
16 A. "No idea." 
17 Q. "More than one?" 
18 A. "Oh, yes." 
19 If I may, there were also sales meetings and 
120 promotional meetings that were discussed at those 
121 meetings - other issues were discussed at those 
J22 meetings. 
23 Q. Did Susan Carter ever have an opportunity to 
24 respond to the allegations that were made about her 
25 contacting Heritage Dental? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please turn to 
3 Petitioner's Exhibit 28. This should be a faxed 
j 4 transmittal letter from Blaine - from Parke and Blaine 
5 to Tim Sullivan dated August 19, 1998; is that correct? 
I 6 A. Yes, uh-huh. 
i 7 Q. Did you - did you ever see this document 
8 during your employment with Sullivan-Schein? 
9 A. No, I've never seen it before. 
10 Q. Do you recognize Parke Simmons's handwriting? 
i l l A.I don't. I (Inaudible). 
12 Q. In the center of the page there's some writing 
13 that says, "According to" -- it says, "Tim: According 
14 to Joe Shutzo, David Tom took notes during Susan's 
15 termination meeting. Joe and Dave handled that 
16 (Inaudible) on March 27th and apparently has transferred 
,17 those notes to a disc." 
18 Did you ever tell Parke Simmons or Blaine 
19 Brown that Dr. Tom had created notes during Susan 
20 Carter's termination meeting? 
21 A. I don't recall. 
22 Q. Did you ever tell Parke SimmQns or Blaine 
23 Brown that Dr. Tom's notes had been transferred to a 
24 disc? 
25 A. No. I remember ~ I remember David talking 
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1 about transferring them to a disc, telling me he was 
2 going to transfer them to a disc. 
3 Q. Were Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown present 
4 during that conversation? 
5 A. Could have been. It was in Parke's office. 
6 Q. After the merger between Henry Schein and 
7 Sullivan Dental, did Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown 
8 exercise any supervisory duties of the Salt Lake office? 
9 A. I'm sorry, the dates again? 
10 Q. During the merger. 
11 A. During the merger? Not really, no. Jim Engle 
12 was regional manager prior to that, and then after the 
13 merger, I came in to replace Jim. 
14 Q. Sometimes Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown 
15 exercised supervisory authority in an informal basis 
16 during your absence (Inaudible) — 
17 MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object to the 
18 question. (Inaudible) established they had supervisory 
19 functions. 
20 THE COURT: Well, I'll let him answer the 
21 question as it was asked concerning any formal 
22 management functions. 
23 THE WITNESS: There's always a go-to person in 
24 a branch and it can be — for instance, in Seattle the j 
25 go-to person was (Inaudible), the (Inaudible) I 
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1 coordinator. In the (Inaudible) office it could have 
2 been - Parke and Blaine were out of the office a lot. 
3 It was probably another inside employee and then they'd 
4 probably go for guidance to either Parke or Blaine. 
5 BY MR. GRIMES: 
6 Q. Sometimes Mr. Simmons presided over the 
7 monthly sales meeting; is that correct? 
8 A.I wasn't at those monthly sales meetings but I 
9 could say yes. 
10 Q. Mr. Shutzo, your duties as regional manager 
11 required that you work at other locations besides Salt 
12 Lake City; is that correct? 
13 A. That's correct. 
14 Q. What percentage of your time did you spend in 
115 Salt Lake City during the time period of the merger? 
i 16 A. Probably 25, 30 percent. 
117 Q. Did you ever see Dr. Tom's notes that he 
18 created during Susan Carter's termination? 
19 A. I never saw them. 
20 Q. Did anyone at Sullivan-Schein ever ask you to 
21 find those notes? 
22 A. Not that I can recall. 
23 Q. During your employment at Sullivan-Schein did 
24 anyone ask you to compile or produce documents in 
^ rpqnonse to Susan Carter's charge of discrimination? I 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified on direct exam that 
3 prior to Susan Carter's termination ~ well, strike 
4 that. 
5 You testified here today that prior to Susan 
6 Carter's termination, you were not aware of the letter 
7 that she submitted in regards to Mr. Simmons and Mr. 
8 Brown; is that correct? 
9 A. I understood the letter was submitted to 
10 corporate. I'm not aware of any letter she submitted to 
11 Parke or Brown. 
12 Q. Isn't it true that prior to Susan Carter's 
13 termination, you told Parke Simmons that you knew about 
14 Susan Carter's letter and that you all better be 
15 careful? 
16 A. No, I don't recall that. 
17 Q. Prior to Susan Carter's termination, did you 
18 have any conversations with Parke Simmons about Susan 
19 Carter's former employment at Mountain West Dental? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Did you have any discussions with Blaine Brown 
22 prior to Susan Carter's termination about Susan Carter's 
23 former employment at Mountain West Dental? 
24 A. I knew that she - yes, I did. I knew that 
25 she had worked for Mountain West. I'm not sure in what 
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1 capacity. I'm not sure how long, but that she had 
2 worked there before. 
3 Q. Did you have any conversations with Mr. Brown 
4 about Susan Carter having crossover issues during her 
5 employment at Mountain West Dental? 
6 A. No, not that I recall. 
7 Q. Did you have any discussions with Mr. Simmons 
8 prior to Susan Carter's termination about any crossover 
9 issue that Susan Carter had at Mountain West Dental? 
10 A. Again, not that I recall. 
11 Q. Prior to Susan Carter's termination, had you 
12 ever heard that Susan Carter had been terminated from 
13 Mountain West Dental due to crossovers? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did you ever talk to anyone about that subject 
16 prior to Susan Carter's termination? 
17 A. No. I hardly knew Susan Carter. I met Susan 
18 Carter when the Schein Company merged. 
19 Q. Prior to Susan Carter's termination, did you 
20 have any conversations with Parke Simmons about 
21 crossover issues that Susan Carter was experiencing at 
22 Sullivan-Schein? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Did you talk to Parke Simmons about Melanie 
125 Roylance's complaint regarding Susan Carter calling on 
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Dr. Clegg? 
A. No. I don't remember talking to anybody about 
that - those issues. 
Q. Did you talk to Parke Simmons about any 
complaints that Mike Butler had about Susan Carter 
calling on accounts? 
A.I may have mentioned issues with — with Mike. 
I don't recall that it - if you're talking about 
general conversation or if you're talking about sitting 
down and talking about these issues and ironing them 
out, there's - I can't remember. I can see very easily 
where I may have mentioned something in casual 
conversation, but nothing official or nothing 
iefinitive. 
Q. Can you think of any reason that you would 
alk to Mr. Simmons about Mike Butler's complaint 
•egarding Susan Carter's calling on accounts? 
A. Not really. 
Q. Do you recall anything that Parke Simmons said 
o you about Susan Carter calling on Mike Butler's 
tccounts? 
A.I don't recall Parke saying anything in regard 
o that. 
Q. Did you have any conversations with Blaine 
Jrown about those subjects? 
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A. I don't recall any. 
Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified during direct 
lamination that Kent Evans and Mike Bookfeld were 
miinated at about the same time as Susan Carter; is 
iat correct? 
A. The same day. 
Q. They were terminated for relatively low sales 
yformance; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Now, the decision to terminate Mr. Evans and 
r. Bookfeld was made approximately a month before they 
ere notified of their termination; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. The sales performance of Mr. Evans and Mr. 
>okfeld was reflected in their monthly sales reports; 
that correct? 
A. It would have been, yes. 
Q. Susan Carter could not have been terminated 
sed on her sales numbers, could she? 
A. You know, I don't have those sales numbers, 
it information, with me, but the decision to keep 
san as part of the team was made and when I came to 
vn, I came with two exit interviews. Terminating 
san was not on the agenda that day, not on my agenda 
t day. 
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1 Q. Well, you reviewed the sales reports of the 
2 sales representatives in deciding who to terminate based 
3 on low sales volume; is that correct? 
4 A. Along with other individuals, yes. 
5 Q. You looked at the sales reports for all the 
6 sales representatives; is that correct? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. But based upon those, you came to the 
9 conclusion to terminate Mr. Evans and Mr. Bookfeld; is 
10 that correct? 
11 A. That's correct. 
12 Q. Did James Engle also participate in that 
13 decision? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. So based upon your review of the sales reports 
16 of the Salt Lake City sales representatives, you did not 
17 select Susan Carter for termination; is that correct? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. Do you remember what her sales numbers 
20 reflected? 
21 A. I do not. 
22 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified on direct 
23 examination that about the time of Susan Carter's 
24 termination, she went on a sales trip with Dr. Tom; is 
25 that correct? 
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1 A. She was working with him that day, uh-huh. 
2 Q. And that was something that Dr. Tom did 
3 periodically with the sales representatives; is that 
4 correct? 
5 A. Yes. Yeah. 
6 Q. How long -- well, when Dr. Tom worked with the 
7 sales representatives, that had to be scheduled in 
8 advance, did it not? 
9 A. Usually it is, yes. 
10 Q. How long before Susan Carter was working with 
11 Dr. Tom at the time of her termination was she scheduled 
12 to work with Dr. Tom? 
13 A. I don't have any idea. 
14 Q. Mr. Shutzo, would you please turn to Exhibit 
15 No. 14 in the black binder, Petitioner's Exhibit 14. 
16 This should be a one-page document that has a lot of 
17 numbers on it; is that correct? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. All right. Do you recognize the handwriting 
20 on this document as Jim Engle's handwriting? 
21 A. Yes, I do. 
22 Q. Did you see documents like this periodically 
23 during your employment with Sullivan-Schein? 
24 A. Yes, I did. 
25 Q. Were documents like this prepared for all of 
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1 the sales representatives? 
2 A. Yes, they were. 
3 Q.Were they done generally on an annual basis? 
4 A. This particular document, no, but ~ no, on 
5 this document, no. 
6 Q. Other types of sales projections were done on 
7 an annual basis; is that correct? 
8 A. We had ~ we were developing sales forecasts, 
9 let's put it that way, but they were not given to 
10 salespeople. 
11 Q. During the time of the merger, was a sales 
12 forecast like Petitioner's Exhibit 14 given to all the 
13 sales representatives? 
14 A. Yes, it was. 
15 Q. Would it be fair to say that Petitioner's 
16 Exhibit 14 contains a projection of Susan Carter's 
17 expected sales performance for the following year? 
18 A. Yes, it does. 
19 Q. And does it also set forth her expected 
20 compensation based on her — on the expected level of 
21 sales performed? 
22 MR. GUMINA: Objection, calls for speculation. 
23 THE COURT: I think he's allowed to testify as 
24 to what the intent of the document was. As to whether 
25 it was accurate or not, I guess that's a different 
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1 issue, so... 
I 2 BY MR. GRIMES: 
| 3 Q. Mr. Shutzo, I believe you just testified that 
4 this does set forth Mrs. Carter's expected compensation 
I 5 based upon her expected sales levels; is that correct? 
6 A. What it sets forth is her ~ the compensation 
7 based on the sales level, yes. We were introducing a 
8 new commission program and it was showing the dollars 
9 you can make on different levels. 
10 Q. Did you ever keep track of whether the sales 
II representatives you supervised performed consistently 
12 with their sales forecasts? 
13 A. Yes. Yeah, we kept track of that. 
14 Q. And did they -
15 A. Sales (Inaudible) forecast. 
16 Q. Did the sales representatives generally 
17 succeed in doing that? 
18 A. In some cases. Not always. 
19 Q. But generally, they did succeed; is that | 
20 correct? j 
21 A. No, not generally. In some cases. 
22 Q. Would you please get your deposition 
23 transcript. Would you please turn to page 125. 
24 Beginning on line 24 of page 125, I will read the 
25 questions and would you please read your answers. We're ] 
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1 going to continue to page 126 at line 5. 
2 Question on line 24: "Did you ever keep track 
3 of whether the sales representatives that you supervised 
4 performed at the ~ performed consistently with the 
5 projections made by Mr. Engle?" I 
6 A. "Yes." 
7 Q. "And did they generally do that?" 
8 A. "In general, yes." 
9 Q. Thank you. 
10 MR. GRIMES: I have no further questions. 
11 MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) have questions. 
12 THE COURT: Would this be a good time for, 
13 say, a 10-minute break? 
14 MR. GUMINA: I think SO. 
15 THE COURT: All right. 
16 (Recess taken.) 
17 THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Gumina, your redirect. 
18 MR. GUMINA: Yes. Thank you, Your Honor. 
19 
20 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
21 BY MR. GUMINA: 
22 Q.Mr. Shutzo, you earlier testified that the 
23 term crossover simply means when two sales 
24 representatives are assigned the same sales account. 
25 Would that be a correct definition of the term 
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1 crossover? 
2 A. That's correct. 
3 Q. And crossover was a ~ the issue that you had 
4 to deal with as a result of the merger or integration 
5 between the two salesforces of Heritage Dental and 
6 Sullivan Dental? 
7 A. That's correct. Jim Engle and myself. 
8 Q. Prior to the merger, what type of sales 
9 company was Henry Schein? How did they sell their 
10 products? 
11 A. Henry Schein was evolving from a direct 
112 mail-order company where they mailed catalogues out to 
13 every dentist in the country, to a ~ what Linda Que 
14 (phonetic spelling) used to call a feet-on-the-street 
15 program, where they were hiring salespeople in various 
16 pockets around the country to solicit and call on 
17 doctors. I 
18 Q. Now, Mr. Grimes, during his cross examination, 
19 kept referring to the Schein group and the Sullivan 
20 group. 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Now, let's talk more specifics. The Schein 
23 group, as it pertained to the Utah area. 
24 A. Okay. 
25 Q. There was how many sales representatives? 
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A. Three sales representatives. 
Q. And that would be Susan Carter? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Dave Le Shiminoff? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And Michael Bookfeld? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. And on the Sullivan-Schein ~ on the 
Sullivan Dental side, that would include Melanie 
Roylance? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Michael Butler? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Keith Mooselim? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Connie Taylor? 
A. Yes. 
Q. John Sergeant? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Am I missing someone? 
A. At that time, Kent Evans. 
Q.Kent Evans. And that was the individuals that 
omprised the Sullivan Dental? 
A. That's correct. 
Q.Now, if you look at Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7 
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do you have that? 
A. I do. 
Q. You testified this was a - a run list for 
isan Carter prepared by the Henry Schein Company; is 
at correct? 
A. It — it looks to be; that's correct. 
Q. And it looks to be because of the account 
mbers; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Now, does - Sullivan Dental at that time, did 
lave different account numbers? 
A. Yes. Out account numbers were the telephone 
nbers --
Q.Okay. 
A.— of the account. 
Q. Now, would you expect that the names that 
ear or the accounts that appear on this account list 
Susan Carter - would you expect Susan Carter to 
e visited each and every account that's listed on -
his account list that's Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7? 
A. I would not expect her to have called on every 
>unt on there. 
Q. In fact, do you know whether Henry Schein 
5 representatives actually did call on and visit 
and every account that was on their account list? 
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A. To my knowledge, they did not. 
Q. So is it possible that - turn to page 5 of 
Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7, and it states on that page j 
"Heritage Dental Provo." Just because that account's 
listed on Ms. Carter's account list does not necessarily 
mean that she actually visited or actually solicited 
that account --
MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation. 
MR. GUMINA: He's already testified it was his 
understanding that the Henry Schein reps did not call on 
each and every account that was listed on their account 
list. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, here he's testifying 
about his understanding of the meaning of this document 
and specifically that entry in the document. He hasn't 
testified he has any knowledge about that. 
THE COURT: Well, I guess in broad terms of 
the whole period of this time of this merger I'll let 
him answer the question, but I ~ go ahead and answer 
the question if you understand it. 
THE WITNESS: No, just because an account's on 
this sheet does not mean that a representative called on 
that account. 
BY MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Now, was that different for the SuHivan 
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Dental -
A. Yes. 
Q. - sales representatives? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So if an account was listed on a Sullivan 
Dental sales representative's account list, you would 
expect that Sullivan sales representative to call or to 
actually visit that account? 
A. That's correct. That's how they got the 
accounts on their run sheet, was calling on them. 
Q. What's the average number of accounts that a 
- one particular sales representative would have on the 
Sullivan Dental side? 
A. Anywhere from -
Q.In other words, I guess in more simple terms, 
how large was their account list? 
A. Anywhere from 80 to about 120 people. 
Q. Was it your understanding the account list of 
the Schein representatives were larger? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And why do you have that understanding? 
A. Well, again, Schein - Schejun's genesis was a 
direct company and they had established accounts 
throughout the entire state. And in this particular 
state where they had sales representatives, they divided 
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1 those accounts between three people. So every dentist 
2 in the state was an account of Schein's. 
3 Q. And that was divided between three sales 
4 representatives? 
5 A. That's correct. 
6 Q.Mr. Grimes, during his cross examination, 
7 asked you a lot of questions about crossover. Do you 
8 recall all those questions about crossover and crossover 
9 issues? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q.Now, it's your understanding that Ms. Carter 
12 was disciplined for calling on a sales account for Dr. 
13 Richard Clegg; is that correct? 
14 A. That's correct. 
15 Q.Did the discipline that Ms. Carter received as 
16 a result of her visiting the Dr. Richard Clegg account 
17 ~ was that a crossover issue? 
18 A. To my knowledge, no. That account was 
19 assigned and once it's assigned it's not a crossover 
20 issue any longer. It's — you know, it's a crossover 
21 issue when the account's not ~ when two people are 
22 calling on an account. Once that account is assigned, 
23 then it doesn't become a crossover issue any longer. It 
24 becomes — 
|25 Q. What type of issue is it? 
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1 A. Well, it's - I'm searching for the 
2 terminology here, but it's an issue where a 
3 representative is calling on somebody else's assigned 
4 account to solicit business. 
5 Q.Weil, who determines the assignment of 
6 accounts? 
7 A. Management. 
8 Q. And if someone doesn't follow management's 
9 directive, what would they be considered by 
10 Sullivan-Schein? 
II A.Weil, insubordination or something along those 
12 lines. 
13 Q.Now, Mr. Grimes asked you about other sales 
14 representatives that had crossover issues. 
15 A.Uh-huh. 
16 Q. And do you recall also talking about a sales 
17 representative by the name of John Sergeant? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q.Was Mr. Sergeant's conduct, as it related to 
20 crossovers, different or distinguishable from that of 
21 Ms. Carter's? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And how was it distinguishable? 
24 A. When - when John was informed of the 
25 crossover, confronted with it, he quit calling on the | 
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1 account. 
2 Q. You were asked on page ~ (Inaudible) your 
3 deposition, please. Do you have it? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Okay. Do you want to turn to page 86, please. 
6 And do you recall Mr. Grimes asking you questions 
7 regarding your testimony that's shown on page 86, lines 
8 3 through line 9? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And in your deposition on page 86 at line 3 
11 you were asked the question: "Were there any -- were 
12 there ever any occasions on which you resolved the 
13 crossover issue, or felt you had resolved the crossover 
14 issue, but you received a follow-up complaint regarding 
15 that same account?" 
16 ANSWER: "Yes." 
17 QUESTION: "How often did that occur?" 
18 ANSWER: "Frequently." 
19 That was Mr. Grimes's questions and those were 
20 your answers to his questions; is that correct? 
21 A. That's correct. 
22 Q. However, you testified that your answer 
23 "frequently" wasn't correct or accurate. 
24 A. Well, again, once ~ once a crossover account 
25 is resolved and it's assigned to a customer (sic), then 
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1 - then we didn't have many issues on that, if any at 
2 all. Sometimes sales reps would fight for accounts. 
3 Q. Well, why don't you look on page 90 of your 
4 deposition. Will you look at line No. 6. I'll read the 
5 question and you provide the answer. 
6 A. Okay. 
7 Q. QUESTION: "The question is: Do you have any 
8 understanding as to why Mr Engle took the action of 
9 writing the letter to Susan Carter in response to Ms. 
10 Roylance's complaints whereas he did not write a letter 
11 in response to the other complaints that you reported to 
12 him?" 
13 ANSWER: "Sure. Other complaints, once the 
14 sales representatives were told this account is 
15 assigned" - I'm sorry. Let me back up. I'll let you | 
16 answer. 
17 QUESTION: "The question is: Do you have any 
18 understanding as to why Mr. Engle took the action of 
19 writing the letter to Susan Carter in response to Ms. 
20 Roylance's complaints whereas he did not write a letter 
21 in response to the other complaints that you reported tc 
22 him?" 
23 Your answer. 
24 A. "Sure. The other complaints, once the sales 
25 representatives were told this account is assigned to 
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another representative, they quit calling on the 
accounts." 
Q. QUESTION: "I thought you said frequently that 
didn't happen." 
A. "No. I said that frequently we had overlaps 
that they were calling - where they were calling on 
accounts, but once they were informed not to call on 
accounts, then they quit calling on the accounts." 
Q. QUESTION: "So the only time that a sales 
representative continued to call on an account after 
being told not to was this incident involving Melanie 
Roylance and Susan Carter; is that correct?" 
A. "To my knowledge, yes." 
Q. And those were your answers to Mr. Grimes's 
juestions during your deposition; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And the same thing is true today; is that 
orrect? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Now you testified about Mr. Staley giving a 
irective to the sales representatives about calling on 
ther - others accounts. Do you recall giving that 
stimony? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There was a question whether that was in 
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riting or verbally; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you look on your deposition on page 136. 
i line 13, do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Mr. Grimes asked you the question: "Did Mr. 
iley have any direct (Inaudible) the combined 
esforces competing against each other?" 
And you answered? 
A. "Yes. He was quite adamant about being a team 
I not soliciting other individual's customers." 
Q. QUESTION: "How did you become aware of that 
active from Mr. Staley?" 
A. "He informed us personally." 
Q. QUESTION: "Do you know whether Mr. Staley 
•rmed the sales representatives in the Salt Lake City 
i of that directive?" 
\. "Yes. He informed everybody of that 
stive." 
}. QUESTION: "Did he indicate any consequences 
violation of that directive?" 
.."Yes." 
). QUESTION: "What were those consequences that 
communicated to the Salt Lake City 
'sentatives?" 
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A. "That it would just not be tolerated and 
termination would be an effect." 
Q. Are those Mr. Grimes's questions and were 
those your answers to his questions given during your 
deposition? 
A. Yes, they are. 
Q. And that directive given by Mr. Staley was 
issued to the combined salesforces for the new 
company -
A. That's correct. 
Q. -- prior to Ms. Carter's termination? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, representatives were given the 
instructions not to solicit a loyalty of accounts until 
management can come up with the final list of accounts, 
who would be assigned which accounts; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you tell me why that directive was given 
or why it was important for that directive to be given 
at this time? 
A. Well, basically, if you have two 
representatives calling on the same account and, you 
know, we're trying to build a team and bring these two 
groups together and one of them, or both of them for 
that matter, are in there putting the account in the 
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middle of it, making the account, you know, determine 
who's going to get the account, and it's just not good 
business to put the customer in the middle. So there's 
no soliciting of accounts allowed. 
Q. Well, if ~ if sales representatives were 
allowed to solicit the loyalty of other sales 
representatives during this time frame, would that have 
had any effect on the merger? 
A. Oh, sure. Absolutely. 
Q. How? 
A. Well, the merger involves people. It's people 
that - it's not product, it's not buildings, it's the 
people coming over. And if we didn't bring these two 
teams together properly, then we would have lost the 
personnel and it would have affected the merger. 
Q. Now, you testified earlier that you learned 
from Mike Butler that Susan Carter was in the Heritage 
Dental account; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And Mr. Butler was complaining to you about 
that; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Did that incident involving Ms. Carter - was 
that a crossover issue? 
A. To my knowledge, no. 
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1 Q. Why not? 
2 A. Because the account had been assigned to Mike 
3 Butler. 
4 Q. And that was your understanding? 
5 A. That's correct. 
6 Q. Mr. Shutzo, if you had knowledge at the time 
7 of Ms. Carter's termination that the Heritage Dental 
8 account was assigned to Susan Carter and to Michael 
9 Butler, would you have effectuated Ms. Carter's 
10 termination? 
11 A. No. Absolutely not. 
12 Q. Why not? 
13 A. As I have indicated before, I'd already gone 
14 through the process of determining who we were going to 
15 keep and who we were not going to keep as far as the 
16 sales group, and Susan was one individual who I wanted 
17 to keep. She brought a (Inaudible) very good sales 
18 representative and I think she would have been good for 
19 the company business. 
20 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified already you did not 
21 have the authority to terminate Ms. Carter, that you had ] 
22 to seek approval for that; is that correct? | 
23 A. That's correct. I 
24 Q.But--
25 A. And may I (Inaudible) just a minute? 
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1 Q.Sure. 
2 A. With the merger of two competitive salesforces 
3 and the larger of the two groups being the Sullivan 
4 group, we were - you know, when we had to make changes, 
5 we didn't ever want to be perceived as picking on one 
6 sales group or another. And that the management was 
7 Sullivan Dental but the salesforce was Schein and we 
8 were very, very fair with the Schein group as to what 
9 was going on with them in the marketplace. We went out 
10 of our way to be fair with them. 
11 Q. Now, as -- and your title at that time, from 
12 January 1st, 1998, through the date of ~ or to the date 
13 of Ms. Carter's termination, March 25, 1998, you were 
114 regional manager; is that correct? 
115 A. That's correct. 
116 Q. Did you also have discretion as regional 
117 manager as to what issues they -- or instances involving 
18 sales representatives that you were going to report to 
19 your superiors? 
20 A. Yes. Yes. 
21 Q. Now, you reported Mr. Butler's complaint about 
22 Ms. Carter going to Heritage Dental to Mr. Engle; is 
23 that correct? 
24 A. That's correct. 
25 Q. Who made the decision to make Mr. Butler's 
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1 report to make -- for you to make it to Mr. Engle, who 
2 made that decision? 
3 A. I did. 
4 Q. Did anyone instruct you to inform Mr. Engle? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Did anybody influence your decision to report 
7 Mr. Butler's complaint about Ms. Carter and Heritage 
8 Dental to Mr. Engle? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. So you ~ at that time, you exercised your 
11 discretion as regional manager? 
12 A. I did. 
13 Q. And can you tell me why you exercised your 
14 discretion at that time to report this incident to Mr. 
15 Engle? 
16 A. Well, we had a history. The letter that Jim 
17 Engle had sent in regards to Susan going in to other 
18 accounts and that it was something that I felt I needed 
19 to take to Jim immediately. 
20 Q. Now, you had testified during cross 
21 examination that you may have checked some documents to 
22 confirm that the Heritage Dental account was assigned to 
23 Mr. Butler. 
24 A. I'm sorry, I — 
25 Q. That you may have checked some documents to 
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1 see if the Heritage Dental account was assigned to Mr. 
2 Butler? 
3 A. I may have. 
4 Q. Now, these run lists are -- are run monthly; 
5 is that correct? 
6 A. They're supposed to be run monthly. At that 
7 time, it's hard to say, because again, we were in the 
8 process of merging data processing. 
9 Q. Now, was it your testimony that Mr. Butler was 
10 assigned the Heritage Dental account about one or two 
11 weeks prior to Ms. Carter's termination? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Now, is it possible, given that time, that any 
14 current run list that you had in your office would not 
[ 15 show the Heritage Dental account being assigned to Ms. 
il6 Carter? 
117 A. Absolutely. 
18 Q. Now, there would be an add/delete form; is 
19 that correct? 
20 A There should be an add/delete form. 
21 Q. And what happens to those add/delete forms? 
22 A. They're faxed in to corporate where they put 
23 them in the computer and - I'm sorry, but I can't 
24 remember the individual we used to send those to. 
25 Q. Do you know what happens to those add/delete 
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forms after they're entered - they're entered into the 
computer system; is that correct? 
A. Yes. I always kept a copy in my file. 
Q. Now, you maintained these forms in your black 
binder; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Do you recall me asking you the whereabouts of 
that black binder? 
A.I do. 
Q. Do you recall me asking you to make a search 
for that black binder? 
A. I do. 
Q. Did you in fact make a search for that black 
binder? 
A.I did. 
Q. And what was the result of your search? 
A.Weil, I had left the company over a year ago 
and I have not been able to locate it. Nobody's able to 
locate it. 
Q. Was this your own what we'll call personal 
black binder that you made up yourself? 
A. No. They were actually sent out from our data 
3rocessing with all the run sheets and we had one for 
?ach store, Boise, Salt Lake, Seattle and Portland. 
Q. So this is where you kept your run sheets? 
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A. That's where you kept all copies of all 
ransactions, notes and everything. 
Q.Mr. Shutzo, do you have any doubt, sitting 
lere today, that Heritage Dental was not assigned to 
Michael Butler? 
A. No. To my knowledge, it was assigned to Mike. 
Q. If you'd like to turn to Petitioner's Exhibit 
lo. 25. Do you have that exhibit? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And as you testified earlier, this is the exit 
iterview report — 
A. Yes. 
Q. ~ that you prepared with regards to the 
rmination of Ms. Carter's employment at 
lllivan-Schein; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Now, if you look at -- as to the date, 
25/98, under the remarks, do you see that? 
A. Yes, uh-huh. 
Q. And it says, "3/25/98 - 98 - verify with Bev 
Heritage (801-374-5768) that Susan called on office." 
) you see that? 
A. I do. 
Q. And that's your writing? 
A. Yes, it is. 
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1 Q. And that's - and you did verify with Bev at 
2 Heritage that Ms. Carter called on the office? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. You also — the next sentece says, "Mark 
5 (owner) said to 'we'll call the cops' if she came in 
6 again. She was not welcome, etcetera." Do you see 
7 that? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And did you write that? 
10 A. Yes, I did. 
11 Q. Do you know where you obtained the information 
12 that Mark, the owner, said to call the cops? 
13 A. I believe --1 don't really recall, but I 
14 believe I probably got it from Mike Butler. 
15 Q. If you'd turn to your deposition, page 104, 
16 please. On page 104, line 2, Mr. Grimes asks you the 
17 question during your deposition: "Where did you first 
18 - from what source did you first find that Susan Carter 
19 had contacted Heritage Dental?" 
20 And your answer was? 
21 A. Mike Butler. 
22 Q. What was your exact answer? 
23 A. Oh. "I was informed by Mike Butler." 
24 Q. QUESTION: "Now, what did he tell you?" 
25 A. "He told me Susan had been in the office 
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1 soliciting business and the office asked her to leave, 
2 and that if she had returned or did not leave they were 
3 going to call the police on her." 
4 Q. "Did you take any action after Mr. Butler 
5 reported that to you?" 
6 A. "Yes. I called Heritage Lab to verify what I 
7 was told." 
8 Q. "And did you" - QUESTION: "Did you call 
9 Heritage Lab shortly after Mr. Butler reported the 
10 incident to you?" 
11 A. "Yes." 
12 Q. QUESTION: "The same day?" 
13 A. ANSWER: "Yes - or same day." 
14 Q. And if you go to page 105, on line 9, do you 
15 see that? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. QUESTION: "What did Bev tell you?" 
18 A. "She basically verified Mike's story, Mike's 
19 report, Mike Butler. The individual that owns the lab, 
20 I think his name is Mark or Mike, I'm not sure which, he 
21 had said if she comes in again, call the police. I 
22 don't want her in the office." 
23 Q. Do you know whether Bev at Heritage Dental 
24 informed you about Mark the owner's statement about 
25 calling the cops? 
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1 A. I'm not sure. 
2 Q. Is it possible that you only learned that 
3 information from Mr. Butler? 
4 A. It is. 
5 Q. If you look at Exhibit No. 26. Now Exhibit 
6 No. 26 is actually an addendum that you made to Ms. 
7 Carter's exit interview report; is that correct? 
8 A. That's correct. 
9 Q. Looking at your written statement on 
10 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 26, can you tell us here today 
11 whether you had any knowledge about Ms. Carter's 
12 December 1997 letter to corporate at the time of her 
13 termination? 
14 A. No knowledge. 
15 Q. And what makes you say that? 
16 A. First of all, I don't remember it and I have 
17 subsequently found out that the information wasn't 
18 shared and the letter wasn't shared with us at my level. 
19 Q.Have you ever read Ms. Carter's December 1997 
20 letter to corporate? 
21 A. I have never read it. 
22 Q. Have you ever seen it? 
23 A. I've never seen it. 
24 Q. Do you know anything that that letter - at 
25 the time of Ms. Carter's termination, did you know 
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\ 1 anything that that letter stated? 
2 A. Not to my knowledge, no. I just — again, 
3 there were two letters so when the term "letter" was 
4 used it became confusing, but no, I - I don't really 
5 know the context of this letter. 
6 Q. You were asked some questions about whether or 
7 not Mr. Simmons or Mr. Brown had any supervisory 
8 functions at Sullivan-Schein and you answered no. Do 
9 you remember that? 
10 A. Yeah. Yes. 
11 Q. And then you also were asked the question of 
12 whether they had any informal authority as supervisors. 
13 A.Uh-huh. 
i 14 Q. Do you recall being asked that question? 
115 A. I do. 
16 Q. Now, did Mr. Simmons, at any time after the 
17 merger, to the date of Ms. Carter's termination — did 
18 Mr. Simmons have any authority to discipline any j 
19 employee? j 
20 A. Absolutely not. They had no hiring authority, j 
21 they had no firing authority. That was all handled I 
22 through the regional managers, Jim Engle prior to myself 
23 and then myself. They had no disciplinary ~ 
24 Q. Did Mr. Brown, Blaine Brown, have any such 
25 authority? 
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1 A. He did not. 
2 Q. Did Mr. Simmons or Mr. Brown ever inform you 
3 or tell you that you should discipline Ms. Carter? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Did Mr. Simmons ever tell you to report an 
6 incident involving Ms. Carter to higher officials within 
7 the company? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. Did Mr. Brown ever do that? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. To your knowledge, did Mr. Simmons have any 
12 involvement in Mr Engle's decision to issue his February 
13 18th, 1998, letter to Ms. Carter? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Did Mr. Brown? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Did Mr. Simmons have any involvement in the 
18 company's decision to terminate Ms. Carter? 
19 MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation, calls for 
20 speculation. 
21 BY MR. GUMINA: 
22 Q. To your knowledge. 
23 THE COURT: He can answer if he has knowledge 
24 to that. 
25 THE WITNESS: No, he had no input to it 
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1 whatsoever. 
2 BY MR. GUMINA: 
3 Q. Did Mr. Brown, to your knowledge, have any 
4 input into the company's decision to terminate Ms. 
5 Carter? 
6 MR. GRIMES: Same objection. 
I 7 THE WITNESS: No. 
8 BY MR. GUMINA: 
9 Q. Did Mr. Simmons ever tell you that he would 
j 10 like to see Ms. Carter terminated from the company? 
j 11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did Mr. Brown tell you that? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. If you can grab the petitioner's exhibit book 
15 which is the white book ~ respondent's. Now, you were 
16 asked some questions about the terminations of Mr. 
17 Bookfeld and Mr. Evans, is that correct -
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. - during Mr. Grimes's cross examination? 
20 Now if you look at Exhibit No. 36 of 
21 respondent's. Are you looking at Respondent's Exhibit 
22 No. 36? 
23 A.Yes, lam. 
24 Q. And what is this document? 
25 A. I'm sorry? ' 
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Q. Can you explain to me what the document is? 
A. This is a letter I sent to Jim Engle in 
regards to territory overlaps and possible staff 
reductions. And basically, when we merged two companies 
we had too many people so we had to do a reduction in 
force. 
Q. And were you given the authority, as regional 
manager, to decide which individuals to reduce in force 
or to terminate? 
A. With Jim's approval. This is my 
recommendation, and I sent it to him. 
Q. And so this would be your report to Mr. Engle 
about your analysis of the sales offices in Utah and 
what should be done as to consolidate the salesforce? j 
A. It would be. j 
Q. And did you in fact prepare this document? 
A. I did. Yes. j 
Q. Again, that's your signature that appears on 
the bottom of that page? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. Now, your decision to terminate Mr. Evans and 
Mr. Bookfeld, that decision was based not only on past 
and current sales, but on other factors; is that 
:orrect? 
A. That's correct. 
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Q. What other factors were considered? 
A. Territory overlaps, alignment and customer 
equests for other reps, and then the marketplace, 
ompetition. 
Q. Now, in this report did you tell Mr. Engle or 
eport to Mr. Engle the status of other sales reps in 
tie Utah office? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what did you report (Inaudible)? 
A. "All other representatives should be 
onsidered team members at this time. However, there 
all be territory overlaps and customer requests to 
^solve." 
Q. "All other representatives should be 
onsidered team members," you wrote that; right? 
A.I did write that, yes. 
Q. Did that include Susan Carter? 
A. It did. 
Q. And when was this document prepared, 
espondent's Exhibit No. 36? 
A.March 11, 1998. 
Q.So as of March 11, 1998, Ms. Carter was 
>nsidered part of the Sullivan-Schein salesforce team? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Now, did Mr. Engle respond to your report 
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that's marked as Respondent's Exhibit No. 36? 
A. I'm sure he did, yes. I don't remember 
exactly when or how, but I'm sure he did. 
Q. Do you know whether he agreed with it? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. Did he tell you that? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. At that time, would you recall when you 
discussed this with him? 
A. I probably discussed it with him by phone 
either prior or just after sending him the letter. The 
letter was a document confirming our phone conversation. 
And then -
Q. Did your conversation with Mr. Engle regarding 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 36 - did that occur prior to 
Ms. Carter's termination? 
A. Yes, it did. 
Q. In your conversation with Mr. Engle at that 
time, after you had submitted this report marked 
Respondent's Exhibit No. 36, did you specifically 
discuss Ms. Carter's employment with the company? 
A. I discussed Ms. Carter's and Dave Le 
Shiminoff s employment with the company and ~ 
Q. How so? What did you discuss with Mr. Engle? 
A. That reviewing and spending time with both of 
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them, I felt they'd fit into the group and become team 
members. 
Q. What was Mr. Engle's response? 
A. He was very positive. 
Q. So after the termination of Mr. Evans and Mr. 
Bookfeld, was this going to be your team for the Utah 
office? 
A. It was my team. 
Q. And these would be the people that you would 
rely on to make the sales, to make you look good as 
regional manager? 
A.Uh-huh. Yes. 
Q. He asked you a question about Dr. Tom, do you 
recall that? 
A. (No audible response.) 
Q. Dr. Tom is deceased; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q So you never had an opportunity to ask Dr. Tom 
where his notes are, what he did with them? 
A. I'm sorry, I didn't. 
Q. He never gave you a copy of his notes? 
A. No. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I have no further 
questions. 
THE COURT: Mr. Grimes, recross? 
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1 MR. GRMES: Yes. I have just a few follow-up 
2 questions, Your Honor. 
3 
4 RECROSS EXAMINATION 
5 BY MR. GRIMES: 
6 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified in regard to 
7 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7, that's Susan Carter's 
8 preliminary run list, that the Henry Schein 
9 representatives did not call on each and every account 
10 that was included in their list; is that correct? 
11 A. That's correct. 
12 Q. And that was different than the account list 
13 that existed for the Sullivan Dental sales 
14 representatives because they did call on all the 
15 accounts on their lists; is that correct? 
16 A. Generally, yes. 
17 Q. Generally. Not always? 
18 A. Not always. There was always an account or 
19 two that they may not have called on. 
20 Q. All right. Now, with respect to Petitioner's 
21 Exhibit No. 7, that's Susan Carter's run list -
22 A. Excuse me, which book are we in? 
23 Q. Yeah, why don't you turn to that. I 'm sorry, 
24 the black binder. 
25 You testified that Susan Carter did not call 
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1 on every account on this list; is that correct? 
2 A. I — I would believe she would not call on 
3 every account on this list. 
4 Q. But that's a conclusion on your part, you 
5 believe that she didn't call on every account on this? 
6 A. That's a conclusion on my part based on my 
7 experience with the other sales territories that I 
8 worked with, yes. 
9 Q. All right. Now during Susan Carter's 
10 employment with Henry Schein, she had the right to call 
11 on every account on this list, didn't she? 
112 A. Yes, she did. 
13 Q. So they were her accounts, whether she got 
14 around to calling on them all or not was a different 
115 question? 
16 A. They were assigned to her through the Schein 
17 system; that's correct. 
18 Q. And in fact, with respect to the Henry Schein 
19 account, which was this case, Susan Carter did in fact 
i 20 call on them prior to the merger, did she not? 
|21 A. I wouldn't have any way of knowing that. 
122 Q. (Inaudible). Susan Carter would call on Dr. 
23 Clegg's account -
24 A. I wouldn't have any way of knowing that 
25 either. 
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1 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified that the incident in 
2 which John Sergeant contacted an account that had been 
3 assigned to someone else was distinguishable from an 
4 incident in which Susan Carter contacted an account that 
5 had been assigned to someone else because after John 
6 Sergeant was reminded not to call on that account, he 
7 didn't call on the account again; is that correct? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Well, after Susan Carter was reminded not to 
10 call on Dr. Clegg's account, as far as you know, she 
11 didn't call on Dr. Clegg's account again, did she? 
12 A. I wouldn't have any knowledge of that. 
13 Q. So in that case, there's no distinction 
14 between John Sergeant's situation and Susan Carter's 
15 situation, is there? 
16 A. I don't understand what you mean. 
17 Q. The John Sergeant issue that you testified 
18 about, that wasn't a crossover issue, was it? That was 
19 an account that had already been assigned to somebody 
20 besides Mr. Sergeant. 
21 A. No, I believe it was a crossover issue. J 
22 Q. Can you get your deposition transcript, 
23 please. Would you please turn to page 86. Okay, 
24 beginning on line 3 of page 86, I'll read the question, 
25 if you would, please, read your answer. We'll continue 
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1 to line 2 at page 87. 
2 Question on line 3 --
3 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we've gone through 
4 this already. 
5 MR. GRIMES: Well, he just testified 
6 differently again, so... 
7 THE COURT: Well, I'll allow that line of 
8 questioning. I 
9 BY MR. GRIMES: 
10 Q. QUESTION: "Were there ever any occasions on 
11 which you resolved the crossover issue, or felt you had 
112 resolved the crossover issue, but you received a 
13 follow-up complaint regarding the same account?" 
14 A. "Yes." 
15 Q. "How often did that occur?" 
16 A. I answered, "Frequently." 
17 Q. "Again, would this be included in the notes?" 
18 A. "I don't know." 
19 Q. "When we happened - when that happened, did 
20 you have some kind of procedure or formula you followed 
21 in dealing with that issue?" 
22 A. "Yes. We'd contact the representative 
23 involved and reiterate via phone or voice mail that this 
24 account belongs to so and so and not to go in there any j 
25 longer." ____________ 
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Q. Let's just stop there for a second. 
You used the word "reiterated," that means 
tell again; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Now question on line 17: "You would say, hey, 
I heard you were back on that account, it's not your | 
account?" 
A. "That's right." 
Q. QUESTION: "How often did that occur? You 
said frequently." 
A. "Frequently." 
Q. "Again, did that involve multiple sales 
agents, sales representatives?" 
A. "Just a few." 
Q. "Which ones had that problem?" 
A. "Susan Carter, there was some issues with John 
Sergeant, and I think those were primarily the two." 
Q.Okay. Now, when you're testifying about John 
Sergeant on that issue, you were talking about an 
incident in which John Sergeant called upon an account 
that had previously been assigned to someone else, 
weren't you? 
A. I may have been. Maybe John didn't know it 
was assigned to another account, to another 
representative. 
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Q. Did you call John Sergeant and reiterate to 
lim that he was not to call on that account? 
A. I'm sure I did. 
Q. And did he not call on that account again? 
A. He did not. 
Q. You just said that maybe John Sergeant didn't 
3iow that account was assigned to someone else. Is that 
vhat you just said? 
A. That's exactly what I just said. 
Q. That's similar to what you're saying with 
•usan Carter being not knowing that the Heritage Dental 
ccount was assigned to Mike Butler; is that correct? 
A. I have no knowledge if Susan knew it was 
ssigned to Mike Butler or not. 
Q. But you don't know if John Sergeant realized 
mt account was assigned to someone else; is that 
Drrect? 
A.I don't know. 
Q. Did you ask him? 
A. I don't recall asking him, no. I don't 
call. 
Q. Well, he did know it was an account assigned 
someone else (Inaudible) an account (Inaudible) 
ossover, which was a more serious matter, was it not? 
A. That's correct, it is a much more serious 
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1 matter. 
2 Q. But you didn't ask him? 
3 A. No, I did not. 
4 Q. You didn't ask Susan Carter whether she knew 
5 she wasn't supposed to call on Heritage Dental, did you? 
6 A. I did not. 
7 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified that it's possible 
8 Susan Carter's run list, at the time of her termination, 
9 would not reflect that she was taken off the Heritage 
10 Dental account because the run lists came out on a 
11 monthly basis; is that correct? 
12 A. The run list did not always come out on a 
13 monthly basis. It was supposed and it generally did, 
14 but there times when they were late. 
15 Q. All right. For example, at the time of Susan 
16 Carter's termination, Mike Butler was still using the 
17 run list from September of 1997, which was Petitioner's 
18 Exhibit No. 23; is that correct? 
19 A. He very well could have been using that. That 
20 doesn't mean that was the last run sheet. There could 
21 have been a more frequent ~ a newer run sheet, and he 
22 was using an old run sheet. 
23 Q. Now, at the time of Susan Carter's 
24 termination, you don't know if her run list showed that 
25 she had been taken off Heritage Dental or not; is that 
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1 correct? 
2 A. That's correct. 
3 Q. But you did check the run list at the time of 
4 her termination, didn't you? 
5 A.I don't recall. 
6 Q. You testified in your deposition that you did. 
7 A. Well then-
8 Q. Do you remember that? 
9 A. Then I did. 
10 Q. But you don't remember whether you saw a 
11 Heritage Dental assigned to Susan Carter or whether it 
12 had been taken away from Susan Carter? 
13 A. I don't remember. 
14 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified that at some point 
15 the company's legal counsel, Mr. Gumina, asked you to 
16 look for the black binder; is that correct? 
17 A. That's correct. 
18 Q. That was after your termination from 
19 Sullivan-Schein, was it not? 
20 A. I quit Sullivan-Schein. 
21 Q. Okay. It was after you quit Sullivan-Schein? 
22 A. That's correct. 
23 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified that information you 
24 received about the owner of Heritage Dental being 
25 sufficiently angry with Susan Carter to call the police 
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1 if she came into the office again. It may have come to 
2 you only from Mike Butler; is that correct? 
3 A. It may have. 
4 Q. When Mike Butler told you that the owner of 
5 Heritage Dental was so angry with Susan Carter that he 
6 was going to call the police if she came into the office 
7 again, did you wonder what Susan Carter had done to 
8 elicit that response? 
9 A. Yes, I did. 
10 Q. Did you ask her? 
11 A.No. 
12 Q. Why not? 
13 A. Well, first of all, I didn't talk with Mark. 
14 I didn't talk with the owner, I talked with Bev. So she 
15 was the wrong person to ask, I guess, I don't know. 
16 Q. Did you ask Mike Butler what Susan did at 
17 Heritage Dental to make them so angry? 
18 A. No, he just told me that they didn't want her 
19 in there any longer and they'd asked her to stay out and 
20 she came back, and that's what -
21 Q. Did you ask Bev what Susan Carter did to make 
22 them so angry? 
23 A. No, I did not. I just verified with Bev that 
24 Susan was in the office. 
25 Q. Did you ask Susan what she did to make them so 
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1 angry? j 
2 A. No, I did not. 
3 Q. Mr. Shutzo, you testified with respect to 
4 Respondent's Exhibit No. 36 - do you still have that? ! 
5 MR. GUMINA: The white binder. 
6 THE WITNESS: The white binder? Yes. 
7 BY MR. GRIMES: I 
8 Q. You testified that you provided this document 
9 to Jim Engle; is that correct? 
10 A. I did. 
11 Q. And you testified that in essence in this 
12 document you recommended the termination of Mike Evans 
13 - Kent Evans and Mike Bookfeld based on sales 
14 performance; is that correct? 
15 A. That's correct. 
16 Q. You also discussed a sentence in this letter, 
17 a portion of the letter, where you said, "All other 
118 representatives should be considered team members at 
119 this time." 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And you testified that Mr. Engle was happy 
22 about that; is that correct? 
23 A. Yes. Yes, he said that. 
124 Q. Did you talk to Mr. Engle specifically about 
25 each one of the team members who was remaining? 
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1 A. I don't recall, but I probably reviewed Susan 
2 and Dave, you know, that I'd spent with them and I 
3 thought they were going to be fine. 
4 Q. Did you talk to Mr. Engle about the sales 
5 numbers that had been achieved by the Salt Lake City 
6 sales representatives and reported to Jim? 
7 A. Oh, no, he had that information so I would 
8 have had to bring that to his attention. 
9 Q. All right. So in addition to that 
10 information, you talked to Mr. Engle about each of the 
11 sales representatives who were going to remain? 
12 A. On the Schein or the Sullivan side? 
13 Q. Well, that's my question. Did you talk to him 
14 about that? 
15 A. We were familiar with the Sullivan individuals 
16 because we'd worked v/ith them for years, so the only 
17 people I talked to were David and Susan. 
18 Q. You talked to Mr. Engle specifically about 
19 Dave Le Shiminoff and Susan Carter? 
20 A.I don't recall specifically, but I would 
21 imagine that I did, yes. 
22 Q. Well, there were a lot of things that were 
23 supposed to get done during the time period of the 
24 merger that didn't get done, would that be a fair ~ ; 
25 A.Mr. Grimes, let me explain it to you the best ! 
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1 I can. I 
2 We were merging three companies together. We 
3 had three computer systems that didn't speak. We had 
4 territory overlaps and we had a lot of doctors that had 
5 billing issues. We were doing the best we could to 
6 manage the situation at the time. I 
7 Q. All right. 
I 8 MR. GRIMES: I have no further questions. 
I 9 THE COURT: Any redirect? 
110 MR. GUMINA: Yes, thank you. 
11 
j 12 RE-REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
13 BY MR. GUMINA: 
14 Q.Now, Mr. Shutzo, Ms. Carter was terminated for 
15 violating the directive of Mr. Engle of the February 18, 
16 1998, letter; is that correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. In fact, you state that in the exit interview 
19 report; is that correct? 
20 A. Yes, I did. 
21 Q. And it's the exit interview report marked as 
22 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 25;^is that correct? The black 
23 one. ' 
24 A. The black one? Yes. 
25 Q. And Ms. Carter was specifically terminated for 
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going in an account again that was not assigned to her; 
is that right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Did Mr. Sergeant engage in similar conduct, 
where he was told not to go in to an account and then 
another time went in to another account that was not 
assigned to him? 
A. No. 
Q. How many times did you ~ strike that. 
How many times was Mr. Sergeant informed or 
instructed not to go into an account? 
A. Once. 
Q. Why is that? 
A. That's all that was required. 
Q. Did it ever happen again with Mr. Sergeant? 
A. Not knowingly, no. 
Q. When Mr. Butler reported the fact that Ms. 
barter had been at Heritage Dental and that the owners 
vere going — that if she came in again, we'll call the 
:ops, do you have any reasons to disbelieve or not trust 
AT. Butler's ~ 
A. No. 
Q. What's your impression of Mr. Butler? 
A. Hardworking, honest, a little bit of a ~ 
xcitable at times, but he's a good guy. 
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Q. Mr. Butler no longer works for Sullivan-Schein 
)ental; is that correct? 
A. No, he does not. 
Q. Do you know where he works? 
A. Yes. I hired Mike Butler to work with me at 
.land Dental. 
Q. And why did you hire Mr. Butler? 
A. I think he's a quality representative. 
MR. GUMINA: I have no further questions. 
MR. GRIMES: I have one more. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
RE-RECROSS EXAMINATION 
7
 MR. GRIMES: 
Q. You say that Mr. Butler is excitable. At 
nes he was quite possessive of what he considered to 
his accounts, wasn't he? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: No further questions. 
MR. GUMINA: No questions. 
THE COURT: Okay. You're excused then. Thank 
ii. Break for lunch. Why don't we come back here in 
hour, then. 
(Whereupon, a lunch recess was taken.) 
MR. GUMINA: I don't know if we can finish 
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today, but I would like to try. We have a videotape 
evidentiary deposition of Mr. Leonard Davis that we'd 
like to play for you, and then we'd also like to call 
Ms. Nightingale. And at that point, we would be ready 
to rest and be ready to present closing arguments. 
THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Grimes? 
MR. GRIMES: That's fine. I do have a 
question about (Inaudible). I don't know that - we 
didn't discuss this before in this case. I'm noticing a 
great tendancy among judges to request the closing 
arguments be submitted in brief. While I'm evenly 
(Inaudible) toward that, in this case, I think it might 
be a particularly good idea given the large amount of 
conflicting testimony that the Court has received in the 
case. That would be my suggestion, (Inaudible). 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, we're ready to 
proceed with closing arguments at the time that it is 
necessary, and we would like to present closing argument 
to you here in this hearing room. 
THE COURT: I don't have a preference either 
way. I usually will go with the preference of the 
parties. As a general rule, the only time I actually 
prefer written closing arguments is if you have some 
sort of complex legal issue, (Inaudible) complex facts. 
I realize there's a massive amount of facts in this. 
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I 'm not sure that the issue is all that horribly 
complex. 
It's probably more a matter of sorting through 
conflicting evidence and making decisions to what I 
consider to be more credible where the preponderence 
falls in this case, I think more than the complexity of 
the legal analysis itself. I'm not adverse to going 
ahead and hearing oral closing arguments if we get that 
far today. 
Of course, I think some of this will be 
controlled by — I mean the video deposition obviously 
has a set time limit on it. 
MR. GUMINA: I know, 29 minutes. 
THE COURT: The other live testimony I guess 
will be governed somewhat by direct and cross 
examination. I guess we'll see (Inaudible). 
MR. GUMINA: (Inaudible) expect to be that 
long, though. 
THE COURT: All right. I guess we'll see 
where we get then. Okay. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
(Recess taken.) 
THE COURT: Okay, Mr. Gumina. 
MR. MORRIS: Your Honor, just one - I've got 
a state court hearing at two o'clock. I'll need to 
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1 (Inaudible) out of here (Inaudible) and return, but 
2 you'll continue to hear me on the videotape so — 
3 THE COURT: Okay. 
4 MR. MORRIS: -- in a way, I'll still be here. 
5 THE COURT: Well, that's two places at once, 
6 huh? Billing for your time at both places? 
7 (Laughter.) 
8 MR. MORRIS: No. 
9 THE COURT: Okay. 
10 MR. MORRIS: Not in front of my client here, 
11 Judge, please. 
12 THE COURT: (Laughter.) 
13 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, at the time of the 
14 hearing in - the last time in March, Your Honor 
15 (Inaudible) call Mr. Leonard Davis as a witness. Mr. 
16 Davis was unavailable at the time to present his 
17 testimony and stipulated the parties prior to the 
18 hearing that we would take Mr. Davis's evidentiary 
19 deposition and present that testimony via videotape at 
20 the hearing. So we'd like to call Mr. Davis and present 
21 his testimony through his deposition that was taken just 
22 prior to the hearing on March 18, 2003. 
23 THE COURT: Okay. 
24 MR. GUMINA: rd like to play that. And we 
25 have a copy of the transcript for Your Honor. 
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1 THE COURT: I appreciate that. 
2 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
3 THE COURT: Go ahead and proceed. 
I 4 MR. MORRIS: Could we put a mic by it, Your 
5 Honor? 
6 THE COURT: Actually, let just put my mic over 
7 in the general vicinity. They're fairly sound 
8 (Inaudible), it should pick it up. 
9 (Whereupon, a videotape was played for the 
10 Court as follows:) 
ill VEDEOGRAPHER: On the record, this (Inaudible) 
112 2003. 
13 MR. MORRIS: Okay. Would you please swear the 
14 witness. 
15 
16 LEONARD A. DAVIS, 
17 called as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
18 speak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
19 follows: 
20 
21 MR. MORRIS: Thank you. 
22 
23 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
24 BY MR. MORRIS: 
25 Q.My name is Mark Morris. I represent 
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1 Sullivan-Schein in this matter, and can you please state 
2 your full name? 
3 A.Leonard A. Davis. 
4 Q. And where do you work, Mr. Davis? 
5 A. I work at Henry Schein, Incorporated. 
6 Q. How long have you worked for them? 
7 A. A little shy of 13 years. 
8 Q. And what's your current job title? 
9 A. Vice president of human resources and special 
10 counsel. 
11 Q. And how long have you had that job title? 
12 A. Approximately eight years. 
13 Q. What — and did you have the same duties you 
14 have now in December of 1997? 
15 A. Yes, I did. 
16 Q. Could you explain what is included within your 
17 job responsibilities as vice president of human 
18 resources and special counsel? 
19 A. I (Inaudible) respect to human resources 
20 worldwide, employee relations. I also have security and 
21 regulatory affairs worldwide. And my special counsel 
22 also allows me to delve in to other legal issues that 
23 may or may not be related to the three areas I spoke 
24 about before. 
25 Q. When you say "worldwide," how many countries 
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1 are we talking about? 
2 A. Approximately ten. We have facilities, 
3 whether large or small, in Canada and about seven or 
4 eight or nine countries in Europe, in Australia and 
5 (Inaudible) United States. 
6 Q.Okay. Thank you. 
7 Tell me about your educational background post 
8 high school, Mr. Davis. 
9 A. I'm a college graduate from Brooklyn College, i 
10 that's in New York City. I have a Master's in public i 
11 administration from New York University and I have a j 
112 legal degree, a juris doctorate, from (Inaudible) Law j 
13 School. 
14 Q. When did you obtain your JD degree? 
15 A. 1981. 
16 Q. And are you licensed as an attorney in New | 
17 York? 
18 A. In New York and New Jersey. 
19 Q.Okay. Thank you. 
20 I'd like to direct your attention to-the month 
21 of December 1997. Do you recall receiving a letter from 
22 Susan Carter about her former employment at Mountain 
23 West Dental? 
24 A. Yes, I do. 
25 Q. Let me show you what I'm going to have marked 
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as Exhibit 1. It's got a Bates number of R-0165 in the 
lower right-hand corner. 
MR. GRIMES: Petitioner's Exhibit 1. 
MR. MORRIS: Let me take a minute to let the 
reporter mark the document. 
(Conversation outside of video as 
follows: 
MR. MORRIS: Respondent's No. 2. 
MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 2.) 
(Whereupon, Exhibit 1 marked.) 
BY MR. MORRIS: 
Q. Just so that we're sure we're looking at the 
same document, could you describe what you're looking at 
right now as Exhibit 1. 
A. It has a - it's dated December 14, 1997, on 
the top left, with no other heading. It has (Inaudible) 
and it's signed on the left-hand side by Susan Carter. 
Q.Okay. 
And it's a Bates number 0165 in the lower 
right? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q.Okay. 
Have you seen this document before? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. And when did you first see it? 
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A.I saw it (Inaudible) December 1997. 
Q. Okay. At this point then - I have with me 
Susan Carter's attorney, Ken Grimes. 
MR. MORRIS: I'd move the admission of Exhibit 
l. 
MR. GRIMES: No problem. 
MR. MORRIS: Okay, thank you. 
SY MR. MORRIS: 
Q. Looking at Exhibit 1, is this — I mean how 
vould you characterize this letter, in terms of other 
etters you received during the course of your 
mployment? 
A, Not (Inaudible) - well, (Inaudible) and it 
as no (Inaudible) so it was (Inaudible) others that I 
ad seen, but it was brought to my attention. 
Q. But in terms of content, have you received 
otters like this from other employees? 
A. Yes. I've received letters like this or oral 
negations that (Inaudible) is the one who (Inaudible) 
lis letter. 
Q.Okay. 
Did you read the letter when you got it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what did you do after you had read it? 
A. I very promptly met with Gary Anderson, who is 
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1 a member of my staff, as well as Ted (Inaudible) and 
2 (Inaudible) meeting with Tim Sullivan and Jim Staley, to 
3 further discuss the allegations that were contained in 
4 the e-mail letter. 
5 Q. Okay. And tell me who those individuals are, 
6 what their job responsibilities are. 
7 A. Gary Anderson is the director of human 
8 resources reporting directly to me, and is in charge of 
9 field operations. 
10 Jim Staley was the former head of North 
11 American Dental operations for Henry Schein, Inc. 
12 And Tim Sullivan was then and still is the 
13 head of the Sullivan-Schein Dental operations that 
14 report in to Jim Staley as a result of the then 
15 (Inaudible) merger with Sullivan Dental Company. 
16 Q.Okay. Just so we have a clear understanding 
17 of what we're talking about, the first sentence of the 
18 letter describes a Schein-Sullivan merger. Can you just 
19 give a generic description of what companies were 
20 merging and the time frame? 
21 A. Yes. I believe it was the - in mid to late 
22 '97 that Sullivan Dental Company, which at that time 
23 might have been the second or third largest dental 
24 supply company in the country, and Henry Schein, Inc., 
25 whose special division was probably the third or fourth 
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1 biggest dental company, merged. And Sullivan merged 
2 with an (Inaudible) Henry Schein. And the resultant 
3 division was (Inaudible) the then biggest dental 
4 company - dental supply company in the country. 
5 Q.Okay. Thank you. 
6 What ~ after you discussed the contents of 
7 this letter with the gentlemen you just referred to, 
8 what, if anything, happened next in -- in the process of 
9 you having received this letter? 
10 A. It was my determination that whether or not 
11 the allegations contained in the letter were true and 
12 notwithstanding the fact that they were ancient, they 
13 were about five or six years old by the admission of 
14 Susan (Inaudible) Carter, I still felt that because of 
15 our longstanding commitments to an harassment free 
16 environment, that immediate action needed to be taken. 
17 And so in consultation with the people that I 
18 spoke about before, I directed Tim Sullivan to have a 
19 very strong and forthright conversation with Blaine 
20 Brown and the other gentleman who's mentioned in this 
21 letter, Parke Simmons, about any potential retaliation 
22 or recrimination that might take placp between 
23 themselves and Ms. Carter once they were working 
24 together again under the Henry Schein banner, and to 
25 make sure that they completely understood our policies 
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1 and procedures. And that they would treat everybody 
2 equally and with a clean slate. 
3 Q. You referred to some policies. Let me direct 
4 your attention first to the pages numbered 0207 and 
5 0208. 
6 (Conversation outside of videotape as 
7 follows: 
8 MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 
9 49.) 
10 A. Yes, I have that. 
11 Q.Okay. 
12 MR. MORRIS: And I hope I'm not confusing 
13 things here. I marked as Exhibit 1 the Susan Carter 
14 letter, but it may have been marked as an exhibit in a 
15 previous deposition No. 2. I don't want to get our 
16 numbering off track. Do you have a preference on how 
17 you want to proceed on these? 
18 MR. GRIMES: We're not concerned with the 
19 numbers anymore. 
20 MR. MORRIS: Okay. Let me have these 
21 documents marked as Exhibit 2, then, for your 
22 deposition, Mr. Davis. 
23 THE WITNESS: Very good. I 
24 (Whereupon, Exhibit 2 was marked.) 
25 BY MR. MORRIS: 
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1 Q. I'm showing you what we've marked as Exhibit 
2 2. Can you describe them for me? 
3 A. Yes. It's failure to (Inaudible) harassment 
4 and it has a purpose paragraph and (Inaudible) 
5 paragraph, etcetera. The actual procedures are Roman 
6 numeral rv and there's a carryover paragraph to R-20208 
7 that has B, C and D on the second page. 
8 Q. And have you seen this before? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Tell us what it is. 
11 A. It's a section of our policy and procedure 
J12 manual and it talks about our responses to any 
i 13 allegation of sexual harassment or any kind of 
14 harassment, (Inaudible) actually. And our commitment to 
15 nonretaliation, nondiscrimination, nonretribution for 
16 anyone coming forward with any allegations about any 
17 kind of harassment. 
[ 18 Q.Okay. 
19 A. And our commitment to take prompt and 
20 full-blown action against any of these allegations that 
21 might come forward. 
22 Q. Thank you. 
23 And is this the policy that was in place in 
24 December of 1997? 
25 A. Yes, it was. 
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1 MR. MORRIS: I'd move its admission at this 
2 point. 
3 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
4 (Conversation outside of videotape as 
5 follows: 
6 MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 49. 
7 THE COURT: Okay.) 
8 BY MR. MORRIS: 
9 Q. Now, did you ever respond to - directly to 
10 Ms. Carter concerning her complaint? 
11 A. Yes, I did. 
12 Q. Let me have you look at the document numbered 
13 0102 through 0103. Actually, 0104, it's a three-page 
14 document. Do you have that in front of you? 
15 A. Yes, I do. 
16 Q. Could you tell us what that is? 
17 A. This is my formal response to that letter 
18 dated December 14th from Ms. Carter. 
19 Q.Okay. 
20 (Conversation outside of videotape as 
21 follows: 
22 MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 3.) 
23 BY MR. MORRIS: i 
24 Q. And is that your signature that appears on 
125 page 2 of the letter? 
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1 A. Yes. I 
2 MR. MORRIS: I move the admission of Exhibit 
3 3. 
4 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
5 (Conversation outside of videotape as 
6 follows: 
7 MR. GUMINA: Again, Respondent's Exhibit 
8 No. 3. 
9 THE COURT: Okay.) 
10 BY MR. MORRIS: 
11 Q. Tell us, before you wrote this letter, what 
12 had you done in pursuing your inquiries and the 
113 directions you gave your subordinates concerning Ms. 
14 Carter's claims? 
15 A. As I said before, I - among other things, 
16 there was the conversations and rereading the December 
117 14th letter a number of times, I had entrusted Tim 
18 Sullivan, who was the onsight leader of U.S. Dental 
19 division to have very firm conversations with Parke 
20 Simmons and Blaine Brown. He in fact-reported back to 
21 me that he had those conversations, that he said all the 
22 right things that I asked himito speak to them about. 
23 And I wanted to (Inaudible) in these kinds of 
24 investigations with the person that made the 
25 allegations. And therefore, I wrote her this letter 
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dated December 29th. 
Q. I guess my question is: What - what pulled 
the trigger on writing the letter on this date rather 
than the day before or the day after? Had there been 
some process of (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes, I had a close-the-(inaudible) with Tim 
Sullivan who explained to me exactly what he had said. 
I was confident and sure that he had said the things 
that I had wanted him to say. And I made a notation to 
the file to that extent and then I responded to Ms. 
Carter. 
Q. Okay. Let me direct your attention to the 
bottom of the third paragraph on the first page. 
A. Yes. 
Q. The last sentence there, you say, and I'm 
going to paraphrase here, if you, Ms. Carter, experience 
any offensive conduct, statements, retaliation, 
etcetera, please let me know immediately. 
In response to that request, Mr. Davis, did 
you ever receive any communication of any kind from Ms. 
Carter? 
A. After December 29th, 1997, I received nothing. 
Q. No phone calls? 
A. None. 
Q. No e-mails? 
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A. Nothing. 
Q. No letters? 
A. None. 
Q.Okay. 
Let me have you look at the document which is 
lumbered 0097 and 0098. 
A. Yes, I have that. 
Q. We'll have that marked as Exhibit 4 to your 
leposition. 
(Conversation outside of the videotape as 
follows: 
MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 
46.) 
(Whereupon, Exhibit 4 was marked.) 
Y MR. MORRIS: 
Q. Could you tell us what that is? 
A. Yes. This is my memo to the file to clarify 
nd set forth exactly what our action and response was 
) the December 14th letter of allegations. 
Q. And above your initials, that's your name? 
A. Yes. 
MR. MORRIS: I'd move the admission of Exhibit 
now. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
(Conversation outside of videotape as 
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1 follows: 
2 MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 
3 46.) 
4 BY MR. MORRIS: 
5 Q. Why was this memo written, Mr. Davis? 
6 A. Whenever we have any kind of allegations, the 
7 appropriate response based on our culture, based on our 
8 commitment to an harassment-free environment and based 
9 on the law that requires us to respond to any of 
10 allegations, (Inaudible) remote, I wanted to document 
11 that our appropriate actions were taken. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 And subsequent to sending this memo to the 
14 file, did you report to anyone up the chain concerning 
15 this event? 
16 A. Yes, I did. 
17 Q. Let me have you look - let me have you look 
18 at what we're going to have marked as Exhibit 5 to your 
19 deposition. 
20 (Conversation outside of videotape as 
21 follows: 
22 MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No. 5.) 
23 (Whereupon, Exhibit 5 was marked.) 
24 MR. MORRIS: It is a document - I'm sorry. 
25 BY MR. MORRIS: 
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1 Q. It is a document with a Bates number 0106 on 
2 the bottom. Do you have that? 
3 A. Yes, I do. 
4 Q. Have you seen that before? 
5 A. Yes, I have. 
6 Q. Tell us what it is, please. 
7 A. It's a memo of mine to Stan Bergman who is our 
8 (Inaudible) president, regarding the allegations, the 
9 actions that we took, and it was a summary of our 
10 commitment to our (Inaudible) operating procedures and 
11 policy. And just giving him a heads up about this 
12 situation. 
13 Q. And looking at the third paragraph there --
14 MR. MORRIS: Well, first of all, let me move 
15 its admission now. 
16 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
17 MR. MORRIS: Thank you. 
18 (Conversation outside of videotape as 
19 follows: 
20 MR. GUMINA: Respondent's Exhibit No, 5.) 
21 BY MR. MORRIS: 
22 Q. Looking at the third paragraph, there, you say 
23 (Inaudible) and as far as they're concerned, the issue 
24 is now closed. Subsequent to this report, to Mr. 
25 Bergman - I'm sorry, you may (Inaudible), who's Mr. 
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1 Bergman again? 
2 A. He is our president, chairman and chief 
3 executive officer. 
4 Q.Okay. Thank you. 
5 Subsequent to this and in terms of your 
6 considering the issue closed, did anything subsequent to 
7 this final report to your boss ever come to your 
8 attention concerning M s . Carter or any issues she has 
9 with her employment? 
10 A. Absolutely none. 
11 Q. The last document I 'd like you to look at is 
12 - has this number 0209 through 020 -- I ' m sorry, 0212. 
13 (Conversation outside of videotape as 
14 follows: 
15 MR. GUMINA: Respondent 's Exhibit N o . 
16 (Inaudible.)) 
17 Q. (Inaudible)? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Could you - have you seen this document 
20 before? 
21 A. Yes, I have. 
22 Q. Could you tell us what it is? 
23 A. Well, it is ~ i t ' s actually two policies that 
24 are part of the Sullivan-Schein Dental handbook, polices 
25 and procedures manual that reiterates the harassment 
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1 policy that we have for corporate Henry Schein, Inc., 
2 that we talked about before, as well as (Inaudible) 
3 policy that we have in place. 
4 Q. Are employees of Sullivan-Schein given copies 
I 5 of these when they begin employment? 
6 A. Y e s . 
7 Q. Are they otherwise available to them to come 
8 and look at if they lose a copy? 
9 A. Absolutely. 
i 10 Q. And have you, in the course of your employment 
| l l with Sullivan-Schein, had occasion to respond to 
j 12 complaints that are made pursuant to these policies? 
113 A. Many times. 
114 MR. MORRIS: I m o v e for the a d m i s s i o n o f 
15 Exhibit 6 now. 
16 MR. GRIMES: I 'd l ike to k n o w w h e r e 
17 (Inaudible). j 
118 BY MR. MORRIS: ! 
19 Q. Do you know when this document came in to 
!20 existence, Mr. Davis? j 
21 A. No. It was basically a clone of the — of the 
122 other one that had been in place for a long time. I 
!23 think the other one was ~ was probably (Inaudible) and 
124 put in to place in (Inaudible). I think that 's the date 
125 on the other one. And this is part of the handbook that! 
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1 was handed out to Sullivan-Schein Dental people , so it 
2 was probably in place before ' 9 7 . 
3 Q. I notice that page 2 has the year 2001 on it. 
4 A .Uh-huh . 
5 Q. Does t ha t - -
6 A. It could be a reprint, it could be the fact 
7 that we (Inaudible) policy, probably after ' 9 7 , but it 
8 would be substantially the same document that would have 
9 been handed out to new employees under the '96-97 era. 
10 Q. Okay. On top it states, "Sullivan-Schein 
11 Dental, a Henry Schein company." Does that help you 
12 with the date at all? 
13 A. N o , I mean, the previous - (Inaudible) was 
14 handed out to Sullivan-Schein employees when they came 
15 on board. 
16 Q.Okay. 
17 MR. GRIMES: I have no objection to its 
18 admission. 
19 MR. MORRIS: Thank you. 
20 (Whereupon, Exhibit 6 marked.) 
21 (Conversation outside of videotape as 
22 follows: 
23 MR. GUMINA: Respondent ' s Exhibit N o . 
24 50.) 
25 BY MR. MORRIS: 
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1 Q. In the course of your responding to any 
2 complaints that have been made to - to you concerning 
3 the conduct of anyone working al your company, have any 
j 4 of those gone to the point of anyone ever having 
5 obtained a verdict against your company? 
6 A. Never. 
7 Q. I think that 's all the questions I have for ! 
8 you. Thank you for your t ime. Mr . Grimes will probably \ 
9 have some questions for you. 
10 (Whereupon, the videotape was paused at this j 
11 t ime.) I 
12 MR GUMINA: Your honor , I 'd like to stop it 
13 for a second and you could read Mr . Gr imes ' s cross 
14 examination, make sure that we get things into evidence 
15 in the proper exhibits. 
16 Respondent 's Exhibit No . 2 and N o . 3 have 
17 already been admitted through Ms . Carter, I 'd also like 
18 to offer them at this point through Mr . Dav is . 
19 THE COURT: Okay, they ' re admitted. 
20 MR. GRIMES: No problem. 
21 (Whereupon, Exhibits R2 and R3 were admitted 
22 into evidence.) 
23 MR. GUMINA: Respondent 's Exhibit N o . 5 we 'd 
24 like admitted into evidence through Dr . Dav is ' s 
25 testimony. | 
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MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
THE COURT: All right. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit R5 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GUMINA: And we move Respondent's Exhibit 
No. 46 into evidence through Mr. Davis's testimony. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit R46 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GUMINA: We move Respondent's Exhibit No. 
49 into evidence through Mr. Davis's testimony. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit R49 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GUMINA: And finally, we move Respondent's 
Exhibit No. 50 into evidence through Mr. Davis's 
testimony. 
MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit R50 was admitted into 
evidence.) 
MR. GUMINA: We're ready to proceed with Mr. 
Grimes's cross. 
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THE COURT: Go ahead. 
(Whereupon, the videotape was resumed as 
bllows:) 
MR. MORRIS: We'll switch microphones here. 
MR. GRIMES: Maybe sit it here in front of me. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
IY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Good morning, Mr. Davis. 
A. Good morning, sir. 
Q. As your counsel indicated, my name is Ken 
jrimes. I remember Susan Carter in this case. I have a 
2W questions that I would like to ask you this morning. 
You have testified that you were vice 
resident of human resources and special counsel for 
[enry Schein during the time period of 1997 and 1998; is 
lat correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. In that position, were you the top person, 
)-to-speak, in Henry Schein's human resources 
apartment? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you please generally describe the 
ganizational structure of Henry Schein's human 
source department during 1997. 
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1 A.I had a director for field operations, Gary 
2 Anderson. There was another director reporting to me, I 
3 think his name was Ron Davis. He's not here anymore. 
4 He was corporate director dealing with the (Inaudible) 
5 New York and (Inaudible) area and corporate offices. 
6 And we had ~ Gary Anderson had several people and 
7 managers at various larger facilities that he had around 
8 the country and Ron Davis had several managers in-house 
9 in our corporate offices. 
10 Q. And were ~ where were your corporate offices? 
11 A. They were then and are now in (Inaudible), New 
12 York. 
13 Q. Thank you. 
14 A. (Inaudible). 
15 Q. How many employees did Henry Schein have 
16 altogether — 
17 A. (Inaudible). 
18 Q. Can you hear me better now? 
19 A. (Inaudible). (Inaudible) me? 
20 Q.Yes. 
21 A. Hello? Can you hear me? (Inaudible). 
22 MR. MORRIS: We need to get our -
23 VIDEOGRAPHER: Going off the record, the time 
24 is 9:35. 
25 (Whereupon, an off-the-record discussion was 
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1 held.) 
2 VIDEOGRAPHER: (Inaudible) record, the time is 
3 9:48. 
4 BY MR. GRIMES: 
5 Q. Mr. Davis, how many employees worked within 
6 the Henry Schein human resource department during 1997, 
7 altogether? 
8 A. About 15, maybe. 
9 Q. Thank you. 
10 When the merger occurred between Henry Schein 
11 and Sullivan Dental, did that cause any changes in the 
12 organizational structure of the Henry Schein human 
13 resource department? 
14 A. (Inaudible) there was (Inaudible) Nightingale 
15 (Inaudible) to me, some (Inaudible) got a notice of 
16 (Inaudible) facility of Sullivan that (Inaudible). 
17 MR. MORRIS: Len, could you put the 
18 speakerphone closer to you. 
19 THE WITNESS: Sure. Can you hear me now? 
20 MR. MORRIS: It's better. 
21 THE WITNESS: Do you want me to hold the phone 
22 and just -
23 MR. MORRIS: Well, we'll try it with it 
24 closer. It sounds better now. 
25 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
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1 The change I can remember was there was a 
2 woman who still works at Sullivan-Schein name Marcy 
3 Nightingale who originally was assigned to be the human 
4 resource person for the Sullivan incoming people. And 
5 so she reported ultimately to me through a guy named 
6 Gary Anderson, who I mentioned before. 
7 Subsequent to that time, she went back to the 
8 straight Sullivan-Schein Dental operation and another 
9 who had been working with their (Inaudible) continues 
10 for work us to this day on the human resources 
11 department. 
12 BY MR. GRIMES: 
13 Q. Any other organizational changes that occurred 
14 to the Henry Schein human resource department as a 
15 result of the merger that you recall? 
16 A. In between - in between Marcy Nightingale's 
17 original (Inaudible) there, there was another fellow who 
18 was assigned (Inaudible), whose name I can't recall. 
19 And he was with us for about a year, 18 months, 2 years, 
20 as I remember. He's not there anymore, then Kim 
21 Leininger assumed those responsibilities, but I think 
22 that that was '97, '98, I think. 
23 Q. Thank you. 
24 Prior to the merger, did Marcy Nightingale 
[25 perform human resource duties on behalf of Sullivan 
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1 Dental, to the best of your knowledge? 
2 A. I really don't know. I think she did. I 
3 think she did payroll and human resources. 
4 Q. All right. Prior to the merger, did Kim 
5 Leininger perform human resource duties on behalf of 
6 Sullivan Dental? 
7 A. I think she worked for Marcy, and yes, I think 
8 she did the same time as (Inaudible) to Marcy at that 
9 time. 
10 Q. Are you aware of anyone else who worked for -
11 who performed human resource duties on behalf of 
12 Sullivan Dental prior to the merger? 
13 A. (Inaudible). 
14 Q. Would it be fair to say that the human 
15 resource department of Sullivan Dental was smaller than 
16 the human resource department of Henry Schein at the 
17 time of the merger? 
18 A. I believe it was. 
19 Q. You indicated, Mr. Davis, that these 
20 additional employees, Marcy Nightingale and Kim 
21 Leininger, became involved with the human resource 
22 department after the merger. Would it be fair to say 
23 that they were incorporated into the existing 
24 organizational structure of Henry Schein human 
25 resources? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Mr. Davis, did you review any documents in 
3 preparation for your deposition today? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Did you review any deposition transcripts that 
6 have been taken in this case? 
7 A. (Inaudible). 
8 Q. What documents did you review? 
9 A. I reviewed the documents actually that we 
10 placed into - into exhibit today and another summary, a 
11 one-page summary, of — that one of the attorneys 
12 prepared for his other (Inaudible). 
13 Q. Thank you. 
14 (Tape interruption.) 
15 BY MR. GRIMES: 
16 Q. -- subsequent letters that you just said that 
17 you testified about here today? 
18 A. They were probably filed under the 1997 file 
19 and (Inaudible) packed it away somewhere. 
20 Q. Have you ever been asked to produced documents 
21 for purposes of production in discovery of this case? 
22 A. This case personally, no. 
23 Q. Have you produced any documents for purposes 
24 of discovery in this case? 
125 A. No. 
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1 Q. How did you first receive Susan Carter's 
2 letter dated December 14, 1997? I 
3 A. It was referred to me from someone in the 
4 organization. I actually don't remember how. 
5 Q. Do you know Jim Engle? 
6 A. I know the name. I think he's our West Coast 
! 7 manager of sort (Inaudible). 
| 8 Q.Did you know Jim Engle in 1997? 
9 A. No. Again, I've heard the name (Inaudible), 
10 no. 
11 Q. Did you first receive Susan Carter's letter 
12 dated December 14, 1997, from Jim Staley? 
13 A. I - I really don't recall 
14 Q. Would you please look at Exhibit 5 that you 
15 should have before you. 
16 A. Just remind me, which one is it (Inaudible ), 
17 I 'm sorry. 
18 Q.It's - this is your letter to Sandberg 
19 Bertram (phonetic spelling). 
20 A. Okay. 
21 Q. The first sentence of the text of the letter 
22 says, "For your information, Jim Staley brought to our 
23 attention some issues raised by Susan Carter." 
24 Does that refresh your recollection at all as 
25 to how Susan's Carter ~ Susan Carter's letter first 
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came to your attention? 
A. Yes, it does. 
Q. And did you receive it from Jim Staley? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Do you have any understanding as to why Susan 
Carter's letter was provided to you? 
A. I was the head of human resources until then 
and it had many human resources related issues in it, so 
Jim Staley knew that it would be something that I would 
have interest in and authority over. 
Q. Thank you. 
At or about the time of the merger between 
Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental, was any type of 
procedure provided to the employees of Henry Schein to 
contact someone if they had any questions or concerns 
related to the merger? 
A. Related to the merger? 
Q. Correct. 
A. I think senior dental (Inaudible) traveling 
iround and talking to representatives, sales 
epresentatives as well as management, and trying to get 
he organization (Inaudible) in alignment and were 
alking to them about Henry Schein, Sullivan and the 
lerger. 
Q. Thank you. 
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Do you know if a telephone number for a 
oubleshooter or (Inaudible) was provided to the Henry 
chein employees for them to call with any questions or 
)ncerns about the merger? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q.Mr. Davis, you testified as to what you did 
ter you received Susan Carter's letter, and you've 
so testified that you had received other letters or 
al complaints of a similar nature in the past. Now, 
the time that you received Susan Carter's letter, did 
mry Schein have a specific policy or procedure in 
ice as to how to handle that type of a complaint? 
A. Yes, contained in one of the exhibits 
laudible) harassment policy and procedures manual, the 
ivious iterations of it were substantially similar, 
is one was dated January '96, I think. 
Q. Any other document that you're aware of that 
s forth the procedure that Henry Schein followed in 
ponse to a complaint such as that made by Susan 
ler during December of 1997? 
A. We have employee handbooks that are given to 
pie as they join the company which sets forth 
stantially the same thing as the policy and procedure 
lual. 
Q. All right. 
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Did you conduct an investigation in to Susan 
Carter's allegation to her December 14, 1997 letter? 
A. I spoke to various people, as I mentioned 
before, Jim Staley, Gary Anderson, who (Inaudible) 
Sullivan and (Inaudible) allegations were not under our 
watch, so to speak, (Inaudible) assured that our 
(Inaudible) adhered to our policy of nonretaliation and 
discrimination and (Inaudible). 
Q. Thank you. 
MR. MORRIS: Can you lean closer to the 
speaker? 
THE WITNESS: Sure. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. During December of 1997, did Henry Schein have 
an established policy or procedure with respect to how 
complaints of discrimination should be investigated? 
MR. MORRIS: Objection, to the extent of the 
policies already in evidence speak for themselves. 
MR. GRIMES: Okay. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Other than the policy that's already been 
placed into evidence. 
A. We had experienced HR managers and directors 
(Inaudible) vice president as well. We had experience 
with dealing with all kinds of allegations and 
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(Inaudible) respond it in accordance with our adherence 
to the policy and the appropriate way that a high 
integrity company responds to it. 
Q. Anything in writing? 
A. Not that I have. 
Q. Have you ever spoken to Susan Carter? 
A. No. 
Q. After you received Susan Carter's December 
14th of 1997 letter, why didn't you talk to her about 
the letter? 
A. She wrote to me and I felt my response to her 
should be in writing as well. 
Q. How did you determine that it would be 
appropriate to talk to the particular people that you 
did talk to about Susan Carter's December 14th, 1997 
letter? 
A. Gary Anderson, because he was my direct report 
dealing with field operations. He was the field person. 
Tim Sullivan and Jim Staley because they were the 
operational (Inaudible) who were responsible for 
integration and merging the new company through the 
acquisition. 
Q.Weil, how did that make them appropriate 
individuals to talk to about this letter? 
A. That she was a dental person and wanted to get 
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1 some notion of who people are blaming Brown and Parke 
2 Simmons (Inaudible). And they would be the appropriate 
3 people, particularly Tim Sullivan, to speak to them 
4 about these (Inaudible) allegations, if you will, but 
5 making sure that under our watch nothing untoward should 
6 happen to Ms. Carter. 
7 Q. Thank you. 
8 Mr. Davis, when you received the complaint of 
9 employment discrimination, did you ordinarily talk to 
10 the person who made the complaint before taking any 
11 other action in response to the complaint? 
12 A. Depending on whether the complaint had to do 
13 with time in our company or time (Inaudible). 
14 Q. Well, let me understand that explanation. Are 
15 you saying that if it was an allegation regarding 
16 current Henry Schein employees, you would talk to the 
17 person making the complaint before taking any other 
18 action? 
19 A. No. If it was an allegation (Inaudible) that 
20 took place while the employee, the complaining employee, 
21 was on our payroll, certainly I would investigate those 
22 activities by speaking with him or her. If they were 
23 ancient allegations about things that took place prior 
24 to our having supervision over them, and I don't think 
25 it had any relevance to me as HR (inaudible) or 
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1 (Inaudible) president or our company. However, if it 
2 had some potential future impact, then I would want to 
3 make sure that it was followed up on. 
4 Q. Thank you. 
I 5 With reference to Susan Carter's December 14, 
! 6 1997 letter, that's Exhibit 1, if we look at the bottom 
7 of the letter, the very last part of the text says, "May 
8 I please receive a response to this letter." j 
I 9 Other than that, did you interpret this letter 
10 as asking you to take any action? I 
11 A. For her protection and our protection, she I 
j 12 made allegations about people who she would be working j 
113 with, and I wanted to be sure that action be taken and a j 
114 response to the letter would be coming and both 
115 (Inaudible). 
j 16 Q. She did not ask you in this letter to contact 
17 Mr. Simmons or Mr. Brown with respect to her 
118 allegations, did she? 
119 MR. MORRIS (inaudible) objection. 
120 BY MR. GRIMES: 
21 Q. Go ahead, you can answer. 
22 A. She did not ask me to. 
123 Q. I'm just wondering, why did you talk to them 
24 without asking Susan Carter what she wanted you to do 
25 first? 
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1 A. Number one, I didn't speak to them. 
2 Number two, (Inaudible) letter to the VP of 
3 HR, you've got to respond on behalf of the company. My 
4 best judgment was to respond the way (Inaudible) 
5 responsive to the letter itself. 
6 Q. Did it occur to you that you ought to ask 
7 Susan Carter if she wanted you to talk to those 
8 individuals before you talked to them? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. That's not an alien concept for a human 
11 resource expert, is it? 
12 MR. MORRIS: Argumentative. 
13 BY MR. GRIMES: 
14 Q. Don't you think it would be a good idea to 
15 have talked to Susan Carter and asked her first before 
16 talking to Mr. Simmons or Mr. Brown? 
17 A. No. I think she put the context out in the 
18 public domain by sending me the letter, sending a letter 
19 without any addressee. And I used my best judgment at 
20 the time to respond to it in a way that was both 
21 (Inaudible) and protective of the company. 
22 Q. Did you consider Susan Carter's letter dated 
23 December 14, 1997, to be confidential? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Within this - Susan Carter's letter, the 
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1 eighth paragraph down, the one that starts, "I have 
2 worked," okay? If we look at the fourth sentence of 
3 that paragraph beginning, "I am uncomfortable" - do you 
4 need to take a break? -- that sentence states, "I am 
5 uncomfortable with being in this position. I would like 
6 to request a neutral space for a branch here in Utah to 
7 reside." 
8 Do you know if any action was taken with 
9 respect to Susan Carter's request for a neutral space? 
10 A. I don't know. 
11 Q. Do you know if Susan Carter worked in the same 
12 office as Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown after the 
113 merger? 
114 A. I don't know. 
15 Q. Mr. Davis, would you please look at Exhibit 
16 No. 3. This would be your letter to Susan Carter. 
| IT A. (Inaudible). Okay. I 
18 Q. On the first page of that letter, the last 
19 paragraph states, "I also hope you understand that the 
20 circumstances described above are confidential. Our 
21 response is being shared with you because we think you 
22 have a need and entitlement to know what we have done. 
23 Others who work at the company do not have the same need 
24 to know what occurred at all or the same detail, so I 
25 would ask that you not share what I am telling you here 
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with others. If that creates a problem for you of some 
kind, please present the problem to me before you reveal 
any of these confidences so that we can discuss how you 
can best handle it. Since the issues you raised are 
several years old and stem from alleged incidents at a 
different company, this letter of confidentiality should 
pose no problem for you." 
Based upon that statement, did you consider 
Susan Carter's complaints about Mr. Simmons and Mr. 
Brown to be confidential? 
A. Only because she sent them out into the e-mail 
world without even knowing where they were going to end 
up, I assumed that it would not be particularly 
confidential, but I saw what the allegations were. And 
since they were old and unproven and not worth of an 
investigation on our side, because they occurred at a 
previous company, I wanted to make sure that going 
forward, once we had taken some steps to take care of 
her as well as the company, that it would remain 
confidential thereafter. 
Q. Okay. Mr. Davis, you indicated that these 
allegations were old and they occurred at another 
company, but the fact is at the time that Susan Carter 
nade these allegations, she was an employee of Henry 
>chein; isn't that correct? 
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A. (Inaudible). 
Q. And Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown either were 
mployees of Henry Schein or were about to become 
mployees of Sullivan-Schein Dental; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And it was expected that they were all going 
> be working together in the same office in Salt Lake 
'ity; is that correct? 
A. In all probability, but I (Inaudible) that. 
Q. Did you conduct an investigation into the 
legations contained within Susan Carter's December 
tth, 1997 letter? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. I think you did, too, but you also just said a 
inute ago that those allegations were not worth of an 
vestigation, so now I'm wondering, were they 
vestigated? 
A. Yes, they were. 
Q. What was the conclusion that you came to? 
A. That whatever occurred back then was another 
mpany and (Inaudible) occurred, we wanted to make sure 
d take steps (Inaudible) remotely similar (Inaudible) 
:ur in the future. 
Q. Did you make any kind of a determination or 
lclusion as to whether or not the events alleged by 
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Susan Carter actually occurred? 
A. No. 
Q. Thank you. 
In general, did Henry Schein treat allegation 
of discrimination as confidential? 
A. When? 
Q.1997. 
A. Always. 
Q. And that's said in the policy? 
A. To the extent consistent with the 
investigation, sure. 
Q. Would you find Exhibit 2. That should be in 
the (Inaudible) binder. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Do you have that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. The (Inaudible) first page of Exhibit 
2, the last two sentences, say, "Complaints may be made 
in person or in writing. They will be kept in the 
strictest confidence compatible with a thorough 
investigation." 
So that's (Inaudible) company policy at that 
time? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. That complaints of discrimination would be 
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treated with the strickest confidence compatible with a 
thorough investigation? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Why was Tim Sullivan asked to talk to Parke 
Simmons and Blaine Brown about Susan Carter's 
allegations? 
A. He was the most direct official, he had a 
relationship with them, (Inaudible) them that they 
should be going forward and how they should comply with 
Henry Schein's policy and procedures going forward. 
Q. Did you know either Parke Simmons or Blaine 
Brown before you received Susan Carter's letter? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Let me see if I understand the answer as to 
why it was Tim Sullivan who talked to Parke Simmons and 
Blaine Brown. 
Was he their direct supervisor? 
A. I don't know if he was their direct 
supervisor. He was responsible for their overall 
(Inaudible). 
Q. So he was in a supervisory chain of command? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. Does -- did - in 1997, did Tim 
Sullivan have any formal education or experience in 
human resources? 
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1 MR. MORRIS: No foundation. 
2 BY MR. GRIMES: 
3 Q.Well, if you know. 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. You don't know if he did; is that right? 
6 A. I'm sorry? 
7 Q. You don't know if he had any experience in 
8 human resources? 
9 A. (Inaudible) management. 
10 Q. Were there any human resource persons present 
11 when Tim Sullivan talked to Parke Simmons or Blaine 
12 Brown? 
13 MR. MORRIS- No foundation. 
14 BY MR. GRIMES: 
15 Q. (Inaudible) human resource persons present? 
16 A. I don't know. 
17 Q. It's your understanding that there 
18 (Inaudible); isn't that correct? 
19 A.I said I don't know. 
20 Q. Why didn't you talk to Parke Simmons and 
21 Blaine Brown? 
22 A. They would not have known who I - who I was. 
23 Q. Why didn't Gary Anderson talk to Parke Simmons 
24 and Blaine Brown? 
25 A. (Inaudible) new to the company, they knew 
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| 1 nobody other than Tim Sullivan. 
2 Q. Ah. So it was your understanding that Tim 
3 Sullivan had a prior relationship with Parke Simmons and 
4 Blaine Brown? 
5 A. He knew them from before, yes. 
6 Q. Was he friends with them? 
7 MR. MORRIS- No foundation. 
8 BY MR. GRIMES: 
9 Q. You don't know? 
10 A. Don't have a clue. 
11 Q. Did you ask Mr. Sullivan what his relationship 
12 with Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown was at the time you 
13 asked him to talk to them about Susan Carter's 
14 allegations? 
15 A. I don't (Inaudible). 
16 Q. Do you know if Mr. Tim Sullivan talked to 
17 Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown together or separately? 
18 A. I don't know. 
19 Q. How did - how did Tim Sullivan (Inaudible) 
20 dealing with Susan Carter's allegations of 
21 discrimination against Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown? 
22 A.I directed him to have the conversations with 
23 those two (Inaudible). 
24 Q. Was that part of Mr. Sullivan's job 
25 description, to handle issues like that? 
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1 A. (Inaudible) to employees or (Inaudible) on any 
2 matter that involved (Inaudible). 
3 Q. (Inaudible) complaints of discrimination, have 
4 you always referred those to Tim Sullivan? 
5 A. It depends what they were (Inaudible). 
6 Certainly, we hadn't had any other discrimination that 
7 occurred on our watch that would (Inaudible) Sullivan. 
8 Q. Within your letter dated December 29, 1997, 
9 that should be Exhibit 4 -
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. -- you described a conversation that you 
12 understanding Tim Sullivan had with Blaine Brown and 
13 Parke Simmons; is that fair to say? 
14 A. Within my letter -
15 Q. This should be our Exhibit 4. 
16 MR. MORRIS: It's a memo, it's not a letter. 
17 It's your memo to the file. 
18 THE WITNESS: (inaudible). 
19 BY MR. GRIMES: 
20 Q. Okay. In that record you describe (Inaudible) 
21 one, two and three and on the first page. Your 
22 understanding of the conversation that Tim Sullivan had 
23 with Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown; is that correct? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. You were actually present during those 
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1 conversations, however, were you? 
2 A. That's correct. 
3 Q. Did you give Tim Sullivan any kind of notes or 
4 documents or anything like that that he was supposed to 
5 refer to during his conversation with Parke Simmons and 
6 Blaine Brown? 
7 A. I gave him specific phone instructions. 
8 Q. But no documents? 
9 A. Not that I recall. 
10 Q. Do you know if there's anything in Parke 
11 Simmons or Blaine - strike that. 
112 Do you know if any document was placed in 
113 Parke Simmons's or Blaine Brown's files reflecting the 
114 conversation that they had with Tim Sullivan regarding 
15 Susan Carter's complaint? 
16 A. I don't know. 
17 Q. Still (Inaudible) in Exhibit 4 (Inaudible) 
18 file, Mr. Davis. The (Inaudible) Parke Simmons and 
19 Blaine Brown were told that the matter was supposed to 
20 be kept confidential? 
21 MR. MORRIS- (Inaudible). 
22 BY MR. GRIMES: 
23 Q. (Inaudible), but you can answer it. 
24 A. I'm sorry, I didn't hear what Mr. Morris said. 
25 MR MORRIS: I made an objection that the 
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document speaks for itself. You can go ahead and answer 
after you've reviewed it. 
THE WITNESS: Will you please repeat the 
question? 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Yes. 
The question is whether (Inaudible) Parke 
Simmons or Blaine Brown were told that Susan Carter's 
allegations were to be kept confidential. 
A. I don't see it in the memo. 
Q. Should they have been told that? 
A. Possibly. 
Q. Mr. Davis, referring to Exhibit ~ the same 
exhibit, Exhibit 4. At the bottom of the first page and 
the top of the second page there is what appears to be a 
number of individuals who are named. Would I be correct 
in surmising that these are individuals who received a 
:opy of your December 29, 1997, memo to the file? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Was that yes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Thank you. 
Okay. On the first page at the bottom, is 
fiat the reference to Tim Sullivan? 
A. Yes, it is. 
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Q.Okay. Going to the second page, who 
Inaudible) Benjamin? 
A.Jerry Benjamin is my boss and still is today. 
[e is the chief of administration of the company. 
Q. Okay. Why did he receive a copy of your memo 
> the file in Susan Carter's case? 
A. He's my boss, and among other areas he has all 
te areas that I have control over, he has authority 
/er them as well. 
Q. And under Mr. Benjamin's name there is what 
>pears to be J. Loslowski (phonetic spelling). 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who is or was that individual? 
A. He was and still is the (Inaudible) of 
llivan-Schein Dental - actually, of all of our dental 
laudible) and so he was Tim Sullivan's and Mr. 
iley's boss at the time and he still is Tim Sullivan's 
ss. 
Q. Why did he receive a copy of your memo to the 
\ regarding Susan Carter's complaint? 
A. This was a dental issue and he is - was and 
Inaudible) dental. 
Q. Thank you. 
Under Mr. Loskowski's name there appears to a 
mdible) Mlotek, M-L-O-T-E-K; is that correct? 
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A. That's correct. 
Q. Who or was that person? 
A. He was at that time general counsel of the 
company. 
Q. And then directly under that, is that James 
Staley? 
A. That is. 
Q. All right. When these five individuals 
received a copy of your memo to the file regarding Susan 
Carter's complaint, were they told that this — this 
memo was confidential? 
A. (Inaudible) were just given it in confidential 
envelope. 
Q. What is that? 
A. (Inaudible)? 
Q. Oh, is that (Inaudible)? 
A. No. 
Q. Oh, you're saying that there was a 
confidential document - a confidential envelope at the 
time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Well, this particular memo, our Exhibit 4, it 
doesn't say it was confidential; is that correct? 
MR. MORRIS: (Inaudible). 
THE WITNESS: I can still answer? 
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BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.Yes. 
A. Okay. (Inaudible). 
Q. Okay. If you look at Exhibit 5, that's your 
letter to Stan Berkstrom (phonetic spelling), that 
document says at the top that it is confidential; is 
that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
* Q. Was that also delivered in a confidential 
envelope? 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. Did Tim Sullivan ever create any kind of notes 
or memoranda or other documents reflecting the contents 
of his conversations with Parke Simmons or Blaine Brown? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Why didn't he create a memo about those 
meetings (Inaudible) that you did? 
MR. MORRIS: No foundation, calls for the 
state of mind of a third person. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Did you ask him to create a memo or any notes 
or anything like that? 
A. I did not. 
Q. Well, wouldn't it make sense to have the 
person who actually conducts the meeting bring you notes 
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1 of what was said? 
2 A. Obviously, not to me (Inaudible). 
3 Q. Was there a particular reason for that? 
4 A. (Inaudible). 
5 COURT REPORTER: I'm sorry, could you repeat 
6 the answer? 
7 THE WITNESS: Because I was conducting the 
8 action we were taking. 
9 COURT REPORTER: Thank you. 
10 BY MR. GRIMES: 
11 Q. Again, referring to the individuals who 
12 received a copy of your memo to the file, we have to 
13 find the Tim Sullivan (Inaudible), when did these 
14 individuals express (Inaudible) taking the action 
15 regarding your memo or the Susan Carter issue after you 
16 sent them a copy of your memo? 
17 A. (Inaudible). 
18 Q. Did (Inaudible) receive a copy of your memo to 
19 the file? 
20 A. I don't think he's copied on it, so therefore, 
21 he didn't (Inaudible). 
22 Q. Thank you. 
23 Would he expect to take any action in response 
24 to the December 31 , 1997 letter that you sent to him? 
25 A. The memo you mean? 
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1 Q.Yes. Your office memo, yes. 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Mr. Davis, other than the people who we have 
4 discussed in connection with Susan Carter's complaint 
5 and your handling of the complaint, including yourself, 
6 Jim Staley, Tim Sullivan, Mr. Benjamin, Mr. Loslowski, 
7 Mr. Moltek, Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown, are you 
8 aware of anyone else who you told about Susan Carter's 
I 9 complaint? 
10 A. Two people you missed, Gary Anderson, who I 
11 spoke about earlier, and Stan Bergman, who was a 
12 recipient of my memo to Tim. 
13 Q. Thank you. j 
14 Anyone else? 
15 A. No. j 
16 Q. At the time that you received Susan Carter's I 
17 letter (Inaudible) December of 1997, did Henry Schein 
18 have a written policy about who should be informed 
119 regarding complaints of discrimination? 
120 A. (Inaudible). 
21 Q. Mr. Davis, have you heard before to now that 
122 James Engle sent a letter to Susan Carter reprimanding 
123 her for contacting (Inaudible) was assigned to another 
24 sales representative? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. This is the first you've ever heard of that? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Prior to the merger between Henry Schein and 
4 Sullivan Dental, did Henry Schein have in place a 
5 progressive discipline policy? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Was that policy still in effect after the 
8 merger? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Prior to the merger did Henry Schein have in 
11 effect an employee handbook? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Was that employee handbook still in effect 
14 after the merger? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Under the progressive discipline policy that 
17 existed at Henry Schein, was human resources required to 
18 be notified in the event of a disciplinary action taken 
19 against a Henry Schein employee9 
20 MR. MORRIS: Speaks for itself. 
21 By MR. GRIMES: 
22 Q. (Inaudible). 
23 A. At some point, they needed to be notified. 
24 Q. (Inaudible) human resources needed to be 
25 notified? 
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1 A. (Inaudible). 
2 Q. (Inaudible) some point that (Inaudible) 
3 contemporaneous with a disciplinary action. Would that 
4 be fair to say? 
5 A. (Inaudible). 
6 Q. Okay. Under the Henry Schein progressive 
j 7 discpline policy, was the employee who received 
| 8 disciplinary action given an opportunity to respond to 
! 9 the disciplinary action? 
10 A. (Inaudible). 
111 Q.I take it that you have heard Susan Carter was 
12 terminated from her employment with Henry Schein? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. When did you first learn of that? i 
! 15 A. A few months after the circumstances that ! 
16 we're talking about today. Some time after that. I 
17 don't (Inaudible). 
18 Q. You mean after she was terminated? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. So you say some months after sh& was 
21 terminated? 
22 A. I mean I don't know exactly when she was 
23 terminated, but that was some months after the events 
24 that we're speaking about today, which are December of 
25 '97. 
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Q. So it would be fair to say that you were not 
consulted with respect to Susan Carter's termination? 
A. I personally was not, no. 
Q. Do you know if Gary Anderson was? 
A. (Inaudible). 
Q. Do you know if anyone at Sullivan ~ 
Sullivan-Schein human resources was involved in the 
decision to terminate Susan Carter's employment? 
A. I don't know exactly who was the determinant 
terminator. 
Q. You say you don't know who did the 
termination? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And I appreciate that, but that's one 
question. The question is: Do you know if anyone at 
Henry Schein or Sullivan-Schein human resources was 
involved in the decision to terminate? 
A. (Inaudible) Gary Anderson was, I don't know. 
Q. Thank you. 
What kind of - referring to the time frame of 
1997-1998, what type of involvement did the Henry Schein 
)r Sullivan-Schein human resource department usually 
lave with respect to the termination of an employee? 
A. As it was evolving, because we were just 
Inaudible) from the merger/acquistion, and because we 
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ad a human (Inaudible) population, most of the time 
uman resources was involved, but I couldn't 
Inaudible). 
Q. Okay. And I appreciate that. My question, 
tough, is: When human resources was involved, what 
>rm did that involvement take? 
A. It would be consultation between local 
anagement and human resources and human resources would 
naudible). 
COURT REPORTER: Would you repeat that answer, 
ease. 
THE WITNESS: There would be consultation 
tween local management and human resources when human 
sources was involved. 
COURT REPORTER: Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Was one of the functions of human resource 
rolvement in a termination decision being to ensure 
t discrimination or retaliation is not involved in a 
mination decision? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know if Sullivan-Schein currently has 
effect any written policy regarding the maintenance 
ecords that relate to a complaint or allegation of 
:rimination? 
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A. They have the sexual harassment (Inaudible). 
That is one of these - one of the exhibits. 
(Inaudible) actually (Inaudible) general harassment 
(Inaudible) no tolerance for it, there's no retaliation. 
(Inaudible) the bullet point (Inaudible) there 
(Inaudible) my letter. The policy, we abide by 
(Inaudible). 
Q. Thank you. 
Does Sullivan-Schein have a policy that talks 
about keeping records or documents that relate to an 
allegation of discrimination? 
A. We have no (Inaudible) any kind of records. 
MR. MORRIS: Could you repeat the answer? 
Sorry. 
THE WITNESS: We have no written policy on any 
kind of record retention. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Thank you. 
Have you heard that federal law requires a 
company to maintain records that relate to a charge of 
employment discrimination? 
MR. MORRIS: Objection, no foundation, based 
on facts not in evidence. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. I'm just asking if you've heard that. 
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MR. MORRIS: You're (Inaudible) to assume it's 
true. 
MR. GRIMES: No, I'm just asking if he's heard 
that for now. 
MR. MORRIS: Okay. 
THE WITNESS: (Inaudible.) 
MR. GRIMES: Can you repeat that again. 
(Whereupon, the record was read by the court 
reporter as follows: 
QUESTION: Have you heard that federal law 
requires a company to maintain records that relate to a 
charge of employment discrimination?) 
THE WITNESS: I couldn't say I've specifically 
heard it in connection with federal law. I just know 
that we have an obligation (Inaudible) allegation. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q.But there's no written policy about that; is 
that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: No further questions. However, 
your counsel may have additional, questions. 
THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
MR. MORRIS: I do have some questions on 
redirect. 
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1 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
2 BY MR. MORRIS: 
3 Q. Mr. Davis, did you treat this complaint that 
4 Susan Carter made on December 14, 1997, differently from 
5 any other complaint that you - that you have received 
6 during your employment? 
7 A. No. I made a prompt and full investigation 
8 and action based on that complaint, (Inaudible) the fact 
9 that (Inaudible) really old and (Inaudible) with another 
10 company. 
11 Q. When you wrote Susan Carter on December 29th, 
12 looking at Exhibit 3, you told her, in the third 
13 paragraph, that, "Management from the most senior levels 
14 of the organization have followed up with the two 
15 individuals who you named in your letter." 
16 Did she ever complain to you about the fact 
17 that those two individuals had been spoken to? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Did she ever — did she call you up and say 
20 that she was upset about that? 
21 A. She never called me up. 
22 Q. Did she ever send a letter or an e-mail? 
23 A. There was no communication. 
24 Q. Is there any way by which you could have 
25 adequately addressed her concern that whatever conduct 
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1 she alleged concerning Misters Brown and Simmons would 
2 not occur again without talking to those two 
3 individuals? 
| 4 A. (Inaudible). 
5 COURT REPORTER: I'm sorry, repeat it, please. 
I 6 THE WITNESS: No one weighed it the way I did. 
! 7 BY MR. MORRIS: ! 
8 Q. Did she ever complain to you or to anyone j 
i 9 else, to your knowledge, at your company about the 
110 (Inaudible) issues that she raised in her December 14 j 
11 letter? 
112 A. I never received any specific complaint. j 
! 13 Q. Is it your practice, when you copy and blind 
14 copy senior management, general counsel and the other 
15 people who received a copy of your memo to the file, to 
16 place those in confidential envelopes for your office 
17 mail? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Describe what those envelopes appear like. 
20 What do they say on them? 
21 A.They say "Confidential." Sometimes to they 
22 say "To be opened only by individuals," so that if I had 
23 a personal issue with some of their -- some assistants, 
24 I would want to make sure that only the recipient 
25 (Inaudible) mail, that their assistance, perhaps he or 
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1 she would be a new assistant and would not be 
2 (Inaudible). So sometimes it is and sometimes it isn't, 
3 but (Inaudible) confidential and it's often handcarried 
4 to the individual that they're (Inaudible). 
5 Q. If Susan Carter had ever gone back to you to 
6 complain about anything in your letter or anything that 
7 had happened subsequent to your telling her you had 
8 conducted this investigation, what would you have done? 
9 A. I would have, first of all, (Inaudible) that 
10 the investigation was not closed until all of the 
11 individuals that I had sent (Inaudible) was closed, that 
12 it was not (Inaudible), and we would have opened it up. 
13 And based on whatever allegations she (Inaudible) we 
14 would have done a full, complete investigation and taken 
15 the appropriate (Inaudible) action as a result of that. 
16 MR. MORRIS: That's all the questions I have. 
17 Thank you. 
18 MR. GRIMES: I have a couple more. 
19 
20 RECROSS EXAMINATION 
21 BY MR. GRIMES: 
22 Q. Mr. Davis, you testified that the - there was 
23 no way to absolutely address Susan Carter's complaint 
24 other than the way you did. During 1997, did Henry 
25 Schein provide training or instruction to its employees 
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1 or managers on the subject of employment discrimination? 
2 A. We had harassment seminars that were in place 
3 (Inaudible). 
4 Q. Were there any specific or regular procedure 
5 that the company had for providing training on the I 
6 subject of discrimination and harassment? 
7 A. Yes. We had and still have a policy of doing 
8 sexual harassment training and harassment in general 
9 training that continues to this day. 
10 Q. And how often does that training occur? 
11 A. Probably refreshers once every three years and 
112 for new employees certain levels have had it ~ we have 
13 it within several months that they start. 
14 Q. And did Henry Schein have that type of 
15 training in place in 1997? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Did Henry Schein also have a written policy 
18 (Inaudible) sexual harassment, discrimination 
19 (Inaudible)? 
20 A. That's correct. | 
21 Q. Well, couldn't those things have addressed 
22 Susan Carter's complaint without talking directly to Mr. 
23 Simmons and Mr. Brown? 
24 MR. MORRIS: Speculation, argumentative. 
25 MR. GRIMES: Well, he's already testified that 
°
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the only way to handle it was the way did, so I'm just 
trying to see if there (Inaudible). ; 
THE WITNESS: That's my best judgment on how 
to handle it. That was my best judgment. It would be 
so again. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. You don't think it would have been a good idea 
to talk to Susan Carter first to see what she wanted you 
to do? 
A. (Inaudible). 
MR. GRIMES: Okay, no further questions. 
MR. MORRIS: No questions. Thank you very 
much. 
THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you. 
THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
(Whereupon, the videotaped deposition was 
concluded.) 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, if it's all right 
:ould we take a short break before we start? 
THE COURT: Sure, I'll take a 10-minute break. 
(Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.) 
MR. GUMINA: - a dry marker that would be 
ivailable for the board? 
THE COURT: For the board? Probably. I'll go 
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etit. 
(Brief interruption.) 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, I call as my next 
itness Marcy Nightingale. 
THE COURT: How do you spell your last name? 
MS. NIGHTINGALE: N-I-G-H-T-I-N-G-A-L-E. 
THE COURT: I'm sorry, N-I-G-H-T? 
MS. NIGHTINGALE: I-N-G-A-L-E. 
THE COURT: Okay. Raise your right hand, 
ease. 
MARCY NIGHTINGALE, 
lied as witness here, having been first duly sworn to 
peak to the truth, was examined and testified as 
follows: 
THE COURT: You may be seated. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
MR. GUMINA: 
Q. Your name is Marcy Nightingale; is that 
rect? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And, Ms. Nightingale, where are you employed 
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l by? 
2 A. Sullivan-Schein Dental, which is part of Henry 
3 Schein. 
4 Q. And what is your job position at 
5 Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
6 A. Director of sales administration. 
7 Q. Prior to be employed at Sullivan-Schein Dental 
8 were you employed? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And who were you employed by? 
11 A.Sullivan Dental Products. 
12 Q. And what position did you hold with Sullivan 
13 Dental Products? 
14 A. My last position was the director of human 
15 resources. 
16 Q. And how long did you hold the position of 
17 director of human resources for Sullivan Dental? 
18 A. About five years. 
19 Q. Could you give me approximate dates? 
20 A. '92 to '97. 
21 Q. And did your job position change in Sullivan 
22 Dental in 1997? 
23 A. It changed - the merger happened the end of 
24 '97 with Henry Schein and I retained the director of 
25 human resources position until in to 1998, and then 
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1 changed to director of sales administration. 
2 Q. Do you know when in 1998 you became director 
3 of sales administration? 
4 A. Midyear, about July or August. 
5 Q. As director or human resources, what — what 
6 job functions or responsibilities did you have in that 
7 position at Sullivan Dental? 
8 A. At Sullivan Dental? 
9 Q.Yes. 
10 A. Responsible for the policies and procedures 
11 for hiring, firing, disciplinary, all the other policies 
12 related to employment, the benefits administration, the 
13 payroll administration. 1 
14 Q. You indicate payroll administration. What 
15 were your job duties with regards to that specific 
16 function? 
17 A. Making sure that the biweekly payroll was done 
18 every — completely. And also, part of that was the 
19 administration of the sales reps commission program. 
20 Q. And did your responsibilities extend to the 
21 entire company or just to one portion of it? 
22 A. For Sullivan Dental, it was^the entire 
23 company. 
24 Q. Now, you indicate you became the director of 
25 sales administration for Sullivan-Schein Dental in about 
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1 mid-1998; is that correct? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And what was your job responsibilities and 
4 duties as director of sales administration for 
5 Sullivan-Schein? 
6 A. I worked ~ reported directly to Tim Sullivan 
7 and worked with the administration and the ~ all the 
8 paperwork needed for the field organizations. So any 
9 paperwork related to any sales rep or any of our center 
10 operations in Sullivan-Schein Dental, all the regional 
11 and zone managers had to complete their paperwork, it 
12 all had to come through my office. And with that came 
13 the administration of the commission plan for the field 
14 reps. 
15 Q. Do you still hold that position today? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Have your job duties or responsibilities 
18 changed in any ways since you took the job of director 
19 of sales administration in 1998? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Can you explain to me, what is Sullivan-Schein 
22 Dental? 
23 A. Sullivan-Schein Dental is a full-service 
24 dental dealer, which means we sell sundries, the 
25 day-to-day products that dentists use. We sell the 
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1 large equipment that dentists use in their office. And 
2 we also have service technicians that service that. And 
[ 3 with that, we have 70 locations across the country that 
I 4 we had sales reps, service technicians and (Inaudible) 
I 5 personnel that do that. 
6 Q. How does Sullivan-Schein Dental sell its 
7 products? 
8 A. Through personal contact with the field sales 
9 consultants visiting doctors. 
10 Q. Currently, how many field sales 
|ll representatives does Sullivan-Schein employ? 
!12 A. We have 600 field sales consultants and 
13 another 120 equipment sales specialists. 
114 Q. Back in January of 1998, how many field sales 
115 representatives did Sullivan-Schein employ? 
i 16 A. The combined companies, Sullivan Dental and 
17 Henry Schein, it was about 400. 
18 Q. Are you familiar with the manner in which 
19 field sales representatives are compensated at 
20 Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And are you familiar with that because of your 
23 position at the company? | 
24 A. Yes, I am. | 
25 Q. How are the field sales consultants j 
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1 compensated at Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
2 A. They are basically put on a draw, which is 80 
3 percent of what they earned the prior year and that's 
4 paid out biweekly to them. And them the portion due 
5 above that, when we calculate their quarterly 
6 commissions, is paid out to them quarterly. 
7 Q. The draws that are paid to the field sales 
8 consultants, is that a - would that be considered a 
9 draw against commissions? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And can you explain the term or the phrase 
12 "draw against commissions"? 
13 A. An example of that would be the best way to 
14 explain it. If someone in the year 2002, a sales rep, 
15 earned $100,000, we would be able to set their draw at 
16 $80,000 paid out biweekly. And then we would calculate 
17 their commissions, taking in to account that they were 
18 paid this $80,000 against it every two weeks, and the J 
19 balance that they've earned above that amount we would 
20 pay them out quarterly. 
21 Q. And if a sales representative does not sell 
22 enough products to earn commissions equal to the draw, 
23 what occurs then? 
24 A. Then we calculate how they're doing on an 
25 annual basis, we say like they're running a rate of 
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1 earnings. So if they've only earned $20,000 in the 
2 first half of the year, then you say, well, they're on a 
3 running rate of $40,000, so we have to adjust their draw 
4 down to what they're actually earning. 
5 Q. So are there times when Sullivan-Schein will 
6 reduce the amount of the commissions paid or a draw paid 
| 7 to a field sales consultant because of inadequate sales? 
8 A. Yes. In fact, the first quarter of this year 
9 we reduced 30 - 30 sales reps, we reduced their draws 
10 down because they were not earning at that rate. 
11 Q. Now, are you familiar with how field sales 
12 consultants were compensated by accounting back in 1998? 
13 A. Yes, because the current program is based on 
14 GP dollars. That program was based on sales dollars. 
15 Q. And can you explain to me what the 
16 compensation on commissions package was in January 1998? 
17 A. In '98, it was all based on sales dollars, so 
18 if a sales rep had sales of a million dollars, that 
19 million dollars we would calculate out at 4.25 percent. 
20 That would be the commission rate. The next 50OQ0 
21 would be at 5.75 percent and anything above that 15 
22 million would be at 6.75 percent. And on top of that, 
23 they also received an auto allowance based on where 
24 their sales levels were. 
25 Q. Can you tell me whether any portion of a fiel 
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sales consultant's compensation is guaranteed? 
A. Not on a normal basis. If it's a new person 
coming in to the company, we might guarantee their -
their draw for that first year, or in the case of the 
merger, we did have guarantees because of that. 
Q. There was a guarantee in 1998 because of the 
merger? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And for what period of time was that guarantee 
good for? 
A. For 1998, basically. 
Q. Any other time frame is that guarantee good 
for? 
A. No. It expired at the end of '98. 
Q. And what was the purpose of providing -- and 
his was a guarantee for field sales consultants; is 
hat correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was the purpose of providing a 
ommission guarantee for 1998 for field sales 
onsultants? 
A. Oh, the purpose of it was to get through the 
lerger because we knew there was going to be a lot of 
eople not knowing about the -- like the Sullivan Dental 
eople not knowing about the Henry Schein people, and if 
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re were going to blend together and the Henry Schein 
sople not knowing about the Sullivan Dental people. So 
DW were we going to get together and get through this 
ansition time as we were changing and blending 
>mputer systems, so we agreed to guarantee everybody, 
r 1998, no less than what they earned in 1997. 
Q. Was one of the focuses of this guarantee to 
tain your sales staff? 
A. That was the main purpose. That was the only 
rpose, retain the sales staff and get through the 
insition because of the merger. 
Q. Well, why does the company ~ well, why did 
\ company believe it had to guarantee sales 
amissions for 1998? 
A. Because we knew that there would be unrest and 
>ple not wanting to, you know, wait out and see what 
new company, Sullivan-Schein Dental, would actually 
And we didn't want to lose sales people and the 
is from that. 
Q. Were field sales consultants ~ because of the 
"ger, were they are risk of earning less commissions 
998 than they did in 1997? 
A. In certain areas of the country, yes, because 
he blended salesforce, depending on how many sales 
•esentatives each company had and how they were going 
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to be integrated in together. 
Q. When you say "blended salesforce," you mean 
blending of Schein sales representatives with the 
Sullivan salespeople? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would that be correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Ms. Nightingale, if you'd grab the white 
three-ring binder, respondent's exhibits. Do you have 
that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In fact, I have a copy of that ~ a copy of 
exhibits that are up on the screen. Do you see that? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q.Is that the same document that you're looking 
at? 
A. Which one is it? 
Q.It's Exhibit No. 15. 
A. No. 15, okay. Yes, it is. 
Q. And do you recognize that document? 
A. It's a projection sheet. 
Q. And have you seen documents like this? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. Can you tell me what - what this document 
actually is? 
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A. It's basically to put down goals. The manager 
sits down with the sales rep and puts down goals that 
the sales rep strives to meet in the coming year. 
Q. And what is the purpose of providing the sales 
representative with the projection? 
A. Well, so they have some goals to stretch for 
to -- to meet. In this case, it was also to try to 
explain the new compensation plan. 
Q. Now, this sale projection is based on the 
previous year's sales; is that correct? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. And in - and it goes through several 
calculations to come up with a prediction as far as 
total calculation of total compensation for Ms. Carter 
for 1998. Would that be a fair statement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, there's certain assumptions made in this 
projection. Do you see those? 
A. Yes. Under the 1998 sales, where it says 
"merchandise and services, 1.2," that's an assumption 
that the sales were going to be exactly what they were 
the year before. 
Q. Okay. And do sales representatives for your 
company -- do they at times not sell as much merchandise 
as they did the previous year? 
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1 A. Yes. They might have had a setup order the 
2 year before that's not going to be duplicated the next 
3 year. They might have had a doctor retire or someone 
4 deceased so they're losing those sales. Maybe a 
5 doctor's ticked off and he's gone to the competition, 
6 plus the market is -- people are losing their jobs and 
7 don't have dental benefits, they're not going to go to 
8 the dentist and the dentists aren't going to buy as much 
9 goods. 
10 Q. So in your opinion, based on your experience 
11 with the company, is there any guarantee that a sales 
12 representative, based on the beginning of the year 
13 projections, will match the previous year's sales? 
14 MR. GRIMES: Objection. Your Honor, I object 
15 to that question on the grounds of foundation and the 
16 witness's qualifications (Inaudible). 
17 MR. GUMINA: She's director of sales 
18 administration, head of the commission program, has been 
19 in that position for many years. Has also been the 
20 director of human resources for Sullivan Dental. She's 
21 been with the company, works directly with (Inaudible) 
22 Sullivan, has vast experience in payroll issues for the 
23 field sales consultants and I think is extremely 
24 knowledgeable on the sales pattern of field sales 
25 consultants for the company. 
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1 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, it's not been 
2 established that the witness had any input in creating 
3 this document, that she knows who created it, that she 
4 knows the grounds upon which it was created, that she 
5 knows any of the underlying (Inaudible) that go behind 
I 6 the figures, or upon the (Inaudible) economic times 
| 7 (Inaudible) fulfilled the expectations (Inaudible). 
| 8 THE COURT: Well, if I understand the question 
j 9 correctly, it's whether there was any guarantee that the 
10 sales rep will meet the same amount of sales as they met 
11 the prior year, so I ~ if I'm understanding the 
12 question correctly, it's addressing one premise in the 
13 document and at this point not challenging the document j 
14 overall, so I'll allow the question. 
15 BY MR. GUMINA: 
16 Q. You can go ahead and answer, Ms. Nightingale. 
17 A. There's no guarantee that a sales rep will do 
18 the same sales they did the year before. 
[ 19 Q. And you base that opinion on what? 
|20 A. On spending the last 14 years watching how the 
21 sales reps performed and what sales they do. One year 
22 they're higher than the year before, the next year 
23 they're lower. 
24 Q. Do you watch or track sales performances for 
25 -- had you and have you and do you track sales 
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1 performance for field sales consultants in your 
2 position, first at Sullivan Dental and now 
3 Sullivan-Schein? 
4 A. Yes, I do. In fact, I'm the person who came 
5 up with the list of people that needed their draws 
6 reduced because their sales were behind their 
7 projections and they needed their draws taken in line 
8 with where their sales were. 
9 Q. That authority ~ decision-making authority 
10 lies with you in your position? 
11 A. Yes, it does. 
12 Q. Are you familiar with growth projections for 
13 the company of sales for the field sales consultants? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And are you familiar with the growth 
16 predictions ~ well, first of all, does the company use 
17 growth predictions for the (Inaudible) sales? 
18 A. We ~ we inspire and we give the sales reps 
19 and the managers a percentage of growth that we would 
20 like to see in the company. 
21 Q. Are you involved in that forecasting? 
22 A. Not — not specifically, no. 
23 Q. Are you familiar with the forecasting that the 
24 company utilizes? 
25 A. Yes. Like specifically, for the last two 
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1 years, our projections have ~ we said we want to see 10 
2 percent sales growth. We want to see that double digit 
3 sales growth of at least 10 percent overall in the 
4 company. 
5 Q. What would you characterize the projection of 
6 20 percent growth? Is that a conservative estimate or a 
7 (Inaudible), in your opinion? 
8 A. That's a very risky estimate. j 
9 Q. Why do you say that? 
10 A. Well, as I said, we're looking for a 10 
11 percent growth and we're not seeing 10 percent growth, 
12 so I don't know ~ in looking at the history, seeing 20 
13 percent growth, I rarely see 20 percent growth, unless 
14 it's a rookie who's on a fresh territory and we never 
15 had any sales reps there ever before. 
16 Q. There's also a - an assumption with regards 
17 to the amount of equipment sales for this document. Do 
18 you see that? 
19 A. Yes. I 
20 Q. And this document projects or assumes 
21 equipment sales in the amount of $400,000; is that 
22 correct? 
23 A. That's correct. 
24 Q. Is there any guarantee for any field sales 
25 consultant as to the amount of equipment that they will 
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sell during any given calendar year? 
A. No. Again, it depends on if the doctors are 
needing and buying equipment. 
Q. And equipment would be a taxable expenditure 
for a dentist, do you agree with that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it a large investment? 
A. It could be anywhere from 5,000 up to 100,000 
(Inaudible). 
Q. Per doctor, for one dentist? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it possible for a field sales consultant to 
have a group of dentists on their sales account list 
where those dentists buy very litte or no equipment 
during that year (Inaudible)? 
A. We currently track the percentage of each of 
the sales mix and on some sales reps you could see a --
hey might have 80 -- well, 90 percent of their sales 
hrough merchandise and 10 percent through equipment, or 
>ometimes even less. 
Q. Do the number of new dentists moving in to a 
narket area determine the amount that a field sales 
onsultant may sell for equipment? 
A. That could be one factor. 
Q. Are there other factors? 
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A. Again, it's how the economy is doing. It's — 
Q. So a weak economy would result in what — what 
suit? 
A. Less people going to the dentist so the 
mtists thinking that they shouldn't spend the money on 
*w equipment at the time or remodeling. 
Q. Are you familiar in your position with the 
>mpany when a field sales consultant meets projections 
at are given to them at the beginning of the year 
garding the amount of sales (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes. We track that on their monthly 
mmission rate form. 
Q. And are there times when field sales 
risultants do not meet the projections that were given 
them at the beginning of the year? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In other words, their sales (Inaudible) lower 
n what was forecasted for them; correct? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Now, after 1998, so for the 1999 and forward, 
5 there any guarantee for the field sales consultants 
ar as commissions earned or wages earned in general? 
A. No. 
Q. Did field sales consultants sometimes sell 
*e supplies and equipment than they sold the previous 
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1 year? 
2 A. Yes, they do. 
3 Q. Do field sales consultants sometimes sell less 
4 merchandise and equipment than they did the year before? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Is there any guarantee as to what the field 
7 sales consultants will sell in any given year? 
8 A. No, there's no guarantee. 
9 Q. And again, the total compensation for a field 
10 sales consultant is derived from ~ is derived how? 
11 A. It's derived off of their sales, and that's 
12 one of the reasons why we say that the sales reps have a 
13 draw against commissions but they don't have a salary, 
14 because it's not a guaranteed thing. 
15 Q. So in your opinion, in your position with the 
16 company, is there any degree of certainty that a sales 
17 representative would earn the amount of commissions 
18 that's reflected in the total compensation as reflected 
19 at the bottom of Respondent's Exhibit No. 15? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Why use this? Why does the company use this? 
[22 And by "this," I'm referring to Respondent's Exhibit No. 
23 15. 
24 A. Well, you want to be optimistic and say look 
25 what you can strive for. 
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1 Q. Would you say it's a motivational tool? 
2 A. It's more a motivational tool than anything 
3 else, because I'm sure that behind the lines — you 
J 4 know, when we were doing projections for '98, that 1.9 
| 5 million was brought down to a more reasonable level, 
6 because we might talk to the sales reps and say, okay, 
7 you're going to do $2 million, but behind the scenes, 
j 8 for our budgeting to be more realistic, our budgets are 
I 9 not set at — as I said, we were looking for 10 percent 
10 growth. We don't set our budgets at 10 percent growth 
! 11 automatically behind the scenes in our budgets because 
12 realistically, we know that we're actually not going to 
113 get that 10 percent. 
14 Q. Are you familiar with Susan Carter's 
15 employment at Sullivan-Schein? 
16 A. Not anything except for through this lawsuit, 
17 basically. 
18 Q. Are you familiar with what job position Ms. 
19 Carter held at Sullivan-Schein? 
20 A. Yes. She was a field sales rep. 
21 Q. And are you familiar -- familiar in which the 
22 way Ms. Carter was paid by SullivanrSchein? 
23 A. As all sales reps, she would have been paid a 
24 draw against commissions. 
25 Q. Was Ms. - was any part of Ms. Carter's 
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1 compensation guaranteed? 
2 A. For 1998, it would have been the same as the 
3 rest of the sales reps. She could not earn less than 
4 she did in 1997. 
5 Q. And do you know the amount that was guaranteed 
6 for Ms. Carter in the year 1998? 
7 A. Well, according to a sheet, all the Henry 
8 Schein reps, it was $59,400. 
9 Q. If I show you a document to help refresh your 
10 memory, would it help you give me the exact dollar 
11 amount? 
12 A. (Inaudible). 
13 Q.Yes? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 MR. GRIMES: What document is this? 
16 THE WITNESS: 1997 actual compensation is 
17 $59,405. 
18 BY MR. GUMINA: 
19 Q. So that was the amount of commissions 
20 guaranteed for Ms. Carter for the year 1998? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Had Ms. Carter remained employed after 1998, 
23 would any part of her commissions or wages have been 
24 guaranteed? 
[25 A. No. 
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1 Q. What was Ms. Carter's draw (Inaudible) hired 
2 by - became an employee of Henry Schein? 
I 3 A. I can't remember specifically, but I'm sure 
4 it's in her ~ 
5 Q. Well, if you look at Respondent's Exhibit No. 
6 21. After reviewing that document, does that help you 
7 tell us what the amount of Ms. Carter's draw was at the 
8 time of her hire? 
9 A. As a base draw, it will be $39,200 per year. 
10 Q. And do you know whether that was the same --
11 if Ms. Carter had that same — strike. 
12 At the time of Ms. Carter's termination, was 
13 her draw the same as it was at the time of her hire? 
14 A. Yes, it was. 
15 Q. And what was Ms. Carter's commission plan at 
16 the time of her termination? 
17 A. It was the percentage based on the sales. 
18 Q. Using the percentages that are indicated on 
19 this forecast? 
20 A. Yes, the four and a quarter, the 5.75 and the 
21 6.75. 
22 Q. Did Susan Carter at any (Inaudible) 
23 restriction, such as a noncompete agreement or a 
24 nonsolicitation agreement, have restricted her 
25 post-employment activities after she left the employ of 
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1 Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
2 A. No, Henry Schein did not have any noncompete 
3 restrictions with Susan. 
4 Q. Did Ms. Carter have any restrictions that were 
5 placed upon her by the company for post-employment 
6 activities? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. What was Ms. Carter's total compensation 
9 package at the time of her termination? 
10 A. She had a draw against commission, an auto 
11 amount and because all the sales reps at the time of the 
12 merger had what we called a stay-pay bonus -
13 Q. Would it also be known as a continuation 
14 bonus? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. What's the purpose of that bonus? 
17 A. It was like a good faith bonus saying here's a 
18 bonus and we're going to pay you half of it now and then 
19 the other of it is going to be paid in six months. And 
20 it had some ~ some minor restrictions to it. 
21 Q. Do you know the amount of Ms. Carter's stay or 
22 continuation bonus? 
23 A. It was around 13,000. 
24 Q. Do you have a document to look at to help you 
25 refresh your memory as to the exact amount? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Are you familiar with the continuation bonuses 
3 that were paid to all field sales consultants? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And that was --
6 A. They were - the ones on the Sullivan Dental 
7 side were all tracked through my office. 
8 Q.Look at Respondent's Exhibit No. 47. Do you 
9 have Respondent's Exhibit No. 47? 
10 A. Yes, I do. 
11 Q. And after reviewing Respondent's Exhibit No. 
12 47, can you tell me the amount of Ms. Carter's 
13 continuation bonus? 
14 A. $13,500. 
115 Q. And was there a normal and customary method in 
16 which that continuation bonus was paid to all field 
17 sales consultants? 
18 A. As long as this agreement was signed by the 
19 sales rep and sent back in, the first half of it was 
20 paid out in November of '97. And then as it says, the 
21 second half would be paid out around six months later. 
22 Q. So Ms. Carter was paid one-half of her 
23 continuation bonus? 
24 MR. GRIMES: Objection, foundation. ' 
25 BY MR. GUMINA: 
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Q. Do you know whether Ms. Carter's continuation 
bonus ~ the first 50 percent was paid out to her? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And how do you know that? 
A. Because I have seen the payroll records that 
had a bonus payment of $6,750 on there, which is half of 
$13,500. 
Q. I'll show you a document called Auto Pay 
Master of Control. This is a document that you searched 
for and retrieved on your direction? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It enabled you to determine whether the 
continuation bonus, at least the 50 percent of it was 
paid to Ms. Carter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the next document indicates that was paid 
to Ms. Carter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And again, the amount? 
A. $6,750. 
Q. $6,750? 
A. Yes. 
MR. GRIMES: What document is this? 
MR. GUMINA: Exhibit (Inaudible) 
\Y MR. GUMINA: 
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Q. So let's recap for a quick second. 
Ms. Carter's total compensation package 
lcluded her draw? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Commissions on sales? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So it — if those commissions indeed exceeded 
IT draw? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Her auto allowance? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was the amount of the auto allowance? 
A. I think she would have been at the $2,200 
/el, $2,200 a year. 
Q. And she had a continuation bonus of $13,500 
d which 50 percent was paid to her; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was there any other benefits in Ms. Carter's 
npensation that were offered or given to Ms. Carter? 
A. No. 
Q. Look on Exhibit No. 23. I'll ask you the 
jstion again, were there any other items of 
npensation paid or offered to Ms. Carter in connection 
h her employment at Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
A. Not specifically with her employment, but -
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1 not at the time she was employed, but at the time of the 
2 merger, along with the bonus, there were stock options 
3 given to the sales reps. 
4 Q. And do you know how many stock options were -
5 were they (Inaudible) field sales consultants that were 
6 with the company at the time of the merger? 
7 A. Most of them. 
8 Q. And did Ms. Carter receive stock options? 
9 A. Well, according to this it says 550. 
10 Q. So Ms. Carter would receive (Inaudible) 550 
11 stock options; is that correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Can you explain to me what a stock option is? 
14 An option to do what? 
15 A. A stock option is basically 550 shares of 
16 Henry Schein stock given to you at a certain strike 
17 price, which on here it says the strike price is 35.125. 
18 Q. So the strike price was thirty-five dollars 
19 and twelve and a half cents? 
20 A. Yes. A n d -
21 Q. Which — does that mean - well, what - tell 
22 me what that means. 
23 A. Well, the strike price means that that's how 
24 much ~ that's the dollar value of the stock on the day 
25 that the options were granted. 
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1 Q. And if I want to exercise an option, what does 
2 the strike price mean to me? 
3 A. It's the amount above that, 35.125, if there's 
4 no value. 
5 Q. Okay. Does the thirty-five dollars and twelve 
6 and a half cents reflect the cost of one share of stock 
7 that the employee here has the option to purchase? 
! 8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. At thirty-five dollars and twelve and a half 
10 cents? 
Ill A. Yes. 
12 Q. So if the value of the stock price is below 
; 13 thirty-five dollars and twelve and a half cents, it 
14 makes no sense to exercise their option, does it? 
115 A. No. 
116 Q. Now Ms. Carter is asking for $19,112 she 
17 claims is the value of the lost stock options. I'm 
18 going to ask you if you agree with my math here. Okay. 
19 Here's a profit component with stock option; right? 
J20 A. Yes. 
121 Q. And that profit component only occurs 
22 (Inaudible) if the market price is greater than the 
23 strike price. 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Is that correct? 
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1 And in this case, the strike price was 35 and 
2 12 and a half cents; is that right? 
3 A. That's right. 
4 Q. So in order to have a profit of $19,112, as 
5 Ms. Carter's claiming that she's entitled to if she 
6 prevails in this case, that is based on if she'd 
7 exercise the whole 550 options, in other words purchase 
8 550 shares, she would have to realize a profit on each 
9 share of approximately $34.75, to round it. 
10 A. Have y o u -
11 Q. So we take $34.75 being the profit margin on 
12 one share of stock, times 550 shares, the profit 
13 (Inaudible) of $19,112.50. So in order to get this 
14 profit margin, the stock market price would have to 
15 exceed the strike price by $34.75; is that right? 
16 A. That's right. 
17 Q. And in this case, to realize a profit, I 
18 (Inaudible) the 550 options at a strike price of 
19 thirty-five dollars and twelve and a half cents, the 
20 (Inaudible) document (Inaudible) sixty-nine dollars and 
21 eighty-seven and a half cents (Inaudible) — 
22 A. That's right. 
23 Q. - is that correct? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Is there anything wrong with my calculation? 
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1 A. No, because the exercising of stock options is 
2 basically a difference of what you sell the stock at 
3 minus that strike fund. 
4 Q. Since the merger, has Henry Schein stock been 
5 up to sixty-nine dollars and eighty-seven and a half 
6 cents? 
7 A. No, it hasn't. 
8 Q. What happened to the stock after the merger? 
9 A. It dropped down to around $11. 
10 Q. What was — and the price of the shares were 
11 worth about $35 at time, at the time of the merger? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And it dropped down to $11 per share? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. What does that make those stock options worth? 
16 A.They weren't worth anything. 
17 Q. And prior to the hearing, back in March, what 
18 was the stock price of Henry Schein, do you know? 
19 A. Around 40 something, 42, something like that, 
20 45. 
21 Q. Around $42? 
22 A. (No audible response.) 
23 MR. GUMINA: Do you need this, Your Honor? 
24 THE COURT: No. 
25 BY MR. GUMINA: 
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1 Q. As the market price of (Inaudible) — first of 
2 all, the stock of Henry Schein is probably (Inaudible); 
3 right? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Do you know on what exchange? 
6 A.NASDAQ. 
7 Q. And so the price every day (Inaudible) --
8 A. (Inaudible) during the day. 
9 Q. During the day fluctuates., it goes up, goes 
10 down, sometimes remains the same? 
11 A.Uh-huh. 
12 Q. Is that accurate? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. But the stocks been $42; right? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. If I had 550 options and the strike price of 
17 thirty-five and twelve and a half cents and I decided to 
18 exercise those options, all 550, I have a profit of six 
19 dollars and eighty-seven and a half cents; is that 
20 right? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Per share. I 
23 A.Uh-huh. ! 
24 Q.And again, if I (Inaudible) all 550, my i 
25 profit, exercising those 550 stock options, would be 
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1 $3,781.25? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. Of course, there's also expenses in exercising 
4 options; is that correct? 
5 A. Yes. There's usually some fees to the broker. 
6 Q. Can you tell me how the options worked when 
7 they were issued to Ms. Carter? What the terms and 
8 conditions on employees wanting to exercise their stock 
9 options? 
10 A. The stock options vested over a three-year 
11 period of time, so they vested a third at one year, 
112 another third at the second year and they were fully 
13 vested at three years. And you couldn't exercise any of 
14 them until they were fully vested after three years. 
15 Q. So in Ms. Carter's case, had she remained 
116 employed with Sullivan-Schein Dental, when would be the 
17 first time, approximately, when she would have been able 
18 to exercise any of her options, stock options? 
19 A. Three years from November of '97. 
20 Q. So approximatley November of 2000? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Yes? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. What happens if you were terminated and the 
25 stock options were not yet fully vested? 
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A. If they're not fully vested, there's nothing 
to exercise. 
Q. So the employee would lose all rights to the 
stock options? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What if the employee was 100 percent vested at 
the time of the termination? 
A. They would have 90 days from the termination 
date to exercise. 
Q. And if an employee failed to exercise the 
stock options within the 90 days of their date of 
termination, what would be the result? 
A. The options would expire. 
Q. Meaning that the employee could no longer 
exercise those options? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you know when the first time the market 
price of the Henry Schein stock rose above the strike 
price of thirty-five dollars and twelve and a half 
cents? 
A. Not specifically. It had to be in the last 
two years, I would say. 
Q. Now, I had you do some calculations 
(Inaudible); is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. One of the things I asked you to determine was 
he total commission (Inaudible) by Susan Carter from 
lenry Schein for the year 1997. Do you recall that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in fact, you did that; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. (Inaudible)? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. And you researched the company records to 
stermine the amount of commissions earned by Ms. Carter 
>r the year 1997? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, her total compensation for 1997 at Henry 
:hein was $50,584.62; right? 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. Overall, that's not commission income; is that 
rrect? 
A. No. 
Q. Part of it is auto allowance and other items; 
ht? 
A. Yes. 
Q. As far as commissions earned for 1997, that 
ount was $40,042.12, which is her base plus the extra 
amissions that she was paid as a result of earning 
omissions that exceeded her draw; is that correct? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. What was her base that was paid in 1997? 
3 A. The actually paid base was $30,907.85. 
4 Q. And then the amount of additional commissions 
5 to her for 1997? 
6 A. $9,134.27. 
7 Q. So part of the $50,584.62 paid to Ms. Carter 
8 for 1997 was also was her one-half of her total 
9 (Inaudible) on this (Inaudible). Why don't you tell me 
10 (Inaudible) $50,584.62, what individual components make 
11 up that amount and what are the amounts of each 
12 individual component. 
13 A. Base draw was $30,907.85; auto allowance, 
14 $3,792.50; the continuation bonus was $6,750; and 
15 commissions, $9,134.27. 
16 Q. Now, I also asked you to determine the amount 
17 of commissions earned by Ms. Carter for the year 1998; 
18 correct? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And did you do that? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And is (Inaudible) calculation or (Inaudible) 
23 determine the amount of commissions earned by Ms. Carter 
24 for the year 1998? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And what was the amount of commissions earned 
j 2 by Ms. Carter for 1998, while employed at 
3 Sullivan-Schein Dental? 
| 4 A. $20,081.91. 
5 Q. (Inaudible) in the base that she was paid? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. And so the base would be the draw; is 
! 8 that correct? 
9 A. Yes. 
110 Q. And what was the draw that was paid to her for 
11 1998? 
12 A. $9,498.51. 
13 Q. So for 1998, Ms. Carter earned $29,580.42 in 
14 commissions from Sullivan-Schein; is that correct? You 
15 add the commissions and the base? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Would you do that for yourself and tell us 
18 what you come up with. 
119 A. $29,580.42. 
[20 MR. GUMINA: I have no further questions. 
21 THE COURT: Mr. Grimes, cross examination. 
22 
23 CROSS EXAMINATION 
24 BY MR. GRIMES: 
25 Q. Ms. Nightingale, I believe that you testified 
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1 regarding the number of field sales representatives and 
2 equipment sales representatives that worked for 
3 Sullivan-Schein Dental; is that correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And you gave the figure of 600 field sales 
6 representatives and 120 equipment sales representatives; 
7 is that correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Was that as of the time of the merger? 
10 A. No, that's current. 
11 Q. How many - how many field representatives did 
12 the company have at the time of the merger? 
13 A. The combined company Sullivan Dental and 
14 Schein, it was about 400 field sales reps and maybe 
15 another 50 equipment reps. 
16 Q. So the number of field sales representatives 
17 and equipment sales representatives have increased since 
18 the time of the merger; is that correct? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Have there been any layoffs of field sales 
21 representatives or equipment sales representatives with 
22 the company? 
23 A. There have been job eliminations. 
24 Q. Anyone else? 
25 A. I wouldn't say layoff of sales reps, no. 
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1 Q. Have the company's gross sales since the time 
2 of the merger increased commensurate with the increase 
3 in the number of sales representatives and equipment 
4 representatives? I 
5 A. It's increased, I don't know if it's a 
6 percentage - i t ' s the same percentage of the growth of 
7 the sales reps. I've never calculated it out. I 
8 Q. Ms. Nightingale, you testified that the 
j 9 customary compensation structure for field sales 
110 representatives for Sullivan-Schein is a draw of 80 
j 11 percent against commissions; is that correct? 
112 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Have there been any occasions on which field 
14 sales representatives have had to pay back money that 
j 15 they received as their draw? 
116 A. Well, in a certain way it is going to pay back 
17 because we calculate out their draw against their 
18 commissions and it puts them in an overdraw position. 
19 And when we like ~ take the people that we just lowered 
20 their draws on. We lower their draws, you don't take 
21 away that overdraw so they have to work that overdraw 
22 off. So basically, yes, they're paying back their 
23 overdraw. 
24 Q. So when you lower the draw, that's 
25 prospectively only, isn't it? Future commissions 
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1 (Inaudible); is that correct? 
2 A. Yes, but they're also not earning any money 
3 above their draw now because they were overdrawn, so 
4 they're working off that overdrawn amount. 
5 Q. Okay. Well, when you're adjusting a sales 
6 representative's draw downward, bow do you determine the 
7 amount of the new draw? 
8 A. You calculate out what their annual running 
9 rate is, like if it's, you know, three months into the 
10 year and they're only doing $10,000 for that three 
11 months of the year, then they're only earning at the 
12 rate of $40,000 a year. So you want to get them at that 
13 $40,000 or at 80 percent of that $40,000, is the most 
14 ideal situation. 
15 Q. So when you adjust a draw, it's based on a 
16 level of actual sales; is that correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. It's not set lower than that to cause them to 
19 reimburse excessive draw that they received in the past? 
20 A. No, it's what they're running, but their 
21 overdraw doesn't go away so they still have to work off 
22 that overdraw. j 
23 Q. Ms. Nightingale, you testified in the first | 
24 quarter of this year there were 30 sales representatives 
25 whose draws were reduced; is that correct? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. That's 30 out of a total of 600 field sales 
3 representatives; is that correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. The other field sales representatives did not 
6 have their draws reduced? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Did any of them have their draws increased? 
9 A. Yes, a few of them did. 
10 Q. Did you conduct any of analysis of the 
11 geographic locations in which particular levels of sales 
12 are made of the company? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Ms. Nightingale, you testified regarding 
15 Respondent's Exhibit No. 15, that's the one that you 
! 16 have (Inaudible). You did not create this document, did 
17 you? 
18 A. No, I didn't. 
19 Q. Do you know who did create it? 
20 A. I would only guess that Jim Englercreated it. 
21 Q. Do you know what factors Mr. Engle took into 
22 account when he put together this document? 
23 A. Specific factors? I mean I can only say that 
24 what's on there. He's put on their specifically what 
25 was earned and - or the components from 1997 to compare 
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them how - against how 1998 would be. 
Q. Have you ever personally created any sales 
commissions, projections, reports, (Inaudible) company? 
A. I've created formats that the managers would 
actually load their projections into. 
Q. But you haven't actually conducted any 
projections or forecasts of the field sales 
representatives, have you? 
A. No. 
Q. Does the company make any projections or 
forecasts regarding the amount that (Inaudible) annual 
budget? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Those projections would include projections of 
(Inaudible) sales they expect to be made by the sales 
representatives; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you conducted any review of (Inaudible) 
nformation of the company between 1998 and the present 
o determine what level of sales the company made during 
hat time? Let me restate that. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Have you reviewed any documents or records or 
onducted any kind of investigation into whether or not 
le company's budgetary projections with respect to 
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lies met the actual sales during that time period? 
A. I don't specifically get into the 
lllivan-Schein Dental Company overall and how they're 
)ing against projections, so... 
Q. So you don't know if the company's budgetary 
ojections ~ 
(Tape Interruption.) 
THE WITNESS: Yes. In fact, now -- this was 
:ause we were changing commission plans so field reps 
ildn't say I'm going to do two million next year. 
»w, the sales rep gives in to the manager and they talk 
>ut, what do you think you're do in equipment this 
ir? What do you think you're do on merchandise and 
vice? So there's a lot of talk back and forth, a lot 
eedback. 
MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Mrs. Nightingale, you testified that the 
lected growth rate reflected on Respondent's Exhibit 
15 of 20 percent was optimistic; is that correct? 
A. Very optimistic. 
Q. You testified that for the last two years the 
icted company growth rate was 10 percent; is that 
set? 
\. Yes. 
J. Has there been any time since 1998 when the 
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company expected to have a decrease in the amount of 
growth in sales? 
A. We did have a decrease. The blended company 
had a decrease in sales -
Q.Weil » 
A. -- right after the merger. Right after the 
merger, 1998. 
Q. And any cause you can attribute that decrease 
to? 
A. The merger. 
Q. Ms. Nightingale, in the preparation of your 
information for this case did you review the sales 
projections that were made by Sullivan-Schein management 
for the other sales representatives in Salt Lake City 
besides Susan Carter? 
A. For what time period? 
Q. During the merger, 1998. 
A. No. 
Q. So you don't know whether the other field 
sales representatives in Salt Lake City exceeded their 
projections or didn't meet their projections, you don't 
know that? 
A. No. 
Q. Ms. Nightingale, you testified that Mrs. 
Carter made approximately $50,000 in commissions from . 
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Henry Schein during 1997; is that correct? 
A. It was $50,000 worth of pay, (Inaudible) 
compensation. 
Q. How much? What was the amount of commissions 
you said that she made? 
A. I think $9,400. 
Q. How much? 
A. $9,400. 
Q. That's the amount of commissions she made? 
A. Yeah, right around there, according to the 
year-end payroll records. 
MR. GUMINA: Ms. Nightingale, would it help yo 
to look at your calculations? 
MR. GRIMES: Well, that's okay, I'll give her 
the document I want her to look at. 
MR. GUMINA: Well, she's testified to what it 
already is, so it is what it is. 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Well, were you aware that Susan Carter began 
her employment with Sullivan-Schein in March Qf 1997? 
A. By the (Inaudible) order, yes, and knowing 
because of looking at the payroll recprds then, it has a 
hire date on there, yes. 
Q. So Mrs. Carter earned $50,000 in compensation 
from Henry Schein during 1997 and only $9,000 of that 
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1 commissions. What was the rest of the compensation she 
2 received? 
3 A. There was a base draw in there, the auto 
4 allowance and then the first portion of the continuation 
5 bonus. 
6 Q. And you're sure that's 1997; is that correct, 
7 the continuation bonus? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. The base draw, that's a draw against 
10 commissions with Henry Schein, wasn't it? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. So she had to make commissions in order to 
13 receive that amount, plus the additional commissions; is 
14 that correct? 
15 A. Well, the Henry Schein program, you read 
16 (Inaudible) letter, she gets this base and then if she 
17 goes above her sales base, she gets 6 percent of that 
18 paid out in commissions. That was the program that she 
19 was hired with Henry Schein. 
20 Q. Yeah, but she had to (Inaudible) her draw 
21 through commissions; is that correct? 
22 A. Well, she basically had that base as long as 
23 she sustained her original sales that she had when she 
24 came to the company. That's how Henry Schein had their 
25 commission plan in '97. 
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1 Q. Did you work with Henry Schein in 1997? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. So this information that you put together is 
4 simply based upon reviewing records; is that correct? 
J 5 A. Well, in 1998 and in '97,1 was on the 
| 6 committee to change the commission plan, so I had to 
I 7 know what the Henry Schein commission plan was, because 
8 I already knew what the Sullivan Dental commission plan 
j 9 was, to what we were going to. 
10 Q. Ms. Nightingale, you testified that there were 
11 various factors that might affect the amount of sales 
! 12 that field sales representatives would make, you 
13 referenced the economic specifically; is that correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
115 Q. Another factor that might affect the amount of 
j 16 commissions that a field sales representative might make 
117 would be the effectiveness of the field sales 
jl8 representative; is that correct? 
119 A. Correct. 
|20 Q. Now, when Susan Carter became employed by the 
121 merged company, Sullivan-Schein, isn't it true that a 
22 wide variety of products became available for her to 
23 sell for the first time? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And that wide variety of products include 
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1 items of dental equipment which are often quite 
2 expensive; is that correct? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q.Mrs. Nightingale, you testified that sometimes 
5 Sullivan-Schein field sales representatives don't make 
6 the amount of commissions that are projected; is that 
7 correct? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Have you conducted any kind of study or 
10 analysis to determine what percentage of time the 
11 Sullivan-Schein field sales representatives do or do not 
12 make their projected level of commission? 
13 A. What percentage of time or what percentage of 
14 sales reps? 
15 Q. Well, percentage of time first. 
16 A. We would never do a study like that. We might 
17 look at overall salesforce and see of our established 
18 reps - we do what we call a growth report right now, of 
19 our established reps, what percentage are growing at 
20 what rate overall average sales. Of the rookies, what 
21 percentage are growing. We would look at it like that. 
22 Q. Do you actually do that? 
23 A. Yes, we do that. 
24 Q. Okay. During 1999, what percentage of field 
25 sales representatives of Sullivan-Schein achieved their 
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1 projected level of sales? 
2 A. You mean in 1998? 
3 Q. Let's talk about 1999. 
4 A. I'd have to review it. I couldn't tell you 
5 that. 
6 Q. You don't know that? 
7 A. Not offhand, no. 
8 Q.Has there been any time since 1998 when the 
9 company forecast a decrease in sales? j 
10 A. No. We would decrease minimal sales growth 
11 but we would not do a decrease. 
112 Q.Mrs. Nightingale, you testified that 
113 (Inaudible) Susan Carter made from Sullivan-Schein 
14 Dental in 1998; is that correct? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Now, the total amount of that commissions was, 
17 as I recall, $20,000? 
18 A. Around 20,000. 
19 Q. Does that include the continuation bonus in 
20 the amount of $7,500? 
21 MR. GUMINA: Objection, assumes facts not in 
22 evidence. There's no evidence that the (Inaudible) 
23 $7,500. 
24 MR. GRIMES: I'm just asking. 
25 MR. GUMINA: No, you're not, you're assuming 
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that fact in your question. 
MR. GRIMES: All right. | 
BY MR. GRIMES: 
Q. Would you please explain to me again how you 
came up with the figure of $20,000 as Susan Carter's 
commissions from Sullivan-Schein during the year 1998? 
A. That was on the payroll records from year-end 
1998, that $20,000 in the commission sales. 
Q. Now, how much - do you have that document? 
(Inaudible). As I understand, the calculation that's 
made here indicates a year-to-date gross of $30,820; is 
that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Then it says commissions earned of $20,081; is 
that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Then it has an auto allowance of $1,240; is 
that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Then it says, "Base, $9,498.51." Now what's 
the base? 
A. That would be the draw. 
Q. All right. Now, in order for Susan Carter to 
*eceive that base, she had to earn commissions of at 
east that much, did she not? 
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A.Weil, in 1998, we were going to pay her that 
>ase anyway because she was on a guarantee. 
Q. True, but Susan Carter received - she had 
ommissions in excess of the amount that she needed to 
eceive her base, did she not? 
A. According to that, yes. 
Q. Yes. And the amount of those commissions take 
lto account - in order to get additional commissions, 
le had to first satisfy the amount of her base through 
)mmission sales; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q.Mrs. Nightingale, you testified regarding the 
ock option benefits that were provided to Susan Carter 
the time she was employed by Sullivan-Schein. Would 
>u please get the black binder of exhibits close to 
air right (Inaudible). Would you please turn to 
diibitNo. 21. 
A. Okay. 
Q. The first page of Exhibit 21 should be letter 
memorandum from Jim Staley dated November 14, 1997. 
) you have that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The very last line of the text of that 
morandum indicates, "Exercisable after vesting over 
next 10 years." 
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Now, doesn't that indicate that Susan Carter 
could exercise her stock option benefits once they 
vested at any time within 10 years after they vested? 
A. What that meant is after they're vested, which 
is a three-year vesting, they're only good for 10 years 
from the date of the strike. Upon the date of the 
grant, they're only good for 10 years. This is only a 
memo. There is a quarter inch document that gives all 
of the specific details that had to go out after this 
document explaining the action. 
Q.Weil, you don't have that document with you, 
do you? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know if Susan Carter ever received that 
document? 
A. That I don't know. 
Q. The point is is Susan Carter had 10 years in 
which to exercise her stock options after they vested; 
is that correct? 
A. If she was still employed with the company. 
Otherwise, the other restrictions would apply. 
Q. Right. Well, if Susan Carter's stock options 
had vested three years after they were first granted in 
approximately January of 1998, that means she would 
still have seven years in which to exercise those stock 
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options from today (Inaudible); is that correct? 
A. She would only have the time from November of 
'97, so... 
Q. So it's your understanding it would be 10 
years from November of '97? 
A. Yes, if she was still employed. 
Q. Okay. Now, she - if she still had them, 
she'd only have four and a half years to exercise them; 
is that correct? 
A. Yes, up until November of 2007. 
Q. Now, you don't know what's going to happen 
with the company's stock in the next four and a half 
years, do you? 
A. No. 
Q. Would you please turn to the second page of 
Petitioner's Exhibit 21. Isn't it true that when the 
company notified their employees about the stock option 
benefits, they also provided information regarding the 
expected performance of the company's stock over the 
next 10-year period? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And we see some of that information provided 
on page 2 of Petitioner's Exhibit 21; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In fact, the information that was provided by 
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1 the company to its employees was put together by Tanner 
2 & Company, Inc., under a formula which is widely used 
3 and accepted (Inaudible) which the innovator or 
4 initiators Nobel Prize for economics; is that correct? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Do you have any reason to disagree with the 
7 projections that were made by the company as a projected 
8 value of its stock at the time those projections were 
9 made? 
10 A. At the time they made? Why would I disagree 
11 with them? 
12 Q. (Inaudible), you're not the stock analyst, are 
13 you? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. The stock market is often down and up the last 
16 few years; is that correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. A smart employee would wait until until the 
19 stock market was up, or at least until the price of the 
20 company stock was up before their exercised their 
21 options, would they not? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 MR. GRIMES: Thank you. I have no further 
24 questons. 
25 THE COURT: Redirect? 
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1 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, my (Inaudible) 
2 redirect, we would offer Respondent's Exhibit No. 21 and 
3 Exhibit 23 (Inaudible) had testified to. 
4 THE COURT: Any objection? 
5 MR. GRIMES: No objection. 
6 THE COURT: All right. Respondent's Exhibit 
7 No. 21 and 23 are admitted. 
8 (Whereupon, Exhibits R21 and R23 were admitted 
9 into evidence.) 
10 THE COURT: If there's nothing further, you're 
11 excused. 
12 MR. MORRIS: May we have a minute, Your Honor? 
13 THE COURT: Yes. Do you want a break or do 
14 you want a --
15 MR. MORRIS: Just 30 seconds. 
16 (Pause.) 
17 MR. GUMINA: Your Honor, respondents rest. 
18 We're ready for closing arguments, if the petitioner has 
19 nothing further. 
20 THE COURT: All right. 
[21 MR. GRIMES: We're ready for closing 
122 arguments. 
[23 THE COURT: Okay, I guess we'll proceed with 
124 closing arguments. We'll start with you, Mr. Grimes. 
25 MR. GRIMES: Okay. 
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1 MR. MORRIS: Your Honor, just one housekeeping 
2 matter. Would it make sense to make sure we know what 
3 exhibits are in and what are not? Those books up there 
4 have all kinds of things that have not been introduced 
5 yet. 
6 THE COURT: Well, let me read off the list of 
7 the ones that I have admitted and you can point out 
8 anything that we've overlooked here. 
9 I have Petitioner's Exhibits 1 through 27, 
10 then somewhat scattered, 60, 52, 53, 55, 56, 57, 58, 45, 
11 46, 47 and 48. That's petitioner's exhibits. 
12 MR. MORRIS: Did you say 60, Your Honor? 
13 THE COURT: I did. 
14 MR. MORRIS: Okay, we have that too. 
15 THE COURT: Okay, and respondent's exhibits, I 
16 have Exhibit 2 through 12, 14 and 15, 17 through 21 , 23, 
17 25, 29 through 31 , 33 through 34, 36, 40 and 4 1 , 45 j 
18 through 47, 49 and 50, and then the Power Point 
19 presentation which was 56. 
20 MR. MORRIS: That's what we have, Your Honor. 
21 THE COURT: Okay. 
22 MR. MORRIS: Would it be helpful to grab those 
23 and remove the exhibits that didn't come in or -
24 THE COURT: You can do that, or I'll just 
25 ignore them while I 'm going through them. It doesn't 
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1 matter to me whether you want to purge them now or --
2 MR. MORRIS: We'll talk about it. Thank you. 
3 MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, first of all, we have 
4 a concern about the amount of time which is going to be 
5 taken in closing arguments, for which you're going to 
6 allow the closing (Inaudible) concern. I have prepared 
7 a closing argument which I expect for approximately 30 
8 to 45 minutes of (Inaudible). 
9 I don't know, obviously, respondent is going 
10 to take over (Inaudible). 
11 THE COURT: Well, I would like to be out of 
12 here by 5:30 because after that ] start running into 
13 security problems with the building, which I don't 
14 control the entire premises, so if we can agree on an 
15 equitable division of that time. Let's say 30 minutes 
116 each and if you want to reserve rebuttal, reserve 10 
17 minutes, go 20 and reserve 10. 
18 MR. GRIMES: That would be fine, just I was 
19 concerned based on our prior experience of getting done 
20 by five o'clock. (Inaudible). 
21 THE COURT: All right. Well, the other thing 
22 is, I would suspect that should be adequate. I mean I 
23 ~ I have been involved in this case from its inception, 
24 and including most of the motions and all of the 
25 testimony and stuff like that, so I have at least a fair | 
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amount of idea by the witness involved, so I would 
suspect that that should do it. So if you want to go 20 
and then 10 for rebuttal or - is that how you want to 
divide it? 
MR. GRIMES: Um--
THE COURT: Or do you just want your full 
allotment? 
MR. GRIMES: I'll try to do that, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: Your Honor, first of all, we 
would like to thank the Court for (Inaudible) in time 
and effort (Inaudible) considering the case. 
(Inaudible) during my closing arguments, the Court has 
any questions, I'd be happy to try to respond to those 
The prima facia elements of a claim of a form 
of retaliation under the anti-discrimination laws were 
recently reiterated in the Tenth Circuit decision in the 
^ase of Wells versus The Colorado Department of 
Transportation Services. It's the Tenth Circuit that 
was decided just a couple of months ago. It was a very 
mportant case and I'll be referring to it hopefully 
luring my closing arguments. 
The prima facia elements require first of all 
hat the plaintiff engage in protective opposition to 
liscrimination. That element does not appear to be 
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1 what we have in this case as well, at least two 
2 retaliatory activities (Inaudible) period of time. 
3 And then finally, the prima facia case of 
4 retaliation requires a causal connection between the 
5 protected activity and the adverse action. 
6 Now, the recent (Inaudible) case from the 
7 Tenth Circuit mentions very clear that after the summary 
8 judgment stage, this element essentially merges with the 
9 overriding question of whether the plaintiffs protected 
10 activity was a motivating factor in the adverse 
11 (Inaudible) action. 
12 In order to establish a case of retaliation, 
13 without (Inaudible) the anti-discrimination law, the 
14 plaintiff must prove that her protected activity was a 
15 motivating factor for the adverse action. Plaintiff is 
16 not required to prove that retaliation was the sole 
17 (Inaudible), simply that it was a motivating factor. 
18 And that is essentially that the adverse activity would 
19 not have occurred but for the plaintiffs involvement in 
20 protected activity. 
21 In the present case, Your Honor, numerous 
22 factors from which the Court could and should conclude 
23 that Mrs. Carter was ~ the adverse actions taken 
24 against Mrs. Carter were based on engagement in 
25 protected activity. 
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inaudible) in this case. It is true that Susan 
'arter's complaint involved events that were prior to 
er employment with Sullivan-Schein. However, the 
3ncerns that she expressed were current concerns 
'garding current employees of the company. She 
[pressed those concerns in writing to Sullivan-Schein 
anagement and it's very clear from a letter, 
tfitioner's Exhibit No. 2, that she was alleging gender 
scrimination. We submit that that clearly persisted 
laudible) opposition. 
Secondly, the prima facia case of retaliation 
juires adverse action. In the presentation there were 
ually two adverse actions that were taken by the 
upany against the plaintiff, the first of which was 
l Engle's letter dated February 18, 1998, which was 
cribed as a disciplinary action by Mr. Engle and by 
company's human resource department. And finally, 
s. Carter's termination on March 25 of 1998. 
It is clear from the Tenth Circuit's 
mdible) case of O'Neal versus Ferguson Construction 
npany, 237 Federal (Inaudible) 1248, that an adverse 
on can be something less than termination. In the 
Jeal case it was found that there was a pattern of 
liatory activity culminating in (Inaudible) 's 
lination. That's important to (Inaudible), that's 
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1 First of all, the temporal proximity of the 
2 adverse actions to Mrs. Carter's protected activity. 
3 The Tenth Circuit decisions apply - most of the Tenth 
4 Circuit decisions have focused on that issue, and 
5 particularly whether there's a close enough temporal 
6 proximity to the protected activity to the adverse 
7 activity to warrant an inference of retaliation. Cases 
8 have struggled with this precise time frame, basically 
9 holding that a month and a half is sufficient to warrant 
10 the inference of retaliation, whereas two months may be 
11 too much time to warrant the inference of retaliation. 
12 The Wells case largely eroded that rule. The 
13 Wells case essentially held that where - whether there 
14 is sufficient temporal proximity to warrant an inference 
15 of retaliation depends on the circumstances of the 
16 particular case, but in the Wells case the Court held 
17 that an inference of rataliation was proper, even though 
18 five months had elapsed between the -- the employee's 
19 protected activity and the adverse action. The reason 
20 for that was because the plaintiff was on leave for much 
21 of the time period (Inaudible) five months. 
22 Well, in the present case, whepever the merger 
23 between Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental became formally 
24 finalized, it is clear that they did not effect for any 
25 practical purposes among the field sales representatives 
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1 in Salt Lake City until the roadshow in early January of 
2 1998. Jim Engle's letter, disciplinary letter to Susan 
3 Carter, dated February 18, 1998, was within 16-60 
4 days of the effective date of the merger in Salt Lake 
5 City and that is a short enough time period to create an 
6 inference of retaliation, even under the old (Inaudible) 
7 precedence, particularly the Kelly case, Kelly versus 
8 Good Year Tire, a rubber company, 220 Federal Court 
9 1174. 
10 Mrs. Carter's termination on March 25, 1992 
11 (sic), was more than two months but less than three 
12 months after the merger when it went in to effect. 
13 However, as in the O'Neal case, it was a pattern of 
14 retaliation beginning with Mr. Engle's deciplinary 
15 letter. 
16 Further, the complexity and uncertainty of the 
17 merger was such that many management actions and 
18 decisions were delayed during that time period. Mrs. 
19 Carter submits that as in the Wells case, the 
20 circumstances in this case are such that the retaliatory 
21 (Inaudible) should be inferred in regard to her 
22 termination due to the close temporal proximity of her 
23 adverse action and her termination. 
24 The second factor the Court should consider in 
25 finding a motive of retaliation in the present case is 
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1 evidence of pretext. This case, the present case, 
2 provides a compelling evidence of pretext. (Inaudible) 
3 grounds for Susan Carter's termination were not just 
4 false, but were (Inaudible) false. Susan Carter's run 
5 list, Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7, shows that the 
6 Heritage Dental account was assigned to Susan Carter at 
7 the time of her termination. Nevertheless, she was 
i 8 terminated for improperly calling on that account. I 
9 Now, Mrs. Carter's supervisor, Joe Shutzo, 
10 testified that he checked the run list, and that's on 
11 (Inaudible) testimony that appears on pages 103 and 104 
j 12 of his deposition testimony, and he periodically 
13 testified similarly here at the trial. Mr. Shutzo 
14 didn't say that he checked the add/delete lists during 
15 his deposition, he said that he checked the run list. 
116 He also testified incredibly that he does not recall 
17 what he saw when he checked the run less. 
18 Now, Mr. Shutzo specifically looked at those 
19 run lists to see where Heritage Dental was assigned, 
20 whether it was assigned to Susan Carter or not, and yet 
21 he states he cannot remember what he saw. Now the only 
:22 reason for him to say that he doesn't remember what he 
23 saw is that what he did see was not consistent with the 
124 action that he later took in terminating Susan Carter's 
25 employment. I 
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1 Now, there's been some suggestion by the 
2 respondent that Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7, Susan 
3 Carter's run list, was not the run list that was in 
4 effect at the time of her termination, although Mr. 
5 Shutzo did not recall specifically what run list he 
6 looked at. However, Susan Carter's testimony is 
7 undisputed that that was her run list. And she 
8 testified not only that it was in effect, but it was the 
9 same run list that she had had in effect since January 
10 of 1998. 
11 Jim Engle testified that Petitioner's Exhibit 
12 No. 7 was one of the preliminary run lists that was 
13 provided to the sales representatives in Salt Lake City. 
14 The fact that Susan Carter was using that run list was 
15 consistent with Mr. Butler's use of an old run list from 
16 September of 1997, at the time of Susan Carter's 
17 termination. The fact is that the run list that was 
18 being used at that time was used over a period of time. 
19 And there is no dispute of Susan Carter's testimony that 
20 the run list that appears in Petitioner's Exhibit No. 7 
21 was in fact the run list that she was using at the time 
22 of her termination. 
23 In response to the (Inaudible) basis for Susan 
24 Carter's termination, Mr. Shutzo suggested, without 
25 actually alleging, that he may have forgotten to tell 
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1 Susan Carter that the Heritage Dental was taken off of 
2 her - her list prior to her termination. However, that 
3 testimony is not credible for a number of reasons. 
4 First of all, it is credible that Mr. Shutzo 
5 would forget something that important. 
6 And secondly, even if he did forget something 
7 that important, it's not credible that he would not have 
8 remembered it at any time during any of the 
9 conversations that he had leading up to Susan Carter's 
10 termination. 
11 It is also inconsistent to believe that Mr. 
12 Shutzo forgot to tell Mrs. Carter, it's inconsistent 
13 with his regular practice. For months prior to Susan 
14 Carter's termination, Mr. Shutzo had been telling sales 
15 representatives to remove accounts from their run lists, 
116 from their sales territories. That was part - it was 
17 an integral part of resolving the crossover issues. So 
18 it would be inconsistent with Mr. Shutzo's general 
19 practice to forget to tell Susan Carter to remove | 
20 Heritage Dental from her run list. 
21 Mr. Shutzo did not identify any other 
22 instances in which he forgot to tell a sales 
23 representative to remove an account from their run list, 
24 and he does not even specifically say or allege that he 
25 forgot to tell Susan Carter. He simply hints that that 
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might have been the case. j 
Respondent has also asserted, and Mr. Shutzo \ 
has asserted periodically, that he was unaware of the 
letter that Susan Carter wrote to Sullivan-Schein 
management regarding her prior experiences with Parke 
Simmons and Blaine Brown. In fact, Mr. Shutzo 
(Inaudible) on that point somewhat here in his trial 
testimony. However, and most importantly, there is no 
doubt that Parke Simmons testified that he engaged in a 
conversation with Joe Shutzo about that very subject 
prior to Susan Carter's termination. 
According to Mr. Simmons, Joe Shutzo told him 
.hat he knew about the letter and that they had all 
setter be careful. That was Parke Simmons's testimony. 
^ow, Parke Simmons certainly had no reason to color his 
estimony or (Inaudible) anything in a light favorable 
o Susan Carter. Nevertheless, that was his clear 
estimony and that Joe Shutzo did know about Susan 
barter's letter and he was concerned about it. He 
tiought everybody needed to be careful. 
Susan Carter testified that he talked - that 
tie talked to Joe Shutzo about that letter on two 
ccasions, and the first occasion was when they met at 
le airport and the second, they had a luncheon that 
tey held together with each. 
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Mr. Shutzo did not ~ could not deny that he 
Iked to Susan Carter about that letter during the 
ncheon, he just didn't remember. All in all, the 
laudible) Mr. Shutzo did know about the letter prior 
Susan Carter's termination. 
The (Inaudible) on pretext (Inaudible) believe 
s Court should conclude that Mr. Shutzo knew about 
san Carter's letter and he knew that Heritage Dental 
i not been taken off of her account list at the time 
Susan Carter's termination. Nevertheless, Mr. Shutzo 
entially disregarded the facts and initiated 
ciplinary action which he knew or strongly suspected 
uld lead to Susan Carter's termination. 
The third factor from which the Court should 
iclude that retaliation was a motivating factor was 
actual statement against Mrs. Carter is the 
tortant, extremely important, documents that are 
sing in this case, that were not produced by the 
>ondent. The documents that were not produced in 
case, and should have been produced, include Mr. 
tzo's three-ring binder, which includes his notes and 
idd/delete forms. 
Now, if that binder and its contents were 
uced, including the add/delete forms which are part 
te documents, then the Court would be able to know 
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1 whether Heritage Dental was taken off of Susan Carter 's 
2 account and when that occurred. There might be some 
3 indicate in Mr. Shutzo's notes as to whether or not he 
4 told Susan Carter that she was no longer to call on 
5 Heritage Dental, but those documents do not exist, they 
6 were not preserved by the respondent, nor did the 
7 respondent make any reasonable effort to preserve those 
8 documents. 
9 Mr. Shutzo testified that he was never asked 
10 by the company to preserve or produce documents relating 
11 to Mrs. Carter's charge of discrimination. The company 
12 had an obligation under federal - federal law and 
13 federal regulations, the (Inaudible) regulation, to 
14 preserve that information. The Tenth Circuit Court of 
15 Appeals has held that a company's failure to preserve 
16 records of that nature warrants the - an inference 
17 (Inaudible) failed to preserve the relevant documents. 
18 That 's in the Hicks versus Gates Rubber case, which the 
19 Tenth Circuit clearly articulates principally is wrong. 
20 The company also failed to preserve any of the 
21 run lists, the preliminary or final run lists. The 
22 preliminary run list that has been produced in this 
23 case, Petitioner's Exhibit 7, was maintained by Susan 
24 Carter. It was never produced by the company. The only 
25 run lists that have been produced by the company are the 
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1 — the Green Bar documents. 
2 We find it very interest that the only Green 
3 Bar document that was produced by the company for 
4 September 1997 was Mike Butler's document that had 
j 5 handwriting on it referring to the Heritage Dental 
6 account. There were no other Green Bar documents for 
I 7 September 1997 produced by the company, even though Mr. 
| 8 Shutzo testified that all of the sales representatives 
j 9 received those Green Bar documents on a monthly basis. 
[ 10 They preserved Mr. Butler's Green Bar document from 
11 September of 1997, why didn't they preserve the other 
12 representatives' Green Bar documents from September of 
13 1997? Ms. Nightingale testified that that must be 
14 because somebody else produced the September 1997 Green 
15 Bar document, but nobody has identified who. 
16 The letter that was written by -- to James 
17 Engle by Melanie Roylance has not been produced. Mr. 
18 Shutzo's testimony has been extremely inconsistent with 
19 respect to whether he learned about the Dr. Clegg issue 
20 from Melanie Roylance or from James Engle. Melanie 
21 Roylance and James Engle both testified quite clearly 
22 that it was Joe Shutzo that originally ^received Melanie 
23 Roylance's complaint. Melanie Roylance testified that 
124 Joe Shutzo told her to write the letter to James Engle 
125 and that she did that. Well, that letter is missing. 
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1 If we had that letter, it might clear up some of Mr. 
2 Shutzo's confusion as to who told who what about the Dr. 
3 Clegg incident. 
4 Dr. Tom's notes from Susan Carter's exit 
5 interview are missing. That might clear up some 
6 testimony as to whether or not Susan Carter had said 
7 that Heritage Dental was her account, as to whether 
8 Susan Carter offered to show Joe Shutzo that Heritage 
9 Dental was on her run list, as to what specifically Joe 
10 Shutzo said regarding the letter that Susan Carter 
11 referred to during her termination. 
12 All of those extremely documents are missing 
13 in this case, warranting an inference (Inaudible) Hicks 
14 case, I guess the company on those issues which are 
15 skewed and which are relevant to those missing 
16 documents. 
17 The fourth reason that the Court should find 
18 that retaliation was a motive for the adverse actions 
19 taken against Susan Carter in this case has to do with 
20 just (Inaudible) treatment. That is, the dissimilar 
21 treatment of Susan Carter from other sales 
22 representatives, specifically John Sergeant. As much as 
23 Mr. Shutzo tried to cloud the issue, there's certainly 
24 no doubt from his deposition testimony and from his 
25 testimony at trial that John Sergeant engaged in the 
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1 exact same offense, the exact same transgression as 
2 Susan Carter committed. That is, calling on an account 
3 that was assigned to somebody else. 
4 But Mr. Sergeant testified that when John -
5 I 'm sorry, but Mr. Shutzo testified that when John 
6 Sergeant did that, he called him up and reiterated don't 
7 do that. John Sergeant didn't do it, end of story. No 
8 disciplinary action taken against John Sergeant, but 
9 when Susan Carter called upon an account that was 
10 somebody else's, Joe Shutzo didn't even bother to talk 
11 to Susan Carter. He never talked to Susan Carter about 
' 12 that issue. He instructed the complaining sales 
13 representative to write a letter about it, we haven't 
i 14 seen the letter, but to write a letter about it to James 
15 Engle, which she did, resulting in a scathing letter 
16 from James Engle to Susan Carter. 
17 James Engle didn't talk to Susan Carter about 
18 it either. He just wrote a scathing letter to her and 
19 that scathing letter is Petitioner's Exhibit No. 8. 
20 It 's clear from the tone of that letter that there's 
21 hostility on the part of Mr. Engle toward Susan -
22 toward Susan Carter, and yet he never even talked to her 
23 about that issue. And (Inaudible), when asked why he 
24 didn't call Susan Carter about the Clegg issue before 
25 writing that letter, Mr. Engle said because he didn't 
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1 have time. He didn't have time to pick up the telephone 
2 and call Susan Carter and say, hey, what's going on with 
3 the Clegg account, but he did have time to write that 
4 letter. 
5 The fifth reason that the Court should find 
6 that retaliation was a motive for the adverse actions 
7 taken against Susan Carter has to do with the company's 
8 utter failure to comply with its policies and procedures 
9 in relation to Susan Carter's termination. The 
10 company's disciplinary procedure appears as Exhibit 5, 
11 Petitioner's Exhibit No. 5, (Inaudible) at this time, 
12 but it very specific and protective of employees, 
13 frankly, who are facing disciplinary actions with the 
14 company. 
15 It says, for example, that if there is — if 
16 there is an infraction, that there's a reason for 
17 discipline, the first thing it says is, "If the team 
18 Schein member is not meeting company standards of 
19 behavior or (Inaudible) the team Schein member's 
20 supervisor," that would Joe Engle -- or Joe Shutzo, 
21 "should contact human resources department and take the 
22 following action." 
23 The first thing they're supposed to do is 
24 contact human resources. Mr. Shutzo never contacted 
25 human resources. Jim Engle never contacted human 
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1 resources. There's no indication that anybody contacted 
2 human resources in regard to Mrs. Carter's termination 
3 on March 25th either. Human resources was never 
4 contacted. i 
5 It also says specifically that Susan Carter 
6 was to be given an opportunity to respond to the 
7 allegations (Inaudible). Susan Carter was never given | 
8 that opportunity. The company blatantly violated its 
9 disciplinary procedures. 
10 It also said in the disciplinary procedures 
11 that of course the employees are entitled to progressive 
112 discipline; that is, there's basically the first one, 
13 the second one and then termination. Well, although 
114 there's been some inconsistent testimony, it 's pretty 
15 clear that the only incidents that Susan Carter has been 
16 accused of is the Clegg incident and Heritage Dental 
17 incident. That's two infractions, not three, which is 
18 normally what caused the termination of the company 
19 discipline policy. 
20 Now, the company has periodically asserted 
21 that when it comes to stealing accounts or poaching, 
22 that is calling on accounts assigned to other 
23 representatives, that's a more serious infraction, yet 
24 the company has not (Inaudible) any documents 
25 (Inaudible) serious infraction than any of the other 
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violations which are (Inaudible) disciplinary procedure, 
nor did the company (Inaudible) precedence that it is a 
more serious violation. 
The sixth reason that the Court should find I 
that retaliation was a motive for the adverse action 
taken against Susan Carter consists of comments that 
were made by Joe Shutzo. Specifically, the comment that 
he made to Parke Simmons that he knew about the letter 
and that they had to be careful. And also, the comment 
that Mr. Shutzo made during Mrs. Carter's termination 
meeting. 
Well, Mrs. Carter said, "This is about the 
letter, isn't it?" Joe Shutzo said, he admits that he 
said it, "I can't say." He didn't say, what letter? He 
didn't say, I don't know what you're talking about. He 
didn't say, absolutely not. He said, "I can't say." 
That was an odd enough statement that a couple of months 
later, Mr. Shutzo went back and tried to explain what he 
neant when he said that he can't say, in Petitioner's 
Exhibit No. 26. 
Nevertheless, that sentence in itself is 
nstructive. Its literal meaning would be that he's not 
llowed to say or that he doesn't want to tell Susan 
barter whether the letter was involved, or it might that 
e can't say because somebody else made the decision, 
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ut it does not (Inaudible) reasonable construction of 
leaning well, I couldn't say because I don't ~ didn't 
low about the letter. If he didn't know about the 
tter, he would say, what letter, or he might say 
>solutely not. He wouldn't say, well, I can't say. 
These facts all taken together overwhelmingly 
pport the conclusion that Susan Carter's termination 
d disciplinary action were motivated in large part by 
r (Inaudible) protected activity. After the company 
reived Susan Carter's letter in December of 1997, Mrs. 
rter was persona non grata from (Inaudible) 
oiagement. And the most obvious evidence of this fact 
hat nobody talked to her. When issues arose 
arding crossovers and all of the - all of the sales 
resentatives had issues involving crossovers. When 
se issues arose, Mr. Shutzo didn't talk to her. When 
issue regarding a crossover or a disputed account 
se, James Engle didn't bother to talk to Susan 
ter. Why not? 
Well, one of the reasons given by Mr. Engle is 
lidn't have time. That's not a credible reason. The 
pany disciplinary procedures required that he talk to 
m Carter. Common sense required that he talk to 
in Carter. Common courtesy required that he talk to 
n Carter, and yet he didn't. Why not? 
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Well, Mr. Engle testified that he knew about 
the letter. At trial Mr. Carter - Mr. Engle testified 
that he knew about Susan Carter's letter to the company. 
In his deposition testimony, at (Inaudible) trial, Mr. 
Engle admitted that he knew about Susan Carter's letter 
and he was told about it by James Staley, and that he 
knew that Susan Carter's letter contained a complaint 
about Mountain West Dental. 
Now, Mr. Engle testified that he knew who 
Mountain West Dental was and he knew who Parke Simmons 
and Blaine Brown were. So when he learned about Susan 
Carter's letter, he knew that it was a complaint about 
Parke Simmons and Blaine Brown. That was Mr. Engle's 
deposition testimony. Now, here at trial Mr. Engle 
backed off of that and said, well, he just knew that 
there was a letter. He didn't know anything else about 
that. 
Your Honor, that testimony is not credible. I I 
mean if all he knew was that there was a letter but he 
didn't anything about it, then why would somebody tell 
him that? Why James Staley tell Jim Engle, oh, Susan 
Carter wrote a letter? End of conversation. I mean 
he'd tell him something about the letter, or at least 
James Engle would ask about the letter. He would know 
something else about the letter other than there was a 
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letter by Susan Carter, otherwise it would be an 
extremely awkward conversation and not a credible 
conversation for what management people have. So Mr. 
Engle knew about the letter. 
The (Inaudible) who exactly retaliated against 
Susan Carter in this case is an interesting one. Maybe 
it can best be explained that it's somewhat of a team 
effort, or it leaves multiple factors. Parke Simmons 
and Blaine Brown did not directly participate in j 
terminating Susan Carter. They didn't have much control ! 
over what happened to her, but they did inform Joe 
Shutzo that Susan Carter had previously been fired from 
Mountain West Dental for alleged crossovers. They 
tainted Susan Carter's reputation with Joe Shutzo by 
informing him of that fact. 
Now, Joe Shutzo retaliated against Susan 
Carter by not talking to her, by not following the 
company's policies and procedures when it came to 
resolving crossover issues, when it came to resolving 
disciplinary actions. He violated company policies and 
procedures and he retaliated against Susan Carter by 
doing that. 
Then James Engle likewise retaliated against 
Susan Carter by not talking to her, by taking 
disciplinary actions against her without following the 
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1 company's policies and procedures in regard to 
2 contacting human resources and in regard to giving her 
3 an opportunity to respond to the allegations against 
4 her. 
5 Your Honor, Mrs. Carter submits that her 
6 involvement in protected activity was a motivating 
7 factor, that she was treated differently because she 
8 engaged in that activity. If Mrs. Carter hadn't sent a 
9 letter to company management complaining about Parke 
10 Simmons and Blaine Brown, the company - her managers 
11 would have talked to her before taking disciplinary 
12 action against her. They would have understood what 
13 happened and there would have been no disciplinary 
14 actions taken, as in John Sergeant's case, or it would 
15 have at least progressive discipline, giving her 
16 warnings and involved human resources. 
17 Susan Carter was a high level performer. She 
18 was a good salesperson. Joe Shutzo said it himself. 
19 James Engle projected that she was going to make a lot 
20 of sales for the company in the following year. She ws 
21 expected to be a good performer for the company. Why 
22 wouldn't they talk to her first before taking extremely 
23 harsh disciplinary actions against her? 
24 Your Honor, with respect to the issue of 
25 damages, it's a somewhat complex issue and I don't want 
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1 to spend a lot of time on it. I think I'm going to 
I 2 mostly just emphasize Petitioner's Exhibit 14. This is 
3 a document created by James Engle. He projected Susan 
4 Carter's commissions and sales for the following year. 
j 5 He was a representative of the company. He had no i 
I 6 reason to lie or to misrepresent Susan Carter, what she | 
| 7 was expected to make. I 
| 8 Now, the Tenth Circuit authority states that a 
j 9 plaintiff in a discrimination case or any case is not 
10 required to prove (Inaudible), but (Inaudible) Tenth j 
11 Circuit cases (Inaudible) Metz versus Merrill Lynch, 39 I 
'12 Federal Third 1482, states that an employer who I 
13 discriminates is entitled to an inference against 
i 14 (Inaudible) on the issue of damages. If there's any 
15 uncertainty as to damages, that should be construed 
16 against an employer who engages in discriminatory 
17 conduct. 
18 There obviously could never be absolutely 
: 19 proof (Inaudible) form of damages, yet we have a 
20 document in this case that was prepared by the resondent 
21 itself and was a reasonable projection of Susan Carter's 
122 earnings with the company. And one way we know that it 
23 was a reasonable projection is because for the one 
24 quarter, for the three months that Susan Carter actually 
25 did work for Sullivan-Schein, her actual performance 
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1 exceeded those projections. 
2 Petitioner's Exhibit 15 reflects that Susan 
3 Carter's W-2 from the company for 1998 reflects that she 
4 was earning more than what they projected she would 
5 receive. And notwithstanding Mrs. Nightingale's 
6 testimony regarding that, it's clear that she did make 
7 that amount of commission. The only part of that W-2 
8 that wasn't based on sales performance was a $1,200 
9 automobile allowance. 
10 In addition to that, Petitioner's Exhibit 27, 
11 sales summaries ~ or summaries for sales 
12 representatives for 1997 and 1998 produced by the 
13 company reflects that it was not unusual for sales 
14 representatives to make commissions at the level 
15 projected for Susan Carter. 
16 Now, there was some point in the testimony by 
17 Mrs. Nightingale that the figures presented in those 
18 documents are incorrect, but that's the only document 
19 that we have, Your Honor. There's been no other 
20 document that's been produced. Those documents were 
21 produced by the company. Those documents were utilized 
22 by the petitioner in determining the amount of her 
23 damages. There's been no other documents produced by 
24 the company to this day which reflect any amount 
25 differently. 
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1 So for those reasons, Your Honor, we would 
2 request that the Court find that the company has 
3 unlawfully retaliated against Susan Carter and that she j 
4 is entitled to the remedy as requested (Inaudible) 
5 damages set forth in her (Inaudible). Thank you. 
6 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. 
7 Mr. Gumina. 
8 MR. GUMINA: Thank you, Your Honor. 
9 May it please the Court, I appreciate the 
10 Court's attention during these proceedings. 
11 Ms. Carter claims that (Inaudible) retaliation 
112 and in order to prove -- prove a claim of retaliation, 
13 the petitioner has the element -- or burden of proof to ' 
14 prove these three things: That she (Inaudible) to 
15 discrimination, she suffered an adverse action by 
16 (Inaudible) protected activity, and finally, the 
17 linchpin, she had to show that there's a causal 
18 connection that exists between her right to a protected 
19 activity and the adverse action. 
20 Your Honor, Ms. Carter has not established a 
21 causal connection between heir December 14th, 1997 letter 
22 and her termination that occurred more than three months 
23 later, on March 25th, 1998. 
24 Now, the Tenth Circuit has said a causal 
25 connection be shown by, "Evidence that justifies an 
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inference of a retaliatory motive, such as protected 
conduct followed closely - or closely followed by 
adverse action." 
Your Honor, the evidence clearly establishes 
that Carter's termination is not closely connected with 
her December 14th, 1997 letter. Her termination 
occurred more than three months after she sent her 
letter dated December 14th, 1997. The law is very 
clear, Your Honor, that unless the termination is very j 
closely connected in time to the protected activity, the 
plaintiff must rely on additional evidence beyond the 
(Inaudible) to establish causation. 
The three-month lag between Ms. Carter's 
December 14th, 1997 letter and her termination on March 
25, 1998, is insufficient standing alone for (Inaudible) 
causation between a protected activity and her 
termination. 
Ms. Carter has not established or proven 
additional evidence to establish causation because, Your 
4tonor, no such evidence exists. 
Let's look at her December 14th, 1997 letter, 
four Honor. This letter really has no relationship to 
As. Carter's employment with either Henry Schein or 
lullivan-Schein Dental. Her letter complains about 
lleged events that occurred over four years earlier, at 
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aother employer, Mountain West Dental. The only 
ilationship in Ms. Carter's December 14th, 1997 letter, 
ther with Henry Schein or Sullivan-Schein Dental, is 
lat the merger between two companies would result in 
ie fact that Ms. Carter would have to work again with 
[r. Simmons and Mr. Blaine Brown, the former owners of 
ountain West Dental. 
The letter does not complain about any type of 
scrimination that occurred at either Henry Schein or 
illivan-Schein Dental, nor does it complain about any 
3e of harassment that occurred at either Henry Schein 
Sullivan-Schein Dental. The letter, dated December 
, 1997, does not complain about Joe Shutzo, Melanie 
lgham, Michael Butler, James Engle or James Staley. 
>reover, none of these individuals had any relationship 
Mountain West Dental. 
Let's look at the two individuals that she did 
nplain about in her December 14th, 1997 letter, Parke 
imons and Blaine Brown. Now, it has been established 
ond a doubt that Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown - that 
her individual had any supervisory control over Ms. 
ter's employment and that neither individual had any 
)lvement in the decision to (Inaudible) or terminate 
Carter's employment, that they had no such 
ority. 
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Your Honor, no evidence was produced 
establishing that either Mr. Simmons or Mr. Brown took 
any action (Inaudible) Ms. Carter (Inaudible) 
discriminatory or harassing in nature while she was I 
employed with Sullivan-Schein Dental. Moreover, Your 
Honor, there is no evidence that Ms. Carter at any time 
in her employment made any complaints of discrimination 
or harassment after she took (Inaudible) December 14th, 
1997 letter to the company. 
Let's look at how the company responded to Ms. 
Carter's December 14th, 1997 letter. (Inaudible) letter 
dated vice president of human resources and special 
counsel of Henry Schein. The (Inaudible) all the way to 
New York. Tim Sullivan, president of Sullivan-Schein 
Dental, discusses at the instructions of Mr. Davis, Ms. 
Carter's letter (Inaudible) Parke Simmons and Blaine 
Brown. Your Honor, it you know about a company's 
allegations to respond to letters of the type that Ms. 
Carter had presented to the company, it is clear without 
a doubt that the company took the right and correct 
action and the only action that it was obligated, 
legally obligated, to do. 
Now, Mr. Davis — after Mr. Sullivan talked to 
Mr. Simmons and Mr. Brown, Mr. Davis responds to Ms. 
Carter's letter. The company takes her letter most 
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seriously and Mr. Davis reports the development of how 
the company responded to the letter, all the way to the 
CEO of Henry Schein, to Mr. Bergman. Mr. Davis advised 
Ms. Carter in his letter, December 29, 1997 letter, that 
if she felt that anyone was retaliating against her in 
way for her December 14th, 1997 letter, that she should 
contact Mr. Davis immediately. Ms. Carter never 
contacted Mr. Davis or any (Inaudible) discrimination 
that she thought that she was subjected to while 
employed at Henry Schein. 
Mr. Davis writes as part of the very strong 
conversations which took place, re-reiterate our no 
tolerance policy (Inaudible) harassment (Inaudible) 
situation as well as (Inaudible) retaliation, 
retribution or recrimination of any sort. If you 
experience any offensive conduct (Inaudible) anyone 
retaliate against you in any way for making a complaint 
about harassment, no matter how (Inaudible) Henry Schein 
(Inaudible) - to be Henry Schein (Inaudible) may have 
been or if you have any questions concerned about the 
(Inaudible), you are (Inaudible) to a team Schein 
member, please let me know immediately. Ms. Carter 
never contacted Mr. Davis, even after she received Mr. 
Engle's letter of February 18, 1998. 
Your Honor, Ms. Carter would like this 
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1 tribunal to believe that she was terminated because of 
2 her letter. Your Honor, she 's not carried her burden of 
3 proof. The evidence clearly establishes that M s . Carter 
4 was terminated for failure to adhere to the company 's 
5 records that forbid her from soliciting coworkers field 
6 accounts. 
7 Your Honor, her termination is a result of a 
8 merger between two top five companies in the dental 
9 supply industry, Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental. I t 's 
10 a unique period for the company. The merger results in 
11 the largest dental supply company in the country. Look 
12 at the dynamics of the situation, Your Honor. You have 
13 the Henry Schein group and Sullivan Dental group coming 
14 together to work as one team. You have two sales groups 
15 of sales representatives that were accustomed to 
16 competing with each other in the marketplace. 
17 Now they are expected and demanded by 
18 management to work together. Your Honor, that 's not 
19 easy always to do in the business world. You 've got two 
20 competitors that were natural competitors placed 
21 together and expected to work together. Honestly, 
22 because you brought these two competing salesforces 
23 together, you have a natural conflict of what ' s called 
24 crossovers. 
25 Now, Mr. Grimes and the petitioner has tried 
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1 to cross over a different spirit and different meaning, 
2 but Your Honor, over and over again crossover is simply 
3 defined as a situation with the same sales accounts 
4 assigned to two different sales representatives. I t 's 
5 no more, no less. 
6 The success of the merger depended in part on 
7 the sales representatives following the directives of 
8 Sullivan-Schein's management regarding the assignment of 
9 accounts. These directives were important because 
10 without the cooperation of the sales consultants in this 
11 merger, the merger would not be successful. 
12 Now, the company needed special specific rules 
13 to deal with the unique issues that the merger 
14 presented. Your Honor, I attest to you that the normal 
15 policies and procedures and rules that the company had 
16 in place at this time were never designed and were never 
17 drafted with the issues that were presented to the 
18 company because of this merger. Because of the special 
19 issues that were created because of this merger, the 
20 company needed very specific directives, outside of its 
21 rules, policies and procedures that were already in 
22 place, to deal with the issues that the merger created. 
123 What were these directives? The first 
24 management ~ the directives to the sales (Inaudible) 
25 was that management (Inaudible) final assignment of j 
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1 sales accounts among sales representatives. It was 
2 management's decision who would be assigned what 
3 account. In the meantime, the sales representatives 
4 were informed that if they continued the - that they 
5 could continue to solicit their respective accounts as 
6 usual, but not to take any action to influence the 
7 loyalty of any account until management makes its 
8 determination as to the final list. 
9 And finally, the sales representatives were 
10 also told that once the final list was determined, 
11 management would not tolerate anyone going against the 
12 final list. 
13 Your Honor, first of all, they were told not 
14 to influence the loyalty of an account and don ' t do 
15 anything competitive that would influence an account and 
16 favor yourself to the detriment of your fellow sales 
17 consultants. For example, tell your account you could 
18 (Inaudible) better (Inaudible) than any other sales 
19 representative. 
20 Finally, sales representatives were all told 
21 that once the final list is determined, management would 
22 not tolerate anyone going against that final list. That 
23 is, the company could not allow a field sales 
24 representative to engage in any conduct that would be 
25 insubordinate to the company's judgment as to how which • 
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1 account would be assigned. 
2 Otherwise, Your Honor, the competition within 
3 the organization, something that Sullivan-Schein could 
4 not tolerate or withstand if it was going to effectively 
5 compete in the marketplace with its real competitors and 
6 make the merger a success. Without the sales 
7 representatives strict adherence to that last directive, 
8 the merger would be a disaster. The company would 
9 collapse. 
10 Also, Your Honor, what makes the thing more 
11 complicated than it is, calling your (Inaudible) sales 
12 account not assigned to you, but assigned to a co-sales 
13 representative is not a new concept. I t 's also very 
14 condescending. That 's why (Inaudible) sales ' 
15 representatives they do not call on an account that 's 
116 assigned to another sales representative. 
117 You heard Melanie Bingham state that rule. 
18 You had Mike Butler state that rule. You don ' t compete 
19 within your own organization. I (Inaudible) the 
20 position of finding one business, one company, that 
21 allowed (Inaudible) tolerate that to happen within their 
22 organization. 
23 Now, Mr. Engle testified that all sales 
24 representatives that attended the Seattle roadshow were 
25 informed that calling on sales accounts not assigned to 
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them would not be tolerated and would subject the sales 
representative to discipline. Ms. Carter admits to 
going to this roadshow. 
Now, if Ms. Carter was not aware of the I 
company's directive regarding its prohibition against 
soliciting accounts of other sales reps as communicated 
to her at the roadshow, then she should have been aware 
from Mr. Engle's February 18, 1998 letter. 
Look at that letter. What did Mr. Engle tell 
Ms. Carter? It's very clear. "Please take heed of this 
warning to cease any further attempts (Inaudible) 
:ustomers assigned to other Sullivan-Schein team 
nembers." Also warns her, "If it occurs, (Inaudible) 
iction can include termination or firing if deemed 
lecessary." 
How much more clear can it be for Ms. Carter 
vhat her conduct should be in the future? It's 
Inaudible) for her to argue that she didn't know of any 
uch rule. It's incredible for her to argue here, Your 
[onor, that such rule is not ~ is a rule that makes no 
mse. 
Let's look at what caused Ms. Carter's 
Tmination, and it's a letter (Inaudible) terminate Ms. 
arter. It was a complaint by her fellow sales 
presentatives. It was complaints by Michael Butler 
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id Melanie Bingham. Michael Butler has testified that 
had previously complained (Inaudible) Ms. Carter with 
z account of Les Brooks, John Callister, Bruce Murdock 
d finally, Heritage Dental. Ms. Bingham testified 
it she had problems with Ms. Carter with Dr. Richard 
egg-
Your Honor, it has been established and is 
lisputable that the CI egg account was assigned to Ms. 
lgham, and Carter was advised that Dr. Clegg was 
igned to Melanie Bingham. She knew that. That is 
in dispute. In fact, she admits in her - in her 
er on page 3, Respondent's Exhibit No. 16. She goes 
mdible) voice mail from James Engle, my new western 
e manager, asking that I not go in Dr. Richard 
gg's office. He said that he had requested Melanie 
lance be the sales rep and that (Inaudible) be taken 
my account list. 
I asked her very specifically during her 
)sition, "In relationship to the voice mail that you 
ived from Mr. Engle telling you that Dr. Clegg was 
>n customer list, did your meeting with Dr. Clegg 
occurred in the hallway that you previously 
led to, did that occur before or after the voice 
that you received from Mr. Engle?" 
ANSWER: "After." 
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QUESTION: "in relationship to the voice mail 
that you received from Mr. Engle, (Inaudible) had a 
conversation with Georgeann at the convention, did that 
occur before or after you received the voice mail from 
Mr. Engle informing you that Dr. Clegg was to be omitted 
from your customer list?" 
She answers: "After." 
After the Dr. Clegg was assigned to Ms. 
Bingham, Carter meets with staff members of Dr. Clegg's 
account and discusses with her that Bingham is using the 
wrong (Inaudible) plan and then suggested Bingham placed 
a sale order through the Schein's computer system rather 
than the Sullivan computer system. 
She admits in her letter, Respondent's Exhibit 
No. 16, page 4, "She then asked why her Schein bill was 
so high. I said she needed to speak Melanie about that. 
She said that Dr. Clegg was not very happy about it. I 
mentioned that her office receives a discount off the 
catalogue because of (Inaudible) order. I explained it 
(Inaudible) placed through the Schein computer system. 
I said Melanie may not know that you are on a sales plan 
and that she must place your order through Schein and 
not through Sullivan like she used to. She should she 
would write that down and tell Dr. Clegg." 
Well, Ms. Carter denies that this conduct was 
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an attempt to split the loyalty of Dr. Clegg over Ms. 
Bingham. Ms. Bingham testified that she should 
(Inaudible) disagree with that assessment. Where is the 
implied message here, Your Honor? Melanie does not know 
what she's doing, don't trust Melanie. Use me, I'm from 
the Schein side, I know the Schein computer system, 
Melanie does not. She basically undermines Melanie's 
credibility and integrity with the customer. 
Ms. Bingham learned that Ms. Carter was in Dr. 
Clegg's office. Ms. Bingham is upset, rightfully so, 
and reports Ms. Carter's conduct to Sullivan-Schein's 
management. There were complaints (Inaudible) Mr. Engle 
and Mr. Engle (Inaudible) Ms. Carter a letter dated 
February 18, 1998, and Mr. Engle (Inaudible) which was 
clearly omitted from her account list. James Engle's 
letter warns Carter that if he sees any further attempt 
to (Inaudible) customer not assigned to her. Again, 
here's the letter. 
Again, it warns her to (Inaudible) 
disciplinary action that can include termination of 
employment will occur. Do not attempt to secure 
customers assigned to other sales Schein team members. 
Very clear. 
Now, Your Honor, Ms. Carter (Inaudible) in 
evidence throughout these proceedings. With regard to 
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1 the Ms. Bingham and the Dr. Clegg issue, she produced 
2 (Inaudible) Labor Commission in order to support her 
3 claim that she was not trying to solicit Dr. Clegg. 
4 (Inaudible) letter from Dr. Clegg, Respondent's Exhibit 
5 No. 18. She alleged tried to get back (Inaudible) her 
6 behalf that she did not solicit the business. Your 
7 Honor, the letter is a fraud. 
8 I asked in her deposition on page 105 which 
9 was introduced during these proceedings: 
10 QUESTION: "I show you what's been marked as 
11 Exhibit 13 and ask if you recognize that document." 
12 ANSWER: "Yes." 
13 QUESTION: "Tell me what that document 
14 purports to be." 
15 ANSWER: "The letter given to me from Dr. 
16 Clegg, a doctor that I was calling on when I was with 
17 Sullivan-Schein." 
18 QUESTION: "Is that the letter that was 
19 submitted to the Utah Labor Commission for your claim?" 
20 ANSWER: "Yes, it was." 
21 Continuing on page 105-106, "Do you know who 
22 drafted the letter marked as Exhibit No. 13?" 
23 ANSWER: "The doctor did, Dr. Richard Clegg." 
24 QUESTION: "Do you know when the letter was 
125 drafted?" 
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1 ANSWER: "April 6, 1998." 
2 QUESTION: "Did you assist Dr. Clegg in any 
3 way in drafting the letter?" 
4 ANSWER: "NO." 
5 Mr. Grimes, the attorney, at (Inaudible) why 
6 (Inaudible) letter say after her deposition (Inaudible) 
J 7 of May 22, 2002, Ms. Carter informed me that she 
I 8 testified incorrectly to two of your questions. 
| 9 Specifically, when you asked her if she had any 
10 involvement in writing the letter by Dr. Clegg and Dr. | 
11 Willardsen, Ms. Carter said no. In fact, she typed both j 
12 letters and she wrote the letter that was by Mr. 
13 Willardsen. 
14 Let's look at what else caused Ms. Carter's 
15 termination. I'm talking about Mr. Butler. He had 
16 (Inaudible) with Dr. Brooks, Mr. Callister, Mr. Murdock 
17 and Heritage Dental. Testimony, incredible testimony 
118 presented at these proceedings is that the Heritage 
119 Dental account was assigned to Mr. Butler. Mr. Butler 
J20 testified that Heritage Dental was his account. Mr. 
21 Shutzo testified that Heritage Dental was Mr. Butler's 
|22 account. Ms. Carter testified that Mark Mason, the 
23 owner of Heritage Dental, did not order dental supplies 
24 through her, and Ms. Carter admits and emphasizes that 
25 she was not calling on Heritage Dental. J 
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1 Look on page 82 of her deposition. Again, 
2 this was introduced during the hearing. 
3 QUESTION: "Do you know who that individual 
4 was?" 
5 ANSWER: "There's two different things, 
6 Heritage Dental the lab, but the laboratory employed 
7 other doctors. So I went and serviced the doctors in 
8 Heritage Dental that had their own accounts, not 
9 Heritage Dental. I went into the building to see the 
10 doctors." 
11 She's emphasizing she wasn't going to Heritage 
12 Dental. Why? Because Heritage Dental wasn't her 
13 account. 
14 Again, on page 6, Respondent's Exhibit No. 16. 
15 "I continued to service Dr. (Inaudible) Heritage Dental 
16 Provo until he left. He then started to work for Mark 
17 Mason at Heritage Dental in Sandy. I call on him even 
18 today. They work (Inaudible) he was there (Inaudible) j 
19 and not since (Inaudible) Heritage Dental Provo until I 
20 received a call from a new doctor that had just started 
21 working there." 
22 She admits that she wasn't calling on Heritage 
23 Dental. In fact, she had not been there. She was 
24 calling on Dr. Hidler and his account. In fact, on page 
25 7 of Respondent's Exhibit No. 16 she even emphasizes 
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1 that Dr. Willardsen's account is separate from that of 
2 Mark's. She goes, "I spoke to Dr. Willardsen about her 
3 and he said she was employed by Mark Mason (Inaudible) 
4 he was that she had said these things if it is true." 
5 Dr. Willardsen acknowledges that he requested 
6 Mike's service. His account is separate than that of 
7 Mark's. Again, emphasizing she was not calling on 
8 Heritage Dental. Why? Because Heritage Dental was not 
9 her account. 
10 Again, she produces a letter from Dr. 
Ill Willardsen. Yeah, this is Ms. Carter's writing. Look 
12 at that a second. She had Dr. Willardsen supposedly | 
13 write, "Susan was only in my office because I had 
S14 requested her presence. At no time did I ever witness 
! 15 her soliciting business from Mark Mason." 
16 Here she's emphasizing that she wasn't calling 
17 on Heritage Dental. Why? Because it wasn't her 
18 account. 
19 Butler learned that Shutzo assigned him the 
20 account and Carter had been -- (Inaudible) Shutzo 
21 assigned him the account and Carter had been in Heritage 
22 Dental. Butler is upset. Geez, this sounds familiar, 
23 Your Honor. So was Ms. Bingham. Mr. Butler reports 
24 Carter's presence in Heritage to Shutzo. Shutzo reports 
25 Mr. Butler's complaint to Engle, Engle reports it to Mr. 
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Staley, Staley (Inaudible) termination and Mr. Shutzo 
executes the termination decision. 
(Inaudible) report. He insists Mark, the 
owner, (Inaudible). That's why she was (Inaudible). 
(Inaudible) very upset with her. She even admits in her 
(Inaudible) Mark didn't like her. She tried to avoid 
Mark Mason going in Heritage. Actually, she did 
something that Mark ~ even a greater conflict with that 
customer. A customer that wants another sales 
representative, conduct that the company could not 
tolerate. 
At the roadshow representatives were given a 
(Inaudible), (Inaudible) football team for Alabama. 
They were told when you make a mistake there are only 
three things you should do about it, admit it, work from 
it and don't repeat it. Well, Ms. Carter violated all 
hree elements. She never admitted she made a mistake 
vith Dr. Clegg, she didn't learn from it and make a 
nistake and repeated it with Heritage Dental. 
Sullivan-Schein has zero tolerance for sales 
epresentatives that compete against their own team 
lembers. (Inaudible) why was Ms. Carter terminated? 
he was terminated for calling on Dr. Clegg's account, 
n account not assigned to her, for failure to heed the 
arning of a directive given to her by Mr. Engle on his 
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ecember 18th - February 18, 1998 letter, by calling on 
eritage Dental, again an account assigned to Mr. 
ltler. 
(Inaudible) letter. Ms. Carter offered Ms. 
yers as a witness who said she never saw (Inaudible) 
2 Shutzo that she was going to call the cops. Myers 
not a credible witness, Your Honor. In fact, Ms. 
iter even referred to Ms. Myers as a chronic liar in 
• April 2nd, 1998, letter, Respondent's Exhibit No. 
Myers proved to be -- Ms. Myers proved to be true 
Form as she clearly lied in her testimony about her 
ninal (Inaudible). She couldn't even tell me the 
h that she had criminal convictions, one for theft, 
's not a credible witness, Your Honor. 
Again, more fabricated evidence. Carter 
udible) Utah Labor Commission, submitted a 
udible) letter by Dr. John Willardsen. Again, she 
its that the doctor had written me a letter for my 
, Respondent's Exhibit No. 16. She tells the Utah 
>r Commission, "I have a letter from the doctor. 
i is the letter." It's a complete fabrication. 
I asked her, on pages 104 and 105 of her 
sition. Again, testimony was presented during this 
ng. 
QUESTION: "Can you explain to me what this 
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1 document purports to be?" 
2 ANSWER: "A letter that was given to me by Dr. 
3 Willardsen who worked at Heritage Dental (Inaudible) I 
4 was with Sullivan-Schein." 
5 QUESTION: "Do you know who drafted the 
6 letter, Exhibit 12?" 
7 Is there any complicated about that question? 
8 It's a simple question. She answers, "The doctor did." 
9 Again, (Inaudible) asked (Inaudible) tell me that his 
10 client lied, but the fact still remains, Your Honor, Ms. 
11 Carter lied in these proceedings. 
12 Why did Ms. Carter (Inaudible) grevious of all 
13 infractions, competing with her own team members, what 
14 Mr. Anderson refers to as poaching. Mr. Anderson, 
15 director of human resources for Henry Schein, testified 
16 in his deposition by a question asked by Mr. Grimes, 
17 "Mr. Anderson, have you ever seen a written policy 
18 (Inaudible) Henry Schein and Sullivan Dental which talks 
19 about crossovers between and among sales 
20 representatives?" 
21 ANSWER: "Not specifically, but I can't say 
22 that (Inaudible) six months of the merger that that was 
23 very much on the (Inaudible), you know, concerning the 
24 crossover and the more grevious sin of poaching." 
25 QUESTION: "Okay. You've used a new term 
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1 (Inaudible) in this case when you said 'poaching,' and I 
2 think I know what you meant, but I would like to have 
3 you describe what is the difference between crossover 
4 and poaching." 
5 ANSWER: "Okay. Crossover would be 
6 (Inaudible) situation where Dr. Jones, a dentist, would 
| 7 inadvertently appear on two FSC, two sales reps 
8 (Inaudible) account, mostly inadvertently territorily, 
I 9 geographically, could be on the borderline. After they 
10 come to a simple agreement or the manager may get 
11 involved and say, you know, Dr. Jones wants Mary as 
12 opposed to Harry. Poaching which is probably the 
13 biggest no-no, not only in our sales universe, but in 
14 the any sales environment, someone deliberately or 
15 attempts to (Inaudible) an account that's on somebody 
16 else's, you know, (Inaudible) account and just goes in 
17 there capriciously or arbitrarily trying to take that 
18 account away from a fellow sales rep. We like to say 
19 there's no "I" in the word team, and that's probably the 
20 biggest cardinal sin that any FSC can do out there. 
21 There's a strong virtual no tolerance for that." 
22 None of the evidence presented here during 
23 these proceedings, Your Honor, established a causal 
24 connection between Carter's letter and Sullivan-Schein's 
25 decision to discipline and then terminate. Again, Ms. 
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1 Carter would not (Inaudible) terminate if it was not for 
2 the complaints of her fellow sales representatives, Ms. 
3 Bingham and Mr. Butler. It was Carter's fellow sales 
4 representatives (Inaudible) Carter's competitive conduct 
5 (Inaudible) account that was assigned to them that 
6 caused her termination. 
7 Now, Ms. Carter has excuses for what she said 
8 and what she did with Dr. Clegg and why she was at 
9 Heritage Dental. However, the fact remains that Carter 
10 fellow sales representatives complained to 
11 Sullivan-Schein's management that Carter was calling on 
12 their accounts, accounts not assigned to Carter. Carter 
13 was warned once on February 18, 1998, not to solicit 
14 accounts that were not assigned to her. Management was 
15 required to act when Mr. Butler reported to Mr. Shutzo 
16 that Carter was calling on his account, Heritage Dental. 
17 There's no more to be tolerated against 
18 Carter. These are the people that are responsible for 
19 the decision for discipline and termination: Melanie 
20 Bingham, Michael Butler, Joe Shutzo, James Engle and 
21 James Staley. There's no evidence that either Melanie 
22 Bingham or Michael Butler ever saw Ms. Carter's December 
23 14th, 1997 letter, had any knowledge about the letter. 
24 Therefore, you have to ask (Inaudible) actions complain 
25 to management about Carter's aggressive and competitive 
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1 conduct against their own team members. 
2 Your Honor, Mr. Shutzo has come into this 
3 hearing room and has testified credibly that he had no 
4 knowledge about Ms. Carter's 1997 letter prior to 
5 (Inaudible). He testified he has not even read the 
6 letter. He has also testified credibly that her letter, 
7 of December 14, 1997, was not a factor in his decision 
I 8 to seek authority to discipline Carter. 
j 9 Remember, Mr. Shutzo did not make the decision 
10 to report Mr. Butler's complaint to Mr. Engle, Ms. 
11 Carter never gets terminated. Mr. Shutzo recognizes 
12 that he has a disciplinary problem with Ms. Carter and 
13 has to report it up. 
14 Now, Mrs. Carter wants the Utah Labor 
15 Commission to believe that Mr. Shutzo knew about the 
116 December 14, 1997 letter and had read the letter prior 
117 to her termination. Carter has testified that she told 
118 Joe Shutzo at the Salt Lake City airport about her 
! 19 letter. She was this tribunal to believe that Mr. 
20 Shutzo - in spite of Mr. Shutzo testifying (Inaudible) j 
21 that he knew about the letter and he read the letter. I 
22 However, Ms. Carter's is not credible it should not be 
|23 believed. And why shouldn't Ms. Carter's testimony not 
24 be believed? I 
|25 In her January 16th, 2000 letter to the Utah 
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1 Labor Commission, Respondent's Exhibit No. 17, Carter 
2 (Inaudible) that Mr. Shutzo had heard about her letter 
3 of December 14th, 1997, and had actually read it. Here 
4 it is, black and white, Your Honor. After exchanging 
5 the usual background information (Inaudible) Mike 
6 Bookfeld said, "Susan has a concern about the letter she 
7 wrote Mr. Schine." 
8 Joe said, "Oh, I heard about the letter. Why 
9 don't you tell me about it." 
10 "I proceeded to make it simple and to the 
11 point as it was getting late. He said he had read the 
12 letter but wanted to hear from me firsthand. I told Joe 
13 that I felt Schein was handling it and that everything 
14 would be fine." 
15 That's what Ms. Carter wants everybody to 
116 believe. I asked her during her deposition, "Do you 
17 know whether Mr. Shutzo (Inaudible) letter at the time 
18 you discussed it with him at the airport?" 
19 ANSWER: "I don't know." j 
20 QUESTION.- "Do you know where he had read the 
21 letter at the time or prior to the time that he met with j 
22 you at the airport?" I 
23 She answers again, "I don't know." 
24 Her story changes. In her April 1998 letter, 
25 Respondent's Exhibit No. 16, respondent notes Mr. Shutzo 
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knows nothing about the letter, he hasn't read it. 
Again, a document that was written very close to the 
time of her termination. She writes, "At the end of our 
meeting, he asked if there were any concerns 
(Inaudible). I said no. Mike Bookfeld knew about the 
letter I had written and mentioned to Joe. I said that 
it had been taken care of. Joe said, what letter? I 
asked did anyone inform you about the letter I wrote to ' 
Schein? He said no, tell me about it. So I made it 
short and sweet. I said I didn't want to make a big 
deal of it. It was a bad thing that happened in the 
past and I just wanted it into my file." 
That's not the same story she told the Labor 
Commission in January of 2000. It's not even consistent 
with her deposition testimony. Why should Carter's 
testimony not be believed? Carter's testimony states 
that she was upset that Mr. Davis did not keep her 
December 14th, '97 letter confidential. 
Ms. Carter wanted her December '97 letter to 
be held in the strictest confidence. She wanted the 
letter shared with no one, yet she tried to establish 
and assert that she shouldn't (Inaudible) of her letter 
with a co-employee and Mr. Shutzo. Your honor, I think 
the two are not compatible. 
Ms. Carter's testimony is Mr. Shutzo 
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acknowledged in his letter of - December 14, '97 
letter, prior to her termination, simply not credible, 
should be believed for the reasons I just stated. 
Now, Mr. Simmons testified they discussed 
(Inaudible) with Joe Shutzo. Well, Mr. Shutzo denied | 
that that he had knowledge about the letter prior to 
Carter's termination. Can they both be true? Yes, it's 
possible. 
Now, Mr. Simmons denied that he ever saw or 
read Ms. Carter's letter prior to her termination. All 
Mr. Simmons knew about the letter was that Carter had 
written a letter complaining about her previous 
employment at Mountain West and that there hard 
feelings. 
Mr. Shutzo clearly testified that he never saw 
Ms. Carter's December 14, 1997, letter. So I ask you, 
Your Honor, what kind of conversation can two 
ndividuals have about a letter that neither individual 
;aw or read? Therefore, what did Mr. Shutzo know about 
As. Carter's letter? Absolutely nothing. 
Mr. Engle said, fine, he did not learn of Ms. 
barter's letter until after the termination. And Mr. 
taley indicated that he was pleased when Jim Engle 
iformed him that Susan Carter was going to be retained 
s part of the sales team. 
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Mr. Staley (Inaudible) the decision of 
rminating Ms. Carter (Inaudible) occur. Bingham's 
unplaint about Carter's contact of Dr. Clegg, Mr. 
lgle's decision (Inaudible) February 18, 1998 letter, 
r. Butler complained about Heritage Dental, Mr. 
utzo's decision to report Butler complaint to Mr. 
gle, and Engle's decision to report the incident to 
\ Staley himself. 
Ms. Carter wants this tribunal to believe 
iryone knew about her December 14, 1997 letter, and 
ry action that Sullivan-Schein took against her was 
esponse to her letter. Carter gets caught in her 
i lie to try to get me to believe and this tribunal to 
eve that it's a positive step that she had a 
versation with Mr. Anderson about the December 14th, 
7 letter. You see, Your Honor, she wants everyone to 
^ve that every event that occurred at 
ivan-Schein involved her letter. She is so hard 
sed to prove that. 
QUESTION. "After reading that paragraph, does 
resh your memory as to (Inaudible) Mr. Anderson 
ANSWER: "Yes, and also (Inaudible) the 
, my initial letter." Right here, "my initial 
, that I sent to the company. That is the one 
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that I just want in my file so that they could use it 
again against me." 
QUESTION: "Did you want the December 14, 1997 
letter in file?" 
ANSWER: "Right." 
QUESTION: "Well, when you (Inaudible) that 
Gary said don't worry about the letter, it won't be 
placed in your file, Mr. Anderson referred to your 
December 14th, 1997 letter?" 
Yes, she states her initial letter. She 
answers yes. 
QUESTION: "Did Mr. Anderson tell you 
(Inaudible) December 14, 1997, letter crossed the 
manager's desk in abundance?" 
ANSWER: "Apparently so." 
QUESTION: "Do you recall (Inaudible) that?" 
ANSWER: "if I wrote it in there, he said, 
it." 
Remember, (Inaudible) Ms. Carter, everything 
that's written down. Yet Mr. Grimes, this attorney 
right here, just like with his letter to me, tells your 
clients, take your time with your paragraph, Ms. Carer, 
the whole paragraph. 
Mr. (Inaudible) says he and Ms. Carter never 
had a conversation about a letter, but again, Ms. Carter 
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wants you, Your Honor, to believe that she did. Again, 
that every event that occurred at Sullivan-Schein 
involves her letter. 
Ms. Carter is not (Inaudible) revolves in 
events that went out to her termination (Inaudible) 
because of her letter. Well, there's no evidence that 
(Inaudible) Ms. Carter complained about her December of 
'97 letter. Parke Simmons (Inaudible) that he didn't 
have any involvement whatsoever in any decision that 
adversely affected her employment (Inaudible) terminate 
on (Inaudible). 
Now, Your Honor, (Inaudible) could have 
handled the (Inaudible) and maybe it could be argued 
Sullivan-Schein was unfair to Susan Carter. That may be 
true. However, it does not equate to the finding that 
Sullivan-Schein retaliated against Ms. Carter because of 
her letter. The relevant inquiry is not whether Ms. --
is Sullivan-Schein (Inaudible) but whether 
Sullivan-Schein (Inaudible) reason and (Inaudible) 
conclude based upon those beliefs. Your Honor,, the 
evidence establishes that Sullivan-Schein acted in good 
faith, relied on the complaints of its §ales reps 
(Inaudible) discipline Ms. Carter. 
Your Honor, I just want to go quickly to -
well, I probably (Inaudible) damages. If retaliation 
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1 was a motive in Ms. Carter's termination then these 
2 questions be asked: Why wasn't Ms. Carter terminated 
3 (Inaudible) management? Why wasn't Carter terminated 
4 after the Clegg incident? Why wasn't Carter's job 
5 eliminated (Inaudible) Mike Bookfeld and Kent Evans? 
6 Why did James Staley indicate to James Engle they were 
7 pleased that Carter had been selected to remain on the 
8 sales team? 
9 Look at this letter. That's (Inaudible) part 
10 (Inaudible), Your Honor. Respondent's Exhibit No. 36, 
11 dated March 11, 1998. It's ~ a review is determined by 
12 directions by Mr. Engle to Mr. Shutzo to refuse the 
13 workforce because of overlap. What's the conclusion? 
14 What does the company accept? The company accepts the 
15 fact that they're going to terminate Mr. Evans and Mr. 
16 Bookfeld. And Mr. Shutzo reiterates, "All other 
17 representatives should be considered team members at 
18 this time," March 11, 1998. Ms. Carter is part of the 
19 team. There is no indication that they wanted to 
20 retaliate against her or they want to terminate her 
21 employment. In fact, there's every indication that they 
22 want her to be part of the team, except Ms. Carter is 
23 not a team player. 
24 The reason why they probably did not terminate 
25 Ms. Carter at any of these times is because the company 
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1 never (Inaudible) intention to retaliate against her for 
2 her letter. 
3 Your Honor, very quickly, I've gone way over 
4 my time and I appreciate your indulgence here, but a 
5 very important aspect of this case is (Inaudible). 
6 (Inaudible) with (Inaudible) liability (Inaudible). Ms. 
7 Carter has made the ridiculous demand for $205,956 in 
8 back wages, plus interest, attorney's fees and stock 
9 options that she claims is worth over $19,000. She 
10 bases her calculation on her assumption that she's 
11 actually laying a point she would have - she would have 
12 (Inaudible) $110,000 -- $110,303 in 1998 and every year 
13 thereafter. 
14 Your Honor, I object to this Court that Ms. 
15 Carter's back pay calculation is based on pure 
j 16 speculation and I'm not (Inaudible) as she claims. Ms. 
117 Carter has no, absolutely no back pay damages. She was 
18 employed three days after she was terminated from 
119 Sullivan-Schein. She found employment immediately. 
20 When she worked for Sullivan-Schein her draw against 
21 commission was $39,400 annually. When she took her new 
22 job three weeks later at JB Dental, her draw was $3,900 
23 a month. That equates to $45,600 per year. She was 
24 making more money, Your Honor. 
^
c
 Tarter's draw was actually higher at her new 
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1 employment than it was at Sullivan-Schein. The law is 
2 clear, Your Honor, that lost commission is not included 
3 in the back pay awards and it cannot predicted with a 
4 reasonable certainty. There's two cases that hold this. 
5 (Inaudible) to Holdout Company, Incorporated, 526 F.Sec. 
6 1055, you'll find the pinpoint cite at page 1060 of the 
7 Federal District of Puerto Rico, 1981 decision. You'll 
8 also find the same role in (Inaudible) versus Rogers 
9 Dean Chevrolet, Inc., 8.5 F 2nd 900 at 905, Eleventh 
10 Circuit decision, 1988. 
11 Carter has not provided any evidence to 
12 establish with reasonable certainty that she would ever 
13 earn $110,303 in 1998 or in any year thereafter. In 
14 fact, look what she made. In '97 she made (Inaudible) 
15 60,000. In '98, from Sullivan-Schein and JB Dental, she 
16 made a little over $55,000. In '99, she made 
17 (Inaudible) money, 56,000. In 2000 she made 51,000. In 
18 2001, she made $56,310. These numbers are all from her 
19 tax returns, Your Honor. 
[20 Where's the 20 percent growth? Remember, Ms. 
21 Carter had no restrictions on her (Inaudible) activity. 
22 She was free to call on each and every account that she 
23 had at Sullivan-Schein, yet without any restrictions, 
24 the best year she's able to do is the first year of 
25 $65,000. And she comes in here and asking this tribunal 
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to award her $110,000 for every year. Absolutely 
riduculous. 
Also, where's the certainty on someone paid 
solely a commission basis of increased sales? There's 
no certainty in sales, Your Honor. There's no guarantee 
you're going to make more money in one year than the 
last — than that. In fact, you may even make less 
sometimes for more than one year in a row, as proven by 
what Ms. Carter has done. 
This is how we get to zero, Your Honor. This 
(Inaudible) to the one year because of the merger, all 
sales representatives were given a guarantee for their 
commission because of the uncertainty of the merger. 
That guarantee for 1998 was $59,405. Her income from 
Sullivan-Schein Dental for 1998 was $30,820.22. That 
leaves the amount of guarantee not paid $28,584. The 
income that she earned from JB Dental for the year 1998 
is $37,000. She made more money than she had yet coming 
to her from Sullivan-Schein. That (Inaudible) to zero. 
Any indvidual salesperson (Inaudible) no 
ability for her, she has not produced any evidence, that 
she would have earned any amount in any given year after 
1998. It's simply too speculative for this tribunal to 
award her any back pay, especially for the fact that 
again that she obtained employment three days after, 
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1 three days after she was terminated from 
I Sullivan-Schein, making more money earning (Inaudible) 
I than she did at Sullivan-Schein. 
\ Your Honor, in conclusion, we simply ask that 
> you rule in favor of the respondent, that there is no 
> evidence of a retalitory motive on the behalf of the 
respondent, that Ms. Carter's termination had nothing, 
absolutely nothing to do with the December 14, 1997 
letter. There is absolutely no connection between the 
two. Ms. Carter has to accept the consequences of her 
own conduct that caused her termination. 
And finally, if liability is found, Your 
Honor, if we ~ we move to ask the Court that no back 
pay damages be awarded because it has not been proven. 
She does not have a back pay damages, and she has not 
established any damages (Inaudible) stock options. 
Those damages are well ~ are simply too speculative for 
this tribunal to award her any sum, especially after she 
ries to obtain from this tribunal or has asked this 
ribunal to award her the $19,000 for stock options that 
n no way, shape or form had any such value. 
I thank you for your attention and your 
ndulgence for the extra time, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
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1 that she gave to the Labor Commission, Petitioner's 
2 Exhibit No. 11, again, the first thing she mentioned is 
3 the fact that, "I called on the doctor's office because 
4 it was on my territory list. There's a whole list of my 
5 accounts. Heritage Dental can be found on page 5." 
6 So Susan Carter has consistently said all 
7 along that Heritage Dental was on her account list and 
8 was (Inaudible). It's true that she also tried to 
9 distance herself trying to find some reason or an 
10 explanation for why she would be terminated for calling 
11 on the account that was her account (Inaudible). But 
12 (Inaudible) Susan Carter has consistently said that 
13 Heritage Dental was on her list. 
14 It is true that Susan Carter's letter of 
15 December 19 (sic), 1997, complained about events that 
16 occurred four years ago, but it was a current complaint 
17 by a current employee of Sullivan-Schein about two other 
18 current employees of Sullivan-Schein, so it was a 
19 current problem for Sullivan-Schein management as 
20 evidenced by the fact that Mr. Davis took it so 
21 seriously. 
22 Counsel indicates that neither Mr. Simmons nor 
23 Mr. Brown had authority to terminate Mrs. Carter. That 
24 is true, but they had the ability to influence Joe 
25 Shutzo's perception of Ms. Carter and they did that, 
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THE COURT: Well, I guess in all fairness, Mr. 
rimes, I'll give you a few minutes for rebuttal here. 
MR. GRIMES: I would appreciate that, Your 
onor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. GRIMES: Just if I can, I have a couple of 
ijor points that counsel raises. 
Counsel points to the letters that Susan 
iter submitted to the Labor Commission in which Susan 
rter gave statements essentially distancing herself 
m the Heritage Dental account, basically saying, oh, 
asn't calling on that account anyway, or I was 
ing on the doctors and not Mark - and not Mark 
son. 
Well, that's true and it may be understandable 
udering that Susan Carter did those appeals and that 
tage Dental didn't particularly like her, but 
idible) actual letters themselves, Petitioner's 
bits No. 10 and 11, and we'll see that in both of 
\ letters the first thing that Susan Carter said is 
heritage Dental is on her list. In the first 
that she gave to the Labor Commission she 
led her run list and said, "Copy enclosed." Then 
tlked about how (Inaudible) Heritage Dental anyway. 
Then the second level - the second letter 
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1 both by telling him that Susan Carter had been 
2 terminated from Mountain West Dental for crossover 
3 issues and also by talking to Mr. Shutzo about other 
4 crossover issues. 
5 Parke Simmons testified that Joe Shutzo 
6 confided in him when Mike Butler complained about Susan 
7 Carter. That's true, Mike Butler had several complaints 
8 about Susan Carter calling on what he considered was his 
9 accounts, but it's also true that according to Mr. 
10 Butler's testimony and Mr. Shutzo's testimony, none of 
11 those were incidents of stealing or poaching. Those 
12 were all legitimate crossover issues. Susan Carter was 
13 calling on those accounts because they were on her list. 
14 Mike Butler didn't like it because he thought they were 
15 his accounts, and so he complained to Joe Shutzo and Joe 
16 Shutzo turned around and talked to Parke Simmons about 
17 that. When I asked him why Joe Shutzo would tell him 
18 that, Parke Simmons couldn't think of a reason. And of 
19 course, Joe Shutzo denies telling Mr. Simmons anything 
20 about that. 
21 Susan Carter has never denied that she 
22 contacted Dr. Clegg's office or his assistant after that 
23 account was assigned to Melanie Roylance. She admitted 
24 that, but as evidenced from the letter that Susan Carter 
25 wrote to the Labor Commission, when she talked to 
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1 Georgeann, Dr. Clegg's assistant, at the trade show, she 
2 was not trying to steal that account. She was not 
3 saying call on me, not Melanie. She was saying talk to 
4 Melanie. Melanie may not know she had to put it in the 
5 computer system, ask her about it. She was not trying 
6 to steal an account. And when Susan Carter explained to 
7 Melanie Roylance what happened, Melanie Roylance 
8 considered the issue to be closed, according to her 
9 testimony. 
10 The other contact that Susan Carter had with 
11 Dr. Clegg was he went and talked to her when she 
12 happened to be in another doctor's office in the same 
13 building and expressed frustration over the merger. 
14 (Inaudible) frustration over the merger. 
15 Sullivan-Schein never told their sales representatives 
16 that they couldn't talk to customers, they had to be 
17 rude to customers, walk away, turn away and not answer 
18 questions, not try to help them. Susan Carter was 
19 trying to be helpful. The very passage from her letter 
20 recounts and refers to where Susan Carter talked about 
21 her conversation with Georgeann in Dr. Clegg's office. 
22 It's obvious that Susan Carter was trying to be helpful. 
23 She was trying to help them and try to answer their 
24 questions, why are my (Inaudible) so high? She didn't 
25 say, oh, well, you know, it's the Sullivan reps fault. 
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1 On the issue of damages, counsel indicates 
2 that Ms. Carter cannot collect lost commissions because 
3 they're simply not recoverable under the law and 
4 (Inaudible) district court case that he cited. Well, I 
5 beg to differ, but first of all, if that was the law 
6 that means that any employer who pays commissions can 
7 discriminate or retaliate whenever they please because 
8 there's no damages to be awarded for such conduct, but 
9 there's also authority to the contrary. The best case I 
10 could find is a case of Goldstein versus Manhattan 
11 Industries. This is an Eleventh Circuit case from 1985, 
12 758 Federal 2nd, 1435, that's an age discrimination case 
13 where a salesman executive is allowed to recover lost 
14 commissions. I haven't researched that issue 
15 exhaustively, but it's simply not the law that an 
16 employer can never be liable for lost commissions. 
17 Counsel points out the fact that Ms. Carter 
18 did not have increases in her pay after she left 
19 Sullivan-Schein. That's because she went to work for a 
20 much smaller company. She had basically topped out at 
21 that company. That's the salary, that's the level that 
22 she was earning at. The fact that she had a larger draw 
23 is irrelevant because Ms. Carter never had any 
24 problem -
25 MR. GUMINA: I'm going to object that there's 
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1 It's all because of the merger. She said, "It may be 
2 the pricing system, the computer. Tell Melanie that it 
3 has to be put through the Schein system." 
4 The two letters by doctors, Dr. Clegg and Dr. 
5 Willardsen, that were - were typed by Susan Carter, it 
6 is true that Ms. Carter misspoke during her deposition 
7 and said that those letters had been written by the 
8 doctors. In fact, Dr. Clegg's letter was drafted by 
9 him. Susan Carter typed it. Dr. Willardsen's letter 
10 was drafted by Susan Carter. That wasn't a fraud, it 
11 wasn't a forgery. Dr. Willardsen signed the letter. 
12 It's just that Susan Carter typed it, in the case of Dr. 
13 Willardsen's letter she authored. 
14 Neither of those letters have even been 
15 entered into evidence in the case. They weren't 
16 particular crucial to the issues of the case, but the 
17 point is that the day after Susan Carter's deposition, I 
18 sent the letter to the company telling them that Susan 
19 Carter misspoke. 
20 Now, if Ms. Carter was intentionally 
21 misrepresenting or misleading the company during her 
22 deposition, she wouldn't have corrected the next day. 
23 And it's obvious from the text of her deposition that 
24 she tried to raise that issue during her deposition to 
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1 no such evidence in (Inaudible), that she topped out. 
2 THE COURT: Well, let's -
3 MR. GRIMES: rll withdraw that statement. 
4 THE COURT: All right. 
5 MR. GRIMES: Ms. Carter did testify that it 
6 was a much smaller company, it was a really much smaller 
7 product line. She - her earnings were fairly 
8 consistent at that company. 
9 In her current employment, Ms. Carter 
10 testified that she is earning at approximately the level 
11 that was projected by Sullivan-Schein. In her current 
12 employment in (Inaudible) Dental she's earning at 
13 approximately that level, so it is possible for a sales 
14 representative, a good sales representative, to earn at 
15 that level, just as Jim Engle projected in his document 
16 for Mrs. Carter. 
17 And it's also very (Inaudible), Your Honor, 
18 that during the (Inaudible), the one order that Susan 
19 Carter did work for Sullivan-Schein, her earnings were 
20 in excess of what was projected by Mr. Engle. There's 
21 no other way around that. We can discount (Inaudible) 
22 and say part of it was credited toward the draw, but the 
23 fact is, she earned about $30,000 which was in excess of 
24 the pace Mr. Engle had projected for her. And bear in 
25 mind that this is during the time period of the merger, 
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1 when it was particularly difficult to earn sales, to 
2 make sales. This is when all the crossover issues 
3 existed. Susan Carter was outpacing the projections. 
4 For these reasons, Your Honor, we would 
5 request that the Court find that Susan Carter's 
6 involvement in protected activity was a bargaining 
7 factor for the adverse actions that were taken against 
5 her by the defendant and she is entitled to the revenues 
) that she has requested in this case. 
) I appreciate the Court's (Inaudible). 
THE COURT: All right, thank you both. Let me 
compliment you both on being excellently prepared and 
doing a very good job of presenting this case. It's 
refreshing to see that kind of preparation on a case. I 
will review the evidence and issue my decision in a 
written order at a later time. Thank you. 
MR. GRIMES: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. GUMINA: Thank you. 
(Concluded.) 
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